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1

GEOLOGICAL
AND

MINERALOGICAL SPECIMENS.

Mr. KRANTZ, of Berlin, Prussia, begs leave to inform the scientific institu-

tions and private collectors in this country, that he keeps constantly on hand the
largest stock of minerals, fossils and rock-specimens, enabling him to make up
collections of every extent and complete existing ones. This establishment,
numbering the first cabinets in all parts of the world, and the most distinguished
private cultivators of the mineralogical and geological sciences among its custom-
ers, has constantly, during twenty years, kept pace with the rapid progress of
these branches of human knowledge; its travelers are constantly '* en route" in

all countries of Europe (one of ihem is now in the United States,) and all efforts

are made to secure the acquisition of every thing new or interesting to collectors.

The list of minerals contains now about 800 species collected at more than 3000
localities, and forming a cabinet of 10,000 first rate specimens, unrivalled by any
known private collection, and representing the state of the science at the very
latest dale with its most recent discoveries. Besides this standard collection, oth-

ers of any desirable extent, and arranged in any prescribed system, can be fur-

nished at prices as the adjoined catalogue shows.

For Lecturers the instructive collections for the demonstration of the physical

properties of minerals, color, fracture, lustre, composition, etc., etc., are particularly

useful. Scale of hardness, blowpipe minerals, etc.

Cabinets for Ladies, in elegant mahogany cases with drawers, containing, in a
case not larger than two feet long by about one foot in depth and breadth, 300 small
but very characteristic specimens, (price $25; smaller ones to order.)

Cabinetsfor Children in fine paste-board cases, at from ^'2-6.

Minerals for Chemists^ for the preparation of rare chemical substances and the

exercise of students in analyzing them, such as Uranium, Wolfram, Tellurium,

Titanium, Mellite, etc., at the lowest prices. All specimens are provided with
'printed labels, in English, German and French.

Orders for minerals and rock-specimens should always mention the size desired.

Fossils.—Tiie number of species of fossil organic remains, amounts to about

8000, collected in all the principal localities of Europe and the United States.

All these species are carefully determined as far as the present slate of the science

permits, and collections for the illustration of all treatises on geology, including

the characteristic shells of all formations, can be furnished to any extent within

the above number. Each specimen is furnished with a printed label indicating

the locality, geological formation, and name ; the collections are generally arranged

according to the relative at^e of the formations; for special purposes zoological

classifications are adopted if asked for.

A separate part of the catalogue contains prices of casts of rare and interesting

fossils of larger size, painted in the colors ot the original and forming a valuable

complement for public cabinets.

The attention of scientific men is particularly called to Mr. K.'s collection of

Saurian^ from the L. of VV., surpassing in some pieces for beauty and completeness,

tho«e of the first Museums of Europe.
Ichthyosauri at from $30-200. Loligo, fishes and Crinoidea of the same and

other formations at equally moderate prices.

Rocks—About one thousand varieties of rock-specimens are on hand, forming

a complete series of all the primary and sedimentary rocks which form the known

\

solid part of our globe. All the specimens of each collection are of the same size

and shape, so as to admit of being arranged in an elegant manner, without un-

necessary waste of room in drawers or cases.

A few' geographical collections of countries interesting to geologists, such as

Saxony, the Hartz, ML Vesuvius, the Alps, Italy, Hungary, Norway and Sweden,
Mexico, and some others are siili on hand.

1
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CATALOGUE OF FOSSILS,

CASTS OF FOSSILS, ROCK-SPECIMENS AND MINERALS,

FOR SALE BY

AUGUSTUS KRANTZ, Berlin, Prussia,

39 Bruderstrasse.

J2 00

40 00

AMERICAN EDITION.

I. FOSSILS.

1. 30 species of fossil shells from the modern deposits elevated on tlic

coasts of Norway and Sweden upwards of 150 feet, . . ^ 3 50

2. 100 species from the tertiary basin of Vienna, . . • 12 00

3. 100 species from the tertiary formation in Rhineland and Westphalia,

4. 300 species from the tertiary basin of Paris and the *'fa]iins" of Tonraine,
5. 100 species from the faluns of Bordeaux and Dax, . . , 12 00

6. 130 species from the London clay of Hampsiiire and the Crag of Suffolk, 24 00

7. 100 species from the tertiary of Maryland, Alabama and Virginia, 18 00

8. 150 species from the tertiary deposits and the tertiary formation of
Cyprus, Persia and Egypt, . • - . . * 26 00

9. 50 species from the tertiary formation (Molasse) of Switzerland, 7 00

10. 100 species from the upper cretaceous formation of Belgium, . 20 00

11. 300 species from the cretaceous formation of Southern France, 65 00

12. 150 species from the same formation of Northern France, . . 26 00

Of both tlie hist collections, separate series can be given, comprising
only single groups (chalk, greensand, N^ocomien) or zoological fam-
ilies (Rudista, Cephalopoda, etc.)

13. 150 species from the cretaceous formation, (Plaener and Quadersand-
stein of Saxony and Bohemiaj) . . . • .

14. 100 species from the chalk marl (Untorer Kreidemergel of Rcemer) of
Westpiialia, ....••..

15. 60 species from Ihc grcensand of BlacJidown in Devonshire, . 9 00

16. 100 species from the upper and lower grcensand of Hanover and
Westphalia, (Hilslhon and Hilsconglomerat of Roemer,) . . 14 00

17. 100 species from thp Alpine limestone of Gosan, Vils, Tricnt, Hall-
fitadt, etc., including the Cephalopods described by von llauer, . 18 00

50 species from the Wealden formation of Germany and England, 9 00

150 species from the Oolite and Lias of Southern France, . . 30 00

20. 150 species from the same formation in Northern France, . 26 00

21. 100 species from the same formation of Northern Germany, . . 10 00

22. 30 species from the upper oolite of Bavaria (lithographic state), 6 00

23. 20 species Crustacea from the same locality, - • . . 12 00

24. 150 species from the Jurassic formation of England, mostly from
Yorkshire,

18 00

12 00

18.

19.

26 00

00

7 00

25. 100 species from the O^furd clay of Moscow in Russia, - - 18 00

26. 200 species from the Jurassic formations of Bavaria and Wdrtemberg, 22 00

27. 80 .'ipccies from the Alpine limestone of St. Ca.ssian, Tyrol, . 14
"^

28. 30 species of fish-leelh, scales and bones from the Trlassic formation

of Bavaria and WQrtemberg, .....
29. 30 difTcreut Saurian bones from tlie Muschelkalk of Bavaria, . . 9 00

30. 40 species from tlie Permian System of Thuringia (Zechstein and
Kupferschiefer), ......

3J. 100 species of fossil plants (large size) from the coal-slates of Silesia,

Bohemia, and Saxony, ......
32. 75 species from the Permian System and carboniferous limestone of

Moscow and the Ural Mountains,

9 00

20 00

20 00

33. 50 species ftom the Mountain limestone of Ireland, . - 9 *^

34. 80 species from the same formation in Belgium, . . . 15 00

35. 100 species from the Devonian rocks of the Rhine and Eifel, . ^2 00
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36.

37.

38.

30.

40.

41.

42.

43.

100 species from tlic same formation in the Ilartz Mountains,
300 species from tlie PalEeozoic rocks of the United States of America,
100 species from the Silurian group of Sweden and Norway,
80 species from the Silurian group of Dudley in England,
200 species from the upper Silurian group of Bohemia,
100 species of Trilobites, . . . .

2-50 species of Bracliiopoda, including the genera Atrypa, Calceola,

Crania, Chonctes, Leptaena, Lingula, Orbicula, Ortliis, Penlamerus,
Productus, Spirifer, Strigocephalos, Terebralula and Thecidea,
300 species of Cephalopoda, including the genera Ammonites, Ancy-
loceras, Baculites, Belemnites, Clymenia, Conularia, Crioceras, Endo-
ceras, Gonioceras, Goniatites, llainites, I.ituites, Nautilus, Onycho-
teuthis, Orthoceratites, Ptychoceras, Scaphiles, Toxoceras and
TurriliteB, . . . . . . . •

$14 00
70 00
18 00

24 00
30 00

44 00

75 00

II. CASTS.

5.

9.

10.

II.

12.

13.

$6 00

2 00

00 75

5 00

3 00

26 00

9 00

Persons wishing to purchase casts, can be furnished with two plates of engrav-

ings, representing them.

1. Mastodon giganteum, PI. II, fig. 6.

Lower jaw complete, 2^ feet long; from the diluvium of the Mis-
souri River, • . . . . . •

The original is in the Royal Museum at Berlin.

2. Megalonyx Jeffersoni, Harlan.

Four different lower feuiursj phalanges, etc., from the same locality,

3. ZeugUjdon cetoTdes, Owen ; Basilosaiirus, Harlan ; Hydrarchos, Koch.
Two teeth, from the tertinry group of Alabama,

4. Iguanodon, Hylaeosaurus and Gavial.

14 different bones from the Weald clay of Sussex, England,

The originals are in the British Museum.
Pterodactylus cratisirostris, Goldf , PI. II, fig. 7.

Two pieces from the lithographic slate of Bavaria,

The original is in the Museum of Bonn.
G. Jlystriosaurus species Teleosaurus, PI. I, fig. 1.

Cast in 4 parts, 12 feet long, of the best specimen ever discovered,

found in the Lias-slates of Boll, Worteraberg,
The original belongs to Mr. Krantz-

7. Mystriosaurus longipes, PI. II, fig. 5. ^
Perfect skeleton from the same locality, , , . .

The original in the Imperial Museum at Vienna.
8. Mystriosaurus, species. PI. II, fig. 8.

Head of a small sized apecimen from the same place,

The original is in the Royal Museum at Berlin.

Mystriosaurus, species.

Vertebral spine w^ith extremities (?), same locality.

Ichthyosaurus platyodon. PI. II, fig. 2.

Perfect head of a skeleton 60 feet long, ....
Perfect fin of the same specimen. PI. H, fig. 3, . . -

Ichthyosaurus intcrmedius. PL II, fig. 4.

Head, ? and fins perfect, ....
Ichthyosaurus tenuirostris. Pi. II, fig. 9.

Perfect head, . , . .

Originals of Nos. 10-13 in A. Krantz's cabinet.

14. Ichthyosaurus communis, PI. II, fig. 10.

Pin perfect, ........
The original is in the Imperial Museum at Vienna,

15. Plesiosaurus dolichodeirus, Conyb. PJ. I, fig. 2.

Skeleton perfect, 6 feet long, from the Lias slates of Glastonbury
in Somerset.*^hire, -;.....
The original is in the British Museum,

16. Pelagosaurus, new sp. PI. 11, fig. 14.

Head, perfect, from Boll, Wiirtemberg, ....
The original in A. Krantz's cabinet.

1 50

6 00

9 00
5 00

7 00

1 25

75

25 00

1 00



4 Prof, Loomis on Electricity of Zinc huried in the earth*

This then constitutes a most convenient and economical bat-

tery. The first expense of the plates, without the connecting

wire is about two shiHings. The battery requires no attention

from day to day—involves no expenditure for acids—is perma-

nent in its action—and appears to possess every desirable quaUty

for a telegraph for short distances.

In none of the preceding experiments was the wire which

formed the circuit wound into a coil, but was stretched out into

a long line.

Exp. 13. On the 1st of June, 1849, the galvanometer on the

long circuit, Exp. 7, settled at 61^ ; on the short circuit, Exp. No. 2,

it settled at 66^- This is the same as was observed May ISth,

the day on which the zinc plate was first buried; although in

one instance after a rainy day, an observation of 70^ had been

recorded. The current during these seventeen days had been re-

markably uniform.

I now buried a second zinc plate twenty inches square by the

side of the former one. at the depth of two feet beneath the sur-

face of the earth, and connected the two plates by a short wire.

The galvanometer on the long circuit settled at 66^^; on the

short circuit it settled at 72°. Thus it appeared that by the

addition of the second zinc plate which was considerably larger

than the first, the strength of the electric current had been in-

creased about one-third.

The following experiments were performed to determine the

influence of the size of the copper plate upon the intensity of the

current.

Exps. 14 to 29. I detached copper plates Nos. 2 and 3 from
the long wire, and substituted for them a single copper plate forty-

eight inches by fourteen immersed in the w^ell. The galvanome-
ter stood at 74?°.

I now divided the copper plate in the middle leaving a plate

twenty-four inches by fourteen immersed in the well. The gal-

vanometer stood at 71^°.

I thus proceeded to divide the copper plate until I had reduced
it to three inches by a half inch

; after which the plate was en-

tirely remojjpd. I then withdrew the zinc gradually from the

well until only three inches of it remained immersed in the water,

and noticed at each step the eflect upon the needle. The copj^er

wire was ^',- of an inch in diameter, and while the copper plate

was attached, it was immersed five and a half feet in the water.

In the following table, column second shows the dimensions
of the copj^er plate employed; column third shows the entire

surface of copper immersed, including both sides of the plate

and also the immersed wire; column fourth shows the observed
deviation of the galvanometer needle; and column fifth shows
the natural tangent of the angle of deviation.

f

I



Prof. Loomis on Electricity of Zinc buried in the earth. 5

i

j
No. of Jsize of the 1 Copper tturfaoe Uevialion <>f Tangent of

Experiment. Co(>per Plate. | itnmer.^ed. Galvaijoineter. deviation

14 48 inches by 14 1354 square inclies. 74|^ 3-6(JS

15 24 " 14 682 " 7li 2-989

16 12 " 14 346 68i 2-507

n , 6 « 14 178 C6.i 2-300

18 6 « 9 94 « 64| 2-120

19 3 « 7 52 62i 1-921

20 3 « 3i 31 601 1-786

21 3 " 2 22 59 1-664

22 3 « 1 16 « 57 1-540

23 3 « i
Length of wire immersed

13 56i 1-511

24 6 feet. 10 8 " 66 1-483

25 5.J
" 9-9 55J 1-442

26 3 « 5-4 461 1*003

27 1 « 1-8 32| •643

28 6 inches. 0-9 « 19 •344

29 3 " 0-45 11 •194
\

The \di\v which these numbers follow is exhibited by the fol-

lowing curve, in which the abscissas represent die amount of

copper surface immersed in the water, and the ordinates represent

the intensity of the electric current, assuming the intensity to be

proportioned to the tangent of the angle of deviation of the gal-

vanometer.

100 2(K) 400 600 800 1000 X200 1100

The numbers hf-Iow the horizontal line represent tlie square inches of copiKT surface immersed :

the dotted vertical lines represent the currespoudiiig iiiteiiiiity of the clci;tric turrciit.

Thus it appears that for plates less than one square inch, the

intensity of the current as measured by its effect upon a mag-
netic needle, is nearly proportioned to the surface of the plates;

but in oixler to double the intensity of the current yielded by a
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copper plate of three and one-third square inches, counting both

sides, the surface of the plate must be increased fourteen fold;

and in order to increase the current fourfold, the surface of the

plate must be increased four hundred and twenty fold. In order

to double the current again would probably require a copperplate

more tharj sixteen feet square.

The following experiments were performed to determine how
far the intensity of the current could be increased by multiplying

the number of galvanic elements.

Exp. 30. I buried a plate of zinc six inches square in the

earth at a distance of twelve feet from the well used in the pre-

ceding experiments. The depth to the surface of the water in

the well was also twelve feet, A plate of copper six inches

square being attached to a wire and dropped into the well, the

galvanometer settled at 45^,

Exp. 31. I then buried a second copper plate of the same

dimensions in the earth at a distance of one inch from the first

zinc plate, and connected it by a wire with a second zinc plate

which was immersed in the well by the side of the copper plate

and separated from it to the distance of half an inch by interposed

cork. The galvanometer settled at 58'^. The tangents of 45'^

and 58^ are in the ratio of ten to sixteen. In this ratio the in-

tensity of the current had been increased by the addition of a

second pair of plates.

Exp, 32. I removed the second copper plate to the distance

of five inches from the zinc plate which was buried in the earth.

The galvanometer settled at 50^. I then interposed between the

copper and zinc a third pair of plates of the same dimensions,

when the galvanometer settled at 58^. This experiment did not

afford much encouragement for increasing the number of plates

beyond two pairs of elements.

Exp. 33. I repeated the last three experiments in a new posi-

tion about four feet from the former one. In this second locality

the soil was only eight inches deep, a flat stone lying underneath.

With one zinc plate in the earth and one copper plate in the well

the galvanometer settled at 26^.

Exp. 34^ With a copper plate in the earth distant one inch

from the zinc, and a pair of plates in the well, as in experiment

31, the galvanometer settled at 44^. The tangents of 26^ and

44^ are almost exactly in the ratio of one to two. The inten-

sity of the current was therefore doubled by the addition of a

second pair of plates.

Exp. 35. I removed the second copper plate to the distance ol

twelve inches from the zinc which was buried in the earth.
•

The galvanometer settled at 28J^. I placed the copper plate six

inches from the zinc, when the galvanometer settled at 30^. I

placed the copper plate five inclies from the zitic when the g^^'

vanometer settled at 33^. I then interposed a third pair of plates
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when the galvanoineter settled at 40^^. In this experiment the

three pairs of plates did not furnish the same intensity as two
paiis in Exp. 34. By bringing the plates a little closer together

son)e increase of effect would have been obtained; but although

the experiment was several times repeated, nearly the same ad-

vantage a[)peared to be lost in every instance by the separation of

the second copper plate from the first zinc, as was gained by the

interposition of the third pair of plates.

Exp. 36. I took three pairs of plates six inches by seven, all

well secured at distances of one-third of an inch from each other.

The outer copper plate was connected by a wire with the zinc

plate buried in the earth, as in Exp. 30, The enter zinc plate

was connected with the copper plate buried one inch from the

zinc, as in Exp. 3L Upon lowering the battery into the well the

galvanometer stood at 62*^.

Exp. 37. I removed one pair of plates from the battery, the

interval between the remaining ones being still one-third of an
inch, when the galvanometer stood at OU^^.

Exp. 38, I removed a second pair of plates from the battery,

leaving only one pair separated by a distance of one-third of an
inch in the well; and one pair separated by an inch buried in

the earth, when the galvanometer stood at 70^.

Thus it appears that one pair of plates immersed in the water
affords a stronger current than two or three pairs. The difference

between two and three [lairs is altogether trifling.

Exp. 39. I removed the copper plate from the ground and the

zinc plate from the well, when the galvanometer settled at 53^.

The tangents of 53^ atid 70^ are almost exactly as one to two.

This experiment therefore leads to the same conclusion as Exp.
34, that with one pair of elements buried in the earth and one
immersed in the well, the intensity of the current is double of

that furnished by a single pair.

Exp. 40-54. Tlie following experiments were made to de-

termine the influence of the size of the zinc plate upon the in-

tensity of the current. I buried a plate of sheet zinc twelve

inches square on the spot employed in Exp. 30. A plate of

copper twelve inches by fourteen was attached to a wire and im-

mersed in the well. Upon connecting the two jilates by a wire

the galvanometer stood at G5^^. I then removed one-half of the

zinc plate when the galvanometer stood at 64^'^. I continued

thus to divide the zinc plate and record the indications of the

needle until the plate was reduced to as small dimensions as

could well be used. The following table contains the observa-

tions. Column second shows the dimensions of the zinc plate

employed ;
column third shows the entire surface of zinc buried

in the earth, counting both sides of the plate; column fourth

shows the observed deviation of tlie galvanometer needle; and
column fifth shews the natural tangent of the angle of deviation.
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No. of Size of the 2

Experiment. ZincPl

ches

ate.

^7 1240 VI m 288

41 12 «
^^B

6 144
L

42 6
a

- 6 12

43 6
u

3 36

44 3
«

3 18

45 3
«

i 2 12

46 3
<i

1 6

4Y 2
ii

1 4
48 1

€€
1 2

49 1
a

h 1

50 1
u

i
51 h

u
1 i

52 i
ii

i i

Zinc surface

buried.

53

54 J

<c

(i

Deviation of JTangent of

Galvanometer, deviation.

0-504

0-446

Exp. 55. Ill several of the last experiments the solder with

which the copper wire was attached to the zinc plate covered a

considerable portion of the zinc surface and impaired the effect of

the plate. I therefore cut a strip one-tenth of an inch wide from

thin sheet zinc and soldered it to the end of a copper wire. When
this was inserted two inches in the ground and connected with

the copper plate in the well, the galvanometer settled at 40^°.

Exp. 56, When the same zinc wire was inserted half an inch

in the ground, the galvanometer settled at 30^^.

Exp. 57. When the end of the zinc barely pressed upon the

ground by its own weight, the galvanometer settled at 17^^.

The law which the preceding numbers follow is exhibited by
the following curve linCj in which the abscissas represent the

i

«

i

i

!
f
I

1
r

t

»
I

I

I

t

I

t
»
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I

«
*
*

t

t

t

{

j

100 150 2(J0 250 200

The numljers below the horizontal line represent the square inches of zinc surface huried in ^^^

earth : the dotted vertical lines represent the corresponding intensity of the electric current.

25 50
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amount of zinc surface buried in the earth, and the ordinates

represent the intensity of the electric current, assinning the itJten-

sity to be proportioned to the tangent of the angle of deviation

of the galvanometer.

From these experiments it appears that a small wire of zinc

inserted half an inch in the ground affords a current half as strong

as a plate an inch square ; and a plate one inch square affords a

current more than half as strong as a plate one foot square; so

that even jess advantage is gained by increasing the surface of the

zinc plate than the surface of the copper plate.

Exp. oS. I took a strip of sheet zinc one-tenth of an inch

wide and twenty inches long, and having soldered to it a copper

wire sixty feet long, inserted it vertically in the ground near the

Philosophical Hall. Upon dropping the end of the copper wire,

Exp. 7, seven hundred and sixty feet in length, into the well

without any plate attached, the needle settled at 38|^. This
current worked the telegraph with promptness and efficiency.

The following experiments, No. 59 to G5j were tried with

the electricity of the common machine.

Exp. 59. A Leyden jar having a capacity of one quart was
charged with the electricity of a common machine, at)d the

charge passed through the long circuit used in Exp. 7. The jar

rested upon a table with a wire attached to the zinc plate under-

neath it. Upon bringing the wire attached to the copper plate

near to the knob of the jar the charge passed apparently without

difficulty.

Exp. 60. I applied my left hand to the outside of the jar

which rested upon the zinc wire as before. On bringing the

other wire which I held in my right hand near the knob, the jar

was discharged and 1 received a severe shock.

Exp. 61. The same experiment was repeated with the short

circuit No. 2. I again received a shock, but much feebler than

before.

It ap|>eared that the circuit through which the jar was discharg-

ed in the last two experin^ents, offisred so much resistance to the

passage of the fluid, that at least a portion of the charge preferred

the shorter route through my body. In order to determine

whether this resistance arose from the wire or the interposed

earth, the following experiments were tried.

Exp. 62. I took a copper wire ^^ of an inch in diameter and
one hundred and twenty feet long, and arranged it round the

Philosophical Hall so that I could discharge a jar through the

entire length or any portion of it at pleasure. When I discharg-

ed the jar through thirty feet of wire, 1 perceived not the slight-

est shock, although I held one end of the wire in my right hand,

and with my left hand clasped the outside of the jar.
r

Seconp Series, Vol. IX, No. 25.—Jan., 1850* 2
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Exp. 63. When forty feet of wire were introduced, the shock

would not probably hav^e been noticed, if it had not been a par-

ticular object of attention. Wiih sixty feet of wire the shock

was so slight that it might have escaped notice under ordinary

circnmstances, but when I clasped the wire very firmly in my
hand

J
the shock was quite decided. With one hundred and

twenty feet of wire the shock was felt in both my wrists and

slightly up to rny elbows.

Exp. 64. In order to obtain some measure of the amount of

resistance which this current was capable of overcoming, I took

two cat-skins prepared for electric experiments with their fur

upon them. One of them was lined with cotton cloth, cotton

batting and silk. I doubled each of the skins and laid them to-

gether so as to make four layers of fur, the whole being nearly

an inch thick when well cofnpressed. When I discharged the

jar through the short circuit, as in Exp. 61, my right hand being

protected by four thicknesses of fur, I perceived no shock.

Exp. 65. When the jar was discharged through one hundred
and twenty feet of wire as in Exp. 03, my hand being protected

by four thicknesses of fur, I received a sensible shock. With
six thicknesses of fur I perceived no shock, except when some
part of my hand or wrist was allowed to come within an inch of

the unprotected wire, in which case I received a severe shocks
although I held eight or more thicknesses of fur in my hand.

Similar experiments were tried with from one to two hundred
folds of silk and with similar results.

The length of wire employed in Exp. 65 was but slightly

greater than the wire employed in Exp. 64; and was considera-

bly tess than the entire circuit employed in that experiment incltid-

ing the earth. Hence we must conclude that the twenty-seven
feet of earth included in the circuit of Exp. 64, offered no appre-
ciable resistance to the passage of the electric fluid. It is infer-

red, therefore, that the resistance detected in Exps. 60 and 61,
was due mainly if not entirely to the length of wire in the
circuit.

It is remarkable that the electricity of a single zinc plate should
traverse this lofig circuit so freely, while the electricity of a
charged jar seeks in preference the circuit through the human
body, although protected by a considerable thickness of the poor-
est conductors known.
The following fxj.eriments were made to determine the influ-

ence of the length of the conducting wire upon the intensity of
the current.

Exp. 66. I attached a copper plate fourteen inches by twenty-
four to the end of the wire which was immersed in the well.
I then added six hundred and thirty feet more of wire, making
the length of wire in the circuit fourteen hundred and fifty feet,
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so that the entire circuit, inchiding the four hundred and seventy-
five feet of earth, was one thousand nine hundred and twenty-
five feet. ^ ..V. ^ 69i

Exp. 67. I united the zinc wire, Exp. No. 58, instead of the

I

zinc plates, to the long copper wire, making the length of circuit

the same as in the last experiment ; when the galvanometer
settled at 47|^.

Exp. 68. I detached five hundred and ten feet of wire, leav-

ing the length of wire in the circuit nine hundred and forty feet.

Wh
694

Exp. 69. I detached three hundred and seventy more feet oi

wire, leaving the length of wire in the circuit five hundred and
seventy feet; when the galvanometer settled at 70^.

Thus it appears that when the length of the circuit was doubled,

the intensity of the current was but slightly impaired, which
favors the conchision that the current thus generated might be

employed for telegraphing to considerable distances. Mr. Vail

succeeded in telegraphing from Washington to Baltimore with
such a battery. The size of the plates employed in his experi-

ment was fiv^e ^eet by two and a half

Exp. 70. I substituted the zinc wire for the zinc plates on the

same circuit as in Exp. 69, when the galvanometer settled

at 48JO.

Exp. 71. I connected the zinc plates with copper plate No. 1^
* on the short circuit, Exp. No. 2, when the galvanometer settled

at 72^0. .

!
Exp. 72. I substituted the zinc wire for the zinc plates on

the same circuit, when the galvanometer settled at 48^^.

The preceding experiments were all completed by the 25th of

June, and no further experiments were made until September.

Exp. 73. On the llth of September, I repeated Exp. No. 71,
' when the galvanometer settled at 71J°.

Exp. 74. On the 3d of October, I repeated the last experiment,

when the galvanometer settled at 75^.

Thus for nearly five months, a plate of zinc buried in the earth

furnished a current of electricity of an intensity well nigh con-

stant. The entire range of the galvanometer needle was only

four degrees. These variations were ascribed to changes in

the moisture of the earth, as the intensity of the current was

generally observed to increase after a long rain. It does not ap-

pear however that on the whole the intensity Ifes diminished dur-

ing these five months, and it is remarkable that the last observa-

tion was the highest made during the entire period, but the ground

was at thiR rimf^ nnnsuallv wet in conseouence of a recent rain.



12 Geology of Canada

Art. II.— Geology of Canada.
r

From the Proceedings of the A-<sociation for the Advancement of Science, at

CanvLridgc, August, 1849.

Mr. T. S. Hunt, of the Geological Commission of Canada,

made an oral communication upon the resnhs of the geological

exploration of that country, and showed by the aid of a map, the

general distribution of the formations and their relation to ihe

rocks of New England. The following is a summary of his

remarks.

In nresentinof the reoort made bv W. E. Logan. Esq. to the

Provincial government, embracing the results of the survey of

1847-8, 1 beg leave to offer a brief sketch of the results which

have been developed by himself and his assistants. The feature

which first claims our attention in looking at the geological struc-

ture of this country, is a formation of syenitic gneiss, often passing

into mica schist, and interstratified with crystalline limestone,

which forms a ridge of high land extending from the coast of

Labrador along the north side of the St. Lawrence, at a distance of

from twelve to twenty miles from the shore, until it crosses the

Ottawa, near Bytown, whetice it is traced across lake Simcoe
to the shores of Lake Iltiron, where its northern hmit is observed

near the mouth of the French river, while it again appears at the

southeastern extremity upon Matchedash Bay. Resting upon
this are a series of rocks forming the whole north coast of the lake

and numerous small islands. It is made up of sandstones, often

coarse-grained, and sometimes becoming conglomerate from the

presence of red jasper pebbles. These beds are associated with

slates, and one or more bands of limestone. The slates are green-

ish, and highly chloritic, often containing epidote ; sometimes
they assinne the character of conglomerates, from the presence of

pebbles of syenite. The formation is much cut by greenstone

dykes, and exhibus very frequently interstratified beds of green-

stone often of great thickness. Both these and the sedimentary
beds contain metalliferous quartz veins, of which the copper mitjes

of this region are examples. Resting unconformably upon the

tilted edges of this formation, and in other places directly upon
the southern limit of the syenilic gneiss, apf)ear the silurian rocks,

identical with those which are found in New York, and cover the

peninsula between Lake Huron and Lake Ontario. Beginning
with the rock designated in the New York nomenclature the
Potsdam sandstone, we have upon the Manatoulin Islands and
the coast between the Matchedash Bay and Sarnia, a complete ex-
posure of those formations known as the Trenton limestone, Utica
slates, Loraine Shales, Medina sandstones, and the Ni:
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stonesj with the rocks of the Clinton group. All of these are well
characterized by their respective fossils, and are spread out quite
undisturbed at a very gentle dip of about thirty-five feet m a mile.
The thickness of these rocks, as exhibited in a section across the
Grand Manitoulin and La Cloche Islands, was found to be from
the base of the Potsdam sandstone to the top of the Niagara lime-
stone, lj273 feet.

Passing to the east, we find that the syenitic rocks have divid-

ed near wbere they cross the Ottawa, and taking a soulbward
course, are spread over a considerable extent of country between
the Ottawa and the St. Lawrence. Crossing this river below
Kingston, they constitute the greater part of the Thousand Isles,

and are extensively developed in the northern counties of New
York.

The country thus bounded on the west and north consists of a
broad valley of twelve to twenty miles on the north, and thirty to

forty miles on the south side of the St. Lawrence, which at its

southwestern extreme, includes the valley of the Richelieu and
the northern part of lake Champlain. On the southeastern side

of this is a mountain belt of from twenty-five to thirty miles in

width; this is the prolongation of the Gt^een Mountains oi Ver-

mont, which fnrther north constitute the Shickshock and Notre
Dame mountains of Gaspe. This mountain range, coincident

with the course of the river, is bounded at its southeastern base

by a valley of gently undulating land, from twenty to thirty miles

'in width, which may be traced from the upper part of the Con-
necticut river to the upper portion of the St. Francis; thetjce by
the eastern branch of the Chaudicre to the Riviere de Famine, a

tributary of the Chaudierc, the valley is continued in the course of

the St. John's until further on, it falls into the valley of the Risti-

gouche, and is thence traced quite into the Baie desChaleurs. The
general strike of the rocks is coincident with the direction of the

St. Lawrence and the mountain range, and the same geological

formations appear continuous without.

If a line be drawn from St. Scholastique, upon the north shore

of the Ottawa, passing forty miles S. E. to Montreal, and thence

to Canaan, on the Connecticut river, in the north of Vermont, we
shall have a section nearly at right angles to the general course

of the formations. Commencing at the northwest, the first rock

which presents itself resting upon and skirting the bases of the

hills of the syenitic gneiss and crystalline limestone, is a fine

sandstone, which is seen on both shores of the Ottawa at its mouth,

constituting there a considerable island, and is thence traced south

into the county of Beauharnois, where it spreads out to a considera-

ble width, and passing into the state of New York, divides against

the syenftic formation. Sweeping around its base, one portion

passes up the valley of the St. Lawrence, and the other is devel-
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oped in that of Lake Champlain, where it is recognized as the

Potsdam sandstone. To the northeast it probably skirts the base

of the syenitic rocks, and has indeed been observed at the Falls

of the St, Maurice, but owing to the great depth of tertiary deposit

which fills the valley, the opportunities of examining it are but

few. The next rock upon the Vmo of section is a Hmestone, very

silicious at the base, but pure and thick-bedded in the middle,

gradually becoming bituminous and shaly toward the top. This
formation, exposed at a very moderate dip, constitutes the greater

portion of the island ot Montreal, and crossing below to the north

side of the river, is lost beneath the tertiary sands and clays. To
the south, it sweeps around the extremity of a trough, until it

reaches St. John, where either turning over an anticlinal or affec-

ted by a dislocation, it turns up the west side of the Richelieu

and runs into New York.
This formation is shown by its fossils to be referable in its lower

part to the calciferous sandstone, while the upper beds are the

Trenton limestone. It contains interstratified greenstone trap,

sometimes amygdaloidal, which constitutes the mountain of Mon-
treal, Resting upon this limestone is a set of black shales which
appear on both shores of the river before Montreal, and constitute

some islands in its bed. To the south, these shales, which are

the Utica slates, follow the course of the limestone, keeping the

east shore of the Richelieu, and spreading out to a consider-

able breadth, constitute the region of country between the mouth
of Lake Champlain and Missisquoi Bay, To these succeed a
series of shales, bluish and grayish, arenacious, and more or less

calcareous, which are evidently from their fossils the Loraine
shales. These are seen upon the Richelieu at Chambly, upon
the Yamaska near St. Hyacinthe, and in several other points

along the line of strike. They present a considerable breadth,

and are not improbably kept at the surface by some little undula-
tions. Succeeding these, after two or three miles, covered by
tertiary sands, appears a repetition of the Trenton limestones,

which have been traced from Philipsburg, upon the line of Ver-
mont, through the Seigniory of St. Hyacinthe, to Deschaillons,
where they cross the St. Lawrence, and are exposed again upon
the northern shore. These are followed by a repetition of the
Utica slates and Loraine shales, which flank the limestones upon
the St. Lawrence, and are exposed at various points along the
strike. Upon the Barbue river, in the Seigniory of St. Hyacinthe,
occurs what appekrs to be a small trough of higher rocks, consist-
ing of heavy greenish sandstones, interstratified with red and
chocolate-colored slates, sometimes mixed with green bands.
These red slates are highly ferruginous, and sometimes contain
traces of oxyd of titanium. Near the line of Vermont, appears,
succeeding the Trenton limestone; the extremity of a similar

•
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trough of slates and sandstones, more or less calcareous, which is

prolonged into Vermont. In Yamaska mountain a mass of trap
hes in the line of the St. Hyacinthe sandstones and red slates,

and brings up on its flanks similar sandstones and bhiish and
greenish slates, with a crystalline yellow-weathering limestone.
The sandstones near the trap contain mica and phunbago.

These rocks, howeverj are not seen upon the line of section,

but in their strike occur the bluish and grayish calcareous and
arenaceous shales, which are followed by light greenish and ash-
gray slates, interstratified with gray sandstones. Following these

appear the rdd slates with green bands and their accompanying
sandstones, which are sometimes finely conglomerate and more
or less calcareous, often containing mica and graf hite. These
are associated with bat]ds of a greenish chloritic limestone, hold-
ing small portions of oxyd of chromium in some form, and near
the base, with one or two beds of greyish limestones. South of
this section line, the strata on each side of this deposit converge,
but northwardly the breadth gradually increases, and seems to

show that these rocks form a trough more or less disturbed by
undulations. Following the western side of the trough, the slates

with their accompanying sandstones, crossing the St. Francis, are

seen at St. Nicholas on the St. Lawrence, and in the rear of Point
Levi near Quebec. On the eastern side, the slates are followed
to Roxton. where affected by an undulation, they sweep rouiid

towards ShefFord Mountain, and thence are traced to Inverness

on the Becancour, accompanied by the beds of limestone, already

mentioned as associated with them at the base. Beyond these,

on the line of section, are a set of gray and black clay slates, with

thin-bedded sandstones and limestones, which although present-

ing no fossils, appear in their general characters identical with

those on the other side of the trough and with the fossiliferous

beds of the Richelieu and Yamaska. These rocks appear to run

tipon an anticlinal to ShefFord, where an undulation has been

described as carrying the sandstones to the east; thence upon

another anticlitial across the Nicolet, where the dark slates and

limestones are traced around into a narrow anticlinal valley which

runs parallel with the other anticlirmis, and is cmituiued to the

province line in the township of Sutton.

This double trough contains two great masses of trap, Avhich

constitute Broome and Shefford rnoiuHains, and appear to have

disturbed and altered the rocks to a considerable extent. South

of these intrusive rocks we have first upon the section, greenish

and gray clay slates, followed by a belt of silicious and calcareous

rocks, which vary from a somewhat arenaceous limestone tea
feebly calcareous sandstone. These are seen in some places divi-

ded into three bands by the intervention of clay state, probably

by undulatiotis, which produce repetitions.
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The limestone is dolomitic, and is cut in all directions by great

nnmbers of quartz veins; it sometimes contains garnets, and is

associated with iron and copper pyrites. At the distance of abont

a mile is another band of limestone precisely similar, and accom-

panied, like it, with slates and qnartzose beds, which seem to be

altered sandstones, and make the first high lands of the mountain

district. This ridge, with its two bands of dolomite, appears to

be synclinal, and it is traced about ten miles from the proviijce

line, where it dies out. Here another hill about half a mile to

the S. E., apparently an anticlinal, takes up the same measures.

To these succeed a series of more or less qnartzose chloritic

rocks, with an imperfect slaty cleavage. They seem to be alter-

ed sandstones, which upon their western border, where the alter-

ation has been less profound, still present their original structure.

Following these, appears a band of limestone resembling the last,

and often divided into two or three belts by green chloritic or gray
talcose slates, interstratified WMth beds of an impure specular iron

ore, more or less mixed with chlorite and often titaniferous. The
h'mesiones sometimes contain green and purplish talc and occa-

sional crystals of chromic iron; they are marked by the same
quartz veins as before. About two miles farther on, a precisely

similar belt occurs, and the interval is filled with talcose, chloritic

and epidotic slates, associated with bands of magnetic and spec-

ular iron. The epidote forms little nodules, and is often associa-

ted with quartz ; rutile with specular iron is sometimes found
crystaUized in quartz veins. From this, extending to the Sutton
valley, which is the supposed prolongation of the anticlinal, is

about a mile of hard qnartzose rocks slightly chloritic.

Another section is presented upon the St. Francis, which cuts

the rocks nearly at right angles ; it shows the dark colored slates

and limestone supporting greenish silicious slates, followed by
a belt of brown-weathering dolomite, interstratified and accom-
panied with purple sandstones and red slates, to which succeeds at

a distance ofabout a mile, another belt of limestone, with qnartzose

bands. The intermediate rocks are sandstones, and conglome-
^

rates, often almost pure quartz; southeast of the limestone are

seen two or three miles of chloritic rocks, with nodules of epidote
and quartz, followed by a band of dolomitic limestone, with veins
of magnetic and sj^ecular iron ore, and associated with talcose

slate. To this succeeds an extent of heavy quartz rock, slightly

talcose, and another band of dolomite interstratified with talcose

slate, which is followed by the same fine greenish silicious slates

as were observed on the western side. Beyond tiiese are found
the dark slates with their thin limestone beds, which, as has been

|

already remarked, have been traced around to the opposite anti-
clinal. The fact that the dolomites and sandstones within, are
traced around in the same manner; and the similarity in their #

\
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lithological characters, shows that they are on opposite sides
of a synclinal.

On the line of section, about a mile beyond where the Sutton
dolomites would cross, occurs another belt of dolomite associated
with soapstone and green chromiferons talc. In its strike we
find in one place a band of soapstone filled with bitter-spar, and
passing on the northwest into a dolomite of the usual character,

while on the southeast is a narrow band of green serpentine.

Another dolomitic band occurs a httle farther, associated with
green talc, serpentine and soapstone. It has been followed for a
considerable distance, and in one place consists of soapstone with
patches of dolomite, which in the distance of about three hundred
yards on the strike, passes into a band of dark green serfentine

with soapstone. At other places' in the strike, the soapstone is

associated with chromic iron, and in one place a bed of magnesite
with chromiferons talc. These appear to constitute a trough, and
the interval is filled with coarse quartzose chloritic slates, occa-

sionally epidotic, with imbedded crystals of magnetic and specular
iron ; mica and feldspar are not unfrequently met with.

t'oliowing this, the rocks for the next five miles are coarse

chloritic micaceous schists, ofteu feldspathic, passing into gneiss,

and xvi some places, very quartzose. About three miles on the
line of section, is a band containing talc and calcareous spar, the
latter making a considerable portion of the rock, which is stained

green with oxyd of chrome. East of this the rock is more feld-

spathic and contains small crystals of tourmaline. These meas-
ures as they go south expand into a wide mountain tract, the

summit of which, Sutton mountain, is more than four thousand
feet above the St. Lawre?ice. A valley in the line of the chro-

niiferons calcareous rocks divides the mass into two ridges, one
of which dies down very soon, while the other crosses the line

of section and is lost a few miles farther north; this region still

requires further examination, to determine accurately the relations

of the western portion.

On the eastern side of this range occurs a belt of soapstone and
serpentine, which has been traced at int*Tvals a distance of twen-

ty tniles along the west borders of the Mlssisquoi, On the west
It is bounded by a quartzose chloritic band, associated with a

translucent silicious rock of a corneous lustre and fracture. In
the strike of the serpentine further north, dolomite is found. On
the east side of the river, at the distatice of a mile-and a half from
the former, another serpentine band occurs; the interval is filled

with slates and gray qnaitz rock, with some beds of chloritic and
epidotic rocks and a curious jaspery quartz rock contaiiiing epi-

dote. This band of serpentine has been traced one hundred and
thirty-five miles from the province line across the Chaudiere, to
the township of Cranbourne. In som^ parts, it seems to pass into
Second Sekies, Vol. IX, No. 25.—Jan., 1850. 8
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or is associated with a diallasre roclc, and in others to be a mixture

of quartz and serpentine. Like (he western band, it is accompa-

nied with soapstone and contains veins and disseminated grains

of chromic iron.

Beyond this occur clay slates with beds of white, compact

quartz of a scaly fracture and horny lustre, containing often im-

bedded diallage, hornblende, pyroxene or feldspar ; sometimes the

rock is nearly homogeneous, but at other times grains of angular,

transparent quartz show clearly its conglomerate character. This

rock accompanies the serpentine throughout, and constittUes a

range of mountain peaks, one of which, Orford Mountain, is more

than four thousand feet above the sea. Beyond this stillj on the

line of section is a band of impure dolomite, which farther north

in the strike is replaced by soapstone, magnesite, and serpentine
;

a similar band is seen again after an interval of a milcj filled with

gray slate and the corneous rock.

To these rocks follow gray fossiliferous limestones interstrati-

fied with calcareous slates, which form apparently two narrow par-

allel troughs, one on each side of liake Memphremagog. On the

e^st side, at Georgeville, they are followed by gray and black

glossy slates, and then by talcose and chloritic slates, often mica-
ceous and associated with quartzose beds, and others very talcose

;

in the strike of these upon the lake appears a band of serpentine,

followed by fine silicious talcose slates. From the position of

these rocks, there appears evidence of a great dislocation which
has divided the fossiliferous troughs and brought up the corneous

rock in a mountain mass on the west side of the lake. Evidence
of an anticlinal in this line is found in the dip of the fossiliferous

limestones near the quartzose rocks farther on in the strike. Be-
yond these rocks, east of Georgeville, highly crystalline limestones

appear, which however still display fossils that admit of identifi-

cation.

The remaining twenty miles of the section to the Connecticut
exhibit these crystalline micaceous limestones, interstratified with
Soft micaceous slates; the calcareous beds j)redominate for a ^ew
miles, but the calcareous matter finally gives place to silicious,

and the slates become stronger. Some of the prior argillaceous

beds contaii) chiastolite, and others exhibit hornblende and gar-

nets. The limestones are more or less micaceous, and often very
crystalline; some are quite white, while others are grayish or

blackish. EveR the most crystalline i)resent on their weathered
surfaces the forms of encrinal discs and corals; and in several

the characteristic Favosites gothlaadica^ with various species of
Cyathophyllum and Pontes are observed. At Dudswell in the hne
of the strike, the fossiliferous beds are finely exposed, and upon
the Riviere de Famine, the rock, which is here less crystalline,
exhibits, besides these and other fossils, the Atrypa ojjiitis. The
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fossil iferous beds appear to be near the base of the formation.

The rocks of this valley, southeast of the corneous range, are

often pierced with masses of a fine-grained, beautiful granite,

which forms large dykes and often considerable areas, displacing
the calcareous formation. A range of granite-topped hills bounds
the valley on the southeast, to the sources of the Chaudiere, and
constitutes the height of land.

The facts which we have stated seem to show that the sand-
stones and red slates with their chrom iferous chloritic bands, are

identical with the dolomitic, chloritic and quartzose rocks of Sut-
ton valley, and these with the scrpeiitines and quartzose rocks of

the valley of the JVlissisquoi ; so " that the whole of the Green
Mountain rocks, including those containing the auriferous quartz

veins, belong to the Hudson River group, with the possible addition

of a part of the Shawangunk conglomerates." The fossiliferous

rocks of the St. Francis valley are evidently Upper Silurian and re-

ferable to the Niagara limestones; a similar formation has been met
with at Gaspe and traced one hundred and fifty miles S.W, j and
from the snnilarity of the Notre Dame to the Green Mountains
and the fact that the Hudson River rocks are continuous along
the St. Lawrence to Cape Rosier, we may conclude that the Up-
per Silurian rocks will be (ound continuous, or nearly so, through-

out. They constitute the calcareo-micaceous formation of Prof.

Adams, which he has traced nearly to the southern line of Ver-

mont. Resting upon this formation in Gaspe is a body of arena-

ceous rocks, seven thousand feet thick, which apparently corres-

pond to the Chemung and Poitage group of New York, with the

old red sandstones- As this formation is found extending quite

to the Mississippi, it is probable that it will accompany the Silu-

rian rocks through New England and surround the coal fields of

New Brunswick, of Eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island. To
this may perhaps be referred in part the rocks of the White Moun-
tains, which may sweep around the Western border of the Massa-

chusetts anthracite formation until lost under the super-carbonifer-

ous rocks of ihe Connecticut River. The limestones of Western

New England seem to be no other than the metamorphic Tren-

ton limestones of Phillipsburg, while the chlorito-epidotic rocks

and serpentines of Sutton valley appear again in the rocks of

southern Connecticut between these limestones and the new red

sandstone. With such a key to the structure of the metamorphic

rocks of New England and' of the great Appalachian chain of

which ihese form a part, we may regard the difficulties that have

long environed the subject as in a great degree removed, and the

bold conjectures as to their metamorphic origin which have been
from time to time put forth, fully vindicated.
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Art. III.

—

Ash Analyses ; by Jno. A. Porter.

[Read before the Cambridge Scientific Association, Sept. 27, 1849.]

The following analyses of the ashes of hay, oats and the refuse

of the whiskey distillation from potatoes, were intended as the

starting point of an investigation which had for its object the con-
\

sideration of the proportions and relations of the salts contained in

the food, and in the liquid and solid excrements of animals. This
investigation was interrupted by circumstances, but as the analyses

have a certain value independent of the special object for which
they were intended, they are here made public. The method
employed was, without material vanatioUj that of Fresetiius and
Will, (see Fresenius's quaniitative analysis). The alkalies were
determined by the indirect method, that is, weighed together either

as sulphates or as chlorids, and the quantity of each calculated

from that of the sulphuric acid in chlorine found in the mass.

Hav.

30 01
211

15'43

0-68

20 80
1085
8-24

'

401
Fe. O, 1-50 60 183

Potato refuse. Oats.

SiOa 2-84 53-97

SO, 610 0-49

P05 16-78 1735
CO,
KO

12-27

38-52 12-94

NaO 4-47 2-02

CaO 5-19 3-00

MgO 7-33 708

Na CI 4-00 5 09

9900 97-45 9905
The hay was from the grass commoiily known as blue top

Akt. IY.—A Product of the action of Nitric Add on Woody
Fibre ; by Jno, A. Porter.

[Read before the Caniliridge Scientific Association, Sept. 27, 1849.]

The occasion of the investigation, the results of which are here
given, was the appearance in the AmmlesdeChimieeide Physique*
of an article by Prof Saccof Neufchatel, Switzerland, on the func-
tions of pectic acid in the vegetable kingdom. He supposes that
woody fibre is a product of its transformation, and that the retrans-
fortnation of woody fibre into pectic acid takes place in plants,
under certain circumstances. That the latter transformation is

* Arm. de Chimu et de Phys., [3], xxv, 219-230.
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possible he conceives himself to have proved, by subjecting woody
fibre to the action of nitric acid, the product of such action being a
substance which he regards as pectic acid. From this in connec-
tion with other circumstances, he infers the probability of the
same change under the influence of certain agencies in thehving
plant. The grounds presented by Prof. Sacc for believing that

the substance above mentioned was pectic acid, are scarcely suffi-

cient. The object of the present investigation, undertaken at

the suggestion of Prof. Liebig, was to decide this point.

Prof. Sacc's process was repeated, and the reactions of the sub-

stance obtained wex^e compared with those of the substance ac-

knowledged as pectic acid, obtained from turnips. The latter

Was prepared according to the method of Chodnew.*
200 grammes shavings of white pine were heated some hours

with 2 kilogrammes nitric acid of commerce and 400 grammes
distilled water, and the white pasty mass that resulted washed
out with water, likewise distilled. Prol^. Sacc found a sample of

the mass thus obtained, perfectly sohible in dilute ammonia, and
it was this snbstance dried at 212^ F. that he subjected to analy-

sis. The mass obtained by myself was not perfectly soluble in

water containing ammonia. A substance of syrupy consistence

remained in small quantity npon the filter. The whole quantity

was therefore treated with ammonia and the solution filtered atjd

afterwards precipitated by hydrochloric acid. The precipitate

was washed out, at first with slightly acidified water, then with
pure water and finally with alcohol. After thoroughly drying at

212^, this substance was of a reddish gray color.

A difference in its behavior and that of the pectic acid from
turnips is observable on washing out with alcohol—the latter be-

comes fibrous on being pressed with the hand ;
the former retains

its slimy consistence.

The following are the results of the comparison of the two
substances dried at 212^.

The pectic acid is slightly soluble in boiling water and its solu-

tion coagulable by sugar or alcohol The substance from wood
IS on the contrary insoluble in water.

The pectic acid is easily soluble in alkalies and reprecipitable

by acids as a perfectly transparent jelly. The substance from

wood is diflicult of solution in alkalies, and the precipitate, at^first

transparent, contracts rapidly to white translucent flocks. From
a solution more strongly alkaline it is precipitated as a light white

powder; this was not the case with the pectic acid.

The alkaline solutions of both substances are precipitable by
alcohol. Either substance boiled with excess of potash loses

after a time its property of being precipitated by acids.

* Annaleu der Plmrmacie, li, 355.
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The behavior of alkaline solutions of both substances toward

bases is, as far as observedj similar. The silver^ lead and copper

sahs, for instance, possess a similar appearance.

Either substance treated with hydrochloric acid, imparts a red

color to the liquid. Sulphuric acid acts similarly, at the same
time blackening the substance and giving off the color of cara-

mel. With moderately dilute nitric acid their action is different.

The pectic acid is partially transformed into mucic acid, which
separates on cooling as a vvhite crystalline powder, and is further

recognizable by its insolubility in alcohol and its difficult solu-

bility in water. This action was observed by Fremy. Chod-
iiew obtained no mucic acid, probably because too concentrated

acid was employed. The substance from wood, boiled with acid

of the same concentrauon, is gradually transformed into oxalic

acid ; the solution yields no precipitate on cooling.

The substance employed in the following analyses was dried

at 212^, then p dverized and afterward dried again at 212^, until

there was no farther loss of weight. It contained no trace of

. nitrogen.

Its per-centage of ash was determined in two portions.

L 5390grm. yielded ash, 00020 grm. =00 37 per cent.

ir. 0-4768 " " '' 0-0018 '' ^00-38 per cent.

Mean, 00*375 per cent.

Three combustions of the substance were made with chromate
of lead. The results were as follows:

L 0-5583 2;rm- yielded 0-S847, CO^ and 0-2925, HO.
II, 03531 " « 0-5630, " " 1892, ''

III. 0-4602 « " 0-7256, " « 2383, ''

The composition in hundred parts, calculated from these anal-
yses, taking the ash into accountj is as follows:

I- II. III. '

C . 43-38 . 43 64 . 43- 16
H . 584 . 5-97 . 5-78

O . 50-78 . 60-39 . 5106

The formula C
, ^ H , 3 O

,
^ expresses very accurately this com-

position: ,

Mean of annlyses. Calculated fri»m formula. *

C . . 43393 . . 43-44
H . • 5-863 . . 6-88
O . . 50-744 . . 5068

The only grounds presented in Prof. Sacc's paper for believing
that the substance analyzed by him was pectic acid, are its ap-
pearance, its ready solubility while yet moist in ammonia, and its

property of being precipitated from this solution bv acids. Its
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composition is not such, for the qnantity of hydrogen it contains
y

is much greater than that found by atiy investigator in the sub-
stance acknowledged as pectic acid. The mean results of Chod-
new's analyses of this acid, to which those of Prof. Sacc most
nearly approach, are as follows—for convenience of comparison,
Prof Sacc's resuhs are given in the second column, my own in
the third

:

C • 42 22 . 41-93 . 43-39

H . 5-21 . 5 93 . 6 86
O . 5255 , 5214 , 50 75

I 3*

3"

Chadnevv's formula is C, « H, „ O,, = C
,
, H

,

,

Prof. Sacc's " "
' C.^H.^O,

The results of mj own analyses of the substance from wood
differ from those expressed by the latter formula, principally in

the larger amount of carbon found ; they differ also as widely
from those obtained in any analysis of pectic acid. My further

reasons for believing that the substance is not such, are, first, its

different behavior on washing with alcohol ; second, its insolubil-

ity in boiling water; third, the form of the precipitate obtained
from a solution in excess of alkali; and finally, the fact that while
pectic acid is partially transformed into mncic acid on bemg
boiled with nitric acid, this is not the case with the substance
under consideration.

My further conclusion from the investigation is that the real

formula of the new acid is C
,

^ H
,
^ ,

,.

Art. V.— On the Navicula Spencerii ; by Warren De la Rue.

(In a letter to the Editors, dated London, August 28, 1849.)

Some time since, my attention was called to an article, in your

Journal, for March, 1849, from the pen of Prof. J. VV. Baiiey, enti-

tled, "Some remarks on the Navicula Spencerii, and on a still

more difficult test object ;" as this article contains some strictures

on the description* of the markings on this Navicula observed by

Mr. Marshall and myself, I trust, yon will allow me an opportu-

nity of replying to Prof. Bailey, in your valuable Journal.

I avail myself of this opportunity to correct Mr. Quekett, with

respect to the nature of the markings observed by us;—he says,

;' Mr. De la Rue has further made out that the dots are not pro-

jections from the surface, but are either perforations or depres-

sions;"—now this is precisely the reverse of what I wished, but

apparently failed, to convey to Mr. Quekett, in a conversation I

had with him, respecting this and some others of the Navicula-

Sec Quekett on the use of the Microscope, page 440 and plate ix.
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ceae ; the markings of some I hold to be depressions, but those of

N. Spencerii to be wart-hke prominences.

With this correction^ I proceed to answer Prof. Bailey, first pre-

mising, that I bear most willing testimony to the strong feeling

of justice and absence of national prejudice, which pervades all

the letters written by that gentleman to my friend, Mr. Marshall,

whenever he speaks of the labors of English opticians; likewise

the absence of any wish to eulogize Mr. Spencer's productions,

at the expense of others. It is not, perhaps now, an unfitting

occasion, to state that English microscopists have, during a long

period, been much indebted to the kindness and zeal of Prof.

Bailey, furnishing them, through the medium of the gentlemen

favored by his correspondence, with any new objects, his inves-

tigations might have brought to light. I mention this, in order to

show that the highest esteem iseiitertained by the English micro-

scopist for Prof Bailey, and that it is unlikely that he would be
charged directly or indirectly, "with underrating the English mi-

croscopes," or with any laish to '^ overrate the merits of Mr. Spen-
cer's, or the difficulties of N. Spencerii as a test object;" more
especially by those who have, like myself, had an opportunity of

seeing portions of his correspondence relating to the subject.

As I hold, that the difficulty of the N. Spencerii has been un-
willingly overrated, if the exhibition of its markings, as mere lines,

be the only test of the powers of an object glass, I should be
wanting in candor, if 1 did not record my opinion.

Not having taken part in the correspoiidence quoted by Prof,

Bailey, I do not, in any way, hold myself answerable for the oppo-
site impressions, it may tend to convey ; it is not however a ques-

tion, of what this or that observer is capable of showing with a

given object glass, but what the glass can really be made to do.

With one exception, I believe that none of the object glasses, spo-

ken of hy Prof Bailey's London correspondent, were incapable of
resolving the Navicula; the fain^ess of which reference I hope to

establish. The exception I allude to, is Mr. Marshall's own glass,

which, on careful examination, we found to be defective ; and
in consequence, it was placed in the hands of the maker-

I will now as briefly as possible, state my acquaintance with
the N. Spencerii, in order to show that any difficulty in resolving
its markings, was not due to the object glasses possessed by the
"Londoners."

It was only subseipiently to the letter, dated 2nd June, 18^8,
juoted by Prof Bailey, that 1 heard of the Spencerii, when Mr.
Marshall mentioned to me, that he had received a most difficult

object from America, which he would be glad of an opportunity
of examining with me, as he could make nothing of it ; an oppor-
tunity soon presented itself and we met at my house.

3

(
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The object alluded to, was a slide of the N, Spencerii mount-
ed in balsam, and sent over to Mr. Marshall by Prof. Bailey; two
rings marked with a diamond, indicated two objects to be exam-
ined. The test having been ilhiminated with oblique light, from
a lamp with and without the use of the mirror, was examined
with a Ross's y'ath having only an aperture of 90^; this object-
ive had been in my possession for some years, and was far infe-

rior to those Ross was furnishing, with an aperture from 115^
to 120^.=**=

Very little difficulty was now experienced in bringing out sep-

arately both sets of lines most distinctly, by illuminating in two
different directions- We now attempted to examine the object

\yith a Ross's j^th, of 1 10^; but, owing to the thickness of the

covering-glass, we could not get it on the object ; as it was an
only specimen we did not deem it advisable to change the cover-

ing-glass.

In consequence, Mr. Marshall undertook to write to Prof Bailey,

to request the favor of a little of the deposit, in order to mount
fresh specimens, both dry and in balsam; the former with the

view of studying the nature of the markings under the most fav-

orable circumstances.

I believe I am right in saying that the first parcel which arrived

was lost by an accident ; at all events, it was not until the l^th

of August. 1848, that Mr. Marshall had prepared specimens with

covering-glass sufficiently thin for our large aperture Vglhs. On
that day he wrote to me, '* I have prepared two sides for you,

one in balsam and the other dry, they have .been both evaporated

on the covering-glass which is exceedingly (hin. * # * * I should

like to go over the slides I have prepared, and particularly the

dry mounted one, for the purpose of resolving it, if we can, by
direct light. The Bank is so disturbed by the heavy omnibuses

that yonr own qniet room is the best place, and if you should be

disengaged some evening, I will go to your house, taking with

nie the slides and two or three others which I have for your

cabinet."

Previously to his writing the above, we had succeeded in

showing the markings with a large aperture 1th inch objective of

Ross's make, havit}g an aperture of 80^. This fact was com-

nriunicated 5?erbally to the Microscopical Society, oh one of the

ordinary meetings, by Mr. Marshall.

Having again met at my house, we examined the dry and

balsarned specimens ; as we were well acquainted with the

N. angulata, we at once proceeded with the view of ascertaining

* Mr. Rosa, some time back, succeeded in making a twelfth with an aperture of

ISo'^*, in which the aberrations were well conected. It is now in the possession of

Dr, Leeson.

.—Jan.. 1850. 4
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whether the N. Spencerii had similar dot-like markings; to deter-

mine this was a matter of greater difficulty than to resolve them

into cross lines; but, after working for about an hour, the dry

specimen was most satisfactorily resolved; and the dots exhib-

ited on that occasion we did not succeed so well in showing, in

the markings of the balsamed specimen. Direct illumination

glass of 60^.

1th

Mr
18th August, 1849, quoted by Prof Bailey, that the dry specimen

had been resolved into dots, and that ere long, he hoped to report

the resolution of the balsamed specimen ; this has been since re-

peatedly accomplished, but, whether recorded or not by Mr.

Marshall, I cannot say.

I feel I am warranted in pronouncing the mai^kings of the

Navicida Spencerii shown as lines, not to have been a difficult

testfor the object glasses of the '^ London ers^^ at the time of its

arrival. It appears it was so, however, for some observers, and
Prof Bailey drew from his correspondents' letters the very fair in-

ference, that the instrument was at fault and riot themselves; he
supports, however, my conclusion, when he states that the micro-

scopes which, in the hands of their possessors, had failed to show
the markings, readily resolved them in his.

With r€^

ings, fixed by Prof Bailey at values so widely different from my
own, I have to remark, that I delayed answering his communica-

catition.

peat my measur
I

Prof Bailey states the distances of the markings to be from

T^s'onoth to ^^^'-^^^ih of an inch, whilst I assign to them a
value of from j-loo^h to ^-i-7,th of an inch, (from centre

to centre of the spots.) That the measurement given by me
was not very wide of the truth, I will proceed to show, and I

believe that Prof Bailey, on reference to his notes or on repeating
the measurement, will trace out the cause of the error he has
fallen into.

My previous measurements were made with a ruled microm-
eter, used with a positive eye-piece, the value of whose divisions

had been rigorously estimated by comparison with a micrometer
of ifnV-nth of an inch, placed on the stage of the microscope. I

have now repeated the estimation by a different, and I believe
a preferable, method to that I employed before, viz., by illumina-
ting the object to show alternately the markings as cress and
longitudinal lines, and then drawing them, by the aid of a small
steel refiector, shown at page 129 of Mr. Quekett's work. Re-
taining the microscope in exactly the same position, I removed
the object, and placed on the stage of the microscope first a mi-
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cromerer ot ^nnoth ot an inch which 1 sketched on the paper;
having by coniparison roughly estimated the value of the mark-
ings, I then selected two sets of hues from Nobert's test slide,

according, as nearly as possible, with this estimate ; the lines of
the two selected were the ^-j^^th and the -yr^joth of an inch
apart tVom centre to centre, these were set off in the same v/ay.

The drawing of the markings, that of the micrometer of

3-7iV oth of an inch, and those of Nobert's series, were compared
together by taking a sufficient number of lines in a pair of di-

viders, and the distance of the markings thus ascertained. This
operation was repeated, first with an eye-piece, magnifying 1200
diameters, then with one magnifying 1900 diameters. The dis-

tances of the cross markings from two differetJt sides of the shell,

estimated with the first eye-piece, was ^^l^,X\\ and ^^J-^th res-

pectively, with the second eye-piece, the distances for the same
part of the shell, were jjl^jih and j^^^^^.th respectively. The
longitudinal markings in both cases I found to be j .-v^ooth of an
inch. All these vahies are from centre to centre, and are suffi-

ciently concordant, amongst themselves and with those previously

given, to establish my measurements beyond doubt. The difTer-

enee in distance between the cross and longitudinal linos, accounts
for the greater difficulty one experiences in resolving the latter.

Measurements of the markings of the hippocampus gave the

following values: for the distance of the centres of the cross

markings j^^;j_^th of an inch and for the longitudinal ^^U^}^
of an incifi ; these were fully confirmed by comparison with
Nobert's lines of T^ajy^th and 5^x3^*^ of an inch.

In order that others may be able to judge of the reliance to be

placed on the values here given, I subjoin the following measure-

ments of some of Nobert's lines, and the real values assigned by

himself; these were made without knowing at the time Nobert's

values:

[E

De la Rue,

iiui
13043
15200
17647
20454
23666
27272

Nohert.

1 126

1

13056
15426
18163
20475
23461
28153

De la Rue

32000
37037
40816
43 103
45045
47468
50000

Noberl.

32175
37537
40950
42982
45016
47619
50000

I would wish here to record my admiration of the skill of Mr.

Nobert, who has ruled at myreqtiest a series of progressive lines,

fifteen in number, running from 11260 lirjes to 56300 lines to an
inch, and a separate band on the same slide of 112613 lines to the

inch comparin
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Naviciilacea3 ; these have some of the finer series crossed at angles

of 90^ and 120^ res[iectively, and afford a good control of the

value of one's conchisions respecting the natnre of their niarkings.

All the straight bands, with the exception of the last, can be

made ont by oblique light with my quarter of 80^ before alluded

to. The last series of yraVtath of an inch I can see to be lined,

on using a j~^\\i object glass of ILU^, but up to the present mo-
ment, I have not satisfied myself that the lines I see do not com-
prise two of the real lines. It is, at all events, worthy of experi-

mental inquiry, to ascertain whether the physical properties of

light do not put a natural limit to our resolving lines so close as

the Ttvo'onot'^^^'d the sn nVo r.thof an inch, quoted by Prof. Bailey;

the celebrated Fraunhofer maintained that this was the case.

After what I have said, in the commencement of this commu-
nication, it is hardly necessary for me to state that I quite agree

with Prof. Bailey, that the markings on the Spencerii are due to the

allinement of prominences; I moreover concur in his views res-

pecting the difficulty of deciding on the real nature of the mark-
ings, on objects so minute as the Navicnlaceae. One tiling is

however quite certain, that a much inferior glass, provided it have

a sufficient angle of aperture, will suffice to show even both sets

of lines at one time, than that required to bring them out as dis-

tinct dots without any blue or fuzziness. Bringing out both sets

of lines at once is to me a well know phenomenon and quite dif-

ferent from the exhibition of markings by the image of a lumin-

ous object brought to focus in the plane of the object.

I must not be understood to affirm positively that Mr. Spencer's

glasses will not do this, for I have never had an opportimity of

examining one. On a late occasion a recent objective of Spen-
cer's was however tried in my presence by the possessor on the

N. angulata, but, though very excellent, it did not equal our English
twelfths. Judging from Mr. Spencer's production, I feel assured

that he is a man of too much merit to feel hurt at this criticism.

As I am unacquainted with Mr. Spencer's new test, I cannot
speak as to its difficulty.

I would recommend* Natchet's condensing prism to the atten-

tion of all microscopists engaged in the examination of lined ob-
jects; it brings out the dot-like markings of the N. Spencerii wiih
remarkable force, even in balsamed specimens. It consists of a
prism, which, by two internal reflections and the inclined convex
surface of its summit, condenses light at an an2:Ie of 35^ on to

the object. By mounting it in such a way that it may be rotated
as well as brought to a focus, it answers all the purpose of a
Legg's stage.

* Mr. Natchet Ig an optician resident in Paris.
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The feat with the hand tube mentioned by Dr. Bailey is surely
rather a tour deforce for the observer, than for the objective of
the ^'Yankee Backwoodsman;" who, if report speaks truly, is a
highly edncated American gentleman, with talents and acquire-
ments sufficient to remove any obstacles to the attainment of^ a
position amongst the first opticians of his day.

I

I

I

Art. YI.—Caricography ; by Prof. C. Dewey,

(Continued from vol. viii, p. 350.)

No. 241. C hipuliformis^ Sartwell, lupuUna^ Muh., var. polys-

iachya, Schw. and Tor. in Mon. Cyp. Tor., No, 132, p. 420.

Spicis staminiferis 1-3 oblongis^ snprema longo-pediincnlata

sqnamas laiiceolatas aciitas habeiite, inferis perbrevibus sessilibiis

subhracteatisr pistilliferis 3-5 longo-cyliudraceis snperne aggre-

gatis subsessilibiiSj infima nunc subdistante nniic remota exserte

longo-pednncLilata, folioso-bracteatis snblaxifloris; fructibus tn-

stigmaiicis globoso-ovatis iuflatis teretibus scabrcstratis sessiiibns

striatis glabris bicornibus, SLiiiania ovata cuspidata pkisquam diipio

loiigioribus.

Culm 2-3 feet high, erect, large, smooth on its angles, with
long leafy bracts and with the lanceolate rough-edged and reticu-

late leaves surpassing the culm; stamiuate spikes 1-3, cyliudric,

slightly bracteate, with long lanceolate scales, the upper spike 2-4
inches long and pedunculate, the lower short and sessile and
rarely androgynous; pistillate spikes 3^5, cylindric, 2-^3 inches

long, clustered above and nearly sessile, erect or slightly diverging,

the lowest often quite remote and long exsertly pedunculate, all

with leafy bracts and the lower sheathing; stigmas three; fruit

globose-ovate, tapering into a long and serrulate and two forked

beak, quite sessile
;

pistillate scale ora/^, cuspidate, scarcely half

as long as 'the fruit ; achenium rhomboid with a prominent node

on the angles.

Differs from C. lupnlina, Mnh., in its much longer and more

numerous spikes, its globose ovate fruit, closely sessile, with its

serrtdate beak, its oi;a^e scale, its rhomboid and nodose acheiu'um,

its nearly bractless stamiuate spikes, its general and glabrous ap-

pearance, and its coming to maturity near a month later. It

seems not to be C. gigantea, Rudge, which has been considered

another form ri C. lupnlina. In several respects the plant now
described differs from these two like C. Grayiij Carey, from

C. intumescenSj Rudge.

! Found about lakes, ponds and marshes in the northern states

and Canada—not very common.
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No. 242. C. torta, Boott, C. acuta, Schk. Tab. Ff, fig. 92 6-

Spica staminlfera nnica, interdnm binis, cylindracea; pistillife-

ris ternis vel pluribns longo-cylindraceis siiblaxifloris, basin par-

vis et sparsifloris, apice substamiiiiferis, superne sessilibiis, inferne

pediincnlatis, divergentibus vel recurvatis; fructibus ^/s//^ma^/-

ds ovatis ntrinque convexis, superne teretibus aciiminatis et iuter-

dum recurvatis, squaniarn lanceolatam subobtusam interdum su-

perantibns ssepe subsequamibns.

Culm near two feet highj erect, rather slender, triquetrous,

scarcely rough on the edges, leafy towards the base ; leaves lan-

ceolate, smooth or soft, shorter than ihe culm ; lower bract long

as the culm, the upper shorter or nearly wanting; pistillate spikes

usually three, sometimes four, long, slender, sometimes enlarging

upwards, very sparse-fruited towards the base of lower spikes,

recurved in maturity, and the lower pedunculate, the upper ses-

sile; stigmas two; fruit ovate, convex on both sides, short or

long tapering upwards to a point and some recurved
;

pistillate

scale lanceolate, obtusish, narrower than the fruit, black with a

green keel, sometimes longer, but more commonly a little shorter

than the fruit; culm and leaves light green.

Grows in wet places over the United States. This plant dif-

fers much from the European and American form of C. acuta, L.,

and was properly described as a distinct species by Dr. Boott, the

distinguished secretary of the Linnsean Society. It is probable

that Schk. derived his figure^ No. 92 b, from American specimens,

and in his time he might reasonably consider the plant to be a
variety of C acuta^ L. It is not C acuta van sparsijlora, D.

Art. VII.—On the Nitrates of Iron and some other Nitrates;
by John M. Ordway^* of the Roxbury Laboratory^ Mass.

Sesquinitrate of iron may be easily obtained in the form of
crystals by taking advantage of the fact, that this sail is almost
insoluble in cold nitric acid.

When metallic iron is gradually added to nitric acid of sp. gr.

1-29, copious red fumes are given off, and the liquid assumes a
greenish hue, till nearly ten per cent, of iron has been taken up.

* The author observes as follows in a letter relating; to his investigations

:

Those who have occasion to prepare liquid nitrate of iron in the large way, are often
troubled, in cold weather, by the deposition of crystals before the requisite quantity
of iron hu;s been dissolved Concerning the true nature of those crystals, I have been
unable to gather any definite information from all the works of chemistry within my
reach. InJeed, respecting the compounds of nitric acid and peroxyd of iron, though
of some importimce in the arts, the books give but vague accounts, and those not alto-
gether correct Thus " azotate ferrique" is described in Hoeffer's Dictionaire de Chi-
mie et de Physique, as « d'un brun rouge, iyicrt/stallisable^ dehquescent, soluble dans

f
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A farther additioft changes the color to a dark red, and if the
action be continued still longer, a rusty precipitate forms. If we
stop short of this last point, and add to the product its own bulk
of nitric acid of sp, gr. 1*43, an abundant crop of crystals will be
deposited on cooling below 6U^ F. The same result may be at-

tained by evaporating the greenish hquid, and adding acid enough
to insure a considerable excess^ before setting the sokition aside
to cool. If the first crystals are brown, they may be purified by
redissolving in nitric acid, with the aid of a gentle heat, and allow-
ing again to crystallize.

The crystals thus obtained, have the form of oblique rhombic
prisms, which are either colorless or of a delicate lavender color,

but when dissolv^ed in water, yield a yellowish brown solution.

They are somewhat deliquescent and very soluble in water;
while at a temperature below 60^ F., a weighed quantity was not
wholly taken up by over twenty parts of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 37.

At about 117^ F., this salt melts into a clear, deep red liquid,

which in one trial remained fluid till cooled to 83=^ F., when the
heat developed by solidification, quickly raised the thermometer
to 116^^.

The composition of this substance, as indicated below, affords

reasons for supposing that by its admixture with a bicarbonate,
an intense cold might be produced. Such proved to be the case,

for when two ounces of the bruised crystals were stirred up with
one ounce of pulverulent bicarbonate of ammonia, the thermom-
eter introduced fell from 58^ to -5^ F. Previous cooling is at-

tended with an increase of effect.

These experiments^ being very tangible, would furnish excel-

lent illustrations of the principles of latent heat.

A small quantity of the melted nitrate kept hot for several

hours by means of a water bath, yielded a perfectly dry, dark
brown, deliquescent powder, containing some water and one half

the original amount of acid. More acid may be expelled by a

nioderate heat, but to drive off the last portions, requires a tem-

perature approaching to redness.

The well drained crystals afforded by precipitation with am-
nionia 19-8 p. c. of peroxyd of iron, and 100 grs. boiled with

carbonate of baryta, gave a liquor which with sulphuric acid

I'eau et Jans ralcool" While Berzelius iiiciJeiitally mentious that " Vauguelin
ayant husst- do Tacide nitriqiie en contact avec de la battiture '}e fer, trouva, au b<;>ut

^^ pUisieur?; znois, des crUtaux incolorcs, qui affoctaient la forme de prismes rectan-

gulaires a quatre pans." Perhap'^ the redangulaire wa-* a mist 'ike, for in several

experiments, Iluive obtained funns variously modifit^d but nil referable to the ch-

eque rhombic system. In one huge crystal which had been many months in forming,

the ancrles included between the long lateral faces of the prism, were found to be
101° and 79"^ nearly.

Numerous experiments made with a view to obtain more light on the subject, have
afforded some results which may not be altogether uninteresting, and are, I trust,

partly new and singular.
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dry nitric acid. Hence the fomuila is probably N3 Pe + 18H,

which would give in 100 parts;—nitric acid 40'095, peroxyd of

iron 19-819, water 40086.
Basic nitrates—A liqnid is used in cotton dyeing, which is

prepared by adding iron turnings to aquafortis till the solution

assumes a very dark red color. A fair sample of this solution^ of

sp. gr. 1'478, was found by analysis to contain five equivalents of

nitric acid to two equivalents of sesqnioxyd of iron. A portion

of the same placed in contact with metallic iron, remained clear

until nearly enough iron had been taken up to form asesquibasic
« * i * 4

nitrate, (N^ Pe,) when a rusty precipitate began to appear, whose

exact nature it is difficult to determine.

A full sesquibasic nitrate was formed by adding crystals of the

nitrate to the proper quantity of freshly precipitated oxyd of iron.

And proceeding by the same means, but with slow and cautious

steps, as into an unknown region. I was successively astonished by
the discovery of soluble basic nitrates containing to three equiva-

lents of acid, two, three, six, eight, twelve, fifteen, eighteen and

twenty-four equivalents of base, respectively; and then, from the

slowness with which the union took place in the last, I supposed

the limit reached. Yet this liquid was found to bear the addition

of a small quantity of Ume water, without change.

On arriving at these remarkable results, the question naturally

came up, whether there were any chances of error. But on ex-

ammation, no foreign substance was detected, and the analyses of

the six, twelve, fifteen, and twenty-four ba%ic compounds, agreed

so nearly with the syntheses as to remove all doubts.

Which of these bodies have claims to be regarded as true

atomic compounds, there seems to be no clue but analogy to de-

termine. They all form intensely deep red liquids, which are

not altered by dilution, nor by brisk boiling, provided the evapo-

ration be not carried loo far. By spontaneous evaporation they

leave a very dark red powder, perfectly soluble in water. That
left by the dodecahasic nitrate, was not deliquescent, and lost

*30 p. c. of its weij2;ht by ignition. Hence its empirical conlposi-
t « ' ^t*

tion would be NPe,+9H.
When cotton cloth is dipped in any of these solutions, and

dried, the oxyd of iron becomes permanently attached. Indeed
the adhesion of the base to cotton fibre, renders filtration through
paper exceedingly slow.

Since spring and river water, and the solutions of most salts,

are incompatible with the twenty-four basic nitrate, it was found
necessary to use an abundance of distilled water for washing the

oxyd used in its preparation. So intense was the color of this

I
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liquid that, though containing only 3-4 p. c. of oxyd of iron, two
drops imparted a perceptible tinge to a pint of distilled water.
In trying the reactions of various subtances with it, all the iron
appeared to be immediately thrown down by muriate of ammonia,
chlorid of s^dium5 iodid of potassium, chlorate of potash, sul-

phates of soda, lime, zinc and copper, nitrates of potash and soda,

and the acetates of baryta and zinc. Precipitates formed more
slowly with the nitrates of ammonia, magnesia, baryta and lead.

Tartrate of soda furnished a precipitate soluble in ammonia.
Ferrocyanid of potassium gave a dark peat-brown precipitate

without the least tinge of blue. Ferrocyanid of potassium gave
likewise a rich peat-brown precipitate. Tincture of galls afford-

ed dark brown flocks, and on standing some time, the supernatant

licjuor turned black. Alcohol, acetate of lead, acetate of copper,

cyanid of mercury, nitrate of silver, and arsenious acid caused no
change.

With the tribasic nitrate, muriate of ammonia, chlorid of sodium
and nitrate of soda produced no effect ; while the sulphates threw
down all the iron, prussiate of potash struck a blue color, and
tincture of galls gave a black.

Nitrate of Alumina.—Nitrate of alumina crystallizes from a

concentrated and somewhat acid solution, in colorless oblique

rhombic prisms, whose height is generally small in proportion to

their width. They are deliquescent, and very soluble both in

water and in nitric acid. The crystals, like those of the other

sesquinitrates, can be best dried by spreading them on an absorb-

ent surface, and placing the whale under a bell glass, along with
a shallow vessel containing sulphuric acid.

The salt was found to melt at 163^ P., into a clear colorless

liquidj which began to crystallize when cooled down to 147^^,

the thermometer rapidly rising, at the same time, to 102^. The
melted mass parts with its acid much less rapidly than the nitrate

of iron. One ounce of the powdered salt mixed with one-half

ounce of bicarbonate of ammonia, lowered the thermometer from

5P to-10^ F.

100 grs. of pretty dry crystals, yielded by ignition 13-7 grs. of

alumina. Distillation with sulphuric acid gave 42 p. c. of nitrie

acid, and by boiling with carbonate of baryta, 42'42 p. c. was
t «

separated. The numbers corresponding to N3 Al 4- 18 H, would

be in 100 parts:—nitric acid 43-17, alumina 13 08, water 43-25.

Nitrate of alumina ap}«3ars to form with the hydrate, a series

of salts similar to the basic nitrates of iron. But they have not

as yet been fully examined.
Nitrate of Chrome.—Nitrate of chrome crystallizes with diffi-

culty in w^arm weather, but I have succeeded in obtaining two
crops, one of them preseuling the form of the oblique rhombic

Second Series, Vol. IX, No. 25.—Jan., 1850. 6
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prism, and the other a very deeply modified variety of the same-

These crystals have the changeable purple color peculiar to the

salts of chrome, and their solution in water is of the same hue

while cold, but becomes green when heated.

This salt fused at about 98^ F. into a deep greenlBuid, which

began to assume the solid state when cooled to 75^, the ther-

mometer rising thereupon to 96^. If heated to redness, it under-

goes complete decomposition^ leaving a bulky oxyd of a beauti-

ful green color.

The composition of nitrate of chrome was found by analysis

to be : nitric acid 39-7 p. c, oxyd of chrome 19 p. c. Calculation

from the formula N, CI -f 18 H, gives: nitric acid 40*44; sesqui-

oxyd of chrome 19-13, water 40-43.

No experiments have been made on the basic salts.

Eoxbury, Mass., Oct. 1st, 1849.

Art. VIII.

—

A description of two additional Crania of the En-
ge-ena^ [Troglodytes gorilla^ Savage^) fi^orn Gaboon^ Africa;

by Jefpkies Wyman, M.D.

Read before the Boston Society of Natural History, Oct. 3cl, 1849.

The evidence now existing of a second and gigantic African

species of nfian-like ape, as appears from published reports, con-

sists of the following remains :— 1. Four crania in the United

States, two males and two females, of a large portion of a male

skeleton, and of the pelvis and of some of the bones of a female.

These were the first remains of this animal which had been

brought to the notice of natnralistSj and were described in the

Boston Journal of Natural History.*—^2. Three other crania sub-

sequently discovered exist in England and have been made the

subject of an elaborate memoir by Prof. Owen, in the Transactions

of the Zoological Society of London.f—3. Quite recently, Dr.

George A. Perkins, for many years an able and devoted laborer in

the Missionary enterprise at Cape Palmas, W. Africa, has brought

to the United States, two additional crania, one of which is depos-

ited in the Museum of this Society, and the other in that of the

* See Proceedings of the Boston Soc. Nat. Hist, Aug. 18, 184*7; also a descrip-

tion of characters and habits of Troglodytes gorilla, by Thtmias S. Savage, M.D.>
Corresp. Memb. Bojjt. Soc. Nat. Hist., and of the Osteology of the ?tatne by Jeffries

Wymnn, M.D., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. v, p. 417, 1847.

t Oateological Contributions to the Natural History of the Cliimpanzees, {Troglo-
dtjUs, Geoff,) including the description of the skull of a large specie?, (7! gorilla,

Savage,) discovered by Thomas S. Savage, M.D., in the Gaboon country, "West Africa,

by Prof. Owen, F.R.S., F.Z.S., tfec. Read Feb. 22, 1848. Trans. Zoolog. Society of

London, Vol iii, p. 381, 1849.
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Essex Institute in Salem. Both of these hav^e been referred to

me for the purposes of description, and it is the object of this com-
munication to notice the more important anatomical features of
tills the largest of African Gtuadrarnana, with regard to which
additional information is desired,

Craniu3i L Male.—This belonged to an adult Enge-ena,* as is

evident from the fact that the teeth are all perfectly developed;
yet not to an old one, as appears from the circumstances that the

points of the molars are but very slightly worn, and the crests on
the top of the head and occiput are but imperfectly formed. Its

size as well as that of all the other crania of this species which
have been measured, when compared with that of T. niger

(Chimpanzee) and a well marked Negro head, may be learned

from an inspection of the following table.

Table I
—

'Measurements of tlie crania of T. gorilla, of T, niger and of the cranium
of a natire African in inches and tenths.—Nos. 2, 6, 7 and 8 are in inches and hnes.

Length of head from occiput to
edge of hicisive alveolus,

Greatest breadth across post-audit-
ory ridges,

Smallest (Uauieter behind orbits.
Diameter of face across zygomatic

arches,

Diameter of face outside the middle
of the orbits,

^From occiput to most prominent )

part of suDra-orbitar ridge,
\From sup. orb. ridge to edge of in-

cisive alveolus.
Breadth of zygomatic fossa,

Inter-orbitar space,
Transverse diameter of orbits,
Vertical « "

Length of bony palate from outer )

edge of incisive alveolus,
JFrom anterior edge of foramen

magnum to outer edge of incisive
alveolus.

Trdiilodyies gorilla. T. niger.

Males.

L 11.

I1-211-4

6-1 6-10

2-5 3*3

6-5 6-6

III. IV.

Females. Male

V. iVL

11-0 10-2 910 90
I

4-D

n-^

6-0

6-4 6-9 5-2 5-6

2-9 2'7, 2-5; 24
I

7-0 6-4' 5-5

« t

4-8

1-7| 1-8

II 1-3

5-8 5-7 4-3

5-3

4-8

VII

8-0

6-0

2-6

6'0

7-6 ^h 6*5 61

5-7i 60 » «

1-5

1*6

3-7

I

1-9

1-7

4*1

1-9 1-8 1-4

1-2 II
1-6

4-3

5-4

Female.

viiT

7-9

4-6

2-8

4-8

40

5*3

Man

9-6

!

1-5

7-2 « •

1-8

10, 11
1-4 1*6

1-6! i-e: 1-4 1-7

t V

4-3 3-4, 3-3

7-4 3*5

4-0

1-3

0*8

1-5

1-3

4-4

6-4

3-4

5*7

4-9

7-2

8-5

• «

IH I M
0-7

1*6

1-3

1-2

1-6

1-3

1-7

• •

(Crania L and V. were the ones brougrht by Dr. Savage to this country—IT, VI,
VIT.and ^'^'^ "-- -' ' - • « - - -— ^'^ -^ '^^ -" *

"which were
^hom the
^Dinet of the Boston Soc. for Med. Improvement. See Catalogue of Society's
^^binet, Specimen No. 6L)

,
This cranium does not agree with (hat figured by Prof. Owen

in his memoir (PL Ixi.) in The exclusion of the orbits from view

Prof. Owen de^i(;^nate9 7! gorilla as the *' Grent Chimpanzee." The Mpongwes
Oiatives inhabiting the banks of the Gabi>i»u) call this i^pecLes the Engc-eua, a more
ae^u-able name, as the term ChimpanzL^e has been always associated with the black
or snxaUer species.
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by the prominent malar bones when the skull is seen in profile, but

as was the case in those discovered by Dr. Savage, the nasal bones

are wholly, and the orbit in part brought into view. In none
of them is it more excluded than in the first figures of our me-
moir. The great ridges above the orbits, which are so widely de-

veloped in T, ni^cr^ are still more so in the present species, and

in the specimen now under consideration sustain the former state-

ments with regard to them* Prof Owen remarks in connection

with them, ^' the prominence of the whole supra-orbitar ridge

reaches its maxirnmn in the present species and forms the most

marked distinction in the comparison of its skull, with that of

man." (Memoir, p. 4U5.)

Sutures.—I have shown in a former communication from an

examination of several crania of the Chimpanzee, that nearly all

the sutures are completely obliterated early during the adult pe-

riod.* From a careful examination of the six crania of the Enge-
ena to which I have had access, there is every reason to believe that

an early coosification takes place in them also. In the skull now
under consideration, which it is to be remembered, has not long

passed the adult period, the frontal, the sagittal, the coronal, the

sqtiamous portion of the temporal sutures, all those in the tempo-
ral fossa as well as the transverse portion of the lambdoidal are

no longer persistent. The crania which have been examined by
Prof Owen, or some of them at least, indicate an opposite stale

of thiiigs. M'o ascertain, therefore, the value of cranial sutures

as specific signs, it is quite obvious, that a large number of crania

of different ages must be critically examined.
Inter-maxillaries.—"^I'hese bones so important as zoological in-

dications are completely coossified with the maxillaries and with

each other. No indication of a suture exists between them and
the last mentioned bones either on the external surface below the

nasal openings, or in the roof of the mouth. I was not able to

find any indications of the ascending portion of the intermaxil-

lary bone which articulates with the nasals, until led by Prof.

Owen's description to make a more careful search. Although
externally there was no mark which would lead an anatomist to

infer its existence, yet within the nasal cavity at a short distance

from its margin, the edge of the process was easily detected, it

not having become coossified in that region with the adjoming
bone.

The extension of the intermaxillary upwards as far as the ossa

nasi, so as to form the lateral walls of the external nasal orifice^

as was indicated in a specimen of Chimpanzee, examined by
Prof Owen, is still obvious in a young skull of the same species

in my possession, where it reaches the nasals by a slender and

!

* Boston Journal of Natural History, April, 1843.
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pointed process. The enlargement of tins process in the En-
ge-ena,* so as to form an extensive articulation with (he nasal
bones, inasmuch as it is a repetition of what exists in (he lower
quadrumanaand nearly all the mammalia, must be regarded as aa
index of degradation.

t
speaking of the sntnres between the nasal maxillary and inter-

maxillary bones, saySj " it is remarkable indeed since these sutures

remain so distinct in the adult female skull and the two adult

male skulls, in the Bristol Museum, that no trace of them should
have been detected in either of the four skulls taken to America
by Dr. Sav^age, in which the ossa nasi are described as being
firmly coossified with each other and the surrounding bones,'' (the

concluding words of the above sentence he does not quote, viz.,

*'but their outline is sufficiently distinct.") In the cranium
brought by Dr. Perkins, the consolidation of these bones is

equally complete and their omline is but indistinctly traceable.

In the crania formerly described, the ossa nasi form, on the

median line, a sharp elevation or cresi ; in the specimen figured

by Prof Owen, (PI. Ixii,) this is represented by a mv)re rounded
and convex ridge, *^and thus offering a feature of approximation
to the human structure which is very faintly indicated, if at all,

in the skull of the 1\ niger.^'X I" the cranium now under con-
sideratioHj when compared with the Plate above referred to, the

convexity is still more remarkable, and will bear a more favorable

comparison with the "bridge" of the nose in some of the human
races,

The expansion of the nasals above, where they are interposed
between the frontals, as described by Prof. Owen, w^as overlook-
ed in my former description, only very faint indications of sutures

I'emaining. On a more careful examination, the outline of the
portion of bone interposed between the orbitar process of the
frontals is indistinctly traceable in the male skull discovered by
Dr. Savage, and in both of the crania brought to this country by
Df- Perkins; and in all of them, on a line with the upper extrem-
ity of the ascending process of the superior maxillary bone, at
the point where the nasal bones become the most contracted,
there exists an equally strong indication of a transverse suture,

J^hich separates the portion marked 15' in Prof Owen's fjgiu'e

trorn the true nasals, and equally distinct indications of this suture
^xist in his figure just referred to. Thus we have strong ground
jor the supposition that the part marked 15' by Prof. O. may riOt

be the expanded portion of the nasals but an additional osseous
eletnent intercalated between the frontals. In this event my orig-

* Tliis is very distinctly sho\m in PL Ixii. of Prof. Owen's Mt'moir.

t Op. cit., p. 420.
"

\ Op. dt., p. 393.
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inal description of the ossa nasi, '^as having a more triangular

form than in the Chimpanzee, the apex being more acute," still

holds good. If, however, the bone referred to prove to be a por-

tion of the nasals, we shall have in this another index of inferi-

ority to the Chimpanzee, as it is a repetition of what is met with

in the lower quadrumana.

Teeth.—The molars alone remain, the incisors and canines

having been lost. The length of the grinding surface of the

molar teeth is 2*9 inches, the two rows being nearly parallel to

each other. This is true of the alveoli, though the crowns

slightly diverge from each other posteriorly in consequence of an

inclinatiom outwards. Nearly all of the cusps of the teeth are

perfect, those of the first molar being the most worn, as would

naturally be expected, it being the first which is protruded. The
inner cusps of this tooth are worn nearly to the base ; the outer

are but slightly abraded, and the same is the case with the iiiner

cusps of the second molar; with these exceptions the points of

the different crowns of the molars and premolars are entire.

In comparing their grinding surface with that of the human
jaw, one cannot but be struck with its greater extent, with the

much greater development of the outer row of cusps, and the

high ridge which on all three of the molars connects the outer

row of cusps with the anterior inner cusp. In these respects as

well as in having the third molar, or the ^'dens sapientiae," of

equal size with the others, the Enge-ena recedes from the Chim-
panzee and still farther from man.

In the left upper jaw and on the level with the lower extremity

or the pterygoid process, a supernumerary molar existed, still

buried in its bony cavity, the roots not having as yet been de-

veloped. In the configuration of its grinding surface it did not

conform with either of the other teeth.

Bony Palate.—By reference to the table of measurements, it

will be seen that the space between the incisive alveoli and the

edge of the hard palate is much greater proportionally than in

the Chimpanzee. The median suture has disappeared and only

slight indications remain of a former suture between the maxil-

laries and the ossa palati. The emargination on the middle of

the edge of the palate is much less distinct than in either of the

other specimens which I have examined, or than in that figured

by Prof Owen.
The Vomer has the same thin and delicate structure as in the

other crania and does not meet the ossa palati at the posterior edge.

Cranial capadty.—In studying the anatomical characters of

this and the allied quadrumana with reference to their zoological

position, nothing can be more desirable than to have accurate

knowledge with regard to the structure and dimensions of the

brain, for this may be regarded as one of the most important of all

r

i
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the tests of elevation or degradation. The bodies of the adult an-
thropoid aninials so seldom fall into the hands of the anatomist,

Ihat it becomes extremt^ly difficult to accnmnlate observations on
the actual condition of this organ. In the comparative study of hu-
man crania with reference to uational peculiarities, much light has
been derived from accurate measurements of their internal capacity.

These may be readily obtained and form a very important sub-

stitute for the actual dimensions of the brain itself. In the sub-

joined tables I have given the results of the measurements of all

the crania both of Enge-enas and Chimpanzees to which I have
had access while writing these remarks, and as they have been

repeated in each case several times over, they may be regarded as

nearly accurate. The capacity of the third cranium is alone

doubtful ; a portion of the occiput having been destroyed, render-

ed exact measurement impracticable, though it is believed that

the resuh can differ but little from the truth.

Table II.—Cninlal capacity of adult EngS-eiias.

Cubic inches.

I- Male from Dr. Perkins, . . . 34*5

IL Male from Dr, Savage, . - . 28 3

IIL Male from Dr. Perkiiis, . . .280?
17. Female from Dr, Savage, . . 25-0

Mean of the four crania, . . - 28*9^

Table IIL—Craaial capacity of udult Cliinipaiizees.

Cubic inches

I, Female,
IL Female,

III. Female,

260
240
22

Mean capacity of three skulls, . 24-0

Cruiiial capacity of young Chimpanzees.

ly. First dentition complete, . - • 20
V, First dentition complete but the sutures

obliterated to a less extent than in the

preceding, ..... 18-0

The above results clearly indicate that there exists a wide
^"^nge in the cranial capacity of the Enge-euas, amounting to nine
cubic inches, when both sexes are included in the observation,

I
While it would be desirable to have the measurements of a much
larger number, we still have evidence for concluding, that in the

Eijge-ena, as in man,* the capacity of the cranium of the male is

"Altliough many feniale brains exceed in weight particular male bruins, the gen*
e^al fact is siSficiently .shown, tliat the adult male encephalou is heavier tlian that
of the female, tlie average difference being from 5 to 6 oz." From the examinatioa
^f 278 male brains and of 191 females, "an average weiglit is deduced of 49^ 02. for
^ne male and of 44 oz. for the female " Quain and Sharpey's, Quain's Anatomy

;

^^ted by Joseph Leidy, M.D, voL ii, p. 185. Philadelphia, 1849.
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larger than that of the female; the smallest male skull of the

EMge-er)a measuring twenty-eight cubic inches, and the female

only twenty- five cubic inches.

In Table Illj the three adults are females, and it is quite

worthy of notice, that the internal capacity of these differs so

little from that of the female Engc-ena, while at the same time

the body nf the Chimpanzee is so much smaller than that of the

other species. By comparing the measurements given of the cor-

responding portions of the skeleton of the Enge-ena and Chim-
panzee, it will be seen that a much wider ditlerence exists be-

tween them, than exists between the dimensions of their respec-

tive brains.*

It is interesting to contrast the measurements of the cranial

capacity of these members of the Quadrumanous group with that

of some of the more prominent of the human races. The fol-

lowing table which is extracted from the general summary of the

measurements of a vast number of crania, by Dr. S. G. Morton
of Phiiadelphiaj gives in cubic inches the average cranial capacity

of the different races or groups there mentioned.f

Table IV.

Races.

Teutonic Race of Caucasian's,

Germans,
English, ,

Anj^lo- Americans,

Malay Gkouf.
Malayan fairdl^^

Polynesiayi famxhjy ....

American Group.
Toltecan Family.

Peruvians,

Mexicans, ...,..
Barbarous TVibeSj

Negro Group.
Native African Family, ,

ffottenlots, ,

Australians^

No. of
skulls

measured.

18

6

1

Largest
capacity.

Smallest
capacity.

20

8

155
22

159

114
105

97

97
84

70

91

82

Mean. Mean.

62

3

8

101

92

104

6%

82

99

83
83

58

67

70

90
96
90

86
83

90

85

65

68

63

Y5
79
87

83
75
75

81

These results are derived from a table which Dr. Morton has

based upon the actual measurements of over 600 skulls. The
smallest mean capacity is that derived from the Hottentots and

Australians, which equals only seventy-five cubic inches, while

that of the Teutonic races amounts to ninety cubic inches- The
maximum capacity of the Enge-ena, is therefore considerably less

than one half of the mean of the Hottentots and Australians,

who give us the minimum average for the human races.

See Table of comparative measurements. Boston Journal of Natural Kkiory,

vol V, p. 417.

f Catalogue of Skulls of Man and the Inferior animals in the collection of Samuel
George Morton, M,D., Ac 3d edition. PliiUtdelphia, 1840.
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Cranium IL Male.—This cranium belonged to an individual
much older than the one described in the preceding pages, the
intier row of cusps of all the molars having been worn to their
bases. The same obliteration of the sutures had taken place^ the
malar bones are more tumid, rendering the edge of the lower and
outer part of the orbit more rounded. The floor of Ihe nasal
orifice slopes gradually from the anterior extremity of the vomer
to the edge of the incisive alveoli, and presenting a groove on
the median line. In mati, the intermaxillary bones form a pro-
jecting ridge on the median line both in and below the nasal ori-

fice and at the middle of the border of this opening form the pro-
jecting *^ nasal spine," which is not met with in any of the lower
animals, and is therefore on avafomiral character peculiar (avian.
With regard to this conformation of the intermaxillary bones, the

Ei)ge-ena recedes farther from man than the Chimpanzee. Two
mfra orbitap foramina exist on each side. The crests are not so'

well developed as in the cranium just described- The occiput
having been in part destroyed, the cavity of the cranium is com-
pletely exposed. A groove for the lodgment of the longitudinal
smus is well defined; "digital impressions," formed by the cere-
bral convolutions, exist, but not well marked, the crista galli is

JTierely rudimentary and is represented by a very slight median
ridge, the olfactory fossa is quite deep, the cribriform plate being
<^n a level with the middle of the orbit. About five parallel

groves for the lodgment of the branches of the dura matral ar-

tery exist on each side.
,

Zoological position of the EngC'eiia.

With the knowledge of the anthropoid animals of Asia and
Africa which now exist, derived from the critical examinations of

their osteology, their dentition, and the comparative size of their

brains by various observers, especially Geoffroy, Tjedemann, Vro-
lik, Cuvier, and Owen, it becomes quite easy to measure with an

approximation to accuracy, the hiatus which separates them from
the lowest of the human race. The existence of four hands in-

stead of two, the inability to stand erect, consequent on the struc-

tnre of a skeleton adapted almost exclusively to an arboreal life,

the excessive length of the arms, the comparatively short and

permanently flexed legs, the protruding face, the position of the

occipital condyles in the posterior third of the base of the skull

and the consequent preponderance of the head forwards, the

small comparative size of the brain, the largely developed ca-

nines, the interval between these last and the incisors, the three

roots to the bicuspid teeth, the laryngeal pouches, the elongated
pelvis and its larger antero-posterior diameter, the flattened and
pointed coccyx, the small glutasi, the smaller size of the lower
compared with the upper portion of the vertebral column, the

Second Series, Vol. IX, N"o. 25.—Jan., 1850. 6
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f

long and straight spinous processes of the neck, these and many
other subordinate characters, are peculiarities of the anthropoid

animals, and constitute a wide gap between these and the most

degraded of the human races, so wide that the greatest difference

between these last and the noblest specimen of a Caucasian is

inconsiderable in comparison.

Whilst it is thus easy to demonstrate the wide separation be-

tween the anthropoid and the huinan races, to assign a true posi-

tion to the former among themselves is a more difficult task. Mr.

Owen in his earlier memoir, regarded the T, nigeras making the

nearest approach to man, but the more recently discovered T.

gorilla, he is now induced to believe approaches still nearer, and

regards it as " the most anthropoid of the known brutes."* This

inference is derived from the study of crania alone, without any
reference to the rest of ihe skeleton.

After a careful examination of the memoir just referred to^ I

am forced to the conclusion, that the preponderance of evidence

is unequivocally opposed to the opinion there recorded; and after

placing side by side the different anatomical peculiarities of the

two species, there seems to be no alternative but to regard the

Chimpanzee as holding the highest place in the brute creation.

The more anthropoid characters of the T. gorilla which are re-

referred to by Prof 0., are the following.

1. " The coalesced central margins of the nasals are projected

forwards, thus offering a feature of approximation to the hu-

man structure, which is very faintly indicated, if at all in T.

7ifo'er."f This statement is applicable to all the crania which I

have seen, and especially to the two crania described in this pa-

per. Nevertheless the extension of the nasals betvveen the fron-

tals, or the existence of an additional osseous element, is a mark
of greater deviation from man.

2. "The inferior or alveolar part of the premaxillaries, on the

other hand, is shorter and less promitjent in T. gorilla than in

T, 7iiger^ and in tfiat respect the larger species deviates less from
man-"| The statement in the first portion of this sentence is

certainly correct, but a question may be fairly raised on that in

the second. The lower portion of the nasal opening in the En-
ge-ena is so much depressed, especially in the median line, that

the intermaxillary bone becomes almost horizontal, and the slop-

ing of the alveolar portion takes place so gradually that it is difficult

to determine where the latter commences and lhe*nasal opening
terminates, and in this respect it deviates much farther from man
than T. iiiger.

3. "The next character which is also a more anthropoid one^

though explicable in relation to the greater weight of the skull

Op. eit., vol iii, p. 414. f p. 393,
\ p. 393.
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to be poised on the altas, is the greater prominence of the mas-
toid processes in the T. gorilla^ which are represetited only by a
rough ridge in the T. iiigery^

4. The ridge which extends from the ecto-pterygoid along the
inner border of the foramen ovale, terminates in T, gorilla by
an angle or process answering to that called ''styliform" or ''spi-

nous" it] man, but of which there is no trace in T. niger,\
5. "The palate is narrower in proportion to the length in the

T. gorilla, but the premaxillary portion is relatively longer in

T, 7iiger,^^'l

^
These constitute the most important if not the only characters

given in Prof. Owen's memoir, which would seem to indicate
that the Enge-ena is more anthropoid than the Chimpanzee, and
some of these it is seen must be received with some qualification.

If on the other hand w^e eiiumerate those conditions in which
the Enge-ena recedes farther from the human type than the Chim-
panzee, they will be found far more numerouSj and by no means
less important. The larger ridge over the eyes and the crest on
the top of the head and occiput, with the corresponding develop-
nient of the temporal muscles, form the most striking features.

The intermaxillary bones articulating with the nasals, as in the
other (iuadruQ)ana and most brutes, the expanded portion of the
nasals between the fiontals,—or an additional osseous element
if this prove an independent bone,—the vertically broader and
niore arched zygomata, contrasting with the more slender and
horizontal ones of the Chimpanzee, the more quadrate foramen
lacerum of the orbit, the less perfect infra-orbitar canal, the orbits

less distinctly defined, the larger and more tumid cheek bones,
the more quadrangular orifice with its depressed floor, the greater

'ength of the ossa palati, the more widely expanded tympanic
<^ells, extending not only to the mastoid process, but to the squa-
nious portion of the temporal bones, these would of themselves
oe sufficient to counterbalance all the anatomical characters stated
by Prof Owen in support of the more anthropoid character of the
Enge-

When, however, we add to them the more quadrate outline of
the upper jaws, the existence of much larger and more deeply
grooved canines, molars with cusps on the outer side longer and
^lore sharply pointed, the dentes sapiential of equal size with the
other molars, the prominent ridge between the outer posterior,

^tid the anterior inner cusps, the absence of a crista-galli, a
cranial cavity almost wholly behind the orbits of the eyes, the
less perfectly marked depressions for the cerebral convolutions,
and above all, the small cranial capacity in proportion to the size
of the body, no reasonable ground for doubt remains, that the

^"ge-ena occupies a lower position and consequently recedes fur-
ther from man than the Chimpanzee.

ena.

Op. cit., p. 394. f p. 395. J p. S95.
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It does not appear that any other bones of the skeleton have as

yet fallen into the hands of any European natnraWst. A descrip-

tion of some of the more important of them will be found in the

memoir above referred to,* in which it will be seen that there are

two anthropoid featnres of some importance, which go to support

the view advanced by Prof. Owen, and these are the comparative

length of the humerus and ulna, the former being seventeen and

the latter only fourteen inches, and in the proportions of the pel-

vis. This last is of gigantic size, and is a little shorter in pro-

portion to its breadth than in T. itiger.

While the proportions of the humerus and the ulna are more
nearly human than in the Chimpanzee, those of the humerus and

femur recede much farther from the human proportions than they

do in the Chimpanzee, as will be seen by the following meas-

urements

:

Man,
Humerus.

150
Chimpanzee, .

Enge-ena,

10-9

170

Femur.

IS 5

110
140

Thus in man the femur is three inches longer than the hume-
rus, in the Chimpanzee, these bones are nearly of the same length,

atid in the Eiige-ena the humerus is three inches longer than the

femur, indicating on the part of the Enge-ena a less perfect adapt-

atiou to locomotion in the erect position than in the Chimpanzee.

Uescnption of a canine tooth of a male En-
ge-ena.—In only one of the crania of the male
Enge-enas which I have seen were the canines

remaim'ng ; and these were so much abraded
that they had lost to a great extent; their natural

outline, and consequently their most striking

and distinctive marks. In the females, as in

the Chimpanzee and the Qnadrumana, gen-
erally the canines are much less elongated
than in the males. Among the bones first

sent to this country by Dr. Savage, was the
canine tooth represented in the annexed fig-

ure, which i was not able to identify, until an
opportunity occurred of comparing it with Prof.

Owen's descriptions of more perfect teeth.

The crown is laterally compressed, the poste-

rior edge being trenchant and its base provided
with a prominent tubercle, which isdi)ubtless

rendered more conspicuous by the wearing of
the edge beneath it. On its inner surface the
crown is impressed with two strongly marked
grooves, which extend from the base nearly to

Canine tooth of the En-

ge-ena— natural size.

Boston Journal of Nat Hislory, toL t, p. 417.
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its apex; and include between them a prominent rounded ridge.

The following table gives the comparative measurements of two
canines from the upper jaw of the Enge-ena, and one from that.

of the Chimpanzee. The figures in the first column relate to

the tooth described above ; those in the second and third to the

measuremeius given by Prof Owen,* the measurements being in

inches and lines.

T. gorilla. T. iiiger.

ii.
^

Length, . . 2-8 2-8 . • 20
Length of crown, 1-3^ 1-3 . • OlOJ
Breadth of base, I'O 010 . . 7
Thickness of do. OTJ 0-7J . . 0-5^

The following note from Dr. G. A, Perkins to the author, dated
Salem, Oct. 15, 1849, confirms the statements made by Dr. Sav-
age, in his description of the habits of the Enge-ena, as to its fe-

rocity and the fact of its attacking human beings.

The two crarn'a were received frou) a person on board a ves-
sel trading in the Gaboon and Danger Rivers, W. Africa, They
Were obtained from the natives on the banks of the latter, by
whom they had been preserved as trophies. From the gentle-
man who gave them to me, I learned that the killing of one of
these animals was by no means a common occurrence. He de-
scribes the animal as being remarkably ferocious, even attackin^
the natives when found alone in the forests, and in one instance
which fell under his observation, horribly mutilating a man who
Was out in the woods felling trees to burn. His shouts brought
to his aid several other natives, who after a severe contest, suc-
ceeded in killing the Enge-ena. The man was afterwards in the
habit of exhibiting himself to foreigners Avho visited the river
and of receiving charity from them*''

r

Art. IX.

—

Notice of the cranium of the Ne-hoo-le^ a nnv species of
^lanatee {Manatus nasutus) from W.Africa; by Jeffries
Wyman, M.D.

Read hcfore the Boston Society of Natural History, November 7tli, 1849.

The species of the genus Manatus, Cnv. which have been
beretofore generally recognized, are only two in number, viz..

\ ^I. Americanus, Cnv. and Desm. ; Trirher.hvs inavalHs, Linn.

;

^^ grand Lamantin des Antilles, Buff, 2, the M. Senegalensts,

^- Cnvier; M. Africattus, F. Cuvier; Triclicchus avstralis^

t The late Dr. Richard Harlan of Philadelphia, has indi-

.
^""^j*- Zoolog. Soc. London, vol. iii, p. SOS.

T ^reA Cuvier. Hist. Nat. des Cetacees. 8vo. Paris: 1836. Also Cyclopedia
^at, and Physiology, Article Cetacea. Lend.: May, 1836.
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cated a third species from E. Florida, to which he has given the

name of M. latikostris.* This species is recognized by Lesson
and Fischer, but has been more recently denied by Blaiiiville,

who in referring to it in connection with two other species of the

same group, (Manatus, Lamaiitin^ Blainville,) L. du tabernacle

and L. de TOrinoque, expresses himself, ''ne regardant nulleraent

comme suffisamnient distinct."!

The existence of this third species has been within a short time

concUisirely demonstrated by Pruf. Agassiz, and the evidence on

which this conchision rests will soon he pnblished in a memoir
on those genera of Cetaceans whose remains have been found

in the United States.

In the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History,

vol. ii, p. 198, is a notice by Dr. George A. Perkins of an animal

captured in the Cavalla River, W. Africa, known to the natives

as Ne-hoo-le, and which Dn Perkins referred to the genus Mana-
tus. In a note to that communication I stated, that this animal

differed from a[l known species of Manatee, both in the intrnber

of the teeth which was for the molars f f, and in the absence of
nails on the paddles^ as well as in other characters of subordinate

value. In the sequel it will be seen however that the formula

for the teeth was not correctly stated. The provisional name of

Manatus nasutus was given to this supposed species.

Cluite recently, Dr. Perkins, on his return from Cape Palmas,

brought with him and presented to the Boston Society of Natural

History, an imperfect cranium of the same species, the lower jaw,

the interraaxillary, nasal and temporal bones having been broken
off by the natives as they divided the carcass amongst themselves
for food. A sufficient number of characteristic parts, however,
remain to demonstrate that the species, as formerly suspected, is

a new one. In establishing the following characters, the cranium
in question has been compared with ihatof the Manatus senega-

lensis, M. Americanus and M. latirostris : the first belonging

to the Boston Society of Natural History and the others to the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

L TeetL—Molars |^ j^; the first and second of the series

have been dropped and their alveoli are partly filled up; the five

following ones on each side, remain in use, Ijut the last three still

remain in their alveolar cavities, the roots not having as yet been

developed. The enamel on all the teeth, on those which are

retained in their sockets as well as on those which are in nse, is

perfectly smooth. The internal root of each molar has a distinct

* On a species of Lamantin resembling the ^I. senegalen-i^ (Cuvier,) inhabitinGr the

coa^t of E. Florida. By Richard Harlan, M.D. Joiuual xicaj, Nat. Sciences, Phila-

delphia. Vol. iii, p. 390.

f Osteographie, Fascic. xv. Gentis Manatus, p. 123.

«
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groove on its inner surface and all the roots are quite divergent*
The transvei^e diameters of the anterior and posterior ridges are

mere nearly equal than in the other species.

M, Senega leusis.—Molars % | ; the enamel is rugous; the
inner root is not grooved, all of the roots neiirly vertical, and
the teeth in use not more than four. M. latirostris. Molars

If l^j t^eth in use four or five
;
enamel rugous. M. AmeriranuSj

Molars Ij It- Teeth much smaller than in the preceding spe-
cies; the number in action six. The crowns are higher, but the
inner root as in M. nasutus is grooved on its internal surface.

II. Palate.—The median ridge is flattened on its summit
and the palatine foramina are of variable sizes; the most ante-
rior is the largest and perforates the bone nearly vertically and
with rounded edges. In the M. latirostris they are all more
minute; in the JVL Senegalensis and M. Americavus^ the ante-
rior are the largest, but perforate the bone obliquely and are pro-

tected for some distance after they assume the horizontal direction
l3y a thin sharp edge or shelf of bone. The palatine foramina
are subject to so great variety in most animals, that the characters

J^ist enumerated must be regarded as of doubtful value unless veri-

fied on a large number of crania.

III. Malar hones,—These are readily distinguished from the
corresponding bones of all the other species in being very broad
m their zygomatic portion, measuring nearly an inch in breadth
at their free extremity. In M. Senegalensis, the zygomatic
portion is slender, style-shaped, and terminated by a knob. This
IS also the case in A/. Americantts and latirostris^ except that in
the last the part in question has no enlargement at its end, is a
little broader than in the preceding, but forms a much closer union
^uh the zygomatic portion of the temporal bone, approaching a
suture of the kind called "harmonia.''

I V

.

Frontal re^'ion. M
frontal region is quite narrow, but in the latter it is rounded,
'bombee," while in the former it is depressed. The forehead

^ the M, latirostris and Senegalensis is proportionally much
oroader.

V. Occipital foramen.—In all the species this foramen is more
<^r less triangular, the angles being rounded ; but in M, America-
^W5, Senegalensis

J
and latirostris the apex is directed downwards,

while in that from the Cavalla river it is directed upwards.
The number of known species of the genus Manatus now

^<**utits to four, two from Africa, viz. : M. Senegalensis and
^' nasutus, and two from the New World, viz. : M. Americanus
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Art. X.— On Denudation in the Pacific; by James D. Dana.

The following pages are extracted from different chapters in

the Geological Report of the Exploring Expedition under Capt,

Wilkes.*

The valleys of the Pacific Islands have usually a course from

the interior of the island towards the shores; or when the island

consists of two or more distinct summits or heights (h*ke Maui)

they extend nearly radiately from the centre of each division of

the island. They are of three kinds:

I. A narrow gorge, with barely a pathway for a streamlet at

bottom, the enclosing sides diverging upAvard at an angle of thirty

to sixty degrees. Such valleys have a rapid descent, and are

bounded by declivities from one hundred to two thousand feet or

more in elevation, which are covered with vegetation, though
striped nearly horizontally by parallel lines of black rock. There
are frev]nent cascades along their course ; and at head, they often

abut against the sides of the central inaccessible heights of the

island. The streamlet has frequently its source in one or more
thready cascades that make an unbroken descent of one or two
thousand feet down the precipitous yet verdant walls of the am-
phitheatre aronnd.

II. A narrow gorge, having the walls vertical ornearly so, and

a fiat strip of land at bottom more or less uneven, with a stream-

let sporting along, first on this side, and then on that, now in rap-

ids, and now with smoother and deeper waters. The walls may
be from one hundred to one thousand feet or more in height ; they

are richly overgrown, yet the rocks are often exposed, though
every where more than half concealed by the green drapery.

These gorges vary in character according to their position on

the island. Where they cut through the lower plains, (as the

dividing plain of Oahn,) they are deep channels with a somewhat
even character to the nearly vertical walls, and an open riband of

land at bottom. The depth is from one to three hundred feet, and

the breadth as many yards. Farther towards the interior, where

the mountain slopes and vegetation have begun, the walls are

deeply fluted or furrowed, the verdure is more varied and abund-

ant, and cascades are numerous-
This second kind of gorge, still farther towards the interior,

changes in character, and becomes a gorge oi the first kind, nar-

rowing at bottom to a torrent's course, along which are occasional

precipices which only a torrent could descend.

* U. S. Exploring Expedition during the years 1838-1842, under the command
of C. WiLKKs, U. S. N.—Geology by James D. Daxa. A.M., Geologist of the Expedi-
tion. 750 pp. 4to, with a folio Atlas of 21 plates of fossils. Philadelphia: 1849.
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III. Valleys of the third kind have an extensive plain at bottom
quite unlike the strip of land just described. They sometimes
abut at head against vertical walls, but oftener terminate in a
wide break in the mountains.

The ridges of land which intervene between the valleys, have
a flat or barely undulated surface, where these valleys intersect

the lower plains or slopes ; but in the mountains, they are narrow
at top, and sometimes scarcely passable along their knife-edge
summits. Some of them as they extend invvardj become more
and more narrow, and terminate in a thin wall, which runs up
to the central peaks. Others stop short of these central peaks,

and the valleys either side consequently coalesce at their head,

or are separated only by a low wall, into which the before lofty

ridge had dwindled. The crest is often jagged, or rises in sharp

serratures.

The main valleys, which we have more particularly alluded to

above, have their subordinate branches; and so the ridges in ne-

cessary correspondence, have their subordinate spurs.

As examples of the valleys and ridges here described, we intro-

duce a brief account of an excursion in the Hanapepe valley on
Kauai, one of the Hawaiian Islands, and a second up the moun-
tains of Tahiti.

r

Uiiuapepe Valley, Kauai.—We reached its enclosing walls,

about four miles from the sea, where the sloping plain of the

coast was just losing its smooth, nndnlating surface, and changing
into the broken and wooded declii'ities of the interior. The val-

ley, which had been a channel through the grassy plain, a (e\v

hundred feet in depth, was becoming a narrow defile through the

mountains. A strip of land lay below, between the rocky walls,

covered with deep-green garden-like patches of taro, through

which a small stream was hastening on to the sea.

We found a place of descent, and three hundred feet down,
reached the banks of the stream, along which we pursued our

course. The mountains, as we proceeded, closed rapidly upon
lis, and we were soon in a narrow gorge, between walls one thou-

sand feet in height, and with a mere fine of sky over head. The
stream dashed along by us, now on this side of the green strip of

land, and then on that ; occasionally compelling us to climb up,

and cling among the crevices of the walls to avoid its waters,

^^'here too deep or rapid to be conveniently forded. Its bed was
often rocky, but there was no slope of debris at the base of the

Walls on either side, and for the greater part of the distance it was
bordered by plantations of taro. The style of mountain archi-

tecture, observed on the island of Oahu, was exhibited in this

shaded defile on a still grander scale. The mural surfaces en-

closing it had been wrought, in some places, into a series of semi-

Second Series, Vol. IX, No. 25.—Jan., 1850. 1
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circular alcoves or recesses, which extended to the distant sum-

mits over head : more commonly, the walls were formed of a

series of semicircular coUimns of vast size, collected together like

the clustered shafts of a Gothic structure, and terminating sev-

eral hundred feet above, in low conical summits. AUhough the

sides were erect or nearly so, there was a profuse decoration of

vines and dowers, ferns, and shrubbery ; and where more inclined;

forests covered densely the slopes.

These peculiar architectural features proceed from the wear of

rills of waters, streaming down the bold sides of the gorge ;
they

channel the surface, leaving tlie intermediate parts pn^minent.

The rock is uniformly stratified, and the layers consist of gray

basalt or basaltic lava, alternating with basaltic conglomerate.

Cascades were frequently met with ; at one place, a dozen

were playing around us at ihe same time, pouring down the high

walls, appearing and disappearing, at intervals, amid the foliage,

some in white foamy threads, and others in parted strands im-

perfectly concealing the black surface of rock beneath.

A rough ramble of four miles brought us to the falls of the

Hanapepe. The precipice, sweeping around with a curve, ab-

ruptly closed the defile, and all farther progress was therefore

intercepted. We were in an amphitheatre of snrpassiiig grandeur,

to which the long defile, with its fluted or Gothic walls, decorated

with leaves and flowers and living cascades, seemed a fit porch

or entrance-way. The sides around were lofty, and the profuse

vegetation was almost as varied in its tints of green as in its

forms. On the left stood apart from the walls an inclined colum-
nar peak or leaning tower, overhanging the valley. Its abrupt

sides were bare, excepting some tufts of ferns and mosses, while

the top was crowned with a clump of bushes. To complete the

decorations of the place,—from a gorge on the right, in the ver-

dant mountains above, where the basaltic rocks stood out in

curved ascending columns on either side, as if about to meet in a

Gothic arch, a stream leaped the precipice and fell in dripping

foam to the depths below; where, gathering its strength again, |

it went on its shaded way down the gorge.
r ^

r

The mountains of Tahiti commence their slopes from the

sea or a narrow sea-shore plain, and gradually rise on all sides

towards the central peaks, the ridges of the north and west ter-

minating in the towering summits of Orohei.a and Aorni, while

the eastern and southern, though reaching towards the same
peaks, are partly intercepted by the valley of Papenoo. Aorai is

seven thousand feet in height and Orohena not less than eight

thousand feet.

We commenced the ascent of Mount Aorai by the ridge on the

west side of the Malavai Valley, and, by tfie skillt^ulness of our
guide, were generally, able to keep the elevated parts of the ridge

ii
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without descending into the deep valleys which bordered our
path. An occasional descent, and a chmb on the opposite side of
the valley were undertaken ; and althoneh the sides were nearly
perpendicular, it was accomplished, without much difficulty, by
clinging from tree to tree^ with the assistance of ropes, at times,
where the mnral front was otherwise impassable. Jiy noon of
the second day, we had reached an elevation of five thousand
feet and stood on an area twelve feet square, the sumniit of an
isolated crest in the ridge on which we were travelling. To the
east, we looked down two thousand feet into the Matavai Valley;
to the west a thousand feet into a branch of the Pa[»ana Valley,

the slopes either way, being frrm sixty to eiglity degrees, or

within thirty degrees of perpendicular. On the side of our
ascent, and beyond, on the opposite side, our peak was united
With the adjoining summit by a thin ridge, reached by a steep

descent of three hundred feet. This ridge was described, by our
natives, as no wider at top than a man's arm, and a fog coming
on, they refused to attempt it that day. Tiie next morning being
clear, we pursued our course. For a hundred rods, the ridge on
which we walked was two to four feet wide, and from it, we
looked down, on either side a thousand feet or more, of almost

perpendicular descent. . Beyond this the ridge continued narrow,
thongh less dangerous, until we approached the high peak of
Aorai. This peak had appeared to be conical and equally access-
ible on different sides, but it proved to have but one place of ap-

proach, and that along a wall with precipices of two to three

thousand feet, and seldom exceedirig two feet in width at top.

Iti one place we sat on it as on the back of a horse, for it was no
wider, and pushed ourselves alone till we reached a spot where its

yidth was doubled to two feet, and nuniorous bushes again afford-

ing us some security, we dared to walk erect. We at last stood

perched on the summit edge, not six feet broad. The ridge con-
tinued beyond for a short distance, with the same sharp, knife-

edge character, and was theti broken off by the Punaavia Valley.

Our height afforded a near view of Orohena ; it was separated from
|is only by the Valley of Matavai, from whose profound depths
it rose with nearly erect sides. The peak has a saddle shape,

^nd the northern of the two points is called Pitohiti. These
summits, and the ridge which stretches from them loward Mata-
^^i, intercept t!ie view to the southward. In other directions,

^he rapid succession of gorge atid ridge that characterizes Tahi-
tian scenery, was open before us. At the western foot of Aorai,

appeared the Crown. Beyond it extended the Punaavia Valley,

the only level spot in sight ; and far away, in the same direction,

steep ridges, rising behind one another with jao-^ed outline, stood

agaitist the western horizon. To the north, deep valleys gorge
the country, with narrow precipitous ridges between; and these
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melt away into ridgy hills and valleys, and finally into the palm-

covered plains bordering the sea.

On our descent, we followed the western side of the Papaua
Valley, along a narrow ridge such as we have described, but two
or three feet wide at top, and enclosed by precipices of not less

than a thousand feet. Proceeding thus for two hours, holding to

the hushes which served as a kind of balustrade, though occasion-

ally startled by a slip of the foot one side or the other—our path

suddenly narrowed to a mere edge of naked rock, and, ujore-

over, the ridge was inclined a little to the east, like a tottering

wall. Taking the upper side of the sloping wall, and trusting

our feet to the bushes while clinging to the rocks above, carefnlly

dividing our weight lest we should precipitate the rocks and our-

selves to the depths below, we continued on till we came to an

abrupt break in the ridge of twenty feel, half of which was
perpendicular. By means of ropes doubled around the rocks'

above, we in turn let ourselves down, and soon reached again a

width of three feet, where we could walk in safety. Two hours

more at last brought us to slopes and ridges where we could

breathe freely.

The peculiarities here described characterize all parts of the

island. Towards the high peaks of the interior, the ridges which
radiate from, or connect with them, become mere mountain walls

with inaccessible slopes, and the valleys are from one to three

thousand feet in depth. The central peaks themselves have the

same wall-like character. It is thus with Orohena arid Pitofiiti. as

well as Aorai ; and owing to the sharpness o( the summit edge
ratlier than the steepness of the assent, Orohena is said to be

quite inaccessible. Dr. Pickering and Mr. Couthouy, in an ex-

cursion to a height of five thousand feet on this ridge, met with
difficulties of the same character vve have described.

I

Without citing other examples, we continue with the author's

remarks on the origin of these valleys.

The causes operating in the Pacific, which may have contrib-

uted to valley-making, are the following:

1. Convulsions from internal forces^ or volcanic action.

2. Degradation from the action of the sea.

3. Gradnal wear from running water derived from the rains.

4. Gradual decomposition through the agericy of the elements

and growing vegetation.

The action of volcanic forces in the formation of valleys, is

finely illustrated in the great rupture in the summit of Hale-a-ka!a

on Maui. The two valleys formed by the eruption are as exten-

sive as any in the Hawaiian Group, being two thousand (eei deep
at their highest part, and one to two miles wide. They extend
from the interior outward towards the sea. Above, they open into

IThK
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a common amphitheatre, the remains of the former crater^ the
walls of which are two thousand feet hi^h.

As other examples of volcanic action, we may refer to the pit

craters of Mount Loa, among which Kilauea stands preeminent.
This great corral, if we may use a Madeira word, is a thousand
feet deep, one to two miles wide, and over three long, so that it

forms a cavity which may compare advantageously wiih many
valleys; and were the walls on one side removed, it might be-

come the head of a valley like that of Hale-a-kala on Maui.
As an example of this kind of valley upon islands which have

lost their original volcanic form, we venture to refer to the wide
Nnuanu, back of Honolulu, (island of Oahu,) which has at its

head on either side, a peak rising above it to a height of two
thousand four hundred feet, or four thousand feet above the sea.

The immense amphitheatre to the west of the lofty Orohena
and Aorai, on the island of Tahiti, is remarkable for its great

breadth, and the toAvering summits which overharig it; and if not a
parallel case to that of Maui, that is, if the head was not originally
the great crater, there must have been a subsidence or removal of
a large tract by internal forces.

The precipice of the eastern mountain of Oahu, is another ex-
ample of the effect of convulsion in altering the features of islands,

causing either a rem.oval or subsidence.
The many fissures which are opened by the action of Kilanea,

^ight be looked upon as valleys on a smaller scale, and the germs
of more extensive ones. But with few exceptions, these fissures

^s soon as made are closed by the ejected lava, and the mountain
Js here ng weaker than before. Those which remain open, may
he the means of deterrainins: the direction of valleys afterwards
formed.

Action of the sea,—The action of the sea in valley-making, is

supposed to have been exerted during the rise of the land ; and as

such changes of level have taken place in the Pacific, this cause
It would seem, must have had as extensive operation in this vast

^ean as any where in the world, especially as the lands are small
^nd encircled by the sea, and there is, therefore, a large amount
of coast exposed, in proportion to the whole area.

But in order to apprehend the full effect of this mode of degra-
dation, we should refer to its action on existing shores * At the
outset we are surprised at finding little evidence of any such
action now in progress along lines of coast. The islands, and

J^h^ shores of continents have occasional bays, but none that are

^eepening by the action of the sea. The waves tend rather to
fill up the bays and remove by degradation the prominent cajjes,

thus rendering the coast' more even, and at the same time, accu-

The view here presented is sustuiiied in De la Beche's Geological Researches,
page 192.

^
.
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miilating beaches that protect it from wear. If this is the case

on shores where there are deep bays, what should it be on sub-

marine slopes successively becoming the shores, in which tfie

surface is q-ute even com|)ared with the present outline of the

islands? Instead of making bays and channels, it can only give

greater regularity to the line of coast.

Upon the North American coast, from Long Island to Florida

there are no valleys in progress from the action of the sea. On
the contrary, we ascertam by soundings that the bottom is singu-

larly even ; and the bays, as that of New York, are so acted upon

by the sea, that were it not, in the case mentioned, for the action

of the cnrren't of the Hndson River, its limits would continue

gradually to contract. Around Tahiti there are no submarine
valleys. 'I'he valleys of the land are often two thousand feet

de*^'p; but they die out towards the shores. Thus over the

world, scarcely an instance can be pointed out of valley making'
from the action of the sea. Dnring the slow rise of a countryj the

condition would not be more favorable for this effect than in a time

'of perfect quiet. If America were to be elevated, would the action

make valleys in the shores just referred to? If England were
slowly to rise, would this favor the scooping of valleys through
its beaches? Would not beach formations continue to be the legit-

imate production of the sea along its line of wave action; and
where the rocks should favor the opening of a deep cove, would
not the same action go on as now, caiising a wear of the head-

lands and a filling up of the cove at its head ? Were Tahiti now
to continue rising, could the waves make valleys on the coast ?

The increasing height of the mountains would give th^ streams

of the land greater eroditig force, and more copious waters ; but

the levelling waves would continue to act as at the present time.

The effects of the sea in making valleys have been much exag-
gerated, as is obvious from this appeal to existing operations, the

appropriate test of truth in geology.

The action of a rush of waters in a few great waves over the

land, such as might attend a convulsive elevation, though gen-

erally having a levelling effect, might produce some excavations,

as is readily conceived; yet it is obvious on a moment's consider-

ation, that such waves could not make the deep valleys, miles

in length, that intersect the rocks and mountains of our globe.

Biit it is supposed that there may be fissures about volcanic

islands in which the sea could ply its force. Yet even in these

cases, unless the fissures were large, the seashore accinnulations
would be most likely to fill and obstruct them. To try this

hypothesis by facts, we remark that there are no such shore fissures

around Mount Loa, nor any of the other Hawaiian Islands. The
fissures formed by volcanic action immediately about a volcano,
are generally filled at once with lavas as we have stated, and the

i
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vent is mended by the force which made it. It is, therefore, a
gratuitous assumption that such fissures have been common.
The existence, however, of larse valleys such as have been attrib-

uted above to convulsions cannot be doubted ; but the sea would
exert its power in such places, nearly as now in Fangaloa Bay,
Tutnila, and other bays in continenls ;—a beach forms, and a
shore plain, and afterwards there is a little action frotn the sea
in these confined areas of water.

In the Illawarra district, New South Wales, there are several

places where dikes of basalt have been removed by the sea, arid

channels one hundred yards in depth, of the width of the dike

(six feet), now exist, cutting straight into the rocl^y land. This
is an example of the action of ihe sea where everything is most
favorable for it. And we observe that there is little resemblance

in this narrow channel with but a trifling wear of the inclosing

rocks, to the valleys which are to be accounted for in the Pacific
;

and little authority to be derived from it for attributing much
efficacy to the sea in wearing out valleys. The reason of this

is apparent in the fact that the sea rolls up a coast in great

swells, and cannot parcel itself off, and act like a set of gouges:
this latter effect it leaves for the streams and streamlets of the

shores which are gouges of all dimensions.

Although the sea can accompHsh little along coasts towards

excavating valleys, yet when the land is wholly submerged, or

only the mountain summits peer out as islands, the great oceanic

currents sweepitjg over the surface and through channels between
the islands, would wear away the rocks or earth beneath. From
the breadth and character of such marine sweepings, we learn

that the excavations formed would be very broad rounded valleys;

find their courses would correspond in some degree with the prob-

able direction which the currents of the ocean would have, over

the region in case of a submergence- Moreover where there are

different open channels for the ingress of the sea, having free

intercommunication, there are often strong currents connected

with the tides, and consequently much erosion. It is obvious

that the valleys of the Pacific islands have nothing in their fea-

tures or positions attributal>Ie to such a cause.

Rutining water of the land, and gradual derompositioiu—Of
the causes of valleys mentioned in the outset we are forced to rely

^ for explanations principally upon rmming streams: and ihcy are

not only gouges of all dimensions, but of great power, and in

constant action. There are several classes of facts which support

tis in this conclusion.
a. We observe that Mount Loa, whose sides are still flooded

with lavas at intervals, has but one or two streamU^ts over all its

slopes, and the surface has none of the deep valleys common
about other summits. Here volcanic action has had a smoothmg
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effect, and by its continuation to this time, the waters have had

scarcely a chance to make a beginning in denudalion.

Mount Kea, which has been extinct for a long period, has a

succession of valleys on its windward or rainy side, which are

several hundred feet deep at the coast and gradually diminish

upward, extending in general about half or two-thirds of the

way to the summit. But to the westward it has dry declivities,

which are comparatively even at base, with little running water.

A direct connection is thus evinced between a windward exposurCj

and the existence of valleys: and we observe also that the time

since volcanic action ceased is approximately or relatively indica-

ted, for it has been long enough for the valleys to have advanced

only part way to the summit. Degradation from running water

would of course commence at the foot of the mountain, where
the waters are necessarily more abundant and more powerful in

denuding action, in consequence of their gradual accumulation on

their descent. Mount Kea, like Mount Loa, is nearly 14^000

feet high, and the average slope is 7 to 8 degrees.

Hale-a-kala on Maui offers the same facts as Mount Kea, indi-

cating the same relation between the features of the surface and

the climate of the different sides of the island. On Eastern

Oahu the valleys are still more extensive
;
yet the slopes of the

original motuitains may be in part distinguished. And thiis we
are gradually led to Kauai, the westernmost of the Hawaiian Isl-

ands, where the valleys are very profound and the former slopes

can hardly be made out. The facts are so progressive in character

that we must attribute all equally to the running waters of the land.

The valleys of Mount Kea alone, extending some thousands of

feet up its sides, sustain us in saying, that time only is required

for the formation of similar valleys elsewhere in the Pacific.

As in Tahiti, so in other islands, these valleys take the direction

of the former slopes ; and though they may be of great depth and
commence even under the central summits, they terminate at the

sea levels instead of continuing beneath it.

The fliuing of the walls of the Hanapepe Valley, a thousand feet

or more in height, has been described on a j)recedit)g page. It can-

not be doubted here that water was the agent ; for the rills are seen

at work. The contrast between the san)e valley near the sea, and

in the mountains, (the walls in the former case being nearly un-

worn vertically,) is explained on the same principle: for the

mountains are a region of frequent rains and almost constant

clouds, and therefore abound in streams and streamlets and threads

of water; while below, there are grassy plains instead of forest

declivities, and but little rain. These fiuTOvvings vary from a

few yards in width and depth to many fnrhmgs.
The long and lofty precipice of Eastern Oahu, is an excellent

place for studying farther this action. It is fluted in the same

J
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style as the Hanapepe Valley. In the distant view the vertical

channels appear very narrow; but when closely examined they
are found to be deep and often winding passages. 'J^he precipice
faces to the windward^ and is directly under the whole line of
peaks in the mountain range, both of which facts account for an
abundance of water. Going to the westward along the range,
the precipice changes to a sloping declivity, and these passages
become deeper and longer, and more winding, just in proportion
to the increasing length of the slopes : moreover at the same
time they decrease in number. Where there is no slope to .col-

lect the waters, the rills act independently, and their furrowings
like themselves are small, narrow, and numerous ; but as the decliv-

ity becomes gradual, the rills flow on and collect into larger

streams, and the furrowings become deeper and more distant. Over
this region, no distinction can be drawn as regards origin between
these flutings and the gorges : and in respect to features, only this

difference appears, that the size of the excavations is less and the

number greater, the steeper the declivity. If a fissure be appealed
to as the commencement of the longer valleys, it should also be
admitted for each of the fluthigs. But this idea is wholly inad-
missible.

A brief review of the action of flowing waters with reference
to the diflerent results described may place this subject in a clear

light.

a. Suppose a mountain, sloping around like one of the volcanic
domes of the Pacific.—The excavating power at work proceeds
fiom the rains or condensed vapor, and depends upon the amount
of water and rapidity of slope.

6. The transporting force of flowing water* increases as the
Sixth power of the velocity,—double the velocity giving sixty-
four times the transporting power.—The eroding force will be
greater than this on a moutitain declivity, where the waters add
their own gravity to the direct action of a progressive movement.

c. Hence, if the slopes are steep, the water gathering into rills

excavates so rapidly, that every growing streamlet ploughs out a
gorge or furrow ; and consequently the number of separate gorges
IS very large^ and iheir sizes comparatively small, though of great

depth.

* It has been sLown by W. Hopkins, Esq,, that the moving force of running water,
(this force being estimated by the volume or "wrMj^^ht of a mass of any given form
^'hich it i^ just capable of nioviiig,) vaiies as the shih j:)ower of the velocity. He
^J% "if a btreani of ten miles an hour would just move a block of five tona weight,
a current of fifteen miles an hoiu- would move a block of similar form upwards of
hfty-live tons ; a current of twenty miles an hour would, accordintc to the same law,
move a block of throe hundred and twenty tons: again, according to the panie law,
a current of two miles an hour would move a pebble of similar form of only a few
^iinces in weight."—On the Transport of Erratic Blocks, Trans. Camb. Phil Soc,
1844, viii, 221,^233.

Second Series. Vol. IX. No. 25.—Jan.. 1850. 8
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d. But if the slopes are gradual, the rills flow into one another

from a broad area, and enlarge a central trunk, which continues

on towards the sea, with rree]nent additions from either side. The
excavation above, for a while, is small ; for the greater abundance
of water below, during the rainy seasons, causes the denudation

to be greatest there, and in this part the gorge or valley most

rapidly forms. In its progress, it enlarges from below upward,

though also increasing above ; at the same time, the many tribu-

taries are making lateral branches,

e. Towards the fool of the mountain, the excavating power
ceases whenever the stream has no longer in this part a rapid de-

scent,—that is whenever the slope is not above one or two feet to

the mile. The stream then consists of tivo parts^ the torrent of the

mountains and the slower waters below^ and the latter is gradu-

ally lengthening at the expense of the former.

/. After the lower waters have nearly ceased excavation, a new
process commences in this part,^—that of widening the valley.

The stream which here effects little change at low water, is

flooJed in certain seasons, and the abundant waters act InteraUy

against the enclosing rocks. Gradually, through this undermin-
ing and denuding operation, the narrow bed becomes a fat strip

of land^ beticeeji lofty precipices^ through which, in the rainy

season, the streamlet flows in a winding course. The streamlet,

as the flat bottom of the valley is made, deposits detritus on

its banks, which in some places so accumulates as to prevent an

overflow of the banks by any orditiary freshet. Such is the ori-

gin of the deep channels with a riband of land at bottom that cut

through the "dividing plain'' of Oahu, and which are common
towards the shores of many of the Pacific islands.

g. The torrent part of the stream, as it goes on excavating^ is

gradually becoming more and more steep. The rock-material

operated upon, consists of layers of unequal hardness, varying
but little from horizontality and dipping towards the sea, and this

occasions the formation of cascades. Whenever a softer layer

wears more rapidly than one above, it causes an abrupt fall in the
,

stream : it may be at first but a few feet in height ; but the pro-

cess begun, it goes on with accumulating power. The descend-
ing Avaters in this spot add their whole weight, as well as a

greatly increased velocity, to their ordinary force, and the exca-

vation below goes on rapidly, removing even the harder layers-

The consequences are, a fall of increasing height, and a basin-

like excavation directly beneath the fall. Often^, for a short dis-

tance below, the stream moves quietly before rushing again on
its torrent course, and when this result is attained by^he action, f
the height of the fall has nearly reached its limit as far as exca-
vation below is concerned ;—though it may continue to increase
from the gradual wear and removal of the rocks over which it

descends.
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h. As the gorge increases in steepness, the excavations above
deepen rapidly,—the more rapid descent more than compensa-
ting, it may be, for any difference in the amount of water.

Moreover, as the rains are generally most frequent at the very
sumniits, the rills in this part are kept in ahnost constant action

through the year, while a (ew miles nearer the sea they are

often dried up or absorbed among the cavernous rocks. The
denudation is consequently at all times great about the higher
parts of the gorge, (especially after the slopes have become steep
by previous degradation ;) thus finally a steep precipice forms the
head of the valley.

i. The waters descending the ridges either side of the valley

or gorge, are also removing these barriers between adjacent val-

leys, arjd are producing as d, first effect, a thinning of the ridge at

siunniit to a mere edge; and as a second^ its partial or entire re-

nioval, so that tlie two valleys may at last be separated only by a
low wall, or even terminate in a common head,—a wide am{)hi-

theatre enclosed by the lofty mountains. In one case, the ridge

between the two valleys, which towards the shores of the island

has rather a broad back, high up in the region of mists and fre-

^l^ent rains becomes a narrow wall, and thus connects with the
central summit. In the second, the ridge finally terminates ab-
fnptly, and a deep valley separates it from the main mountain.
The following sketch may assist the mind in conceiving of the

action upon the Pacific mountains. It represents one of the val-

leys of Tahiti from the centre to the shore, excepting its irregu-

larities of direction and descent, and the uneven character of its

Walls, arising from lateral valleys and minor denudations. The
height of Tahiti is about eight thousand feet; its radius c$ is

ten geographical miles. The head of the valley at a is three

thousand feet below the summit peak p. The descent along the

sir-line from a to i?, averages five hundred feet to the mile. If a
be four thousand feet below the summit, the exact de|rth was not

ascertained,) it would still give fuur hundred feet to the mile.

This subject is beautifully illustrated in some of the tnfa cones
^f Oahu, where, on a smaller scale, we have the same kind of
g^rge and valley; and in this case, there is no doubt that de-

^ndation was the cause by which they were produced. The
Galleys have the direction of the slopes, and are similar in rm
S"d winding character to those of the mountains. The inter-

veuiag ridges are also similar. Many of them become very
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thin at summit as they rise towards the crest of the volcanic

cone, and others have this upper part adjoining the crest want-

ing, owing to the extent of the degradation, so that two valleys

have a common head against the vertical bhiff. A better model

of the mountain gorges could hardly be made, and it stands near

by, convenient for comparison. Diamond Hill, one of these

cones, is 800 feet high.

We need add little, in this place, on the capabilities of running

water, after the statement, based on mathematics, that the trans-

porting force varies as the sixth power of the velocity. If we
remember that these mountain streams at times increase their

violence a million fold when the rains swell the waters to a flood,

all incredibility on this point must be removed.

A few thousand feet in depth, even in the solid rocks, is no

great affair for an agent of such ceaseless activity, during the pe-

riods which have elapsed since the lands became exposed to their

influence. And when we take into view the lofty heights of the

Pacific islands, their rapid declivities giving speed to the waters

and transported stones and earth, we must admit that of all lands,

these are especially fitted for denudation by torrents.

The nature of the rocks also favors wear and removal. They
are in successive layers, soft conglomerates or tufas frequently

alternating with the harder basalt or basaltic lava» Moreover;

the rock is commonly much fissured, owing to a tendency to a

columnar structure ;
besides, they are often cellular. The waters

thus find admission, promoting decomposition and also degrada-

tion. There are, also, frequent caverns between layers^ which
contribute to the same end.

There is every thing favorable for degradation which can ex-

ist in a land o( perpetual summer: and there is a full balance

against tlie frosts of colder regions in the exuberance of vegeta-

ble lifi^, since it occasions rapid decomposition of the surface,

covering even the face of a precipice with a thick layer of altered

rock, and with spots of soil wherever there is a chink or shelf for

its lodgment. The traveler on one of these islands ascending a

valley on a summer day, when the streams are reduced to a mere

creeping rill which half the time burrows out of sight, seeing

the rich foliage around, vines and flowers in profusion covering

the declivities and festooning the trees, and observing scarcely a

bare rock or stone excepting a {q\y it may be along the bottom

of the gorge, might naturally inquire with some degree of won-
der, where are the mighty agents which have channeled the lofty

mountains to their base? But though silerit, the agents are still

on every side at work ; decomposition is in slow, but cousiaut

progress; the percolating waters are acting internally, if not at

the surface. Moreover, at another season, he would find the scene

changed to one of noisy waters, careering along over rocks and
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plunging down heights with frightful velocity; and then the
power of the stream would not be disputed.*

But if the waters have been thus efficient in causing denuda-
tion and opening valleys, may not fissures or dikes have deter-

mined their courses? The only test of truth, an appeal to facts,

may answer the question. Mount Loa is a mountain yet un-
changed. It has its dikes in great numbers: but over tfiese dikes
the coimtry is more apt to be raised a little from the overflow of
lavas than depressed, and this woiild turn otf the water. Again,
we see no instances of dikes yielding, and offering a course for a
stream. As to unfilled fissures, there are few of them, and these,

with rare exceptions, are immediately about the active venls. Is

either supposition then sustained by the facts presented? We
know the tendency of water to take the lowest parts of a-surface,

and will it not follow these pails, whether or not there be a dike
or fissure? It is obviotis that whatever ravines or depressions the
floods of lava may have left, would be the courses of the waters

;

and these depressions would be followed to the sea, and ultimately

become valleys. We may believe that the waters would not
wait till there was a convenient fissure; they would go where
indiiiation led, and make valleys with little difficulty, if there
were no guiding or aidii»g fissures. Were the dikes filled by a
rock more decomposable or more easily eroded than those en-
closing it, as is the case in some granitic regions, we should ex-
pect that they would frequently become water courses: but this

is seldom the fact in the Pacific islands.

The valleys in some of the Canary Islands, extend from the
shores part way to the summit, as tm Mount Keaand Hale-a-kala,
and evidently for the reason already explained- We can detect

^
* The rise of the streams, from the nnn^ of the mountains is often so rapid that

in some instances, the native vilhiges of the ron^t become flooded, before they have
time even to move their property.—J/^.s-n. ILrald. xxiii, 207.

Mr. Coan, who has often traver^^ed the coa^t of Hawaii, north of Hilo, and (hiring-

the drier seasons, {which, however, are of sliort duration on thi?, the windward
coast,) fords the shallow streams without difTiculty, gives the following account of
^ journey during a time of rains. "Great and continued rains fell during my ab-
sence, and the numerous rivers became so swollen and furious that the very sight of
them was fearfuL These niging streams crossed my path about once in half a mile
for a distance of about tliirty miles, and I was conipelled to cross them to return

'^oine. Most of them run at a rate of twenty or thirty miles an hour, and in their

*^ourse there are numerous cataracts from ten to a hundred and fifty feet in perpen-
dicular descent. Though the torrents were so fearful as to nuike one almost quail

at the thouglit of stnig'gling with their fury, ropes were providid, and several meii

employed fur the adventurous task. Great calmness and presence of mind, and
great energy and muscular effort, were required to retain one's grasp of tlie rope,

^J butfet with the foaming flood. We at last succeeded, though at inmiinent peril.

At one of the rivers, we spent three hours in finding a place where we might, with
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in regions of a similar kind, no evidence that the valleys hav^e

depended for their origin on the mountain's being a "crater of

elev^ationj" as von Bnch urges.* The regular stratification of the

sides of these valleys; the absence of all tiltings; their situation,

as related to the rains; and the absence of fissures ready for mak-
ing valleys on the leeward declivitiesj are points which favor no
such theory: and, moreover, it is an unnecessary hypothesis.

We are thus led to conchide that between convulsions from

subterranean forces, and degradation from waters supplied by the

rains and attending decomposition, a lofty volcanic dome may
be changed to a skeleton island like Tahiti. We have referred

to Mount Loa as still unfurrowed ; to Mount Kea and Hale-a-kala

as having only the lower slopes deeply channeled with narrow
orges; and toother islands, as exemplifying all gradations in these

effects to those in which the original features are no longer to be

traced: we have pointed out the difference in the windward and
leeward slopes, a!id have shown a relation between the quantity

of rain and the amount of degradation :—we have exhibited a

model of the mountains, an undeniable result of denudatit^n,

placed at their very base, as if for illustration :—and thus we have
traced out and elucidated all the steps in the valley-making pro-

cess, and have also shown them to be a necessary result from the

action of running water.

Again, examples of convulsions from igneous forces have been
pointed out in the great gorges of Hale-a-kala, aiid m Kilaneaand
other Hawaiian craters; in the mountain wall of Oahu, and simi-

lar scenes on other islands; in the wide amphitheatre of central

Tahiti: and the importance of this, means of change has thus

been exhibited. Yet k\v such changes are apparent on any one
island, and these are marked by decided characters not often to be

mistaken. It has also been shown that although fissures made
by volcanic forces, may in some cases have given the direction

to valleys, yet they are by no means necessary in order that val-

leys should commence to form.

With literal truth may we speak of the valleys of the Pacific

Islands, as the furrowings of time, and read in them marks of age.

Our former conclusion with regard to the different periods which
have passed over the several Hawaiian Islands since the fires

ceased and wear begun, is fully substantiated. We also learn

how completely the features of an island may be obliterated by
this simple process, and even a chister of peaks like Orohena, Pito-

hiti and Aorai of Tahiti, be derived from a simple volcanic dome
or cone. Mount Loa, alone, contams within irself the material

from which an island like Tahiti might be modeled, that should
have near twice its height and four times its geographical extent-
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See lies Cjinaries, p. 285.
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Art. XI.

—

Remarks on the Constitution of Lencine, with criti-

cal observations upon the late Restarches of M. Wutz ; by
T. S. Hunt.

In the American Journal for January, 1848, p. 123, 1 made some
suggestions as to the true composition of lencitie and proposed a
correction of the formula which had been deduced by M. Mulder
from his analyses. After noticing the sulphuretted alkaloid thial-

dine, lately discovered by Wohler and Liebig, I remarked that
It corresponded to a normal species whose formula is C, , H

,
^NO,,

ich would be a hnmologue of glycocoll, "and very probably
no other than leucine." This correction I ventured upon with- -

out having before me the analytical results of M. Mulder, be-
cause as I have stated, the formula deduced by that chemist,
C,2 H,., NO,, was irreconcilable with the law which MM. Gcr-
hardt and Laurent hav^e announced as governing the composition
of all azotized bodies. My proposed formula on the contrary,

made this anomaly to disappear, and showing it a homologue of
glycocoll, a substance formed at the same time with it, by the ac-
tion of potash upon gelatine, at once explained the singular reac-
tions of leucine with nitric acid, already described by M. Brac-
connot. Not having it in my power to verify any farther my
view, I left the matter to the consideration of chemists.

In the Comptes Rendiis de TAcad. for Sept. 4ih, 1848, there
appears a communication from M. Cahours, who had submitted
to analysis both leucine and aposepedine, (a product of the putre-
faction of caseine which Mulder had supposed to be identical

^ith leucine,) and found the two substances to agree in compo-
sition and to have precisely the formula which I had previously
assigned. He has found that they form beautifully'crystalline

compounds with nitric and hydrochloric acids, and gives to the
former the formula C

,

, H
,
, NO, , NO, HO. M. Cahours has also

pointed out the relation between this body and thialdine and
their homology with glycocoll. The snrcosive obtained by M.
L-iebig, by the action of barytic water upon creatine, has the for-

mula Cg H^ NO^ and belongs to the same homologous series.

The Annales de Chimie et de Physique for Nov., 1^48, contains
a memoir on the same subject by MM Laurent and Gerhardt,
from which it appears, that led by the same considerations as M.
t^ahonrs and myself, they have submitted leucine and its com-
pound with nitric acid to analysis, and have arrived at the same
conclusions as to its composition aid homologous relations. None
<^f these gentlemen however have alluded to my observations

pnblished ten months previous; which appear to have escaped
their notice.

My formula requires C 54'9, H 99, N10 7, 24 5. The
analyses of Mulder show on comparison w^ith this, a little defi-
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ciency in the H and N, but those of M. Cahours are very close

approximations. He obtained the following numbers

:

i

Aposepedine. . Leucine.

Carbon, . . 55-19 5d-04 54'86 55'12 54*71)

Hydroiren, . . 986 10-11 10-06 10-06 1004
Azote,^ . . . 10-63 10-85 1089 10 89

The first analyses of MM. Laurent and Gerhardt made upon

apcsepedine, showed a deficiency in the carbon, but by solution in

nitric acid and evaporation, the salt ah'eady described was obtained

in beautiful crystalline needles, which, dried at 212° F., corres-

ponded exactly with the numbers calculated from the forn)!da

C
,
, H

,
, NO,, NO, HO, or in their notation, C, H

,
, NO^, NHO3.

This salt dissolved in a little water, mixed with alcohol, and pre-

cipitated while hot by aujmonia, gave leucine in fine white scales,

entirely inodorous ; the atialysis of this gave (> 546, H 9-9. These
results establish beyond all doubt the new formula.

The hydrochloric compound gave CI 20 6, which corresponds

to the formula 0^ H, ., NO^, HCl. The nitrate, nitro-Iencic

acid of M. Bracconnot, forms, as that chemist had shown, crys-

taliizable salts with lime and magnesia, and the authors have

described a similar silver-salt. They remark moreover upon the

fact that the three known alkaloids of this series appear to be

derived from the same parent substance, for the sarcosine has been

obtained from creatine which is without doubt a product of the

transformation of the muscular tissues, and they suggest that

sarcosine and the two horaologues yet unknown, between this

substance and leucine, may be detected in the products of these

transformations of the animal matters, which yield glycocoll and

leucine.

M. Laurent in a late memoir,* has shown that glycocoll may be

regarrled as the amid of an acid which is C^ H, O^, and differs

from the acetate only by two equivalents of oxygen. For this

acid he prepenses the name of glycocollic; glycocoll will then be

glyrolamic acid. Mr. Horsford, by the action of chlorine upon
a solution of glycocoll, obtained a substance which gave with

chlorid of barium a crystallized salt, to which he ascribes the for-

mula C^H^Og, BaO,t but as M. Gerhardt has remarked, an

equivalent of the carbon would be retained by the baryta as

a carbonate, and that making a correction for this, ihe numbers
obtained lead to C, H3 O^, BaC =C, H^ BuO, which is that of

the barytic salt of glycocollic acid.

This new genus is homologous with the carbonates, and sus-

tains the same relation to the acetate, as the carbonic C2 H, 0^
does to formic acid. Carbonic acid is the type of a series of

* Annal. de Chim. et de Phys., May, 1848, p. Ill,

t Alii. Jour. ScL, Nov., 1847, p, 327

\
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t

e ; leucine corresponds in the sauie manner to the unknown

acids, incUiding the glycocoUic which are bibasic ; the glycocolls
are then monamids of bibasic acids, and while they possess the
power of combining with acids, like alkaloids^ have still an atom
of saline hydrogen so that they may combine ahke with nitric

acid and nitrate of siker. The nitrate of glycocoll is indeed a
copulate oi two monobasic compoundsj and thus in accordance
with M. Gcrhardt's law of saturation necessarily bibasic.

The glycocolls are isomeric with urethane and urethylanej those
singular compounds discovered by M. Dumas by acting with am-
monia and upon the chlorocarbonic ethers of ethylic and methylic
alcohol.

Glycocoll is isomeric with urethylane, and sarcosine with ure-
than

uramylane. The late researches of Wurtz upon the cyanic ethers*
have made known some other new substances which sustain inti-

niate relations to these bodies. I have shown some time since,

that water is to be regarded as the homologue of the alcohols,

aud that consequently the ethers are homologous with their parent
acids.f and M. Wurtz has found that as cyanic acid combines with
ammonia and produces urea Cg H^ N2 63, a body pertaining to

the formic series ; the cyanic ethers give rise by the same action to
two new compounds which have the formulas C^ II ^ N^ O^ and
^fi H3 Nj O3 and are the ureas of the acetic and metacetic series.

The action of water upon the cyanic ethers is not less remark-
able

; carbonic acid gas is disengaged and crystalline substances
3-re formed which are soluble in alcohol and water. The reac-

tion is dependent upon the assimilation of the elements of water
and is thus represented^

2C.H„NO.+2HO
2 2C0, +C,H,N,0,

2C„H,NO,+2HO 2C0 + C.,H,,N,0,
The first of these has the composition of metacetic urea; and

the second that of valerianic urea, but the substance thus obtained
from the cyanomethylic ether differs from the true metacetic urea
in its propertiesj and M, Wurtz hence regards these new bodies

^ constituting an isomeric group.
We have then in the urethanes and the glycocolls, the ureas

<iud the new compounds of Wurtz, two groups of isomeric bodies

^hich present some interesting relations. If the glycocolls are

the monamids of their peculiar acids, the new compounds of
Wurtz are equally their binamids.

Aciiis.

|Metueetic *'

Butyric **

TaU'rianic "

.Caproic "

Cg He Oe
Cg Hg Oe

ICjoHi-.O 6

(Jlvcocolls.

unknown.

Cfi H7 NO
unknown.

i<

0,211,3^04

Cdmyvs. of Wnriz.i TltvriinnfB.
j

Creas.

unknown.

Cg Hg N2O0
unknown.

xmkn**wn.

IC2H4N2O2
C4noX04|C^H6N202
Cell-NO^CeHeNoO:.
unknown, unknown.

((

a

(i

u

* Cliem. Gazette. Oct. 16th, from Coniptes Rcnclus, Aug. 28th, 1S48,

t Tliis Jour., March, 18-18, p. t^^.

Second SfiEm, Vol. IX, No. 25. an., 1850. 9
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The farther researches of Wiirtz upon the decomposition of the

ureas will, I think, enable us to understand more clearly the

nature of these bodies. The formic urea, by the action of a

solution of potashj is resolved into carbonic acid and two,equiva-

lents of ammonia; acetic urea, which differs from it by C3 Hg,

is decomposed in a similar manner and yields one equivalent of

ammonia and one of a new alkaloid homologous with it, which

is represented byC^H^N. The transformation maybe thus

represented:

Formic urea, C,H,N,0,4-2KHO,-C,K,0,+NH3+NH,.
Acetic urea, c',H,N,0.,+2KH0, =CJi^O,+NH3+C,H3N.

In the same way mctacetic urea yields C^ H - N ; these alkaloids

sustain to their respective alcohols the same relation that ammonia
does to water. The action of potash upon the cyanic ethers has

enabled IVL Wurtz to obtain two new bodies in a state of purity;

for as the ureas consist of these ethers with the addition of NH35
we can easily see that the decomposition of the latter will give the

alkaloids unmixed with ammonia. The discoverer has described

ihem under the names of methylamid and ethylamid^ but me-

thylamine and ethylamine are more consonant with the nomen-
clature adopted for the alkaloids. The first is a permanent gas,

and the second a very volatile liquid, both having a strong odor

of ammonia, powerfully alkaline and caustic
; they precipitate

metallic solutions, and form with acids, crystaUizable salts, which
are distinguished by their ready solubility in hot absolute alcohol.*

M. Dumas suggests that from their similarity of odor, they may
often be mistaken for ammonia, when evolved in organic trans-

formations-

It now becomes important to consider what will be the results

of the action of alkalies upon the isomeres of the ureas, and the

other bodies which we have placed beside them. M. Wurtz, at

the time when he described the first, had not discovered these

new alkaloids, and in his subsequent memoir does not appear to

have submitted them to experiment. It will probably be found

that their decomposition yields ammonia only and not the new
alkaloids, and that the difierence between metacetic urea and

its isomers is that while the latter is the binamid of the acid

Cfi Hg Og, the former (as appears from the results of its decom-
position) is the amido-ethylamid of carbonic acid.

The urethanes will probably be found to yield methylamineand
ethylamine by the action of potash, but it is otherwise with their

isomeres, the glycocolls; Liebig has found that leucine evolves am-
monia and hydrogen by the action of hydrate of potash and forms

a valeriauile. Horsford, on the other hand, observed the evolution

t

Chem. Gazette, March 15tli, from Coinpt, Rend., Feb. 12th, 1849.
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of ammonia and hydrogen by that agent from glycocoll, and
fomid ill the residue an oxalate ; its analogy with leucine would
lead us to expect formic acid, but Peligot has shown that a formiate
when fused with excess of potash, is converted with the exoluiion
of hydrogen into an oxalate, so that the product of Mr. Horsford's
experiment was the result of a secondary action.

When thus regarded, the isomerism of these two classes of
bodies is already explained : it is precisely that which exists be-
tween the acetic methylic ether and the formic ethylic ether, two
bodies scarcely distinguishable but by the action of an alkali,

which converts the one into an acetate and methol, and the other
into a formiate and alcohol ; the number of these isomeres is only
limited by the Avant of the higher alcohols. It follows then that

there does not exist a homologue of urea in the first family, for

here in this primitive species the two groups are confounded, and
farther it appears, that as we rise in the scale the number of pos-

sible isomeres is greatly increased. In the third family we have
regarded the compound of Wurtz as the binamid of the acid of
that family, while the new urea is an amido-ethylamid of the acid
of the first family; there may equally exist a bimethylamid of
carbonic acid or an amido-ethylamid of glycocollic acid, all of
which will be isomeric with metacetic urea. The discovery of
these new alkaloids enables us, by combining the elements (CH)
in various ways, to increase the number of homologues and iso-

nieric substances to an extent which is almost inconceivable.

The action of nitrous acid upon urea is well known to result in
its conversion into nitrogen and carbonic acid, which is at once
decomposed into water and an anhydrid, and a similar process has
been adopted by Piria in his beautiful researches upon asparagine

;

he has demonstrated that in this way many amids are readily

decomposed into nitrogen and a non-azotized body.

A similar process applied to glycocoll, sarcosine and leucine,

would probably enable us to eliminate the acids of that series,*

while the decomposition of the urethanes and higher ureas as

Well as the new alkaloids under its action, still presents a curious

subject for investigation.

Montreal, Mav 22d, 1849.

* M. Cjihours luis observed in the memoir above quoted, that when leucine is

treated witli oxydizing agents or exposed to the air in suhition, it is decomposed Avitli

the evohition of a very disagreenlile o<l(»r, and the formation of an acid which he sup-

poses may be a homologue of the glycocollio, and he su^'gests that s^arcosine by a
similar process may afford the Lictlc acid. But here he appears to be in error, for the
neutral lactates arc represented by C

j 2 H j q M2 O j o- (Ce H 1 ^ M^ Oe, Gerhartlt.)

while in the same notation, sarcosine is Cg H7 NO4. The lactic is consequently pol-

ynieric of the sanosJe acid which in M. Gerhardt's notation will be C3 Hg O3. Lactic
acid has liitherto been described m nionobasic, but Engelhardt and Maddsell in theu-

late researches upon its salts, (Licbig's Anual., Ixiii, p. S^i,) arrive at the conclusion
tliat it i^ bibasic, apparently ignorant that M. Gerhardt had long before announced
the same thing, (Precis, tome ler, p. 596.)

•

y^
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Art. XII.—On Perfect Musical Intonation^ and thefundamen-
tal Laics of Music on which it depends^ with remarks showing

the practicahilily of attaining this Perfect Intonation in the

Organ ; by Henry Ward PoolEj Worcester. Massachusetts.

1. This paper will treat only of one department of the science

of music—the laws which fix the tune of all musical scales, and

determine all musical intervals. Any one, who is at all conversant

with the musical discussions of the last few coitiu'ies, will per-

ceive that this is but partly explored and disputed territory, where

eminent scientific writers have entertained different opinions,

while all have agreed in admitting the fact, that there ever have

been, and still are, difficulties and imperfections in the musical

scale, as executed on organs, piano fortes, <fcc., which no one

has yet shown how to overcome. It is with the belief that

he has overcome these difficulties and is able to throw light on

this abstruse and unsettled department of the science, in a prac-

j tical point of view, that the writer proposes to discuss it. Very

little on this subject reaches the eye of the theoretical and prac-

tical musician. In our elementary mnsical works it is either

omitted, or if treated, is not understood ; indeed the Avriter is not

aware of a treatise in which it is fully or correctly. discussed,

2. It is a singular fact, that while the human ear delights in pure

harmony, (as performed by voices, violins and otlier iiistrmiients

without fixed scales^) and while improvement has been made in

every other science and mechanical art, the organ of the present

day has all the imperfection of intonation which pertained to that

instrument, four centuries since. For so long a period has this

imperfection existed, that it has come to be considered as neces-

sary, not only in this instrument, but by many il is believed to be

inherent in all music. Instead of remedying the (difficulty by
introducing the sounds requisite to form the several scales (played

in) perfect, and inventing such mechanism as would bring these

sounds under the ready control of the organist, resort has been

had to
'' G#

Abj which makes the same note answer for A, the sixth of the

key of C, and A, the key note of three sharps, which flats every

fifth, sharps ev^ery major third, and leaves every musical interval

(with the exception of the octave) more or less out of time.

3. Various attempts have been made during the last three cen-

turies to remedy the above difficulty, and to reduce the apparent

imperfections of the musical scale to a scientific and mathematical

basis. Salinas wrote on the subject as early as 1577, and the folio

volume of Father Mersenne was published in French and Latin

in 1648. These plans were to be effected by multiplying finger

keys, which of course would augment fearfully the difficulty of
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correct performance. In 1811, two patents were taken ont in

England for "improvements in instruments with fixed scales,"

an account of which, with drawings, will be found in Lond.
Phil. Mag., vols. 37, 38 and 39. These were improvements in

temperament only, without aiming at perfect intonation. Mr.
Hawkcs's system had seventeen sounds in the octave ; Mr. Loesch-
man's had twenty-four sounds. There were mechanical as well
as theoretical difficulties necessarily connected with these instru-

ments, which were fatal to their ever coming into practical use.

Rev. Henry Liston, the learned author of the article " Music" in

the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, has done more in this department
than any other writer. His "Essay on Perfect Intonation," in

one volume quarto, was published in London in 1812. He also

invented an organ designed to give the diatonic scales in perfect

tune, which was built by the eminent organ-builders, Flight and
Robson, of London. This was an instrument of great ingenuity,

but as the inventor was a theorist rather than a mechanician, there
were mechauical difficulties which aloue would have been fatal

to it as a practical instrument. To enable one pipe to give dif-

ferent sounds, Mr. Liston employed '' shaders," which, arranged
in classes and worked by pedals, were brought over the tops of
the open, and mouths of the stopped, pipes, to alter their pitch.

It is hardly necessary to remark that such mechanism was im-
practicable ; as its correct performance required an accuracy of
niotion which was incompatible with the material and the nature
of the instrument. There were also other mechanical difficulties

in his instrument, as well as errors and omissions in his theory,
(of which we shall hereafter speak,) that interfere with its claim
of being an instrument of perfect inlonation. Its harmony, how-
ever, was superior to that of the tempered organs, and is thus
spoken of by John Farey, Sen., in the London Phil, Mag., voL
37, p. 273.

"Sir: In your 27th vol., 206 p., I endeavored to call the at-

tention of Lord Stanhope and other patrons of musical improve-
ments, to the perfecting of an organ capable of performing in

perfect tune. * * * it gives me great pleasure, therefore, to be
' able to state that the above is no longer a matter of doubtful

speculation ; but that myself and several others have heard an
^t-gan thus perfected by the Rev. Henry Liston; the exquisite

effects of which, particularly in accompanying vocal music, far

exceeded all that Maxwell and myself hud written or perhaps

conceived of the harmony of such an instrument."

Mr. Liston deserves great credit for what he did accomplish,

and We feel much more inclined to praise him for this, than to

speak of what he did not do. He himself frankly acknowl-
edges the imperfections of his efforts, and concludes his essay
as follows

:
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"After all, the subject is but just begun, I have been led to

travel in some beautiful regions, unknown to such as had con-

fined themselves to the highway. But larger discoveries remain

yet to be made by those who shall, with more zeal and better

qualifications, follow out the track in which it has fallen to my
lot to go a little way before them.''

4. The manner in which the subject of the musical scale and

musical intervals is disposed of in our elementary treatises, is

discreditable to music, as claiming to be a science. It is evident

that the fundamental basis of music is not understood by those

who attempt to leach the science. If it were necessary to cor-

roborate this statement, we could refer to the blind and mysteri-

ous manner in which ''temperament" is treated by modern theo-

retical writers. In this, which is simply an arbitrary substitution

of a false note for two or more true notes, some writers have seen

an "inexhaustible fountain of variety," "awful grandeur," and

"exquisite beauty," while an English writer calls it an "inexplica-

ble difficulty which no one has attempted to solve; the Deity

seems to have left music in an unfinished state, to show his in-

scrutable power" !* Temperament is an arrangement of economy
by which a small number q( sounds (usually twelve to the oc-

tave) are made to answer (imperfectly of course) for the much
larger number which would be required to give music in tune in

the usual number of keys. This arrangement was originally

submitted to, merely for the accommodation of the instrument'

maker and the player. So long as no mechanism had been in-

vented by which more than twelve sounds could be managed by
the organist, temperament was necessary in instruments of this

class, but this reason no longer exists, as we shall show further

on in this paper. Temperament has always been considered, by
the great masters, as an evil attendant upon the "present imper-

fect state of instrumentation,"! and hence they preferred that their

instrumental music should be performed by skillful artists on vio-

lins and other instruments which admit of perfect intonation ;
and

these have held, to the present day, their rank as the leading and

most important instruments in the orchestra. It would have in-

structed a composer like Beethov^en, or an artist like Paganini, to

have heard of the scale of a modern German theorist, Kollmann,

which he calls the "scale of nature," consisting ^^o( twelve sounds

in the octave placed at equal distances," on which " wonderful

compound of twelve diatonic, chromatic, enharmonic scales in

one," he declares "all modern music depends." The somewhat
voluminous treatise of Gottfried Weber, on "musical composition,"

has recently been translated in this country, and has been praised

as a scientific work. The basis from which Weber attempts to

\

1

* Gardiner's Music of Nature, p. 433, Bost, ei, 1837. f Beethoven,
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explain musical intervals is the key-hoard of a piano forte!
Ati interval is the distance of one piano-key from another. He
defines a fifth thus: "a fifth is an interval of five places."
When we consider that a common piano, with twelve notes in
the octave, is never in tnne^ and cannot by any possibility be
put in tune, the value of such explanations is obvious. If he
had defined his intervals by reference to the horn or trumpet^ as
thus—that the interval between the lowest and the second notes
given by the horn is an octave—that the interval between the
second and third notes is a perfect fifth, and so on—his definitions

could have been depended on, as the horn will always (if prop-
erly blown

)
give its intervals exactly thus. But so far from attempt-

ting to establish his theory on any scientific or mathematical basis,

he distinctly declares, "that it is not susceptible of such an estab-

blishment, or at least, has thus far failed of proving itself to be so."

5. The writer of this paper is of opinion that music is as sus-
ceptible of a systematic and mathematical basis as chemistry, as-

tronomy, or any other science—that what are called the "mys-
teries" and ''imperfections" of the musical scale contain in thern
nothing that is mysterious or imperfect—that teunperament is no
longer necessary, and would be as useful applied to a multiplica-
tion table as to a musical scale—that the same sound can no
more correctly represent C^j^and Db, than the number 62 can cor-
rectly represent the two products of 6 into 10, and 8 into 8—that
niusic is much better given in tune than out of time—that the fun-
damental principles in this department of the musical science are
simple, and can be expressed in a moderately concise manner. The
^vriter is also of opinion, that many theoretical and practical musi-
cians will look with suiprise and incredulity on these statements,
but he can assure them that, if they will follow him patiently and
candidly through this paper, their first impressions of his opinions
"vvill be essentially modified. It may be replied that the mechanism
of the organ is already sufficiently complicated, without the addi-

tion of more sounds and more machinery ; and that however true

the writer*s theory may be, there are mechanical difficulties which
i*ender the construction and playing of a perfect instrument im-

practicable. If the writer was not an organ-builder by profession,

s^iid had not already overcome all difficulties that have or can be

suggested, he might be confounded by such an objection ; but
since he has not only perfected a theory, but constructed and pat-

ented an instrument on the basis of his theory, (which gives its

chords in perfect tune; whose mechanism is simple nnd practica-

ble; which has a common key-board and can be played by any
organist sufficiently acquainted with his profession to know what
scale or key his music is in :} he appeals with confidence to his

it^strument to justify him in the views which he has already,

and shall express. Some further reference to this instrument will

be made in the latter part of this paper.
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6. The writer would remark as the conclusion of his introduc-

tioHj that no one, in the present unsettled state of the musical sci-

ence, can expect to become thoroughly acquainted with its funda-

mental principles, unless he will experiment and think for himself.

He will constantly meet with the errors of the theorists, and if

he cannot detect these for himself, he will find himself in per-

petual darkness. Reasoning on musical science is not different

from reasoning on any other science. We must interrogate na-

ture, and follow where she leads us, notwithstanding the time-

honored opinions of the theorists. As an illustration of this we
may refer to the ''chord of the seventh/' which consists of a

common chord with a certain seventh added. If we inquire

what this seventh is, we are informed by all the theorists that it

is a fourth above the fourth^ and that its ratio is 9: 16. Upon
trial, this .combination we find very discordant and disagreeable.

If we ask a good natural singer to give the note, he gives it most

readily and naturally 4:7, a little lower than the note laid down
in the books, and this note (4: 7) we find most natural and har-

monious in the chord. A theory should be made from the music
and not the music from the theory.

We if

>/ their vibrations in a snffi

simple rafio^ their relations are perceived by the ear, producing

an agreeable sensation^ and this effect tee call HAKM0>fY.

8. If we take a series of sounds, the ratios of whose vibrations

are as the following numbers, 1:2:3:4:5:6:7:8:9: 10, ifcc,

we have the notes which will prodnce a series of chordsj which
commencing with the most simple, will gradnally become more

and more complicated, until the ear can no longer perceiv^e their

relations: when this point is reached they will cease to produce

chords and harmony. Any ratio, neither of whose terms, (when
reduced,) is larger than 10, will produce a chord appreciable by

the ear. The extent to which the relations of chords can be

perceived, will vary of course in different persons according to

the delicacy of the ear, and hence it may not strictly be said that

there is any absolute point where chords cease and discords com-

mence, yet as our written music contains no chord whose ratio is

expressed in higher terms than ien^ and as this last ratio 9: 10 is
|

certainly near the farthest limits of our perception, we may prop-

erly consider that all chords must have the terms of their ratios

within this limit It may be added, that though one or both of

the terms be larger than 10, yet if by dividing either'or both by

2, the quotient is brought within the limit above mentioned, they

will still produce harmony: e.g. the chord 5:12 is 5:6 or a

minor third^ the highest note of which is raised an octave.

9. We shall then consider any combination of sounds which
are, each to every other of the combination^ as the ratios ex-

i

i
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pressed by the numbers above, (viz., 1:2:3, &c., to 10,) as har-
monmrs. Here is the fountain head from which an abundant
variety of harmonies may be drawn, which can be used by the
composer at his pleasure. To all sounds used in combination,
which do not come within the class just named, we give the
name of discordant. Whether such combinations shall be used,
IS left entirely to the taste of the composer; we only insist on
this, that we shall not call them harmony.

10. To the chords produced by the above ratios have been
given names as follows

:

w

1:2—-Octave. By combining these numbers
2:3~Perfect Fifth.
3:4— Perfect Fourth.
4:5— Major Third.
5:6— Minor Third.
^'^— ? These twochords have
^"'^— ) not been named.*
8:9— Major Tone.
9:10— Minor Tone.

differently we obtain different

chords, e. g.

:

3:5— Major Sixth.

5:8— Minor Sixth.

4:9— Major (or Perfect) Ninth.

4: 7— Perfect Seventh.

5:7 — ^Chords derived from
7:9 — > the Perfect Seventh,

7 : 10— N and not named.

^
11. All these chords are produced from four prime niimhers,

Viz., 2, 3, 5j and 7. The prime 2 produces the octave^ the prime
Sj the perfect f/lh^ the prime 5, the major third, and the prime 7,
the perfect seventh. As no prime number can be produced from
others, by any multiplication or division, so no chord^ produced
l>y one prime number, can be obtained from another chord pro-
duced by a different prime

—

e. g., we cannot by tuning a series

^^ fifths ever obtain the octore of the original note, neither by
tnnn:ig^//^5^ can we obtain a major third, nor from either or both
of these chords (thirds and fifths) can we produce a perfect sev-

^nth. Each arc original^ prime chords^ not resolvable one into
Ihe other. From the neglect of these simple mathematical prin-

ciples result much of the mystery and fallacy connected with
temperament. It is attempted in temperament to produce a
major third from a series oi four fifths^ or what is the same thing,

*n alternate series of ascending fifths and descending fourths,

It h remarkable tliat scarcely any mention has been made in musical treatises of
these two beautiful auJ ituportunt chords. They are ^found in the chord of the Seventh. In this chor3 ap-

\
]JL

P^ar C, E, Q, Bb, and C, whose vibrations are as these

^umbers, viz., E G l^b C. Thus it will be seen
}^t the ratios of G to Bb is as 6 : 7 and the ratio of

^0 to C is a? 1 to 8. The chord 4 : 7 we have called '

wie Perfrd Scvcaih, aiid for the same reason that the perfect fifth was so named.
^e have not called it the minor seventh, as the ratio of the minor seventh has
^^vays been stated so far as we have seen to be 9:16.

Second Series, Vol. IX, Xo. 25.—Jan., 1850. 10
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e.g. that lx|X^X|X|= f or |T-¥^ Again it is supposed

that a similar series of twelve ffths will end upon the octave:

€, g., that lxfX4x|x*x|x4x|x|xfx-|x|x| = | or

||2^_j|=.^ or 524288==53l'44L But the mathematics cannot be

tampered with in this manner with impunity, neither can the

musical scale, which is founded upon them. The result of this

mutilation is, (as might naturally be supposed,) the destruction of

pure harmony and melody in the tempered music.

12. The question has been raised whether ratios which con-

tain the prime seven should be considered harmonic. A standard

elementary treatise before us contains the following: '* Higher

primes than 5 enter into no harmonic ratios: such combina-

tions for instance as 1:7, 5:7, or 6:7, are altogether discord-

ant. * * * * The ear will not endure them; and cannot rest

upon them.^'*

The most certain method of determining the quah'ty of any
harmonic combination, is by an appeal to the ear. The com-
binations must first be heard, and the ear must decide upon

them. Although combinations which contain the prime 7 are

continually occurring in the performances of good singers and

violin players, yet it might be difficult for one unfamiliar with

them to know when they occur. If it be proposed to try them
upon an instrument^ it must be one of perfect intonation ; not

a common organ or piano-forte, which cannot give the chords

referred to. It is probable that the writer quoted above, never

heard (knowing when he heard them) the combinations he con-

demns. The writer of this paper has special facilities for the

experiment in question, inasmuch as he has at hand an instru-

ment of perfect intonation, upon which the effect of these, or any
other combinations can be tried. On the evidence of his own
ears and those of every musician who has heard them, he must
pronounce them altogether harmonious und pleasing.

f

* Prof. Benj. Peirce, *' On Sound," g 99.

f We have adniitted in our system no prime higher than seven. The question

may be asked, why the higher primes, aa 11', 13, IT, 19, 23, <fec, should be exclu-

ded? The only answer is, that they produce ratios too complicated for the ear

to appreciate. These prime?, and the combinations produced by them, are ua-
j

doubtedl}' natural—they belong to the extended ^science of uiudic—and would be

ful were our ears sufficiently delicate to appreciate them. But although natures

harmonies are iUimitahle, there is a limit to hiunan p^rcqjfion of them. If any one

is curious to investigate this matter, he can satisfy himself by attempting to tune

one of these remote primes, as tlie 11th, for instance, which will be the easiest of

the whole. As tliis caiuiot be obtained fn)Ui the othur more simple chords, (octaves,

fifths, thirds, or sevenths,) it must be tuned as an eleventh at once in a chord as fol-

lows, 8:11, 9:11 or 10 : 11, <fec. If it be found impossible to tune it, it Avill cer-

tainly be impossible to use it in harmony or melody. If any one urge, how-

ever, that any of these primes, as the 11th for example, should be used \n practical

music for human ears, and find tliat he can appreciate it, (or in other words

turn it, or know when it is in time,) we will agree that it may be used by himself

and those who possess equally delicate ears.
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13. A Scale is a series of sounds, obtained from the above har-

monic relations, arranged in the order of their aculenesSj and it

contains the notes required for the melodies and harmonies of
the composition for which it is used.

14. The DIATONIC SCALE is composed of seven distinct notes,

(the eighth^ being the octave, is regarded as a repetition of the
first.) It is formed by combining the chords of perfect fifth,

(2:3j) and major third, (4:5,) and it contains all the intervals

and chords which have been named, with the exception of those

derived from the perfect seventh. Assuming C as a key-note,
this scale, in the vibrations of its several notes, stands as follows :

C DEF GABC
Kpy-note. Second. 'I'hird. Fourtli. Fiflli. gixth. Seventh. Octave

24 : 27 : 30 : 32 : 36 : 40 : 45 : 4S
Mij. T. Mm.T. S. ]Moj. T. Min. T. Maj. T. S.

15. On examining the relations of these numbers, we find

the intervals which separate the several notes of the scale. The
ratio of 24:27 or 8: 9, gives the interval between the first and
second notes, which is called major tone. The ratio of 27:30
or 9: 10, gives the interval between the second and third notes,

which is called minor tone. The interval by which the major
tone exceeds the minor is called com)na, whose ratio is 80:81,
The ratio of 30 : 32 or 15: 16, expresses the interval between the
third and fourth of the scale, and it is called diatonic semitone or

simply semitone, diatonic being understood. From the fourth to

the fifth, and from the sixth to the seventh, is the same as from
the key-note to the second, i. e., major tone. From the fifth to

the sixth is the same as from the second to the third, i. e., minor
tone, and from the seventh to the eighth is the same as from the

third to the fourth, i. e., diatonic semitone.
56, Besides the diatonic semitone, there are used in composi-

tion two others, resulting from taking the diatonic semitone from
either tone. If it be subtracted from the major tone, it leaves

what is called the chromatic semitone^ and if taken from the minor
tone, there remaitis the grave chromatic semitone^ comma less

than the chromatic.
17. If from any note, as key-note, there be taken a perfectffih

and major third, the three notes sounded together will produce a

common chord. These notes are, in their vibrations, as these num-
bers, viz. : 4 : 5 : 6. If to this, the perfect seventh (4 : 7) be added,

We have the chord of the seventh, expressed thus, 4:5:6:7.
Adding the octavcy the chord becomes 4:5:6:7:8. To this

tnay be added the major ninth (4 : 9), producing this chord, viz.

:

4:5:6:7:8:9. And finally, by adding the tenth, (or octave and
^ajor third), we obtain this chord, viz. : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : 10. By
adding, below the key-note, the double-octave, its octave and
twelfth, we have Avhat may be called the ///// chord of the tenth^
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viz, : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : 10. All of these chords are per-

fectly harmonious, and in all respects appreciable by the ear.

The last contains within itself every mnsical chord and bar-

monyj that can be obtained from ratios whose terms do not ex-

ceed ten. Examples of these chords, as written, we here exhibit

^
li

0' Resolution,

The vibrations in the various ratios of the full chord of the

tenth may be represented to the eye by the follov\ring diagram.
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Assuming any length of time, for a single vibration of the lowest

note, it is evident that the other several notes of the chord will

in the same time perform vibrations, equal in number to the num-
bers expressing their ratios respectively; and that at the expira-

tion of this time, the vibrations of every note will coincide with

each other. poi

which two, threCj four or more of these notes will coincide in their

vibrations. These coincidences are represented in the diagram by
dotted lines. By means of the diagram, the vibrations of any other

chord, as the common chord, the chord of the seventh, ninth, &c.,

may be examined, as they are all contained in the full chord of

the tenth. The difference in the effect of the different chords is

seen in the less frequent coincidences in the more complicated
chords. Tims the octave is much more simple than the major
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tone, for the reason that every vibration of one of its notes, coin-

cides with every second vibration of the other, while in the
major tone it is necessary that that one note perform eighty and
the other nine vibrations before there is any coincidence. And
from this, will appear the increased difficulty in tunings as the
chords become more complicated.

18. From the introduction of the perfect seventh is obtained
another interval, viz. : the difference between the fourth of the

scale, and the dominant seventh^ (i.e. the perfect seventh upon the

fifth of the scale.) In this ex-

ample, we have a melody in

which these two notes appear.

At a, B[^ is the fourth of the

scale of F, while at J, it is the

seventh to C : and theperfect s€

last Bb is lower than the first

by about a comma and a quar-

ter. Consequently in singing
the melody with the accompa-

Bb
the first by that interval. It' will be fomid on experiment, that a
good natural singer, if asked to sing the melody with this accom-
paniment, Will naturally, and no doubt unconsciously, make the

distinction referred to.

19. As it has been stated that musical ratios, in order to

he harmonious, must not exceed a certain limit of simplicity,

the question naturally arises, shall no other notes be heard to-

gether in music but those which have, each to every other,

these simple ratios? Abundant examples can be selected from
the best composers, in which notes are heard together, which
niake more complicated ratios, and which cannot be regarded

illustrate this we take theToas harmonious.
example. With tl

dominant seventh
niment, are heard at

following

as accompa-
the same
) and D#.

The melody in the first and third

notes is in harmony with the

accompaniment. But though C# and Dir ap|>ear, while the

chord is sounding, they can make no harmony with it. Neither

are they discordant. The ear regards the progression of these

notes as parts of the melody, and only requires that the melodic

intervals (diatonic and chromatic semitones) be given truly, with-

out regarding the ratios which the accidentals make with the

accompanying chord. In other words, these are passing notes,

"Which have nothing to do with the harmony, and are to be

thrown out when we would find the notes which compose the
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chord. Many apparently complicated combinations may be made
simple, by attending to this department of passing notes.

20. There is a certain combination of soundSj which has occu-

pied a separate department of most treatises. It is called the

"chord of the diminished seventh," and is supposed to possess

some peculiar and extraordinary qualities. It would, of course,

not be treating this chord, which has received so much atten-

tion hithertOj with proper respect, to pass it over in silence. It is

defined to be, and undoubtedly is, exactly like the chord of the

seventh, with the exception that the lowest note (of the chord of

the seventh) is in the "diminished seventh," raised a chromatic

semitone. It is supposed that there exists in this combination a
*' ffarmony^^ which is peculiar* and altogether different from that

found in the chord of

the seventh. In the first

example, the first chord

is the common chord of

G. It is intended to

pass from this to the minor chord of A. Now, althotigh we
might pass from the chord of G, directly to that of A, it is judged
expedient to have the melody of the lowest part, instead of as-

cending by a whole tone at once, ascend by two steps, viz., a

chromatic and diatonic semitone. The Gir introduced, does not

belong to the harmony, but is merely a passing note. The
matter is very easily understood in this first example. The sec-

ond example is precisely like the first, with the exception that

the seventh has been added to the chord, and it would have been
equally easy to understand, had not the subject been darkened by
the " words without knowledge," of the theorists who have
written on the "diminished seventh." For if in the first exam-
ple, Gif is a passing note, why should its effect be changed by
the addition of the seventh to the chord ? It is stated by the

theorists that the root of the chord at a is G, but that at h (when
G is changed to G#) the root changes to E. Now, as by the

root of a chord is meant a note with which the remaining notes

will be in a simple ratio, and will harmonize^ we will inquire

how this root^ E, major third below G#, will harmonize with

the other several notes of the chord. The ratios of the vibra-

tions of these several notes will be as follows:

From these ratios we see that t:, ^jj. o n P
E will be discordant with F, on o? on on A9
{making the ratio 20 : 42, or ^^ ^'' ^^ ^^ ^^

10:21), and Q^ will be discordant with D and F (25:36,
^—

i

* Wm. Gardiner, in his "Music of Nature," gives tlie following as his idea

of tliLs chord. "If four minor thirds (!) be combined, they form the chord of tlie

extreme flat seventh, which excites in us fear and alarm, because it is a clatter of
sounds indicatk)g ra<^e and fertxiity. These tones escape u.s in the ebullitions of our
worst passioBS, and are heard in the savage murmurs (»f wild beast«."
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and 25:42), making altogether not very harmonious "har-
mony," Iwdeed, the difficulty of treating the chord in this
manner has caused considerable discussion, which some have
endeavored to surmount, by calling it a "dissonant chord/' or
"dissonant harmony P^ It is stated, (and with reason,) that
"this root E must not be heard in the chord, as it is discord-
ant." It is certainly remarkable if, in this chord alone, the root
does not happen to be in harmony with the other members of the
chord. But if Gi=r be considered as a passing note, we shall at

once be sure as to what the chord is. The root will be G, and every
note (with the exception of Gi=!^, the passing note, which must
be thrown out when we reckon the harmony,) is in perfect

tune with it, in a simple and harmonious chord, viz., 4:5:6:7.
And this G# appears to us as plainly to be a passing note, through
which the melody of the lowest jjart passes from G to A, (for

after this note we always have A,) as that D^ is a passivg note
from D to E, in the example given in (19.) In this example, in

the chord at a, it would
probably be admitted

was merely a passing

Root.

note
; and why it should

he considered as any
thing else, when it ap-
pears at b, could not, we
think, easily be made
manifest, Weshall there-
fore consider that there is no different harmony, in what has
heen called the "chord of the diminished seventh/' than exists

in the "chord of the seventh;" and for this reason, that all the

harmony it contains is derived from, and found in, the chord of
the seventh.

21. Among the many mistakes and incongruities into which
the theorists have been led by the temperament of the scale, and
their constant habit of referring all combinations to the key-board
^f the piano-forte or organ, is the following idea in regard to this

*' diminished seventh.'' It is supposed that a chord of the di-

ttiinished seventh contains the sounds which belong to Jour dif-

ferent and remote scales, and thus connects them together. Here

, ' -^
Eb, A,

the chords of the dominantF#
sevenths of those keys, with the lowest notes raised a chromatic

semitone.

+ -&-
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It is supposed that each of these four chords contains the

same identical sounds: and on the piano-forte, it is impossible

to obtain any other than the same sounds, in the four diflerent

keys. These four chords have therefore been allowed to be

one and the same thing. Mention is, indeed^ made of the

'^enharmonic change^^ of Gtf to Ab, F to Elt, D to C-f-, ifcc. j

but as on the piano forte it is impossible to make any change

that itistrument having but one sound to answer for the two or

more, which appear in the written music—the idea has prevailed

that the change is merely imaginary^ and that the alteration

in the mode of writing the note, is made only to prevent one

key from being mistaken far another, in the appearance of the

written music to the eye. perfect

toiiatioUy an enharmonic change always means the alteration

of a note by a small interval. And not only are enharmonic
changes made when the written music shows a sharp changed

to a flat^ and vice versa, but changing the signature will often

produce an enharmonic change. This point will be more fully

illustrated when we have spoken of transposition and modulationj

and explained our system of notation.^

22. As musical composition would be very limited in variety^

if confined to a single scale or key, other scales have been con-

structed on new key-notes, separated one from the other by inter-

vals of perfect fifths, and from these key-notes, the remaining

notes of each scale are placed at the same intervals which were

adopted in the construction of the original. If we take the fifth

of any scale as the key-note of a new scale, and complete it with

the same intervals as the first, we shall find that two sounds will

be introduced which were not found in the original scale. We
take for example the diatonic scale of C, and assim^ing its fifth

G as key-note, complete the scale of G. The second of this

scale will be A, and from G to A, or the first to the second, must
be a major tone, ( 15.) On examining the scale of C, ( 14) we find

that the A of that scale is but a minor tone, from G. We must

therefore introduce a neio A, a comma higher than the first, and

a major tone from G. Every other note of the C scale is correct

for the G scale with the exception of F, which must be raised a

chromatic semitone to F#, to form the seventh of the scale of G.

In general, the scale may be transposed to any extent by the fol-

lowing rules.

Tlie writer lias heeu led into this di^rii-ssion on Uie subject of the " dimini^htHl

seventh" from tlie fact, that it has been trwited, as ho Cf)nsider9 erroneously, in all the

scientific musical -vvork-s that have fallen under his observution, and it hasljeen urged

as an objection to a system of perfect intonation. Since the article was in type, a

friend of extensive musical study informs him, that such views as Weber and oth-

ers have expressed on the diminished seventh, liave been rejected by Vogler and the

best German tlieorists.

r
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23. fiM
he raised a comma, and the fourth a chromatic semitone to

form the second and seventh of the new scale.

And to transpose it to the fifth helow^ the process must be re-
versed: i. e. : the second must be lowered a comma, and the sev-
enth a chromatic semitone, to form the sixth and fourth of
the new scale,

24, By this system of transposition we obtain two or more
different notes expressed by the same letter—two A's for in-

stance, as we have shown above. To make it obvious to the
eye, which of several notes of the same letter belongs to any re-

quired scale, /
Every note of the diatonic scale of C, we mark with a figure 2

;

as thus : C-% D% E% F^ G% A^ B% C^ When in transposi-

tion one of these notes is raised a comma, enharmonically,* it

is marked with the higher number 3j and when it is lowered a
comma it is marked with 1. Thus A' will signify a note a
comma higher than A% the A of the C scale; and D', a note a^

comma lower thanD-. The sharps and flats will also be marked
2, when they first appear in transposing from C to the keys above
and below. We now exhibit the scales of C, and of G and F,
whose key-notes are the fifths above and below 0, with the

names of the notes of each, and their intervals. It will be seen
that the order of the intervals from the key-note is made the

same in each, by the alteration of the two notes in each adjoin-
ing scale.

Scale of ^ g e 7 Kev. 2 3_J
Q .u,

I

Major T. | Minor T. |
Major T. 1 S. \

Major T.
|
Minor T.

[
S.

Scale ofK^^- 2 3—4 5 6 J_ 8

C tl
I

Major T.
I
Minor T,

|
S. |

Major T. |
Minor T.

|
Major T . |

S.
*

C^ D^ E^ F^ G^ A^ B3 C^

-^^^5 6 TK... 2 3 4 6

F. lb
Minor T.

I

Major T. ! S. |
Major T.

|
Minor T.

|
S, | Major T.

C^ D^ ^^ F^"^ G^ A- Bb- C«

25. The following table exhibits the diatonic scales from five

flats to five sharps. The table might have been extended both

above into more sharps, and below into flats without limit; and
any number of signatures might have been thus obtained

;
but

We have here given but eleven of those most frequently used.

* An Enharmonic change ia a change by any interval snmller thaii a cliromatic

or diatonic interval, as for iastance, the riiiYcronce between tho nnijor and minor
tones—between G# and Ab—the fourth of a scale and its dominant seventh, Ac.

These enharmonic changes are not usually expressed in notation, except^ by the

fiiffnature, but they are necessary to perfect intonation, to bring the music "into
harmony," which is implied in the derivation of the term, jv and opfiovU.

Second Series, Vol. IX, No. 25.—Jan., 1860. 11
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In addition to the diatonic scales, we have added three cohimns,

viz., the leading notes or sevenths of the minor scales—the perfect

sevenths—and the dominant sevenths, (or the perfect sevenths

upon the dominants.)

Signatures.
Key Major

5 Sharps.

4 Sharns.P

3 Sharps.

yoTEs. Seconds
Mh jor

Thirds,

c 2

B3 IC#3 Di^^

Perfect Perfect ^^ ' Major
Fifths. ' c »- SJAtlis,

SS^

EX]

^02

Major
Sev-

enths.
o

E7 £3

E3 !F;H^3 jG:^

2 Sharps.

1 Sharp,

Natural.

1 Flat.

2 Flats,

3 FlatsT

4 FlatsT

5 Flats.

A B^ C#
A7

D2

G2

E3

A3

C2 ;D2

F2 IG2

F#

B2

£2

D7

G7

A3

D2

G2
C7 |C2

Bb 2 C2

F2

A2

D

Bb

Gi

F7 ,F2

|J7B Bb
Eb7

Ab7
Eb
Ab

C» oI^iDb

Db^Eb-^ F^ b"7 Gb

A7

B3 !b#i'C^2 o

E3 !e#iF#2Ig7

A3
D2

Aifi,B2

Df^i E2

G#

B

E3

A3

C7 |C#2_jD2

F#2'g2F7

G2 G#iiA2 b1>7B2

C2 c#iiDi

F2 JF#i,Gl

E2

Ab7

Bb |B* |C^

Eb^ E^ |Fi Gb^Gi
^

A2
Di

C

F2

Bb

Eb

Ab^lAi iBbMcl'MC

Ab
Db

In the above table, the cohimn marked " major sixths," con-

tains also the key-notes of the minor scales. These key-notes,

as will be seen, are a comma lower than the notes of the same
letter, which are key-notes of major scales^ e. g., the key-note of

C minor (being the relative minor of Eb, in the scale of three

flats) is C', comma lower than C% the key-note of C major, in

the natural scale. Consequently the leading notes of the minor
scales (which are diatonic semitone below their key-notes, and
major third above the major third of the relative major scale,) are

lower than the key-notes of the major scales by the same inter-

val, viz., a comma. In the column of ^' perfect sevenths," and
"dominant sevenths," the fio:ures are attached to the letters arbi-

trarily, and not according to the system adopted for the others,

(24.) Being derived from a prime different from the notes

of the diatonic scale, they will not vary from them by even com-
mas. They are marked 7, and their pitch is about a comma and
a quarter* below that of the letters of the same name in the col-

umn of "perfect fourths," and each is always used (as a seventh

only) in one chord and no other,

26. Having explained our system of notation, and having before

us a table, which contains the exact relative pitch of every note,

in eleven major, and eleven minor scales, we are prepared to re-

cur to the illustration we gave concerning the "diminished sev-

* The ratio of this interyal is 63 : 64, and consequently larger than the comma.
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enth," (21.) We again give the example, and also place below
the notes, as given in the table. It will be seen that each of the
chords is entirely different—that not a note found in any one of
the chords^ is found in any other.

27. We find it stated in certain theoretical treatises, ''that the
major and minor keys of the same letter/' (as C major, and C
minor) ^'are nearly related, inasmuch as the two tonic chords are

alike, with the exception of the third, and both have the same
dominant chord.'^ We will write the tonic and dominant chords
of C major (in the natural scale,) and of C minor (in three flats,)

and from the table, ascertain the notes of each. We find the notes

^
±
b- ^-^

C Major.
\

of the two keys entire-

ly different, and conse-
quently C major is not
related to C minor, ex-
cept in the fourth de-
gree, through the fol-

lowing keys, viz. : F,
Bb, Eb, and C minor.
As upon the keyed instruments, it has been necessary to use the

same sounds in C major and C minor, the writers, referred to,

were led to make the statement we have quoted.*

(7b he conthtued.)

E2

G2

D2

G2

C Minor.

Eb

G»

Art. XIII. of several Minerals ; by Willia>i

ses were performed in the Labo

lance in their performance I ackn
With pleasure.

1. Green sand from New Jersey, a few miles southeast of Phila-

delphia. It is blueish green, soft and adhesive when moist, in

large and hard grains when dry, and containing a trifling admix-
ture of quartz sand. The analysis \ pe

* A description of the Euharnionic Organ is necessarily postponed to the next

number of tlie Journal. The instrument, liowever, in a few days, will be set up in

Boston, and will be exliibited with pleasure, to those who are interested in the pro-

gress of musical scienca The writer will be found at No. 13, North Russell street
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manner of a soluble silicate, the soda and potassa being separated

by chlorid of platinum. Phosphoric acid was carefully sought

for by several processes and by repeated trials without success.

The following are the results :

Silica,

Alumina,

53 26
3-8.^

Protoxyd of iron, ..... 24-15

Magnesia, 1*10

160
5'36

1012

Lime,
Soda,

Potassa,

Water,

10M2
2. Vivianite from the green sand of Delaware, about four miles

west of Cantwell's Bridge. The beauty of the crystals, and the

similarity of some of the specimens with Thompson's muUicite

induced me to investigate them. The mineral is perfectly crys-

tallized in oblique rhombic prisms, with several terminal planes,

and a brilliant cleavage parallel to a lateral end plane. Although
the prismatic planes reflect a good image, yet their intervening
edges are rounded like the apatite from Rossie, N". Y. When
first obtained from the green sand, the crystals were perfectly col-

orlesSj but m the course of some weeks changed to a light green
color, still, however, retaining their transparency. The phos-

phoric acid was separated both by sulphuret of ammonium and
by fusion with potassa, and the state of oxydation of the iron

was ascertained by solution in muriatic acid apart from the air

and by carbonate of baryta. The results are :

Phosphoric acid, . . . . .27-17
Protoxyd of iron, . . . . 44-10
Water,

Silica,

27-95

010

99-32

The analysis shows that the formula is that given to vivianite.

In a late number of his Annual Report, Berzelius calculated a differ-

ent formula from a partial peroxydation of the iron ; but the above
well crystallized specimen indicated only a slight amount of oxy-
dation, and the change in color of the mineral after removal from
the green sand, indicated this oxydation. The true formula is

therefore 3FeO, P0.+8H0.
3. Garnet^ from Franconia, New Hampshire. Part of the

specimen exhibited the usual characters of colophonite, but the

projecting points of some of the coarse grains showed the crys-

tallization of garnet in a combination of the 24-hedron, and
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48-hedron. The analysis, performed like that of a silicate, fused
with carbonate of soda^ gave :

Silica, 38 85
Peroxyd of iron, . • • . 28-15
Lime, 3200

9900
It therefore agrees with the purest lime-iron-garnetj and its

formula is 3CaO, Si03 + Fe2 O,, 8103.
4. Chondrodite^ from New Jersey. Some very dark red speci-

mens appearing to indicate the presence of oxyd of zinc, which
occurs so abundantly in that mineral district, the analysis was
chiefly undertaken to determine this point. The fluohydric acid
was determined by fusion with carbonate of soda, and by subse-
quent treatment of the aqueous solution by oxyd of zinc, sal-am-
nioniac, ammonia and chlorid of calcium. The results corres-

ponded with one of Ranimelsberg's analyses and the absence of
zmc was fully proved. The analysis gave:

Silica,

Magnesia,

33-35

53 05
Protoxyd of iron, 5*50

Fluorine, 7*60

99-50

M
portion of the magnesia is replaced by protoxyd of iron.

Art. XIV.

—

Memorials of John Bartram and Huviphry Mar-
shallj with notices of their Botanical Contemporaries, by Wm.
Darlington, M.D., LL.D., pp. 585, 8vo. Philad., 1849.

It is pleasant to see these memorials of our two patriarchs in

natural history, the two earliest native-born and self-taught Amer-
ican botanists. And fit it is that the duty of rescuing these re-

gains from oblivion and fast approaching decay should have fallen

to the lot of one who has such a genuine fondness for these old

records, and to whom the task of deciphering and editing them
IS truly a labor of love. Dr. Darlington, the pupil of Barton, who
flourished one full generation after Bartram and Marshall, now
ranks—so rapid is the flight of time—among the oldest of our
surviving botanists, though with eye undimmed and natural force

unabated, still ready for every good work.
In the ReliqititB Baldwinianm^ he, several years ago, paid a

fitting tribute to the memory of the friend and companion of his

youth
J the leisure hours of the last year and more have been de-

voted to collatinpr. convine^ with his own hands, and editing the
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mouldering and often hardly legible correspondence of these

earliest cultivators of his favorite science in his native state, and,

we believej the earliest indigenous botanists of the new world.

Instead of elaborating anew the materials for a biography of

the elder Bartram, Dr. Darlington has reproduced the meagre
sketch which was prepared by his son William, and published in.

Barton's Medical and Physical Journal in the year 1804, as in

the main more reliable than any other. Its incompleteness, how-
ever, may be gathered from the fact, that it does not, nor does

any other published biography, mention the name of Bartram's

father, '^nor could any of his descendants, enquired of by the

editor, furnish that name, neither could they give the exact date

of the botanist's birth!" These desiderata are now supplied,

through Dr. Darlington's diligence, and the kindness of a friend

who obtained them from the ancient records of Darby Monthly
Meeting. It appears that he was born " near the village of Darby,

in Delaware (then Chester) County, Pennsylvania, on the twenty-

third day of March, 1699 ; that his great-grandfather, Richard

Bartram, lived and died in Derbyshire, England; leaving an only

son, John, who married in Derby, lived for some years in the

town of Ashborn, and in 1682—the year in which the city of

Philadelphia was founded—emigrated to Darby, Pennsylvania,

with three sons, two of whom died unmarried. The third, Wil-

liam, was the father of John Bartram the botanist.

The latter received such scanty education as the country

schools of the colony furnished ; and he appears to have obtain-

ed, through his own endeavors, some elementary acquaintance

with Latin and Greek; but not until his taste for natural history

was developed, which, however, must have been early in life.

For he was still a young man when he removed from the farm he

had inherited from his uncle, and purchased a piece of ground on

the Schuylkill, near Philadelphia, for the establishment of the

well known garden that bears his name, and built with his own
hands (A, D. 1731) the large and comfortable house of hewn
stone which is still standing, and which Dr. Darlington has de-

picted in a large wood-cut which forms the frontispiece of his

volume. To him is attributed, we believe justly, the credit of

having been '^ the first Anglo-American who conceived the idea

of establishing a botanical garden for the reception of the various

vegetables, natives of the country as well as of exotics; and of

travelling for the discovery and acquisition of them-" He cer-

tainly established the first garden of the kind in this country, and

filled it with our choicest plants and trees, then in great part novel

to botanists. It was not his fault that it was not the nucleus of

a public institution, endowed through the wealth and spirit of a

prosperous metropolis, instead of sinking into neglect and becom-
ing the site of a coal-yard.
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''He began his travels at his own expense. His various ex-
cursions rewarded his labors with the possession of a great variety
of neWj beautiful and useful trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants.

His garden at length attracting the visits and notice of nmny
virtuous and ingenious persons, he was encouraged to persist in

his labors." This naturally led to a correspondence with the
naturalists of Europe. His earliest and his principal corres-

pondent was Peter Coliitison, the London merchantj and member
of the Royal Society, a most amiable man, dear old gossip, who
loved above all things to receive novelties and accounts of curi-

ous things from distant parts and to share them with the savans
of the day. He is well known by his correspondence with
Linn^us, published by Sir James E. Smith, and with Franklin,

published in President Sparks's collection of the philosopher's

writings and correspondence; and a portion of his characteristic

letters to Cadwallader Golden may be remembered by the readers
of this Journal.* His letters to Bartram occupy more than half the
bulk of the correspondence now published, and exhibit the good
London merchant in a very pleasing light. They cover the
whole period from 1734 to ColHnson's death in 1768, a period of
thirty-four years; and the earliest of the series found among the
Bartram papers evidently does not commence the correspondence.
The originals of the letters addressed by Bartram to CoUinson are
probably not extant. Those here published are from copies or
original draughts preserved by the writer. The first of the series
IS dated May, 1738: so that .we have none in reply to those of
CoUinson during the four earlier years, which is much to be re-

gretted.

In the second letter here published, the good CoUinson initiates

John Bartram into the art and mystery of preparing dried speci-

mens of plants. The botanist of the present day may be some-
what surprised to learn that a '-quire of wliited-brown paper" was
thought amply sufficient to hold a year's collection.

"London, January 24tli, 1735.

" My good friend, John Bartram :—I am very much obliged to thee
for thy two choice cargoes of plants, which came very safe and in

good condition, and are very curious and rare, and well worth my ac-

ceptance. I am very sensible of the great pains, and many tiresome
steps lo collect so many rare plants scattered at a distance. I shall

pot forget it; but in some measure to show my gratitude, though not

^n proportion to thy trouble, I have sent thee a small token : a calico

gown for thy wife, and some odd Jlittle things that may be of use

amongst the children and family. " come
"^y worthy friend, Joseph Breintnall, with another parcel of waste

P«per, which will serve to wrap up seeds, (fee. But there is two quires

P- 85, 1843.

alliicler Golden, vol. xliv,
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of brown, and one of whited-brown paper, which I propose for this use

and purpose, and will save thee a great deal of trouble in writing: that

is, when thee observes a curious plant in flower, or when thee gathers

seed of a plant thee has an intention to convey me a description of, on

both these occasions, thee has nothing more to do than to gather

branches or sprigs of the plants, then in flower, with their flowers on,

and with their seed-vessels fully formed; for by these two characteris-

tics, the genus is known that they belong to. Then take these, and

spread them between the sheets of brown paper, laying the sterna

straight and leaves smooth and regular; and when this is done, put a

moderate weight on a board the size of the paper. In two days re-

move the specimens into the other quire of brown paper, keeping the

weight on ; and then in a week or two, being pretty well dried, convey

them ihence into the quire of whited-brown paper. Thus, when now

and then thee observes a curious plant, thee may treat it in this manner,

by which thee will convey a more lively idea than the best description;

and when thee gathers seeds, mark the same number on the seeds as

thee marks In the sheet where the specimen is, only writing under it the

country name. So, once a year, return me the quire of whited-brown

paper, with the dried specimens lied fast between two broad boards;

and then I will send some more in their room. When the sheet of

paper will hold it, put one, two, or three specimens of the same plant

in the same sheet, so they will but lie smooth by each other.

Besides, what I have further to propose, per this method, is, thy

own improvement in the knowledge of plants ; for thou shalt send me
anoth^er quire of duplicates of the same specimens; I will get them

named by our most knowing botanists, and then return them again,

which will improve thee more than books ; for it is impossible for any

one author to give a general history of plants. Let the specimens be

of the length of the paper.

"Thee canst not think how well the little case of plants came, being

put under the captain's bed, and saw not the light till I went for it ; but

then Captain Wright had a very quick passage; and it was put on

board in a right month, for when plants are down in the ground, and

in the winter months, they may be stowed anywhere ; but it must not

be attempted any time this side Christmas."

"I wish, at a proper season, thee would procure a strong box, two

feet square, and abotit fifteen or eighteen inches deep,—but a foot deep

in mould will be enough ; then collect half a dozen laurels, and half a

dozen shrub honeysuckles, and plant in this box ; but be sure make the

bottom of the box full of large holes, and cover the holes with tiles,

or oyster-shells, to let the water drain better ofi*. Then let this box

stand in a proper place in thy garden, for two or three years, till the

plants have taken good root, and made good shoots; but thee must be

careful to water it in dry weather.

i(

"I wish that thee would not fail to put three or four specimens of

the sprigs of the laurel, with the flowers fully blown (for I long to see

it) in the paper, transferring them from one to another, as I have di-

rected. As my design is not to give thee more troublcj so a few speci-

mens will content me.
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'M have further to request thee to put up a little box of plants

(yearly) in earth, such as thou finds in the woods, that are odd and un-
common.

'^ What thee observes of the frost, to be sure, had the effect thee de-
scribes. I once remember one like it in England; but the effects

were not so severe. I hope, next year, thee will be able to make some
selections that may make thee some returns.

. "The White Flowering Bay [Magnolia glauca^ L.] is a plant that
"S grows in moisl places; the leaves are long, of a bay shape, and of a

^
silver color on the back of the leaves. It bears a fine large white

1 flower, like the water lily, of a fine perfumed smell, which is succeeded

I
with a seed-vessel of a cone-like figure. I have a plant that flowers

finely, in my garden. It is in abundance of places, in Maryland; but

whether it is found more northward, I can't say. It is a fine plant to

adorn thy own garden. But give thyself no trouble about it: and, as

the fir and cypress cones are not found near thee, we will wait for some
more favorable'opportunity to collect them. Send first those seeds that

are near thee.

" The box of seeds came very safe, and in good order. Thy re-

marks on them are very curious ; but I think take up loo much of thy

lime and thought. I would not make my correspondence burdensome ;

but must desire thee to continue the same collections over again; and
to prevent trouble, only number the papers, and give the country name

or any name thee may know it by again; then keep a list of them
by thee, with the number to the names, and when they come here,

those that do not come up, we have only to write to thee for the same
seed to such a number, to send over again. As I design to make a
present of part of these seeds to a very curious person [Lord Petre,]

I hope to procure (hee some present for thy trouble of collecting. I

am thy very sincere friend. P. Collinson."—pp. 63-65.

This letter proves that it was Collinson^s forethought and care

which suggested the plan for making Bartram's collections afford

some reimbursement, and furnish the means for new journies and
exploratiotis. A paragraph in a succeeding letter shows that he
had interested Lord Petre in the undertaking.

"London, March 1st, 1735.

'^Kind friend, John Bartsa3I :—I am now just returned to town
fj'orn paying a visit to a noble lord, my most valuable and intimate

friend. One of my proposals, I sent thee last year, to collect the seeds

t»f your forest trees, was for him, as he is a universal lover of plants*

t presented him with a share of the seeds thou sent last year, which
Was very acceptable. As he is a man of noble and generous spirit,

he very rationally considered thy pains and trouble in collecting them,

and desired to make thee some returns, and left it to me. I thought a
good suit of clothes, for thy own wear, might be as acceptable as any-
thing, so have sent thee one, with all appurtenances necessary for its

taking up, which I hope will meet with thy approbation, and help in

some measure to compensate for thy loss of time*

Seconi> Series, Vol. IX, 'No. 25,—Jan., 1850. 12
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'^ My noble friend desires thee to continue the same colleciions.

Send the same sorts over again, and what new ones happens In thy

way, and sent at the same time o' year, and in the same manner, will

do very well. Please to look in my other letter for my further remarks

on this head, »
* * * *

''As our noble friend will be always grateful, I hope it will encour-

age then to go on ; but yet I would have thee so proceed as not to in-

terfere with thy private business. Indeed, the forest tree seeds I hope

will bring money into thy pocket ; so the time spent in making the col-

lection cannot be said to be lost or misspent. * *

" I hope thee hath mine per Captain Richmond ; with a parcel in the

Library Company's trunk, and a box of seeds, in sand, per Richmond.

I heartily wish thee and thine health and prosperity, and am
Thy real friend, P. Collinson.

" Pray give nobody a hint, how thee or thy wife came by the suit of

clothes. There may be some, with you, may think they deserve some-

thing of that nature,

" If thee observes any curious insects, beetles, butterflies, &C.5 ihey

are easily preserved, being pinned through the body to the inside of a

tittle box. When it is full, send it nailed up, and put nothing within it,

and they wiil come very safe. Display the wings of the butterflies with

pins, and rub off the down as little as possible- When thee goes

abroad, put a little box in thy pocket, and as thee meets with them put

them in, and then stick them i«i the other box when thee comes home.
I want a Terropin or two. Put them in a box with earth, and they

will come safe. They will live a long while without food."—pp. 69, 70.

We
Bart

respondent for not sending him the English seeds and plants he
had asked for.

" I have procured from my knowing friend, Philip Miller, gardener
to the Physic Garden at Chelsea, belonging to the Company of Apothe-
caries, sixty-nine sorts of curious seeds, and some others of my own
collecting. This, I hope, will convince thee I do what I can ; and if I

lived, as thou does, always in the country, 1 should do more ; but in

my situation it is impossible. Besides, most of the plants thou writes

for, are not to be found in gardens, but growing spontaneously a many
miles off, and a many miles from one another. It is not to be expected

I can do as thou does. Mv inclination^'s cood, but 1 have affairs of

greater consequence to mind; and as I have observed to thee before,

affairs of this nature should not interfere with business, and I do request

thee not to suffer anything thee does for us to interfere with thine.

Indeed, for the cargo thou sent, there was some reason for thy making
it thy business, because thee will have some gratification; but in thy

other curious collections, which is done purely to oblige us, pray give

ihy business the preference; but if, in the course of that, without neg-

lecting it, thou can pick up what thou thinlcs will be acceptable, we
shall be obliged to thee, and s*tudy some requital. So for the future,

no mure censure me for not sending the one-sixth part ihee wrote for.
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for the reasons above ; but yet transmit me yearly what thou wants,
and any thing in my power, or my friend Miller's, will be always at

thy service
; and if I send thee the same thing two or three times over,

• thee must excuse it, and place it to the multiplicity of affairs that fill

my thoughts, and not suspect my care ; and then thee will deal kindly,
and friendly, and lovingly, by P. Collinson."—pp. 68, 69.

The next letter informs Bartram that his collection of seeds of
11 forest trees had brought £18 ISs. 3c/. from Lord Petre, who also

\
promised an annual subscription of ten guineas to aid him in

k ^

1^

making further discoveries.•o

"Lord Petre is very willing lo contribute very handsomely towards
It. He will be ten guineas, and we are in hopes to raise ten more.

I
This we think, will enable thee to set apart a month, two, or three, to

make an excursion on the banks of the Schuylkill, to trace it to its

. fountain. But so great an undertaking may require two or three years,

and as many journeys, to effect it, so we must leave that wholly lo

thue. But we do expect, that after harvest, and when the season is

that all the seeds of trees and shrubs are ripe, thou will set out; and
them that happen not lo be ripe when thou goes, they may have at-

tained to maturity when thou comes back. We shall send ihee paper
for specimens and writing, and a pocket compass,—expect theeMl keep
a regular journal of what occurs every day, and an exact observation

of the course of the river, which, with a compass thee may easily do/^

p. 12.

Agaiuj the next letter.

'^ I have now the pleasure to tell thee that I have got subscribed

twenty guineas, to encourage thee to undertake thy intended expedi

lion; and as our gentlemen find encouragement, it will be conlinued

annually. This is a pretty sum in sterling money, which I hope will

enable thee to supply thyself with necessaries from hence ; or, if more
for thy profit, thou may draw for it when we have received thy car-

goes. This, I believe, thee will think reasonable, that the gentlemen
should first see what they have for their money. This I can assure

thee, that thee has to do with people that are not unreasonable in their

expectations."—p. 75.

An excursion to Maryland and Virginia being planned for the

succeeding autumn, Collinson sends him particular instructions,

and letters of introduction, "which letters come to J, Logan to

save thee postage," commending him to his friends in those parts,

to Robert Gover^ Col. Custis, CoL Boyd, Isham Randolph^ &:c.

Anxious that his protege should make a favorable impression, he

adds a few words of exhortation as to dress.
\

h

"One thing I must desire of thee, and do insist that thee oblige

me therein : that thou make up that drugget clothes, to go to Virginia

in, and not appear to disgrace thyself or me ; for though I should not

esteem thee the less, to come to me in what dress thou will,—yet these

Virginians are a very gentle, well-dressed people^-and look, perhaps,
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more at a man's outside than his inside. For these and other reasons,

pray go very clean, neat, and handsonnely dressed, to Virginia- Never
mind thy clothes : I will send more another year."—p. 89,

The following postscript to a later letter leads one to infer that

the plant collector hardly needed this advice.

" One thing I forgot to mention before, and what very much surprises

me, to find thee, who art a philosopher, prouder than I am. My cap,

it is true, had a small hole or two on the border; but the lining was

new. Instead of giving it away, I wish thee had sent it to me back

again. It would have served me two or three years, to have worn in

the country, in rainy weather,"—p. 114.

The following reminds us of a similar and equally explicit let-

ter of Collinson's to Linnasus hiinselfj published in the Linnasan

Correspondence.

The Syslema Naturce is a curious performance, for a young man
{Linnaeus;] but his coining a set of new names for plants tends but to

embarrass and perplex the study of botany. As to his system, on

which they are founded, botanists are not agreed about it. Very few
like it. Be that as it will, he is certainly a very ingenious man, and a

great naturalist. As these were not in our mother tongue, was the

only reason I did not send them to ihee, I hope not to be forgetful for

the future."—p. 106.

It would seem that CoUinson was the first to send the Ameri-
can Ginseng to China.

'* I sent some Ginseng roots to China. If they sell well, a good

profitable trade may be carried on. In the mean time sow the seed,

and raise a stalk to furnish my friend, when he returns. Keep that a

secret, and raise what thee canst: for I have an opinion it will turn to

account, if my friend managjes it rightly."— p. 125.

*'Iam well assured it will prove a profitable commodity to China,

who value it above anything. I have compared yours with the Chinese,

and find them in all respects the same. Your proprietor was so kind

to send me a considerable parcel, and I have trusted a particular friend

with it, to carry to China, to see how ihey approve of it, and to find

what price it bears ; but my friend is under promise not to discover that

it is American; for if they know that, they are so fanciful it may not

be so good as their own."— p. 127.

The next year brings Bartram another remittance.

^0
Captain Wright, who is a most obliging man, and he knows thee, and

perhaps may give the carriage, though I shall not receive the money
this twelvemonth, nay, I have now some standing two years ; for it is

very hard getting money of great people, though I give ihem my labor

and pains into the bargain. They are glad of the cargo, but are apt

to forget all the rest. They give good words, but that will not always
do ; but for thy sake, and if it will but contribute lo keep thee in thy

t
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circumstances, I gladly will do all, and mnch more, if it will but be of
service to ihee, and encourage thy ingenuity. # * »

*' It is very entertaining to survey the great variety of mosses that
there is with you, as well as with us. I have sent mine down to the
Doctor, who admires at thy diligence. He observes paper is scanty,
so has desired me to send thee half a ream of writing paper, which
comes in a parcel per Captain Wright, with some paper for specimens.

'^ The books, Tournefort, are a present from Lord Pelre, which I hope
will make thee easy."—pp. 140, 141.

Lord Petre was one of the most enterprising and successful

planters of that day. How largely Bartram's collections enabled
him to raise American trees, may be learned from the following

extract.

"The trees and shrubs raised from thy first seeds, are grown to

great maturity. Last year Lord Petre planted out about ten thousand

Americans, which, being at the same time mixed with about twenty
thousand Europeans, and some Asians, make a very beautiful appear-

I

ance ;—great art and skill being shown in consulting every oue^s par-

I ticuiar growth, and the well blending the variety of greens. Dark
I

green being a great foil to lighter ones, and bluish green to yellow ones,

and those trees that have their bark and back of their leaves of white,

or silver, make a beautiful contrast with the others.

I

"The whole is planted in thickets and clumps, and with these mix-
tures are perfectly picturesque, and have a delightful effect. This
will just give thee a faint idea of the method Lord Petre plants in,

which has not been so hapj)ily executed by any : and, indeed, they want
the materials, whilst his lordship has thorn in plenty.

"His nursery being fully stocked with flowering shrubs, of all sorts

that can be procured,

—

with these, he borders the outskirts of all his

plantations; and he continues annually, raising from seed, and layer-

ing, budding, grafting—that twenty thousand trees are hardly to be

missed out of his nurseries."—p. 145.

The next year, however, an affecting letter of Collinson's an-

nounces to Bartram the death of his noble patron, of the small

pox, in the thirtieth year of his age; and, with a fine tribute to

his memory, adds :
—^^ All our schemes are broke. Send no seeds

for him nor the Duke of Norfolk ; for now he that gave motion
is motionless ;—all is at an end." Other subscribers, however,

Were found, and Bartram's operations were continued. In the

following extract, for Owegos read Oswego. Bartram had made
a journey through the northern part of Pennsylvania and the

country of the Five Nations to Oswego, an account of which
Was soon after published.

*' I thank ihee for thy curious present of thy map, and thy draught

of the fall of the river Owegos [?J.
I was really both delighied and

surprised to see it so naturally done,—and a1 thy ingenuity in the per-

formance. Upon my vvord/friend John, I can't help admiring thy

abilities in so many instances. I shall be sparing to say what more I
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think, A man of thy prudence will place this to a right account, to

encourage thee lo proceed gently in these curious things, which helong

to a man of leisure, and not to a man of business. The main chance

must be minded. Many an ingenious man has lost himself for want of

this regard,—by devoting too much of his lime to these matters, A
hint thee will take in friendship : thy obliging, grateful disposition, may
carry thee too far. I am glad, and delight much in all these things

none more : but then I would not purchase them at the expense of my
friend's precious lime—to the detriment of his interest, and business

(now, dear John, take me right).—I showed them to Sir Haris. He
was much pleased. Lord Petre deservedly much admires them; and,

indeed, does every one that sees them, when they are told who was the

performer.
" All this is writ by rote, or from memory, for I dare not, nay, I can-

not look into thy letters; for I have no time to add more, but to tell

thee— in the trunk of the Library Company, thee'll find a suit of

clothes for thyself. This may serve to protect thy outward man,
being a drugget coat, black waistcoat, and shagg breeches. And now,

that ihou,may see that I am not thoughtless of thy better part, I send

thee R. Barclay's Apology to replenish thy inward man. So farewell.

Success attend thee in all thy expeditions. The first leisure, will con-

sider all ihy letters. They are a!! carefully laid up. The chrysalises

are all in fine order. I am /in hopes of some new beauties. I can now
add no more, but that I am thine.

P. COLLINSON.'*'—pp. 152, 153.

Bartram was born, educated, and married in the Society of

Friends, and was, we believe, still a member of the Society at

this date (1742). His letters show a very inde|)endent and phi-

losophizing turn of mind, and we may have occasion to cite here-

after some unquakerly remarks of his on the subject of war. It

is hardly to be wondered at, therefore, " that the views which he

entertained had led to his exchision from the Society so early as

the year 1758." To take fully the point of his decidedly ungra-

cious reception of the Quaker's text-book which the London
Friend had so kindly presented, it should be mentioned that Bar-

tram had asked CoUinson to purchase for him Tournefort, and
other botanical works; to which his considerate correspondent
had replied that they were rather costly.—^^JYow 1 shall be so

friendly to tell thee that T think this is too much to lay out.

Besides, now that thee has got Parkinson and Miller, I would not

have thee puzzle thyself with others; for they contain the an-

cient and modern knowledge of botany. Remember Solomon^s
advice : in reading (?) of many books there is no end.'' Still the

good Collinson always contrived in the end to have all these

books sent to him, as presents.

"July the 6th, 1742.

" A few hours past, I received thy letters of March the 3d, and 20ih,

and April the 25th, 1742.

J
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**\esterday the ship arrived, which our dear friend Captain Wright
sailed in from London, but alas! hath left her captain asleep in Nep-
tune's bosom : and now, such a mortal sickness is on board, that she
is ordered to ride quarantine below the town. No goods can be got off.

^* I heartily ihank Sir Hans Sloane for his kind remembrance of
* me. I long to see his History ; and particularly M. Caiesby's books, to

see what birds he hath figured, before I set out next week for a journey
along our sea-coast, where I believe there are many birds which he
omitted to draw—which I shall be very particular to observe their di-

mensions, shape and colors, if I can compel them, by the charms of
sulphur and nitre and lead, to let me dispose of them as I think most
suitable,

'' I shall endeavor to procure Lady Petre a humming-bird^s nest, and
eggs, as soon as possible. I have not heard of any being found this

year. They commonly build their nest upright upon a limb of a tree,

and a little shake with the fall of the tree separates them. The fine,

downy composition, is gathered from the stalks of our fern. The
bladders of balm, which I sent thee, I gathered on the Balm of Gilead

1^
tree, on the Katskill Mountain,—a delicate, fragrant liquor, as clear as
water.

'^ ''I design, next month, to go myself and gather some seed for you,

11 which I hope will be as much pleasure to yon, as fatigue and charge to

me to get them. There is no more trust in our Americans, than curi-

^ osity. Colonel Salisbury, who lives near them, sent me last winter, a
t very loving letter, affirming he did what he could to procure them,

leaving orders, when he went to York, to gather them ; but at his re-

turn, there is none gathered. He sent a man on purpose to the moun-
tains, to gather them ; but he said the birds had picked all the seed out,

being very fond of them.

^
^*I am glad my map and draught were acceptable, although clum-

sily done,—having neither proper instruments nor convenient time ;

being, most of them, in part of a first day, or by candle-light,—having
no whole original but nature, nor time to take a cop3^,—being hurried
m gathering or packing of seeds.

^^ I am greatly obliged to ihee for thy necessary present of a suit of
clothes, which just came in the right time; and Barclay's Apology^l
shall take care of, for thy sake. It answers thy advice, much belter

than if thee had sent me one of Natural History, or Botany, which I

should have spent ten times the hours in reading of, while I might have

labored for the maintenance of my family. Indeed, I have little res-

pect to apologies and disputes about the ceremonial partis of religion,

which often introduce animosities, confusion, and disorders in the mind

and sometimes body too; but, dear Peter, let us worship the one

Almighty Power, in sincerity of heart, with resignation to His divine

will,—doing; to others as we would have them do to us, if we were in

their circumstances. Living in love and innocency, we may die in

hope."—pp. 158, 159.

Bartram, at Collinson^s request, had gathered some mosses, &c.,
for Dillenius, who in turn sent him a copy of his Historia Mus-
corum. This is acknowledged by Bartram, in the following ex-
tract, and also to Dilleaius himself, in a letter printed on pp. SlU-l 1.

t
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" I received ihy kind letter of June the 16th, and the seeds and book

of Doctor Ditlenius, last night. I take it to be the completesi of that

kind that ever was wrote ; for we don't read that Solomon wrote of

any plants of humbler growth than the hyssop: so I conclude he knew
as little of mosses, as he did of the plants that grew beyond Mount

Lebanon, or in America-"—p. 161.

The subjoined extracts are from a letter of Collinsonj in 1743-4.

" Friend John:—The prices of microscopes are advanced to a guinea;

so 1 have only sent thee one, for thyself, and desire thy acceptance of

it, with a book. * * At present, can give thee no assurance of any

new contributors, only the Duke of Richmond and P, Miller continue,

who love new things; but whether so small a subscription will coun-

tervail \\\y going among the saints^ in New England, I must submit to

thy consideration. * * * Df, Dillenius has writ thee a letter;—is

greatly delighted with the last seeds, ihey are so good ; says that thou

art the only man that ever did things to the purpose. The curiosities

for Dr. Gronovius are gone for Holland, with the specimens. 1 have

writ both to him and Linndens, not to forget the pains and travel of in-

defatigable John Bartram,— but stick a feather in his cap, who is as de-

serving as the rest."—p. 171.

That is, to keep in mind a genus Bartramia. The genus

Flora Z J

proved to be only a species of Triumfetta
; and the name was

subsequently given by Hedwig to a fine genus of mosses.

Bartram and Collinson occasionally make themselves merry at

the expense of Dr. Witt, of Germantown, a remarkable character

in his day, who dabbled in divination as well as botany, and was
a little touched with quasi-Swedenborgianism, as would seem
from the first part of the following extract. The latter part tes-

tifies to Bartram's accuracy of observation about the pine-cones.

'^
I received the nails, calico, Russia linen, and the clothes for my

boys : all which are very good and well chosen, and give great satisfac-

tion. The only thing that gives me any uneasiness, is, that thee hath

sent more than what is my due.

"Now, though oracles be ceased, and thee hath not the spiril of di-

vination,—yet, according to our friend Doctor Win, we friends that

love one another sincerely, "^^y^ by an extraordinary spirit of sym-

pathy, not only know each oiher"*s desires, but may have a spiritual

conversation at great distances one from another. Now, if this be truly

so,—if I love thee sincerely—and thy love and friendship be so to me
thee must have a spiritual feeling and sense of what particular sorts

of things will give satisfaction ; and doth not thy actions make it man-

ifest? for, what 1 send to thee for, thee hath chosen of just such sorts

and colors as I wanted. Nay, as my wife and I are one, so she is ini-

tiated into this spiritual union ; for thee has sent her a piece of calico so

directly to her mind, that she saith that if she had been there herself,

she could not have pleased her fancy better. * »
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" In opening those fine cones of Cluster Pine, I observed how close
the scales adhered, which is contrary to all our pines and firs (except
one species of the ihree-Ieaved pine); which, before they are well
dried, spring open and shed all the seed out, which makes them the
difficultesl to gather. One may, in the beginning of the week, see the
cones green—and before the latter end, all the seed that is good will

be shed out, especially the fi.ve-leaved, which you are so fond of—and
which it is not possible for me to gather any great quantities thereof, as
I wrote to thee, last year. 1 design to get what I can, yearly; but, as
Ican^t be in three or four hundred distant places in three or four days'
time, I can't procure great quantities; and if I depend upon others'*

assistance, I am sure of being deceived.

As our friend Miller seems \o question my account of our pines, I

now tell thee I generally take care to speak truth—even to those that

I think will bestow no more pains of examination, than to tell me it is

not so,—to whom silence suits better than arguments—as ignorance
doth to their capacity ; but, as I have a great opinion of Miller's learn-

ing and judgment, I am engaged in duly and friendship to inform him
\

the best 1 can, at present.

^^Allour pine cones are two summers and one winter, from their

first appearance to their perfecting and casting their seed, but this one
species,—which open not till the second or third year after they seem
perfectly ri[)e. I have been much surprised at observing these trees

have upon one branch all the cones of three, four, or five years' growth,
at once.''—pp. 174, 175.

An allusion to Frankliii^s discovery occurs in a letter from Col-
linson, dated January 11th, 1753, while writing of the great dif-

ference between the climate of England and North America.

^'I have heard thunder but once this year, and that at a distance,

whilst you have had it so terrible all over your continent,—as our friend

Clayton writes me from Virginia; and we have had scarcely sufficient

to make our ingenious friend Franklin's experiment. • I gathered
such a nosegay on Christmas day, would have delighted thee to have
seen it. In England, vegetation may be said never to cease; for the

spring flowers tread so on the heels of the autumn flowers, that the ring,

ts carried on without intermission. "—p. 189.

Bartram is apt to complain, whenever his letters and commis-
sions are not very promptly attended to. This calls forth from
CoUinson the following mild rejoinder,

*'If my friend John Bartram knew better my affairs, my situation in

life, my public business, my many engagements and incumbrances,

—

instead of being in a pet, that I answer not the letter he sends by one
ship by the next that sails—he would wonder I do so well as I do,

though he thinks it so ill. * * He should never sus:pect his friend,

«nti[ he has better foundation for so doing. To serve him, I often neg-
lect my own business. His surmises are well meant; yet they arise

from want of experience and not knowing me, and the share I have in

the busy world, so well as I could wish ; then he would not think me so

Second Serics, Vol IX, No. 25.—Jun., 1850. 13
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bad a correspondent. And I dare venture, now I have given him these

friendly hints, he will not think me so again ; but continue his friendly

and informing, as well as his entertaining correspondence. * * I

thought he. had known me better than to think anything, he sends me
either lost or neglected. * » *

" The cranberry thrives wonderfully, and is in blossom ; every way

agreeing with ours, but much larger. * * *

^' Pray give my thanks to Moses, for his two letters. In the box,

with the other things, I have sent two fine Cedar of Lebanon cones, just

come from thence. # * * » #

"There is a little token, in a box, for Billy, whose pretty perfor-

mance pleases me much.

"Thy account of the frogs is very humorous; but would it not be

more so, to import a cargo of them ? And had I a park, or place in-

closed, I would wish it. But as it is, strolling people and boys would

destroy them. A bull-frog would surprise the whole village ; but ihea

it would be certainly killed."—pp. 192, 193.

On more than one occasion, Bartram alludes to a theory in re-

spect to petrifactions and the formation of limestone, Avhich he
had communicated to Dr. Fothergill. CoUinson seems not to

have quite comprehended it; but Bartram writes,—'*My dear

worthy friend, thee can't bang me out of the notion that lime-

stone and marble were originally mud, impregnated by a marine
salt, which I take to be the original of all our terrestrial soils."

p. 210, And Collinson afterwards writes, "What shall we say

to the strata abounding with fossil sea-shells, &c, ? Very prob-

ably, as thou conceives^ the sea flowed higher, or once overflowed
all."—p. 237.

Quite characteristic are Bartram's remarks in the subjoined ex-

tract from a letter in January, 1757.

''Many birds, in their migrations, are observed to go in flocks,—as

the geese, brants, pigeons, and blackbirds ; others flutter and hop about

from tree to tree, or upon the ground, feeding backwards and forwards,

interspersed so that their profrressive movement is not commonly ob-

served. Our blue or rather ash-colored, great herons, and the white

ones, do not observe a direct progression, but follow the banks of rivers

sometimes flying from one side to the other, sometimes a little back-

wards, but generally northward, until all places be supplied sufficiently

where there is conveniency of food ; for when sonde arrive at a partic-

ular place, and find as many there before ihem as can readily find food,

some of them move forward, and some stay behind. For all these wild

creatures, of one species, generally seem of one community; and
rather than quarrel, will move still a farther distance, where there is

more plenty of food

—

like Abraham and Lot ; but most of our domes-
tic animals are more like their masters: everyone contends for his

own dunghill, and is for driving all off that come to encroach upon
them."—pp. 211,212.

Here is a curious letter of Collinson's, p. 229, iu which he re-

proves Bartram for *' grumbling and complaining, making no
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allowances for accidents," &c.j and ending; ^^ Really, friend
Johiij complain on. I am now so used to that I shall not mind it

for the future. But, as thou canst write diverting and curious
observ^ations. in this manner I expect to be entertained for the
future, which will always give pleasure to thy old friend, P.
Collinson.'^ The very next letter from Bartram, despatched,
howev^er, before he could have received his friend's homily, suffi-

ciently illustrates the fault which poor Collinson so amusingly
deprecates

:

"Angust the 14tli, 1T61.

" Dear Petkr :—I have just now received two letters that came by
the packet.

* * " My Yellow Slipper improves well ; but the White declines.
* Send double boxes for Pine and Parcel and Williamson,'^ Who is this

Pine? ' Poiael and Eddy desire but half the quantily of tcalnutsJ*

Who is this Eddy ? ' But all desire new things : they are tired of old
onesJ* Do they think I can make new ones? 1 have sent them seeds
of almost every tree and shrub from Nova Scotia to Carolina; very
few are wantino^ : and from the sea across the continent to the lakes.

t s very likely ignorant people may give strange names' to tickle your
ears withal ; but, as I have traveled through most of these provinces,
and have specimens sent by the best hands, I know well what grows
there. Indeed, I have not yet been at the Ohio, but have many speci-

mens from there. But in about two weeks I hope to set out to search
myself, if the barbarous Indians don't hinder me (and if I die a martyr
to botany, God's will be done ;— His will be done in all things). They
domineer, threaten, and steal most of the best horses they can. None
could have worse luck than I with your roots sent last fall and this

sprmg."—pp. 231, 232.

The following touches upon politics.

"London, May 22d, 1162.

Wh
Keep myself in equal poise; but the success in one'scale, and his two
rash French expeditions, on their coasts, in the other^ in which he

wantonly sacrificed so many brave Englishmen, to answer no purpose
tut his vain-glory. Had they been sent then to Martinico, some
miilions had been the difference to England. If we consider the num-
ber of our ships taken, and their rich cargoes, the men useless, and the

vast produce of that island kept from us, so all things put together (for

tins is a short sketch), I don't find any cause to lament his abdication.

We go on full as well without him. So prithee, my dear John, revive

arid don't sink, and be lost in doleful dumps under so terrible an event,

^vhich portends no harm that I can see ; for we have a brave King, and

good men at the helm. Never fear: we shall keep Canada, and have

a good peace ; and Pitt is as well pleased with his mercenary pension

of .^3000 per annum, and a title in reversion ; and has cleverly slipped

his neck out of the collar, when it most became him to keep in, to serve

his country, but he preferred serving himself before it.
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''From one melancholy story we come to another;—the loss of so

many fine plants, which affects me more ihan the loss of Pitt.

"It is a fair probation, how far the principles of vegetation may be

aintained when removed from a warmer latitude to a colder. Art

will assist nature. There are many fine plants that grow on this side

the Tropics, if we will bestow a south wall on them, will thrive and

flower well in our northern climate.

*

"I cannot advise, for I am fearful thy grand expedition to the lakes

will be too much to undertake without suitable companions, for acci-

dents may happen in so long a journey. But if it was thy resolution,

my advice will come loo late. So, my dear John, farewell.

P. CoLLiNsoN."— pp. 235, 236.

There are three letters from Bartram, written in the autumn of

1763, after his visit to Carolina and Georgia, expressing a strong

desire to explore the country of Canada and Louisiana for natural

productions, adding^ '^But this would alarm the Indians to the

highest degree. All the discoverers would be exposed to the

greatest savage cruelty, the gun, tomahawk, torture, or revengeful

devouring jaws. Before this scheme can be executed, the Indians

must be subdued, or drove above a thousand miles back. No
treaty will make discovery safe."—p. 224. And again— ^^ The
most probable and only method to establish a lasting peace with

the barbarous Indians is to bang them sioiitly^ and make them
sensible that we are men, whom they for many years despised for

women. Until then it is only throwing away blood and treasure

to make peace with them.''—p. 255. And in the same strain is

the next letter.

"Fovember 11th, 17^3.

''Dear worthy Peter:—I have received my dear friend's letter of

August 23d, 1763.
'^ I think most of our people here look upon all our boasted acquisi-

tions in North America to be titular, and that only of short duration, as

the French still claim all one side of the Mississippi, and part of our

side. They will draw the chief of their fur trade near them, and will

always be setting the Indians against us, suppose we do keep possession

of the lakes. But unless we bang the Indians stoutly, and make them f

fear us, they will never love us, nor keep peace long with us. They
are now got so cunning, they will not sell their land, and stand so to

their bargain as to let the people live quietly upon it. But when they

want goods, it is but rob the traders, steal horses, plunder and insult f
the back inhabitants, and instead of us calling them to account for

their mischief, we sue to them for p'^ace, and give them great presents

to kill no more white people for three or four years. By such pro

ceedings, they have us in the greatest contempt, believing they may do

us all the mischief they please, and we are ready at any time to buy a

peace with them for a few years, under great insults, * *

"The variety of plants and flowers in our southwestern continent, is

beyond expression. Is it not, dear Peter, the very palace garden of
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old Madam Floral Oh ! if I could but spend six months on the Ohio,
Mississippi, and Florida, in health, I believe I could find more curiosi-
ties than the English, French and Spaniards have done in six score of
years. But the Indians, instigated by ihe French, will not let us look
at so much as a plant, or tree, in this great British empire."— p. 256.

To all this the benevolent Collinson replies in a more Qua-
kerly way.

" Ridgeway House, December 6, 1763.

" I am here retired, all alone, t>om the bustle and hurry of the town,
meditating on the comforts I enjoy; and whilst the old log is burn-
ing, the fire of friendship is blazing—warms my imagination with re-
flecting on the variety of incidents that hath attended our long and
agreeable correspondence- # * »

" My dear John, thou does not consider the law of right, and doing
to others as we would be done unto.

" VVe, every manner of way, trick, cheat, and abuse these Indians
with impunity. They were notoriously jockeyed and cheated out of

\
their land in your province, by a man's walking a track of ground in

one day, that was to be purchased of them.

"Your Governor promised the Indians if ihey would not join the

French, that when the war was over, our troops should withdraw from
Pittsburg, They sent to claim his promise but were shuffled off.

They resented it, as that fortress was situated on their hunting country.

"I could fill this letter with our arbitrary proceedings, all the colo-

nies through; with our arbitrary, illegal taking their lands from them,
taking them drunk, and cheating them of tlieir property. As their

merciless, barbarous methods of revenge and resentment are so well
known, our people should be more careful how they provoke them.

"Let a person of power come and lake five or ten acres of my
friend John's land from him, and give him half price, or no price for it,

how easy and resigned he would be, and tamely submit to such usage !

But if an Indian resents it in his way, instead of doing him justice,

tind making peace with him, nothing but fire and f^iggot will do with
my friend John ! He does not search into the bottom of tiiese insur-

rections. They are smothered up, because we are the aggressors.

But see my two proposals^ in the October Gentleman's Magazine, for a
peace with the Indians.

'^ My dear John, I am glad thou art so happily recovered from that

cruel complaint; and that our good Colonel escaped those terrible fel-

lows, I hope such prudent measures will be taken as will put a stop to

their ravages, and establish a lasting peace.
" The peace that thou art so merry with, in your mock mourning, is

only glorious by comparison ; I mean by comparing it with that peace

that Pitt would have made (but thanks to our enemies could not).

Then you must have been thankful to him and the French, that they

would allow you to keep your own narrow strip of land ; but now your

bounds are so extensively enlarged, how ungrateful! liow unthankful

you are! for ever grumbling, never pleased. I refer thee to the pre-

liminary of Pitt's peace, and Bute's. Facts speak louder than fac-

tion. We all know here what Pitt's peace would have been, and what
Bute's is.

* * *
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" What a glorious scene is opened in that rich country about Pensa-

cola—if thai despised country is worthy thy visitation. But because

Pitt did not get it, thou canst not venture there on any pretence ! All

beyond the Carolinas is forbidden ground. They are none of thy dar-

ling Pitt's acquisition !

"But thy son John may go with a good grace. I am glad to find

the spirit of Elijah rests upon him. • *

" 1 hope what I have writ will be read with candor. ,Our long friend-

ship will allow us to rally one another, and crack a joke without offence,

as none was intended by thy sincere friend,

P. CoLLiNSON."—pp. 257-259.

Again. '^ I don^t wonder they should be jealous of the invasion of

their property. Every man is tenacious of his native rights; and if

you invade their rights you must take the consequences. Let those be

well hanged^—I may say well hanged—that by their unjust proceed-

ings provoked the Indians to hostilities, knowing beforehand their cruel

resentments."—p. 260.

In 1765, when in his sixty-sixth year, Bartram was appointed

the King's Botanist in America, to explore the newly acquired

country of Florida, &c. The appointment was announced by
CoUinson, in a letter dated April 9thj 1765.

" I have the pleasure to inform my good friend, that my repeated

solicitations have not been in vain ; for this day I received certain in-

telligence from our gracious King, that he had appointed thee his bota-

nist, with a salary of fifty pounds a year ; and in pursuance thereof,

I received thy first half-year''3 payment of tliy salary, being twenty-

five pounds to Lady day last, which I have carried to thy account.
^^ Now, dear John, thy wishes are in some degree accomplished, to

range over Georgia and the Floridas. As this is a great work, and

must be accomplished by degrees, it must be left to thy own judgment
how to proceed."—p. 268.

"John, thou knows nothing what it is to solicit at court any favor;

nay, though it is for their own interest, they are so taken up with public

affliirs, little things slip through their fingers. For all I can do, I can-

not get thee letters of recommendation to any of the Governors.

"All I can at present do, is, our good friend Ellis, who is appointed

to an office in the Floridas, has writ to the Governors in thy favor. I

send one here enclosed, and will send the other by next ship. * *

So thou must make the best of it, and do what seems most agreeable

to thy own inclination. Thou may think the appointment not enough.

I did not expect any thing. So thou may use it, or refuse it, as thou

likes best, or search as far as the salary will go to support it. In this

case, I cannot advise thee.

" As thou grows in years, thou will do well to consider if thy present

constitution and habit of body can undergo the fatigue of such expe-

ditions. • # # #

"Our good friend B. Franklin, grows fat and jolly. There is hope

of accommodation,"—pp. 269, 270. » * #
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Next, ''It was highly acceptable to me to hear of my dear John's
safe arrival in Carolina, and to find his botanic crenius beran to exert
itseli in new discoveries. 1 wish thou may temper thy zeal with pru-
dence, but I do not think it an instance of it when thou and Mrs, Lam-
boll rambled in the intense heat of a midday sun. Perhaps it was to

procure thee a seasoning.""—p. 270.
'' Dr. Solander is a strange, idle man. I cannot get thy spring spe-

cimens from him, is the rea.son thou hears nothing from me about
them.''—p. 271.

But there is no room to continue these extracts, nor to detail

the (W
planter upon the St. John's River, and so get into trouble; nor
to advert to some curious bits of early information of "some vast

creatures, with the long teeth or tusks of elephants, but with
great grinders, belonging to some animal not yet known.''

CoUinson's last letter to John Bartram is dated July 6th, 1768.

ertions for his benefit, dated the 18th of the same month ; and
he died on the 11th of August, in the 75lh year of his age.

Bartram himself nearly reached his 79th year, and died, as Dr.
Darlington has ascertained, on the 22d of September, 1777.

There is a correspondence with Dr. Fothergill, beginning in
^ 1744, and continued to 1774. This distinguished physician and

most benevolent man, took a lively interest in the Bartrams, father

and son, especially after the decease of Collinson. A single ex-
tract from a letter of his, in 1769, has some interest from its men-
tion of a name afterwards so distinguished.

"This, perhaps, will be delivered by -Dr. Rusli^ a young man, who
has employed his time with great diligence and success in prosecuting
his studies here ; who has led a blameless life, so far as I know; and
It seems but just that those who have endeavored to deserve a good
character, should have it when it may be of use to them."— p. 341.

Two short letters to Linnasu^ are printed from Bartranrs

draughts, one of which refers to a letter recently received from
the Swedish botanist, *'The letters from Linntx3us to Bartram
are all missing,"

In one of those addressed to the Rev. Jared Ehot, of Killing-

^vorth, Connecticut, Bartram gives him a detailed account of his

niode of splitting rocks, even seventeen feet long, with wedges;
in the very manner now practiced.

There are few letters from Franklin, between 1757 and 1777.

In one of them, dated January 7, 17G9, he sensibly urges Bar-

tram to undertake no more long and dangerous peregrinations, at

his advanced age, but to devote his leisure hours to "a work that

is much wanted- and which no one besides is so capable of per-

forming—I mean the writing the natural history of our country.
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I imagine it would prove profitable to you, and I am sure it would
do you honor.^'—p. 403. Repeating the same advice in a later

lettefj Franklin adds in the Poor Richard vein :

r

"It is true, many people are fond of accounts of old building.s, mon-

uments, &c. ; but there is a number who would be much better pleased

wiih such accounts as you could afford them; and for one I confess,

that, if I could find in any halian travels, a receipt for making Parme-

san cheese, it would give me more satisfaction than a transcript of any

inscription from any old stone whatever."—p. 403,

The correspondence of Bartram occupying a greater number of

pages than was expected, the editor felt obliged to restrict very

much his selections from the correspondence of Marshallj the au-

thor of Arbiistum Americamim.
Humphry Marshall, the founder of the second botanic garden

in this country, and the author of ^Hhe first truly indigenous

botanical essay published in this western hemisphere," was born

in West Bradford, Chester County, Pennsylvania, on the 10th of

October, 1722. His father was a native of Gratton, in Derby-

shire, England, who came to Pennsylvania about the year 1697,

and settled near Darby, but afterwards removed to the forks of

the Brandywine. Humphry, who was the eighth of nine chil-

dreUj *'used often to state, that he never went to school a day

after he was twelve years of age, and consequently he was in-

structed only in the rudiments of the plainest English education.

He was employed in agricultural labors until he was old enough
to be apprenticed to the business of a stone-mason, which trade

he followed for a few years, and until his marriage, after which
he took charge of his father^s farm. In 1764, he built with his

own hands a brick addition to the paternal dwelling, when he

also erected a green-house adjoining it, " doubtless the first con-

servatory of the kind ever seen, or thought of, in the county of

Chester." From the second story he projected a little observa-

tory f

tions. Prom the letters of his correspondents, the good Dr. Foth-

ergill and Dr. Franklin, we find that the latter ordered a reflect-

ing telescope for Marshall, to which the former added a microscope

and a thermometer, and paid for the whole! And a later letter

from Franklin acknowledges the reception of Marshall's ^^ obser-

vatio7is on the spots of the suHj^^ which he communicated to the

Royal Society, where they were highly spoken of, and a portion

was printed in the Philosophical Transactions j vol, 64, p. 194.

In 1773, he purchased a tract of land adjoining the site of the

present village of Marshallton, where he built, like Bartram, with

his own hands the house, of which the editor has given a picto-

rial representation. At the same time he laild out the botanical

garden which he long sustained, and which "soon became the
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recipient of the most interesting trees and shrubs of our country,
together with many curious exotics, and also a numerous collec-
tion of herbaceous plants." In 1785, his account of our forest

trees and shrubs, a i2mo vohime of about 200 pages, was pub-
h'shed. He attained the age of 79 years, but with a partial loss

of sight during his later years; and died on the 5th of No-
vember, 1801. He was born in the Society of Friends, and lived
and died an exemplary member of that fraternity.

It was only while engaged in collecting and editing the bio-

graphical materials of this interesting volume, that Dr. Darhng-
ton ascertained that our two botanical patriarchs were not only
men of kindred minds and pursuits, '' but that they were actually

cousins-german, the sons of two sisters. James Hunt of King-
sessing, in the county of Philadelphia, had the happiness to call

those ladies his daughters, and the rare privilege of enumerating
two of the earliest and most distinguished botanists of Pennsyl-
vania among his grandchildren." His cousin Bartram probably
awakened his enthusiasm for horticulture and botany, and pro-

moted his efforts. Fitly are their names and memorials here as-

sociated, and heartily do we acknowledge our obligations to Dr.
Darlington for the unwearied editorial labors which have given
us the interesting volume that we have now so inadequately no-
ticed,—a volume which every where abounds with curious and
important facts for the naturalist and the historian, and which res-

cues from oblivion so many memorable particulars of the lives

and times of our earliest devotees to science.

^
Besides the notes scattered through the work, the editor has

given, in a preface, a brief, but very accurate survey of the pro-

gress of botany in North America,—of which science he is him-
self one of the most sedulous and successful votaries. A. Gr.

Art, XV.— Vibrations of Trevelyari^s bars by the Galvanic

Current; by Prof Chas. G. Page, Washington, D. C.

The vibration of Trevelyan's bars by the action of heat is an

experiment more interesting than familiar, and one which has

been variously and vaguely explained by most authors. It will

not be necessary for me to recapitulate the several descriptions

and solutions of this phenomenon, as the novel experiment about

to be detailed will embrace substantially the whole subject.

About a year since, while exhibiting to a class the vibration of

these bars by heat, it became inconvenient to prolong the ojcperi-

nient, as the vibration ceases as- soon as the temperature of the

l^ar is somewhat reduced, and I was induced to seek for some

method by which the vibratory motion could be produced and

Second Series, VoL IX, No. 25.—Jaa, 1850. 14
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continued at pleasure without the trouble of reheating the bai-s

for each trial. After various fruitless efforts I obtained a most

beautiful result by using the heating power of a galvanic current.

Fig. 1 shews the mode of performing the experiment with the

1.

battery. A and B are the*two forms usually given to Trevelyan's

bars which, when to be vibrated by the action of heat, are made
of brass, and weighing from one to two pounds, and after being

sufficiently healed, are placed upon a cold block of lead as seen

m fig. 2. The two bars 2.

may be placed upon the

same block though the vi-

brations are apt to interfere

when two are used. When
the bars are to vibrate by
the galvanic current, they

may be of the same - size

and form as above, and of
any kind of metal,—brass or

copper or iron, however, seeming to be most convenient- One
or both of the bars may be placed at once without reference to

temperature upon the stand, as in fig. 1, the bars resting upon me-
tallic rails, E, F, which latter are made to communicate each with

the poles of a galvanic battery of some considerable heating

power. Two pairs of DanielPs, of Smee's, or of Grove's battery

of large size are sufficient. The battery I employ consists of two
pairs of Grove's with platinum plates four inches square- The
vibratiori will proceed with great rapidity as long as the galvanic

current is sustained.

In fig. 2, one pole of the battery is connected with the metallic

block and the other pole with mercury in a little cavity in the

centre of the vibrating bar. The experiment succeeds much better

with the rails, as in fig. 1, and quite a number of bars may be

kept in motion by increasing the number of rails and passing the

current from one to the other through the bars resting upon them.
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The rails are best made of brass wire or a strip of sheet brass,

though other metals will answer, the harder metals which do not
oxydate readily, however, being preferred. A soft metal like lead
is not so favorable to the vibrations in this experiment, although

^
in Trevelyan's experiment lead seems to be almost the only
metal that will answer to support the bar which is usually made
of brass.

Prof. Graham and other authors have attributed the vibration
of Trevelyan's bars to the repulsion between heated bodies, and
others have classed the phenomenon with the spheroidal state of
heated bodies. I do not consider that any repulsive action is

manifested or necessary in either of these cases, nor do I know of
any instance in which a repulsion has been prov^ed between heat-

ed bodies. It is obvious some other solution is required for this

curious phenomenon, and it appears to me that the motion is due
to an expansion of the metallic block at the point of contact, and
upon this supposition, it appears plainly why a block of lead is

required. That is, a metal of low conducting power and high
expansibihty is necessary, at)d lead answers these conditions best.

In a future communication I will anlayze this matter and explain

more fully.

The size of the bars may be very much increased when the

1^ galvanic current is employed, and some curious motions are ob-

served when long and large cylinders of metal are used. If they
are not exactly balanced, which is almost always the case, they

commence a slow rolling back and forth until finally they roll

entirely over, and if the rails were made very long they would
go on over the whole length. An inclination of the rails is re-

quired in this case, but it may be so slight as not to be percepti-

ble to the eye.
8.

If along rod of some weight be placed across one of the bars,

^ shown in fig. 3, the vibrations will become longer; and by way
?f amusement, I have illustrated this with a galvanic see saw as

« naay be termed.
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It is well known that where niere contact (without metallic

continuity) is made by metals conveying the galvanic current,

the metals become most heated at the points of contact, and if

the current be frequently broken, the heat at these points is still

more augmented. It is for this reason we are able to use various

kinds of metals for the experiment, without reference to their

conducting powers and expansibilities.

Washinj^ton, D. C, Dec. 3d, 1849.

Art, XVI.

—

On four new species of Heniiptera of the genera

Ploiaria^ Chermes, and Aleiirodes, and two new Hymenoptera^

parasitic in the last named genus ; by S. S. Haldeman.

Ploiariamaculata, ^aW. 1847. Proceed, Acad. Nat. Sc. 3, 151.

Brown, darker be.neath, above whitish sericeous; head subgloba-

Jar posteriorlyj eyes black and prominent, a transverse impression

between them : antennae and feet annulate with brown and white:

mesonotum fnlvo-sericeous, with an oblong marginal dark brown

macula; base transversely rectilinear between the wings, with a

pale medial elongated spine directed backwards between the

closed wings: superior wings pale gray covered with whitish

reticulations and pale brown macular ; apex and a larger marginal

triangle towards the base, dark brown, divided by pale reticula-

tions, which leave a series of large spots aioimd the apex.—

2

lines long. Pennsylvania in June and July: rare. This species

is the analogue of the European P, vagabnnda, to which it bears

a close resemblance. The first description was taken from amu-
tilated specimen.

Chermes CASTANE.E, Flavous, thorax, pectus, and eyes black
;

wings translucent, inner half of the stigma scarcely discolored ;

1st and 3d transverse nervure normal ; 2d arising: from the middle

of the 1st and terminating in the normal position; posterior

wings without nervures: feet aqd antennae pale fuscous. The
wingless individuals are entirely flavous, with the eyes rufous.

Inhabits both sides of the leaf of the chestnut, forming lines

along the midrib, and causing the leaf to curl. Pennsylvania

in August and September.

Aleurgdes abutilonea. White, body pale flavous, with a tinge

of greenish: wings each with a single nervure, the superior ones

with two irregular obscure bands across them, and a circular

apical spot : eyes black, double upon each side, inferior ones large

and prominent: thorax above, with large irregular fuscous spots;

abdomen with 3 or 4 transverse lines of the same color: rostrum

as long as the head, 2-articulate, apex black: antennse with the

basal articulation robust: feet with short hairs, slender, dimerous.

J lin. long.
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» Larva oval, plane above and beneath, elevation about one

f

*hird the length, periphery vertical
;
pale flavous, the larger indi-^

vidnals with a conspicuous dark dorsal vitta.

Found upon the lower surface of the leav^es of Sida (Abutilon).

^
abutilon, to which the larva is immovably attached. „ It is some-
times so abundant that there are from 50 to 100 in half an inch
square, causing the leaf to curl and die. The perfect insect is

very active, walking and flying readily, and leaping from 1 to ] J
inches. It seems nearest alhed to A. bifasciatus, Steph. When

I
the imago first appears the wings are more translucent and the

\ dark fascise are entirely wanting, so that it might be taken for a
distinct species.

Burmeister's figure of A. proletella, Lin,^ exhibits 2 nervures,

probably because the wings were in contact when drawn, which,

j
on account of their translucency, would allow the nervures of

both to be seen at the same time. Found in Pennsylvania from
ii August to the middle of October.

A, coRxM. Size and general appearance of A. abutilonea: body
pale flavous: eyes black; wings pure white, without bands.

Pennsylvania in September and October; the larva and imago on
the inferior surface of the leaves of Cornus scricea.

Larva flavous, the disc of the larger individuals dark brown :

the margin is ciliate with white. A great many are destroyed m
the larva state by Amitus corni, Hold,^ a minute parasitic hyme-
nopterous insect.

Amitus. (a new genus.) Minute, robust, head transverse, eyes
with distinct facets; palpi 0. Antennae shorter than the body,
filiform, geniculate; in the $ densely verticiliate from the 3d ar-

ticulation, 10-articulate, scapus somewhat curved, thickened to-

wards its apex, nearly as long as the 3 following ; 2d short and
thickj stibfusiforrn^ its apex truncate; 3d as loiig as the 2d but

thinner, and obconic ; 4th nearly as long as the 2d and 3d united,

robust towards its apex: 5-9 cylindrical and subequal, but be-

coming shorter towards the appx: apical artic. elongate conical

^vith its apex acute: in the ? 8-articulate, shorter than in the

^ale, with the fusiform apical articulation longer, exceeding the

2 preceding ones; the 2d artic. is robust^ and longer than in the

^* Thorax robust and elevated, mesonotum with an entire trans-

verse impression. Wings covered with scattered hairs; about as

long as the entire body, the greatest width of the anterior ones

equalling one-third their length; widely ciliate from the apex to

their middle on the posterior side: eni\ve\y without nervures;

anterior ones with the radial margin obtusely concave
;
posterior

ones nearly as Ions as the anterior ones, and Jd of their width,

middle of their anterior margin slightly advanced and provided

>vith 2 hooks for attachment to the anterior pair. Abdomen ses-

sile, movable, depressed, convex above and below, subcordate,
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fully as wide as the thorax, but longer, basal segment composing

^ of the whole^ besides which there are 4 small segments (?):
ovipositor not exserted. Feet ((^ ?) slender elongate, peiitame-

rouSj posterior femora incrassated, anterior tibias with an inferior

apical bifid spine curved beneath the basal artic. of the tarsus,

which is concave beneath, and armed with a dense pectiniform

series of bristles as in Cinetus.

The chief sexual distinction is that (in addition to the scapus)

in the <J the 2d and 4th articulations of the antennae are incras-

sated, and in the $ only the 2d, which is moreover one of the

longest in the ? and one of the shortest in the (J. Their cloth-

ing is also distinct, being long, rigid, and curved forward in the J,

and short and straight in the $. The antennae have no pedi-

cellus, although, from their translucency at the joints, the round

base of the 2d articulation moving in the first, bears some re-

semblance to one.

The wa?it ofpalpi and the ciliate wings would place this genus

in Mr. Westwood's subfamily Mymarides, the wings howev^er,

are not narrowed, and there is no vestige of a nervure, so that I

prefer considering it as a distinct type under the name Amitides.

The name, from «, }iixo; [a thready) is in allusion to the absence

of nervures.
E

A. ALEURODiNus. Polislicd back, clothed with minute white

hairs; a transverse impression above the mouth ; antennae rufous,

apex brownish ; anterior feet and all the trochanters and tarsi, pale

rufous; posterior tarsi, the final joint of the others, and the base

of the anterior femora, discolored, f millim. long, or li to the

end of the wings in repose.

Parasitic in the larva of Aleurodes corni, HahL^ of which it

destroys a great many. I found it with that insect beneath the

leaves of Cornus sericea, on the margin of a water course. It

leaps, walks and flies with facility, and when touched, simulates

death. The antennoe are kept in a constant state of vibration.

I have kept them a week or more, living in confinement. The
ova (crushed from the ovaries) are fusiform, rounded at one ex-

tremity and produced at the other like the neck of a flask.

Two mutilated specimens of another species of parasite were

raised with the preceding and imperfectly examined. The color

is pale flavous : the wings have a subcostal nerve not quite

straight, ending in a short stigmal branch about the middle, the

wings in all other respects as in Amiius ; feet slender and aj)-

parently pentamerous ; c7jes black, covered with numerous short

erect bristles^ more distitict than in Chclomis : head, thorax and

abdomen closely united, thorax large, abdomen with the sides

parallel and the apex obtusely rounded, in one specimen (^ ?) the

abdomen seems but half the width of the thorax, and in the

other its sides form straight lines with it j antenncB (see annexed
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figure) 5-articulate, shorter than the body, scapus narrowed to-

wards its apex, 2d articulation obconic, 3d and 4th very short,
5th oar-shaped, (whence the

generic name,) longer than all

the preceding united, widened
towards the apex, which is ob-
tusely rounded. It may possibly be parasitic in the larva of the

'' Amitus described above, as it is somewhat less in size. I pro-
pose to name the genus Eretmockrus, and the species E. corm.

Columbia, Pa., Dec, 1849.

SCIEATIFIC IIVTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1, On the comparative Cost ofmaking various Voltaic Arrangemenfs ;

by Mr, W, S. Ward, (Proc. Brit. Assoc, 1849, in Athen., No. 1142.)
The author staled that a series of calculations founded on data, pro-

duced to the Chemical Section at Swansea, showed the efficient power
f of three generally used forms of battery known as Smee^s, DanielPs,

^

and Grove's, would be equal when 100 pairs of Smee's, 55 pairs of
*

UanielPs or 34 pairs of Grove's were used, and that the expense of
Working sucli batteries as regards a standard of 60 grains of zinc in

each cell per hour, would be about 6ri., T{d. and 8d. respectively.

This communication led to conversations on the economy of the elec-
tric light and electro-magnetic engines, in which Dr. Faraday, Mr.
Shaw, Mr. Hunt, Mr. Elkington and other gentlemen joined. Dr. Far-
aday remarked on the imperfect character of the electric light, and its

'napplicability for the purposes of ^^eneral illumination ; all objects ap-
pearing dark when the eye was embarrassed by the intensity of the
tilectric arc.—Mr. Shaw and Dr. Percy instanced the magneto-electric
i^achines which are employed at Birmingham for electro-plaiing, in

^h»ch the current cost of the motive power—viz., a steam-engine to

put the magneto-electric niTichine in action, was the only w^orking cost.

Mr. Elkington stated that they had never been induced to abandon
the voltaic battery which they employed in their manufactory, finding it

^ore economical than the magneto-electrical machine of which he was
^ne patentee. He also slated the remarkable fact that a few drops of
the sulphuret of carbon added to the cyanid of silver in the decompo-
sing cell, had the property of precipitating the silver perfectly bright,

1^ instead of bemij granulated so dead as it is when thrown down from
the solutions ordinarily employed,

2. Researches on Wax; by Benjamin Collins Bkodie, (Phil. Mag.
for Oct., 1S49, p. 244.)—In this Journal for May, 1849, we have given
^n abstract of the first and second memoirs of the author upon this sub-
ject; the present is a continuation of the same investigation, and we
can bestow upon it no higher praise, than to say that it is throughout

characterized by the ability and conscientious accuracy which com-
niended the previous memoirs to the confidence of chemists. In these
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it will be remembered he has described cerine^ the part of ordinary

wax soluble in boiling alcohol ; which consists esseniially of ceroiic

acid in a free stale. The chinese wax was found to be a compound
elher, analogous to spermaceti, which by fusion with potash is resolved

info a cerorate and cerotol^ the latter the alcohol of this series (C07).

The portion of ordinary wax which remains afier repeated treatment

with boiling alcohol, is generally designated as vujricine ; it is greenish,

uncrysialline,and melts at 64"^ C Dilute potash has no action upon it, but

it is saponified by boiling with a concentrated solution, or fusion with hy-

drate of potash. The result is a mixture of potash salts with neutral-

bodies atialogous to cerotol ; but the separation of these is very difficult

and tedious ; by decomposing the soap by an acid, and treating the

mixture with alcohol, the greater solubility of the acids effects a par-

tial separation. The neutral waxy matter thus obtained, yields by re-

peated crystallizations from ether, or better from coal naphtha, a highly

crystalline body of a satiny lustre and a fixed melting point of 85*" C.

This substance which constitutes the greater portion of the myricine is

a new alcohol which yields by analysis the formula Cg^ H^o ^2 (^30
^6 2 ^) i

^^ ^f*'s the author gives the name of melissine^ but for rea-

sons given in speaking of the alcohol of cerotic acid, melissol would
be preferable. By fusion with potash lime it yields melissic acid C^^

^60 ^4 (^30 ^^-^60 ^2)1 whicli resembles the preceding wax acid but

fuses ai 88-"—89^ C. The action of ci)lorine upon melissol, a chlorin-

ized aldehyde, clilor-inelal (melissal) ; its action with sulphuric acid is

also precisely similar to cerotol, a coupled acid being formed. By heat,

part distils unchanged, and part is converted into water and u hydro-

carbon.

The principal acid resulting from the saponification of myricine, is

one which when purified from accompanying acids siill more fusible,

has a fixed melting point of 62° C. This was found by its analysis

and by that of its silver salt, to be the palmitic or elhalic acid C32 H32
C>4i (Cjg H32 O2).
The distillation of myricine gives a mixture of acids and hydro-car-

bons ; the first part of the distillate consisting almost entirely of acids

and the final portions of the hydrocarbons ; an odor of butyric acid is

observed during the process. The whole product was saponified, and

the acids resulting, when purified by repeated crystallization, gave pure

palmitic acid.

Among the hydrocarbons is one which from the examination of Ett-

ling, was supposed to be identical with the paraffme of Reichenbach
and isomeric wiih olefiant gas. Mr. Brodie's analyses confirm those of

distillation from potassium, and re-crystallization from elher, is raised to

02° C, while the parafline of Reichenbach melts at 43° '5 C The
analyses of this substance show that it is one of the hydro-carbons rep-

resented by (C2 Ha)^, (R in M. Gerhardt's notation, )'^and as the differ-

ence between its fusing point and that of melissol is the same as exists

between carotene and its corresponding alcohol, the author regards this

as the hydrocarbon Cg^^ Hgo (C30 Hg^) and designates it as mehne
(better melissene).

I

Etlling, but the fusing point of the hydro-carbon from wax, when pu-

rified by pressing in blotting paper, repeated crystallization from ether, 1
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By careful cryslallizauon from ether or a mixture of elher and
naphtha, a highly crystalline substance may be obtained from crude
niyricine, (fusing at 64° C), which has a melting point of 72° C. The
numbers obtained by its combusiion correspond very closely with the
formula C^^ Hgo O^, which is that of the palmitic ether of melissol

;
this compound is regarded by the autlior as the origin of the alcohol
and acid obtained by the saponification of myrlcine.
The other products of the saponification are neutral bodies of lower

fusinjT points than melissol, which by the action of poiash and lime
yield acids apparently belonging lo' the type Cn H (C H)n O^, but
they have not yet been obtained sufficiently pure to be well character-
ized. Associated with the palmitic acid is another acid, soft, very sol-

uble and of a low melting point; but its separation from the palmitic
acid is very difficult. A specimen of beeswax from Ceylon, fusing at

65'''5C., was found to contain not cerotic acid, but to possess all the
characters of the crude myricine from ordinary wax, yielding by sapo-
nification melissol and palmitic acid. T. S. Huist.

3, On the Phosphoric Ethers; by F. Vogeli.—(Compt. Rend, des
Trav. de Chemie, March, 1849, p. 85, from Pogg. Anal., t. Ixxv, p. 282.)
V> hen phosphoric anhydrid is exposed to the vapor of ether, it absorbs
n and becomes liquid ; this liquid diluted with water and saturaied with
carbonate of lead, yields a precipitate of phosphate of lead with the
sparingly soluble phosphovinate P O^, C^ H^ 0, 2Pb O ; the solution

evaporated at a low temperature, yields first laminae of the latter salt,

and finally groups of needles of a new compound, which the author
calls biethereophosphate of lead, PO^, 2C^ H^ 0, Pb O. This salt fu-

ses at SSG'^, and at a higher temperature is decomposed into phosphate
and phosphovinate of lead, with the evolution of white vapors which
condense into a neutral colorless liquid, miscible with ether, alcohol,
and even with water. This M. Vogell regards as the phosphoric ether

P0^,3C^Hj^O. Phosphoric anhydrid with absolute alcohol likewise

furnishes the two acids; and ether dissolves In syrupy phosphoric acid,

but produces only the ordinary phosphovinate,

[These new vinids illustrate beautifully M. Gerhardt's views of the

functions of polybasic acids, and his law of basicity.* The phosphoric
acid, which is tribasic, has hitherto been known to yield but one com-
pound with alcohol, the phosphovinic acid, which being the product of
its reaction with but one equivalent ot alcohol, is necessarily bibasic.

The new acid containing the elements of two equivalents, is monobasic,

}vhile the third compound with three equivalents of the vinic elements
ts in accordance with the same law, neutral. In relation to phosphoric

acid PH3O4 (P2 0^,3HO in the Berzelian notation), these are deri-

ved from its reaction with respectively one, two, and three atoms of alco-

hol, Cg Hg O, and the elimination of a corresponding number of atoms

of water. The first acid being already known as the phosphovinic^ the

new acid may be appropriately called \\\e phosphodivinic^nnA the neu-

tral ether, phosphotrivinid or phosphovinid. Their formulas in the no-

menclature of M. Gerhardt will be

* Precis de Chim. Org., toni. ler, p. 102. Also this Journal, Sept., 1847, p. 171,
and July, 1849^ p^ 89^ et seq.

Second Series. Vol IX. No. 25.—Jan., 1850. 16
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Phosphate, . . . . P (H3) 0^
Phosphovinate, . . . P (H^, C^ H^ 0) O^
Phosphodivinate, . . . P (H, 20^ H^ O) O^
Phosphotrivinid, . . • P (30^ H, O) O4.]

T. S. H.

4. Oa Ihe Estimation of Nitrous acid; by H. Schwarz.—(Liebig's

Annalen, April, 1849.)—This process is founded on the decomposilion

of urea by nitrous acid into carbonic acid and nitrogen, noticed by M.

Millon, and employed by him in the estimation of urea. (See this

Jour., vol. vi, p. 256.)

The well known twin flask apparatus of Will and Fresenius is used ;

in one flask sulphuric acid is employed as usual—in the other a solu-

tion of urea and the nitrite to be analyzed. The apparatus is weighed,

sulphuric acid is drawn over, and when the reaction is finished, a suffi-

cient quantity of air is passed through the flasks, and a second weighing

gives the loss of COg and N, A loss of 1*00 answers to -76 of nitrous

acid. G. C. Sch.effer.

5. New mode ofpreparing Nitrogen ; by B. Coreinwinder.—(Ann.

de Cbim. et de Phys., July, 1849.)—No former process for obtaining

pure nitrogen is both easy and expeditious. The author employs the

remarkable decomposition of niiriteof ammonia by heat, into nitrogen

and water—^but instead of the salt formally prepared, he makes use of

solution of nitrite of potash and hydrochlorate of ammonia. Through

a solution of caustic potash, sp, gr. 1'38, is passed nitrous gas (obiain-

ed from the reaction of starch 1 pt. and nitric acid 10 pts.) until the

product is acid, the solution is then made alkaline by caustic potash,

and may be preserved in this state without change. To prepare nitro-

cn, add to 1 vol. of this solution 3 vols, of very strong solution of hy-

rochlorate of ammonia, and heat moderately in a small flask—the gas

is disengaged very soon, and the decomposition goes on very regularly.

To remove the small quantity of ammonia set free by the slight excess

of caustic potash, the gas must be passed through water acidulated with

sulphuric acid. The nitrogen thus obtained is said to be perfectly pure.

[An econotnical substitute for the solution of the nitrite prepared

as described above, would be found in the nitrite of potash obiained

by cautiously heating nitre—in this case there would be suflicient excess

of alkali to ensure the stability of the salt in solution.] G. C. S.

6- New Process for detecting Iodine and Bromine; by M. A. Rey-

Noso.—(Comptes Rendus, April, 1849.)—To avoid the well known
difficulties in the use of chlorine, it is proposed to employ peroxyd of

hydrogen to set free the iodine or bromine. A fragment of binoxyd

of barium is put into a test tube, and water, hydrochloric acid and

starch paste are added—when we wish to test for iodine, as soon as bub-

bles arise, the liquid to be tested is poured in. In testing for bromine,

ether must be substituted for starch paste.

When sulphurets, sulphites, or hyposulphites are present, on account

of the absorption of oxygen to form sulphates, &.c., more than the

usual quantity of peroxyd of hydrogen is required. The sulphate of

baryta formed, retards the action unless the mixture is agitated, and in

fact it is better in all cases to do so to hasten the evolution of the peroxyd

of hydrogen. This process is said to indicate the presence of less than

1 part of iodide of potassium in 100,000 of water. G. C.S.
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7, On the amount of Ammonia contained in the Atmosphere ; by M.
Fresenius.—The quantitative determination of the ammonia in the at-

mosphere, by M, Grager, gave 0-323 grms. ammonia or 0938 carb.
amm, in 1,000,000 grm. of air. In this determination, the quantity of
ammonia already existing in the chlorid of platinum, (used to precipi-

WL *^^e the ammonia collected from the air,) was not determined. In aa
experiment made by Dr. Kemp, 3'68 grms. of ammonia, or 10'37 car-
bonate of ammonia were obtained. In this case the ammonia was ab-

sorbed by a solution of corrosive sublimate, and the quantity estimated
from the white precipitate formed.
The very great discrepancies in these experiments, led M. Fresenius

to renew the investigations. Two gasometers of 10,000 cub. centime-
tres (610 cub. in. or about 11 qts.) each, were arranged so as to fill

one in the day, the other at night. To each of these there was at-

( tached a collecting apparatus of two small flasks connected together

* and containing dilute hydrochloric acid (1 pt. acid sp, gr. M2, and 20
pts. water). For forty days the air was passed through the apparlitus.

The quantity passed by day was 345,250 cub. cent., (about 12-2 cub,
ft-) by night 344,250 cub. cent, (about 12-1 cub. ft.)

The usual precautions in estimating ammonia by chlorid of platinum
were observed. The ammonia already existing in the chlorid of plati-

num was estimated, making use of the same quantity as that employed
in the two experiments. The ash of the filters was also very carefully

determined.

The air which passed during the day and night gave respectively
•0027 and -0029 of platinum and ash, from which '000G4 and -00067
were to be deducted for the ash, and '00182 for platinum, from deter-

mination of ammonia previously existing in the chlorid. The remain-
ders were -00024 and '00041 platinum. From this it would result that

1^000,000 grms. of air contain during the day -098 grm. of ammonia, or
'283 carb. amm.—during the nisht '169 ammonia, or '474 carb. amm.

Ihe author presents these results as an approximation, the quantity
of ammonia obtained being loo small for accurate results, as any error
n Weighing or determining the ash, would produce an enormous difler-

Gr. G. o.ence in the results.

of Chlorofi
ALHK.—(Journ. de Pharm., July, 1849.)—Chloroform is obtained, as is

known, both from common and melhylic alcohol (pyroxylic spirits)

^he products although generally considered as identical in composition,

have such different properties as to render an investigation very de-

sirable.

Th^ methylic chloroform differs from the alcoholic in having an em-

Pyreumatic and nauseous odor, a lower specific gravity and a lower

boiling point, while its effects upon the system are disagreeable, produ-

cing sickness and heaviness in the head. The properties are commu-
nicated by a substance which could be separated by repeated rectifica-

tion over chlorid of calcium, the salt retaining it. By washing with

Water, an oil was separated, lighter than water, with a boiling point ri-

sing from 185° to 271°, and possessing a peculiar and very strong em-

Pyreumatic odor. Chlorine is a constituent. Sulphuric acid was found
to be the most suitable substance for destroying this impurity of the
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chloroform, which was then found to be in every respect identical with

that obtained from common alcohol.

This impurity amounted in some commercial chloroforms to 6 per

cent. Chloroform from common alcohol, furnished a very small quan-

tity of an oil containing chlorine, but differing from that before de-

scribed. *

The authors consider these oils as chlorinated compounds intermedi-

ate between chloroform and one of the chlorids of carbon. They also

advise that the preparation from methylic alcohol should not be used

for inhalation, even that from common alcohol needing a redistillation,

as the residue obtained will be found to produce in a remarkable degree

headache and giddiness.

The authors have also noticed the curious fact that, when chloroform

is poured upon a double filter, part runs through aiid part is congealed

by rapid evaporation, into silky scales. G. C. S,

9. On the Composition of Shea Butler and Chinese Vegetable TaU
low; by Dr. R. T. Thomson, and Mr. E. T. Wood, (Phil. Mag., May,
1849.)—The Shea butter first noticed by Mungo Park, appears to be

very abundant in the regions along the Gambia and Niger, and consti-

tutes one of the principal articles of commerce among the African na-

tives. It is apparently identical with the Galam butler, and is obtained

from a species of Bassia. The fruit of this tree is about the size of a

pigeon's egg—with a shell about as thin, and " the kernel when new is

nearly all butter."

The fat as obtained by crushing the nut and boiling with water, is

white with a shade of green—solid at common temperatures, like soft

butter at 25"^, and a clear liquid oil at 110°,

When saponified, this oil yields a fat acid, which when purified from

a small quantity of oleic acid, fuses at 142°, and on analysis proves to

be margaric acid,

Chinese vegetable tallow has been long known as derived from the

fruit of the Stillingia seblfera, it is hard and white, with a shade of

green. It fuses at about 80^. Saponified it yields an acid which soft-

ens at HS"", but only becomes quite fluid at 154'', The authors suppose

it to be principally margaric acid with a mixture of stearic.

From the apparently unlimited supply, it is suggested that both of

these oils might be advantageously employed in soap makinst- G, C. S.

10. On the occurrence of Butyric Acid in the Fruits of the Soap tree ;

by Dr. roN Gorup Besanez, (Journ, fur Prakt, Chem. in Chem. Gaz.)

The seeds of the Sapindus saponaria, when pounded and soflened in

water, are used for washing linen. The peculiar odor led to an exam-
ination. On distilling with water combining the distillate with soda,

and again distilling with sulphuric acid, a quantity of pure butyric acid

was obtained.

The fruit of the tamarind by the same treatment furnished formic

and acetic acids, the odor of butyric acid was at the same time devel-

oped. As formic acid was also obtained from the fruit of the soap tree,

and as tartaric acid exists in both fruits, the author is disposed to think

that the butyric, acetic, and formic acids are derived from the oxydation

of tartaric acids. With this opinion, as far as butyric acid is con-

cerned, few chemists will agree.
'^

G* C S.
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11. On the preparation of Hyposulphite of Soda; by M. Paget,
(Journ, de Pharm., May, 1849.)—The salt of commerce contains more
or less of sulphate; if prepared from bisulphite of soda and sulphur,
the product contains a large quantity of sulphate and but little hypo-
sulphate. The neutral sulphite should therefore be used. It is best

^ prepared by the following process.

A solution of carbonate of soda is divided into two equal portions,
one of them is saturated with sulphurous acid to form the bisulphite,

which is then rendered neutral by the second portion. There is pres-
ent however, an excess of sulphuric acid, owing to the solvent action of
the water. This is to be expelled by boiling before adding the sulphur,
which may be added afterwards and the solution boiled without risk,

G. C S.

12. On the amount of Lime in Lime Water; by M. Wittstein,
(Buchner's Report in Chem. Gaz.)—Of cold water, 732 parts dissolve

1 part of anhydrous lime. The solution in boiling water gave uncer-
tain results— 1311, 1495 and 1579 parts of boiling water dissolving 1

of lime.

13. On the preparation of Succinic acidfrom Malale of lime; by

^
LiEEiG, (Liebig's Ann., April, 1849.)—Piria has shown that impure

? fisparagine in solution ferments and furnishes succinate of ammonia.
? (See this Journal, vol. vi, p. 421.) Now asparagine is simply the amid

of malic acid (malamid). M. Dessaignes with a view to confirm the

^
relation between malic acid and asparagine, devised the following ex-
periment. Neutral malate of lime was exposed under water for about
3 minutes—at the end of which time besides carbonate of lime, muci-
laginous matter, &c., there was obtained a crop of crystals which afford-

ed succinic acid. Liebig has fouud that a fermentation got up with
yeast or putrefying cheese, produces the same result in a far shorter
time. The following proportions are recommended,—3 pounds crude
malate of lime are mixed with 10 lbs. water at 104'' and 4 oz. putrid

cheese previously rubbed up with water. At 86° to 104 the fermenta-

\

lion is over in five or six days. The heavy granular crystalline deposit

formed, is a double salt of succinate and carbonate of lime. This is to

be well washed with cold water, and dilute sulphuric acid added until

effervescence ceases: an equal amount of dilute sulphuric acid is again

added and the whole boiled until the granular form of the deposit

disappears. A linen bag is used to separate the gy[)sum which is

washed, and the liquid in them concentrated until a pellicle appears.

Concentrated sulphuric acid is then added to decompose some bisuccinate

of lime remaining in the succinic acid. Water is next added and the suc-

cinic washed out and purified as usual. 3 lbs. of malate of lime fur-

nished 15 to 16 oz. of dazzling white acid.

[In the United Slates, the cheapest source of malic acid is the common
sumach, the salt contained in the heads of this plant is the acid malate

^^ lime, which should be neutralized for the preceding process.

It is rather singular that M. Liebig should lay the whole obligation of

science for this discovery to the account of M. Dessaignes, while his

experiments were undertaken with direct relation to those of Piria

^hich are much older, as shown by the above reference to the pages
of this Journal.] G, C. S.
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14. Chemical Analysis of a Calculusfrom the bladder of a Whale

;

by William Keller, M. D,, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci,, Philad., July, 1849,

p. 185.)—Whalers report ihat il is not unusual to find a number of cal-

culi in the bladder of the whale. These calculi are about the size of

a hen's egg, on the surface very smooth, and of a white color. On
breaking them they are seen to be formed of concentric layers, from

the thickness of a sheet of paper to that of a quarter of an inch ; the

chemical composition throughout being very nearly the same, Mr,

Saul Muller and myself took for analysis different layers, and found

them of the same composition. The chief constituent of the calcu-

lus is the double phosphate of ammonia and magnesia. The quantity

of ammonia could not be directly ascertained, passing off at the sum-

mer temperature. But it will be seen that the quantity of phosphate of

magnesia found, will answer to the quantity of ammonia and water

found necessary for the formation of the double phosphate.

The pulverized stone was first exposed to the heal of a water bath,

to ascertain the quantity of water; heated with ether and alcohol to

find the quantity of fat; then dissolved in nitric acid, the residuum in-

cinerated, the loss was organic mailer and uric acid, while the residu-

um was silicic acid. The quantity of magnesia was ascertained as am-

moniaco-magnesian phosphate, the phosphoric acid as phosphate of iron.

The carbonic acid, the quantity of which was very small, was found

by the apparatus of Will and Fresenius. The rest of the component
parts were in such small quantities that they could not be weighed ;

they were iron, lime, chlorine and soda. The ammonia and water

were ascertained by calculation.

Found. Calculated.

P^O, 27-21 P3O, 27-21
MgO 15-75 MgG 15-75
Fat 0-39 NH^ 6-08
u 2-66 HO 44-59
SiO, 2-18 Fat 0-89
HO 3217 u 2-66
CO^ 0-05 SiO, 218

80-41
C0„ 0-05

Traces of NaO, CaO, FeO, CI. 98-91

15. On the presence of Fluorine in the Waters of the Firth ofForlh^
the Firth of Clyde, and the German Ocean ; by G. Wilson, M.D., (Proc.

Brit. Assoc, l&49,inAthen., No. 1142.)—In 1846, the author announced
the discovery to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, of fluorine as a new
elenrient of sea water. He was led to search for it, after observing that

fluorid of calcium possesses a certain small but marked solubility in wa-

ter, which explains its occurrence in springs and rivers, and necessitates

its occasional, if not constant presence in the sea* The only specimens
of sea water he had examined before this summer, were taken from
the Firth of Forth, at Joppa, about three miles from Edinburgh. He
obtained the mother-liquor or bittern from the pans of a salt work there,

and precipitated it by nitrate of baryta. The precipitate after being

washed and dried was warmed with oil of vitriol in a lead basin, cover-
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ed with waxed glass having designs on it. The latter were etched in

two hours, as deeply as they could have been by fluor-spar treated in

the same way, the lines being filled up with the white silica, separated
from the glass. The author has recently examined in the same way
bittern from the salt-works at Saltcoats, in the Firth of Clyde, but the
indications of fluorine were much less distinct than in the waters on the
East Coast. On procuring, however, from the same place, the hard
crust which collects at the bottom and sides of the boilers used in the

evaporation of sea-water, he found no difficulty in detecting fluorine in

the deposit. This crust or deposit consists in greater part of sulphate
of lime, and of carbonate of lime and of magnesia, but it contains also

much chlorid of sodium, and the other soluble salts of sea-water, en-
tangled in its substance. When sulphuric acid, accordingly, is poured
on it, it gives off much hydrochloric and carbonic, as well as some hy-
drofluoric acid, and the latter is thus swept away before it has time to

corrode the glass deeply. The author preferred, nevertheless, to use
the crust exactly as he got it, that the proof of the presence of fluorine

might not be impaired in validity by the possibility of that substance
being introduced by the water or re-agents which must have been em-
ployed, had the chlorids and carbonates been separated from the crust

by a preliminary process. The crust, accordingly, after being dried

and powdered, was placed along with oil of vitriol in a lead basin cov-
ered by a waxed square of plate glass, with letters traced through the

Wax. A single charge of the crust and acid corroded the glass very
slightly, but by replenishing the basin with successive quantities of these

materials, whilst the same plate of engraved glass was used as the cover,

he found no difficulty in etching the glass deeply. Operating in this

^vay, he has found fluorine readily in the boiler deposit from the waters

of the Firths of Forth and Clyde. It is a less easy matter to subject

the waters of the open sea to the requisite concentration, before exam-
ination. It occurred to the author, however, that the incrustations which
are periodically removed from the boilers of the ocean steamers would
serve to determine the question whether fluorine is a general constitu-

ent of the sea. He made application, accordingly, at Glasgow and
Leith for the deposits in question. It appears, however, that the deep-

sea stean:iers which leave the former have their boilers cleaned out at

other ports, so that he has as yet been unsuccessful in procuring crusts

from the west coast of Scotland. He has obtained at Leith the crust

from the boiler of a steamer called the Isabella Napier, which trades be-

tween that port and Wick, so that the greater part of the water consum-

ed as steam by its engines is derived from the German Ocean, although

a portion is necessarily obtained from the Firth of Forth.
^
The crust

from the boilers of this vessel was treated in the way described, and at

once yielded hydrofluoric acid. A single charge, indeed, of the mate-

rials marked the glass distinctly, and four charges deeply. We may
therefore infer that fluorine is present in the waters of the German
Ocean, for different portions of the deposit yielded it readily, and marked
glass as deeply as the deposit from the water of the Firth of Forth did,

which could not have been the case if the whole crust had not con-

tained fluorine pretty equally diffused through it. From what is known
of the comparative uniformity in composition of sea-water, it may safely
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be inferred that if fluorine be present in the waters of the Firths csf

Forth and Clyde, and in the German Ocean, it will be found universal-

ly present in the sea. Mr. Middleton, before 1846, came to the con-

clusion that fluorine must be present in sea-water, since it occurred, as

he had ascertained, in the shells of marine molUisca. Silliman, junior,

without a knowledge of Middleton's views, drew the same inference

from its invariable presence in the calcareous corals brought to America

by the United States expedition from the Pacific Ocean. The author

has found fluorine abundantly present in the teeth of the Walrus, which

points to its existence in the Arctic Ocean ; and it seems so invariably to

associate itself with phosphate of lime, that it may be expected to occur

in the bones of all animals marine and terrestrial. The author has

found fluorine likewise in kelp from the Shetlands, but much less dis-

tinctly than he anticipated. Glass plates were only corroded so far as

to show marks when breathed upon. Prof Voelker, also, was "kind

enough at the author's request to search for fluorine when analyzing the

ashes of specimens of the sea pink {Slalice Armeria)^ which had grown

close to the sea shore, and contained iodine, and found fluorine in the

plant. When all these facts are considered, it is not too much, the au-

thor thinks, to urge that fluorine should now take its place among the

acknowledged constituents of sea-water. He has entered at length into

the consideration of the natural distribution of this element, and into

other details connected with it, in a paper in the * Transactions of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol, xvi, part 7, and in a communication

made to the Association at its Southampton meeting. The Stalice Ar-

meria may certainly be added to the list of plants containing fluorine,

and so may the Cochlearia Anglica^ in specimens o^ which obtained

from the Bass Rock, and analyzed in Dr. Wilson's laboratory, Dr. Voel-

ker has also detected this element.

Specimens of etched glass were shown to the Section in illustration

of this communication.
Prof Fnrchammer confirmed the results of Dr. Wilson. He bad

examined sea-water from near Copenhagen, and found fluorine in every

instance. He had also examined many shells and marine products

from various localities, and they all gave the same body—the qimntity

of which was always greater in sea than in land animals. Mr. Pearsall

thought he had detected fluorine in many waters from springs and rivers,

16. On the Ariijicial Production of certain Crystallized Minerals^

particularly Oxyd of Tin^ Oxyd of Titanium^ and Quartz ; by M. A.

Daubkee, (Compt. Rend., 27th Aug., 1849, 227.)—In a memoir pre-

sented in 1841 to the Academy, the author showed that the fluorids

appeared to have played an important part in the formation of stan-

niferous veins. This idea which was then supported only by obser-

vations on the structure and composition of deposits of tin, is now con-

firmed by experiment; for by imitating the process of nature as there

explained, he has obtained crystallized oxyd of tin- Not having the

apparatus suitable for the production of the stannic fluorid, he em-

ployed in its place the chlorid of that metal—the great analogy ex-

isting between the fluorids and chlorids permitting this extension of the

results obtained on the last to the corresponding fluorids.

1
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The method consists simply in bringing at the same lime in a red
hot porcelain lube two currents, one of chlorid of tin and one of vapor
of water. The oxyd of tin which results from the decomposition of ihe
two vapors, lines the mouth of the tube with mineral crystals. When
the perchlorid of tin is introduced, dissolved in a current of dry car-
bonic acid, (in place of vaporizing the perchlorid by heat alone,) the

cryslals are obtained of a larger size. The crystals thus obtained are,

generally, colorless with the adamantine lustre belonging to the natural

mmeral, and so hard as readily to scratch glass. Although very small
they have the edges and angles perfectly sharp. From the modifica-
tions of the crystals, M. Daubree regards the oxyd of tin as a new exam-
ple of dimorphism, of which the new form of the artificial mineral is

a right rhombic prism, while the natural mineral has the form of a
square prism. The artificial crystals always have the two vertical trun-

cating faces greatly extended, so as to present forms much resembling
Brookite. The artificial tin crystals have the same longitudinal striee,

parallel to the vertical edges of the primary. The angle of the two
truncating faces (133°) is the same as in brookite—(e^ on e3=134'*
Levy) : thus the artificial rhombic oxyd of tin is isomorphous with
brookite.

The natural oxyd of tin has for a long time been recognized as iso-

morphous with rutile. It appears from these results that the two pri-

w^ary forms of oxyd of tin correspond exactly to the two forms of
titanic acid. This isodimorphism furnishes a new and remarkable in-

stance of the geometrical relation which unites the two primal forms of
a dimorphous body. The density of the artificial oxyd of tin, which
IS 6"72, is inferior to that of the square prismatic variety. The density"

of brookite as compared with rutile, is the same. In two isodimorph-
ous substances, it happens, therefore, that the molecular arrangement
of the square prismatic form is more dense than that of the right-

rhombic.

Because the artificial oxyd of tin has a form different from that of
the native mineral, we are not at liberty to conclude that the two crys-
talline systems correspond to modes of production which are very dif-

ferent from each other ; for in the Oisans and in Switzerland, the same
veins and often the same specimens contain at least two of ihe species
of titanic acid, anatase and brookite. The conditions are therefore
very similar, which decide the change of molecular equilibrium, pro-
ducing the two forms of titanic acid.

The vapor of perchlorid of titanium treated by the same methods to

^hich the chlorid of tin was submitted, gave titanic acid in little brist-

bng mammillary masses, the crystalline points perfectly sharp, but
of microscopic dimensions. These little crystals have the form of

brookite.

The chlorid and fluorid of silicon, treated in the same manner in a

porcelain tube, gave unsatisfactory results, but repeating the trial in an
©arthen retort, and in a crucible protected in an outer crucible and
^eated to a white heat, he obtained in two experiments a deposit of sil-

ica of a vitreous fracture, the mammillary surface of which presented
here and there very small crystalline faces, among which are visible

triangular faces like those in quartz.

Second Series, VoL IX, No. 25.-^Ian., 1850, 16
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17. On ^M origin of the Titaniferous veins of the Alps^ (ibid., 229.;

Many districts of the Alps are known by the beautiful crystals of

rutile^ anatase and of brookite, which they furnish. The minerals

which connpose these veins have encrusted previously existing fissures

in the same manner as metaUiferous veins, properly so called- The
mode of occurrence of the titaniferous veins of Saint Gothard and of

Oisans, recalls in most particulars, certain small stanniferous veins

which the author has already shown elsewhere, to be posterior to the

rock which contains them. These veins, however, are injected inti-

mately into the encasing rock. The penetration of crystals of rutile

into the interior of crystals of specular iron and of quartz, proves that

these three minerals have been precipitated, if not simultaneously, at

least under the same conditions. Now the specular iron of these veins

recalls by its brilliancy and peculiar form the specular iron of volcanic

regions, which as has been shown by Gay Lussac and Mitscherlich,

has been produced from the decomposition of chlorid of iron by the

vapor of water.

We seem authorized in assigning a similar origin to the specular iron

of these titaniferous veins. This first assumption is strengthened if we

remember that titanic acid which has been obtained only in an amorph-

ous condition by methods heretofore known, disposes itself in crystals

when its chlorid is treated at an elevated temperature by the vapor of

water ; so it is the same with silicic acid. Thus by a threefold reason

are we led to conclude that the minerals of the Alpine titaniferous veins,

owe iheir origin to the decomposition of their respective chlorids and

fluorids by the vapor of water. It favors our view that while in the

volcanic districts the chlorine has entirely disappeared from the deposits

of specular iron
;
yet in the Alpine veins we still find many evidences

of the presence of this agent. It is in fact deposited at the same time

with the three species of titanic acid—the fluorids, fluor-spar which is

frequent, the fluo-sllicates (mica rich in fluorine), the fluo-phosphates

(apatite), and lastly the borosilicates (axinite and tourmaline); these

each are, so to speak, a complementary product of the fluo-silicates.

The apatite of St. Gothard contains 0*002 of hydrochloric acid, show-

ing that chlorine was not wanting; during the formation of these veins.

Moreover, the presence of crystallized hydrous silicates, as chlorite

and various species of zeolites, serves to show that water also bore its

part in the filling up of these titaniferous veins.

VVe arrive, therefore, by proofs of a different character, as well

from a study of the deposits as from direct experiment, to the conclu-

sion that rutile, anatase, brookite, specular iron, and at least in part the

quartz, which fill up the narrow veins of St. Gothard and Oisans, have

been formed from the decomposition of the fluorids of titanium, of si-

licium, and of iron, associated with fluorids of boron and of phosphorus,

and probably also with chlorids of the same bodies. From these several

combinations which are volatile and undecomposable by heat alone,

(but which are instantly decomposed by the vapor of water,) and from

the reactions which have operated upon the encasing rocks, have re-

sulted the fixed substances which now fill the titaniferous veins.^

The author then proceeds to amplify the subject by applying the

foregoing facts and reasonings to other localities and combinations of

minerals.
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11. Mineralogy and Geologt.
w

1. Analysis of Schuylkill Wafer; by M. 11, Boye, (Proc. Amer.
Assoc, 1848, p. 123.)—The following analysis is published by M. Boye,
with full details of the process he adopted. We here cite his results.*

Alkaline chlorids,

Alkaline sulphates,

Alkaline carbonateSj

Carbonate of linne,

Carbonate of magnesia,

Alumina and oxyd of iron (phosphates ?) 0-077

• • a • • U'Ol/O

Grains in 1 gallon.

0- 1 53
0-560

0185
2-190
0-484

Silica,

Organic matter,

Total residue.

0-036

4080

In 100 residue.

3-75

13-74

4-53

53-67

11-87

1-88

9-68

0-88

10000
By a separate experiment, total residue, 4-421

The above numerical results reduced to 10,000 parts of water, and
given, as obtained by analysis, without endeavoring to arrange the in-

gredients in the manner in which the analyst may consider them as

combined in the water, will stand thus

:

Sulphuric acid,

Chlorohydric acid,

Carbonic acid,

Potassa and soda, .

Lime,
Magnesia,

Alumina and oxyd of iron (phosphates ?)

Silica.

Organic matter,

n 10,000 part

0051775
016275

0-220195

0076723
0-211350
0-040095

0013200
0-067710
0-006170

Deduct water in chlorohydrates,

Total residue in 10,000,

07-03493

004022

0-699471

The following exhibits a tabular view of the different amounts of

solid, fixed, and insoluble residue obtained by Prof. Siliiman and M,
Boye

—

StLLIMAN.Boye.

Grnins in I gallon.

Solid residue, 4080 )^ 250° or over.
4-421 )

Fixed at a red heat, 3-794 calculated

from the above.
Insoluble in water, 2-896 "

Grains in 1 gallon.

5 50 at 212°.

4-26

3-69 by direct e.\periment.

2 145

2. On Acid and Alkaline Springs ; by Prof. W. B. Rogers, (Proc.

Amer. Assoc, 1848, p. 94.)—Tn this communication after referring to

* For Prof B Silliinan's, Jr., examination of the same -water, see this Journal, [2],

ii. 218.
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the principal classes of mineral springs, thernr^al and of ordinary tem-

perature, and comprehended under the terms acidulous, saline, sulphu-

retted and chalybeate, Prof. R, entered into a particular account, geo-

logical and chemical, of two very distinct classes of springs of fre-

quent occurrence in the Appalachian region, particularly in Virginia

and Eastern Tennessee. The one is remarkahle for containing a con-

siderable amount o{ free sulphuric acid^ along with sulphates of iron

and alumina, the other is distinguished by containing a small quantity of

carbonate of soda^ along with carbonate of lime and magnesia, much
silica and some carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen.

These springs are of very common occurrence in the slates and shales

known as the Marcellus, Hamilton, &:c., in the New York series, and

designated in the nomenclature of the Profs. Rogers, as the post-me-

ridial, older and newer slaies and shales respectively. In those parts

of these fornnations, which abound greatly in decomposing bisulphuret

of iron, and which are not interstraiified with calcareous beds, the

springs which occur belong to the former of the two classes. Such,

for example, are the celebrated Alum springs and Brinkley's springs

near the eastern base of the great Warm Spring mountain in Virginia,

At these and similar localities, the crumbling slates are imbued with

the products of the decomposed pyrites, and yield to the infiltering wa-

ters a portion of free acid, as well as sulphates of iron and alumina.

But what is specially remarkable in the composition of these waters, is

the fact, that the proportion of free sulphuric acid present, often very

greatly exceeds that which the oxydation of the bisulphuret could fur-

nish. This excess Prof. R. proposed to explain in the following way:
'While the bisulphuret is subject to oxydation, as above mentioned, a part

of the sulphates thus formed, reacting with the organic matter, always
present in ihese rocks, gives rise to sulphuretted hydrogen gas. This

again, as recently shown by Dumas, in the presence of air and organic

matter, gives birth to sulphuric acid—and thus the additional supply of

this acid, formed at the expense of the sulphates, will be imparled to

the percolating water. ^

Of the second, or alkaline springs, Prof. R, stated, that they were
found in the same general slaty belt with the others, but always in con-

nection whh those parts which contain more or less carlo/iaie of lime.

Instances of these springs are seen in the Grey Sulphur and DibbrelPs

springs, as well as many others in Virginia and Tennessee.
The absence of sulphuric acid in these waters, is an obvious conse-

quence of the reaction between the carbonate of lime and the acid in

passing into the mass. The same rcaciion giving rise to the evolution

of a great amount of carbonic acid, would, as h were, saturate the

pores of the slate with this substance, which, in virtue of its large ex-

cess, would have power to decompose the sulphuret of sodium, and per-

haps other salts present, and thus give origin to the small amount of

carbonate of soda, which imparts alkalinity to these waters. The great

proportion of silica, in the solid residuum of these springs, may doubt-

less be ascribed to the solvent power of the alkaline carbonate.

3. On Reptilian foot-marks in the gorge of the Sharp Mountain near

PoitsviUe, Pa.; by Isaac Lea, (Proc. Amer. PhiL Soc, 1849, p. 91.)

The object of this communication is to announce to the Society, that
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i^.

I have discovered the foot-prints, in bas-relief, of a reptilian quadru-
ped^ lower in the series than has yet been observed. On the 5lh of
April last, in the exanDination of ihe strata in the gorge of the Sharp
Mountain, near Pottsville, Pa,, where the Schuylkill breaks through it,

a large mass of remarkably fine old red sandstone attracted my atten-

tion. Imprinted upon it, I was surprised to find six distinct impressions
of foot-marks, in a double row of tracks, each mark being duplicated
by the hind foot falling into the impression of the fore foot, but a little

more advanced. The strata here are tilted a little over the vertical,

and the surface of rock exposed was about twelve feet by six, the

whole of which surface was covered with ripple marks and the pits of
rain drops, beautifully displayed in the very fine texture of the deep
red sandstone.

The six double impressions distinctly show, in the two parallel rows
formed by the left feet on the one side and the right feet on the other,

that the animal had five

appendages.

toes on the fore feet,

three of which toes were
apparently armed with

unguinal

The length of the double
impression is four and
a quarter inches ;* the

breadth four inches ; the

distance apart in the

length of the step of the
animal thirteen inches;
across, from outside to

outside, eight inches.
The mark of the drag-
ging of the tail is dis-

tinct, and occasionally
slightly obliterates a
small part of the im-

of the foot-

.
//////'"^

pressions

murks. The ripple

niarksare seven to eight
inches apart, and very
distinct, as well as the

P>ts of the rain drops.

These foot-marks as-

siniilate remarkably to
*' **"

those of the recent Alligator Mississippiensis^ and are certainly some-

what analogous to the Cheirotherium.

The geological position of this reptilian quadruped is of great inter-

est, from the fact that no such animal remains have heretofore been

discovered so low in the series. Those described by Dr. King, in tho

great western coal field, are only eight hundred feel below the surface

of the coal formation. (No. 13, of Prof, Rogers, the Slate Geologist.)

figur
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The position of the Pottsville "foot-marks" is about 8500 feet below

the upper part of the coal formation there, which is 6750 feet thick,

according to Prof. Rogers, and ihey are in the ^' red shale^'^ (his No.

11,) ihe intermediate siliceous conglomerate (No, 12) being sia!ed by

him (o be 1031 feet thick at Pottsville- These measurements would

bring these foot-marks about seven hundred feet heloio the upper sur-

face of the old red sandstone.

A mass o^ coal plants exists immediately on the northern face of the

heavy conglomerale, here tilted ten degrees over the verticals and form-

ing the crest and '* back-bone" of Sharp Mountain- This conglomerate

mass is about one hundred and fifty feet thick at the western side of

the road below Pottsville. On the same road side, about 1735 feet

from these coal plants, is the face of the rock, tilted slightly over the

vertical, and facing the north. It is proper to state, that the limestone

of the old red sandstone exists here, about two feet thick, and underlies

these *' fool-marks" sixty-five feet. I was fortunate enough to obtain

these impressions in a large and heavy slab, which is now in my pos-

session.

On the slab there are obscure remains of other organized matter;

small spots, with filamentous radiations, and a small bone or reed-like

mark, which is difficult to make oui.

4, Gold on the farm of Samuel Elliot^ Montgomery County^ Md.,

thirty milesfrom Baltimore^ (Proc. Amer. Phil, Soc, 1849, p. 85.)

The locality has been known but a few months, and appears to be val-

uable. Three samples examined at the mint, yielded as follows :

No. 1 yielded at the rate of 744 grains per cwt. of ore, or $610 00 per ton,

No. 2 " 960 •* 787 20 "

No. 3
" 20G « 16S 80 "

Average, 636 522

The quartz which forms the matrix of the gold, crops out amidst a

decomposed talcose slate, so that quarrying is very easy. Ores of cop-

per and iron are also present.

Messrs. Bowman & Ebbett, of New York, state that much gold ap-

pears to be disseminated throughout the gangue, in so minute a state

of division, as to be invisible to the naked eye.

5. Gold of California, (from a letter to one of the editors from Kev,

C. S, Lymax, dated, San Francisco, Oct. 29th, 1849.)—The gold the

past season has turned out much better than was expected. Many rich

deposits, in all parts of the mines, have been opened. On the middle

fork of the Rio de los Americanos, two men recently dug 828,000 in

two months. I saw a portion of it in lumps of the size of hens' egg^^

and larger. The Mariposa has yielded several similar prizes and so

has the Mokelemnes. Bat for these few fortunate diggers, there are

thousands who scarce earn a dollar a day. From the best information

I can get, industrious workers have not averaged more than eight or

ten dollars a day—some estimate it much lower ; multitudes do not p<iy

expenses, particularly clerks, professional men and others unaccus-

tomed to hard work.

The gold has at last been discovered in place—in veins penetratmg

quartz beds—on the Mokelemnes and in the vicinity of the Mariposa
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and one or two other places. I have this from gentlemen who have
seen the veins and who are reliable witnesses. These veins are of
course not worked yet, as it is more profiiable to dig the wash gold.

One of these veins has been '^denounced" (as it is termed) under the
Mexican laws, by Mr. Fremont. The working of the innumerable rich

veins, which undoubtedly will be opened in the mountains, will consti-

tute an immense and profitable mining business for centuries. I have
no fear that the gold, as many imagine, will all be dug out in a year
or two.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Description of a Nut found in Eocene marl; by Edmund Ruffin.
(Communicated for this Journal.)—About two months ago, one of my
laborers, employed in excavating marl, brought to me the shell of a
nut, or large seed, which he had that day found imbedded in the marl,

at the depth of about five feel below its upper surface. The marl is

eocene—about forty per cent, of it being shelly matter, mostly disin-

tegrated, with enough fine clay to render ihe mass impervious to waten
As it lies low, and is covered naturally by oozing springs, the marl is

barely moist, from absorption. Though the composition of the earth,

and manifest manner of its original deposition, make it certain that

at first the marl was very soft, yet the subsequent addition of materials^

and the still later superimposed earth, had by weight so compressed the

lower beds, as to make the marl very compact and close. The over-

lying earth (sand, gravel, and clay) there had been six feet thick. The
calcareous marl is eight feet ; and this lies on green-sand earth, of

great depth, and containing very little shelly or calcareous matter.

As in my long experience in the excavation of marl, and much more
extended examination of various marls and their fossils, I had never
seen or heard of any such discovery as this, I was careful in scrutinizing

the facts stated. The result of the scrutiny was my being perfectly

satisfied with the truth of the statement. There could have been no
possible object for the negro to attempt a deception. And even if there

had been such a design, he could not have provided such means as he

here produced, in an unknown if not a unique fossil specimen, in a

remarkably good state of preservation. This is the principal and all-

sufficient evidence of the good faith of the laborer. He could not pos-

sibly have been himself deceived. He had been for years accustomed

to work in this marl, and to preserve for me all rare or curious speci-

mens of fossils. At this lime, this labor had been in progress for some
weeks without intermission ; and he had that day (with his assistants)

dug several feet into the solid marl before reaching the level of the nut.

It was seen partly exposed in a lump of marl just loosened by the hoe

from its bed, and was immediately separated. The discoverer did not

know the importance of it, and therefore did not preserve the cell or

hollow impression of the nut in the lump of marl, which would have

been conclusive evidence of the locality of the relic.

When brought to me, the nut had been washed very nearly clean of

all the adherin°g marl. The distension by moisture was very great, (as

was learned afterwards by the great shrinking,) and consequently the
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freshness of appearance, as shown in color, to the touch, and by flexi

bility, was so much the greater. The perfection of the preservaiion

was indeed wonderful—and scarcely less than I should have expected

of any like nut, as an acorn or horse-chestnut, similarly burled for but

a few years.

The shell of the nut was almost perfect. The only exceptions were
that by compression it was (apparently) flattened ; and m being so

com[)ressed, a crack had been made and kept open at the upper (or

germ) end. The shell while distended by moisture, in color, smooth-

ness of surface, and in partial elasticity, appeared much like old leather,

softened by being water-soaked. The color was dark brown, approach-

ing to black. The mark of the stem-atlachment, though small, was as

distinct as if the nut had been new.
Expecting that the drying of the nut would cause it to crumble and

to lose its form, (which however has not occurred,) I made the annexed
rough and mechanical, but accurate drawings of the outlines, within

thirty hours after the nut was found. Figures 1 and 2 respectively

represent the upper and lower compressed sides ; and 3, the lower

end with the mark of stem-attachment (a) held uppermost. How great

the distension then was may be seen by comparing the then size with

fig. 4, which \s the same view as fig. 1, but marked since the thorough

1. 3.

2

4.

drying and shrinking of the shell. The outlines were marked by tra-

cing around the object witli a pencil, and using every care to preserve

the exact profile of size, as closely as possible. Since drying, the
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cracks are more extended in length, but less open. The shell is about
the twelfth of an inch ttiick ; and now appears more like lignile than

I
any more recent vegetable mailer. .Of course nothing of the kernel,
or true seed, remained. \n its place there are some particle^ of black
vegetable matter intermixed with some powdery marl

—

all which do
not near fill the present cavity.

Though my labors in excavating marl of different kinds during many
years, and my much more extended personal examinations elsewhere,
have given me opportunities rarely enjoyed by others for seeing and
gathering fossil specimens from their localities, I make no claim to the

character of a scientidc investigator of this subject. Tlierefore, I do
not known whether (as I infer it is) this nut is an extinct species—or

whether the like has been found before.

This marl, bordering the Pamunkey river, has peculiar characteris-

tics, and also has rare value as a manure. The fossil remains are gen-
erally much decayed. Amonrr the kinds most common, are shells of
Ostrcea sellmforrnis and Cardita playiicosla, either of wljich sufficiently

identifies the marl with the eocene. Some other fossils are either new,
or very rare, at least to my observation. Among the most rare is a

fragment of a spine of an extinct Echinus^ which is eight inches long,

and more than three quarters of an inch in diameter, where thickest. By
comparison of the size with the species of the largest specimens known
to me of recent Echini^ this extinct species must have had a very large

body, beset with spines 3 feet long. I have also found smaller fragments
of these species in the eocene marls of Coggin's Point, James river, Va.,

and of the Sanlec in South Carolina. The futings of the surface of
these spines are beautifully regular ; so as to seem like delicate artifi-

cial carved work.
Lignite is often found in this eocene marl, I have two specimens of

tmpure amber which were found in this kind of marl, though not m my
own diggings. One of these was broken from a solid niass which was
said by the person who found it to have been nearly afoot in diameter.

Maiibourue, Va., July 4, 1849.

2. Synopsis Generum Crusfaceorum Ordinis^^cJu^opoda^'^ J.D.Da'na
eiaboratus, et Descriptiones specierum hujus ordinis qute in Orbis Tcrra-

^tim circumnavigatione, Carolo Wilkes e Classe Reipublicse Fosderata?

I^uce, auctore lecta.-.—(Pars 1.)

Ordo ir. CRUSTACEA SCHIZOPODA.

Crustacea Macrourorum pullos afElianlia, branchiis sive externis

pedes thoracis abdomlnisve pertinenttbus, sive obsoletis
;
pedibus pluri-

l?us birameis palpo valde elongate ; maxiilipedibus pedes sequentes sa^pc

assimilantibus-

Tribus I. PIPLCOPODA.

Pedes thoracis biramei, palpo natatorio, nulli prehensiles. Cara-

pax cephalothoracem plerumque tegens, segmento cephalico non bene

discreto,
^

Secoxd Series, Vol. IX, No. 25.—Jan., 1S50. H
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Subtrlbus I. Mysidacea.
-^

Corpus elongatum, subcylindricum. Basis pedum thuracicorum brevis-

L Pedes thoracis branchigeri.

Fam. I. EvPHAUsiDJE.—Aniennas primee biramece. [In speciebusscru-

tatis segmenlum abdominis posticum barba nuda ad exlremiiatem utrin-

que armatum.]

Genus 1. THYSAXoroDA, {M, Edwarda).—Oculi syn:imetrici, breves. Pedes thoracis

qnatuordecini, duobus posticia obsoletis branchiis exceptis. Fliigella duo antennaruni

primarum elongata.

Genus 2. Euphausia, {Dana).—Oculi symmetrici, breves. Pedes tboracis non un-

fuiculati, numero duodecim, qiiatuor pnsticis obsoletis brancbiis exceptis. FlageUa

uo antennarum priiiiarurn elonguta. Segmentuni abdomiiiis posticum acuniinatimi.

Genus 3. Gyrtopia, (i)ana).—Oculi paulo oblongi, apicem externum oblique gibbosi,

lenticulis totis in gibbositatem versis. Articulus antennarum priniarnni primus api-

cem mferlorein productus. Segmenturn abdoniiiris posticum obtusum aut truncatuni.

2. Pedes thor'acis ahdoniinisve non hrajichigeri,

Fam. IL Mysid^e.—Anlennre primfe birameae, secundae lamina basali

inslructse. [Pedes thoracis postici nunquam obsoleli?]

1. Pedum, rmni amho ihoi'acicoruin extremitatem rnultiarticulatL

Genus 1. Mysis, {Laireille).—Pedes tboracis duodecim, maxillipedes nimiero sex

Antennae prinife flageJlis duobus coniectae. Pedes abdominis parvuli, debiles.

2. Pedutn rafnus ijdernus thoracicorum non multiarticulatus^ hcne ungnlculatns,

Oculi spmnetricL

Genus 2. Peomysis, {Dana).—Pedes thoracis duodecim, maxillipedes sex. Anten-

na? primse flagellis duobus lamindque oblong^ confectse. Pedes abdominis oblongi,

natatorii, longitudinem fere a^qui. [Segmenturn abdominis posticum emarginatum
vel bilobatum.]

Genus 3. Mysidia, (Dana),—Pedes thoracis sexdecim, inter sese similes, toti bene

SalpigerL Antennae prima) flagellis duobus laminaque oblongi confectae. Pedes ab-

ominis quarti valde elongati, (an discrimen sexualis tantum). [Segmentmii abdom-
inis posticuui emarginatum vel bilobatum,]

Syn. Themisto, Goodsir. Hoc quoque vocabulum generis Auiphipodum auctori-

tatem prius.

Genus 4. Siriella, (7)anrt).—Pedes thoracis sexdecim, toti bene palpigeri, posti-

corum duodecim ramo pediformi apicem setis brevibus mobilibus (instar digitorum)

juxta unguem instructs Antennce primee flagellis duobus confectce, lamina carentes.

Pedes abdominis toti rudimentarii. [Rostrum brevissinium. Segmenturn abdominis

posticuui apicem rotundatum et spitmlia ornatum.]
Genus 5. Mvxo, (Kroyer, Tids. K. R. i. 470).—Pedes thoracis quatuordecim, primi

secundi tertii quartique j^alpigeri, quiuti sexti septimi simphces. Appendices caudales

segmentoque caudali connati, ideoque cauda late triangulata, margme postico longo,

riagella antennarum prhuarum nun articulata.

8. Oculi e latere pedicclli externa oblujue spedantes, letUienlu totis parce obH-

que rersis.

Genus 6. Loxopis, (Drtna).—Oculi elongati. Antcnn;r prima? flagellis duobus con-

fectsB, lamina carentes. Appendices abdomuiis rudimentarii. [Segmenturn abdomi-

nis posticum truncatum, vet obtusum, cxtremitato spimiloso.]#

Thomp
mutilatus) incerta sedis videtur. Oculi longib^uni. Ajitciina^ prunae fere obsoletie \

secundse lamina instructse. Pedes duo longLssinii, articiilo tenui annulato confecti

;

reliqui breves. Pedes abdominis natatorii
Sequentes Furdlite et Calyptopea forsan puUi Decapodum aut quorundam Schizo-

podum; generibus jam enumeratis hoc discrepant: Ape^ inferior articidi antenna-
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Fam. IIL Sceletinid^.—Antenna? primEe simplices, elongatae ; se-
cundee biramese.

Genus 1. Rachitia, {Dana).—Carapax antice aciito-tricuspidatus, post frontem
nou constrictus—Oculi lon^i obconici. Sejrmt'ntimi abdominis sextum valde elon<ra-
turn, [segmentis m specie scrututu anticis simul sumtis non longiuribus, utroque spi-

nam lougam dorsaleni gerente.] Antennae primpe flagello longo tenuissimo confectae.

Genus 2. SceletixAj [Dana).—Carapax antice acutotricuspidatus, paiilo post fron-
tem instai" colli coniitrictus, deinde ovatus posticu augustans. Oculi pr^clongi, oboonicL
Pedes thoracis elongati duodecim, biramei, ramo pediformi 4-5 articulate, altoro
(palpo) parce setoso ; alii pedes breves quatuor, anteriores. Pedes abdominis rudi-
mentariL [Segnieutum abdominis posticum lineare, truncatum vel emarginatum.]

Ha?c animalia Lucileribus paulo affines.

3. Pedes ahdominis appendicihis hranchiiformibus instructi,

Fam. IV. Cynthid^.—Antennas primae blramea?, secundse lamina
basali instructai.

Genus CY'STm\ (Thompson).—^Pedes thoracis quatuordecim, biramei; maxillipedes
quatuor. Oculi breves symmetrici.

Sublribus IL Amphionacea.

Corpus depressum, carapace foliaceo. Basis pedum thoracicorum

'*k

elongatus, palpo a corpore remote.
Fam. I. Amfhionid^.—Corpus elongatum, abdomine longitudinen^

tnediocri, thorace per carapacem leclo.

Genus AitraioN, (J/. Edwards.)

Fam. II. Phyllosomid^, Corpus lauis et breve, abdomine perbrevi

aut rudimentario, thorace per carapacem plerumque non tecto.

Genus Phyllosoma, (Leach.)

Tribus IL APL06P0DA.
Pedes thoracis nee biramei nee prehensiles. Corpus gracile, longum.
Fam. I. LuciFERiDjE.—Cephalothorax valde elongalus, segmcnto ce-

phalico (oculos antennasque pertinente) longe attcnuaCo, Oculi tenuiler

valdeque elongati.

Genus Lucifer.—Antennae primee simplices, secundae laming basali instructsp. Pe-
des thoracis quatuor postici (ct. xiii, xiv,) obsoleti ; octo precedcntes (ct. ix, x, xi, xii,)

elongati, setigeri; deinde duo autici (ct. viii,) instar maxillipedum flexL Maxillipedes
duo (ct. vli) ; maxillee quatuor (ct. v, vi) ; mandibulae (ct. iv,) duee nan palpigerae.

Tribus IIL STOMATOPODA.

Os mandibulis daobus maxillisque duobus instruotum, membrls se-

qucntibus pediformibus. Pedes aniici (ct. vi) vergiformes, elongall

;

8 sequentes chelati ; 6 postici alils reuioti, ssepius bifidi.

rjon primarum primi longe aaiUque proditctm, Animalia scrutata tota immatura,

pedibus plus miniH nulimontariis.
Gen. FuRCiLiA, (i)a;*a).—Carupax plus minus rostratus. Oculi aperti. Pedes ab-

dominis bene natutorii. Antennae primse furaita? ramis (immaturis?) subsequis 1-2

articulate; segmentum abdominis posticum truncatum, extremitatem sapiusspiuu-

losum. Animalia in marl alto lecta.

Gen, CALYPToprs, (Dan^i).—Carapax non rostratus, oculos omnmo tegens. Anten-
te primse biramea), ramis (imnmturis ?) subjequis 1-2 articulatrft. [Segnieutum abdom-
inis po.sticum truncatum, extremitute Bsepius spinuloso.]

* Genus Cuma cum affinibus Schizopoda et Macroura aiEliat Forsan Ordo
" Cumacea" hie cadit, his dignotu? :—Oculi minuti sub carapacem celati : Pedes par-

tim bii-amei- Appendices caudaie^ pra^longi, stvliformes et postici furcati—M. Ed-
•ttrowU A j.r^-i^- Ar„* ^:;; *i#4o t/-^;;,-^,. Tir^aV \u ^(\9. and ib K R \\ 10*?.

vvyi
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• Fam. L SQiriLLiDiE.—Rostrum carapace per articulationem discretum.

Geniis 1. Squilla.—Digitus inauus niaximre iiitus spinoso-Jentatus. Ramus pedum
thoracis sex postieorura minor angnstus.

Genus 2. Gonodactvlus.—Digitus manuri maxiiiise integer. Ramus pedum thoracis

&ex posticQrum uiinor angzjstua

Genus 3. Coronis.—Ramus pedum thoracis sex posticorum minor lamellatus,

Fam IL Erichthidjs.—Rostrum carapace non discretum. Branchiffi

sEepius rudimentariEG, aut obsolela:;*

Genus 1. ScjuiLLERiciiTflus.—Ei'ichtlK) aiSnis, Digitus manus maxima intus den-

fatus.

Genus 2. Ertchthcs.—Corpus latus. Pars cephalothoracis antica os precedens

breviof. Carapax thoracem saspius ouiuino tegens. Digitus manus maxunae intns

uou dentatus.

Genus 3. A lima.—Corpus jingustus. Pars cephalothoracis antica os precedens

longior. Carapax thoracem sa^pius nun ouuuuo tegens. Digitus uiamis niAXimae

intuzi non dentatus.*
m

Tribus I. DIPLO^jPODA.—Subtribus 1. MrsimcEA.

Familla 1. Euphatjsid.e.

Genus Euphausia.
,

1. EuPHAusiA PELT^uciDA.—-Gracilis. Carapax brevissinr\e rostratus.

Segmenta abdominis margines laterales integra, arcuata. Articulus

antennarum primaruin primus apicem non productus. Lami-na anten-

uarum 2ndarum basalis basi paululo longior. Pedes tenuissimi, ar-

ticulo ultimo brevissimo, palpo fore trij)lo breviore quam pes. Seg-

mentum caudale lamellis caiidalibus paulo longins, barbis subapicalibus

salientibus. Branchiag posiica? sub<;ligitaTfie.—Long. 6'''. Incolorata.

Hab. in mari Pacifico, prope insulas ^^ King^mills ;'^ Lecta Ap. 1841.

2. EuPHAUSiA sPLENOKNs.—Carapax brevissinne rostratus.; segmenta

.abdominis quutuor margines hiieroies integra, subseque oblusa. Ar-

ticulus antennarum Imarurn primus apicem productus. Lamina anten-

narum 2ndarurn basulis basin non superans. Pedes tenuissiiiti, artic-

.ulis tribus ultimis longitudine sul>a^qnis, setis longis breviter plumosis-j

palpo plus du[)!o breviore quam ramus alter. Sngmentum caudale

larnellis caudalibus longius, barbis eubapicalibus salientibus. Branchial

posticre ramosca,—Long. 6'".—Paulo rubescens.
HaL in mari Atlanlico, tat. bor. V-2^, long.occ. 17^-18°. Lecta

-diebus 29, 30, Oct. 1838.

EtJPHAUSiA GRACiLis.-^Carapax brevissime rostratus. Segmenta ab-

dominis margines laterales subeeque rotundata. Articulus antennarum
Imarum primus apicem parce productus et acutus. Lamina antenna-

rum 2ndarum basalis basin multo superans. Pedes tenulssimi, articu-

lis tribus uhimis longitudine subjequis, setis longiusculis, palpo parvulo,

quadruple breviore quam ramus alter. Segmentum caudale lamellis

caudalibus non longius. Branchia- poslicoe ranioste.—Long, 6'^^ Parce

rubescens.

Hab. in marl Pacifico, lat. aust, 15J^, long. occ. 148^ ; lecta die

.Sept. 1839.

I

I
I

* Longitude carapacis discrimen Erichthi et Alimac non semper valet; longitudo

Jjartis cephalothoracis os prccedentis melius.
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EuPHAUsiA suPEREA.—Carapax brevissime acule rostrataa.. Sfeg-

menta abdominis margines laterales arcuata, Integra, sexto non longiore.

Articulus antennarum Imarum primus apicem productus el oblusus.
Lamina antennarum 2ndarum basalis basi vix brevior, Articulus pedunn
uhimus perlenuis, penuhimo multo brevior. Branchise posiicae in-

star rota? pauIo involulEB, ram is subradiatis, arcuifurmibus, ramufis
seriatis setifbrmibus. Segmenlum caudale lamina caudali proxima
paululo brevius.—Long. 2''. Rubra.

Hah, in marl Antarctica, prope long, orient. 150° et lal. aust. 60
3. Eyes of Sapphirina^ Corycceus^ etc, ; by J. D. Dana.—In a brief

description of these genera in the Proceedings of the Academy of Arts
and Sciences of Boston, and in this Journal,* a peculiar kind of eye is

mentioned, upon which an additional remark is here added. These
eyes are simple, and of extremely large size for the animals. The.
lens is a prolate spheroid, situated internally within the thorax, far re*

mole from the cornea; the cornea is a broad oblate lens, perfectly

pellucid and colorless, and connected with the exterior shell. The di-

ameter of each of the latter in many Coryccci is nearly half the breadth of
the thorax, and the two stand in the front like a pair of spectacles, hu^e
for the minute animals so provided. In the same animal the prolate

lens may be situated as far back nearly, as the middle of the thorax,

so that a long space intervenes between it and the cornea. The ob-

late form of the spectacle-like cornea, (we have called them in Latin,

conspiciUa^) is fitted to compensate for the too great convexity or prolate

ellipiicity of the lens, and it serves the same purpose as glasses for a

near-s-ighted person. y
The genus Sapphirina is closely related to Corycceus, and has the

sanje peculiar eyes. The only mention of these conspicilla, which has

been made by any previous author, is to be found in a memoir in F.
J. P. Meyenii Obs. Zoolog. in Ttin. circum Terram institutas accedunt

Guil. Erichsonii et H. Burmeisterl Descript. et Icones Insectorum a
Meyenio in isia Expeditione coUectorum ; from the 16th vol. Nova Acta
Ca:s. Leop. Car. Nat. Cur., page 156, pi. 27.—The species (probably

a true Sapphirina) is called Carcinium opalinum. The conspicilla, by
a mistake of observation (and it is not the only one in the description

and much magnitied figure), are spoken of as /:fmp/e5 (Grubchen). They
are not noticed by Thompson who established the genus Sapphirina.

Similar eyes occur in some of the Caligus group, and the writer has

established one genus, Specilligus, on this ground, which otherwise

is identical with Nogagus.
A cornea of lenticular form is by no means peculiar to these spe-

cies of Crustacea; but they have hitherto been observed only in com-

pound eyes, in which case the lens and cornea are minute and not far

distant.

4. CoiUribufhns to Conchology, Nos. 1-4: and Monograph of Sxo*

ASTOMA, a neiv genvs of neta operculaled land shells^ by Prof. C. B.

Adaws, of Amherst College.—Although more than three centimes have

elapsed since the West India Islands were first revealed to Europe, il

*^ay safely be said that few portions of the world can reward the search

of 'the naturalist with so much that is novel atid interesting. This is

*See last volume, p. 280; also, Proceedings of the Acad. Xut. Sci., Thikdelphia,

1845, ii, 235.
4
r
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more particularly true as regards the department of mollusca, and es-

pecially the tribe of air-breaihiug or land mollusca,

A few only of the larger species of this tribe found their way at an

early dale into European cabinets, and were described and figured by

the conchological writers of the last century. At a later period, through

the intercourse between France and the islands dependent on her,

French cabinets were enriched with many species from Hayti, Martin-

ique and Gaudaloupe, which adorn the great monograph commenced by

Baron Ferussac. The Rev, Lansdovvne Guilding, an accomplished

English naturalist, resident for many years upon the island of St.

Vincents, brought to light the productions of that island ; and since

then, resident collectors at St. Thomas and at other islands have

added something to our knowledge o^ the land conchology of their

vicinities.

The monograph of the genera Helicina and Cyclostoma in Sowerby's

Thesaurus Conchyliorum, contained many new West India species.

Dr. Gould has described a few species from the island of Cuba, in

these and other genera ; and Dr. L. Pfeiffer, the author o? the admira-

ble Monographia Heliceorum Viventium, also collected many new
species from the same island and has published them in Wiegmann's
Archiv. A recent hasty visit to the same quarter by Dr. Newcomb,
has acquainted us with interesting species from the Isle of Pines, and

Mr. Gosse, an English gentleman who visited Jamaica to collect birds,

brought home also many new shells which now enrich the Cumlngian

collection, and have been described by Dr. PfeifTer.

But the only published work of any extent, which professes to give

a detailed account of the conchological fauna of any part of the West

Indies, is d'Orbigny's Mollusques de Cuba, forming part of Ramon de

la Sagra's history of the Island of Cuba. This work is still incomplete.

The tirst volume of the "Mollusques'' was published in Paris in 1841,

and is yet little known in this country.

Such are the sources of our knowledge of the West India land shells,

aside from that supplied by Prof. Adams's labors in Jamaica. A visit to

that island in the winter of 1843-4, enabled him to ascertain just enough

of its zoological and especially its conchological riches, to excite a de-

sire in lovers of science that this field might be more thoroughly ex-

plored. A hasty examination of but a small portion of the island on

that occasion, enriched our catalogues with about 120 new species, of

which about 70 were marine, and 50 were land-shells.

In the winter of 1848-9, Prof. Adams made a second visit to this

island, and a brief review of the results is contained in the papers

named at the head of this article. We see with surprise how rich a

field has been lying neglected almost at our doors. The *' Contribu-

tions to Conchology" contain descriptions of 137 supposed new species

of land and fresh-water shells; and these added to those found in the

first visit, make a total of 187 species contributed to science by Vxou

Adams. The extent of this "contribution'^ will be appreciated, when

it is observed that the whole number of land and fresh-water species

yet known to inhabit the island is only 286.

The operculated species constitute a large share of this increase ;
of

101 species from Jamaica, 66 were discovered by Prof. Adams. Among
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them there is a new genus called Sfoastoma, cliaracterized by a semi-
circular aperture and projecting labrum, embracing as far as known,
about a dozen species, all minute, and forming a connecting link be-

tween Cyclosloma and Helicina. Many of tlie new species of Cy-
clostoma are remarkable for their beauty, as for instance, C. Augusta?,
C. proximum, C, 5-fasciatum, and C. ignilabre ; and others for the novelty

of their forms, such as C. monstrosum and C. tectilabre, in which last

the operculum is much larger than the aperture, and is of course en-

tirely external. The genus Trochatella furnishes some beautiful spe-

cies, of which T. Tankervillei, Sotv,>^ and T. Josephinse, Adams^ are
worthy of note—the latter forming a connecting link between ihe

typical species of the genus and that most elegant of land-shells, the

T. pagoda Velasquez, from the Isle of Pines.

Of the 157 species of Jamaica Helicidfie, Prof. A. has contributed

more than 100, many of them of unusual beauty, and of which we In-

stance Cylindrella Agnesiana, Achaiina elegans and the group it rep-

resents, Helix peraculissima, H. fluctuata, H. virginea, &;c.

Professor Adams has also contributed much, bearing upon the import-

ant subject of geographical distribution. The most striking result pre-

sented, is that while the marine species of the West Indies are widely

distributed, some few extending to Brazil, to our Southern States, and
even to West Africa and the Mediterranean, and not more than ten or

fifteen per cent, being peculiar lo Jamaica,—the case is quite the re-

verse with the terrestrial shells, not more than six to nine per cent, of the

Jamaica species being common probably to this and any other island,

Dr, Gould has noticed similar facts in examining the terrestrial shells

from the several islands and groups in the Pacific, and from the little we
know of the fauna of the other West India islands, there is reason to

believe that the law will hold good in regard to most of them. Of the

few species which are common to the islands in general, many, there
IS reason to believe, have been distributed by human agency. Of the

230 species of Helicidir on the contiguous islands of Jamaica and
Cuba, only nine are said to be common to both, and a closer examina-
tion of the specific character of these, will probably show some of
them to be really distinct. Nor can we suppose that future explora-

tions will materially alter the per-centage of community of species, for

since most of them are restricted to limited localities—such researches

will increase the number of new and peculiar species, in at least as

great a proportion as of those common to other islands. These facts

show that the field open to the conchologist in the tropical archipelagos

is far wider than was ever supposed. For if an examination of one
tenth of ihe surface of Jamaica has led to such results, how will our

future catalogues be swelled with the lists of species still undiscovered

on that island and the other great islands of Cuba, Ilayti, Porto Rico,

besides the many of smaller extent. And if this law holds true of

different islands of the same group, how much more in regard to groups

which are widely separated? It renders almost certain, what at one
time would have been thought impossible—that the existing species of

terrestrial shells may far outnumber the marine species.

Some remarks upon the different proportion in which certain genera
of land shells are distributed in the eastern and western hemispheres,
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may not be out of place here. Of the genus ClaiisiUa^ so abundant

in the old world, and especially in the southeastern parts of Europe,

and now embracing about 200 species, but one has been found upon
this continent. One species only is known in the West Indies, and this

is an aberrant form, quite different in aspect from those of Europe.

Bui the place of this genus is well supplied in tropical America by

CylindrelJa^ of which about TO species are already known, more than

30 of ihem existing in Jamaica, On the other hand, the Philippine

Islands furnish the only species of Cylindrella which is known to exist

in the eastern hemisphere. The genera Proserpina^ To??iigerus^ Ges-

tmlania and Sloasloma^ are, as far as known, confined to ihe western

hemisphere, while with only one or two exceptions, ViLrina has been

found only on the eastern. Achalinella and Pupina are restricted to

the islands of the Pacific, and Tornalellina as yet contains but one

West India species.

The following table, although based on data necessarily imperfect in

the present state of our knowledge, may have some interest in showing

the proportion which the known terrestrial species of Jamaica, bear to

those of the West Indies,—and also the proportion which the latter bear

to the known terrestrial species of the globe.

Fam. CYCLOSTOMID.E.

TnincateUa,

Pupina,
Cyclostoma,
Stoastonia,

Helicina,

Total No.
of known

15
10

300
11

IGO

49G

Fam.
Daudeburdia,
Vitrina,

Succinea,

Helix,

Anobtoma,
Tomigorus,

Streptaxis,

Pruserpina,

Bulinius,

Achatinella,

Achatina,

Gibbu.si,

Gesmelania,

Cylhidrolla,

Bnlfa,

Tornat(?llina,

ClausiHa,

Pupa,

3

60

1,250

3

2

26

6

700
30

192

4

69

9

11

225
175

2,84*2

l^o, of known No. of known Proportion of
West India Jamuica AV. I, species

specica, epuciea, to the whole.

4

82

11

54

151

345

3

63

11

24

101

159

27 per cent.

27
100 "

34

37-6

12 u

Proportion of

Janmica spec's

to tJie whole.

20 per cent.

"

21 "

100
15

20

5*

a

a

14 4 19 6
u

151 61 12 5
a

a

u

«
It

4 2 67 83
u

39 16 H « 2
It

a

51 28 20 15
u

u

4 4 100 100

57 85 83 51
u

U

1 9
ii

1 i "

23 9 13 5
II

ii

The family of Auriculida^ has not been worked out with sufficient ac-

curacy to institute a similar comparison, but ihe whole number oi

known species contained in it does not probably exceed 100.

1

•
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The following table, which is made up from such data as are fur-

ished in Pfeiffer's Monosraphia Heliceorum :mshed

Cuba,

Jamaica,

Hayti,

Porto Rico,

St. Thomas,
Tortola,

St. Croix,

St Vincents,

Gua'Jaloupe,

Martinique,

ph

92 species.

145
10
16

1o u

8

27

U

U

Barbadoes,

Granada,
Trinidad,

Bahamas,
Bermuda,
General,

Uncertain,

'T species,

8 U

4 U

5 u

14 «

344 u

The table is of use only to show how little we yet know of the other
West India islands. In this estimate, which Is confined to the Helicidse,

each species is referred to the island or group, supposed to be its proper
habitat.

We are happy to say that Prof. Adams is engaged upon an extended
monograph of the shells of Jamaica, in which his labors will be pre-

sented to the world in a more complete form, and it will no doubt be
eagerly awaited by the lovers of natural science, J. H. R.

5. Eryx maculafus^ a new speciesfrom Madras ; by Edward Hal-
LOWELL, M.D,, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., July, 1849, p. 184.)

Head of moderate size, depressed, covered with scales, larger in front;

rostral plate large, triangular; a single nasal plate on each side; nos-

tril small ; thirteen labial plates margin the upper jaw; pupil vertical,

eye surrounded by a circular series of plates ; iris brownish red ; neck
of same size as head posteriorly ; body thicker In the middle, becoming
somewhat slender towards the tail; scales small, carinated ; a row of
single plates under the tail, followed by others which are bifid; tail

short, truncate, (mutilated ?)

Color.

but darke
Light brown above, with numerous spots of the same tint

; abdomen light slate color.

Observations.—This beautiful reptile was pointed out to me so long
ago as 1840, by the late Dr. Harlan. It was brought from Madras, in

the neighborhood of which it was found upon a sandy soil. It appear-
ed to be perfectly harmless. The drawing was taken during life by
Mr. Richard, and is remarkable for its accuracy- The above short de-

scription is made up from it, the notes which were written during its

life having been mislaid. It is so good however, that a description of
any kind is almost unnecessary- The entire length was about one foot

and a half. I have long hesitated to publish a description of this ani-

nial, coming as it does from a part of the British possessions so well

known as Madras, but having recently observed in the Annals and

Magazine of Natural History, several species of reptiles described by
Mr. Gray, as new from the same locality, not being found in the British

Museum, and differing so entirely as it does from any figure of Eryx
hitherto published, I have ventured to present it to the Academy with

the name I have given it.

6. Descriptions offour new species of North American Salamanders,

and one new species of Scink ; by Prof. Sj^encer F- Baird, (Jour. Acad.
Nat. Sci., Philad., [2], i, 292.)—The following descriptions conclude a
memoir exhibiting great research, which presents a revision (without

Second Series, Vol. IX, No. 25.—Jan., 1850. 18
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descriptions) of all the North American Tailed-Batrachia. The author

gives a thorough review of the synonymy, with references to all orig-

inal authorities, and a notice of localities.

Ambvstoma macrodactyla, Baird, Scull longer than broad. Toes

long, unwebbed. A broad dorsal reddish brown stripe. Beneath dark

brown, unspotted.

Specimens in the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

Brought from Astoria, Oregon, by J. K. Townsend, M.D.
Body rather more slender than in the other species of Ambysioma

;

the proportions nearly those oi Desmognaihiisfiiscus^ (Raf.) The colors

somewhat like those of a badly preserved Plethodon erythronotus,

(Green.) Ground color dark brown. A broad dorsal stripe, originally

it is probable, of a chestnut brown color, now very obscure. Sides

sprinkled with grayish. The brown of the sides becomes more con-

centrated towards the vertebral line. Tail sub-round, not compressed.

Largest specimen about 2| inches. From the snout to the insertion of

the hind legs IJ inches.

Ambystoma mavortia, Baird. Scull broader than long. Toes short,

and broad. Tail much compressed. Color dark brown, with several

large yellowish blotches beneath, and transverse bands of the same on

sides of body and tail.

One specimen procured in New Mexico by Dr. Wislizenus while at-

tached to Col. Doniphan's expedition.

Body thick and clumsy, more so than in Ambysfoma punctata. Feet

short ; toes broad. Tail slightly ensiform ; longer than the head

and body.

General color (as preserved in spirits) a dull black or dark brown,

with two or three yellowish blotches occupying the greater part of the

belly. About nine broad transverse bands of yellowish on the sides of

the body, confluent to a certain extent with that on the belly. Similar

markings on the tail, forming nearly complete ellipses, and about twelve

iu number. The back is not crossed by the yellowish, but Is rather

darker than the ground color. The interspaces of the transverse yel-

lowish markings are confluent with the dark brown on the back. Ex-
tremities blotched like the body. Total length eight inches.

This species comes nearest to Triton ensatus^ Esch. ; it differs from

it in color, and in the arrangement of the palatine teeth.

Ambystoma episcopus, Baird, Head wedge-shaped. Scull longer

than broad. Tail much compressed, shorter than the body. Body
yellowish with dark mottlings and darker spots.

One specimen sent by Clinton Lloyd, Esq., from Kemper County,
Mississippi.

Proportions of the body nearly those of Amlystoma opaca^ Grav.

The specimen much corrugated, and its colors obscured by alcohol.

The General color appears to have been a shade of yellowish over the

whole body, obscured on ihe back by very minute dusky mottlings:

this mottling less evident on the feet and tail ; abdomen and tail be-

neath almost entirely free from it. Head, back, and sides of the tail

with numerous spots of a darker mottling than that just described*

These are sub-circularly distributed rather uniformly on the head and
body; they are larger, and more irregular on the sides of the tail;

I

L

i

J
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their average size is that of the iris. On the sides, between the fore
and hind legs, the dark oioitling is concentrated into an obscure broad
dark band. Length about five inches.

PsEUDOTRiTOiv MONTANUS, jBfliV^. Similar to P. r?4Z^pr, (Daud.) Tail
as long as the body. Iris dark, withont the longitudinal bar.

Two specimens obtained in the South Mountain, near Carlisle, Penn-
sylvania.

Ground color of all the upper parts reddish brown, with sparse circu-
lar spots of well defined black or dark brown. Beneath deep salmon
color: spots few on the sides and the outside of the limbs. Iris dark
chestnut brown almost black, with faint molUIngs of bronze on the
inner border, and without the dark bar of P. ruber. In this latter spe-
cies the iris is brassy yellow with a dark longitudinal bar. Proportions
of body most like those of P. salmonea^ (Slorer.) The insertion of the
hind legs is just half way between the snout and tip of tail. In P. ru-
oer it is considerably nearer the tail, which thus becomes shorter than
the head and body. The crown of the head is more elevated, and the

occiput more convex in P. monfanvs than in P. ruber^ the scull also is

more elongated. The spots on P. ruber are more numerous, and gen-
erally not so well defined. When also the ground color in P. ruber is

darker than the usual rich salmon color, the spots are very much crowd-
ed, indistinct, and confluent with the ground tint. Costal furrows in

P. monatus 17 ; but 16 in P. ruber.
Of the two specimens obtained, one was six inches long, the other

three. The latter was even more characteristically marked than the

former. Both were described when living.

Plestiodon anthracinus, BaircL Size between Lygosoma lateralis

snd Plestiodon fasciatus^ without any indication of a vertebral line.

Four narrow longitudinal yellow lines, and on each side a broad stripe

of anthracite black.

Upper parts dark bronze ; each scale has a faint border of this color,

with a central cloud of the same. Small blotches on the plates of the

head. The lateral band of black begins at the nostril in a sharp point,

passes back including the eyelids and widening to the ear; after this it

continues parallel to beyond the vent, when it tapers to the end of the
tail. The tint of the black is that of highly polished anthracite coal.

On each side of this lateral anthracite band is a narrow stripe of pale

yellow, the upper passing through the middle of one row of scales,

the lower including the contiguous edges of the rows. The remainder
of the row of scales above the upper yellow stripe is also anthracite,

with which color the sides immediately below the lower stripe arc

also tinged. Beneath yellowish white.' Under the microscope each
lower scale exhibits a finely dotted reticulation. Tail dark blue

above, beneath lighter. Outside o^ legs and feet black like the sides,

'nside lighter. Iris black. In a single very old specimen the whole
head to behind fore legs was tinged with the red color found in almost
all of the Plestiodonles. Measurements of a specimen of medium size :

^otal length 5^ inches; tail from vent 3J ; head to ear f ; breadth of
head ^; greatest breadth of dorsal band y^^; of lateral band J.

Found quite abundantly about old logs, in the North Mountain near

Carlisle, Pennsylvania. More common than either Plestiodon fascia-

'"5, or P. quinquelineatus.
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7. On Infusorial Deposits on the River Chutes in Oregon; by M.

EhrExNberg, (Monatsb. Acad. Berlin, Feb., 1849, p. 76.)—Ehrenberg

first draws attention to the results of his former researches, that the

Eocky Mountains are a nnore powerful barrier between the two sides

of America, than the Pacific Ocean between America and China; the

infusorial forms of Oregon and California being wholly different from

those of the east side of the mountains, while they are partly identical

with Siberian species- This fact is confirmed by his examinations of

earth from the gold region of California, and from the Chutes river of^

Oregon, obtained by Fremont. The latter deposit is situated at an e!e-'

vation of seven to eight hundred feet, and constitutes a bed five hundred

feel thick of porcelain clay. It is overlaid by a layer of basalt one

hundred feet thick.

Prof. Bailey who examined this material for Fremont, reported that

it consisted of fresh water infusoria, and many species were distinguish-

ed.* Ehrenberg on farther investigation has made out seventy-two

species of polygastrica with siliceous shells, sixteen species of phytoli-

thuriens, and three of crystalline forms. The more prevalent species

are Discoplea oregonica^ GalHoJiella granulaia^ G, crenaia^ Eunotia

Westermanni^ Coccojiema asperum^exo. The Discoplea and Raphoneis

oregonica are the only two species characteristic of the locality. The
beds are more recent than those of the Klackamus river, a few miles

from the Falls of the Willammet.
8. On the Fossil American Tapir ; by Joseph Leidy, M. D., (Proc.

Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., June, 1849, p. 180.)—Dr. Leidy in his memoir
describes portions of the fossil Tapirus americanus, and sustains the

view that it Is identical with the recent T. americanus.

IV. Astronomy,

1. On Nebulce observed with Rosse^s Telescope^ (Proc. Brit. Assoc,

1849, Athen., No. 1143.)—At the meeting of the British Association |
at York, in 1844, it was announced that a reflecting telescope of six

feet aperture, which had been about two years in prot^ress, was nearly

completed, and some slight account was at the same time given of the

means which had been taken to render the instrument convenient and

effective. A short notice of the principal results which have since

been obtained may perhaps not be uninteresting to the present meeting.

In the beginning of February, 1845, the instrument was so far finished

as to be useable, and in the first instance it was directed to some of the

brighter nebula in HerschePs Catalogue* Many of them were imme-

diately resolved, and very frequently the aspect and form of well-known

nebulae were completely changed, fainter details not previously seen

being brought out by the great light and magnifying power of the tele-

scope. Before the end of April the wonderful spiral arrangement in

51 Messier was discovered. The speculum, though there was a slight

defect of figure, was in fine working order, and defined with great sfiarp-

ness when the air was steady. At the approach of the short nights when
the season for observing the nebulse was nearly over, the instrument

i

* Fremont's second Ex|)edition, p. 302.
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was dismounted, as it was desirable to take the earliest opportunity of

completing certain portions oi the mechanism which had been put to-

gether in a temporary way in a rough stale, and it was not till the close of
the year that it was again in working order. During the year 1846, the

examination of the nebulre in Herschel's Catalogue was continued, many
sketches were made, and another spiral nebula was discovered, 99 Mes-
sier. The moon was observed occasionally, and the superiority of the

instrument with six feet aperture over that of three under equal magni-
fying powers in bringing out minute details was very remarkable, so

great is the effect of light even when we have to deal with an object so

bright as the moon with an aperture of three feet. As yet, however,
but little time has been devoted to an examination of tlie moon : the

moonlight nights have usually been taken advantage of for experiments
on the polishing and figuring of the mirrors, and the information which
has been obtained relates principally to matters of detail from which it

would be premature to attempt to deduce general conclusions, suitable

to the present notice. The succeeding year, 1847, there was but little

done. Unprovided at that time with an assistant capable of making
trustworthy use of the pencil and micrometer, and being almost wholly
occupied with the duties incidental to a year of famine, it was impossi-

ble to do more than re-examine a few of the objects of the previous

year. From the beginning, however, of the year 1848 till the present
time, the instrument has been constantly employed whenever the season
and weather permitted it, and the following are some of the results:

H 604 was found in some degree to resemble the great spiral nebula
51 Messier, but it is a much fainter object, and appears to be made up
of elliptic streaks disposed rather irregularly with a tendency to spi-

J^lity, but without that distinct symmetrical spiral arragement which is

so marked a feature of 51 Messier. If II 51 Messier were seen some-
what obliquely and were considerably fainter it would probably very
closely resemble it. H 854 has an arrangement oi very elliptic annul!
and is apparently a system of the same class seen very obliquely. H
838, M 97 is a very extraordinary object, with a dark hollow centre

somewhat in the shape of a figure 8 easily seen ; and with a disc

irregularly shaded, but showing in the shading a decided tendency to

spiratity when seen under favorable circumstances ; two stars are placed
in a remarkable manner in the central opening. We may conceive it

to be a spiral system greatly compressed ; the edges are filamentous-

H 2^05 has a faint but large spiral appendage, to which the ray as fig-

ured by Herschel is in some measure a tangent. Several other nebulae

are recorded in our note-books as belonging to the class of spirals.

The well-known planetary nebula in Aquarius, IT 2098, which, in for-

mer years, had been often examined with a telescope of three feet

aperture, and with no other result than that it exhibited a filamentous

edge, when seen with the great instrument, was found lo have two ansae

like Saturn. Many have since seen it, ftnd the resemblance to Saturn

out of focus has usually suggested itself. It is probably a globular sys-

tem surrounded by a ring seen edgeways; while H 450—which turns

out to have a bri<Tht centre surrounded by a comparatively dark ring,

and that again by a bright ring—though a much fainter object, is not

improbably a system of the same characters seen directly. H 84 and
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86 is a remarkable group of nebuloe. It consists of eight, two of them

pretty bright. Such groups are not uncommon, but in this instance there

are, I believe, more nebulae in a given space than in any other group

we have noticed. It was observed by Mr. Stoney. The nebulae were

not connected by any perceptible nebulosity, but there are cases where

a nebulous connection was distinctly traced ; several minute nebula, or

nebulous knots hanging logether as it were by a very faint but unmis- f

takable nebulosity. The nebulae of Andromeda and Orion have of

course been observed. As to Andromeda, there seems to be little doubt

that the companion is resolvable, and the nucleus of the great nebula

has that granular appearance which indicates resolvability. It has how-

ever, not been seen as yet under very favorable circumstances, and we
have not commenced a sketch of it. The nucleus was examined on

three occasions, and the abrupt edge of the preceding streak in Mr.

Bond**s drawing was traced to its visible limits; but unfortunately he

did not receive the drawing till the nebula was out of reach, otherwise

of course more attention would have been directed to it. Subsequent

to the receipt of the drawing, the nebula was seen by Mr- Stoney in my
absence with the instrument of three feet aperture, but at a distance

from the meridian. The appearance was very much as in Mr. Bond's

drawing, except that the contrast between the preceding portion as

bounded by the preceding edge of the preceding streak, and the fol-

lowing portion of the nebula, was much greater. The question, how-

ever, of most interest is, what do these streaks indicate? With the

great instrument, dark streaks have been observed in many of the neb-

ulae—sometimes almost straight as in Andromeda ; for instance, H 887,

H 1909, H 1041, H 1149, are cases in point, the streaks being nearly

straight. H 1357, io which Mr. Bond refers, is if possible a still stronger

case than it appears to be by Herschers drawing, as I find a sketch in

our journal showing that the appendage is part of the nebula, the neb-

ulosity extending and encasing both extremities of the opening just as

in Andromeda. We have also found a variety of examples of curved

streaks; for instance H 264, H 491, H 406, H 731, H 854, H 875, H
1225, and others. Also H 1486, H 464, H 2241, besides the well-

known annular nebula and the little annular nebula, figure 48, sketched

by Herschel, are some of the examples of nebula) with comparatively

dark centres; the darkness being apparently of the same quality as

the dark streaks but of a different shape.
With these facts therefore I think it not improbable that the dark lines

noticed by Mr. Bond in the nebula of Andromeda, and which with suf-

ficient power are perceptible in so many other nebula}, sometimes nearly

straight, sometimes variously curved, and also the dark spaces, are all

indications of systematic arrangement. When we see a dark space In

the centre of a planetary nebula, it is impossible to resist the impression

that we are looking at an annular system bound together by some mys-

terious dynamical law. If we see a bright centre as in H 450 sur-

rounded by a dark annulus, and that again by a bright annulus, we
have a system of another kind, and in the spirals of which 51 Messier

is the most remarkable example we have yet found, we have a regular-

ity of arrangement equally accordant with our preconceived notions of

the order which should subsist in a regular independent system. The

i
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very elongated elliptic annular nebulae where the minor axis is some-
times almost evanescent, shew us prelty clearly the nature of the slight,

long, dark, and nearly straight streak in some cases found parallel to
the axis of a long ray. A little consideration of the appearances which
annular and spiral systems must present when viewed in different posi-
tions, in some instances affords a pretty satisfactory explanation of the
confused streakiness we have observed in several of the nebulae. This,
however unsatisfactory it may appear, is the best explanation our work-
ing journal books at present afford of the streaks observed by Mr. Bond
in the nebula of Andromeda. Mr. Bond's paper has excired so much m^
terest, and I have been so often questioned relative to it, that I have
prematurely, in anticipation of more numerous sketches and measure-
ments, which will probably throw additional light on the subject, ven-
tured to lay before the Association the very little which is at present
known to us. It was in the spring of 1846 that we first perceived the

brighter portions of the nebula of Orion in the neighborhood of the

Trapezium breaking up into minute stars. Whenever the sixth star

was nicely separated, this appearance was clearly perceptible. We
had repeatedly examined Orion with the telescope of three feet aper-
ture without a suspicion of its being resolvable ; however, its resolvable

character once known we were enabled with it on very fine nights to

see some of the stars. With the six feet telescope the space within the

Trapezium is still dark, just as Herschel describes it, and I feel convin-
ced there is no optical illusion. Last season my attention was directed
by Mr, Stoney to Orionis, which is on the edge of a dark spot ; the
dark spot includes the companion, and is about 12" diameter; we have
not yet had an opportunity of examining it with the great instrument. A
few copies from our collection of sketches accompany this notice ; they
nave been made within the last day or two by a drawing master in the

neighborhood. He has transposed while for black, and enlarged the
scale to make them more suitable for exhibition in the Section. In
sketching we employ solely the black lead pencil, black representing
'*ght, and the eye by habit makes transposition without effort. The
copies are not quite accurate, but they are sufficiently exact for the

purpose.

2. A Model of the MootCs surface.—Mr. Blunt exhibited a mode! of
part of the moon's surface, at the recent session of the British Associ-

ation. It represented the moon as it appeared through a Newtonian
telescope of 7 ft. focus and 9 in. aperture, under a magnifying power
of about 250.

V. Miscellaneous Intelligence.

1. Meteorite in North Carolina.—On the authority of a communi-
cation from J. n. Gibbon, Esq., of the Branch Mint of the United States

at Charlotte, North Carolina, we give a condensed view of facts re-

garding a fall of meteoric masses in that state, not having room for the

less important details.

On Wednesday, the 31st of October, 1849, at 3 o'clock, p.m., several

persons in the to'wn of Charlotte were astonished, and not a few were
exceedingly terrified, by a sudden explosion, followed at short intervals

by two other reports, and by a rumbling in the air to the east and south.
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The sounds were distinct, and continued naore than half a minute ;

they were imputed by some to thunder—but there were no clouds, the

evening was calm and mild like the Indian summer, and only a mist

was seen in the eastern horizon ; nor were the impression of others

better founded that the explosions were due io the blasting o^ rocks on

a railroad ; but sheriff Alexander having once before witnessed the ex-

plosion of a meteor, justly traced the detonation to that cause.

The negroes, who are very acute observers of sounds in the open

air, denied the thunder, and an old fisherman said that the reports were

like those of three pieces of heavy artillery followed by the base drum.

Horses both in harness and under the saddle started with alarm.

Enquiry began to be made for fallen stones, and on Monday a serv-

ant of the mint brought in a report from the county of Cabaras, twenty-

five miles distant, that there were notices stuck up on the trees, inviting

people to come and see '* a wonderful rock that had fallen from the

skies on the plantation of Mr. Hiram Post.''

Mr. Gibbon of the mint, with Dr. Andrews, travelled twenty-one

miles, and partly at night by torch-light, to see *' the large mass of

metallic rock." They found placed in a conspicuous position upon a

barrel elevated upon a post,* **a bluish gritty rock," of irregular form,

eight inches long, six broad and four thick, bearing marks in spots, of

recent fracture, but otherwise black as if it had been exposed to heat

and smoke, the black color being relieved where the crust had been

broken, and a little of the clayey soil in which it was buried in its de-

scent still adhered to it. It had the curved indentations usual in mete-

orites, as if it had been soft and had yielded to impressions, and. lus-

trous metallic points appeared through the ground color, which had

generally a bluish slaty appearance, but no such rock was known in

the neighborhood, Mr. Post took the travelers by torch-light to see

the place where the mass fell. He was at the time in company with a

young man on horseback ; they heard overhead a whizzing sound

the whole atmosphere appeared to be in commotion—they compared
the sound to that of chain shot, or of platoon firing. Nothing was visi-

ble ; but their attention being directed by the sound towards a large

pine tree east of them, they heard the stone strike '' with a dull, heavy

jar of the ground," while the dog, in terror, crouched at his master's

feet.

Mr. Post, (in his peculiar language,) had sighted the sound, and

his negro man ploughing in a field had done the same from a different

direction, and by ranging with the aid of these intersecting lines, they

the next morning found the stone, which had splintered a pine log lying

on the ground; by sounding with a sharp stick in the hole made by

the stone in its fall, they soon found it, and extricated it from its hiding

place, which was ten inches below the surface ; the dried leaves which

had been " driven about by the percussion, aided in discovering the

spot, about three hundred yards from the place where Mr. Post had

which ice

—

please not to break this rock, wliich fell from the skies and weighs 19| pounds.

Hiram Post."
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stood at tlie moment of the fall, which was in the woods, but there were
no marks on the trees—although the impression was that numerous
wnall bodies had fallen, " making a noise like hot rocks thrown into

water."

Mr, Gibbon and his companion viewed the place both by torch and
daylight, and were convinced of the accuracy of the statement.

The people of the vicinity imagined that a rock had been thrown up
from a volcano or from blasting, or had come from the moon, and
were not easily persuaded that it could be formed in the atmosphere.
As is usual in cases of extraordinary celestial phenomena, some

were terrified by the supposed approach of the day of judgrhent, or of
war, or some other dire calamity, and a militia colonel, in a spirit quite

professional, said that "there must be war in heaven, for they were
throwing rocks.

'^

At the request of Dr. Andrews, the stone was diverted from another
destination, in favor of Prof, Charles U. Shepard, of the Medical Col-
lege of South Carolina at Charleston—from whom we learn that at a
recent date the specimen had not yet reached him.

In due time we shall have the result of his scientific examination ;

but from the circumstances we have no hesitation in admitting this case
as genuine ; the facts are perfectly familiar to hundreds on record, and
in many particulars are in accordance with the remarkable event of
this nature which happened in Weston, Connecticut, in December,
1807, and with which the senior editor of this Journal, with his college
colleague. Prof. Kingsley, was at the time familiar. There is no room
to discuss theories, but we feel fully assured that aerolites are not formed
m our atmosphere, are not projected from terrestrial or lunar volca-
noes, but have a foreign origin, giving us the only reports of the phys-
ical constitution of other worlds which have ever reached our earth,

By an additional communication from J. H. Gibbon, Esq., dated No-
vember 29, 1849, it is rendered probable, that " luminous materials
were seen advancing from several points in the atmosphere towards a
common centre, where a solid mass of heated metal (materials) ex-
ploded and was violently projected in different directions lo the earth.'*

It is slated also that there was a distinct appearance of a single fiery
elongated body, like iron advanced to a white heat, sparkling in its

passage from west to east, rising like a rocket but not vertically, and
passing through the air with a long white streak or tail following a
denser body in the form of a ball of fire.*

Still it is to be observed that neither the fire ball nor any light was
seen by many who heard the successive reports and ihe fall of the
stones, and the rumbling "like loaded wagons jolting down a rocky
"''Ij^'t but this is no way extraordinary, as it was day time, with a
clear sky, and those only would see the fire ball who were looking in
ihe proper direction at the time "when it was in its most ardent
8tate.'^ At the explosion, the meteor was about 45^ high.

» it The true flaming sword of antiquity.

t This was the very comparison used at Weston, in December, 1807, by tlie peo
pie there, in describing a portion of the reports heard on that occasion.

.—Jan.. 1850. 19
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The estimation of time between the disappearance of the light and

the arrival of the sound was very different, as made by different per-

sons, al several minutes, even as high as five. The latter supposition

would make the meteor almost extra-atmospheric, but doubtless the

period of five minutes is much too high, and we infer tliat the meteor,

like that at Weston, was fully within the atmosphere, and probably not

over fifteen or twenty miles from the earth when it exploded. It was

seen through 250 miles from the line of Virginia, to Sumpter district

in South Carolina, and from east to west it was seen through sixty

miles.

2. Further Contributions to Anemoinelry ; by Prof. Phillips, (Proc*

Brit. Assoc, in Athen., No. 1145.}—Referring to his former reports on

this subject [see Alh., No. 987, p. 994, and No. 1088, p. 887], the au-

thor said that his researches into the force and velocity of wind have

been directed to the completion of a method of wind registration which

should be independent of niechanical movements, momentum and fric-

tion. He wished to register the wind by one of the effects of the dis-

placement of its molecules, not the movement of its mass. For this

purpose only one method has occurred to him as sufficiently applicable,

viz., the evaporation of a liquid. He had experimented on water, sa-

line solutions and alcoholic mixtures, and he found reason to think that

with either of these liquids an instrument really indicating the move-

ment of wind by the registration of the evaporatton which the wind

causes, is producible. Such an instrument need occupy but a very

small space, and will have the desirable quality of being most accurate

in those very low velocities of wind which elude entirely Lind's Ane-

mometer and are scarcely sensible by any registering machinery. It

will be remembered that for the interpretation of the register of evap-

oration with a register of wind velocity, it was necessary first to cor-

rect for the hygrometric state of the air. This being done, the cooling

power of wind was found by experiment to be nearly as the square root

of its velocity. In this experimental result, Prof. Phillips was induced

to place confidence, because it appeared to represent and flow naturally

from what may be thought the ivue physical action of the moving air.

Having lately had occasion to examine extensively and carefully into the

amount of air which passes (or is made to pass) through the rarefied

passages of collieries, where the currents are sometimes so slow that

machine anemometers even of a most delicate description are insensi-

ble to the movements of the air—where even the miner's candle affords

but a rude guess, and where the situation is such that smoke or the

powder-flask cannot be appealed to—he was ha[)py to find that the

problem was perfectly and easily solved by noting the cooling power of

the current. For this purpose a registering or integrating anemometer
IS not required. The currents underground are steady, and required

only an anemoscope or indicator of the momentary velocity. Evapo-

ration from the wet bulb may therefore be abandoned ; the common
thermometer with its bulb clear of the frame will answer the purpose

of experiment, in every conceivable instance.*

^

* It ap7>ear8 from Prof. Forbes's * Rep>rt on Meteorology' to the British Associa-

tion in 1832, that the idea of eniployiug a thermometer for indicating the velocity

of wind waa entertained by Prof. Leslie.
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3. Discovery of another huge reptile by Br, MantelL—Dr. Mantell
has added \o his interesting discoveries of fossil lizards, an arm bone
or humerus fifty-four inches long. '^Itis closely allied in form and
proportion to the humerus of a crocodile." Dr. Mantell has sent to
the Royal Society a memoir on the subject of this new species, and
it will probably be soon published.

4. Colossal Birds of Neta Zealand, (Lit. Gaz., Nov. 17, 1849.)

—

The splendid collection of the remains of these gigantic bipeds, formed
by Mr, Walter Mantell of Wellington, announced a few weeks since,
has arrived in safety, and contains objects as marvellous and interesting

_
as the one previously transmitted by the same enterprising young nat-

uralist, and which is novv in the British Museum. The present collec-
tion consists of upwards of 450 bones, referable to several genera of
birds. One series is in the same condition as those formerly received
by Dr. Mantell, and among which were the skulls and mandibles and
egg-shells described by Prof. Owen in the Zoological Transactions.
These are from the west shore of the north island, and were dug up
from a bed of marl and volcanic sand. The other series Is from a
tertiary deposit, on the coast of the south island, at a place called

Waikonaiti, These bones belong principally to the colossal Dinornis,
^^G D. giganfcus^ &c. The gems of this collection are tico entire legs

<indfeet (that is, the tarso-metatarsal^ phalangeal^ and ungueal bones)
of the same individual, which were found erect, about a yard apart, in

the very position in which they were when the bird was alive; the

twelve bones of each foot, together with the tarsometalarsals are as

fresh and perfect as if inhumed but a few years. Indications of winged
birds, of genera, and probably species, still indigenous to the islands,

are among these treasures; which also include numerous pleistocene

(or newer tertiary) shells, and specimens of rocks and minerals, col-

lected by Mr. Walter Mantell during his late journey through the south
island, as government commissioner for the purchase and allotment of
the land recently obtained.

5, Cabinet of Geology and Mineralogy for sale.—The cabinet of
the late Lardner Vanu.xem of Bristol, Pa., is offered for sale. The cab-
inet consists of a very good collection in mineralogy, European and

American
; and a geological collection embracing a very complete

series of all the American formations, with large numbers of the char-

acteristic fossils of the palaeozoic and cretaceous periods; the whole
very completely arranged, with labels of localities, sections illustraling

relative position, &:c. This collection, for teaching the geology and

pahcontology of the United States, is superior to any other collection

which can be procured at the present time. For more particular

information, address James Hall, Albany, N. Y.

6. Correction,—In the notice of Capt. Cullum's work on Military

Bridges, it is stated that the work was published by the "Engineer De-

partment" of government. There are strictly two Engineer Bureaus,

Hnd that which''receives the general title, is the Bureau of the Engineers

of Fortifications- The other, the Bureau of Topographical Engineers,

hus in charge a series of publications, No. 4 of which is Capt. Cullum's

able work.
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L Endliclier^ Generum Plantarum Supplementum Quarium : Pars

JL Vienna, 1847.—This second part of ihe 4th supplement was made

to anticipate the first, which, we believe, remained unpublished at the

untimely death of the accomplished Endlicher, in March last. Begin-

ning wiih the Coniferse, which the author had recently made the subject

of a special study, the present fasciculus goes on through the Exoge-

nous Apetalous orders only. Under several of the orders, such as the

Betulacece^ CitpnlifercB^ Polygonea^ Daphnoide<2^ and ProleacecE^ a

complete systematic enumeration of species is given. A. Gr.

2. Endlicher^ Synopsis Coniferarum. Saint Gall. 1847. 8vo. pp*

368.—This interesting monograph of a small, but most important fam-

ily or class of trees, bears the marks of the vast learning and untiring

industry of its lamented author. It treats, 1st, the Cupressinea^^ which

are divided into five groups. A genus Libocedrus^ is established for

one New Zealandian and two Chilian trees, formerly referred to Thuja;

and Biota^ a section of Thuja of Donn is raised to the rank of a genus,

including the oriental Thuja orientalis, L., and T. pendula, Lamh,
Thuja proper is thus left as a N. American genus, including T. occi-

dentalis, L., T. plicata, Donn^ and T. gigantea, Null. Spach^s genus

Cham<2cyparis (Charna3pence, Zucc.^ Retinospora, Sieb, and Zucc.) is

adopted for our Cupressus thyoides, the C. Nulkatensis of Oregon, and

the Mexican C. ihurifera, with three Japanese species, which form a

separate section. In Taxodinm^ T. microphyllum, Brongn.^ and T.

fidscendens, Brongii.^ are kept as specifically distinct from T. distichum.

The genus Glyplostrobus is established for the Chinese Taxodium Si-

nense or Thuja pensilis. Lamb. The dubious evergreen species of

Ta.xodium, of Western N. America, no longer find a place even among
ihe Cupressinesp, but are removed to the Cunninghamiece in Abietinese,

where the author has eslabh'siieJ for them a genus, under ihe uncouth

and unexplained name of Sequoia^ S. sempervirens, Endl.z^TviXoAium
sempervirens, Lajnb. Pin, t. 64. S. gigantea, Endl.= r, sempervirens,

JIooL Sf Am., Hook. Ic. PL t. 379. Much still remains to be made
known in respect to these two interesting trees. It is to be hoped that

Dr. Torrey will illustrate them from materials which have been sup-

plied to him by CoL Fremont. The true Abietinese are all resolved

into the old Linn^aean genus Pinus, which Endlicher arranges under the

sections

A. Sapinus.

(1.) Tsuga, which includes the Japanese Pinus Tsuga, the Himala-

yan P. Brunoniana, our Hemlock Spruce (P. Canadensis), and the

Oregon P. Douglasii.

(2.) Abies^ comprising our two species of Balsam Fir, five Oregon

and Californian, two Mexican, five European and Caucasian, two Him-
alayan, and three Japanese species.

(3.) Picea, including our White, Black and Bed Spruce (the latter

ctill maintained as a species), two from our North West Coast, the Nor-

way Spruce of Europe, one Oriental, two Siberian, one Himalayan,
and two Japanese species.

(4.) Larix, comprising one European, two Siberian, one Japanese,

jand two North American Larches, one of the latter very doubtful.
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(5.) Cedrus, the Cedar of Lebanon, and the Deodar of Nepal and
Thibet.

B. PlNUS.

(6.) Cemlra^ embracing the P. Cembra of Europe and Siberia,
P. Peuce of Rumelia, with P. sparsiflora and P. Koraicnsls of Japan,
the Kurile Islands, and Kamtschalka.

(7.) Strohus^ for our While Pine, the allied Lambert Pine and P, mon-
ticola, of Oregon and the Rocky Mountains, a Mexican species, and
the P, excelsa of Himalaya.

(8.) Pseudo'Slrobus^ for fifteen Mexican or Central American species,

of which P. Montezuma? is an example.

(9.) Tceda^ comprising our Long-leafed, Loblolly, and Pitch Pines,

eight Oregon and Californian, two Mexican, two Chinese, two Himala-
yan, one Philippine, and one Persian species.

(10.) Pi//«5/er, comprising the P. Pinasterand eight other European
and North Asiatic species, two Chino-Japanese, and one Sumatran spe-

cies, with one from N. W. America, and six natives of Eastern North
America.

(IL) Pinea^ comprising tlie Stone Pine of the Mediterranean region,

the Mexican P. cembroides, and the Californian P. Fremontiana, EndL^
which is Dr. Torrev's P. monophyllus, Endlicher having unjustifiably

changed the specific name on tlie assumption thai each leaf consists of
ft pair united.

The PodocarpecE^ &c., having no representations in our part of the

world, need not be here enumerated.
Of the Taxinem^ we have representations of two out of the five gen-

era, namely, Torreya (of which the writer in 1839 had occasion to

pomt oui the original specimens of Taxus nuciferai, Kcsm-pfer^ as be-
longing to a second species of the genus) and Taxus. One Yew be-

longs to Europe and Caucasus, one to the Himalayas, one to Japan,
one to Mexico, and one to North America.
Of the Gnetacece, one genus, Ephedra^ has a representative in West-

ern N. America.
Our geologists will be pleased to know that the latter part of this

volume is occupied by a complete synopsis of fossil Coniferte.

A. Gr.
3. Contributions to the History of British Fossil Mammals {frst

series); by Richard Owen, F.R.S., &c. London, 1848.—This me-
nioir is one of the many evidences which have been presented within

a short period to the scientific world, of the great activity with which
the labors of the most eminent of English naturalists are pursued. It

comprises a description of the remains of several genera of extinct

animals, under the following heads. L Description of the teeth of a

Pala^otherium. 11, III, IV. On the teeth and cranium of the Paloplo-

therium. V. On the dentition of Dichodon cuspidatus. VL On Mega-
ceros Hibernicus and Castor Europa^us. VIL On the genus Hyopota-
Kius, and the species H. vectlanus and H. bovinus, with remarks on the

classification of the Ungulata.
The systematic zoologist will be most interested in the last of these»

which presents an important modification of the classification of
Pachyderms and Ruminants, by which the natural aflSnities of the

members of these groups are more perfectly preserved than by the
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classification adopted by Cuvier in the Animal Kingdom, or by that of

any succeeding oaturalist. The basis of this change, however, is de-

rived from Cuvier himself. The group of Ruminants has been re-

garded as quite distinct, and characterized by the absence of incisors

in the upper jaw, by the absence of canines, by their complex stom-

achs, and by the single metatarsal and metacarpal bones. These are

characierislic marks of a large portion of the group ; but there are a

few genera which approximate more or less to that portion of the Pachy-

derms which, like themselves, have their toes in even numlers. The
camel has incisive teeth in the upper jaw, and like the musks and munt-

jacs^ has canines. In the Moschus aquaticus and the Anoplotherium,

the metatarsus is double, and in all the musks it presents indications in

the adult of former separation, and subsequent fusion* If to this state-

ment we add the facts derived from embryology, showing that, in all

Ruminants so far as examined, the metatarsal bones are at son)e period

distinct, also the discovery of Mr. Goodsir, that in one species, incisors

exist in a rudimentary condition, and of Prof. Owen, tliat it has an an-

terior premolar which does not appear in the adult, we shall hi

abundant evidence that "no very well defined line of separation exisis

between the Ruminants and Pachyderms. In all the members of the

last group whose toes are in even numbers the stomach is more or less

complex, while in the Musks the third stomach, the psalterium^ or

maniplies is deficient, and this is the last portion of the stomach devel-

oped in the typical ruminants. In view of these and other considera-

tions. Prof. Owen adopts the Linn?ean ordinal term Ungulata, which

includes the RumiTiants and Pachyderms, These he arranges in two

principal groups, adopting a method which Cuvier had foreshadowed,

based upon the odd and even number of toes of the hind foot. This

will place all the animals with complex stomachs in one (the even-toed)

group, and those with simple stomachs in another (the odd-toed) group*

Order UNGULATA.
r

ARTIO-DACTYLA*

(Number of toes even.
Coinpiex sioinachs.)

r

Ruminating.

Moschus,

Antilope,

Bos,

Ovis,

Cervus,

PERISSO-DACTYLA,

(Ntiinber of t'»es odd.

Simple Btornnctis.)

Palccotherium.

Tapirus.

Equus.
Rhinoceros, <Sj;c.

Hippopotamus,
PROBOSCIDIA.

Mastodon.

Elophas.Non-ruminating. \ Dicotyles,

Sus, &c.

We cannot close this notice without quoting the following paragraph,

the justice of which ail who have noticed the course of Cuvier^s suc-

cessor in the chair of comparative anatomy, will unhesitaiingly ac-

knowledge. In speaking of one of the illustrations of the correlation

of parts discovered by Cuvier, but which Blainville did not have the

honor to acknowledge, Prof, Owen says ;
'^ In a work of high merit but

c-
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the tone of which, towards the memory and discoveries of Cuvier
every lover of science must deplore, we look in vain for any aclinowl-
edgment for the source of the beautifal generalizarion of the relation

of ihe particular forms of the astragalus, to the parity or imparity of
the hinder digits, or any ascripiion of the credit due to a prevision,

which it had been the good fortune of the author of the ' Osteofrraphie'

to verify." M. de BlainviMe both in his published works and public

lectures, has not only treated the memory of Cuvier with neglect, but

seems to have been actuated bv a worse spirit than that of indifference-

J. W.
4. Tconogruphic Encyclopaedia; by C. Heck, translated and edited by

Prof. S. F. Baird, of Dickinson College, Pa. Part 3,—Rudolph Garrigue,

New York.—The plan and character of this work were mentioned with

some detail in our last. Part third, sustains all that we observed with

regard to the elegant character of the engravings and their finished

accuracy and fullness of detail. The plates of this part illustrate Ge-

^'*^gy» Physical Geography and Botany. The principles of geology
are well brought out by drawings that speak to the eye. Stratification,

horizontal and disturbed, and structure of various kinds, are illustrated

on plates 43 and 46 ; volcanoes are the subject of many excellenli.

sketches on plates 44, 45; and their geographical distribution on these

and other plates, a complete mercator^s chart of the world being given

on a small scale on plate 47 ; mountains, waterfalls, caverns, and scen-

ery of different latitudes are presented on other plates—not a mere
bald outline, but in pleasing landscapes and scenes, executed In the

best style of the art. The botanical department is illustrated with like

beauty and fullness. On plate 55, we recognize the magnificent sketch

of a species of Banyan, from the Narrative of the Exploring Expedi-
tion by Captain Wilkes, volume v, p. 26 ; on plate 56, a Palm grove on
the Island of Fakaafo, from the same volume, p. 14, though with some
added shrubs and trees that are never found on Coral Islands ; on plate

47, a view of the Antarctic continent from amid the icebergs, from the

same work, volume ii, p. 325, besides reduced copies ofthe sketches of

some of the craters of the Sandwich Islands, from volume 4, of Cap*
tain Wilkes's Narrative.

5. The As(rono7nicaJ Journal^ edited by Benjamin Apthorp Gould,
J!"-—No. 1, of the Astronomical Journal, announced in our fast, was
issued on the 2nd of November last. It appears in a large 4to form.

This number is occupied with a memoir by Prof. Peirce on the Devel-

opment of the Perturbaiive function of Planetary Motion. No. 2, which

has just been issued, contains:—Zodiac of Hygea, by Prof. J. S. Hub-
hard

; on the orbit of the Great Comet of 1843, by the same ; on the

velocity of the Electrical Wave or current through a metallic circuit,

by 0. M. Mitchell.
6. Foster's Complete Geological Chart.—A large geological chart

under this title, some six feet or more square, largely lettered and well

varnished, has recently been seen by us. It emanates from Albany,

N. Y., and appears to have been intended to illustrate geology to the

schools of that state. Strange to say, there is not one word of New
York geology to be detected in it, and not even a hint with regard to

American rocks. With some truth (in lineal descent from a well

known French chart), it combines much that was formerly supposed to
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be true, with much that is now known to be false, and is a caricature

of geological science though pretending to be nnade up from the best

authorities. It abounds in bad orthography, and includes names of

Frencli origin that are not found in English or American works. High

up in one corner stands the funniest sort of volcano spitting red streaks

of fire, down whose sides are pieces of bitumen in squirming shapes,

following one another in parallel lines from top to bottom—a locality

for bitumen not hitherto known. The whole thing is below criticism,

and however altered or Improved, its adoption would be a disgrace to

a state that stands so high for its geological researches.

7. American Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge^ for
the year 1850.—This periodical sustains its high character for fullness

of statistical details and thorough science. The number for 1850 con-

tains, besides its usual range of information, an article by Prof. Lover*

ing, on Melloni's researches in Radiant Heat.

G-. A. Maxtell, Esq., F.R.S., Ac.—Ob^orvations on the O-teologv of the Ignano-

dou auJ HyLneosaurus ; 36 pp. 4to, with 7 plates, from the Phil Trans, for 1849.

Proceedings of the AwERrcAX Pkilosofhtcal Society, No. 43, vol. v, April to

September, 1849.—p. 84, Gold in Maryland—p. 91, Footmarks near Pottsville, Pa.;

/. Lea.—^ew analogy in relation to the periods of rotation of the primary planets

discovered by D, Kirkirood,

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of PmLADELi*mA, 1849, vol.

iv, June, p. 180. Tapirus Americanus fossUis; J, Leidy.—Jrdy, p. 184, Eryxmacula-
tus; jE HaUowell.—Chemical anal^^si^ of a calculus of a Whale; W. Keller.—Au-
gudy p. 194, A new Cecidomyia; M. H. Morris.—The Driver Ants of Western Af^

rica; T. S. Savage,—p. 200^ Identity of Anomma with Dorylns.—p. 203, New
Hymenoptera of the genera Ampulex, Sigalphus, Chelonus and Durjlus; S/S. Hal-
dcinan.—September, p. 210, On the Wlieat Midge; /. W. Doivmti.—p. 211, Spe-

cies of Termitidje of West Africa
; T. S. Savage.—Size of the Brain in different rncee

of men; S. G. Alorton,— October, p. 225, Enterobru:^ and other new genera of En-
tophyta, with description of species parasitic in ArticuLita, ttc., with new Entozoa;
J". Leidy.—On the odoriferous glands of the Invertebrata ; J.Leidy.— Octoher, p.236,
New species of birds of the Family of Cupriraidgidje

; /. Camn,
Alfred Smee, F.R.S: Elements of Electro-biulogy, or the voltaic mechanism of

man. 134 pp. 8vo. London, 1849.
U£BEjRsrcHT DER Akbeitex und Veninderungcn der Schlesischen Gesellschnft fiir

vaterlandi^chc Kultur in Jalire, 1847 ; mit 6 Tafeln, 400 pp. 4to. Abbildungea
Breslau, 1848.

UaAxus ; Syndironfseh geordnete Ephemeride idler Hinmielserscheinungen des

Jahres 1849, erstes und zweites Quiirtal, zuniiohst bereclinet fiir deu Horizont der

Sternsvaite zu Bre.4au; Alerter Jahrgang. 8to. Breslau, 1849.
AvNTAiRE MAGN-jgrrQUE et Meteorologlque du Corps des ingenieurs des Mines,

pubhshed by order of His Majesty, Emperor Nicholas I, under the auspices of his

excellency, M. de W^rontchenko, Ministre des finances et Chef des ingcnieur des

mines, by A. T. Kupffer. Anuee, 1845, St, Petersburg, 1848. 1000 pp. 4to, with

numerous plates.

Resumes des Observatii»na Meteorologi(i...d faites dans I'etendue de L' Empire
dc Russie; par A. T. Kupffor. h^r Cahier, 4to, St. Petersburg, 1846.
AxxAtES DES SciExcER N.^TURELLEs, MARCH, 1840.—Researches on Annelida

(Helminthidiu) ; E. BJanchard—OnYi^xm', A, Wigand.—0\i the genera Quiina aim

Puraqueiba; L. R. y«/aE«7?^—Conspectus generis Hapophyllum ; KSpack.—APRII-
On HelminthiJa;, continued ; JF. i^/ancAr/r^i.—Embryology of Teredo; A.d Qnatre-

fages.—Three species of the genus Anthicus; /.. />»«/o«r.—Note on Bupre.4is pul-

chra ; Z. Dnfour.—On « Polypiers," Fam. Astrieidae ; M, Edwards and /. JIame.—
On the Cephaelis ipecacuanha; H, A. Weddell~Ot\ the genus Ulex and a new f^pp-

ctes; J. E. Pianchon.—New species of plants from the Berlin Garden; Kunth,--
Sixth century of vascular plants ; /. Eerkelg imd C J/o;i^a^«e.—Descriptions of

new plants.
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OF

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY
)

AND

LABORATORY FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.

DR. ALFRED L KENNEDY, having resi^jned the Professorship of

Chemistry in the Philadelphia College of Medicine, with the design of

devoting increased attention to Practical Chemistry, continues his Labe-

.ratory for iu^tructioii in that department, and for Mineral Analysis, in his

building on Haines' Street above Sixth, west of Odd Fellows' Hall.

Haines* Street runs west from Sixth, between Arch and Race.

Tlie Plan of Instruction^

having been matured during many years' experience in teaching this

Science, has proved upon trial to be the beat calculated, to facilitate the

solid progress of the Student. It includes

1* Courses of Lectures, illustrated by experiments, specimens and

diagrams.

2. Verification of the fact^', and repetition of the experiments, after

each Lecture, by the Student hnnaelf, in the Laboratory, under the advice

of the Lecturer,



3, Instruction in manipulation, testlngt an4 analysis,

4. Regular Examinations on all the points taught here, and if desired,

on all those taught frocn the Cliemical ghair? ii^ the Medical Colleges,
h

+

Tbe K.Q€£|ticin of tbe Buildlngr

ia remarliably eligible and central, being about midway between the

thickly settled Northern and Southern districts, and contigMons to Frank-^

lin Squares and to main business thoroughfares,

Tlie l4ecture Room
on the first floor, is comfortably arranged and furnished.

Tlie ^laboratory

is spacious, well lighted and ventilated. It contains a full assortuient of

carefully selected, pure chemical tests, and re-agents; also apparatus of

approved European model and construction, part of which was imported

expressly for this School, whereby the moat delicate analytical processes

may be performed, and the student be made acquainted with the best

methods.

The Laboratory will be open for instruction throughout the year; tho

usual Summer vacation during July and August, excepted.

Courses of Iiistrtiction

may be prosecuted, adapted to

The Chemical Student proper, who pursues the Science thoroughly

in its connexion with Experimental Research, with Analysis, the liberal

Arts, Mining, Mineralogy, Geology, Agriculture, &c. Such students may
V

enter at any time. They will be afforded all the privileges of the Insti-

tution during the entire daily session.

The Medical Student^ who desires practical familiarity with, the in-

compatibilities of Medicines, Toxicology, Medico-legal testing, Analysis

of the Animal fluids in health and disease, and the putting up of Pre-

scriptions.

The Manufacturer^ who would possess a knowledge of the purity of

the substances he employs, the chemical changes upon which his art

depends, and the means of discovering more economical plans of working.

The Teacher^ and others, who require facility of manipulation in the

generally.

gases. •>

Analytic CIicmtHtry.

The advertiser possesses superior facilities for the analysis of Ores,

Soils. Or-

ders, personally or by mail, from Geologists, Mining Companies, Eugi-

necrs. Agriculturists and others, will be executed with accuracy, and

reported upon without unnecessary delay.

ALFRED L. KENNEDY, M. D.
Laboratory, ITaines Sti-cet, Philadelphia,
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THE

ANNUAL OF SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY:
OR,

YEAR BOOK OF FACTS, IN SCIENCE AND ART.

Exhibiting the most iinportaiil discoveries and improvcmcnls in Mechanics and Vse^-

fid Arts, J^atural Philosophy y Chemistry^ Astronomij^ Meteorology, Zoology, Bot"
any^ Mineralogy, Geology^ Geography, Aatiquities^ &^-c.., together with a list of
Recent Scientific Publications : a classified list of Patents ; Ohiiaarics of Eminent
Scientific Men ; Jin Index of important Papers in Scientific Journals, Reports^ ^-c.

EDITED EV

DAVID A. WELLS,
OF THE LAWRENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE, AND

GEORGE BLISS, Jr.

This work is designed for all those who desire to keep pace with the advance*-
tnent of Science and Art. The great vtnd daily increasing number of discoveries
in the different departments of science is sucli. and ihe announcement of ihem is

scaitered through such a multitude of secular and scientific publications, that it is

Very difficult for any one to obtain a satisfactory survey of them, even had he ac-
cess 10 all these publications. Ii is evident, therefore, thai an annual publicaiiotij

iving a complete and condensed view of the Progress of Discovery in every
ranch of Science and Art, being, in fact, The Spirit of the Scientific Jocr-
WALs of the year, systematically arranged, so as to present at one view all the new
discoveries and iniproved processes of the past year, must be a most acceptable
volume to every one, and greatly facilitate the diffusion of useful Vnowledge.

Tlie Editors are so situated as to have access to all the scientific publications of
America, Great Britain, France, and Germany ; and have also received, for the
present volume, the approbation as well as the counsel and personal contributions
of many of the ablest scientific mon in this country, among whom are Professors

Agassiz, HoKsfORD, and Wyman, of Harvard University, and they have tha
promise in future, from many scientific gentlemen, of anicles not published pre-

viously elsewhere. They have also taken grt;at pains to render the general indej:
to the whole work as full and correct as possible.

It will thus be seen, that the plan of the " AffwrAL of Scientific Discov-
I:RY,y is Well designed to make it what it purports to be, Vi substantial summary of
the discoveries in Science and Art; and no pains have been spared on the part of
the Editors to fulfill the design, and render it worthy of pntronage.
This Work fijrms a hands(une duodecimo volume of 350 pages, with a portrait

of Prof. Agassiz, As the edition is limited, all who wish to possess the first vol*
VUE of this valuable publication must make an early Fipplicalion. On the receipt

of ONE DOLLAR, the publishers will forward a copy in paper covers, by Mail,
t»OST PAID.

Will be readff, March frst^

LAKE SUPER lOR,
ITS PHYSICAL CHARACTER, VEGETATION AND ANIMALS, CO.^IPAHED WITH

THOSE OF OTHER AND SIMILAR REGIONS.

By L. AG ASSIZ.
Containing contributions from Dr. John L. LeConte, Jr., Dr. Gould, Dr. Har-
ris, and many others—with a narrative of the expedition, and illustrattons, by
T. E. Cabot.
or This work which has been lon^ in the course of publication, will be one of

great interest and value to the scientific world. It will form a handsome octavo

volume illustrated with accurate drawings from naiurft.

GOULD, KENDALL & LLNCOLN, Publishers, Bosto5.
March, 1§50.
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SCHOOL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
[Attached to the *' J3cpnrtm£nt oC litHoSoptj} anXJ tSe ^rtn/* in Yale College.]

B. SILLIMAN, Jr.

professor of Chemistry and ihe kindred Sciences applied to the Arts.

J. p. NORTON,
Professor of Scientific AgricuUure.

The course of instruction in this Laboratory is now fully organized

and all practicable fticilities are afforded to the students. The terms

correspond with those of the College, commencing in January, May and

October, and continuing about three months each. Instruction given in

various departments of applied Chemistry as above, also in general ana-

alytical Chemistry, organic and inorganic.

Students allowed to work during the whole day with use of balances,

reagents, glass, porcelain, alcohol, fires, fcc, platinum only excepted.

The only extra charge is for breakSge, Terms $5 per week or $t>0 to

$70 per term of twelve or fourteen weeks.

No previous study required of those who enter this department.

Lectures on Scientific Agriculture, by Prof. Norton, during winter

term, commencing soon after the middle of January.

Lectures on Mineralogy and applied Chemistry, during summer term,

by Prof. SiLLFMAN, Junr. and Dr. Erni, first assi?=tant. Lectures on Ge-

ology, Elementary Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, also accessible.

Analyses and investigations of all kinds promptly attended lo on rea-

sonable terms.

Analytical Laboratory^ Yale College^ New Haven, February^ 1850.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE RAY SOCIETY.
1

m

Instituted 1§44.

GEORGE P. PUTNAM,
GENERAL AGENT FOR T H E 17 N I T E D STATES.

Extractsfrom the Laws of the Ray Society.

"That this Society shall be called the * Ray Society;' and

that its object shall be the promotion of Natural History, by the

printing of original works in Zoology and Botat

tions of Works of established merit, of rare tracts and MSS., and

of translations and reprints of foreign works, which are generally

inaccessible from ihe language in which they are written, or ft'om

the manner in which they have been published.
" Every subscriber to be considered a Member of the Society,

and to be entitled to one copy of every book published by the

Society during the year to which his subscription relates; and

^

\
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no member shall incur any liability beyond the annual sub-
scription.*

" That the annual subs.criptions shall be paid in advance, and
considered to be due on the 2d day of February in 6ach year^
and that such Members as do not signify their intention to with-
draw from the Society before the 2d day of June, shall be con-
sidered to continue Members^ and be liable to the year's sub-
scription."

I

a>
$7

Thefollowing works have been published^ and may be obtained

by Subscribers,

FOR THE FIRST YEAR, 1844
I. Reports on the Progress of Zoology and Botany, con-

sisting of

1. Observations on the state of Zoology in Europe, by Charles

Lucien Buonaparte, translated by Hugh E. Strickland; Jr.,

M.A., F.G.S.
2. Report on the Progress of Vegetable Physiology, by Dr.

H. F. Link, translated by E, Lankester, M.D., F.R.S.
3. Report on the Progress of Zoology, for the year lJ>42, by
Wagner and others, translated by W. B. Macdonald, B.A.

II. Memorials of John Ray: consisting of the Life of John Ray,
by Dorham : the Biographical Notice of Ray by Baron Cuvier
and M. Dupetit Thouars, in the Biographic Universelle; Life
of Ray, by Sir J. E. Smith ; the Itineraries of Ray, with Notes
by Messrs. Babingtoii and Yarrel ; edited by E. Lankester,
M.D., F.R.S.

III. A Monograph (with Colored Drawings of every Species) of
the British Nudibranchiate Mollusca, by Messrs. Alder and
Hancock. Part 1.

FOR THE SECOND YEAR, 1845.

I. Steenstriip on the Alternation of Generations, translated from

the German, by Geo. Busk, F.L.S.
II. A Monograph of the British Nudibranchiate Mollusca, with

12 colored illustrations in lithotint^ by Messrs. Alder and Han-
cock. Part II.

HI. Reports and Papers on Botany, conshiw^ of translations

from the German :

I* Zuccarini on the Morphology of the Coniferas, with 5 plates,

translated by G. Busk, F.L.S.
2. Grieshach Reports on the Progress of Geographical Botany,

for 1842, 3, 4, translated by W. B. Macdonald, B.A., and

G. Busk, F.R.S.
3. Nageli Memoir on the nuclei, formation, and growth of veg-

etable cells, translated by Arthur Henfrey, F.L.S.

\
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4. Link : Report on the Progress of Vegetable Physiology for

1842, 3, translated by J. Hudson, B.M.

FOR THE THIRD YEAR, 1846.

I. Meyen's Geography of Plants, translated by Miss Margaret

Johnston.

II. Biirmeister on the Organization of Trilobites, with 6 plates
;

translated from the German, and edited by Professors Bell and

E. Forbes,

III. Alder and Hancock British Niidibranchiate Molliisca, Part 3,

with 11 colored plates in lithotint.

FOR THE FOURTH YEAR, 1847.

I. Oken's Elements of Physio-Philosophy, translated by Alfred

Tnlk, Esq.

II. Reports on the Progress of Zoology, translated from the Ger-

man, by George Busk, F.L.S., A. H. Halliday, Esq., and
Alfred Tulk, Esq.

III. A Synopsis of the British Naked-eyed Paimigrade Medusa?,

with colored drawings' of all the species, by Prof. E. Forbes,

F.R.S., F.L.S.

FOR THE FIFTH YEAR, 1848.

I. Bibliographia Zoologias et GeologiaB, by Professor Agassiz of

Neufchatel, edited by Hugh E. Strickland, M.A., F.L.S.
II. The Letters of John Ray, edited by E. Lankester, M.D.,

F.R.S., F.L.S.
III. Alder and Hancock on the Nudibranchiate Mollusca. Part IV.

The following Works are either printing or in a state ofgreat

forwardness.

1. Reports and Papers on Vegetable Physiology and Botanical
Geography, edited by A. Henfrey, Esq.

2. A Monograph, with illustrations of all the species of British

Enfomostracous Crustacea, by Dr. Baird.

3. Vol. II, of the Bibliographia Zooiogiaj et Geologise.
4. A continuation of Alder and Hancock's Nudibranchiate Mol-

lusca.

5. The travels of Linnaeus in West Gothland, translated by G. B.
^Lew in, Esq., M.A.

6. Reports on the Progress of Zoology, edited by George Busk, Esq.

7. A Monof;raph, with colored illustrations of the British Rubi,

by Dr. Bell Salter.

8. A Monograph, with colored illustrations of the British Fresh-

water Zoophytes, by Prof Allman.
9. A Monograph, with colored illustrations of the Family Cirrhi-

pedia, by C. Darwin, M.A., F.R.S.
March, 1S50. P'l
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GEOLOGICAL
AND

MINERALOGICAL SPECIMENS

Mh. KRANTZ, nf Bonn, Prussia, begs leave to inform the scientific institn-

lions and private colleolors in this country, that he keeps constant}- on hand the
largest stock of minerals, fossils and rock-specimens, enabling him lo make up
collections of every extent and complete existing ones. This establi.^jhinenr,

numbering the first cabinets in all parts of the world, and the most distinguished
private cultivators of the mineraJogicaJ and geoloojcal sciences among its custom-
ers, has constantly, during twenty veais, kept pace with the rapid progress of

I
these branches of human knowledge ; its travelers are constantly ** en route*' in

* a" countries of Europe (one of them is now in the United States,) and all efforts

made to secure the acquisition of every thing new or interesting to colle.ctors.

The list of minerals contains now about 800 species collected at more than 3000
localities^ and forming a cabinet of 10,000 first rate specimens, unrivalled by any
known private collection, and representing the stale of the science at the very
latest dale with its most recent discoveries. Besides this standard collection, oili-

ers of any desirable extent, and arranged in any prescribed system, can be fur-

nished at prices as the adjoined catalogue shows.
For Lecturers the instructive collections for the demonstration of ihe physical

properties of minerals, color, fracture, lustre, composition, etc., etc., are particularly
useful. Scale of hardness, blowpipe minerals, etc.

Cabinets for Ladies, in elegant mahogany cases with drawers, containing, in a
case nut lart^er than two feel long by about one foot in depth and breadth, 300 small
but very characteristic specimens, (price $25; smaller ones to order.)

Cahinttsfor Children in fine paste-board cases, at from $2-6.
Minerals for Ckemists, for the preparation of rare chemical substances and the

exercise of students in analyzing them, such as Uranium, Wolfram, Tellurium,
ritaniurn, Mcllite, etc., at the lowest prices. All specimens are provided with
printed labels, in English, German and French.

Orders for minerals and rock-specimens should always mention the size desired.

Fossils.—The number of species of fossil organic remains, amounts to about
800U, collected in all the principal localities of Europe and ihe United States.
-All Uiese species are carefully determined as far as the present slaieof the science
permiis, and collections for the illustration of all treatises on gerilogy, including
the characteri.siic shells of all formations, ran be furnished to any extent within
the above number. Each specimen is furnished with a printed label indicating
the locality, geological formation, and name ; the collections are generally arranged
according to the relative age of the formations; for special purposes zoological

classifiraiions are adopted if asked fur,

A separate part of the catalogue contains prices of casts of rare and interesting

fossils of larger size, painted ia the coJors of the original and fornung a valuable

complement for public cabinets. .,,-/-
The alieniion of scientific men is particularly called to Mr. K. s collection o

Saurians from the Lias of Wartemberg. surpa!=sing in some pieces for beauty and

compleieness, those of the first Museums of Europe.

Ichifiyosauri at from .$30-200. Loligo, fishes and Crinoidea of the same and
other formations at equally moderate prices.

u a e
J^oclis —Abuut one thousand varieties of rock-specimens are on hand, forming

a complete series of all the primary and sedimentary rocks which form the known
solid pan of our <Tlobe. All the specimens of each collection are of the same size

«nd shape, so as "to admit of being arranged in an elegant manner, without un-

necessary waste of room in drawers or cases.

A few geographical collections of countries interesting to geologists, such as

Saxony, the fiartz, Mt. Vesuvius, the Alps, Italy, Hungary, Norway and Sweden,
Mexico, and some others are still on hand.
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CATALOGUE OF FOSSILS,

CASTS OF FOSSILS, ROCK-SPECIMENS AND MINERALS,
FOR SALE BY

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

]|.

12.

AUGUSTUS KRANTZ, Bonn, Prussia, formerly of Berlin

AMEKICAN EDITION.

I. FOSSILS.

30 species of fossil shells from tlie modRrn deposits elevated on the

coasis of Norway and Sweden upwards of 150 feet, • .

100 species from llio tertiary basin of Vienna,

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.
3.'>.

36.

37.

3d.

39.

40.

41.

f

100 species from the tertiary formation in Rhineland and Westphalia,

300 species fioin the tertiary basin of Paris and the " faluns" of Touraine,

loo species from the faluns of Bordeaux and Dax,
130 species from the London clay of Hampshire and the Crag of Suffolk,

100 species from liie tertiary of Maryland, Alabama afid Virginia,

150 species from the recent deposits and tertiary formation of Cy
prus, Persia and Egypt, . .

50 species from the tertiary formation (Molasse) of Switzerland,

100 species from the upper cretaceous formation of Belgium,
300 species from the cretaceous formation of Southern France,
150 species from the jsame formation of Northern France,

Of both tlie last collections, separate series can be given, comprising
only single groups (chalk, greensand, Nfcocomien) or zoological fani

ilies (Kudista, Cephalopoda, etc.)

150 species from the cretaceous formation (Plaener and Q.uadersand
stein) of Sasony and Bohemia, . . , . ,

100 species from the chalk marl (Unterer Kreidemergel of Rcemer) o

Westphalia, .......
60 species from the greensand of Blackdown in Devonshire,
100 species from the upper and lower greensand of Hatiover an
Westphalia, (Hilsthon and Hilsconglomerat of Roomer.)
100 species from the Alpine limestone of Gosau, Vils, Trent, Hall
stadt, etc., in<:luding the Cephalopods described by von Hauer,
50 species from the Wealden formation of Germany and England,
150 species from the Oolite and Lias of Southern France,
150 species from the same formation in Northern France,
100 species from the same formation of Northern Germany, .

30 s-pecies from the upper oolite of Bavaria (lithographic slate),

20 .species Crustacea from tlie same locality, ....
150 species from the Jurassic formation of England, mostly from
Yorkshire, ........
100 species from the Oxford clay of Moscow in Russia, .

200 species from the Jurassic formations of Bavaria and VVOrtemberg,
80 species from the Alpine limestone of St. Cassian, Tyrol,
30 species of fish-teeth, scales and bones from the Triassic formation
of Bavaria and Wilrtemberg, .....
30 different Saurian bones from the Muschelkalk of Bavaria, .

40 species from the Permian System of Thuringia (Zechstein and
Kupferschiefer), ......'
100 species of fhssil plants (large size) from the coal-slates of Silesia,

Bohemia, and Saxony, ......
7,5 species from the Permian System and carboniferous limestone of
Moscow and the Ural Mountains, . . . .

50 species fi.om the Mountain limestone of Ireland,
80 species from the same formation in Belgium,
lOO species from the Devonian rocks of the Rhine and Eifel,

100 species from the same formation in the Ilartz Mountains,
300 species from tlie Palaeozoic rocks of the Ifnited States of America,
100 species from the Silurian group of Sweden and Norway,
80 species from the Silurian group of Dudley in England,
200 species from the upper Silurian group of Bohemia,
100 species of Trilobites, ......

$ 3

12
12

40

12
24

18

26
7

20
65
26

50
00
00
00

00
00

00

00

00

00
00

00

18 00

12

9

00

00

14 00

18

9
30
26
10

6
12

26
18
22
14

7
9

00
00

00

00
00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00
00

9 00

20 00

20
9
15

00
00
00

12 00
00$14

70

18

24
30

00

00

00

00

t
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42. 250 species of Brachiopoda, including the genera Atrypa, Calceola,
Crania, Clionetes, Leptasna, Lingula, Orbicula, Orlhis, Peniamerus,
ProductiiSj Spirifer, fchrignrephaius, Terebratula and Thecldea,

43. 300 species of C('pIi:\InpotIa. including the genera Ammonitea, Ancy-
locerjis, Baculites, Beleniniles, Clyrnenia, Cunuluria^ Crioceras, Endo-
ceras, Gonioceras, Goniatites, Harniles, Limites, Nautilus, Onycho-
theutis, Orthoceratites, Ptychoceras, Scaphiies, Toxoceras and
Turrilltes, ...,..-•

IL CASTS.
Persons wisFjing to purchase casts, can be furnished with two plates of

ings, representing vhein.

1. Mastodon giganleum, PI. II, fig. 6.

Lower jaw perlect, 2| feet long; from the diluvium of the Mis-
souri River, . . . . . .

The original is in llie Royal Museum at Berlin.
Megalonyx JefTtirsoni, Harlan.

Four different bones ; femurs, phalanges, etc., froro the same
locality,

Zeuglodon celoYdes, Owen ; Basilosanrus Hnrlani ; Hydrarchos, Koch.
1 wo teeth, from the tertiary group of Alabama,

4. Iguanodnn, Hylacosaurus and Gavial.

14 different b(tnes from the Weald clay of Sussex, England,
The originals are in the Rritish Museum.

5. Pterodactylus crassirostris, Goldf , PI. II, fig. 7.

Two pieces from the lithographic slate of Bavaria,

44 GO

75 00

engrar-

2.

3.

6.

The original is in the Museum of Bonn.

7.

8.

9.

11.

12.

13.

Mystriosaurus spec. (Teleosaurus.) PI. I, fig. 1.

Cast in 4 parts, 12 feel long, of the best specimen ever discovered,

found in the Lias-slates of Boll, VVOrtemberg, . . .

The original belongs to Mr. Krantz.
Mystriosaurus longipes, PL II, fig. 5.

Perlcict skeleton from the same locality, ....
The original in the Imperial Museum at Vienna.

Mystriosaurus, species. PI. II, fig. 8.

Head of a small sized specimen from the same place,

The original is in the Royal Museum at Berlin.

Mystriosaurus, species.
Vertebral spine with extremities, same locality, .

10. IchthyosHurus platyodon. PI. II, fig. 2.

Perfect head of a skeleton 60 feet long, ....
Perfect fin of the same specimen, PI. II, fig. 3, .

Ichthyosaurus inlermedius. PI. II, fig. 4,

Head, thorax and fins perfect, . . - • •

Ichthyosaurus tenuiroslris. PI. II, fig. 9.

Perfect head, . . .

Originals of Nos. 10-13 in A. Krantz's cabinet.

Ichthyosaurus communis. PI. II, fig. 10.

Fin perfect, * . . . . •

The original is in the Imperial Museum at Vienna.
Plesiosaurus dolichodeirus, Conyb. PJ. I, fig. 2.

Skeleton perfect, 6 feet long, from the Lias slates of Glastonbury
in Somersetshire, . . - • ' •

The original is in the British Museum.
Jo. Pelagosaurus, new sp. PI. II, fig. 14.

Head, perfect, from Boll, VVOrtemberg, ....
- The original in A. Krantz's cabinet.
17. Peniacrinus subangularis. PI. 11, fig- 1-

The best known specimen ; stem 7 feet long; same locality,

,Q
I" A. Krantz's cabinet.

la. Labvrinthodon. PI. I, fig. 3. ^ ., , ,. „.
Head perfect, from the Keuper coal beds at Gaildorfm Wartemberg,

- The original in the Museum at Stuttgardt.
IJ. Pistosaurus longaevus, H. von Meyer. Pl. H, fig- ^2.

Head; from the Muschelkalk at Bayreuth, Bavaria,

The original in the Royal Museum at Berlin.

14

15.

$6 00

2 00

00 75

5 00

3 00

26 00

9 00

1 50

6 00

9 00
5 00

7 00

1 25

75

23 00

1 00

$5 00

7 00

1 00
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20. Proterosanrijs Spenerl* Pi. II, fig. 11,

Vertebral spine and extremities; from the cupriferous slate of

Rothenburg, .•*.•.•
Tlie original in the Royal Museum at Berlin,

21. Holoplychius nohilisaimus, Ag.
From the Old Red Siindstone of Scotland, * . *

The nritjinal is in the British Museum.
22. Several specitis of Trilobites, remarkable for rnreness or beauty, such

as represented on PI. II, figs. 13 and 14, each piece, . .

III. SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS.

1 25

8 00

25

A. Fossils.

100 different species^

200 '* " •

300 " "
500 •' " .

1000 " "
2000 " " .

3000 '• "

• » •

< • •

• < *

i *

t m i

*

•

i

i

i

i

. $ 9 00

22 00
36 00
70 00

. 150 00
350 00

, 560 00

Size 3 by i inches.

B. Rock-specimens,

1

Site 3 hy 4 inches-

100 different

150 **

200 •'

300 *«

500 «
1000 **

specimens,
• •

. $ 5 00
9 00

. 15 00
25 00

. 54 00
135 00

100 different

150
2U0 "
300 "
500 •

] 000 "

specimens, $ 9 00
*• . . 15 00

2? 00
" , .45 00
<' , 100 00
'< . . 265 00

C* Minerals,

Size 2 by 2 inches.

100 different specimens,
200 " '• . .

300 " «'

500 " «« , .

2000 « « . .

F

. $ 5 50
j:i 00

. 21 00

42 00
. 105 00
260 00

Size 2 by 3 inches.

100 differenl specimens, $ 9 00

200 " " . . 21 00

31/0 " " . 35 00

500 " " . . 72 00

1000 " " .155 00

2000 '« " . . 375 00

References given by Prof. B* Sili.iman, Jr., New Haven, i. D. Dana, ofNew
Haven, Conn., ProH Agapsiz of Cambridge, Mass.^ Prof. Troost of Nash-
ville, Tenn.

November, 1849. m
Tfc ^

Regularly on the first of every month, Price 2s. &d,, the

Journal ofthe Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia

Fiiblished at Singapore, and affording the most recent and au-

thentic accounts of every matter of interest connected with these

parts. Vol. Hi, No. 9 just received,

CONTENTS.

A Tour in Java, by Jonathan Rigg, Esq., member of the Balavian Society of

Arts and Sciences.

Account of Sulu.

Analysis of ihe Ancient Annals ofSiam.
The Piracy and Slave Trade of the Indinn Archipelago.
Deslrnciion of the Figet of the Sarebaa and Sakarran Pirates.

The Zoology of Singapore.
American colonies in the Indian Archipelago.

Subscription in advance 24s. per annum* Single No, 25. 6rf-

A few only of the back Nos. on hand.

March, 1850.

M. RICHARDSON, 23 CornhilJ, London*
[itl

I
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Art. XVIL— 0)1 the Phajitascope ; by Prof. J.Locke. (In a

Letter to the Editors.)

As many persons find it difficult if not impossible to con^^erge
the optical axes, (or in common phrase to look '^ cross-eyed/') for
the purpose of making the experiments lately described by me,
under the head of '' binocular vision/' I have invented an instru-
ment which enables all persons to succeed in obtaining the chief
results. It is very simple, having neither lenses, prisms nor reflec-
tors, the object being in general the same as holding the finger or
other object near the eyes and concentrating the attention upon
It for the purpose of optical convergence.

It consists of a flat base-board about nine by eleven inches,
'With an upright rod at one end bearing two sliding sockets to be
clamped at any elevation like those of a retort stand, or adjusta-
ble by stiff sliding springs. The upper socket supports horizon-
taHy a small vane or card, having a slit or sight hole one fourth
of an inch wide and three inches long from right to left. This
slit has its middle directly over the center of the base-board, and
5S intended to have the eyes directly over it, one eye at one end
and the other at the other ;—two small holes, say one fourth of an
inch, occupying the place of the ends of this slit would answer,
except for the unequal distances between the eyes of different ob-
servers. The lower of the two sockets bears horizontally a mova-
ble screen of pasteboard or thin wood, having a slit at least three
inches wide from left to right, and about one inch in the other
Secoxp Series, VoL IX, Ko. 26.—March. 1850. 20
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directioiij with its center also perpendicular over the center of the

base-board. This screen has marked vertically across its middle
an indexj shown by two arrows in the figures marked L

f

E

/
b

)

f

E
>

I

B

E. Eye screen.—I. IjiJex s B. Base-board.

E In experimenting with the Phantascope, the

operator places whatever is to be tried upon the lower tabular base-

board, looks downward through the upper slit and slides the

screen up or down until he attains the adjustment required.

k
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Erp. 1.—Let there be two identical letters, say A, placed or
drawn on the base-board about two and a half inches apart
from left to right, let the movable screen be nearly down, and
directing the eye not to the letters, but to the index, draw the
sliding screen bearing the index gradually upward; the two
letters seen indirectly, will appear as four; or each letter will be
double AA AA ; continuing to raise the screen and to regard
the indeXj the double images will recede more and more until
their position will be thus A A A A ; continuing
still to raise the screen, the two internal images approach until
they are optically superimposed and coalesce into one, thus;AAA
This middle or superipiposed figure, is the phantom or image

where there is really no object. Cease to look at the index I,

and turn the attention to the base-board itself^ and this phantom
figure instantly vanishes. If the two letters be placed on the base-
board at the same distance as the eyes are apart, say two and a
half inches, then this normal position of the screen will be just
half way between the eyes and the base-board. If they are pla-
ced further apart, the screen must be raised higher; the distance
from the eyes to the index screen being in all cases, to the dis-

tance from that screen to the base-board, as the distance between
the eyes is to the distance between the objects viewed. In the
case above, the phantom image is formed exactly as if there were
a letter in the area of the index screen of half the size of the prim-
itive letters on the base-board, and optically the letter should ap-
pear then, but the knowledge of the observer that there is nothing
^t that pkice, will often prevent the deception.

Exp. 2.—Lay upon the base board a card having letters or
other figures which are identical in size and form set in regular
rows and at equal distances all over, thus:

A A A A A A

A A A A A A

A A A A A A
and proceed to raise the screen as before

;
you will form phantom

images as before between each of these figures, or possibly you
^ "vvill superimpose the first object upon the third, when you will

have, not a single phantom but a whole plane of them, each pair

presenting a phantom between. This phantom surface will be

likely to effect a complete deception, and will rise from the base-

board and coincide with the index plane, when it may be con-

templated with the same deliberation and ease to the eyes, as if

it were a real object. This would be sure to be the case if the
index plane were figured over in the same manner, but with
figures properly reduced in size-
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Exp. 3.—Place two identical pictures of the same flower on

the base-board, say they are an inch in diameter, and two and a

half inches apart; place also on the edge of the index area, a pic-

ture of a small flower pot or vase, with flower stems as an index;

then form the phantom image as lj)efore, and the flowers will ap-

pear in the vase so long as you contemplate the stems at the in-

dex screen, but the moment the eyes are directed to the flowers

themselves, the phantom vanishes.

Exp. 4.—Let one of the above flowers be red and the other

blue; the phantom will be purple. Sometimes however it will

appear nearly red and then again blue. This and some other

experiments, convince me that the attention of the mind even

when we are looking with both eyes, is often directed exclusively

to the image in one eye, and perhaps after that tires, the image

in the other is contemplated. If this be true, then the two eyes

serve in the first place to fix the distance of an object by the

amount of convergence, and in the next place to relieve each

other by turns.

Exp. 5.—Let there be a horizontal heavy line placed to the left

and a vertical one to the right on the base-board, thus : —
| ,

then adjust the screen and superimpose the images to form a

phantom. That phantom will be a cross and the whole will ap-

pear thus

:

— +
Exp, 6.—Do the same with any other parts of a figure of

which one shall be the complement of the other; the phantom
will be the complete figure. Thus take the picture of a person,

cut it out of the paper, and cutting off the head, place the body
on one side of the base-board, and the head upon the odier, the

converged phantom will be the complete figure, the head com-
ing in from one side and the body from the other. It is per-

haps unnecessary to say that each part must be placed in its true

elevation, though displaced horizontally. It was in repeating this

experiment, that I discovered that my eyes did not appear to be

mates, for I saw the body clearly but the head obscurely. After

a little time however, these conditions interchanged, and I saw
the head clearly and the body obscurely. Nor did I seem to

have any voluntary control over these conditions, but my eyes

continued to relieve guard according to some rule of their own.

This is ratlier an amusing experiment : the figure being beheaded,

the phantom ghost appears between the two parts of the body,

and from a little unsteadiness of the optical convergence, the

ghost's head is inchned to attitudinize, and will sometimes start

off" a little from the body, and in returning, will go a little too far

and will break the neck in the opposite direction. If the head

of the experimenter be a little inclined, then the head of the

phantom will come on too high or too low.

i
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Exp. 7:-—I placed a card having two perpendicular parallel

lines about two inches in length and three inches apart. On
converging them in an attempt at superposition, I found the con-
verged lines were not parallel but came in contact at the upper
end first, and diverged a little downward. Standing with my
head erect, I repeated this experiment by converging voluntarily
and without the aid of any index, the parallel sides of a window;
the same want of parallelism was exhibited, but on throwing my
head backward and looking horizontally over my cheeks, the con-
verged perpendiculars coincided throughout. I learned by this

that both of my eyes do not rotate in one and the same horizon-
tal plane. I got aijother person to repeat the same experiment,
and he found the error of his eyes to be in the opposite direction,

the converged perpendiculars meeting first at the bottoms. This
proves a moral ada^e to be physically true, "we don't all see
alike.''

This instrument and the researches into binocular vision, serve
to extend considerably our knowledge of the anatomy and physi-
ology of vision, nor is the subject by any means exhausted. I

have not time to investigate the matter fully, and shall be happy
to see fair and honorable competitors enter the field. The verifi-

cations and variations of the experiments by your correspondent,
Dr. Lathrop, were gratifying to me.

This apparatus will illustrate many important points in optics,

and especially the physiological point of ''single vision by two
eyes." It shows also that we do not see an object in itself, but
the mind contemplates an image on the retina, and always asso-

ciates an object of such a figure, attitude, distance, and color as
will produce that image by rectilinear pencils of light. If this

3mage on the retina can be produced without the object, as in the

Phantascope, then there is a perfect optical illusion, and an object
IS seen where it is not. Nay, more, the mind does not contem-
plate a mere luminous image, but that image produces an un-
known physiological impression on the brain. It follows that if

the nerves can, by disease or by the force of imagination, take on
this action, a palpable impression is made without either object

or picture. As this would be most likely to occur when actual

objects are excluded, as in the night, we have an explanation of
the scenery of dreams, and the occasional *• apparitions" to waking
persons. The murderer, too, has a picture stamped on the sen-

sorium by the sight of his victim, which ever wakes into vibra-

tion when actual pictm-es are excluded by darkness.
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Art. XVIII.— The condition of Trap dikes in Ncio Hampshire
an evidence and measure of Erosion ; by Oliver P. Hubbaed,

M.D.; Prof. Chern.j Min. and Geol., in DartmoiUh College.
#

Lv New Hampshire, whose geology is characterized chiefly by
primary rocks and raetamorphic slates—trap dikes are exceed-

ingly numerous, and they have an evident relation both in posi-

tion and character to those of the adjoining states. Among them
all, none have yet been describedj (perhaps not observed^) that

are eminent at all above the rocks enclosing them; and there is

only one place where the bulk and prominence of the trap is such

as to indicate a center of elevation, or greater resistance to ero-

sion, than in the adjacent rock. This is the most northern of the

peaks of Ossipee Mountain, east of Lake Winnipisiogee ; it is de-

scribed as ''an isolated, bare, precipitous range of bluish green-

stone rock," and abundant fragments are found on the adjoining

peak, covering the gneiss. From this point as a center, series of

dikes seem to radiate in various directions; one group east of

Red Hill, ranging north 60^ or 70^ west, and varying from one

to three or four feet in width; another similar one, west of Red
Hillj near Squam lake, from one inch to ten feet wide, ranging

east and west. "These dikes are distinctly marked over the

surface of the granite including them. They have been worn and

polished by the action of diluvial currents, so that a level and

smooth surface, comprising many thousand square feet, lies en-

tirely bare of soil.^'*

la volume xxxiv. of this Journal, (p. 105,) I have described a

number of trap dikes, presenting the same relations to the en-

closing rock, and without doubt there are hundreds of instances

of tFie kind in New Hampshire and Vermont ; and they are found

at all levels, and continuous for considerable distances. The
present condition of these dikes is, obviously, evidence of more
or less erosion. I propose to cite in this paper, examples of trap

dikes in New Hampshire and vicinity, which shall show bow far

they are evidences and measures of erosion^ whether ancient or

recent.

The trap in New Hampshire occurs in relation to the surround-

ing rocks either— 1. Worn off smooth and plane imth the adja-

cent rockj whether the surface be horizontal or inclined—2. Be-

low the surface, when in a state of decomposition and forming, it

may be, the channel of a stream—3. Prominent above, as at the

Peak of Ossipee, and when forming an occasional barrier of a

stream, where the surrounding rock has been removed.
There are believed to be very few instances of the third con-

dition. Bear Camp river is crossed by a dike one to two feet

• Geology of 'Sav^ Hampshire, p. 72.
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wide which forms a barrier, the granite having decayed away.
There may possibly be an instance in Red Hill, where the dike
is exposed on one (the lower?) side by the removal of the
granite.*

(a.) Of the second kind, there is an example in the rear off the
Willey house, referred to by Mr. Lyell in his second tour, and de-
scribed by me previously in volume xxxiv, of this Journal The
trap is the bed of a small mountain torrent, in some parts decom-
posing, in others very hard. This dike was traced this season by
some members of our party.J along a continuous and deep channel
far up the mountain, and it is there found to divide into two parts,

which again meet a considerable distance above, and thus enclose
a large elliptical area. This area is distinctly observable from the
house beloWj as it is fringed with a vivid green of deciduous
shrubs, w^hich mark the water courses in the mountains. As
there must have been a time when the channel had no existence,

and the trap filled it, up to the plane of the mountain, the forma-
tion of the water course may fairly be attributed to the decompo-
sition of the dike, and the depth of the channel is evidently a
measure of the erosion.

(6.) The "Flume/' in the "Franconia Notch," is a deep chasm
ten to sixteen feet wide, "having mural precipices of (very hard)

granite on each side," forty to sixty feet high, while a mountain
torrent rushes through it at high water. I saw it last June, after

a severe drought of some weeks ; there was but little water, and
no difficulty in ascending it with occasional wading, and climb-
ing over the large angular and rounded rocks in the way. The
^Jirection of the channel is north 80^ east. At its lower end on
the right hand is a trap dike, in several distinct lines each a few
inches wide, mounting high in curved plates in the side of the
cliff; farther on they decline and coalesce into one dike twenty
inches wide, which passes under the w^ater.

The dike crosses the fissure obliquely at about N. 75° E-, and
IS seen some rods farther up the stream in a x^ertical section ex-

tending to the top of the opposite bank.
The trap where constantly wet is softened and decomposing,

and above on the sides, is compact, very much fissured and stained

deep with oxyd of iron. This fissure, like the former, must be

admitted to have been filled by the intrusion of trap, and to have

become a water channel by the removal of the dike ; the chan-
nel, therefore, is some measure of the erosion of the trap and its

rocky enclosures by existing agency.

io.) The description given in the Geology of New Hampshire
of the beautiful Dixville Notch, in the uorlhern part of the state,

suggests similar conclusions.

Am, Jour. Sci., vol. xxxiv, p. 113. f I^i^l P- ^l-
; Members of the Senior Class in Dartmouth College.
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"The summit of the (new) road (passing through the Notch

to Portland, Maine,) is 835 feet above the plain of Colebrook,

The direction of the pass is N.E. and S.W., and it is walled on

both sides by towering ledges and pinnacles of mica slate, which

stand nearly vertical, dipping to the N.W. 80^, and attain an

elevation of 600 to 800 feet from the road"—of course about

1600 feet above Colebrook ; and the Notch is parallel to the di-

rection of the strata, which clearly have been removed on this

line. Can we discover any disturbing agency or predisposin

cause for this depression, from the summit of which the streams

flow either way into the Androscoggin and the Connecticut?

We learn that "dikes of basaltiform trap intersect the strata near

the middle (summit ?) of the Notch, and large loose blocks of it

are seen in abundance on its northwest side. It contains very

large crystals of basaltic hornblende and glassy white feldspar.'^

The course of these dikes is not given, " On the north side of

this road, forty or fifty rods back in the forest, is a ravine called

' the Flume.' It was formed by the decay of a large trap dike."
'' The chasm is twenty feet deep and from ten to twenty feet

wide, and is the channel of a stream of water, from whence it

received its name. The trap dike runs N. 30° E., and S. 30^ W.,

and is six feet wide. It is slightly porphyritic with feldspar crys-

tals, and is of a dark brown color. It divides into large cubical

blocks which form a series of steps, so that when there is but

little water a person may walk a considerable distance up the

flume upon them. The principal ledge at this spot is granite,

which protrudes through the mica slate."

Here we find a gorge through a mica slate range parallel with

its direction N.E. and S.W., the slate dipping N.W. 80°, inter-

sected by trap dikes—^and near, another trap dike in a fissure,

having the course N. 30^ E., which is a variation of only 15°

from the direction of the Notch, and all coincide in direction with

the slate. But whether the different dikes are connected or not,

erosion would seem to be indicated, down to the present level of

the dikes, to the amount of 800 feet.

[d.) To cite one more case where the agent is still acting. The
VYaterqueechy river at Queechy village, (Hartford, Vt,,) makes a

high fall of twenty feet over a dam of ten feet, and its rocky

channel and sides arc covered with pot-holes, and the gravel banks

are here some eighty feet above with several terraces extending

down a mile or more, where the narrow valley becomes a cul de sac

from which the water could not have escaped before the present

outlet existed, except at a much higher level^ At this point the

* I am informed by the Rev. Mr. Dudley of the village, tlmt bet^veen the gulf and

the village there are two distinct deserted channels parallel to the present one, but

much higher, where in all probability, the river once ran.
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river enters a rocky channel, called "The Gulf,'^ at a large angle
with its previous course, and runs S,S.W, with a rapid descent for
nearly a mile. The left bank (in the descent} is nearly vertical,

though receding at top, and by estimate one hundred feet high,
and the opposite bank^ with various irregularities^ is in part and
in some places entirely made up of a trap dike from three to six
and ten feet thick, whose course is N.N.E. and dip 58*^ south-
easterly, and coincident in these respects with the mica slate en-
closing and underlying it and parallel of course to the stream.
It has here and there been crossed by the stream and extensively
removed with the slate below it, and a channel has been made
on both sides which is filled at high water; and again the dike is

found enclosing the slate and is extremely hard and compact.
Passing off at right angles to this dike, as lateral branches, and

crossing under the stream, are two other large vertical dikes which
are very distinctly seen in section in the perpendicular wall of slate

opposite, and they may be traced some distance easterly from the

top of the bankj but are soon concealed by gravel and soil. One
• of these is twelve feet wide, of light blue color, and beautifully

amygdaloidal, with numerous white crystallized balls.

These last dikes do not seem to have been injected subsequently
to the first, but are so blended at their union with it, as to leave

no doubt of their being one system, and a part of the trap net-

work which extends through the region.

The pot-holes and troughs or elliptical holes, are very numerous
throughout the channel as may be seen at low water, and they
occur where there is no fall. They are produced by the action
of a very rapid stream over an irregular surface. There can hardly
be found a more satisfactory case of erosion by existing agencies.

At the same time the trap dikes whose perpendicular section

measures the extent of the specific action, indicate in their easterly

extension, level with the surface of the enclosing rock of the bank
above, the prevalence of earlier and more general superficial

causes of denudation.
(e.) At the termirjation of the Mass. and Yt. Railroad near the

Connecticut river bridge at Brattleboro, Vt., it was necessary to

remove by blasting a large amount of slate rock, which was
graded down about thirty feet to the level of the track, which is

about thirty feet above the river. The whole of the surface of

the rock laid bare, was very smooth, and worn into curves and

channels and then scratched every where with strong marks, of

varying north and south directions, parallel and crossing each

other in groups. In this bank was a large trap dike thirty and
more feet wide, whose surface was coincident with that of the

slate and showed the same marks, continuous from one to the

other.

Second Series, VoL IX, No. 26.—Feb., 1850. 21
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The direction of the dike is ahont N.N.E. in a line with the

bridge across the river, and it is quite probable the dike extends

a long distance either way and was once a barrier to the river.

The Connecticut river is here bonnded on the east by a high

rocky monntainj and the position and appearances of the dike in

relation to the river, suggest the inference that the removal of the

trap is a fair measure of the erosion at this place, and, at least in

part, of that produced by the action of the river (sixty feet).

A small stream from the west in a deep rocky channel just

north of the bluff removed, seems to have had its course deflect-

ed so as to empty into the Connecticut river just 7iorth of tlie in-

tersection of the latter river and the dike, and their joint force

has continued to reduce the level of the latter so as to afford the

free passage of the river.

(/.) We may mention here, before proceeding, a few facts

brought to light by the different railroad surveys in New Hamp-
shire and Vermont. The Rutland and Burlington Railroad crosses

the Green Mountains at Mount Holly gap, at a level of 1350 feet

above the Connecticut river.* In this place a cut was made
through a muck swamp, which exhumed some remarkable ele-

phantine remains.! The White Mountain Railroad survey from

the Connecticut up the Ammonoosuck, passes the summit in or

near Whitefield, at six hundred and fifty feet above the Connecti-

cut, and this within twelve miles of Fabyan's in the Wh^le Moun-
tains. The Passumpsic Railroad overcomes the summit in Sutton

ai about nine hundred feet above the Connecticut at West liCba-

non. The Central Railroad of Vermont passes the summit be-

tween the White and Winooski rivers near Motitpelier, nine hun-
dred and thirty feet above the Connecticut at West Lebanon.
The Northern Railroad from Concord, New Hampshire, to the

Connecticut, passes the summit between the Merrimack and Con-
necticut valleys, in Orange, w^ith high grades of 5280 feet in a

mile on both sides, at an elevation of eight hundred and thirty

feet above the Merrimack at Concord, and only six hundred and
eighty-two feet above the Connecticut river on the west.

If at any time, by reason of the difference of level of these val-

leys of Connecticut and Merrimack rivers, water were discharged

from one to the other for a long period through the lower passes,

we should expect to have evidence of it engraved upon the rocks.

If such evidences were discovered as we know from our running

streams to be the effect of water, we shall be justified in refer-

ring them to a similar agency, i. e., water in motion. Should we
observe phenomena likeVhat are frequently seen, in the less rapid

f^-

* See ])rofiles and reports of these roads.

f Agassiz. Proceedings Am. Assoc, for Adv. Science, held at Cambriclge, Sep-
tember 1, 1849.
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parts of a ri\^er and above dams in a rapid stream, we may refer
their production to a similar cause.

ni'he original feattires of this Orange summit were remarkable,
but they have been very much altered by the cut for the railroad,

which has however added, by the new features developed, very
much to its geological interest. The facts have an important
bearing on problems which are now arising with reference to the

^ geological history of New England, and are therefore worthy of
record, A description in part, is given by Ur. C. T. Jackson in

the Geology of New Hampshire, p. 113.

The turnpike from Canaan on the northwest, passes some
miles along the edge and on the sides of sand and gravel hills

on the borders of an extensive swampy, peaty meadow, with a
sandy bottom, which has long ramifications into the lateral valleys,

then near a shallow pond of a {^ew acres, which is fed by a rivulet

coming from the hackmatac swamp at the base of the summit.
The valley narrows rapidly, and towards the summit we find nu-
merous long sand and gravel hills, shaped like an inv^erted boat,

twenty to thirty feet high, parallel nearly to each other and to the

general trend of the valley, with channels for surface water be-

tween them.
The depression or gap is several hundred feet below the gen-

eral height of the range, and the old road formerly passed the

summit at an elevation about forty feet above the swamp, and
was made in the lowest channel cut by the waters formerly
running here, and directly by the side of the "well"* made a
slight descent across soft ground on a log causeway, then over
a rocky ridge and down into Grafton valley.

^
This well or pot-hole, as figured, appears worn down on the

side next the road three feet lower than on the opposite ; its depth
IS eight feet; its diameter is between four and five feet at top,

and about two feet at bottom. A large number of small, smooth
rounded stones from this well, are in my possession, and m the

Dartmouth cabinet is a plum shaped smooth mass of granite,

'Which weighs two hundred and ninety pounds.
The surface of the rock wherever seen, even high above the

road track is water-worn into cavities and channels descending to

the southward, and great numbers of pot-holes have been uncov-

ered, which have a tendency to a linear direction nearly north

f^nd south. In laying out the railroad, soundings wore made be-

tween the two rocky barriers to the depth of near forty feet, in a

peat bog, and the rock cutting was considerably diminished by
laying the track about north and south, and obliterating wholly
or in part many pot-holes of large and small size. Tiirough the

kindness of my friend, R^ Bakewell, Esq., I refer to his drawing
of the section made by the railroad on its west side.

* Figured. Geal. N. H., p. 1 U.

'.
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The cut is north and south about 1600 feet

five feet deep; the railroad is at the base, and

the former carriage road at the top.

Aj granite, presenting two rocky barriers 5, s%

the latter somewhat the highest :—these to the

eastward rise more rapidly into ridges than on

the west. The coarse of the channels in the

granite is diagonal from the cast side and de-

scends southj showing certainly the direction of

the stream. (q) dnartz veins from one to

four inches thick, dipping from 35^ to 42^ S.E.,

intersecting the granite. These are cut off in

long, and thirty-

barrier (s^) by two large veins (/) (f), of whit-

ish green feldspar with mica, and in some parts

is handsome graphic granite, and all much
harder and more difficult to excavate than the

granite;—(/) is fifty-six feet wide and (f)
twenty-one feet. Their course is N. 18^ E.,

and dip westerly 66^, and by the light color of

the feldspar, they may be traced by the eye in

a tortuous course far up the hills. B B' B'^ are

deposits without stratification, of fine and
coarse gravel with large and small rounded
pebbles covering the granite and extending

The draining of this

somewhat lower than the track of the railroad
^

the portion B'' was made up chiefly of pebbles
of the larger size, even one foot by one and one
half foot. C is a bed or deposit of swamp
muck, filling to the brim the excavation in the
gravel and covering it from s to s'. This ex-
tends below the track, and east and west, and
is some two hundred feet wide, in the line of
section between B' B'^

swamp on the south, caused it to settle'and tear

apart in largo patches, and to prevent its filling the
track as fast as the excavations went on, a close

row of piles thirty feet long was driven on each
side and braced apart at top. Coniferous trees

of considerable size, eighteen inches diameter,
are found in tiiis at all levels, prostrate and with
roots attached, and also lying on stumps that

were still in a vertical position ; when cut they
were found in the interior quite sound and of

(/) Is a dike of gray amygdaloidal
trap, three and one half feet wide. Its course is

N. 30^ E. ; it was traced southwesterly up to the
top of the ridge some hundreds of feet above

bright color.
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the road, for a distance of near half a mile, ^vhcre it is only one
foot wide ; it may also be traced some way on the eastward side
of the road.

In my note-book are memoranda of pot-holes measured here,
some of which (the last three) have been since in part removed.
1. 10 inches diameter and 4 feet deep.
2. 4 feet '• and 4 " ''

3. 3J and 4 ft. '' and 10 '' ''

4. 44 feet '' and 8 '' "

^' 13 ^^ " and 12 " *^ now less than a semicircle.

6- 5 '^ /^ and 8 " ^^ a semicircle.

^- S ^^ ^' and 10 ** '^ in two curves, as if two
holes had been worn into one.

No. Ij was filled with peat, and discovered by sounding with
an iron bar; at a single blow the bar struck on the bottom a flat-

tened, romided smooth stone, of about four pounds weight, which
was the last agent in the excavation of the hole. There is also

a rocky channel some rods in length, oblique from the northeast,

which is cut off by tlie railroad at its lower end; it is twelve feet

Wide and eleven feet deep, and contains near its mouth large

rounded granite boulders from one to seven feet diameter. Such
masses as these, with the great number of similar ones, large and
rounded, in the portion of the gravel bed at B'^ are proofs of the

tumuhuous action of a great body of water, by whose agency
they were carried along into this whirlpool and revolved till they
were rounded and often reduced to pebbles and powder, and thus
removed to give place to others. At various stages in the pro-
<^ess, some may have escaped from the excavations and were ear-

ned over the south summit (5), or were lodged on its north side.

The phenomena here presented, indicate a long continued dis-

charge of a large current of water through this gap, from north
to south, which has worn down the mountain ranee, hundreds of
leet, as shown by the feldspathic veins, and especially by the trap
dike, which was injected since the veins, as it cuts one of them.
Similar circumstances must have been often repeated at higher
levels, while this erosion was in progress. " The well" beside

the road has been lowered three feet on one side, so as to form a

channel in which the early road was made, while below this level

it was perfect and eight feet deep. We may supfxjse, Avith rea-

son, that these wells had been of similar dimensions through a

Jtnig period while the action was going on, and that excavation

below kept pace with the removal of the upper portion.

Between these two remarkable barriers on the north and south,

the excavation in granite of this longitudinal valley is more than
forty feet deep and six hundred feet wide; it has a very uneven
surface, with rounded hummocks rising from the bottom, as

shown on the E. and W. side of the railroad, in a section from eight

y4i
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to eighteen feet high above the track. On the north side it is.

filled with the accnmulations of gravel, and on the south side the

basin in this gravel is filled with a deposit of peat, containing

abundance of prostrate trees apparently of snccessive generations.

The configuration of the excavated gravel shows the last result

of moving water; the accumulation of the swamp muck and the

growth of trees in this cavity are of course of subsequent date.

The violence of the current which has here acted, may be infer-

red from the wearing effects exhibited on the rocks of the valley,

S. and E., where they are smoothed and rounded at elevations

far above the stream now flowing there; also from the great

depth of Tewkshury Pond, and from the extensive beds of peb-

bles washed clean of all fine materials, sand and soil, in Daubury,

about ten miles southeast.

Again—we see no evidence at present that these excavations

and irregularities were produced by water falling from a very

great height ; they are rather the effect of a uniform though vio-

lent current; the same marks are seen in the slate and hard trap

of the bed of the Uueechy, where pot-holes and channels and

capacious excavations long and deep are abundant as the effects

of a rapid stream.*

If we may safely conclude that where numerous dikes, and

these it may be in groups of six or eight, are found crossing

in a valley a river channel, as at Campton Falls, N. H., and re-

duced to a level with its bed, with occasionally one harder than

the rest forming a barrier of slight elevation, we hav^e before

ns a present agency which in time past, may have been suffi-

cient for the production of the degradation indicated by the ex-

tent of the valley. So when there are large, elevated areas yet far

below the peaks and ridges of the country intersected in many
directions by trap dikes and the whole surface worn smooth, we
hesitate not to admit that a general denuding or erosive force has

acted with energy and during a long period. When we find a

mountain ridge cut at right angles by one or more trap dikes, and

these reduced to an even surface with the crest and sides of the

mountain, and continuous across the valleys, it is not easy

for the mind to forbear concluding that the valleys are valleys

of erosion, although they may be narrow and some thousands of

feet deep. This is illustrated by the following cases.

* Li connoctiou with thc^c effects of lari^er curreutd, and \n proof of their f<»rmer

existence in tho channel of our pre^^cnt streamsi, I mention that a cut vfn^ made m
West Hartford, Yt., on the Central Railr*»ad, across the angle of a slate spur, about

Biity feet above the White River, that opened a pot-hole to its bottom, seventeen

feet deep and between three and four feet diameter. In this "Nvere found two beau-

tifully rounded and smooth spheres of granite, one of wliich unfortunately was buried

in the track, and the other, almost a perfect sphere, two feet f(jur inches in diameter*

and weighing over nine hundred pounds, is preserved for science at the University

of Vermont at Biirlington.
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^^
(^.) Moose Mountain is a part of a north and south range of

mica and hornblende slates with quartzite. It is situated about
eight miles east of Dartmouth College, and may be lUOO feet

high. Between the granite knobs just east of the College and
the range, there is a synclinal valley and axis^ and the slates on
Moose Mountain dip w^estorly at a high angle. In passing along
the ridge some years since, I observed a depression eighteen feet

wide with perpendicular sides twelve feet high, and this singular

intnrrnption of the line of the ridge led to an examination of the
rock in this space. It proved to be a dike of columnar porphyritic
trap running east and west, which was traceable some way down
the declivity, but of a uniform surface with the sides of the

mountain.

On the opposite side of the valley, and crossing it and the road
obliquely and following exactly the undulating and channeled
surface of the slate, is another very compact, hard, blue trap dike,

with crystals of glassy feldspar, and fourteen feet wide. These
dikes if produced must intersect each other, and the latter is cut
down many feet by a small stream.

A few miles south where this ridge is interrupted by the valley
of the Mascomey River or Enfield Pond, the precipitous bluff

presents a dike some feet in width which is made up of flattened

and rounded masses of trap in columrjs side by side, and rapidly

decomposing. This is one himdred feet and more above the
level of the lake, which is at the base of the ridge, and whose
bed must be intersected by the dike.

(A.) Mount Washington, as I showed in the American Journal,
xxxiv, in 1S38, is covered or capped with mica slate in place
cmd as there is no evidence from diluvial scratches, boulders or

rounded and smooth surfaces, of erosion or denuding forces, we
infer that its peak ever has been above the reach of those agen-
cies which have operated upon its flanks and upon the surround-
ing peaks.

If a fissure should occur through one of these granitic peaks
from valley to valley, (it would probably be much farther ex-
tended,) and if molten lava were to fill ihis fissure, it could never
reach the apex or remain consolidated there, unless it were sup-

ported at the limits of the fissure on the flanks of the mountain.
It is contrary to physical laws that as the lava rose in the fissure,

it should not gravitate and run into the lower places, the valleys

pti the sides of the mountain, and only as these were filled would
It rise in the fissure, and equally in both. This must follow

whether the surface be submarine or subaerial.

}' If the existing valleys were filled to the height of the peak
^ith diluvium or drift^ like the conglomerate hardpan of this re-

gion, which is so consolidated that when excavated it must be
blasted, this would seem sufficient to repress or hold up the col-
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umn of lava and secure a uniform dike to the full height of the

peak. The hardpan would be fissured and the dike found con-

tinuous through it ; but this supposition implies a previous excava-

tion or erosion of the valleys,

2. If existing valleys were formerly filled with trap by an over-

flow from the fissure, they are now clear of it and have been re-

duced to their former condition, i. e., they have been excavated a

second time as in theformer case.

3, If the present valleys were fiDrmerly occupied by continu-

ous rock, such as constitutes the mountains, then a support is had

fi^r the molten lava when injected to the height of the peak, so as

to allow the filling of the fissure and to form a dike ; and the pres-

ent configuration is the result of a subsequent erosion or excava-

tion. Whether these valleys, therefore, were ever filled with

diluvium or trap, need not be shown, as we must in that case, at

a previous time introduce the latter supposition, involving as it

does only a single excavation.

There is a possible supposition that the valleys of the White

Mountains are the result of fracture and subsidence of their areas

or of fracture and elevation of the ridges—but I know of no

evidence of this, and where the rock can be traced across from

side to side of a valley, the continuity is complete. To sustain the

third view above, I cite the following facts.

Mount Pleasant, the third peak south of Mount Washington,

is about 45U0 feet high. Its top is a plain of five or six acres, so

even and level that a horse may be galloped all about upon it.

It is intersected near its center by a dike of very hard, bluish

trap three feet wide, whose course is east and west, which is

worn ofl^ entirely smooth and level with the enclosing rock, and

may be traced entirely across the top. Circumstances did not

allow an examination for its continuance beyond these limits,

where the sides of the mountain are covered; but by telescopic

examination from Fabyan's, which showed distinctly the little

column of trap fragments piled upon the dike of two feet in

height, I was led to infer a probable relation between the dike

and the slides on the west side of Mount Pleasant, which seemed

to be in the range with it. However this may be, the dike must

be considered for the reasons already given, as of much greater

length than the crest of the mountain and of course extending

down into or across the valleys.

Though the positive evidence may be wanting of this latter

point, yet from a party of our students who, in the autumn of

1848, descended into the valley on the east side of Mount Pleas-

ant, from directly opposite the ^^Lake of the Clouds," and fol-

lowed the mountain stream throughout its course of falls and

rapids, &c., to the valley of Dry river, and down this to its junc-

tion with the Saco iji the Notch, two or three miles below the
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Willey House, and some twelve miles from where they began the
descent— I learn that "^two or three miles above the mouth of
Dry river there are several remarkable trap dikes at n^hi angles
to, and crossing the stream, and running up into the mountain on
the sides

; one of them is five or six feet wide and is smooth and
'even \viih the rock enclosing it, and the stream makes a nearly
perpendicidar pUinge at this poiiit, of eight or ten feet,"—thus
presenting such phenomena as are common in other similar places,
and as ought to be found constantly existing or repeated in a pro-
cess of excavating a valley by a running strean:i.

The facts which I have recorded, showing the relations be-
tween trap dikes, which have been denuded and eroded to con-
siderable depths by running streams, will need no comment or

iUnstration.

In regard, however, to such cases as Mount Pleasant and Moose
Mountain, where no running water is found, we must recur to

the periods when the relations of land and water were very dif-

ferent from the present.

We are too much disposed to look upon the great features of
this group of mountains as fixed so long ago as to have no con-
nection with the minor ones now presented, and which are in

process of increase. The agencies of decomposition are now at

work on a scale of sufficient magnitude to produce great changes
ill a generation, and the accumulation of debris since August,
1826, at the gorge back of the Willey House, and in the outlets

of the two below it, if we could add also the large amount of
fine materials carried down stream by the Saco from these sour-
ces, are well calculated to prevent our underestimating their

importance.

h
of some trap dikes cutting the mountain, is already a very con-
siderable depression, and in imagination we may anticipate the

time when it has become a separating valley two or three thou-

sand feet deep, like the one east of Mount' Pleasant. We have
only to extend this view to the thousands of precipitous torrents,

and the more advanced channels, to provide for the future inter-

section of these ranges, and, as the valleys are deepened and

widened, for their more rapid destruction by undermining and
slides. It is not my object to exclude by any means the general

operation of any or all of the authentic agencies, whether marine
or freshwater or others subordinate, that by future observation

^ay be shown io have left their impress on this region—but

while observation shows a very considerable erosion of these val-

'eys and mountains now going on, I wish to present other facts

which lead to the conclusion, that these deepest valleys are but

valleys of erosion,
Secoxd Seeies, Vol. IX, No. 26.—March, 1850. 22
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The examination of the valleys of the state of New Yorkj as

at the Little Falls, &c.j and of its lakes in different parts, shows a

difference of level and a depth of erosion of 1200 feet to 2000
feet So also the observations on the sandstone of the Connecti-

cut valley in Massachnsetts and Connecticut, indicate its erosion

to the extent of 1200 feet. This erosion of the sandstone is only

consistent with a similar one in the northern porti(j|is of New
England, and requires its occurrence if we would provide the

constituents of the sandstone in the first place and its continu-

ance and increase subsequently. Whether this result is refera-

ble to one period or another is not now a question.

The following facts are cited from the Report of the Geology
of New Hampshire, to sustain the general proposition, and which
is also strengthened by the evidence afforded by metallic veins in

positions similar to that of the trap.

1. The Lower Patuccoway Mountain of syenite in Notting-

ham is cut, through its summit, into two nearly equal parts by a

dike of columnar greenstone trap from six to twelve inches wide,

and which can be traced for a quarter of a mile till concealed by
the soil. This mountain is 7S0 feet high above the sea.

2. In Piermont the mica slate is intersected by numerous dikes

of greenstone trap; and from Piermont to Haverhill Corner, nine

dikes are found, some of them porphyritic, and one so filled with

magnetic iron pyrites as to affect the compass.
3. Red Hill, of syenite, and 2000 feet above the level of the

sea, is crossed at about one-third its height by a large dike of

porphyritic trap, N. 30^ W.
4. On the decHvity of the westerly peak of Gunstock Moun-

tain, which is 1561 feet above lake Winipissiogee, is a vein of

magnetic oxyd of iron, the pieces of which have polarity, and
large dikes of trap occur on the southerly peak.

5. Baldface Mountain, in Jackson, of granite, is cut through its

midst by a few trap dikes, and at a height of 1404 feet above its

base, and in other places is cut by veins of peroxyd of iron of

great width, which are traced down its flanks.

6. Several trap dikes in Jackson contain carbonate of lime, and
cut through mica slate, granite and a granite vein, one of which
is fifty feet wide.

7. At Hampton Falls, and on to the sea^ the hard flinty rock is

cut by dikes of trap.

8. In Eaton, dikes of porphyritic trap from ten to sixteen feet

wide cut through a hill of granite, and again iu another place a

trap dike four feet wide cuts a hill of granite.

9. On the east flank of the White Mountains, on the Pinkham
road in Jackson, the mountain ledge of mica and chiastolite slate

1. p.50.—2, p. 65.—3. p.7l.—i. p. 72.—5. pp. 78, 19.—6. p. 80.—7. p. 93
8. pp. 95, 98.—9, p. 90.

^
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is cut by two large trap dikes, and Town's hill in Lancasterj is

intersected by trap dikes in limestone.
10. Trap dikes, porphyritic and dark brown compact, occur

at Berlin Falls, and are also found in passing from Berlin to
Lancaster.

11. In Littleton are trap dikes cutting mica slate.

12. Thorn Mountain, in Jackson, consisting of a porphyry, is

cut through at top by veins of magnetic oxyd of iron descending
its flanks, and by a dike of basalt.

These examples of trap are at very various heights above the
sea, and are a fair illustration of the amount of erosion of the
rocks in their several localities. I know of no more valid objec-
tion to the conclusions based on the evidence afforded by the re-

lations of the trap in New Hampshire, than would lie against
those derived from the trap in other formations, whether in the
mountains of northern New York or in the coal formation, or in
the sandstones of all countries; and future examination in the
very instructive geological field of the White Mountains will

doubtless furnish much more similar evidence.

Art. XIX.

—

Contributioyis to the Mycology of North America;
by Rev. M. J. Berkeley, of England, and Rev. M. A. Curtis,
of South Carolina.

^
61. Agaricus Antillarum, Fries.—In fimetis. May-Nov,

Society Hill, S. Carolina.

62. CopRixus TERGivERSANSj Fr.—Ad terram. Dec: Santee
Canal, S. C, Mr. RaveneL

63. Paxillus roRosus, Berk. ! in Lea's Catalogue,—Ohio! Mr.
Lea. S. Car. ! In sylvis humidis. Aug.-Oct.

64. Hygrophorus mucilaginosus, Berk, and Curt, j—pileo valde

niucilaginoso loctecolori convexo demum piano striato; stipite

]^^g\\\ subconcolori fistuloso ; lamellis decurrentibus crassis carneis.

In paludosis, July. Society Hill.
Cap 6-9 lines broad, of a bright pale reddish yellow, darker in

the centre. Stem ^ inch high, a line or more thick, composed

^ of longitudinal fibres, subpellucid, pale j^^^^^^ ^^ carneons. Gills

^Jstant^ unequal, fleshy. Allied to ii. Cantharelhis, Fr., from
^hich it is readily distinguished by its very mucilaginous pileys

and thick gills; and from H. tortus, Fr., by its brittle stem.

65. H. LURiDus, Berk, and Curt. ;—pileo campanulato umbo-
nato pallide fusco viscosissimo; margine striato crenato; stipite

10. p. 104—11. p. 109.—12. p. 145
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fistuloso concolori ; lamellis crassis venoso-connexis adnexis albis.

In paludosis. July. Society Hill.

Cap 7-9 lines broad, pale browrij darker in the centre. Stipe

IJ in. long, about a line in thickness, composed of longitudinal

fibres. Gills ventricose, shortly adnate. Not very closely allied

to any species described, except perhaps to H. unguinosiis^ which
is however more robust and of different habit.

66. H. cocciNELLuSj Fr,—In terra arenosa humida. Aug. So-

ciety Hill.

67. H. cHLOROPHANuSj Fr.—Ad terram inter folia. June. Hills-

borouLdi, N. Car,

68. Lactartus insulsus, Fr.—Ad terram in sylvis. Aestate.

Hillsborough, N. C.

Agariciis fuliginosiiSj vellereuSj and carnphoratus^ enumerated
in a previous paper, belong to this genus.

69. Cantharellus umbonatus, Fr.—In sylvis. Oct. R. Isl-

and. Mr. OIney.

70. Marasmius opacls. Berk, and Curt.;—gracilis; pileo con-

vexo ruguloso opaco pulverulento albido : stipite insititio elongato

pulverulento-subfurfuraceo pallido; lamellis ventricosis distant!-

bus adnexis. Ad ramulos et folia dejecta in sylvis. Aestate. So-

ciety Hill and Santee Canal, S. Car.

Cap about 2 lines broad, sometimes slightly depressed around
a central umbo, dirty-white, scarcely striate or sulcate. Stem
1-li inch, high, i of a line thick, of the same color with the

cap, furfnraceous toward the base. Gills moderately broad,

slightly adnate, with the interstices nearly even. Nearly allied

to M. ramcalis, but, like M. sy}iodiciis, is far more elongated.

From the latter it differs in its rather broad^ not vein-like gills;

and from M. candidiis, in its opake pileus.

71. M. piTHYOPHiLus, Berk, and Curt. ;—pileo e convexo pla-

no-umbilicato sulcato-striato brunneolo; stipite insititio solido

concolore pulverulento-furfuraceo ; lamellis fusco-carneis subde-
currentibus. Ad folia Pinea dejecta. July, Society Hill.

Cap 4 lines broad, impressed-slriate, dry, submembranaceous,
whitish-brown. Stipe J in. long, scarcely ^ line thick, firm, sub-

equal, pale or brownish pulverulent, clothed toward the base

with minute furfnraceous scales. Gills unequal, forked, undu-
lated. Agrees in habit with M. foctens, but the stem is more
opake, and the gills are by no means annulato-adnexed,

72. M. spoxGiosus, Berk, and Curt. ;—pileo piano albido-fusco;

stipite pulverulento basi incrassato spongioso fulvo-villoso; lamel-

lis albidis subconfertis. Inter folia putrescentia in humidis. June,

July. Hillsborough, N. C. and Society Hill, S. C.

Cap 4-6 lines broad^ darker in the centrCj obtuse. Stem IJ

in. long, brown, often much twisted, thickened toward the base

/
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and clothed with a tawny villus. Has much the aspect of
3L plancus:

73. M. siMiLTs, Berk, and Curt. ;—pileo membranaoeo plicato

opacoalbido; stipite graciU elongatQ uitido fiisco ; lamellis panels

latis adnexis venoso-connexis albidis. Ad terram. Jnl3% Ang.
Society Hill.

Gregarious, Cap 2-3 lines broad, dull white, smooth, covered
with minute wrinkles. Stem 2 in. long, very slender, hardly

pulverulent. Gills ventricose. Allied to M. hmnatocephalus^ Fr.,

from which it is easily distinguished, at least by color.

^f, hcemaioccphalus, (No. 2 of these Contributions,) I find also

at Society Hill, S. C. ; sometimes having a stem 3 in. long with
a cap 12-15 lines broad. Mr. Olney has also sent it from Rhode
Island.

74. JVI. Graminum, Berk. !—Ad folia graminum, herbas, etc. in

hortis. June. Society Hill.

75. M. VaillantiIj Fr.—Ad cortices emorluos, e. g. Vitis. Aug.
N. and S. Car.

76. M. PLANCUS, Fr.—In sylvis acerosis. R. Island; Mr. Olney.

77. Lentinus Ravenelh, Berk, and Curt. ;—pileo umbilicato

submembranaceo striato squarnuloso maculato ; stipite curto tenui

furfuraceo-squamoso; lamellis teiiuibns subdistantibus dente-de-

currcntibus venoso-connexis. Ad lis^num putridum in humidis.
April. Santee Canal, S. C. Mr. Ravenel.

Scattered* Cap 1-lJ in. broad, plano-corvex, white, clothed
with minute rufous velvety scales which are crowded and conflu-

ent in the centre. Stem 1 in. lon^, 1 line thick, solid, white,
With rufous scales. Gills white, slightly erose. A very pretty

species allied to L, tisjrimis, but much more delicate. The pileus

IS thin, and in consequence when dr}^ it has an hygrophanous
aspect.

78. L. cEspiTosus, Berk.! in Lea's Catalogue.—Very abundant
in i\. and S. Car : from July to Nov. ; at the base of stumps and
on buried roots. When dry it has a kind o( acid-sweetish odor
not unlike that about a cider-press.

79. Pancs dorsalis, Fr.—Ad lignum mortaum Pini [et Liqui-

dambaris ?] Autumno, Hieme. N. and S. Car.

80. Xkrotus degener, Fr—Ad terram argillaceam inter mus-
cos. June. Hillsborough, N. C.

81. Lenzites unguljefgrmis, Berk, and Curt. ;—albida lignea

subtriquetra inrequabilis glabrata nitida; lamellis ligneis latis po-

roso-ramosis.—Ad lignum aridum. Wilmington, N. Car.

Cap 2 in. broad, 1^ in. long, 2 thick, rather elongated, villous

when young but becoming smooth and shining ;
surface unequal,
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once or twice sulcate, with some trace of almost obliterated vil-

losity towards the margin. Gills broad^ thin but woody, branch-

ed, and here and there forming sinuous pores.—Allied to L. beta-

lina^ but more rigid. It also resembles L. aspera^ but has not

the scabrous surface of that species, nor has it the same habit.

82. L. TRICOLOR, Fr.—Ad ramos dejectos in sylvis humidis.

N. and S. C. Item, R. Island. Mr. Metcalf

83. L. Klotsghii, Berk. 1—Ad truncos dejectos. Oct -March.

N. and S. Car- Item, R. Island. Mr. Bennett.

84. L. STRIATA, Fr.—Ad lignum aridum. Society Hill and

Santee Canal, S. Car.

85. L, coRRUGATA, Fr.—Ad ramos Castanese. R. Island. Mr.

Metcalf ; Mr. Bennett.

86. Boletus elegans^ Schum.—Ad terram. Aestate. Hills-

borough, N. C.

87. B. VERsiPELLis, Fr.—Ad terram. Aug. Hillsborough, N. C.

88. B. RUBiGiNOsus^ Retz.—Ad terram in sylvis. Sept. Hills-

borough. N. C.

89. PoLYPORus ARcuLARiuSj Fr.—Ad ramos dejectos in humi-

dis. May. Raleigh, N. C.

90. P. BoucHEANus, Fr.—Ad ligna. July, Aug, Hillsborough,

N. C. Item, Ohio! Mr. Lea; and Penn Yan, N. Y, ! Dr. Sartvvell.

91. P. CuRTisii, Berk. ;—pileo excentrico molli-suberoso sul-

cato zonato ochroleuco hie illic sanguineo-laccato; stipite elonga-

te rugoso sanguiaeo-laccato ; hymenio ex albo ochraceo; poris

punctiformibus.—Ad basin truncorum. N. and S. Car.

Cap 3-5 in. broad, convex, more or less grooved and zoned, of

a rather soft corky texture, covered with an ochraceous often

opake laccate crust which in parts is sometimes sanguineous.

Substance toward the tubes cinnamon, above ochraceous, not

zoned, traversed with laccate lines parallel to the surface. Mar-
gin obtuse. Stipe 2-5 in. long, ^-1 in. thick, uneven, shining.

Hymenium white becoming ochraceous and brownish-cinnamon
sometimes partly laccate. Pores not angular, cinnamon colored,

stratose within.—This fine species is closely allied to F. lucidus,

but differs as above. It has also some resemblance to P, ochreo-

laccatus, Mont.

92. R ELEGAxs, Fr.—Ad terram. Aug. R. Island. Messrs.

)

Metcalf and Bennett.

CAPIL^ , -Ad terram in montosis. Hillsbo-

rough, N. C.

94. P. LOBATus, Fr,—Ad lignum in terra. Hillsborough, N. C.

Item, Santee Canal ! S. C. et in Georgia ! Mr. RaveneL—Habet
odorem fortera farinas recentis.

«
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95. P. (Anodermei) Caroliniensis, Berk, and Curt ;—pileo

moUi-suberoso rcflexo postice effiiso in^quabili ochraceo-albido

snbsericeo strigis innatis aspemlo SLibzonato; poris mediis denta-
tis acie phis minus lacerata.—Ad truncos emortuos Querciis [et

Liriodendri ?] AutumnOj Hieme. S, Car.

Pileus 2-5 in. broad, ^-2 in. long, ranch effused behind, some-
tin-ies nearly resupinate, of a soft corky texture, rngose, slightly

silky with innate or raised strigae which sometimes project from
the surface, sometimes nearly smooth with innate fibrillae; mar-
gin acute. Pores of the same color with the cap, middle sized,

aV <^f an inch broad, dissepiments thin and often broken np; some-
times the edge of the pores is obtuse.—Resembling P. horealis^

Fr., and P. Symphyton^ Schwein., of a looser texture than either,

and with larger pores than the former.

96. P, (Placodermei) palustris, Berk, and Curt. ;—pileo car-

noso-suberoso dimidiato obtusissimo cute tenui rivulosa nitidius-

cula vestito
;
poris niveis non stratosis minutis angulatis.—Ad Pi-

nnm palustrem. Santee Canal. Ravenel.

Pileus 2 in. broad, 1 long, J thick, sabiingulate, clothed with a
thin rather shining cracked ochraceous cuticle. Substance white
uniform. Pores about two lines long, minute, white within and
without, not at all stratose, slightly angular, with thin dissepi-

ments and rather irregular edge.—Nearly allied to P. officinalis^

but the pores are smaller, pure white, and not at all stratose; nor
IS the flesh bitter when dry or easily reduced to powder.

97. P. sALTciNus, Fr.—Ad truncos putridos. Santee Canal.

Ravei]eL
L

98. P. CARNEUS, Nees.—Ad palos. June. Society Hill.

99. P. (Placodermei) cupul^for.mis, Berk, and Curt. ;—pileo

pezizosformi e vertice elongate stipitato albido cinnamomeo pu-
l^ernlo; hymcnio piano-excavato cinnamomeo; poris minutis.

Ad corticem Rhois copallinse ; S. Car. Castaneas ;
R. Island

!

Mr. OIney. Yere.

Gregarious. Cap 1-1^ line broad, attached by the vertex

which is elongated into a short stem, cinnamon clouded with grey,

slightly downy. Hymenium sunk below the swollen margin.

Pores very nn'nute.—Allied to P. pullus. Mont, and Berk.

100. P. (Inodermei) Xalapensis, Berk. ;—pileo flabelliformi

membranaceo zonato sericeo glabrescente
;
poris parvis dissepi-

mentis tenuibus meinbranaceis hydnoideo-laceratis.—Ad ramos

dejectos cariosos. Oct. Society Hill.

Cap thin, variously lobed, 2-4 in. long, pale, silky, at length

nearly smooth and shining, repeatedly but delicately zoned. Hy-
menium white; dissepiments becoming soon torn and toothed
so as to give the appearance of a Hydnnm.—Closely allied to

f*. elongatus, Berk This species was first discovered in Xalapa

^Y Mr. Harris.
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Art. XX.

—

Connection between the Atomic weights and the

physical a?id chemical projjerties of Barium^ Strontium^ Cat-

cium and Magnesium^ and some of their Compounds; by
E. N. HoRSFOHD, Runiford Professor in the University at

Cambridge,

Read before the Cambridge Scientific Association.*

X

t

isomorphons bodies are among the brilliant points in the progress

of the chemistry of this century.

The latter seems to have had its origin in a conviction that in

the atomic weight of a body—all its attributes have what may be

denomiuated a product expression. The factors Rxeform^ volume

and density. Each may vary, and with it the atomic weight

will vary; for example:—the volume and form being constant,

increase of density will be accompaniedHP)y increase of atomic

weight : or form being constant, increase of density will be accom-

panied by increase of atomic weight, or, density and volume being

constant, modification of form will influence the atomic weight.

The object of the following paper is to show that the proper-

ties of the metalsj barium, strontium, calcium and magnesium,
and of their compounds generally, are, in their intensity, in the

order of their atomic weights. It will be seen that the law is

more true of the first three than of these taken in connection with

the fourth. *§.

The signification of the term intensity, as u?ed above, may be

thus illustrated. Sulphate of baryta requires 43000 parts of water

for its solution. Sulphate of strontia 15029 parts at IF C.|l

Sidphate of lime (CaO, SO3, 2H0) in 380 parts of cold water,

and 388 parts of hot water,1[ and sulphate of magnesia with seven

atoms of water, 0799 parts at IS'75^.**
Solubility. At. W.

BaO, SO3 . . . 4300000 116 5

SrO, SO, . . . 15029-00 917
CaO, 863 . . . 46000 68-

MgO,S03 . . . 0-79 607

* Asmnniiiry of some of tlie conclusions arrived at bv tlie author "were commu-

nicated to UiL- Ainmcan Association of Geologists and jfaturalists, at their meeting

in Boston in 1819.

f Ann. Chim. Phys., xiv, 172; xix, 360; xxiv, 264, 2G5. Fogg. Ana, xii, 1^7;

XXV, 300; xlix, 401.

Po;l^,i^. Aim., xlvli, 132; lii, 243-262. Ann. Cheni. u. Phar., xxxvi, 1.

It is to be re^^retted that so little is known of the properties of the aunpoundi*

of magnesia. Hieir euiineiit solubility in water, and the difficulty with which mV
of the salts of this base may be made to crystallize, have made tliis field of investi-

gation less inviting than many others.

I
Brandes u. Siiber, Br. Arch., xxxiii, Gl.

^ Giese. Accordin<r to Bucholz, 480 parts cold or hot.
** Gay Lu:^^ac. The anhydrous sulphate is soluble at 0*== C. in 3-885 parts of water.

1

I
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Here intefisity is the same as degree of solubility. In other

wordSj the soUibilities of the above salts are in the order of their

atomic weights.

The truth of the general proposition will be apparent from
considering the following facts.

I. Barium unites with two atoms of oxygen, and is stable in

this state of combination at ordinary temperatures.*

Strontium and calcium peroxyds are only known in combina-
tion with water.f
Magnesium combined with two atoms of oxygen is unknown.
II. Barium, strontium and calcium all oxydate at ordinary tem-

peratures in the air.

Magnesium does not.

III. Barium thrown into water causes decomposition with a
stormy evolution of hydrogen gas.

Strontium and calcium are both dissolved with escape of hy-
drogen.

Magnesium may be washed in water that has been thoroughly
freed from air by boilin,^, without diminution of its lustre,

IV. Baryta moistened with water enters into combination with
itj attended by such evolution of heat as melts the hydrate
formed.

J

Strontia falls with water to a white pulverulent hydrate, with
the production of intense heat. Lime similarly treated yields a
heat that will fire sulphur^
Magnesia in luiiting with water is but slightly heated.

||

V- Hydrate of baryta loses none of its water under intense
red heat.H

Hydrate of strontia, by long continued red heat, melts, and by
higher heat loses all its water.**

Hydrate of lime; by moderate red heat without melting, loses
its water.

Hydrate of magnesia loses its water below the red heat.

VI. Carbonate of baryta, an hour and a half exposed to the

niost effective blast furnace heat, loses its carbonic acid.ff

Carbonate of strontia, loses its carbonic acid in the strong heat
of an open fire.JJ

Carbonate of lime is decomposed at a red heat.

Carbonate of magnesia loses its carbonic acid at a moderate
red heat.

VH. Selenite of baryta and selenite of strontia are insoluble

in water.

* Thenard. Ann. Cliem. Phys., viii, 308. Ramnielpherg, Pi)gg., xliv, 558.

t Thouai-d. Ann. Chem. Phys., viii, 313. X DohercintT. Schw., vi, 367.

§ Ann. Chem. Phys., xxiii, 217. I
H. Davy.

Tl Bucholz u. Gehlen. iv, 258,
7"^ Denham Smitli. Phil. Mag., ix, 87. Pogg., xxxix, 196.

tt Abich, Pogg., xiii, 31 1. XX Ibid, 315.

Second Seeies, YoL IX, No. 26.—March, 1850. 23
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Selenite of lime and selenite of magnesia are slightly soluble

in water.

VIII. Biselenite of baryta dissolves with difficulty in water.

The same is true of the corresponding salts of strontia and

lime.

Biselenite of magnesia is a doughy deliquescent uncrystalliza-

ble salt.

IX. Selenate of baryta is as little soluble as the sulphate.*

Selenate of magnesia is equal in solubility to the sulphate.f

X. lodid of barium crystallized with an atom of water, is

readily soluble in water, but does not deliquesce upon exposure to

the air.J It is deliquescent.'§> It is not fusible,

lodid of strontium is readily soluble in water.
j|

It is fusible

below red heat.

Hydrated iodid of calcium may be crystallized. It deli-

quesces on exposure to the airjIT and fuses below red heat.

Hydrated iodid of magnesium crystallizes with difficulty, and

deliquesces readily.

All decompose, when heated by access of air, into metallic

oxyds.

XL lodate of baryta with one atom of water is soluble in 1746

parts of water at 15^ C. and in 600 of boiling water.**

lodate of strontia with six atoms of water is soluble in 342

parts of water at 15^^ and in 110 of boiling water.ff
lodate of lime with five atoms of water dissolves in 253 parts

of water at 15^ C. and in one hundred and ten parts of boiling

water.Jt

lodate of magnesia is soluble in water, but has not been further

examined.

XII. Bromid of barium with two atoms of water is unaffected

by exposure to air.

Bromid of strontium with six atoms of water loses its water at

a feeble heat.^<§»

Anhydrous bromid of calcium deliquesces rapidly in the air.

That with one atom of water crystallizes with difficulty from the

solution of bromid of calcium.
XIII. Bromates of baryta, strontia, lime and magnesia crystal-

lize with water, the first three with a single atom.
Bromate of baryta loses its atom of water not below 200^ 0.

Bromate of strontia by 120^ C, bromate of lime by 180^ C.

and bromate of magnesia at ordinary temperatures.
XIV". Bromate of baryta dissolves in 130 parts of cold water.

i

* Berz. Pogg., xxxii, 11. f Berz. Schw., xxiii, 454.

X Gay Lussac. § 0. Henry. | Gay Lussac.

•If Berthemot. J. Pharm., xiii, 416.
^

** Rammelsberg. f f Ibii %% Ubid. H Lo^ig-
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Bromate of strontia in three parts ; bromate of lime in I'l parts,

and bromate of magnesia in 1*4 parts.*

XV. When chlorid of barium is formed by leading the vapor
of hydrochloric acid over heated baryta, the decomposition is at-

tended with the evolution of heat and a red light. The same
phenomena occur in the similar production of chlorid of stron-

tium.

That of chlorid of calcium is attended with heat only.

Chlorid of magnesium cannot be formed in this manner.
XVL The specific gravity of anhydrous chlorid of barium is

3'7037, of chlorid of strontium 2'8033. of chlorid of calcium
2-0401.1

XVIL When heated in dry air, chlorids of barium, strontium
and calcium become alkahne; while chlorid of magnesium re-

mains unchanged,
XVIIL Crystallized chlorids of barium and strontium do not

change upon exposure to the air.

The chlorids of calcium and magnesium deliquesce rapidly

upon exposure to the air.

XIX. Chlorid of barium is soluble in from S108-6SS5 parts

of cold alcohol, of 99*3 per ct, and in 4875 parts of boiling al-

cohol.

Chlorid of strontium is soluble in from 116-4-11 1'G parts of
cold and in 262 parts of boiling alcohol of 99-3 per ct.J

XX. Chlorate of baryta requires four parts of water for its so-

lution.

Chlorates of strontia, lime and magnesia deliquesce in the air.

XXL Chlorate of baryta is insoluble in alcohol.

Chlorates of strontia, lime and magnesia are soluble in alcohol.

XXIL Fluorid of barium is readily soluble in hydrochloric
and nitric acids.

Fluorid of calcium is slightly soluble in boiling acidS; and
fluorid of magnesium scarcely at all in cold or hot acids.

XXIIL Fluorid of barium is soluble in aqueous hydrofluoric
acid; fluorid of strontium less; fluorid of calcium a mere trace,

and fluorid of magnesium not at all,

XXIV". Nitrites of baryta and strontia do not change in air.

Nitrites of lime and magnesia deliquesce upon exposure to

the air.^

XXV. Nitrate of baryta requires 20 parts of water at 0° for

solution. Nitrate of strontia 5 parts of cold water. Nitrates of
lifne and magnesia deliciuesce most rapidly in the air.

XXVL Nitrates of baryta and strontia are not soluble in alco-

"^1- Nitrates of lime and magnesia are soluble.

Rammelsberg. Pogg. Ann., lii, 81. f Karsten,

? Fresenius. Liebig's Ann., Bd. lix. 117-128. § Mitscherlich,

|+:
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XXVII. Carbonate of baryta is soluble in 14137 parts of cold,

in 15421 of boiling water. Carbonate of strontia in 18045 parts

cold water. Carbonate of lime in 10601 of cold and 8834 of

boiling water.*

XXVIII, Oxalate of baryta with one atom of water is soluble

in 200 parts of cold or boiling water.f

Oxalate of strontia with one atom of water is insoluble in wa-

X §
Oxalate of magnesia with two atoms of water only very slight-

ly soluble in water.

H

Formiate of baryta is soluble in 4 parts of cold water.H

Formiate of lime in 8 parts of cold and in 10 parts at 19^ C.**

Formiate of magnesia is soluble la 13 parts of cold water.ff

XXX, Sulphovmate of baryta is soluble in 0*92 parts of water

at 17^ C.Jt
Sulphovinate of lime is soluble in 0*8 parts of water at 17^ C-'^^'^

XXXI. Acid urate of baryta is irlsoluble in water. That of

strontia somewhat soluble in hot water. That of lime of diffi-

cult solubility. That of magnesia, is soluble in 3500-4000 parts

of cold and 150-170 parts of boiling water.
_^^^

XXXIF. Neutral alloxanate of baryta is less soluble than the

corresponding salts of lime and magnesia.
XXXIII. The above salts of lime and magnesia are somewhat

soluble in alcohol. • The salt of baryta-is not.HH
XXXIV. Ferrocyanid of barium (Ba.Fe Cy^) dissolves in

584 part3 cold ***
1800,ttt and in 116 parts of boiling water.tJt

Ferrocyanid of strontmm dissolves in 2 parts of cold and 1 of

boiling water.^^'^.

Ferrocyanid of calcium deliquesces in the air.

Ferrocyanid of magnesium with 12 atoms of'water dissolves

in 3 parts of water. HIIIF

It is to be regretted that other properties, including specific

gravity, specific heat and light-refracting and heat-conducting

power have been so little studied. Still, enough of correspondence

and gradation among the properties of the compounds of this

group has be^ shown to establish the general proposition that

the intensities of their chemical attributes are in the order of

the atomic weights of the metals, and lead to the conviction

that other attributes might be found to be in similar gradation of

intensity* .

* Fresenius. LieLig's Ann., Bd lix, s, 117-128.
' Bucliolz. Taschenbuch, 18. 18. % Scheele. § WaekeuroJer.
Gnilmm. % Arvidson. ** GobeL f f Arvidson. %% Magnus^

.,,; Miirchand. ;| B*nisdi. Llebig's Aim., li\% 189-208.

^f Schlieper, Liebi^^'s Ann, Bd Iv, r. 272-279. *** Dufloa. ftt Torret.

XXX Duflos. gg§ Bette. Ann. Pharm., xxviii, 8. 54. ||| Ittner.

H%% Bette. Ana Pharm., xxii, b. 152; xxiii, s. 115.
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The resistance to the passage of an electric current through the
fluid sohitions of these bodies might, it was conceived, be in the
order of their atomic weights.
To ascertain if this supposition were founded, an apparatus

was employed an account of which has been published in my
paper upon the resistance of fluids to electric conduction,* and
may be referred to here, as a perusal of this description will
be necessary in order to the appreciation of the application of
the law.

The fluids employed were nitrates, hydrochlorates and acetates
of baryta, strontia, lime and magnesia.
The baryta and strontia salts were prepared from the sulpnids

(derived from the native sulphates by reduction with charcoal
and rye meal) ; the lime salts from the hydrate, and the magnesia
salts from magtiesia alba.

The barium and strontium sulphids were dissolved in the
several acids with slight excess of acid filtered, neutralized by
adduion of hydrates of baryta and strontia to the respective so-
lutions, concentrated by evaporation, crystallized, and the crystals

washed and dissolved.

The hydrate of lime was dissolved in the several acids, the
solutions kept alkaline by excess of lime to precipitate the iron,

filtered, and accurately neutralized.
The magnesia alba, with the aid of heat, was dissolved in the

several acids and carefully neutralized.
A saturated solution of chlorid of barium, the least soluble of

the salts employed, at 16^ C, had a specific gravity of 1-042.
The solutions of the other chlorids and remaining salts were with
gi'eat care brought to the same degree of dilution. Two series of
results were obtained with the solutions of chlorid of barium and
chlorid of strontium. The series in column I. were with solutions
<^f the specific gravity above mentioned. The series in column IL
With these solutions diluted with equal measuz'es of distilled

water, presenting in an equal length and breadth of liquid, twice
the depth. Tt will be seen that the resistance was very nearly
the same.

The solutions of 1042 sjiecific gravity were then successively

placed within the galvanic circuit, and a constant length, breadth
a^id depth of the liquid maintained, and the obstruction they pre-

sented to the electric current replaced by windings of German
silver wire. The windings correspond to and express the resist-

ance the liquids severally presented.

Table I. presents the results obtained under the following con-
ditions.

Pogg. Ann., BA Ixx, s. 238, and Amer. J. Sci.. vol v. ii sen, 18-i8, 343.
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Specific gravity of liquid, .

Cross section of liquidj .

Length of layer,

Strength of battery^ 5 Bunsen's pairs

1-042

000 172 M.
0*4 M,

The exceptions in relation to the results under XL and III. have
already been alluded to.

Coiamn A contains the number of experiments ; column B, the

degrees of deflection of the magnetic needle as indicated by the

galvanometer; column 0, the windings and decimal fractions of

Vindings of German silver wire, as indicated by Wheatstone's

Regulator.

Table I.

A

BaO, HCl BaO,nC]
'j

SrO, nci 1 SrO, HClj CaO, HCl 1 MgO, HCl

L

B^

11. 1

B
II.

G C cB 1 C C
i

B c B B
1 140 37-42 14° 36-04 14^ 24-07 15^^ 28-68 16°13' 22-98 16=^15' 23*18

2 11 39-60 12 38-10 ;i3 27*91 ;i2 27-04 15 22-90 19 ^ 21-87

3 12 3ooO * * a • 15 26-62 12 26-78 15 30 2295 16 22-80

4 13 34-00 » * • * « • 13 26-88 1

« • « 15 30 23-84 14 23-71

6 « • « » ' * 4 « • « 12 27-34 » «

1

« • * « 14 21-75 • « « 22-89

Average, 36-63 > * 37-07
- * fl

26-56 * * 27-50 « * « V 22-88 * * * 22-89

made
diaphragms -25 M asunder, the specific gravity 1-042 and the

remaining conditions the same as in the experiments above re-

corded.

It will be observed that the resistance is pretty nearly in the

ratio of the diminished length of the layer of liquid in the case

of the hydrochlorates. The want of precise correspondence was
ascri

ducing the effect of so-called polarization. The odor of chlorine
was remarked in the experiments with the hydrochlorates.

Table IL

BaO, HCl

Windings
of German
silver wire.

SrO, HCl

Windings
of German
silver wirf^.

CaO, HCl
,

Windings
of German
silver wire.

1

WgO,HCl
Windings

;)f German
*ilver wire.

14-90

No. of
experi-
ment.

I

1

Deflection
of needle.

13^

1

Deflection

of needle.
Deflection'

of needle.

Deflectioi

of needle.

20-36 12° 17-09 16^ 15-12 18^
2 u 20-73 14 17-38 1519 a 14-60

3
« 21-93 14 '30' 17-86 15-16 « 14-92

4 u
1

2046 U 17-81 14-70 a 14-72

6 u 20-98 u 17-97 1510 u 14-45

6 a 21-75 Ik 1

17-89 15-30 H 14-49

7 a 20-75 It 17-65 14-54 u 14-99

8 u 20-28 H 17-70 15-03 u 13-90

9 u 20-04 1
It 16-93 1

1
u 1405

10 u 20-18
1

tt

1

17-00 i

1

u 14-14

11 « 20-94
j

1703 <i u 1494
12

-

i u 14-38
IAvera;^e 20-76

1

17-34 15-01 14-54
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Table III.

I

No. of

experi-

ment.

1

2

3

4
5

6

8

9

10

11

Averagi

iBaONOs

Deflection'
Windings

of n«edle.
?[G^'-".i^"

silver wire.

14
it

u

a

u

u

31-25

31-15

3025
31-78

30-00

31-20

30-23

30-07

30-37

30-00

3008

Deflection

of needle.

SrU,x\05 CaO, MO5

of needle.
of German

WiiidinsB
^Deflection ^>^"'S3 \u^fi^^^.

of German "

silver wire.

ion

14°

a

a

u

u

u

u

30-58

29-31 17°

29-47 16
29-26 tf

28-90 a

29-10 15

28-76 u

28-50 a

28-12 a

ogo*) a

2S-40 u

u

u

«

u

28-90

silver wire,

2029
21-41

2047
21-10

21-39

20-81

2002
21-57

20-45

20-20

20-10

20-00

20-01

20-15

20-58

20-57

of needle.

16
U

It

n

u

u

a

u

ii

;C

>'sO.

(t

Windings
of German
silver wire,

17-66

17-97

17-90

17-84

17-99

17-72

17-28

17-86

1701
17-90

17-21

17-62

]7'57

17-62-

Table IV.

No. of
experi-

ment.

1
2

3

4
6

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Average

Deflection
of needle.

9°'30'
u

a

u

12u

*BaO, A
Windings

Deflection
or German
silver wire.

34-48

3402
3400
34-50

34.90
34-26

f42'95

SrO,A
Windings
of German

CaO, A
T\ a A* ] Windings
I*<=fl«'^"°°' of German

of needle.
Ji],"^';^;^

jof needle. J^j;;,--

12 -30'

U

<l

<(

«

u

«

u

<(

it

H

86-33

S6'00

36-97

3600
8655
37-39

3613
8725
36-27

37-02

37-00

36-03

3604
37-15

36-50

12°-30'

11

9 -30

9

8 -30
ii

U

ii

36-42

3612
3662
35-00

35-31

35-00

35-25

35-39

35-60

Deflection

of needle.

12"
u

ii

a

u

u

ii

ii

35-63

MgO, A
Windings
of Germiin
siUcr wire.

3526
34-60

35*08

35-29

35-69

86-45

35-04

35-09

35-18

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Salts.

BaO, HCl,
SrO, HCl,
CaO, HCl, ,

MgO, HCl,

BaO, NO,,
SrO, NO,,
CaO, NO,,
MgO,NO„

I
Atomic weights.

152
88 -3

64-5

5&7

Length

II.

I.

36-63

26-56
22-88

22-89

1305
1058
82
74-2

Results.

II.

3707
27-50

f

III.

20-76

17-34

15-01

14-54

3058
28-90

20-57

17-62
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III.

BaO,A, . . . . 127-5 42 95

SrO,A, . . . 102-8 36-50

CaO,A, . . . . 790 35^63

MgO,A, . . . 71-2 35-18
•

The above results led to the conviction that all the attributes

of these metallic bases and their compounds would probably be

found intense in the order of their atomic weights, a conviction

which I expressed after presenting a summary of the foregoing

resultSj to the meeting of the American Association in 1847.

I had then projected the scheme of decomposing the several

salts of these bases by transmitting steam over them while sub-

jected to heat. Circumstances prevented ray realizing this inten-

tion, and in the following year, Mr. Tilghman of Philadelphia, to

whom my researches could not have been known, as they had
not been publishedj announced the results of a series of most
important experiments—under the head of '^Decomposing power
of water at high temperatures.''*

Mr ^

to decompose sulphate of magnesia with the aid of steam, a higher

one was necessary for sulphate of lime, a still higher one ^or: sul-

phate of strontia^ and the highest of all for sulphate of baryta.

Thus, their susceptibility to decomposition is in the order of

their solubility, viz.

1. MgO, SO
2. CaO, SO.,

3, SrO^SO,
4 BaO,S03

This research fulfilled my expectations, and it would seem
that there can be little hazard in considering the above facts as

illustrations of a natural law applying to the group of the alkaline

earths.

Art. XXI.— On the American Prime Meridian; by Professor

J. Lovering, of Harv^ard University.

As extensive circulation has been given in the pages of this

valuable Journal and otherwise to the views and arguments of

those who advocate the adoption of an American prime merid-

ian, it is incumbent on those who entertain serious objections to

this important measure to state them fully and frankly; and, if

possible, in season to prevent the consummation of a change

which they consider uncalled for by the necessities of science and

disastrous to commerce. The remarks which I propose to make,

at this time, are substantially the same as were prepared in reply

* Chem, Gaz., 1848, p. 181
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to a printed circular addressed to me; which, as it expresses the
history of the measure so far as it has yet proceeded, more felici-

tously than I can hope to do, I take the hberty of introducing
here as the preface to what I have to say.

• " Cambridge, Mass., Sept. 17, 1849.

Dear Sir^—At the late meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, held at this place, a Committee
was appointed upon the subject of an American Prime Meridian,
of which you were elected a member.

This committee had its origin in the following circumstances

:

Having been charged by the Hon. William Ballard Preston,

Secretary of the Navy, with the duty of preparhig for publication
the American Nautical Almanac, provided for by the Act of Con-
gress, approved March 3, 1849, I addressed to him a letter con-
cerning the prime meridian to be adopted in the calculation of
this workj the selection and determination of which form the first

step in my progress.

^
Mr. Preston, in his reply (dated August 7) to this communica-

tion, directed me "to bring the subject of an ^American Prime
Meridian' before the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, to convene at Cambridge, Mass., on the 14th instant,

for the purpose of soliciting the opinions of the principal mathe-
maticians and astronomers upon that highly interesting subject."

In compliance with these instructions, I submitted to the Asso-
ciation a paper,* the same in substance as my letter to the Hon.
Secretary, which, upon motion of Professor A. D. Bache, Super-
intendent of the U. S. Coast Survey, was referred to a committee,
consisting of twenty-two members, (whose names are subjoined,)
with instructions * to send a copy of their Report to the Hon.
William Ballard Preston, Secretary of the Navy.'
A meeting of as many of this committee as were then present

was held, and a sub-committee, consisting of Lieut, Davis, Prof.

Bache, and Lieut. Maury, was appointed to conduct the corres-

pondence, and to execute the instructions of the Association.

The persons composing the whole of this committee are so

remote from each other as to preclude the possibility of a general

meeting to discuss this question, and agree upon any common
report; it has been determined, therefore, as the best means of

obtaining their views, to address each member o{ the committee
separately.

Accordingly, I have the honor, as chairman of the sub-commit-
tee, to transmit to you a copy of the paper presented to the Asso-

ciation by myself, and also of another paper on the Prime Meri-
dian, by Professor Holton, referred to the committee, and to ask
your early attention to this communication.

See this Journal, viii, 394, November, 1849.

Second Series, Vo]. IX, No. 26.—March, 1860. 24
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These papers will serve to suggest the principal topics to which

your attention is invited, and will, I hope, lead to a free commu-
nication of your views and reflections. It is not impossible that

the letters of the committee may be hereafter officially called for;

you are requested to state, thereforCj whether you object to hav-

ing your letter printed, and, if no objection is given, I shall feel

authorized to make it public, if required.

Very respectfully, Your obedient servant,

Charles Henry Davis,

Lieut. U. S, Navy, Sup't Nautical Almanac.

Prof. Joseph Lovering, University at Cambridare, Cambrid'^re.

List of the Committee on the Prime Meridian.

Prof. A. D. Bache, Sup't IT. S. Coast SuiVyJProf. Joseph Lovkring, Cambridge.

Lieut. M. F.Maury, Siip'tNat. Observat'y. Prof. William Smyth, Bo-vvdoin College.

Prof.F. A. P. Barnard, Univ. State of Ala., Prof. Joseph Winlock, Shelby Coll., Ky.

Prof. Lewis R. Gibbes, Charleston, S. C. I Prof. Geo. W.Coakley, St.James's ColL,Ky.

Prof. Edward "W. Courtkxay, Univ. of Ya. Prof. Curley, Georgetown College.

Prof. Stephen Alexander, Princeton Coll. Prof J. S. Fowler, Franklin Coll., Tenn.

Prof John F. Frazer, Univ. of Penn. Prof. James Phillips, Univ. of K. Car.

Prof. H. J. Anderson, New York. Prof. Wm. H. C. Bartlett, West Point.

Prof. O. M, Mitchell, Cincinnati. iProf. Erenezer S. Snell, Amherst Coll.

Prof. A. D. Stanley, Yale College. Prof. Alexis Caswell, Brown University.

Hon. Wm. Mitchell, Nantucket. 'Lieut C.H. Davis, Sup't Nautil Almanac."

In reply to this circnlar, I addressed the following remarks^ in

substance, to Lient. C. H. Davis, the chairman of the snb-com-
mittee of the Committee of the American Scientific Association

on the American prime meridian.

Engagements which could not be postponed have prevented
me from giving a more prompt reply to the circnlar addressed to

the committee of the American Scientific Association to whom
the subject of the American prime meridian was referred. Hav-
ing read with interest and attention the papers on this subject

commimicated to the Association by Lieut. C. H. Davis and Pro-

fessor Holton, I desire to submit the following remarks.
No other matter presented to the Association at its recent meet-

ing seems to me to compare in practical importance with this.

Every one must wish to see the influence of the Association,

whose opinion on this subject has been solicited, exerted in the

right direction, so as at the same time to promote the interests of

science and secure the respect and confidence of the community-
It is, therefore, with a feeling of responsibility .which I would
willingly transfer to those worthier to bear it, that I undertake \o

offer an opinion upon a subject which involves considerable in-

terests, affects the comfort and safety of a large class of citizens,

and perhaps also the honor and prosperity of the country through

much of her future history.

The real question I have to consider is w^hefher, after having

continued to count our longitudes from Greenwich since we have
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had a political existence, we shall now abandon that prime me-
ridian and substitute an American one in its place. The Com-
mittee of Congress to whom was referred, on the 25th January,
1810, the memorial of William Lambert, recommended that ''in

^ order,'' as they say, '^ to lay a foundation for the establishment
of a first moridian in this western hemisphere,'' it is expedient to
niake provision by law for determining the longitude of Wash-
ington and procuring the necessary instruments for this purpose.
No action appears to have been taken by Congress on this report
of the committee. Although the subject for many sessions was
pressed upon the two houses and various reports were made upon
it, it was not until the 3d March, 1821, that a joint resolution
was passed, authorizing the President to employ means for deter-

mining the longitude of Washington. The arguments used on
the occasion represent the measure as the preparatory step for

the establishment of an American prime meridian, passing through
Washington. Nothing, however, was done by Congress at that
time which committed it on the latter question. After the reso-

lution just referred to had been carried partially into effect, re-

peated efforts were made, during the administrations of Monroe
and of Adams, to prosecute the subject farther and establish a
National Observatory, but without success.

The good sense of the people has kept them in the right track

thus far. Occasionally, in our school atlases, the longitudes in

the United States are counted from Washington. In these cases,

we generally find on the opposite side of the map the corres-

ponding longitjLides as measured from Greenwich. In more im-
portant matters, as the regulation of chronometers, the construc-
tion of sea-charts and whatever relates to geography and astron-
omy as well as to navigation, the custom is universal of counting
our longitudes from Greenwich. Lieut. Maury has followed this

custom in his charts of winds and currents, and Professor A. I).

Bache has done the same in his maps of the coast, although he
also gives the longhudes as measured from some one of the

American meridians.
In 1810, the late Dr. Bowditch declared the meditated change

of the first meridian from Greenwich to Washington to be inex-

pf^dient, as well as extremely difficult if not impossible unless

the government incurred the expense of founding an Observatory

and publishing a Nautical Almanac. Dr. Bowditch did not ob^

ject to a Nautical Almanac or a National Observatory, but he con-

sidered a good survey of the coast more necessary than either,

'i'he liberality of the government has provided in turn for all

three. Because in 1810 Dr. Bowditch urged, in addition to other

arguments against an American prime meridian, its impractica-

hility for want of a National Observatory and an American Nau-
tical Almanac, and because he declared the establishment of such
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an Almanac and such an Observatory to be the only effectual

way of bringing an American meridian into use even by onr own
countrymen, advantage has been taken of this language to prove

that, at the present day, this high authority must be considered

in favor of an American prime meridian. Such an inference is

based on the presumption that whenever any change becomes

practicable it is therefore to be desired ; and, in the present case

at least, it is wholly unwarrantable. Whoever will consult the pa-

pers of Dr. Bowditch on this subject in the ninth and tenth vol-

umes of the Monthly Anthology, will be convinced that the prin-

cipal force of his argument against an American prime meridian,

is just as pertinent in 1850 as it was in 1810. With or without

an American Nautical Almanac, Dr. Bowditch condemned an

American prime meridian as an innovation which would not be

"attended with one real advantage."

In a Nautical Almanac, the principal object of which is to give

the places of the sun and moon among the stars and planets, at

frequent intervals during the whole day, it becomes necessary to

select some spot on the earth as the origin of absolute time and

the first meridian for longitudes. The superintendent of the

American Nautical Almanac is now called on to make his selec-

tion. But the establishment and perfect success of an American

Nautical Almanac will in no degree be promoted by the selection

of an American first meridian, as the basis of its calculations.

Lieut. Davis observes: "Our National Observatory at Washing-

ton must have existed half a century before it will be able to

furnish independent observations sufficient for the. determination

of a correct theory of the moon or primary planets. But these

theories are already calculated from the observations (begun long

since and uninterruptedly continued) at the old established ob-

servatories of Europe. In preparing new tables I shall avail my-
self of the Washington observations to the utmost extent of their

utility."

Thus it appears that the materials and whatever is most valuable

and indispensable for the calculation of an American Nautical Al-

manac will be and must be borrowed from Europe for many years.

I see no reason why we should scruple to reckon from our old

prime meridian, even if it do intersect countries to which we lie

under such heavy scientific obligations. Certainly, if the Britiwsh

Nautical Almanac is calculated for Greenwich, the American may
be also. If both are based on the same identical observations, it

can make no difference, either in the dispatch or accuracy of the

work, whether the calculations are made at Greenwich or at

Washington. Indeed, I think it will appear hereafter that a

Nautical Almanac, wherever calculated, which relies on Euro-

pean observations, can be calculated more accurately for an Eu-

ropean prime meridian than for an American meridian.

r
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Let us next consider the chief aim contemplated in the estab-

hshment of a Nautical Ahuanac. There can be no doubt that
the British Nautical Ahuanac, at least, was designed for the benefit
of seamen exclusively. Before its foundation in 1767, each navi-
gator calculated the places of those bodies which he used in his

reckoning for longitude directly from the tables. Thus he was
liable to an error of a degree or about sixty geographical miles,

in assigning his position at sea. Then it was proposed that the
places of the moon and other useful bodies should be calculated

from the tables by able astronomers: that these places, corres-

ponding to short intervals during the day, should be published;
and that easy means should be furnished for interpolating the
place of any one of them at any moment between the hours for

which the places are given. As much as possible of the business
of navigating the ship was to be anticipated ; and as little as pos-
sible was to be left to the navigator himselfj to be done by him
in the hurry and anxiety of the moment. It was supposed, that

calculations made under the most favorable circumstances and
tested in manifold ways by expert compulers, must vastly trans-

cend in accuracy the best that could be made by the most skilful

sailor amid the other duties, vexations and perils incident to his

profession. Such I believe to have been the design of Nautical

Almanacs, whenever and wherever they have been instituted.

The same considerations dictate that no innovations, such as
the change of an established prime meridian, whereby fresh per-

plexities and dangers may be entailed on a profession already too

I
much exposed to uncertainty in every form, should be made with-
out the most clear exhibition of their necessity. I do not sup-
pose that an American sea-captain, qualified to navigate a ship
across the Atlantic, is incapable of understanding the relations of
uirferent meridians, and of allowing, whenever he compares his

reckoning with that kept on board a British vessel, for any differ-

ence which may hereafter exist in the established prime nierid-

jans of Great Britain and the United States. I only say that this

labor, which might generally be done with accuracy, would occa-
sionally lead to mistakes and ought not to be required of the

Jiavigator, unless there is some uncontrollable necessity for it.

Otherwise, the very class of men for whose benefit an American
Nautical Almanac should be designed, will be the most injured by

\ It. I object, therefore, to any change in the prime meridian to

^hich our navigators are accustomed, on the ground that it fur-

nishes new occasion for error, which no one, however careful and
however accomplished, can always avoid, and that it introduces a
<iaily inconvenience into the life of every American navigator^

and subjects him daily to one new chance of disaster.

Other countries, we are told, in the development of their re-

sources and their science; have established a prime meridian in
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their own territories: why should not the United States? The
example of the European governments can have little value for

us in a nautical point of view. Their commerce on the ocean is

comparatively circumscribed j and even did they adopt the prime

meridian of Greenwich^ they are debarred from a free intercourse

with each other and with British and American vessels by a

strange language. Besides, in countries where the people, from

their habits or their landlocked position, are so much more with-

drawn from maritime pursuits than we are, we should expect that

their almanacs would consult more the want of astronomers and

less the convenience of navigators. There is not one of these

countries which is not obliged, as soon as it comes out into

the ocean, to defer, to some extent, to the meridian of Green-

wich in its use of chronometers and charts; and some, having

learned by experience the folly of an assumed independence

which worked for them real mischief, have already begun to re-

trace their steps back to Greenwich.
But our own experience and judgment are worth more than

the example of any foreign nations. We speak the same lan-

guage as the British navigator: why shou!^ we be at pains to

learn a different scientific dialect? Why should we endeavor to

forego all the innumerable advantages we derive from our com-

mon origin, and discard an existing agreement in regard to scien-

tific standards which other nations have striven so long and

hopelessly to consummate? The communication of Lieut. Davis

does ample justice to the importance of an universal prime me-

ridian. There is no reason to believe that a single first meridian

can ever be established by the common consent of nations. All

desire it, but how many will agree upon the choice? Let us not,

in the pursuit of this chimera, adopt the temporary expedient of

an American prime meridian, and thus renounce an inheritance

to which we were born; throw the whole of this great good to

the winds : and postpone, as we must for centuries, the realization

of the grand desire of all hearts for a universal meridian. So

long as America and Great Britain continue to use a single prime

meridian, they alone can make that meridian^ for all important

nautical purposes, a universal prime meridian, and we at least

shall enjoy, not in prospect but in immediate fruition, all the sub-

stantial advantages of such a meridian.
The foregoing remarks are designed to show that the adoption

of an xlmerican prime meridian will violate the spirit in which

other governments have established Nautical Almanacs, and will

entail upon the commerce of the country, for several generations

if not forever, an amount of daily inconvenience and danger

which, in the aggregate, cannot be overestimated.

I now propose to consider the reasons that are urged in favor

of an American prime meridian. The only reason of a scientific
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character which has been given for the proposed change is

founded upon the slight error which still affects the best deter-

mined American longitudes as reckoned from Greenwich, arising

from our ignorance of the exact breadth of the Atlantic ocean.
Assuming the uncertainty which still exists in the corrected lon-

gitude of Boston to amount to two seconds of time, as stated by
Lieut Davis, this is equivalent to an error of about half a mile in

longitude. Half a mile, under the circumstanceSj is a large error

for the astronomer; but to the navigator, who will compare it

with other errors to which he is exposed, it will appear quite in-

significant. The best chronometers, transported in the British

steamers between Liverpool and Boston, are liable to vary four

seconds. The errors incidental to the lunar method of calcula-

ting a ship's longitude, originating either in errors of the tables or

errors of observation, are sufficient to produce an uncertainty, to

the amount of ten miles at least, in regard to the position of a
ship. The lingering error of half a mile, which still disturbs the

longitudes of those American ports whose distance from the con-
tinent of Europe is most accurately measured, is small when
compared with the fluctuations of chronometers or the doubts
which beset the ordinary methods of fixing a ship's position at

sea. Whether the error is large or small, important or unimpor-
tant, the proposed change of the prime meridian from Greenwich
to some spot in America will not contribute in the least to release

the^ navigator from the effects of it. I will suppose a ship
which counts its longitude from Greenwich to leave BostoUj with
Its chronometers set at Boston to Greenwich time. These chro-
nometers may differ from true Greenwich time by two seconds,
and there may exist an uncertainty to that amount, on arriving

^^pon the European coast, in regard to the precise position of the
ship. But when the same ship returns, its chronometers may be
set to true Greenwich time. Still the homeward voyage of the
^avigator will be no surer nor safer than his outward voyage.
For, though his chronometers may be correct, he knows not with-
in half a mile the longitude of the port for which his ship is des-
tined. Suppose, the same ship to start again upon another voy-

age with its chronometers arranged to an American prime merid-
ian. T'he same difficulties will reappear, though in an inverted

order. The captain loaves home with his chronometers set to

true American time, but he cannot tell within two seconds the

J^^^gitude of his European port, and on this account, when he is

^rrieward bound, his chronometers must be stam|->ed by the same
ei'ror of two seconds. In other words, if we do not know the
^xact distance from Liverpool to Boston, neither do we know any
t>etter the distance from Boston to Liverpool. If the longitudes
of American ports as counted from Greenwich cannot be accu-
rately given, neither can the longitudes of any foreign port as
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counted from an American prime meridian. The importation of

a prime meridian from Europe to our own territories will not, I

conclude, operate for the improvement of our navigation.

Neither do I believe that our knowledge of American geogra-

phy will be advanced by an American prime meridian. The
longitudes of a large number of places in the United States have
already been determined with great accuracy by the usual astro-

nomical methods or by the transportation of chronometers; and

the relative difTerences of longitude between the principal spots

on our coast and those cities and observatories whose longitudes

are best known will be assigned through the operations conducted

by the excellent superintendent of the U. Slates Coast Survey.

Were all our longitudes to be calculated from observations of

eclipses, occultations or transits, so rapidly is the number of ob-

servatories and observers increasing over the whole country, there

is reason to believe that the capital places in all the states and ter-

ritories would be determined in this way, if not with absolute

precision, with all the accuracy that is wanted for the construction

of a correct geographical map of the United States. In this case,

however, not only might the absolute distances from Greenwich

slightly fluctuate, but the relative distances from each other also.

For we could hardly expect that the longitudes of all these places,

as measured independently from Greenwich, would be determined

with equal precision. We should rather suppose that the meridi-

ans most remote from Greenwich and less crowded by population

would not, in general, be projected so carefully as the nearer and

older meridians. But the transportation oi chronometers from

place to place will give our relative longitudes independently of

any uncertainty as to the exact distance between the eastern and

western continents. Thus not only will the relative longitudes

be known as accurately as they could be with an American prime

meridian, but the absolute longitudes of each and all from Green-

wich will be known as accurately as the best ; so that, hereafter,

though the absolute numbers might change by infinitesimal quan-

tities, the relative numbers will be permanent and our map will

be permanent. Moreover, the superintendent of the U. States

coast survey has applied with triumphant success the admirable

telegraph of Professor Morse to the determination of the longi-

tudes of places intersected by the telegraphic wires. The coun-

try is already traversed, in every direction, by the grand tele-

graphic lines, and these will be crossed in a few years, at a mtu-

titude of points, by a finer network. If we wait this short time,

our relative longitudes will be ascertained with a precision, a

simplicity and an economy wholly unprecedented as yet in the

scientific history of any country in the world; and without any

reference to our first meridian, whatever it may be. The rnap

and the meridians upon it will never fluctuate. The floating

error to the extent of half a mile in regard to the exact distance
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betw^een Greenwich and Washingtoiij or any other spot in Amer-
ica, this error or uncertainty in regard to the breadth of the At-
lantic ocean on which so much stress is laid, can produce no mor^
derangement in a map of the whole or any part of the United
States, than when we push a map from one side to the other of
our table. If we desire to unite a map of the United States w^ith

a map of Europe so as to form a map of the world, then the un-
certainty in question will manifest itself. But no alteration in

i our prime meridian from one place to another will remove or di-

I minish it; it is absolutely insurmountable. After we have made
our map of the United States and drawn the meridians upon it,

the selection of numbers to describe these meridians is a question

of convenience rather than of scientific accuracy. If we count
these meridians from Greenwich, the difference of two numbers
will give the relative difference of longitude between the two
meridians to which they are affixed. These differences will be
permanent, though the absolute numbers may change by some
constant quantity, and the differences as well as the absolute

numbers may be placed upon our maps and charts if the conven-
ience of those who use them requires it.

I am not able to see that any other scientific operations will be
inaterially affected by the substitution of an American prime me-
ridian for that of Greenwich. I do not see that the details of the

American Nautical Almanac or the calculations of those who use
itj whether astronomers, navigators or engineers, will be ensured
any greater accuracy by the establishment of an American prime
meridian. The uncertainty to the amount of two seconds of
time in relation to Jhe distance which separates American from
Euro|x^an meridians must vitiate, and, as I believe, to the same
extent, all our calculations for practical and scientific purposes,

until either the uncertainty itself is removed, or we are prepared
to make American science in spirit as well as in form, wholly in-

' dependent of those precious results which centuries of labor have
garnered up at the venerable observatories of Europe. If we

I
"se an astronomical ephemeris, calculated in Europe for an
European prime meridian, or calculated in our own American
almanac from European observations and for an European prime

meridian, the uncertainty of which I speak, though it does not

affect the ephemeris itself, wnll affect the application of it to our
« own meridians. On the other hand, if we undertake to calculate

an ephemeris for an American first meridian, this ephemeris,

though it may be as good when applied to one American meridi-

an as another, will be inaccurate for all, because it has been cal-

culated from European observations. An astronomical epheme-
ris, calculated exclusively from a long series of American observ-

ations w^ould, I doubt not, be better adapted to the wants of

American astronomers and serve more effectually the purposes of
Seooxd SEaiEB, Vol. IX, No. 26.—March, 1850. 25
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American science than any arrangement which can be made under

existing circumstances. No one looks more confidently to the

future to realize this maturity of American astronomy than I do
j

and no one, certainly, will more gladly hail it when it shall have

arrived. Long before the advent of that happy day, the princi-

pal difficulty which American astronomers now experience will

have vanished of itself For it cannot be that the costly and

elaborate operations which the government are now conducting

under the supervision of the superintendent of the coast survey,

with the object of ascertaining with greater nicety the difference

of longitude between Cambridgej U. S. and Greenwich, will be

of no avail.

1 am aware that an American prime meridian would be of

some convenience to the single observatory through which it

might pass. It is possible that an ephemeris, calculated for that

observatory, could be corrected for other observatories on neigh-

boring meridians with a little more dispatch than an ephemeris

calculated for so distant a meridian as that of Greenwich. I pre-

sume, however, that a little more time and care will ensure as

much accuracy in the latter case as in the former/ At any rate,

if it should appear that the astronomers of the country and oth-

ers whose pursuits, scientific or practical, require them to handle

such an ephemeris, would be essentially accommodated by one

which is calculated for an American first meridian, or if it should

appear that, in the opinion of those who have charge of our prin-

cipal observatories or are otherwise most competent to judge, the

interests of astronomical science would be materially advanced
by such an ephemeris, it may deserve consideration whether one

ought not to be provided for their peculiar benefit and that of the

science which they cultivate- But, in our desire to promote the

science of astronomy, let us not lose sight of the grand aim con-

templated in every nautical almanac
; but let us make that in fact

what it professes to be in name, a manualfor the advantage and
security of seamen.

In conclusion, I must* deprecate any attempt to bring about a

change in the first meridian used in this country, by a misplaced

appeal to our national pride. This is a question, partly of sci-

ence, but much more of common prudence ; into which, if na-

tional honor enter at all, it can only be to forbid the contemplated

change. Politically, we are independent of all other nations.

But in science, literature, and the arts, we must look to the old

world for the most perfect models, and long continue to draw

from its rich storehouse much that we prize most highly, in

thought and action. We are dependent on the old world, and

England particularly, as the child is dependent upon the parent

as each generation is dependent upon those which have preceded

it and have contributed to its own greatness and glory. No in-

gratitude or denial on our part will relieve us from this depend-
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ence. By the encouragement which we give to the cuIti\^ation

of true science hi this land, and by the bright example which we
hold up to the world of a just as well as a free government, we
may hope to pay back a part of the great obligation under which
we stand to the older nations of the world and the time-hallowed
institutions of Europe.
An American prime meridian will make American science in-

dependent in name only, and such an independence can deceive
no one but, ourselves. Certainly, we shall not be so blind as to

be deceived by it. Every thing around us must remind us of
our relations with the old world. Our ships are furnished with
the chronometers and sextants of Great Britain and France. Our
observatories are adorned with masterpieces of art imported from
Munich. Our libraries are luminous with the great works of
Leibnitz and Newton, Galileo and Laplace. We must wait half

a century before we shall have created a fuijd of observations at

our own observatories which will make us independent of similar

institutions abroad. How much longer must we wait before we
shall have American observations made by American instrui7ients?

This is a real dependence. Let us not be humiliated by it, but
rather let us take courage from it to imitate, in due season, the

honorable achievements in science of the older nations of the

world.

ever. We
depe

tor, though this great circle does not, at presetit, lie within our
own territories. Why should we refuse to count our longitudes
from the meridian of Greenwich, even if it be a line intersecting

some foreign country? We borrow nothing from Great Britain

or any other country when we count our longitudes from Green-
wich. It belongs to us and to whoever chooses to use it for this

purpose, as much as to tliem. It belongs to us as much as the

English language belongs to us and whatever else that is valua-

ble which we have inherited from our parent of the old world.

It belongs to us, for all scieiitific purposes, as much as the earth's

magnetism or the sun's light and heat; as much as the moon,
planets and stars; as much as the common atmosphere which
warms and feeds us all. There is no property in any of these

things. They are the common property of all who think, all

over the world ; and he most possesses who most uses them.

Should Great Britain and America ever agree to adopt an

American prime meridian, it would be a misfortune io us. Should
the nations ever agree upon a universal first meridian, the prayer

of these United States ought to be that it might not pass across

this western continent. Of all nations in the world, we can least

afford to sacriiice our coasters to the perpetual annoyance they

must experience in crossing it. The meridian of New Orleans,

which is recommended by Lieut. Davis as the first meridian of
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this coimtryj will only furnish a partial remedy for this incon-

venience, especially when we consider the new channels opened

to our commerce by our enlarged sea-coast on the Pacific. The
old maritime nations of the world shifted their first meridian far-

ther and farther westward as their geography and navigation en-

larged, that all their commerce might be conducted on one side

of it. In this respect also, the meridian of Great Britain is better

adapted to the wants of this country than an American prime

meridian.

But we cannot expect that Great Britain or any other foreign

nation will adopt the American prime meridian. Indeed, it is to

be feared that American navigators will not adopt it. They will

prefer the British Almanac, calculated for the meridian of Green-

wich, to an American Almanac calculated for any other meridian.

History declares how difficult it is to effect a revolution in the

daily habits of a large class in the community, even where the

change is confessedly an advantage to those who adopt it. The
change of the prime meridian from Greenwich to America prom-

ises no good to any class in the community; it certainly will be

attended by great sacrifices and can contribute nothing to our

honor or our independence.

The following memorial to Congress, has obtained a large num-
ber of signatures in Boston and other seaports of the United
States, and been transmitted to Washington.

"The subscribers, merchants, underwriters, and shipmasters of

Boston and its vicinity, understanding that a comnnuiication has

been made by Lieut. Charles H. Davis, of the United States

Navy, now charged with the preparation of an American Nautical

Almanac, in which it is proposed to change the reckoning of the

longitude from the meridian of Greenwich to some place within

the United States, beg leave respectfully to submit to you our

opinion of this proposed changCj and its probable effects upon the

navigation of the country.

"The advantages that would result to all commercial nations

from marking their longitude from one common prime meridian

are too obvious, and have been too often stated, to require any
new recital. The evils, however, which might be supposed to

result from the great diversity of prime meridians have been of

no considerable practical importance to the United States :
our

navigators have hitherto computed from Greenwich, which, being

thus common to them and Great Britain, forms the basis of the

longitude of four-fifths of the commerce of the world. This me-
ridian of the English tongue, as it may be called, which is fixed

upon all the maps, charts, and books known to our service, it is

now proposed to change. We are not possessed, in our own
knowledge, of a single good reason for this change ; nor can we
find any such in the elaborate and ably-drawn argument of Lieut.
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Davis, Irf no single case will the labor of the navigator be abridg-
ed, or his knowledge of his place upon the ocean rendered more
certain

; but, on the contrary, the confusion, incident to the intro-

duction of a new meridian into his books, his charts, and his
memory, will be attended with constant perplexity, miscalcula-
tion, and mistake, which must cause a serious increase in the
hazard of all the lives and property under the American flag-

" Permit us to specify a few of the evils thus predicted :— 15/,

We shall have introduced upon our own coast the cast and west
reckoning; and although, by making the first meridian at New
Orleans, most of the coasting trade will be upon one side of the
meridian, yet all vessels passing to the coast of Texas must change
their longitude from east to west, and be subject to all the per-

plexities of that change. 2nd^ It is now the common practice

for navigators at sea to communicate to each other their longitude.

This practice is exceedingly useful, and has often led to the cor-

rection of errors which must otherwise have been fatal. But
this is done in the haste of passing, often in storms and partial

darkness,—conditions very unfavorable to hearing and under-
standing with accuracy ev^en the simple numbers that express the

degrees and minutes of longitude. But, if the proposed change
of meridian is adopted, another element must be introduced in all

communications between English and American vessels, and for

a long time between American vessels with each other; and the
failure to give the reckorn'ng as from Greenwich or New Orleans,
or to hear and understand it rightly when given, may involve
ship, cargo, and navigators in one common ruin. 3</, A portion
of the charts used by United States navigators are, and must con-
tniue to be for an indefinite period, of English construction, and
consequently marked with tlie longitude of Greenwich. To
reduce this to the American standard upon a sudden emergency,
and when perhaps surrounded by danger, cannot be effected, how-
ever simple the operation, by all persons, without occasional

error; and it must be remembered, that, in these cases, life and
death may hang upon the error of a single mile. Some of these

evils may be of a temporary nature, which will pass away in a

few generations, with the loss of a hmited amount of life and
property: others, however, must remain, even after the universal

adoption of the new reckoning by all the navigators of the United

States, and the substitution of books and charts, for all parts of

the world, adapted to the new meridian.

''Against all this perplexity and mischief, which must attend

the proposed change, its advocates have \wi pointed out a single

countervailing practical advantage; but it is suffered to rest, by
Lieut. Davis, upon a supposed scientific necessity, and upon con-

siderations in some way connected with our national independence.
" Waiving all observations upon the assumed scientific neces-

sity, save the single one that we are unable to perceive that it is
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affected in the least degree by the proposed change, we beg leave

to add a ^e\v words regarding an American meridian, as connected

with our national honor or independence. Did we believe it true

that the honor or independence of the United States were in the

least degree affected by counting our longitude from a meridian

line passing through an English Observatory, we would readily

encounter all the evils of a change; but we do not believe that

any such taint rests upon this practice. We received this mode
of counting our longitude, as we received our language, our arts,

our names, our very blood, from England, our parent state. The
meridian of Greenwich belongs to us, in common with the Eng-
lish nation, by right of inheritance from our fathers, who helped

to rear and support the observ^atory first established there. Our
property in this is more clear than in the compass, the chronometer,

and many other instruments of navigation; and the same princi-

ple of an ideal independence, which shall require us to abandon
the meridian of Greenwich, must require us to abandon most of

our instruments of art, science, literature, and even our language,

for we hold them all by the same tenure; and the question will

come to be, not what we shall resign, but what we shall have

left. Permit us further to observe, that this state of ideal inde-

pendence, in marking the longitude, will not be at all attained

by the change proposed. It is intended by Lieut. Davis to make
the prime meridian completely dependent vpon Greenwiclu It is

not to be the meridian of any point arbitrarily assumed at New
Orleans, but a line as near as possible to 90 degrees west of Green-

wich, which, by a coincidence purely accidental, passes through

or near New Orleans. Indeed, the necessities for a continued

dependence upon foreign observatories for observations for half a

century is distinctly avowed. Without this foreign aid, the pro-

posed almanac could not be prepared. The change, then, will

be merely nominal. We shall not reckon our longitude really

from New Orleans, but from a point 90 degrees west of Green-

wich ; and the longitude of Washington, for example, will not be

so completely described by saying that it is 12 degrees 56 minutes

east of New Orleans, as by calling it 12 degrees 56 minutes east

of a meridian 90 degrees west of Greenwich^.
" In conclusion, and after a review of the whole subject, we can

perceive no reason for abandoning the meridian of Greenwich, or

any other of the common property of civilization. If the use of

the instruments of art or the methods of science, introduced by

other nations, be beneficial to us, the most high-minded and truly

independent and national spirit would seem to dictate, not that

our practice and usages should be changed, but that we should,

by the cultivation and advancement of branches of knowledge,

where our efforts can be useful, repay to mankind the advantages

which we have received from the common stock of civilization.'
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Art. XXII.

—

On Perfect Musical Intonation^ a^id the funda-
mental Laws ofMusic on which it depends; with remarks show-
ing the practicability of attaining this Perfect Intonation in the
Organ; by Henry Ward Poole. Worcester, Massachusetts.

(Coacluded from page S3.)*

2S. The opinion has been very generally entertained among
musicians, that there is a pecuhar character belonging to each of
the keys. We should not have considered this opinion worthy of
notice in this connection, but for the reason that many have at-

tributed this real, or supposed, pecuhar character to temperament

;

for if this peculiarity exists in nature, and is inherent in music
Itself, it will be especially manifest in a system, or on an instru-

ment, of Perfect Intonation. If, however, temperament is the
source of a variety which is so highly appreciated by some, it is

certainly an argument in favor of temperament, and against Per-
fect Intonation.

29. We have before us a musical work, of no small reputation,

from which we copy the characters, or *^ complexions," of several
of the keys. ^' C, Bold, vigorous, commanding. D, xVmpIe. grand,
noble. Db, Awfully dark (!) E, Bright, pellucid, feminine.
F, Riclij mild, sober. G, Gay and sprightly. A, Golden, warm,
sunny. Ab, The most lovely of the tribe; unassuming, gentle,
soft, delicate and tender, having none of the pertness of A in

sharps. B, (in sharps) keen and piercing. Bb, the least inter-

esting of any, &c., fcc." These ideas have been formed and per-

petuated by a sort of musical creed, and is said to have for its au-
thority, *^ the common consent of musicians." It is not so much
our purpose to oppose this beautiful theory, as to show, that no ar-

gument can be drawn from it to sustain temperament. If tem-
perament be assigned as the cause why the key of A differs in

character from the key of Ab, the difference must be found in the

fact that one is tempered differently from the other. If lempera-

* In our article in the last No. of the Journal, we gave a brief account, so far a3

"^e yere informed, of all the attempts that have been made to attain Fcrfrct Info*

nation. Since the January No. was issued, our attention ha-^ been called, with no little

surprise, to a recent No. of the Westminster Review, vol 50, page 253, Am. ed., in

^hich an allusion i? made to an improvement in the organ, simdar to ours, which has
recently been brought out in London, by Col P. Thompf=on. Of the details of Col
Thompson's invention we know nothinl.^ as our knowledge ib entirely confined to the
notice referred to. and tlierc it is alluded to, simply to illustrate some truth;^, of which
we are now endeavoring to convince the American public. It might have appeared

remarkable tliat the same invention should have been made at tht^same time, after

the subject had been reposing so quietly for forty years—the parties being so remote
«nd knowing nothing of wliat the other was doing—if the history of science did
not furnish even more remarkable instances of the kind. If the invention in Eng-
land is as successful as ours, it will illustrate this simple truth, that, in the course of
human events, the time for Perfect Intonation hai^ arrived.
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ment was adjusted in any uniform manner, through the different

classes of instruments, and by different tuners, there would be a
show of argument, in the fact, for temperament. But we find no

such uniformity; different instruments are tempered in a widely

different manner ; and on one instrument the key of A is tempered

hke the key of Ab on another. If an instrument be tuned in the

equal tentperament—which is the more common and popular

every key is tempered precisely alike^ and consequently all peculi-

arity from the cause assigned will disappear. If an alteration of

pitchy either, be the cause, as some have supposed, of this peculiar-

ity in the different keys, as instruments often vary from one an-

other, in pitch, a semitone, it will often be difficult to decide which
is the ''soft and tender" key of Ab, and the ''pert" key of A. If an

organ be tuned correctly in the key of Abj (or four flats,) and the

temperature of the room rise a few degrees, the relative pitch of

the whole organ will rise a comma, and the music played in the

key o[fourflats will have the character (if this theory be correct)

of the key ^i eight sharps!"^

30. Undoubtedly, in perfect intonation, a certain key is fre-

quently more appropriate for a given composition than any other

key; but that a certain key gives to music performed in it, any

such peculiarity as we have quoted, is (in our opinion) as fanciful

as to suppose that the size of the canvas determines the character

of the painting. We will suppose a composer has an idea which
he would express in a soft and gentle air ; thinking that the char-

acter of Ab, renders it the most appropriate key for the expres-

sion of his idea, he writes his music in that key and arranges it

for a quartette. He executes the music, thus arranged, on his

piano-forte, and the soft and gentle effect desired is produced.

He then gives it to a quartette to perform, without any accompa-
niment. They take their pitch a semitone higher than his Ab,
that is, exactly in his "pert" key of A. Would the composer

_
There is something so very imaginative in this theory of the different keys havii)g

different characters, that one might reasonably doubt whether such a theory had any

supporters. Such however, we are compelled to say is the fact—it is found in the

books, and is tauglit at the present day, by many teachers of reputation. If any one

still doubtri the fact, we would refer liim to a recent number of the London Quar-

terly Review, vol. 83, p. 274, Am. ed., where, in an elegantly written article on " Ma-
gic, the characters and complexions of the several keys afford the writer a theme
for many sublime remarks, as if the theory ha<l never been questioned. " A whole

Bridgewater treatise" this writer says, '*nnght have been not unwortlulv devoted to

the wonderful varieties of keys alone. He [the composer] knows whether he re-

quires tlie character of triumphant praise given by two sharps, as in the Hallclujali

Chorus of Handel, or the Sanctus and Hosanna of Mozart's Requiem ; or the wdd
demoniac defiance (!) of C minor, as in the allegro of the Freischiitz overture ; or the

enthusiiistic gladness of four sharps, as in the song of Di Piaccr ; or the heart-dul-

ling horror (!) of G minor, as in Schubert's Erl King, and all the Erl kings that wc
have known." A very proper reply to this writer in the Quarterly, can be found m
an article on "Greek and Modern Notation of Music,'' in the volume of the West-

minster, to which we have already referred m a previous note.
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himself perceive any difference in the effect of his music ? We
think not; and say moreover, with confidence, that no one, in
istenmg to an instrument, to the pitch of which he is not ac-
customed, can, with any degree of certainty, decide in what key
the music is played, A flute-player may judge correctly as io
the key, when listening to an air performed on his own flute—per-
haps a flute to which he is not accustomed—for different tones
on the flute have different qualities; the high E, for instance, has
a different quality from the Eb; but this is admitted to be an im-
perfection in that iustrimient, which art has endeavored to ob-
viate. The character of music depends on other things than
the key in which it is written in. Many ^^soft and tender" com-
positions have been written in Ab? ^-iid many of an opposite chtir-

acter.

One key is more appropriate for a composition than another,

for the reason that there will be employed in that key, a range of

sounds which are best adapted to the quality and compass of the

voices, or instruments, for which the music was composed. Thus
if a melody of this compass, (an octave and a fifth,} were written

for a soprano or tenor
voice, it would not proba-
bly be placed in the key
of 0,

highest notes would be too
high, and the lowest notes
too low for convenient ex-
ecution. Such a melody
Would more appropriately Key of F

as in that key the KevofC

be placed in a key in the
vicinity of F. Assuming
F to be the best key for it, we believe that the nearer the key is

brought to F, the better will be its effect; that is, the key of D
will be better than C, Eb than D, and E better than Eb- Mel-
odies of small compass may be adapted to several keys. In

different collections of music before us, the Hundredth Psahn-

whose melody is contained in the compass of an octave—is writ-

ten in four different keys, viz., F, G, Ab and A.

31. It is necessary to examine more particularly than we have

yet done in this paper, the subject of temperament, if we would
fully understand how far the scale of the common organ, with

best

maimer, falls short of fulfilling the requirements of music. As we
shall have frequent occasion to refer to a table Ave gave in the Janu-

ary No. of the Journal, (25.) we reinsert that table, (see next page,)

for the convenience of those who may not have that No. at hand.

It was shown in (11.) that four prime intervals are employed in

music, viz., the octave, fflh^ ^^jor third ^uA perfect seventh. It

Secomj Series, Yol. IX, No. 26.—Slarcb, 1S50. 26
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appears from the table that notes which vary by smaller intervals

than a semitone, result from combining these fonr prime chords.

In temperament, these four chords are disposed of in the follow-

ing manner. The octave is tuned perfect. For the perfect sev-

enth^ no provision is made, and it is rejected altogether. The
thirds and fifths remain, to which alone temperament is applied.

Signatures.

5 Sharps.

4: Sharps.

Key
j
Major

-4 -C

Mnjor .= ^
Notes. Seconds. Thirds, i Sc 4)

B3 ICi^3

3 Sharps.

2 Sharps.

1 Sharp,

Natural.

I Flatr

2Flats^

3 Flats.

E^

Perfect

Fourths.
Perfect
Fiftha.

m-^ Ie7 £3
TT

A
D2

G2

F^3 Git 2

B3 Ci^2 1

E3 F^-^

B2A3
\ 1

AT A^

F#3 y+1

B3~ B »̂ 1

D7 iD2

G7 |G2

C2 D2

F2 iG2

E2

C7 !C2

f7~F2

E 3 Et;s-1

A3

D2

A'f

D

Major
Sixths.

Gi^2

4

Cm £>

It" A7

C:|T D7

V^~ Ig

B2

>*

Bb^ ,C^'

Eb^ F2

A2 Bb7

G
Bb^'

D» Eb7 Eb-^

Gi b- Ab

^;?>_!
5 Flats. Db-- ,Eb

Ci

Pi

D

G

b7

f7
Db^

Gb^

C2

F2

E2

C7

F7

A2 Bb7;B2

Di E

G Ab7

Major
Sev-

enths.

Octavei.

A#2 B3

D#2 E3

G#2 A3

C#2
1

1)2

F#2 'G2

B2 02

E2 F2

A-^ Bb^

Bb- B^ ci :b

Eb^iE^

b7

F

D^ jEb

Ab^lA^ iBb^'.^jC

^Gi Ab^
Db^

The principle on which it is applied will be seen by the follow-

ing example. In the table there appear two E's, one obtained
by turning a major third from C^ viz., E% and the other, E% a

comma higher than the first, obtained by tuning a series o( fifths
from the same C". It is proposed in temperameijt to use one E for

these two. It is evide?u that if E be tuned truly as a major third

it will be a comma too flat, in a series of fifths ; and also, if it be
tuned truly in a series of fifths, it will be a comma too sharp, as

a major third. As the error of a comma is intolerable,^ if occur-
ring in one place, it is usually divided among the four fifths, and

In correcting opinions on tliis subject, which, we think, are erroneous, ^ve have
ah-eady, antl shall a^ain refer to Prof. Peirce's treatise "on Sound;" not because the

views, to which we take exception, are peculiar to, or original with him. They are

also found in otlier works of the kind of high authority. We have referred to Prof.

Peirce's treatise because it is more coramon, and Uie learned Professor i^ at hand to

correct us if we err. In treating Temperament, in g 108, he says, "The princi])le on

wliich the reduction of notes is^made, is, that if tlie notes ditfer from each other by
only one vibration in (-igiity, [or a comma,] the ear can hardly perceive the difference

between tliem, and the substitution of one of them for the other, will not be fatal

to hanuony." This is another point which the ear mn^i decide, and we must set

against the Professor's authority not only our own, but the experience of every

tuner. Instead of the error of a comma beintr an interval so enuiU that "the ear

can scarcely perceive the difference," a twelfth of a commncan be, and is, perceived

by every intelhgeut tuner, as this is the interval by which he leaves the fiftli flat, in

the equal temperament. But a fifth a whole coinma flat, or sharp, is probably a:»

discordant^ and " fatal to harmony" as any possible mterval.
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the major third. By flatting the fifths, the third is prevented
from being so sharp, ^s it would otherwise be ; and sharping the
third, will, in like manner, benefit the fifths. Temperament,
therefore, is a compromise between the thirds and the fifths, in
which each gives up more or less of its purity, in order to favor
the other series of intervals.

32. Although temperament may be adjusted in many different
ways, yet every possible adjustment can be classified under one, or
both, of two general systems, called the mean-tone system and
E(iUAL TEMPERAMENT. The first aiuis to preserve the perfection
of the thirds; while the latter sacrifices the thirds, and gives
preference to the fifths.

33, The first is called the mean-tone system, for the reason

j
that, instead of preserving the distinction between the major tone
of nine commas^ and minor lone of eight commas , it averages the
two, and makes a mean-tone, of eig'ht and a half commas. Con-
sequently the sum of two 7nean-tones equals the sum of a major
and minor tone, or a perfect major third. In tuning the E in

this temperament, it is tuned a perfect major third from C, or E=^,

as we express it, in the table. This E not being high enough,
hy a comma, for the E in the series of fifths, the error is divided
equally among the four fifths, viz., C to G, G to D, D to A, and
A to E, and each is left flat by a quarter of a comma. The tun-
ing is continued until eight notes have perfect major thirds, and
fifths that are a quarter of a comma flat. These are all the
chords that can be used m an instrument of twelve notes in the
octave. In this system, a sharp cannot be used as a flat, as it

Will be false by the enharmonic di'ens, or about two commas.
This is the interval by which three major thirds fall short of the
octave, and it is obtained in this manner. Commencing with C, we
tune E, a perfect major third, from this E, tune G#, a major third

;

and from C, an octave above the first, tune downward a major third
to Ab. This Ab is not as low as G#, by the di'i^is, and G^ will

not answer at all for Ab. When
common organs, which have but

Ab*v.. v^^ «.,iu. ^ll/j «!<:> H-.ll

pered on this system, one of these
notes, usually Ab, is left so false

organs have an Ab supplied by

hat it cannot be used. Some
L different pipe. The Temple

thus supplied, Ab and DJt, by
the aid of which, that^instrumeni is enabled to play in two scales

^oie than those, tuned in this temperament, whicli have but

twelve sounds in the octave. The mean-tone system bears, iu

many respects, more resemblance than any other temperament,
to the perfect scale. It recognizes a distinction between sharps
and flats, diatonic and chromatic semitones, has perfect major
thirds, and has its minor thirds nearer to perfection, tlian in any

4»

^
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other temperament. With these advantages, however^ it is justly

censured for its discordant fifthSj and its '' wolfishness" when the

modulation is carried into keys, where it is not prepared to play.

34. The EQCJAL temperament preserves the fifths nearer to

perfection than the mean-tone system, and consequently throws

the discord, or ^' wolf," (as it is termed by tuners,) into the thirds.

The fifths, however, although they are favored, are yet not given

in perfect tune. It is found in perfect tuning, that a series of

twelve fifths will end a comma* higher than the note commenced
with. In equal temperament, it is designed to make the series

meet, and consequently this comma is equally divided among the

twelve fifths, leaving each a twelfth of a comma flat. If this be

accurately done, the octave will be divided into twelve equal

parts, and one fifth will be equally as good (or bad) as another.

To set this temperament, it is only necessary to temper the fifths

carefully, as has been stated, without regarding the thirds at

all. The major thirds will be found sharp, by an interval eight

times as large as the error in the fifths, that is, two thirds of a

comma. The minor thirds will be flat three fourths of a comma,
or the sum of the temperament of the fifth and the major third.

As it is designed, in the equal temperament, to have every chord

of the same name, equally tempered, the necessity of leaving the

thirds in this condition will be further made obvious. The third

part of the octave must be used as a major third, and as three

perfect major thirds do not equal tlie octave by the diesis^ each
third must be sharped, by one third of the diesis, or two thirds of

a comma. Again, the minor thirds must be each, one fourth of
an octave

j
but four perfect minor thirds overrun the octave by

/Aree commas ; this excess therefore is equally divided among
the four minor thirds, and each is left flat, by three fourths of a
comma.

35. The Equal Temperament has this great advantage over
all others—its twelve keys can all be used, they are all tempered
alike. The ear, too, is better satisfied when all the chords are

equally out of tune, than when it listens to constant transition

fvom a better to a worse chord. It can also be demonstrated that

in equal temperament, the sum of the temperament of all the

chords—if the instrument.be used in the twelve keys—will be
less than in any other. Any other than the equal system, is sim-
ply an attempt to improve part of the thirds, by sacrificing, not

only the fifths, but the remainin;^ thirds.

This conuaa, which is called the Pythagnrran comma, results from combining
tiie octave and fifth, which are derived from the jjriiues 2 aiiJ 3 ; and consequently
cannot be mathematically the same as the comma before mentioned, resulting from
the fifths and thirds, or the primes 3 and 5. The ratio of the last, as before
8tated, is 80:81; the ratio of the Pythagorean comma U 52^288:531441 or

80 : 81,091463091068+. It will be seen that the two commas are very nearly the
same, and to consider them the same, will greatly simplify the subject of tempera-
ment, wliile it will not involve any material error.
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36. The following table will exhibit the temperament of the
principal chords and intervals in the two systems.

.
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Fourths,

Major Thirds,

Minor Sixths,

Minor Thirds,

Major Sixths,

Perfect Sevenths,
Major tones and Ninths,
Minor Tones,
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Grave chro. Semitones,
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37. If we extend the science of music and musical ratios be-
yond the limits referred to in (8.) the errors from temperament,
in the mean-tone system^ will be increased by the addition of the
diesis. As no provision is made in either system of temperairient
for the chords of '^ perfect sevenths/' it will be seen from the
table that they will be extremely harsh, being false by about a
comma and a half^^ These two systems embrace every advan-
tage that can be found in any, and every intelligent tuner knows
that no mixed system embraces advantages beyond either of the
original temperaments. It is the quack and pretender only, who
professes to unite in one system the advantages of both ; in other
Words, to favor the fifths, as they are in the equal, and the thirds,

as they are in the meaa-tofie system. It is certain that no new
system of tempering twelve sounds, so that they will perform cor-
rectly the office of several times that number, has been discov-
ered during the last century, and we think we have shown that
such a system never will be discovered, while the laws of nature
and the mathematics continue the same.

38. In whatever manner the temperament is set, the best chords
are given imperfect, and this imperfection is so obvious that the

common ear, entirely unskilled in music, can most readily distin-

guish between chords that are tempered, and those tljat are tuned

V^^rfecthj, We are so constituted, however, (and wisely so, of

course,) that we can get accustomed, in time, to ahiiost any amount
ofdiscord, so that it will not be, to us, disagreeable. It is said that

J^en, whose whole lives are spent in riveting the plates of steam-

boat boilers, perceive no discord in the harsh clangor of their

business. Such artists would probably pz-tytr a tempered organ.
It IS for the natural and uncontaininated, as well as for the calti-

J^ated, ear to appreciate fully the beaiUy and perfection of pure
narmony. The best tuners, in our large niaruifactories are free

to confess that there is but little musical satisfaction in leaving
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an instrument^ which has been constructed carefully in all its parts,

oat of tune. »

Notwithstanding the evidence of our senses, that the perfect

scale is most pleasing to the ear—notwithstanding the sure deduc-

tions from the mathematics, there are those who speak and write

t

against perfect intonation* ''Why
f^

pe Admit such an

objection, and there is an end of all invention and discovery, in

thisj and every other science. Against the greatest invention of the

age—the electric telegraph—the same objection has equal force.

So long as no mechanism had been invented, by w^hich more than

twelve sounds could be conveniently managed by the performer,

we should naturally suppose that organ-builders would manufac-

ture such instruments as we have, and give to them the best tilne

they could, even if it was somewhat imperfect ; but we might

not have expected, that learned and professedly scientific writers

should have attempted to prove, from this fact, that the nature of

music does not permit its chords to be in perfect tune,^ It has

7iot been customary, so far as our information extends, for those

Prof. Poirce again says, §115, "It is a mistalve to suppose, as some have done,

that temperament applies only to uistruuients with keys and fixed scales. Singers,

violin-players and all others who can pass through every gradation of tone, must all

temper, or they could never keep in tune with each other, or with themselves."
" Any one, who should keep on ascending by perfect fifths, and descending by oc-

taves and thirds, would soon tind his fundamental pitch grow sharper and sharper,

till he could at lix^i neither i^ing nor play ; and two violin-players accompanying each

other and arriving at the same note by different intervals, would find a continual

want of agreement."

With regard to the statement in the first paragraph, we shall now take occasion

only to say, that the reverse we beheve to be true ; and it appears to us contradic-

tory, to assert that singers, to sing in tune, must sing out of tunc, (for this 1=^ pJ'e-

cisely the meaning of temperament.) If the learned Professor will visit our instru-

ment in Boston, we wdl satisfy liim that, with our instrument as an accompaniment,

wliich does not temper m the least, singers find no difficulty in keeping in tune.

The second paragraph probably refers to a case like the following, which has often

been quoted by those who advocate temperament. " If from C we ascend by four

perfect fifths and descend by two octaves and a major third, we find the last note a

comma higher than the C commenced with." This is entirely true. Neither can we
multiplj^a number by J's, and divide the product by -J^'s and f's, and reach at length

the original number; for this reason, nevertheless, the Professor does not advocate a

temperament in the mathematics. Tlie supposed trouble with the violin-players vdio

arrive at the same note, by different intervals, is, that tliey will not arrive at the

same note, but different ones ; for if one ascends from C, hjfonrffths, he will aritvo

at a difft'rent note from the other, who ascends from C,by a major third. The first,

would tind himself in four sharps, while the other would be m the natural scale.

The first would bo playing (as wo express it) E3, the second Ea. The trouble is of

the same nature as if two players should attempt to reach the same note, by ascend-

ing, one a fourth, and the other a fifth, from the same key-note. But no music re-

quires either of these impossibihties to be done.
^ . ,

It was perfectly proper to treat of temperament, in a scientific work of this ^^"^
as showing the be^t that could be done with twelve sounds, but we think it is to be

regretted that imperfections should have been attributed to music as a science,

which pertam only to the construction of musical instrmnents.
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who profess to treat the natural sciences^ to charge natvre with
imperfections^ but rather, if possible, to discover order and system,
where only apparent imperfections were visible. Perhaps scien-
tific writers on music are the only exception to this rule. These
imperfections, however, belong entirely to their theories, and have
no existence in the nature of music. No science—not even the
mathematics—can he more perfect and harmonious than music, in
the department which relates to intonation.

39. But melody and harmony do not produce all the effect of
music, for much depends on the quality of tone, rhythm, expression,

&c. It is therefore possible that tempered music may be pleas-

ing, if good in these last ^particulars, although its melody and
harmony be imperfect. But it is certain that, cceteris paribus^ the

more perfect the intonation, the more pleasing will be the music.
The importance of absolutely perfect harmony is not equally felt

in all kinds of music. In dance music, for example, the rhythm
stands prominent, and although even here the music would be
best if performed in tnne^ still, in quick movements, and in the

rapid flight of notes, the attention is diverted from the imperfec-

tion in the intervals.

40. Church music, perhaps more than any other, depends, for

its excellence; almost entirely upon its harmony. From church
music, are necessarily excluded many qualities which add much
interest and character to other kinds of music. As its movement
is slow and regular, any excellence or defect in its harmony is

most apparent. The instrument which has long been used, and
IS best adapted as a guide and accompaniment to voices in church
music is the organ. For this purpose it is the instrument of all

instruments, as its derivation (ro ^^^^arov) also signifies. It is su-

perior to all others, in the volume of sound and number of parts

which can be brought under the control of a single player
It excels in keeping in tune, and can sustain steadily its sounds
for any length of time—it will give its sounds, also, with a cer-

tainty which even violins cannot always attain. For although
these stringed instruments admit of perfect intonation, yet it re-

quires a skill, which very (e\v artists possess, oi always striking

at once the desired note. The exact relative pitch of every

pipe in the organ can be adjusted by the tuner at his leisure, so

that (with proper precautions) he may be sure of its sound

wHenever it is used. If the tuner leaves an interval false, it is

t)eyond the power of the organist to improve it ; in this respect,

the violin has an advantage over the organ, for if a string of the

violin fall from its true pitch, skill of the artist^ in execution, can

overcome the difficulty*

41. Perfect tune has been for centuries the great desideratum
in the organ and instruments of this class. In the tempered organ,

the tuner leaves no chord, except the octave, in perfect tune, and
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hence whatev^er the best organist attemptSj must be imperfectly

done. So long as the organ is used only as a solo instrument, as

for a voluntary, a skillful performer is able in some degree to

cover up the great imperfection in its tune. By great rapidity of

movement, and incessant and startling transitions from key to key,

he may divert the ear from criticising the imperfection of the

chords. Temperament has doubtless done much to form a style,

so prevalent at present among organ players and composers for

that instrument—a style neither dignified nor scientific. Or-

ganists and composers are not to be blamed for this faulty style,

(or a style which would be faulty, if their instruments could play

in tune ;) for being unable to obtain legitimate harmony, and sat-

isfy themselves, or their hearers, with dignified compositions

which show most conspicuously the defects of a tempered instru-

ment—they resort to other expedients to please, and they astonish

their hearers with remote and wonderful modulations, and feats of

execution.

42. When played with the choir the defects of the organ are

most perceptible. As the organ usually plays the same parts which

the choir sing, the singers must temper exactly like the organ

which probably no choir was ever trained to do accurately—or

there will be a continued want of agreement between them. A
perfect major third, a child, who has had no musical instruction,

will strike most readily and almost unconsciously, for it is in the

simple ratio of 4 : 5, and the ear instantly detects the coincidence

of the vibrations ; but a tempered major third, two-thirds of a

comma sharp, he knows nothing about ; it requires the skill of a

scientific and well-drilled musician, to give it correctly. If the

singers could learn to temper with the organ, it would be at the

sacrifice of that pure harmony which they would make if they

sung in tune without a tempered accompaniment. The ordina-

ry agreement, (or rather rf/sagreement, ) between a choir and organ

accompaniment, can be illustrated to the eye by the following ex-

ample. We will suppose that an organ, tuned in the equal tem-

perament, is accompanying a choir, when it is singing the com-
mon chord of C.

Choir, C E G B^^

I

A
I

Organ, C E
I

The key-note of C will, of course, be the same in the organ

and the choir. The fifth G, of the organ will be slightly, but

percetibly, flat, viz., one twelfth of a comma. The third E, of the

organ, will be very discordant with the choir, being two-thirds of

a comma sharp. If Bb, in the chord of the seventh, be added,

the discord will be much greater than in either the fifth or the
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^ third, the organ being a comma and a quarter too sharp.* The
discord is more conspicuous when the organ plays the vocal parts,
as above, than when it plays a separate accompaniment, as is

sometimes done. A tempered instrument, as a piano-forte, may
be properly used in this manner, as an accompaniment only, with-
out impairing materially the perfection of a melody, which is

sung by a voice.

43. For many reasons, some of which we have stated, it has
long been believed by musicianSj that if the organ could be con-
structed to play in perfect tune^ and could be managed by the
organist, it would be exceedingly valuable for aiding the songs of
sacred praise in our churches. It would afford to singers a cer-
tain guide and test, and would harmonize perfectly with their

voices, when they sing in a manner most satisfactorily to them-
selves and to all who hear. Having ascertained the notes which
are necessary to perfect a requisite number of scales, it would not
be difficult to construct an organ with pipes which will give all

,
these sounds, and a wind-chest containing the proper number of
valves. But these sounds must be under the ready control of the
organist, or the instrument is impracticable. If we represent
each sound, on the key-board, by a separate finger-key, an insuper-
able difficulty in execution presents itself; and it is useless to talk

of what the key-board might have been made originally. Univer-
sal custom has fixed the key-board, and it would be as impossible
now to change it, as to introduce a radical change in the orthog-
raphy of our language. It remains, therefore, to invent such
TTiechanism that the organist, with a common key-board, can con-
veniently control the sounds which are required to perfect every
tnusical scale, in which the instrument plays. As these difficul-

ties of mechanism have been successfully overcome recently in
an instrument, to which allusion has already been made, a brief
notice of it may be proper in this place.

44 This instrument, the euharmonic organ, invented and
Duilt by Joseph Alley of Newburyport, Mass., and the writer of
this paper, is now set up in Boston, and will be exhibited, with
pleasure, to all who may take an interest in the progress of musi-
cal science. It plays perfectly within the limits of five sharps
and five flats, both inclusive. The theory of the instrument ren-

ders it perfectly practicable to construct one of any size, or com-
pass of modulation, even to twenty sharps and twenty flats, if de-

Any one, who will notice the singing of a good qimrtotte with a teiniXToJ organ,

percoive the variation and discord of the orgun upon these thirds an*] sevenths,may

,
-

., —^ last
chants, to the
Pve their third
accu

nductors ignorant of tlie matter, of singing /«/, because
'ament these notes on the organ were too sharp.

Series, VoL TX. No. 26.—Marcli. 1850. 27
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sired ; but it is very rare that we meet, in church music, ^vith a

more remote modulation than is provided for in this instrument.

The key-boardj and the method of fingering, are the same as on

the common tempered organ, and the only addition to the play-

er's duties, is tlie management of certain pedals which must occa-

sionally be pressed, when the music modulates into a different

key. The object oi these pedals is to enable one finger-key to

open either of two or more valves. For example, if the C# (or

Db) finger-key be pressed when the music is in the scale of one

Jlat^ the note wanted is C#' the leading note to D minor, (see

the table;) but if the music is in the scale oi four Jiats^ a differ-

ent note, Db^j is wanted and is given by the same finger-key.

The A finger-key opens, in the scale of C, the valve to A-, and

the same finger-key opens, in the scale of G, the valve to the pipe

A'. These pedals are equal in number to the scales or signa-

hires in which the organ is designed to play—each pedal belongs

to a certain signature, and they are arranged in their liatiiral or-

der, as follows

:

MODULATION" PEDALS,

&c., 5b, 4b, 3b, 2b, lb, % 1#, 2#, 3#, 4#, 5#, &c.

By pressing any one of these pedals, the action is brought into

such a position, that the finger-keys will act on those valves (and

no others,) which are required in the scale to which the pedal be-

longs. The act of putting down any pedal will always draw up
any other which may be down at the time, and will detach from
the finger-keys every valve not wanted in the scale required.

45, To illustrate the practical operation of the organ, we will

take a tune, which is entirely in one diatonic scale, as the '' Hnn-
dredth Psalm" in the key of G. On putting down the 1^ pedal,

the organ is in readiness to play. The valves ot the pipes be-

longing to the scale ofG, are connected with the proper finger-

keys, and all others are detached
; consequently, the playing of

this composition on the euharmonic, will be the same as on the

common organ. This however is a simple illustration, and before

we explain a more complicated one, we must speak further of the

plan of the instrument.

46. As but seven, of the twelve, finger-keys are employed to

play the diatonic scale in each key, to the remaining five finger-

keys are brought on and attached, by the same pedal and at the

same time, five other notes, which are set down in the table as

^Meading notes of the minor scales'' and "perfect sevenths," and

three others which belong to the adjoiiiing scales. In each pedal

will be found the following chords, viz., the tonic, the dominant,

and subdominant—the chord of the relative minor (the sixth of

)—the the major chord

i

\

of the dominant of the relative minor—and the chord of the se\^-
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w

r

enth upon the tonic. So long as a composition uses no other
chords than these, there will be no necessitj^, of course, to change
the pedal. But most compositions either modulate into the ad-
joining key, (usually the dominant,) or at least pass into an ad-
joining scale, by using chords which belong to that scale. When
a complete modulation is made, it is so apparent in the written
music, that no musician of ordinary intelligence can fail to know
it.^ But as certain chords are borrowed from an adjoining scale,

Without a complete modulation being made, and without the
change being indicated by accidentals, the whole difficulty in
playing the organ, will be in not understanding when these chords
occur. A little attention to this point will make it perfectly clear.

47. The chords referred to are only two, viz., the chord of the
relative minor of the subdorninant^ and the chord of the dominant
seventh. The first chord will be found in the subdominant
pedal—the first pedal to the left ; the second will be found in the

dominant pedal—the first pedal to the right. Examples of the
chords we will write in the key o( C, including the two last,

which would be likely to occur in a composition in that key;
we will write also the notes, which compose each chord, and the

pedals in which each are found. The chord of the relative

C

*=::?

P£DAL

G2
E2
C2

1)2

B2
G2

C2
A2
F2

&

E2

A2

B2
G^
£2

B2
G-#^
£2

Bb
G2

C2

Fped G PED.

A2 D2
F2 B2
D> G2

ttimor of the subdominant, is founded, not upon the second of the
scale, but upon the sixth of the suhdominate scale, which note is

a comma lower than the second of the scale, and is called the

grave second; and this chord is called, for brevity, the chord of
the grave second. In the example, it will be seen that the only-

reason for pressing the F pedal is to change the second of the

scale of C, viz., D^, into {he grave second, D', the sixth of the

scale of F. Again, in the chord of the dominant seventh, the G
pedal is put down to change the fourth of the C scale, F^, into

the perfect seventh of the G scale, F"'.

48. All other chords, than these two, occurring in music, wliicli

require a change of pedal, are indicated in notation hy chromatics:
and it is believed that what has already been said is sufficient

to enable any one, who possesses sufficient knowledge to play
the common organ understandingly, to play the enharmonic organ.
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That many who now assume to play the organ in our churches,

would find difnculty in playing their music and making the requi-

site changes with the pedalsj we have not the shadow of a doubt.

To such we would recomend a course of study, on the scientific

principles of music; but that any intelHgent organist can readily

make these changes, after a few hours' practice, has now been

abimdantly demonstrated. By practice, the organist will find that

the music can be played with much fewer changes of pedals than

he would probably make at first. He will find, for instance, that

when the dominant seventh is followed by the tonic chord, it w^ill

not be necessary to change to the tonic pedal, as both chords are in

the dominant pedal. It will be found, again, that the change, of

pedal, which would otherwise be requisite, to perfect the chord

oi grave second^ can be dispensed with, by an arrangement in one

action, provided for that purpose. As the first finger-key, below
that used for the second in the scale, is unemployed, we have at-

tached to it the grave second^ which is a comma low^er than the

second. When therefore this grave second is required, it may be

obtained, without touching the pedal, by placing the finger on

the first key below the one which gives the second. It can be

obtained also by the usual fingering—if the player prefers—by
changing the pedal as before directed. To obtain the grave

second of the C scale, viz., D', we either touch the Db finger-

key, which is first below the second, D^, or we put down the

F pedal and touch the D finger-key. Each scale is furnished, in

like manner, with its grave seconds

49. The action—which is the chief mechanical peculiarity in

the construction of the organ, and on which the patent is found-

ed—is of such a nature, that it operates as perfectly in practice

as we designed it in theory, and it is so substantial in its con-

truction, that it will bear almost any amount of use, and stand

almost any number of years, without getting out of order, or

needing repairs. It can be applied to the largest instruments, as

those which contain the four organs, viz., the Great, the Swell,

the Choir, and the Pedal Organs ; a single set of pedals will ope-

rate, as described, upon the whole at once.
Much of this paper we have devoted to considering, tvliat

sou7ids are necessary to a certain number of perfect scales? On
these points we have asked not so much, what is authority? as,

what is truth ? We have been compelled to differ from teachers

in this science, to whom we look up with veneration and respect.

So far as our views on these points are original, we commit thern,

without anxiety, to the world, to share such a fate as their

merits deserve. But a distinction must be made between our

theory, and our invention. The value of our invention will not

be endangered even if our theory of the musical scale should fail.

Our instrument plays the scale which we believe to be correct.
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Our mechanism, howeverj is as well adapted to play any other
scale, as the one we have adopted.
The ostensible design of onr inv^ention is to produce harmony;

but ev^en those who dehght in discord^ can find, in onr instrii-

nient, a source of attraction. By putting down the modulation
pedal belonging, for instance, to the scale of E, and playing in
the scale of Ab, they will be furnished with an amount of dis-

cordj to which our common tempered instruments bear but a
faint approximation. To express the efiectj the ordinary term of
"wolf is weak. If this effect be too severe, any less amount of
discord, or temperament^ can be obtained by putting down a less

remote modulation pedal. Discords have their appropriate place

in music, but their place is 7iot in a common chord, or where the

composer designed a concord. In such combinations many love

pure HARMONYj and we are among that number ; this can be ob-

tained by putting down the modulation pedal belonging to the
scale in which the music is written.

50. As reference has been made to the organ of the Rev.
Henry Liston, and also to errors (as we consider them,) in his

plan, we will now, as we promised in the early part of this paper,

speak of his plan, and show also, in what particulars the two in-

struments resemble each other. They both had for their object

PERFECT TUNE. Both Mr. Listou and ourselves investigated, in-

dependently, and ah integro^ the phenomena of music, to ascertain

what sounds were necessary to a requisite number of perfect

musical scales. We necessarily arrived at many and the same
tt'uths; in several respects also we differed ; indeed, our plan was
perfected, and the instrnmHut narjlvcomoleted, before we saw Mr.

Essay y 3
into operation our separate plans, all resemblance ceases. In the
theory of the two instruments, the great ditference is found in

the perfect seventh, 4 : 7, in the chord of the seventh, for which
Mr. Liston made no provision, but used, in its place, the fourth
of" the scale, 9 : 16. This combination is very discordant, and,

when the ninth is added, ( 17.) is so harsh, that in Mr. Liston 's

opinion, the ninth ought not to be used with the seventh in this

manner. Again, he has the major and minor keys of the same
letter—as C major and C minor—founded upon the same key-

note (27.); and he makes the major third of C the key-note of

four sharps, &c.—thus destroying the series of perfectfflhs by
which the keys should be connected together. In the mechanism

We take, tlus ouDortunitv to express our acknn'wleilgment to Dr. Edward Hod-

^chption, and only a few copies wore printed. \Ve would moreover express to Dr.
*I^>dges, and also to Prof. K T. Fitoh, of Tale College, our thanks for their synv
Pathy aiid encouragement, when our plans had not so many friends as at present.

" vve talco this opportunity to expre.'^s our atknnwleilgment to ur. lAiwura t

p^ Musical Director of Trinity Church, Xcw York, for hU kindiiess in voliintr

forwarding to us Mr. Li.4on*s Essay, which is very rare ; as it \v.u publi:ihed by
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there is scarcely a point of resemblancej either in its internal struc-

ture or its management by the player. We cannot be expected

here to give a description of onr machinery, further than is nec-

essary to understand the method of playing it, as it would require

drawings to make it intelligible ; and besides, we have already,

we fear, exhausted the patience of our readers. On our organ, a

single pedal will bring on an entire scale, extenditig through every

set of pipes in the instrument, and the operation of the pedals is

the same in every key. On Mr. Liston's organ, different keys re-

quired different combinations of pedals, with different degrees of

difficulty. All the notes of some diatonic scales could not be

brought on together by any combination of pedals, as for in-

stance, in the scale of G, the organist could not obtain its second,

A% and its sixth, E-, at the same time ; for when A^ was brought

on, E^ always came with it, and A^ always accompanied E^.

51. The practicability, therefore, of building an organ which

will give its chords in perfect tune, and can be easily managed for

all music that is proper for the services of the church, is no longer

a matter of speculation and doubt. The organ we have spoken

of, has been in constant use for nine months, and has kept in per-

fect order. Good singers, whose ears have not been accustomed

to a tempered accompaniment, agree with it perfectly, giving read-

ily and naturally, all the intervals necessary to Perfect Intonation.

Those who have been accustomed to sing with a common organ

require some practice before they have corrected their old habits

they are then prepared to appreciate the distinction between the

pure harmony of nat(n-e and the discordant harmony of art.

52. Although we have not intended the organ for any music

except such as can be siing^ yet, if any one should write music

very difficult, on account of its abrupt transitions from key to

key, as for instance, from the key of C to four sharps, thence

straightway into four flats, &c., the music nevertheless can be

played if the organist understands it. But probably no singers

could sing such a composition without a guide, and any such

music, (if any such there be) which cannot be played on the

euharmonic organ, is certainly very far beyond the ability of

singers to sing. In such music as a leader of good taste would

select, the small addition to the duties of the organist is not suf-

ficient to embarrass one of ordinary musical knowledge and skill,

and for this extra care he will be richly repaid by the improve-

ment in the harmony. Those who have felt the effect of per-

fect harmony, in the music of a quartette of natural and well drilled

singers or violin-players, can form an idea of the harmony of the

organ when in perfect tune. In training singers in correct into-

nation, this organ affords an aid which is invakiable ;
and to

violin-players, it aftbrds a certain guide for stopping their notes

in tune.

J

1

3
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53. We should not be treating the whole subject, if we did
not speak of the relative expense of building the enharmonic or-

gan. It can truly be said to be moi^e expensive^ at the same time,
more economical^ than the common organ* The extra machinery
and pipes in this organ render it more expensive ; its efiecfj and
the musical satisfaction (which is the sole object of the OT§^?kn^ or
any musical instrument) derived at a given outlay of money, ren-
ders it the more economical. The enharmonic organ of a given
size and expense, would not contain as many sets of pipes or
^' stops," as each stop contains more pipes than the common or-

gan, yet each set or stop is more effectiv^e, in power, than the same
stop would be if tempered; for it is well known that musical
sounds, which are in harmony, assist and strengthen each other,

while discordant sounds neutralize and destroy each other. Be-
sides, a great quantity of mere sowid will no more afford musical
pleasure, than mere painted canvas will satisfy the lover of paint-

ing. Church committees, who purchase organs, are not aware
(as we organ-builders could inform them) that much which they
pay for, is meie trickery and trwnpery. There is, however, a
desire, in the church, as well as out of it, to boast of an organ
having as large a number of stops as possible, even if many o[
these furniture and reed stops, (having foreign names, which they
do not undersland,) are as inappropriate for the legitimate purposes
of church music as a set of Chinese gongs. So long, however,
as such a rivalry exists, and such instruments are ordered and paid
for, (hey will be built ; for this is the business of organ-builders.
It is probable that any one who loves music at all, would pre-

fer the music of a quartette of good singers, to a noisy chorus
of fifty^ singing no nearer in tune than the tempered organs
play. As ha's been before stated, the theory of the instrument
admits it to be of any size and power—the expense lo be ap-

propriated, must alone decide that point. This, however, can
be stated with certainty, that a enharmonic organ in perfect tune
and of sufficient size and power to perform satisfactorily the pur-

poses of an organ in church, can be built for the expense which
im-

perfect

54. experiment
>

pected
Would view, with caution, a plan like the present, which proposes

such a radical reformation in a system of so long standing as the

organ scale. This feeling certainly operated against the plan

It is with nowhen we proposed to und
little gratification that, since the completion of the instrument, it

has had the favorable and unanimous opinion of the musical peo-

ple who have examined it, and the scientific principles on which it

IS built. We believe it is certain that public musical opinion,
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will ere long, among other improvements in the music of our

churches, demand that it be given in pure harmony^ and in ac-

cordance with the fixed and demonstrable principles of music.

That music may be investigated with something of the same

learning and research which is bestowed upon ahuost every other

science, is an end much to be desired. It will be gratifying to

the writer—even if some of his opinions are shown to be incor-

rect—if his labors in this department of science, shall have the

effect of calling to this subject the attention of those who are bet-

ter qualified to make further investigations^ and who can lay them

before the public in a more interesting manner.

Note,—In the music example in (18.) page 77, the second

lower note in the base clef, should be Bb instead of D ;
and the b

also should have been placed on the second, instead of the third

line. We would here also state that this and several other music

examples in this paper were intended as theoretical illustrations,

rather than as examples for actual execution. /

Art* XXUL—On the nexv American Mineral^ Lancasterite

;

by Prof, B. Silliman, Jr.

Among the minerals associated with the Serpentine of Texas,

Lancaster Co., Pennsylvania, received through tlie kindness of

Mr. L. White Williams of Westchester, one has close resemblance

to Brucite. On chemical examination it has proved to be a new
hydrous carbonate of magnesia, for which I propose the name
Lancasterite. The following are its characters:

Foliated like Brucite, affording thin pearly laminae, inelastic

and somewhat flexible. Also small crystals, which appear to be

monoclinic (?) with an eminent pearly diagonal cleavage, H-2'5.
G-2-33 according to my determinations; 2-35, according to H-
Erni, Translucent. According to two analyses by H. Erni; it

contains,

1. 2. Mean. Oxygen,

Carbonic acid, 2707 26S5 2696 19-61 1

Magnesia, 50 01 50 72 50 36 19 79 > t

Protoxvd of iron, 101 096 099 021
Water/ 2160 2147 21 53 19 14 1

99G9 10000

This gives the formula ^lgC+]Vlgfl^ —carbonic acid 27'11,

magnesia 50 78, water 22-11=: 100. In two other trials the fi

and G together equaled 49 83 and 4986 after U days drying in

the water bath. In a matrass the mineral yields much water.

I
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Before the blowpipe it exfoliates and becomes a little yellowish
or brownishj and gives the reaction of magnesia. Dissolves with
effervescence in acids.

We which
he calls Pennite—of the white and greenish incrustation o[ car-
bonate of magnesia accompanying Emerald nickel at Texas, Pa.,

and which, as we have remarked, appears to graduate into the Em-
erald nickel. He finds for its composition; carbonic acid 44*54,
lime 20*10, magnesia 27*02, nickel 1-25, protoxyd of manga-
nese 040, alumina 015, water 5-84 =r 100, giving the formula
3(Mg, Ca,Ni)C + lt H-3-5. G.-2-86.

^Ve have not yet had opportunity for trials to ascertain how
far the water Is a constant ingredient.

Art. XXIY.— Table of Atomic Weights.

The recent investigations of science, while evincing the con-
summate skill of the Swedish chemist, are introducing changes
from time to time in the Berzelian atomic weights. These
changes are in part the result oi direct experiment on the particu-

lar substances, and in part an indirect consequence of these new
determinations;—a change of one element involving necessarily

a change in those other elements which were determined by
using that one in the data. The following table is here inserted
as an exposition of the recent results, only a part of which have
hitherto appeared in this Journal, and these at distant intervals.

In order to render it useful and convenient to the chemist, there
are added to it the more common oxyds and sulphurcts, and also

the oxygen or sulphur per-centage for these compounds.
Hydrogen is taken as a single instead of a double atom, as this

appears to be becoming the accepted mode among chemists.
In the same manner, chlorine, iodine, bromine, phosphorus, ni-

trogen, arsenic and antimony, are written as single atoms or

equivalents, with double the Herzelian atomic weight.

The multiples of the atomic weights of many of the oxyds are

also given, as they save time and trouble, besides rendering accu-

iacy in calculations more certain.

Various authorities are annexed, and different determinations

for many of the elements, in order to give the means of compari-
son and choice to such as would use them, and especially for

comparison with the new determinations that may hereafter be
made.

^
The number of elements as now recognized is sixty-two, forty-

Jiine of which are metals.
SECOND Seri^, Vol tX, No. 26.—ilarch, 1850. 28

J. D. D.
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ALUItfTNIITM, AI,

Alumina, Si,

2 SI
, 3 SI
4 SI
5 SI
6 Si

170-9

641-8

1283*6

19254
2567-2

32090
3850-8

1612-9

2212-9

(0, 46-74)

/

(S, 27-12)

A>"nMONY (Stibium), Sb,

Sul Antiin., Sb S\
Argentcm (Ag) see Silver.

Arsenic, As,
^

937'50* Pelouze,

Arsenic Acid, As,
.

Sulphnret ofA, As S^, 1537-5 (S, 39-0)

AuRUM (Au) see Gold,

Barvum, Ba,

Baryta, Ba,

2Bii

1437-5 (0,34-78)

856-8f
956-8 (0, 10-45)

Chromium, Cr,

Oxyd of Chrome, Sr,

Chromic Acid, Cr,

Cobalt, Co,

Oxyd of Cobalt, Oo,

CoLCMBiuM(Taiitalum)Ta, 1 148-4

2596-8

396.6

8932
496-6

620?

328-4^ Berl'm.-

9568 (CSrSS)
628 4 (0,47-74)

368 65
468-65 (0, 21-34)

1913-6

2870-4

8827-2

Beryllium (Be) see Glucluum,

3Ba
4Ba

Bismuth, Bi,

Oxyd of Bismuth, Bi,

Boron, B, ^
Boracic Acid, B,

Bromine, Br,

Cadmium, Cd,

Calcium, Ca,

Lime, Ca,

2fta
3Ca
4 6a
56a
6Ca

Car box, C.

Carbonic Acid, C,

2(3
3

4

60
Cerium, Ce,

Protoxydof C, Ce,

Peroxyd of Cerium, Se, 1450
Chlorine, CL 4433

Hydrochlor. Acid, HCI, 455 8

1330-4

2960-8 (0, 10-13)

136-2

436-2 (0,68-78)

1000:|:

696-8

251-49§ Betz.

351-49 (0,28-45)
70298

1054-47

1405-96

1757-45

2108-94

75 Dumas,
275
550
825
1100
1375
1650
675
675

Columbia Acid, ¥a.

Copper (Cuprum), Cu;

Oxyd of Copper, ^u,

Oxyd of Copper, Cu,

DiDYMIUM, D,

Erbium, Eb,
Ferrl'm (Fe) see Iron.

Fluorine, F,

Hydrofluoric Acid, FH,
Glucinum (Beryllium), Be,

Glucina, Be,

Gold (Aurum), Au,
Hydrargyrum (Kg) see

Hydrogen, H,
Water, fl,

2ii
3:ft

411
5fl
6fl
7fl
8^
9S

Iodine, I,

Iridium, Jr.

Iron (Ferrum\ Fe,

Protoxyd of Iron, f'e,

2f^e

(0,11-55)

(0, 11-2)

(0, 20-14)

Marignac.

237'5

2500

(0, 72-73)

Hermann.

(0, 14-82)

(0, 20 69)

3Fe

6fe
Peroxyd of Iron, 3Pe,

Kalium (K) see Po(assiu?n.

Lonvd,

(>, 95)
58-084** Awd,

iri8-084(O,63-26)

2455f|
Quicksilver*

12-5tt
112 5 (0,88-89)

225-0

337-5

4500
562 5

6750
187-5

900-0

10125 *

1586

1233

350§§
450
900
1350
1800
2250
2700
1000

(0, 22-22)

I

Lanthanum, La,

Protoxyd of L., La,
Peroxyd of L., Ea.

Lead (Plumbum), Pb,
Oxyd of Lead, tb.

588
688

1476
1294-6

1394 6

(0, 30)

Marignac.

(0, 14-55)

(0, 20-33)

(0, 7-17)

* 938-8, Berzelius.

f 854-85, Berzdlus, taking chlorine at 443-20, and silver at 1349-01.-85808, Pclouze

;

856"77, Marignac.
999-98, Marrgnac,

250, Dumas, and Marckand and Erdmann. This gives for Ca 850 (0, 28*57)*

f
572-8, Rammclsbprg; 576*97. Beringer ; more recent, (1849), 590 8, i/an>natf,

whicli gives for Ce 6908 (0, 14-48), and for Se, 1-^81-6 (O, 20-25).

T[Morc recently 334, Mobcrg, which icives for ^Sr 96!5 (0. 31); and for Cr 634

(0, 47-3).

** Accordiiiir to Kobell and Awdejew, glucina is a protoxyd. Yet Pome distinguish-

ed chemists still consider it a peroxyd, like alumina; making ghicinum (Be) 331*26,

and glucina (Be) 962-52 (0, 3117) ; or Be 8712 and Se 474-24, Berz.
,

ft 1227'75, Berz., corrected by Pelouze for the new atomic weight of quicksilv

Pehuze has n-cently obtained 1227*45. Most chemists now double tliis number as abo"

XXVlA^^Berzelim.
|S 350-527, Berzelius; more recently, S49-8, Svanherg and Norlin,

II 554-88, Rammelsberg ; 600, Hennann; 580, Mosandtr. The last is a mean of i

difterent determinations, and mves for la fifto (O id-^V and for Tul 1460 ^0. 20-55).
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LmB,see Calcium,
LiTHirM, Li,

LLthia, ti.

Magnesium, Mfj,

Magnesia, M

3%

6Mg
Manganese, Mn,
Protoxyd of M., Jla,

2Mn
SJVTn

4]!tfn

Peroxyd of M, Mn,
2Sfa
SSfu
4 5tn

81-66

181-66(0, 55-05)

15-15* Svanb.
254-5

509-0

763-5

10180
1272-5

1527-0
344-7

444-7

889-4

1334-1

1778-8

9894
19:8-8

2968-2

(0, 39-3)

369-33

469-33

3957 6
Mercury (Hg) soe QulcJcsiher.
MOLYBDEXUM, Mo,
Molybdic Acid, Mo.

^ATRIUM (Na) see Sod'mm.

Prutoxjd of Nickel, XL
Niobium, Nb,
NiTROGEX, N,

Nitric Acid, :^,

Osmium. Os,
OXVGKN, 0,
Palladium, PJ,
P^LOPIUM,

I'hosphokus, P,
Pb'jsjiU.irlc Acid. P,

PUTI.Vl^V, Pt.

J^CMBLM (Pb) see X^flJ.
i'oTAss.cM (Kalium), K,

sit

'^ciCKsiLVER (Hydrargy-
ruin),Hg,

125011
^^^^i^>^ 65196

RUTHEXICM, Ru,
Sele.vium, Se,

SiuciuM,.Si,

Silica, Si,

2 Si

3 Si

4 Si

5 Si

6 Si

7 Si

8 Si

9 Si

Silver (Argentum), Ag-,

Sulphuretof S., AgS,
SoDJUM (Natrium), Na,

(0, 30-32)
I

Soda, Na,
2Na
SlSTa

4Na

(0,22*47)

undetermined.

495 3f
277 31** Berz,

577-31 (0,51-96)
1151-62

1731-93

2809-24
2886-55

3463*86

4041-17

4618-48

6195-79

lS50f-f
1550 (S, 12-9)

287-2ti
387-2 (0, 25-83)

774-4

1161-6

1548-8

575-83f Svanb.

875-83 (0,34-3)

(O, 21-3)

175-06

67506
135012
202518
2700-24

12426
100
665-48

(0, 74)

548§§

39 2 1 Ber^,

892 (0, 56-05)

1784
2676
3568
1232-08

488-86

688-86 (0, 16-98)

117772
1766-58

2355-44

SxAXNUii (Sn) see Tin,

Stibium, (Sb) see Aydrmony,
Strontium, Sr,

Strontia, Sr, 648
Sulphur, S. 200

J |

Sulpliuric add, S, 500
Tantalum (Ta) see Columhium,
Tellurium, Te,

Terbium, Tb,

Thorium, Th,

Thoria, Th,

Tin, (Stannuin), Sn,

Oxyd of Tin, Sa,

Titanium, Ti,

Oxyd of Titanium, ¥i,

Pelouze,

(0, 15-43)

(0, 60)

801-8

Titanic Aciil, Ti,

Tungsten (Wolframi-

um)W,
^ ...

Tungstic Acid, W,
URANrUM, U,

Protoxyd of U., U,
Peroxyd of U., 6,
Protoperox. ofU.,!}-?,

Vanadium, V,

Water, see Ht/drogen.

WoLFRAMiUM (W) sec TuTigsfcn.

Yttrium, Y,

Yttria, Y,
Zinc, Zn,

Oxyd of Zinc, ^n,

Zirconium. Zr,

Zirconia, 55r,

743-86

843-9 (0, 11-84)

935-3 (0,21-38)
314-7***

9294 (0, 32-28)

514-7 (0, 38-86)

1188-4

14884

750Ht
850

1800
2650
856-9

(0, 201 6)
Peligot,

(0, 11-76)

(0,16 66)

(0, 15-10)

402-5

602-5 (0, 19 90)
406*6 Erdmann,
606-6 (0,19-74)

43973
1139-5 (0,26-3)

t h^Qil.Bcrzelim, revised.

;*856. Berzelius; 4S7-U04, Mai.umenL

Erdmann and Marchand ; 1250,

X !^^*^^' B-rzelius; 151-33, Scheerer.
\f^-lQ,Pelouze. §488
|124;'33, 124S'2l. 1249-27, Svanhcrg ; 12506,

m /n.^
"^ean of these deWrmmiWow^) . Millon ; 125129. Bcrz.

Il 491, Sacc. ** 266-742, Pelouze, more recent ; 277-778, Berzdlm revised.

1+1349-66, Berzclius; 184901, J/ar^^^uic; i:^50'32, J/^i/mmc.

I
28717. Pelouze; 390 9, and iater revision, n^yl^y BerzeliuK

M 200 75, Berzeliufi, miking sulphuric acid 600-75 (0,69-91);

=;idering 1250 6, the equivalent for quicksilver.^''^l^^archand, con
111 Recently

§§545 93, Bcrz.

20002, Erdmann

>% 725, AMd^r,
., ^^^'^^, Berzclius ; 303 3, if. iZos^ . 295*8, J/o.?in*r ; :

TTT '40-34, WertJieim; the earlier results give 2711'4, mak
314-69, Pierre.

liing ^ 3722-72 (0, 5-24).
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Art. XXV.

—

On the Isomorphism and Atomic Volume of some

Minerals ; by James D. Dana**

Hafing perused recent statements by Prof. G. Rose respecting

some anomalous cases of isomorphism, and also having remarked

that the chemically unlike minerals chrysoberyl and chrysolite

were essentially alike in form, I was led to a farther search for

such singular anomalies among minerals in order to elicit the prin-

ciple upon which they depend. The results of the investigation

have proved interesting beyond what was expected, and are de-

tailed in the following pages.

Before proceeding with them, the facts observed by Prof Rose

should be mentioned. He points out the relations of bismuth,

arsenic and some other metalSjf and also shows that specular iron

and alumina are isomorphous with them, as seen in the following

table.

Osmium,
Iridium,

Arsenic,

Tellurium,

Antimonj',

K:R 84^52'

84 52

85 04
86 57

87 35

Bismuth,

Palladium,

Corundum (alumina) -M.

Specular iron (3Pe)

Titanic iron (3?e, Ti)

R:R=S7°40'
undetermined.

R:R: 86 4
^o 58

85 59

Prof Rose also gives the following parallel gronps of iso-

naorphs.J
1- Form that of Cole Spar.

a. Calc spar and isomorplis

h. Nitrate of soda

( Lii:

rk red silver ore

gilt red silver ore

JSTai^

3AgS+Sl)S3

3AgS-f-AsS3

R:R
105°-107°40'

lOG 33

108 18

107 36

2. Fonn that of Arrayonlte {dimorph with the preceding).

a. AiTagonite, wliite lead ore, &c, RS
6. Nitrate of potash

c. Bom-nonite

M:M
116^-118^30

119

8(€u,Pb)S+Sb'S3 115 16

Many examples of this kind of isomorphism have come to light

in the course of the research ; and moreover an explanation is

at hand in the relations of atomic volume—the same principle

appealed to by Kopp for explaming the cases of ordinary iso-

morphism.

The atomic numbers adopted in the body of the preceding table have in a few

instances been sUghtly changed, since this article was printed : in such cases, the

numbers employed in the following pages will be found in the notes to the table.

f On the rhonibohedral metals. Monatsb. der Konigl. Preusa. Akad. der Wissen-

Bcliaften zu Berlin, April, 1849, p. 137.

X In an article " on a remarkable analogy of form between certain sulphur and

oxygen salts " Monatsbericht der Koind. Preuss, Akad. d, Wisseoschaften zu Berlin,

Jan., 1S49, p. 13. cVnuaL Ixx
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^ Rammelsberg endeavored to apply this principle in accounting
for the relations of epidote and different varieties of orthite *

As is customary in such investigations, he determined the atomic
volume of tlie compounds and compared the ascertained numbers
with one another. But the relation obtained was not sufficiently

sunple to be wholly satisfactory. One additional step seems to
throw farther light on the subject, and leads to general conclu-
sions not otherwise apparent. This step consists simply in divid-
tng the aggregate atomic volume of the compound by the number
of atoms of the elements present. Unlike compounds are thus
reduced to a single standard. The correctness of such a step is

proved by the general correspondence obtained between likeuess
of form and volume. The relations between the aggregate
atomic volume of isomorphous compounds is in many cases nec-
essarily complex ; for we find that this relation is expressed most
nearly by the proportional number of molecules of eleinents in

thc^e compounds. Between ryacolite and loxoclase, for example^
this relation is that of 15 : 19, and between labradorite and anor-
thite, that of 15 : 37 (see page 233).
That the subject may be fully illustrated and the facts on all

sides fairly exhibited, I have in the following pages given with
equal detail, (A) the aggregate atomic volume

;
(B) this aggregate

atomic volume divided by the number of atoms of acids and
bases; and (C) the same divided by the number of atoms of the
elements. The peculiar interest of each of these modes of view-
ing the atomic volume will thus be clearly shown: and while
not underrating the ratios ascertained by thefrst^ we think that
an additional vahie will be found in the relations developed by
the third method; and also that some importance may attach to

the second. In some cases the (B) relation is singularly close and
of interest. The atomic vohimes of alumina and arsenic are al-

most identical (161-7 and 163); while if we divided by 5, the

number of atoms in alumina, it gives, instead of a ratio of equality,

the ratio of 1 : 5. These modes of viewing the subject of atomic

volume appear to open the way for important conclusions bearing

upon some of the most recondite points in chemical science.

Hermann has written at considerable length upoy isomorphism
among compounds of unlike atomic constitution.! He has con-

fined himself almost exclusively to pointing out such well known
cases as the chemically unlike varieties of epidote, scapolite, etc.,

(which the crystal lographer has often united and the cheniist as

often pulled asunder)—besides some acknowledged instances of

isomorphism. He has introduced for such cases the new term

heteromerism. a term of indefinite signification, since all com-

* PoggendorfF's Aimalen, 1849, Xo. 1, Ixxri, p. 80.

T Erdmaaii und ^larchand's Journal f iir Praktischen Cheniie, xliii, 35.
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pounds of unlike atomic proportions are heteromerous^ whether

isomorphous or not.

Without farther introduction I proceed with the details of the

observations—mentioning, first, some of the prominent cases of

isomorphism among unhke compounds; and then giving the

researches into the atomic vokmie of these and other species.

I, CHRYSOBERYL, Be Si—CHRYSOLITE, (MgFe)^ Si—SERPENTINE,

2Mg3gj2_|_3Tji;gg9_EPS0M SALT, Mg S-f-7fl:—VILLARSITE,

4(Fe,&g)" 5i+3fi—PICROSMINE, 2%-^ Si^+afi.

The magnesian minerals, Chrysohte, Serpentine and Villarsite,

are well known to be isomorphons, and Iiave been the subject of

recent remarks by Hermann.* We now add the totally unlike

minerals, Chrysobcryl and Epsom salt.

A brachydiagonal prism in Chrysolite has the angle 80^ 53',

a corresponding one in Chrysoberyl 119^46'. The tangents of

half these angles are nearly as 1:2; and a vertical prism of^the

former has the angle 49^ 50' and one of Chrysoberyl 70"^ 40', giv-

the relation of 1 : 1|. The former planes, referred to the same

fundamental form, are respectively Px and 2Pa, and the latter

aP and a:P|. The crystallographic axes of these species as

given by von Kobell are as follows

:

Chrysoboryl, 058 : 1 : 047
Chrysolite, 1-1733 : 1 : 93

The -93 of Chrysolite it is seen is double of '47 in Chrysoberyl,

and 1-1733 is double of 0-58 showing a simple ratio. If we
take for Chrysolite the vertical prism above alluded to (49^ 50')

as the prism oc P, it gives 6:c== 1:0-465; which is almost identical

with that for chrysoberyl. We add farther, though other evi-

dence is unnecessary, that the angles of the corresponding rhom-
bic octahedrons in each of the above species, are given as fol-

lows :

—

Chrysolite, .... 139^55' 85^15' 108^31'
Serpentine, , . . . 139 34 88 26 105 26
Villarsite, . . . . 139 45 86 56 106 62
Chrysoberyl, . . . 13953 8616

In Picrosmine, a brachydiagonal prism has the angle 11 7^49',

which is near that of Chrysoberyl, and a vertical prism tlie angle
53'^ 08'. the corresponding angle in Chrysolite being 49^ SO',

This prism being the prism ocP, it gives b:c-l :0'5, while it

is 1 : 0-47 in Chrysoberyl, and 1 : 0-4b5 in Chrysolite.

Epsom salt has the same axes as Chrysohte, except that for the

assumed fundamental form.f the vertical axis is about one-half the

* J. f. Pr. Chetn., 1849, xlvi, 229.

_ \ It may not be understood by all my readers that the axes of crystals are not

lines of fixed leaj^th for each crystal, but only the axes correspon iin^ to a form or

set of planes in the crystal assmned as the fundamental form—a form of frequent
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above in length. The numbers given are 0-5703 : 1 : 09089,
which on doiibUng the first term becomes 1 1406 : 1 : 0'9089.

II. QUARTZ, Si—CHABAZITE, (<)a, ISX K)3Si2+3Sl Sis-i-isfi:.

R : R in Quartz =94° 15'; in Chabazite =94° 46'.

III. CORUNDUM, Si—PHEXACITE, Be3 Si, together ^ith Arsenic and others

of the group on page 220.

2
Taking the angle of the rhombohedron of phenacite at 115°

5', the axis a = 0-6958. The axis a of Corundum = 1-3617,
which is nearly double that of phenacite (2 x0-6958 = 1-3916).
The angle of the rhombohedron 2R of phenacite is 83° 12'

;

while R ; R in corundum is 86° 4' ; in Iridium 84° 52' ; in Ar-
senic 85° 04'.

IV. SCHEELITE, Ca W—(with TUNGSTATE OF LEAD, fb W and MOLYB-
DATE OF LEAD, Pb Mo)=FERGUSONITi:, Ye ¥a.

Tungstate of lime and Fergusonite crystallize in square octa-

hedrons which are hemihedrally modified in the same manner.
In the former the angle of the octahedron is 100° 8'; in the latter

a corresponding octahedron has the pyramidal angle 100° 28'.

The axis of Tungsten is given at 105, and that of Fergusonite,

(another pyramid being assnmed as fundamental,) at loO; the
latter is I| times the former—a simple relation. Tungstate of
lead, a recognized pseudomorph of Tungsten, has A : A=99° 43',

and Moiybdate of lead, also so recognized, has A : A- 99° 40'.

We also observe that the vertical axis of Idocrase is about half
that of Tungstate of lime.

• * **.

V. ZIRCOISr, & Si—RUTILE, Ti—Tllf ORE, So.

Rutile and Tin ore are recognized isomorphs; the basal angle
of the octahedral fundamental forms are 84^ 40' for ihe former
and 87° 5' for the latter. In Zircon, the same angle is 84° 20'.

The axes of rntile^ tin ore and zircon are respectively 0'655,

6743, 0'64U5.

VI. CINIS^ABAR, Eg S—EUDIALYTE, 2kz §i2+Zr Si2.

Cinnabar and Endialyte are rhombohedral. In the former
R:R =7F 47'; in the latter, ^73° 40^

VIL BORAX, I^aB24-io£[—PYROXENE, t.^ gi^—GLAUBER
SALT, (]?faS+10fl[).

^ Pyroxene M ; M=87^6' ; OP : aP oc=106'36' axes 0-2867 : 1 : 0-9506

In Borax « 87° ' « 106^35' 0*2978 : 1 : 0^489

Glauber salt is also near pyroxene.- It has M : M-86° 31' and
OP:ocP Qc =104° 41'.

occurrence being selected. They express only a relation of length, and constitute a
measure for determining or designating sill tlie other occurring foj-jiis. The fonii as-

sumed for Epsuin salt, wuuld be the form |P of Chrj^soh'te. And if the plane:* -JP
m Ep?om salt were taken for the fundiuiicutal form then the axes Tvould be the same
(nearly) as for Chrysolite.
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VIII. ANATASE, Ti—HORN QUICKSILVER, Hg CI

A pyramid in Horn quicksilver has the hasal angle 136^ ; and

the corresponding angle of anatase is 136^ 22^

IX. SULPHUR, S, and SCORODITE, Pe ls+4S.

The axes of snlphur are 1-9043: 1 : 0-8108; and those of Sco-

rodite 0*9539 : 1 : 0-8527. The vertical axis of sulphur is hence

double that of Scorodite (2x0-9539=-l'9078), while the other

axes are nearly equal. (The planes of the vertical rhombic prism

comnaon on crystals of scorodite^ helong to the form ocP2.)

X. CELESTLS^E, Sr S—WHITE IRON PYRITES, Fe S2—GRAPHIC TEL-

LURIUM, Ag Te+ 2Au TeS.

The angle M:M of Celestine is 104^; of White Iron Pyrites

106^ 2' ; a brachydiagonal prism of the former has the side angle

103° 58^; of the latter 99^ 58^ Graphic Tellurium has M:M
107° 44'; a macrodiagonal prism in Celestine is 101° 34', in

Graphic Tellurium 103°.

XL CHROMATE OF LEAD, tb Sr—MOIN^AZITE, (Ce, th, La) 3 P.

The forms are monoclinic. In Chromate of Lead, M :M = 93° 40'

and P:M-^99° IP. In Monazite, M:M=-93° 10^ and P: M= 100°

- 100° 25'. The forms of the crystals are similar in the occur-

ring secondary planes.—Compare figure 2 of Chromate of Lead

in the author^s Mineralogy* with 2 of Monazite in the same

work;f the general form is similar; and the planes M, e, e, a^ c,

a, a', (aP, + P,-P, - P oc, aP' o:, Poc,2P' ex) are the same in

the two. e:e in the former is 119°, in the latter 119° 22'; e:e

in the former is 107° 40', in the latter 106° 36'.

XIL BERYL, BeBii-|-2Sl Si2, orSeS Si2+Srsi2_NEPHELiyE, ^2 gi

+2^1 SL

In Nepheline, P on two planes on the basal edges is 134° 3'

and 154° 27'; in beryl, the corresponding angles are 130° 59'

and 150° 6'. The vertical axis of nepheline is 04629, of beryl

0*4993. These species are only approximately isomorphous.
The axis of quartz is a little more than double that of berylj

it being L0996 and 2 x 0*4993 =^0-9996.

We
mitted cases of isomorphism, among species that are alike in gen-

eral constitution but different in atomic proportions.

1. Pyroxene, Acmite, Hornblende and varieties.

2. Scapolite, Meionite, Wernerite, Dipyre, Gehlenite.

3. Talc, containing magnesia and silica in different proportions.

• Fig. 74, pi. X, MoWs Naturg. des Min., iL

t Also Am. Jour. Sci., xxsiii, p. 71, fig. 1, but with diiferent lettering; and the

Bame %ure copied in Dufrenoy's iliiieralogie, vol. iv, pL 223» fig. 476,

A

J

J
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4. Epidote, Zoisite, Oithite.

5. The Feldspar family.

6. Biicholzite, Kyanite.
7. Different groups among the monometric or tesseral species.

^ It is not my object in this place to mention the cases of iso-

morphism that conform to the ordinary law on this subject.

With this brief enumeration of some of the groups, I proceed to

the consideration of the atomic vokimes of the species. The
atomic volume is obtained by dividing the atomic weight by the

specific gravity.

I present first an example of the atomic volumes of a group of

acknowledged isomorphous minerals, as a measure of the degree
of discrepancy to be expected. The carbonates of lime, lime
and magnesia, manganese, iron, magnesia, and zinc, increase in

the angle R:R from 105^ 5' to 107^ 40', and the atomic vol-

umeS; as determined by Kopp, are respectively as follows:

231-20, 202-36, 20229, 188 50, 18125, 175-33.

The range of numbers is quite wide in this series, amounting to

i the larger number, and exceeds what usually occurs amoiJg iso-

morphous s[>ecies. Yet the extent of the variation, here shown
to be possible, should be kept in mind, or we may be led into

error by expecting too close coincidences.
In the following calculations, either the mean specific gravity,

as nearly as it could be determined, has been taken, or the specific

gravity corresponding to some analysis selected for comparison.
The atomic weights used are from the table on pages 218, 219, of
.this volume. By way of distinction as well as brevity in the fol-

lowing enunciations, we number the statement of the aggregate
atomic volume by A; that in which the aggregate atomic vokime is

divided by the number of atoms of bases and acid, by B ; and that
of the same divided by the number of atoms of the elements, by C.

I Chrysoheryl, Chrysolite, Serpentme^ Villarmte, Picrosinine, Epsom Salt

1. ChrysoLeryL

1 &e=158-0S4 h. atoms of acid and base, 2. <?. atoms of elements, 7.

1 *1 641-80 A. 799-884-h;i-7 (sp. gr.)=216-18

a. At. weight, 799-884 B. 2iei8-h2=108-9 C. 216-18-=-'7=30-9

With the old atomic weiglit of Glucinmn. making glucina 962-62, we have th

formula Se ^16, ^vi^ch gives

I Se 962-52 J. atoms of acid and base, Y. c atoms of elements, 35.

6 3tl 3850-8 HI
a- At. volmiie, 4813-32 B. 1300'9^7=185-8 C. lSOO-9-^35=3ri6 •

The formula XU Si-f2Beil<', which tliflfers from the last only in induding an

atom of silica for 12 of almnhja, gives the value of C equal to 37-29.

With von Kobell's atomic weight, which is for glucina one third the last mention-

ed, (320-98 for glucina), chi'ysoberyl is SeSl2, and tlie atomic weight is 1604*58;

^=433'7
; B=144-6 ; C=36-14.

Secoxd Series, Vol IX, No, 26.—March, 1850. 29
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2, Clirysolite.

1 Si=577*31 6. atoms of acid and bases, 4. c, atoms of elements, 10,

8Sfyilg 694-1

Are 122-72

A. 1394'13^3-35 (sp. gr.>=416

B. 416-7-4=104 C. 416-=-10 :41-6

a. At. weight, 1394-13

3. Serpentine.

4 Si= 2309-24 6. atoms of acid and bases, 19. e. atoms of elements, 4§<

9Mg 2290-50

6 fl: 674-88

A, 6274-62-^2-55 (sp. gr.)=2068-5

B. 2068-5-=-19=109 C. 2068-5-f-46=44'9

a. At. M^cight, 5274-62

4. Villarsite.

4 Si= 2309-24 b. atoms of acid and bases, 19. c. atoms of elements, 46

12 Mg 30540

3 fl 337-44

A. 5700-68-5-2-975 (sp. gr.)=1916-3

B. 1916-3-^19=100-86 C. 1916-3-^46=41-65

a. At. weight, 5700-68

6- Picrosmine.

4 Si= 2309-24 k atoms of acid and bases, 13. c. atoms of elements, 34

6 Mg 1527-0

3 fi 337-44 B. 1587-H13

A. 4173-68-^2*63 (sp. gr.)=1587

C. 1 587-^34=46-68122

a. At. weight, 4173-68

6, Epsom Salt.

600-

254-5

1 S

iMg
7 11

b. atoms of acid and bases, 9. c. atoms of elements, 20.

A. 1541-86-7-1-75 (sp. gr.)=881

787-36 B. 881-r-9=98 C. 881-5-20=44

a. At. weight, 154186

The result shows that these different substances have for atomic

volume C, Chrysolite 41-6, Villarsite 41-65, Epsom salt 44, Ser-

pentine 44*9, Picrosmine 467; and for Chrysoberyl 30 9, (adopting

Awdejew's atomic weight,) which is to that of Chrysolite as 2 : 3

;

or with the old atomic weight BT'IS, a httle below that of Chrys-

olite. The B results are also nearly uniform ; they are for Chrys-

olite 104, for Villarsite 10086, Epsom salt 98, Serpentine 109,

Picrosmine 122, Chrysoberyl 108*9, or with the old atomic weight,

18577. It would seem from the result with Epsom salt, that it

is more correct to consider the hydrogen in water as a single

rather than a double atom.

We pass on with the other examples without special remark

the results being tabulated on a subsequent page.

II. QttartZf Chahazitc.
'

1. Quartz.

A. 57731-^2•66 (sp. gr.)=218. C. 218-7-4=54'5.
I

b. atoDis of ackl and bases, 32. c. atoms of elements, 89.

A, 9622'99-5-2*l (sp. gr.)=4582-4

B. 4582-4-5-32=143. C. 4582-4-^89=51-5

;

Si^ 571-31

2. Chabiizite.

8 Si=4618-48

3 Si 1925-4

3 Ca 1054-41

18 H 2024-64

a. At. weight, 9622-99
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III. Coru7idi(m, Specular Iroii^ Arsenic^ Phenacite,

1. Corundum. Sl=641-8-f-3'97 (sp. gr.)=161-t C. 161-7-^5=32-3

2. Specular Iron. ffe= 1000-^5-21 2 (sp. gr.)=l 9 2 0. 192-^5=384
3. Arsenia As, 940-0S-h5"75 (sp. gr.)=163, Trhich equals 5X32-6, The spe-

cific gravity 5'88 gives for atomic volume 160.

4. Phenacite.

1 Si= 577*31 b. atoms of acid and base, 4. c. atoms of elements, 10.

3 Be 474-25 A. 1051-56-j-2'97 (sp. gr.)==354

a. At.^vdght,1051•56 B. 354H-4-=88-5 C. 354-5-10=35-4

With the old atomic weight for glucinum, Phenacite has the formula Be Si^,

wliich gives

A. 2117-14-^2-97 (sp. gi-.)==:7l3 C. 7l3-M3-=5o, \fhich is 1^ times that

of specular iiun.

Antimony^ Bismuth, Tellurium and Osmium are isomorphous with Arsenia

5. Antimony, Sb, 16I2-8-^6-702 (sp. gr.)=240-65

6. Bismuth, Bi, 1330-4-=-9-8 (sp. gr,)=l 35-75

1. Tellurium, Te, 802'4-6-2 (sp. gr.)=l 29-36

8. Osmium, Os, 1242-6-=-10 (sp. gr.)=-124-26

The atomic volume of Corundum is to that of Arsenic as 1 : 5, to that of Antimony
nearly as 1 : 8, and to that of each of the otlier metals following nearly as 1 : 4. The
discrepancies, if considered such, it will be observed are among acknowledged iso-

morphs; and a more exact knowledge of the atomic weight may remove them.

IV. Scheelite, Tungstate of Lead, Fergusonite,

1. Scheelite.

4 **

1 W =1488-4 b. atoms of acid and ba=:e, 2. c. atoms of elements, 6.

1 Ca 351-5 A. 1839-9^6-1 (sp. gr.)-«301-6

<t. At. weight, 1839-9 B. 301-6-=-2=150-8 C. 801-6-5-6-=50-3

2. Tungstate of Lead.
* « #

1 W =1488-4 A. 2882-9-S-8-1 (sp. gr.)=355-9

1 tb 1394-5 B. 355-9-J-2-=l77-9 C. 355-9-f-6—59*3

a. At. weight, 2882-9

3. Fergusonite. J. atoms of acid and base, 7. c. atoms of elements, 7.

1 ?a 2596-8 A. 5611-8-J-5-8 (sp. gr.)=967-6.

6 Y 3015-0 B. 967-5-^7=138-2 C. 967-5-M7—57-0.

a. At. weight, 5611-8

We have introduced here the acknowledged isomorph of Scheelite, '*

Load, in order to afford a more satisfactory comparison with Fergusonite.

ungs

ison

1- Zircon.

1 Si= 577-31 b. atoms of acid and base, 2. e, atoms of elements, 9.

1 Zr 1139-50 ,)—870

a. At. weight, 1716-81 B. 370-3-^-2=185-15 C. 370-3-J"9-=4M6.

2. Rutde. Ti—5l4-7-=-4'2l (sp. gr.) =1 22-3. C. 122-3^3=40-7

8- Tin Or& gu=9353"^6-96 (sp. gr.) »-134-4. 0, 134-4-S-3=«44-8
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1.

2.

VI. Cinnabar^ Eudialytc.

Cinnabar.

Eudmljte.
HgS: 1450 1450-=-8-l (sp.gr.) =180. C. 180-7-2=90.

6 Si o4G3-86 5. atoms of acid and bases, 13. c, atoms of elements, 41.

1 2r 1139-50 A. 6909*33^2-9 (sp. gr.)=2382

1 Fe 450-00 B. 2382^-13=183-2

2i 6a 878-72

2J Na 977-25

0, 2382H-41—58-1

1.

«. At. -weight, 6909-33

The relation of 58 : 90, is nearly as 2 : 3 (60 : 90.) ; of 180 :183-2=1 :

1

VII. BoraXy Glauber Salt, Pyroxe^ie,

Borax. _
2 B «« 872-4 6. atoms of acid and bases, 13. c. atoms of elements, 30.

1 Na
10 S

a. At. weight,

2. Glauber Salt.

I§
1 S'a

10 fi:

390-9 A. 2388-lH-l-716=1391-6

1124-8 B. 1391-6-j-13=107-0 C. 1391•6'^30=4638.

2388-1

500-

390-9

1124-8

b, atoms of acid and bases, 12. c. atoms of elements, 26.

A. 2015-7-^1-562 (sp. gr.) ==1290-5.

B. 1290-5-^12=107-54 C. 1290-5-^26=49-6

S.

a. At. -weight, 2015-7

Pyroxene.—1st. var. (iCa+pig)3 Si2. Color -white.

2 Si =«1 154-62 K atoms of acid and bases, 5. c, atoms of elements, 14.

63 7

t3

627-23

381-75

A. 2063-60^3-24 (sp. gr.)

B. 637^5=127-4 C. 637-r-14=«45-5

4.

a. At. weight, 2063-60

Pyroxene.—2nd. var. (^Ca+JlSlg-f l-:f'e)3 Si2. Color green or black.

2 Si =1164-62

li 6a 627-23

254-50

225-

1 Mg
A. 2161-36-^3-36 (sp. gr.) =645-2

B. 645-2-1-5= 129 14—46
it

5

a. At. weight, 2161-36

Pyroxene.—3d var. (|6a+|te) 3 Sis , Hedenbergite.

2 Si =1154-62

H Ca 527-23 A. 2356-85-:-3'5 (sp. gr.) =673'4

14-»48HFe 675-00 B. 673-4^5=134-7

a. At. weight, 2356-85

6. Pyroxene—var. Hudsonite. A recent analysis in the Yale Laboratory, New Ha-

ven, by ilr. W. H. Brewer,* gives nearly the results of Beck for this mineral, but makes

* Mr. Brewer obtained the following for the composition of the Hudsonite; we
add also Beck's results :

—

I.

Silica, 3G-94
Alumina, 11-22

Pcroxyd of iron, ira*^e

Protoxyd of iron, 36-03
" manganese, 224

lime, 12-71

Oxygen.
1

6-04 f
"^^ 17

* •

12-12

II.

36-06

10-47

trace

86-57

110

ITL
36-76

« •

« • *

• m

Beck.
37-90

12-70

• • • •

36-80

iilg 1*92

11-40

90-14

Beck uses the term oxyd of iron;
that he meant protoxyd. G.= 3-43

100* i ^

mt we infer from his accompanying remarks

3*46, Brewer; 3 6, Beck.
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protoxyd, formula

8 ^ 0-5 ,., .
3-6 ^ \3 /6-33 « 1-66

£^(Si,*lJ2,ormoreprecisely [^Fe+^Mn + ^Ca) [^ Si+'-^' Xl)'.

Multiplying by 4 throughout, the rektiou becomes 6J§i+15:Xl4-8f'e+ ilSTn+S-jCa,
•^'hich we here adopt, without farther reduciag it, as the result will be the same.

^ 6^ Si =3656'3 6. atoms of acids and bases, 20. c. atoms of elements, 57f.

If 3tl 1069*6 A. 97^8-4-^3463 (mean sp.gr.)=282-i, and 2824-^4=700

8 Pe 3600-0 B. 2824-1-20=14 1*2 C. 2824H-a7f=4S-9

ilSln 222-3

3i Ca 1230-2

a. At. weight, 9778'4

*?. Pyroxene—var.Je 3 Si2. Asbestiform, analyzed by GriJner,(Comp. Rend, xxiv, 7 94.)

3 J'e z=1350'
ft. atoms of acid and bases, 5. c, atoms of elements, 14.

2 Si 1154-62 A. 2504-62-r3-7l2 (sp. gr.) =674-7

a. AL weight, 2604-62 B. 674-7-r5=135 C. 674-7-rl4=48-2

8. Pyroxene—var. Stns Sis, Manganese Spar.

3 Mn ::::::1334*1 6. atoms of acid and base, 5. c, atoms of elements, 14.

2 Si 1154-62 A. 2488-72-f-3-634 (sp. gr.) —684-8

a. At. weight, 2488-72 B. 684-8-r5=136'9 C. 684-8-M4=48-9

VIII Anatase, Horn Quicksilver.

1. Anatase. Ti 514-7-^3-84 (sp.gr.) =134-0 C. 134-0-:-3-=44-66

2. HomQuicksilver,HgCI,l693-3—6-48 (sp.gr.) -=261-3 C. 261-S-^2==130-62

130-62 :44-6G, nearly as 3 : 1 : and 13062 : 1340 = (nearly) 1 : 1.

IX. Sulpkurj Selenium (acknowledged isomorph with Sulphur), Scorodite.

1. Sulphur. S, 200-;-2-033 (sp. gr.) =98-4
2. Selenium. Se, 495-3—4%3 (sp.gr.) =115
3. Scorodite,

1 As ^^1440-08 k atoms of acid and bases, 6. c. atoms of elements, 19.

1 5^e 1000-00 A. 2890-^3-23 (sp. gr.) =894-73

4 fi 449-92 R 894-73-^6=-149-12 C. 894-73-M9--47'l

«. At weight, 2890-00

47-1, is very nearly
-J-
the atomic volume of Sulphur; and 149 :

98'4=3 :

2

1. Celestine.

Graph

1 S ». 600- 5. atoms of acid and base, 2. c. atoms oi

1 §r 647-3 A. 1147-3^3-9 (sp.gr.) =294-2

a- At. weight. 1147-3 B. 294'2-f-2=147-l 0.294-2^6—49-0

2. White Iron Pyrites.

Fe4-2S=750. A 750-476 (sp. gr.)—15756 C. 157-56^3—62-52

3. Graphic Tellurium.
fj Te =5012-6 ^' atoms of elements, 10.

1 Ag 1360- A. 9418-1-8-28 (sp. gr.) —1137-6

2 Au 2455-5 C. 1137-5^10=118-75

«. At. weight, 9418-1

The atomic volimie C c

on Pyrites ; the A rela
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XL Monazite, Chrom.ate of Lead,
1. Monazite.

1 P = 892-3 i. atoms of acid and buses, 4 c, atoms of elements, 12.

2 Ce 1350*0 A. 3086-2—5 (sp. gr.) =617-25

1 Th 843-9 B. 61'7-25—4=.lo4-3 C. 617-25—12=5r44

a. At. weight, 3086*2 Marignac's at vd, of Cerium, gives for C, 52
T

2. Chromate of Lead. i

1 Cr =^ 628*4 6. atoms of acid and base, 2. c. atoms of elements, 6.

1 th 1394-5 A. 2022*9-^6-06 (sp. gr.) =333-8

a. At weights, 2022-9 B. 833'8-^2=166-9 a 333-8-f-6=55-6

There is some uncertaii^ty as to Monazite, as the exact proportions of its bases are

not accurately known.

XII. Beryl^ Nepheline,

1. Beryl—using the old atomic weight :

—

8 Si =4618-48 6. atoms of acid and bases, 11, o. atoms of elements, 47.

1 Se 962-52 A. 6864-6^2-732 (sp: gr.) =2512-7

2 3tl 1283-60 B. 2512*7-^ll=228-4 C. 2512-7-f-47=53-46

a. At. weight, 6864-60 Awdejew's atomic weight gives for C, 46*44.

2. Nepheline.

3 Si =1731-93 6. atoms of acid and bases, 7. c. atoms of elements, 26.

2 Xl 1283-6 A. 3830-32^2-6 (sp. gr.) =1473-2

If Na 716-65 B, 1473-2-^7=210-5 C. 1473'2-:-26=56-66

\t. 98*14

a. At weight, 383032

XIIL Pyroxene, fia S\2—A€7nUe, ~SiiSi+¥eSi2—ffornblende, K* Si3.

Acmite, as is well knuwn, has the crystalline form of Pyroxene, although different

in composition. Hornblende is peculiar in its cleavage and prevalent forms
;
yet as

Bose has shown, its crystals have the same fundamental form as those of Pyroxene.

L Pyroxene. Asabovededuced, A=638*77-706;B=127-55-141-2; C=46'l-48-9
2. Acmite.

3 Si= 1731-93 L atoms of acid and bases, 5. c, atoms of elements, 19.

1 ¥e 1000*00 A. 3122-83—3-4 (sp. gr.) =918-5
INa 890-9 B. 918'5^5=163-7 C. 918-5-M9=48-34

a. At weight, 3122-83

3. Hornblende.

3 Si= 1731*93 b. atoms of acid and bases, 7. c. atoms of elements, 20-

3 Mg 763-5 A. 2846-92-^2*93 (sp. gr.) =97l'6
1 Oa 351-49 B. 971'6-:-7=138-3 C. 97l'6-H20=48-58

a. At weight, 284692

4. Hornblende, aluminous varieties,

«. Var. From "Wolfsberg in Bohemia, analysed by Ooschen.—The analysis corres-

ponds to the ratio 2^X1+1^^6+7 Si+4 Ca-f5 Mg. We attempt no formula.

7 Si =4041-17 A. atoms of bases and acids, 20. c. atoms of elements, 66.

2i'A\ 1604-5 A. 9824-13—3-16 (sp. gr.) =3119
li Pe 15000 B. S119-i-20=165-96 C. 3119—66=47-25

4 Ca 1405-96

5 Iftg 1272-5 If sp.gr. =3-167, then C= 47-0

a. At weight, 982413
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8 Si+li^+ 2f Ca+HMg+4i^e.
'esponding

8 Si =461 8'48 k atoms of acid and bases, 2SJ^. r. atoms of elements, 66^.

li 3cl 855-^3 A. 10096-27-H3-127 (sp. gr.) =3229
4 Fe 1800-00 B. 3229—23j=138-4 C. 3229-^66J=48-43

2f Ca 1004-26

71 M^ 1817*80

a. At. weight, 10096-2

1

The
+8*6 Mg-f-0'6 Fe. As above, we take the analysis as it is, without attempting to

reduce it to the limits of a formula.

8-IY Si= 4716'6 &. atoms of acid and bases, 2 3- 13. c. atoms of elements, 69-1.

217 Si 1392-7 A. 9833'4-^-2-95 (sp. gr.) =3333-3

S-e 6a 1265-4 B. 3333-3—23-14=144 C. 3333-3-^69-1 =^48*24

8-6 iig 2188*7

0-6 Fe 270-0

a. At. weight, 98334

XIV. Scapolite, (Ca, ]S"a)3 Si2-f2^ Si—Jf^ront^e, 6a3 Si+23tl Si— TfVnmVtf,

Ca3 Si+3^ Wi—Dipp-e, 4(Ca, ^a) Si+sSl SI

These several compounds crystallize alike. ,

1. Scapolite.

4 Si ^2309-24 b. atoms of acid and bases, 9. e, atoms of elements, 32.

2 Xl 1283-6 A, 4686-72—2-71 (sp. gr.) =1729-4

1 Na 890-9 B. 1729-4-^9=192-1 C. 1729-4^-32=54

2 6a 702-98

a. At weight, 468672

2. Meionite.

3 Si =1731'93 6. atoms of acid and bases, 8. c, atoms of element?, 28.

2 *1 1283-6 A. 4070-~2-612 (sp. gr.) =1558*2

3 Ca 1054-47 B. 1558-2-t-8=194-8 C. 1558-2-~28=55-65

a. At weight, 4070-00

3. "VVemerite—From Tmiaberg and Ersby, as analysed by Wahnstedt and Norden-

skiold.

4 §i =2309-24 6. atoms of acid and bases, 10. c. atoms of elements, 37-

3 Si 1925-4 A. 6289-1 1^2-77 (ep. gr.) =1909

8 6a 1054-47 B. 1909-f-10=190-9 0. 1909-r37=51-6

a. At weight, 5289-11

4- Dipyre.

^ Si =404117 6. atoms of acid and bases, 14. c, atoms of elements, 51

8 3tl 1925-4 A- 7451*36-7-2-646 (sp. gr.) =2816

2 Na 781-8 B, 2816-M4=20M C. 2816-r51=55-21

2 6a 702-98

ff. At weight, 7451-35

5. Barsowite.~(6a,S[g)3 Si*+ 33clSl This scapolite-like mineral has A= 2133;
B= 194; C= 52.
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6. Wemerite—Wolff's ana

Ca2Si+2^1 Si (although referred to the above Wernerite formula by Rammelsberg.)

3 Si =:11^1-9Z b. atoms of acid and bases, 7. c. atoms of elements, 26.

2 'M 1283-6 A. 3Y18-51-^2'712 (sp. gr.) ^Ull'l

2Ca 'Z02-98 B. 13n-]-f-'7=196 C, 13Yl-l-r26=52-7

a. At. weight, S'llS-ol

Idocrase has its vertical axis to that of Scapolite as 5 : 4, and

Zircon to that of Idocrase as 6 : 5. For comparison we here in-

sert the atomic volume of Idocrase.

2 Si =1154*62 b. atoms of acid and bases, 6. c. atoms of elements, 19.

1 Si 641-8 A. 2883-72-1-34 (sp.gr.) =848-16

2f Ca 937-3 B. 848-16-r6=141-36 848-16-M9=44'64

i-Ee 150-

a. At. weight, 2883-72

The atomic vokunes of Scapolite, Idocrase and Zircon, are as 54: 44-64 :4r05.

XV. Tb/c—Different varieties, liigs Si*, Mg4 Si5,]V[gSL

1. 4 Si =2309-24 J. atoms of acid and base, 7. e. atoms of elements, 22.

3Mg 763-5 A. 3072-74-^2-7 (sp.gr.) =1138

B. 1188-^7=162-57 C. 1138-r22=51-73
a. At. weight, 3072-74

2. 6 Si =:2886-55 b, atoms of acid and base, 9. c. atoms of elements, 28,

4 Sig 1018-0 A. 3904-55H-2-7 (sp. gr.) =1446
. B. 1446'^9=160•7 C. 1446-^28=5164

€L At. weight, 3904-55

8, 1 Si = 577-31 b. atoms of acid and base, 2. c. atoms of elements, 6.

1 ilg 254-5 A. 831-81-^2-7 (sp. gr.) =308'1

B. 308-1-7-2=154 a 308-l-7-6=51-35
a. At. weight, 831-81

XVL Epidote Ji3 Si -f2B Si.— Or/7u7^ 2(^3 gi-f-S Si) + fl of the Ural;

JJ3 gi+g5i^f[^ of Hitteroe.

Orthite has been sho\m by Kokscharor (Mia Ges. St. Petersb., 1847, p. H'?. ^^"^

this Journal [2], viii, 125), to have the crystallization of Epidote. M:T in Epidote

=114° 25'; in Uralorthite 114° 55' Kokscbarov; in Cerine 116° Rose. Tlie above

formulas of Orthite are recent results by Rammelsberg, (Poggendorff's Annalen,

lxx\T, 98, 1849.) This author also calculates the atomic volume corresponding io

the specimens analyzed, and obtains for Epidote having the fommla (Ca3 Si)+

2(|Xl+iPe)Si, the atomic weight 4309-53, and 4309-53-f-3-4 (sp.gr.)=1268.

For Orthite of the Urals (in which 6^=1*2 f^e4-2-4(Ce,La)-f 2-4 Ca ; and 2K=l-5 Si

+0-5 Pe), the atomic weight 6911-82; and 6911-82—3*598=1921.
For the Orthite of Hitteroe, in which 3fi=0-6 J^e+l^ Ce-f-1'2 Ca; and K=0-7

5l-(-0-;i Pe, the atomic weight 3513-72 ; and 8513-72-r3-459 (sp. gr.) =1017.

Rammelsberg thence observes that the atomic volumes of these minerals are as

1:1-5; 0-8, " or perhaps" as 4 ; 6 : 3.

(btained

Rammelsberg

1268-^28=^5-2851. For Epidote

2. For Orthite of the Urals 1921-^40=48025
3. For the Orthite of Hitteroe 1017-t-21=48'43
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A close relation, exhibiting satisfactorily the intiinate relations of the compounds.
Di\ading by the number of atoms of bases and acids, gives respectively 1 268-^8=1 58-5,

l921-i-13=147-7, 10n~7=U5-3.
4. We add another example—a Zoisite from Eotlilaue analyzed by Eanmielsberg,

(Pogg., Ixviii, 509.;

S Si =1731*93 b. atoms of acid and bases, 8. c. atoms of elements, 28.

If Xl 1069-7 A. 4:189*43-7-3-387 (sp. gr.) =1237
•J-Pe 333-33 B. 1237-^8=154-6 C. 1237-=-28=44-2

3 Ca 1054-47

a. At. weight, 4189'43

Here 44-2 is but little below the determiuation for Epidote.

XVII. T/tc Feldspar Faynily.—ln Orthoclase and Albite, Ryacolite and Labrador-

ite, Loxoclase and Oligoclase, vrc have three examj^les of dimorphism.

1. Orthoclase, Jj Si+Xl Si3.—Form monoclinic.

4 Si =2309-24 h. atoms of acid and bases, 6. c. atoms of elements, 23.

1 Si 641-80 A. 3539-90-r2-55 (sp.gr.) =1388
1 K 588-86 B. 1388-^6=231-3 C. 13884-23=60-4

a. At. weight, 353990

2. Albite, fiSi+SlSis.—FormtricUnic.
4 Si =2309-24 b. atoms of acid and bases, 6. c. atoms of elements, 23

1 ail 641-80 A. 3341*94-r2-61 (sp. gr.) =12804
1 IS'a 890-9 B. 1280-4-^6=2 13-4 C. 1280-4-^-23=55-67

«. At. Aveight, 8341'94

3. Ryacolite, K Sl+SlSi.—MonocUnic,
2 Si =1151-62 6. atoms of acid and bases, 4. c. atoms of elements, 15.

. 1 a^l 641-80 A. 2236-83-r2-58 (sp. gr.) =867-0

1 :Sra 29^-2 B. 867^4=216-7 C. 867—15=57*8

i fi: 147-21

a. At. weight, 2236-83

4. Labradonte, S Si-|-3l Si.—Triclinia

2 Si =1154*62 6. atoms of acid and bases, 4. c, atoms of elements, 15.

1 51 64180 A. 2147•91-^2•7 (sp. gr.) =7955
1 Ca 351-49 B. 795-5-r-4=198-9 C. 795-5-^15=53'03

a. At. weight, 2147*91

R Loxoclase, it Si H-Xl *Si2.~Monoclinia

3 Si =1731-93 6. atoms of acid and bases, 5. c. atoms of elements, 19.

1 3tl 641-80 A. 2779-52-:-2-615(sp.gTO=1063

I Na 244-31 B. 1063-r5=212-6 C. 1063-rl9=560

i S 73-61

i Ca 87-87

a. At. weight. 2779*52

6. Oligoclase, fS Si-fSi Si^.—Triclinic.

3 Si =1731-93 6. atoms of acid and bases, 5. c atoms of elements, 1

1 Si C 041-80 A. 2751-49-r2-65 (sp. gr.) =10383

I ]?ra 260-66 B. 1038-3-r5=207-66 0. 1038-34-19=54-647

1 Ca 117-16

a. At. weight, 2751-49

Second Sehies, VoL JX. No. 26.—March, 1850. 80
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We observe that the triclinic form in each of these three cases

of dimorphism has the highest specijic gravity^ and the lowest

atomic weight, and therefore the lowest atomic volume.

1, Anortliite, ^3 gi+sXl Si.—Tricliuic.

4 Si =2309*24 6. atoms of acid and bases, 10. e, atoms of elements, 37.

3 Xl 1925-40 A. 5289'11^2-7=1959

3 Oa 1054-47 B. 1959—10=195-9 C. 1959-f-37=52-95

a. At weight, 5289-11

8. Baulite, S Si2-fSi Si6,—Monoclinic.

8 Si =1618-48 L atoms of acid and bases, 10. c. atoms of elements, 39.

1 'i\ 641-80 A. 5750-16-r2-64 (sp. gr.) =2178-1

iS'a 195-45 B. 2l78-l-hl0=217-81 C. 2178-1-^39=55-85

I fi: 294-43

a At. weight, 6750-16

9. yo3gite,Jj3 Si2-j-3Sl Si.—Triclinic.

5 Si =2886 55 b. atoms of acid and bases, 11. c. atoms of elements, 41

3 Xl 1925-40 A. 5929-66H-2'7S7 (sp< gr.) =2i66'5

2f Ca 843-58 B. 2166-5^-11=197 C. 2166-5-r4l=52-84

f Na 156-36

ilt 117-77

a. At. -vreight, 5929 66 .

10. Andesine, fis Si2 + sXl Si2.—Triclinic.

8 Si =:46I8-48 b. atoms of acid and bases, 14. c. atoms of elements, 63

3 Si 1925-40 A. 7776•15-^267 (sp. gr,) =2912-4

li:5ra 686-35 B. 2912*4^14=208 C, 2912-4-r63=55-0
1 Ca 861-49

i t, 294-43

a. At. weight, 7776-15

11. Leucite^^3 Si2 +33tlSi2._Monometric.

^ St =1618-48 b. atoms of acid and bases, 14. c. atoms of elements, 63.

3 Si 1925-40 A. 8310-46-^2*486=3343*15

3 K 176658 B. 3343-^14=238-8 C. 3343-^53=6308

a. At. weight, 8310*46

As Andesine and Leucite have essentially the same composition
and the compound is therefore dimorphous, we here observe again

that the triclinic form has the highest specific gravity and lowest

atomic weight, and as a consequence, the lowest atomic volume.

XVIIL Pctalite, (Li, ^^a)^ §i4 +4*1 Si^—Spodumcne, (Li, S'ujs §1^+4*1 Si^,

Andalnsite, Sl3 Si2.

1. PetaUte.

20 Si =11546*20 i. atoms of acid and bases, 27. c. atoms of elements, 106.

4 3fcl
. 2567-20 A. 14815*31^2-44 (sp.gr.) =6071-8

2|Li 408-73 B. 607l-8-r27=224-96 C. 6071*8-7-106=57-3

I iSTa 29318

» n. At. weight, 14815-31

d

%
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2. Spofluniene.

12 Si =6927-72 ^. atoms of acid and bases, 19. c, atoms of elements, 74

4 ^1 2567-20 A. 10196-83-r3'17=3216'7
S.iLi 408-73 B. S216-7~19—169%3 G 8216-7-r-74=43-47

I ISTa 293-18

a. At. T^eight, 10196-83

Petalite has the structure of b. feldspar^ although not conform-
ing to the general rule for the feldspar family in having the oxy-
gen of the peroxyds to that of the protoxyds as 3 : 1, but instead
as 4 : 1. It also approaclies Orthoclase in its atomic volume. B
equalling 224-9 and C 57 31, while in Orthoclase B -23 1-3 and
C=^60'4. Spodtin/ene, on the contrary, ahhough a hlhia species

like petalite, and having also the above ratio 4: 1, differs in its

cleavage and in its crystaHine form, and is also widely removed
from the feldspars in its atomic volume,

3. Andalusite.

2 8i =1154-62 b. atoms of acid and base, 5. c. atoms of elements, 23.

3 Xl 1925-40 A. 3080-02-7-3-2 (sp. gr.) =962-5

a. At. volume, 30S0 02 B. 962-5-h5=192-5 C. 962-5^23=tl-85

Andalusite has therefore the atomic volume of Spodumene, for

C equals 4185, while in the above it equals 43-47. Moreover
the angle of the rhombic prism is nearly the same, it being iii

Andahisite 91^ 33', in Spodumene 93^. We may hence con-
clude that the crystallization of Spodumene is not obhque like

the Feldspars and Petalite (although often so considered), but
trimetric like Andalusite^ and that the two species are isomorphous.

XIX. Analchnp, 351 SiS-j-^Ta^ Si2-f6A,—SorfaWf, Xa Cl+^TaS gi+sXl Si,

Haiiyne 2CaS+Na3 §1+3X181,—A^osfan ^^ S-fXa3 gi+sSlSi.

These Til

enow thiit the monometric form in these silicates is connected with a high atomic

;pars.

1. Analcime.

8 Si ^^i^l 8-48 i. atoms of bases and acid, 20. c atoms of elements, 65.

5 5l 1925-4 A. 8391-46-r2-068 (sp. gr.)=i05'7'7

8 iSTa 1172-7 B. 4057'7-r2O=:2O2-88 C. 4057-7-f-65=62-43

6 S 674-88

«. At weight, 8391-46

2. Sodalite.

4 Si =2309-24 h. atoms of bases and acid, 1 1. c atoms of elements, 89.

3 ^1 1925-4 A. 6Hl-54-r2-29(pp.gr.of Vesuvianvar.)—2GS2

5 :5ra 1172-7 B. 2682-Ml=244 C. 2682-^30=6S-77

1 Na 290-9

1 CI 443-3 Sp.gr. of Greenland Sodalite. 2-37. Thence C=56-45.

a. At. weight, 6141-54

\
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8. Haiiyne.

2 S =1000' ' b. atoms of bases and acid, 14. e, atoms of elements, 49

4 Si 2309-24 A. 7ll0-32-f-2-45 (sp. gr.)=2902-3

3 ^1 1925-4 B. 2902-2^14=20t-3 0. 2902-2-t-49=59'23

3 ISTa 1172-7

2 Ca 709-98

«. At. Tv^eight, 7110-32

4. Nosean.

4 Si =2309*24 J. atoms of acids and bases, 12. c. atoms of elements, 43

3 ^l 1925-4 A. 6298 24-r2 3 (sp. gr.) =2738 36

4m 1563-6 B. 2738-36^12=228-2 C, *2738-36-^43=63-68

1 S 50000

a. At. -weight, 6298-24

XX. Kyanit€,3ii\^Si^—BucJwhite/MSi.

1. Kyanite.

Atomic weight as for Andalusite, 3080*02. A. 3080-02-f-3'62 (sp. gr.) =850-83

B. 850'83~5=170-165 C. 850 83-r23=37-0
2. Bucholzite,

1 As =940

>

1 Si =: 577-31 b, atoms of acid and base, 2. c. atoms of elements, 9.

1 Si 641-80 A=::1219-11^3-4 (mean sp. gr.) =358-56

a. At. -wreight, 1219-11 B. 358-56^2==l79-28 C. 358'56-:-9=39-84

n's and Hayes's analyses of Sillinianite) gives (G:==:3-41, Bow-

en), j\=19 15-8; B=l74-2; 0=383 2.

The true nature of the mineral bucholzite has long been in doubt

on account of the varying resuUs of analysts. Successive exper-

imenters have placed Sillimanite with kyanite and bucholzite;
and finally Prof. Silliman^ Jr., has recently united the three.

The above results show that the distinct chemical compounds are

identical nearly in atomic volume
; we may conclude therefore that

three or more compounds exist, as Hermann dssumed in his paper

on ''heteromerism ;" and analysts instead of proving one another
in error have in fact examined the different species.

We observe also that of the two forms of the compound SP Si%
the triclinic, as before, has the higher specific gravity and lower

atomic weight, and consequently the lower atomic volume.

XXL Leucojpyrite, Fe ks—Mispickd, Fe S2-[-Fe As,— White Iron Fyrites, Fe S2.

1. Leucopyrite.

e. atoms of elements, 2.

1 Fe 360 A. 1290-7-7-228 (sp. gr.) =178-47

a. At. weight, 1290 C. l78-47-r2=89'24

[If As is a double atom, then l78-47'i-3=59-49]

2. MLspickel,

1 As =940 c. atoms of elements, 6.

j

2 S 400 A. 2040-^6-127 (sp. gr.)=333

2 Fe 700 C. 333-r5=66-6

a. At -tt-eight. 2040 [Considering As a double atom, 333^6=55-6]
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I

3. White Iron PjT-ites,

2 S =iOO c, atoms of elements, 3

1 Fc 350 A. "iSO-fi-te (sp. gr.) —IS'Z'oe

a. At. weight, ^750 C. 157-56-r3=52-52

The atomic volumes of these minerals are,

If As ia a single atom, 89-2^ 66'6 52*52

If As is a double atom, 5949 55"5 52*52

These species have each a rhombic form ; but as Prof. G, Rose
has observ^ed, they appear to differ too widely to be considered

isomorphoiis. The angles M : M are respectively 122^26', 1 1 1^53^

and 106^30'. This chemist also remarks that the elements arsenic

and sulphur are very difterent in crystallization, and therefore we
have no good authority for assuming them to be isomorphous. If
we admit As to be a single atom the atomic volumes are Avidely

different ; but if a double atom, they approximate rather closely.

In this connection, the atomic volume oi oliveiiite {with which
Libethenite is isomorphous) may be stated. The rhombic prism

has M:M ( ccP)==109^10^ P qc==-- 84^45^; while in white iron

pyrites ocP= 106^30^and P cc =8F50^ in Mispickel ocP== 111^53'

and P Qc Z-. 80^8^
1. Olivenite.

I As =1080*06 6. atoms of acids and bases, 6. c. atoms of elements, 16.

i "^ 2231 A. 3402-04-Hi-135 (sp. gr.) =i=S22*H

4 Cu 19S6-4 B. 822*74-hG~137-12 C. 822'74-M6—51--12

1 fir 11248 [If As is a double atom, then c=l7, and C—48*4,]

a. At volmne, 3402'04

2. Libethenite.

IP ^= S92'3 6. atoms of acid and bases, 6. c. atoms of elements, 16-

4 t\x 1986-4 A. 2991-lS-r3-T (sp. gr.) =808-43

1 S 112'48 B. S08-4S^6=134'74 0.808-43^16=^50-53

a. At. volume, 2991-18

XXII. Nitrate of Soda— Carbonate of ifangancsc—Carhoyiate of Zinc—Light

Bed Silver Ore, (see p. 220.)

1. Nitrate of Soda, Na:S^; R : R=106° 33'.

1 Na = 390*9 h. atoms of acid and base, 2. c. atom? of elements, 8.

1 ^ 675-06 A. 1065*96-r2*l (sp. gr.) =5076

«. At. weight, 1065-96 B. 507-6™2=25S-8 C. 507-6-^8=63*45

2. Carbonate of Manganese, Mn 0; R : R=l 06^51'.

1 Mn = 444-7 k atoms of acid and base, 2. c. atoms of elements, 5.

1 C 275* A. 7l9-7-f-3-592=200-4

«. At. weight, 719-7 B. 200*4-~2^100-2 C. 20O-4-h5=4O-l

3. Carbonate of Zinc,.2n C, R : R=107°40'.
1 2.i\ = 506-6 6. atoms of acid and base, 2. c. atoms of eleiueuts, 5

1 C 275- A. '781-6-^4-4 (sp. gr.) =177-6

«. At. weight, 781-6 B. l77'6-r2=8S-8 C. 177-6-r5=36*5
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4. Light Red Silver Ore, 3Ag S+As S^ ; R : R—107°36'.

3Ag
1 As

6S

4050*00 h. atoms of base and acid, 2. c. atoms of elements, 10.

940-08 A. 6190-08-^5-5=1125

1200-00 B. 11 25-^2=562-5. C. 1125-rlO=112-5.

a. At. weisjht, 61900S C^ 1125-^11 (if As HI double) =107

5. Dark Red Silver Ore, 3Ag S+Sb S3.

3Ag
Sb

6S

:4050-0

1612-8

1200-

A. 6S62-80-^o-8 (sp. gr.) =1183

C. 1183-f-10=118-3

a. At. weight, 6862-8

C in nitrate of soda and carbonate of manganese (which are

nearly alike in angle) is as 2 : 3. Carbonate of zinc, isomorphous
with carbonate of manganese, has C =35-5, the angle R : R being

a degree larger. The relation between C in carbonate of zinc

and light red silver ore (in which the angle is nearly the same)
approaches closely 1 ; 3,—three times C of zinc being 106-5,

while C in the silver ore is 112'5.

XXIII. Arrarjonite, M:M, IWIO'— White Lead ore, ni'^'lS'—Strontimite,

irt'^W—Witherite, IW30'—Nitrate of Potash, m'^—Bournonite, IW^W.
1. Arragonite.

1 Ca

1

351*49 L atoms of acid and base, 2. c. atoms of elements, 5

275 A. 626*99-f-2-93 (sp, gr.) =216

a. At weight, 626-49 B. 216^2=108 a 216-r5=t3-2

2. "White Lead ore.

1 Ph
2

1394-5

2750
A. 1669-5-r6'6 (sp. gr.) =253

B. 253-7-2=126-5" C. 263-r6=50'6

a. At. weight, 1669-5

3. Strontianite,

1 Sr

1

647-3

275-

922-3

A. 922-3-=-3'66 (sp. gr.) =252'7

B. 252H-2=126 a 252-r-5=50-54

4. Witherite.

1 Ba
1

956-5

275-

1231-5

A. 1231-5-^4•3 (sp, gr.) =286'4

B. 286-4-h2=143-2 C. 286-4-r5=57-3

5. Nitrate of Potash.

1^
588-86 b. atoms of acid and base. e. atoms of elements, 8 [or 9].

675-06 A. 1263-92-^l'937 (sp.gr.) =652*5

«.

a. At. -weight, 1263-92 B. 652-5-;-2

Bournonite.

6Cu i=2370-

6Pb 7767- A.

8Sb 4848-4

;326-2 C. 652-5-rS=31-66

IBS 3600-

c. atoms of elements, 33

A. 18585•4-^5'766 (sp. gr.) =-5223-3

C. 3223-3-7-33=37-6

[3223-3-rS6 (Sb being double) =595]

a. At weight, 13535*4

>i

A

)
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We
tnre of the series may be understood, preparatory for comparison
with the other species. This series is,

116^10' 117^13' 117^19^ 118^30'

43 5U6 5054 57''S
m

In the above series there is a change of 143 in atomic volume
for a change of 2^ 20^ (or 140') of angle. This is equivalent very
nearly to 0*1 for V. The differences between the first and second
in this series and between the third and fourth correspond nearly
with this rate.

To appreciate the relation of atomic volume between nitrate of
potash, and the other species of the series, we compare it with
witherite which is nearest it in angle, and find the ratio nearly of

3:2. With reference to bournonitej we should compare with
arragonite, which is nearest it in angle ; or perhaps more correctly

with a number still smaller than the atomic vohmie of arragonite,

since the angle is nearly a degree less. The true ratio we cannot
decide upon without further investigation.

We observe that the atomic volume in the arragonite series in-

creases with the angle while, as shown by Kopp^ it diminishes in

the calc series. Moreover the species with a prismatic form have
a higher atomic volume than the rhombohedral ; and in the

species calc spar the two series overlap.

^11 AgQ feC AnC CaO I^b C SrC 6a C
107^40' 107*^25' 107^0' lOG'^Sl' 105^15'

85-5 36'25 37-70 40-1 46*24

43- 50*6 50-54 57-3

116^10' 117°13^ 117^19' 118'='30'

We

specjes

ragonite in having M : M= 119^ - 120^, and as the angle of the

arragonite series enlarges, the crystallization of the two approxi-

mates. The atomic volume of the chrysolite series varies from

40 to 46, and this is near arragonite.

We add here the calculations for two species, one of which

approaches chrysoberyl and the other arragonite.

Copper glance (€u S) has M:M=1 19°35', and a braohydiagonal prism =U5°W,
^'hile chrysoberyl has M : M=119°51' and a brachydiagonal prism =130*='.

€u = 793-2 A. 9a3-2-f-5-7 (sp.gr.) =174

S 200' C. l74-r3=58

993 2 [or if €u is a single atom, J 74-^2—67]

ral

of the atomic volume appears to be most correct. This gives

fl

1
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the ratio to the chrysolite series of 3 :2. Serpentine has 44, to

which if one-half be added^ it becomes the atomic volmne very

nearly of copper glance.

Brittle Silver Ore (Sprodglaserz=6AgS+SbS3) has M : M=rllo°39^ and one

of ifcs brachjdiagonal prisms '72°32'; while arragonite has the corresponding angle*

116°10'and 69°22\

6Ag =8100- A. 11512-8-r6-5:^1^71

1 Sb 1612-8 C 1771-^16=110-7

9 S 1800-

11512-8

Tliis result gives the ratio of 3:1.

We do not decide here whether these minerals are proper iso-

morphs or not of the groups with which they are compared.

Topaz in one position has nearly the axes of chrysoberyL

They are given by von Kobeil as follows

For Chrysoberyl, 0-5800 : 1 : 0-4702

For Topaz, 0-4745 : 1 : 05281
and the latter is the same approximately as the former reversed.

Calculating the atomic volume of topaz (AI F^-fSir3)4-23tl3 Sis, ^e find

4 Si = 2309-24 c. atoms of elements, 55.

6 il 3850-80 A. 820415^3-5(sp. gr,) =2344*0

2 Al 341-8 C. 2344—55=42-6
6 F 1425-0

1 Si 277-31

8204-15

Tlie atomic volume thus corresponds with that of the chrysolite series.

*

The following are some comparisons of dimetric and hexagonal
species, alike in the length of the vertical axis. The coincidences
of atomic volume cannot be deemed accidental

Axis. Atomic volume.

(Vesuvian, dimetric, 05345 4464
( Dioptase, rhombohedral, 5295 45-44

5 Rntile, dimetric, 6555 40-7

\ Arsenic, rhombohedral, 0-6938 163 (=4 X 40-75)

Scapolite, dimetric, 0*44 54-

Nepheline, rhombohedral, 0-4629 5666
Beryl, « 0-4993 53-46

5 Tungsten, dimetric, 1-0488 50-3

\ Chabazite, rhombohedral, 10798 51-5

It is obvious that these observations are but the introduction

to a subject of great extent, and of the widest interest to

science.

*l
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I defer for another occasion what had been prepared upon the

monometric species, and conckide with a table of the results here

published, and a brief enunciation oi some of the conclusions

flowing from the facts detailed.

A TABULAR VIEW OF THE RESULTS.

The relations of atomic volume will be at once apparent from
the following table; 1, as exhibited in the column of aggregate

atomic vohunes (column A),—2, in that of the aggregate diviuled

by the number of atoms of acids and bases (column B),—3, that of

the aggregate divided by the number of atoms of the elements

(column C).

1. Crystallization clinometric.

A. B. C.

1. PjToxene, monoclinic, Istvar., (Ca,Mg)3Si2, eST' 127-4 455

2d var, (Ca,Mg,Fe)3Si2, 645-2 129- 46-1

3d var, (Hedenbcvgite,) 6'73-4 134-t 48-1

4th van, (Hudsonite,) "JOe-O 14 12 48-9

6th var, Fe3 Si2, 674-7 135- 48-2

6th van, Mn3 Si3, 684-8 136-9 489

2. Acmite, monoclinic, 9185 183-7 48-34

3. Hornblende, " 1st van, S'Jl-O 138-8 48-58

2d van, (aluminous,) . . 155-95 47-25

3d van, « -. . 138-4 48-43

4th van, .. .
144-0 48-24

4. Borax, monocUnic, 1391-6 107-0 46-38

5. Glauber salt,
" 1290-5 107-54 496

1. Epidote, monoclinic, 1268- 158-5 45-285

.2. Zoisite, « 1237- 1546 442

8. Orthite of the Urals, monoclinic, 1921- 147-8 48025

4. Orthite of Hitteroe, « 1017- 1453 48-43

1. Orthoclase, monocluiic, 1388- 2313 60-4

2. Ryaeolite, « 867- 216-7 67-8

3. Loxoclase, " 1063- 212-6 660

4. Baulite, « 2178-1 217-Sl £5-86

6. Albite, triclinic, 12804 2134 65-67

795-5 198-9 53-03
6. Labradorite, **

7. Oligoclase, "

8. Anorthite, "

1038-3 207-66 54-647

1959- 195-9 52-95

2166-5 197- 62-34
9. Vosgite, «

10. Andesine, « 2912-4 208" 660

11. Putalite. " . eO"?!-^ 22496 57-3

1. Kyanite, triclinic, Xl3 §12, 850-83 1701G5 37-0

2. Bucholzite, " SI Si.
S58-56 179-28 39-81

3. SiUimanite, Sl6 Sis (Bowen's analysis), 1915S 1742 38-32

1. Chromate of lead, monoclinic. 3338 166-9 656

2. Monazite, " 617-25 154-3 51-44

Second Series, Vol. IX, No. 26.—March, 1850. 81
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2. Hexagonal or Rhombohedral.

A. B. C.

1. Specular iron, 85=^58', 192' . . 384

2. Alumma, (Corundumj Se'^Oi', ICl'T . . 32-3

8. Phenaclte, 83°12', 354- 88-5 S5-4

4. Arsenic, 85°04',

6. Antmony, 87°35'

6. Bismuth, 87^40^

n. Tellurium, 86*^57',

8. Osmium, 84°52',

1. Quartz, 94^15^

. . * - 163'

240-65

1S5'75

129-36

124-26

218- . .
64-5

2. Chabazite, 94*^46', 4582-4 143' 51'5

1. Cinnabar, 71^47', 180* . .
90'

2. Eudialyte, 73^40^ 2382" 183-2 58-1

1. Beryl, (old at. wt. of Glucina,) 2512-7 228-4 63-46

2. Nepheline, ' 1473-2 210*5 .
56-66

1. Talc, ]VIg3Si4, 1138- 162-57 51'73

2. " Srg4Si&, . 1446- 160-7 51*64

8. " J&gSi, 308-1 154' 51'35

1. Carbonate of lime, 105'='05^ (from Kopp,) 231-20 165-60 46-24

2. " lime and magnesia (dolomite,) 106^15', 202-36 lOMS 4047

3. " manganese, 106^51', 200-4 100-2 40*1

4. Nitrate of soda, 106^33', 507-6 253*8 63-45

5. Carbonate of iron, 107°, 188-50 94-25 37-70

6. " iron andma^nesia,(mesitine,) 107^14', 186*26 93*13 37*25

^' " magnesia, 107'^25', 181*25 90*62 36-25

8- ** zinc, 107^40', It^.^ 88*8 35*5

9. Light red silver ore, 107^36', 1125- 662*5 1125
10. Dark red silver ore, 108^18^ II83. 591-5 118-3

3. Crystallization irimetric.

1. Chrysoberyl, (new atomic weight,) 216-18 108-9 30*9

" old atomic weight, 1300*9 185*8 37-16

:>bell's at. wt^ 433-7 144'6 36-14

416' 104- 41-6

1916-3 100-86 41*65

2068-5 109' 44*9

881- 98- 44-

1587' 122- ^^'^^

2344- . .
42*6

98*4 . .
98-4

, 894-73 149-12 47-1

3, Selenium, (a<;knowledged isomorpboua with sulphur,) 115* . . 1 1
^"

1, White iron pyrites, (dimorph with common pyrites,)

106=>36' 157*56 . . S2-52

2. Chrysolite,

8. Villarsite,

4, Serpentine,

5, Epsom salt,

6, Picrosmine,

1. Topaz,

1. Sulphur,

2. Scorodite,

tellurium, 1137-5 . . llS-'?6

3. Celestme, 104^, 294'2 147*1 49*

4. Heavy f^par, 101'^40', 323-64 161-82 5394
5. Anglesite, 103^49', 301-67 15083 50"27

n
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1- Andalusite,

2. Spodumene,

1. Leucopyrite—A?, a single atom,

As, a double atom,
2. Mispickel —As, a single atom,

As, a double atom,
3. White iron pyrites, (as above,)
4. Oliyenite,

6. Libethenite,

1. Arragonite, 116^10',

2. White lead ore, 117°13\
3. Strontianite, 117° 19',

4. Witherite, 118^30',

5. Nitrate of potash, 119^,

6. Boumonite, 115^16',

1. Copper glance, 119°35',

I. Brittle silver ore,

A.

962-5

3216-'7

178'4Y

333

216-

253-

252-

2864

652-5

8223-3

174'

1771-

4. Crystallizaiioii dimetric.

1. Scheelite, (tungstate of lime,)

2. Tungstate of lead,

3. Fergusonite,

1. Zh-con,

2. RutUe,

3. Tin ore,

1. Scapolite,

2. Meionite,

3. Wemerite,
4. Dipyre,

5. Barsowite,

^. Wemerite, Pargas,

^> Gehlenite (Ranimelsberg'f

1. Idocrase,

1. Aaatase,

% Hora quicksilver,

anxily
fi

S01"6

355-9

9G75

370-3

122-3

134-4

1729-4

1558-2

1909'

2816'

2133-

1371-1

2505-3

B.

192-5

169-3

157-56 . .

822-74 137-12

808-43 134-74

5. Crystallization monometric.

108'

126*5

126-

143-2

826-2

150-8

177-9

138-2

185-15

192-1

194-8

190-9

201-1

194'

196-

156-6

848-16 141-36

134-0 . .

261-3 . .

S343'

4067-7

2902-2

238-8

202 88

207-3

2738-36 228-2

2682 244-

C.

41-85

43-47

89-24

59-49

55-5

52-52

61-42

50-53

43-2

50-6

60-54

67-3

81-56

97-5

68 or 67

110-7

50-3

69-3

67-0

4M5
40-7

44-8

54-

65-65

61-6

66-21

52-

52-7

61-13

44-64

44-66

130-65

6308
62-43

69-23

63-68

68-77

M'45

1* leucite,

2. Analcime,

3. Hnuyne,

^- Nosean,

5. Sodalite—Sp. gr.=2-29,

Sp. gr.::=2 37,

Conclusionsfrom the preceding facts,

I- The law of Isomorphism, in view of the facts detailed, has
greatljr widened limits. It inchides the received law—Like or
homologous compounds of isomorphous elements are isomorph-
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ous ; and also the more general law,—Unlike compounds, of the

same or different elements, may be isoraorphous, and when so,

they are alike or proportional in atomic volume.

II. Cleavage may differ among substances, and yet the species

be isomorphous. Thus angite and hornblende have different

cleavage; anatase and horn quicksilver; sulphur and scorodite.

This is a point, however, which requires much more investigation.

III. The relations of atomic volume shown in the three columns

are all of interest, but especially those in the third or C column.

The relation is seen to be in general a relation of approximate

eqiialiti/, while the A relation when simple is usually one of mul-

tiple ratio; and sometimes it is far from simple. ''J'he C relation

exhibits the comparative character of the monoclinic, triclinic and

monometric feldspars, in a simple and obvious manner, while from

the A relation, no deduction could be made: and so in other

cases where general principles are concerned. The C relations

often show a consistent difference between a substance with its

allies and others unlike, when no such difference is apparent in

the A relations. The C relation moreover exhibits the differences

which are compatible with a ratio of equality, and hence enables

us to compare more correctly the A relations. It is unnecessary

to review here the ratios in the C column. We mention oiily a

few cases of the ratios (approximate) apparent in the A column
which in many cases are simple and deserve full consideration.

We take the number for the species first mentioned in each para-

graph as the unit for comparison with the others.

1. Pyroxene, dif. var., 1 ; actnite II \ hornblende U; borax 2; glaubcr salt 2.

2. Epidote 1 ; zoisitu 1 ; Ural orthite IJ; Illtteroe orthite -|.

8. Orthoclase 1 ; ryacoliief; loxoclasef; baulite H; albite 1 ; labradoritef;

flnorthite H; vosgite 1|; andcsine 1^; petalite
4J-.

4. Kyanite 1 ; bucholzito xVo" ; siUimanite (one var.) 2^.

6. Quartz 1 ; chabazite 20. In deducing the ratio here as in other cases, we have

some reference necessarily to the difference observed in the C ratios.

6. Talc, 1st var, 1 ; 2d var., IJ ; 3d var., yViT- In the C column the numbers are

nearly equal.

7. Chrysolite 1; chrysoberyl ^(or 1); villarsite 4-6; serpentine 5; Epsom salt 2;

picrosmine 3^.

8. Rutile 1 ; zircon S.—9. Scheelite 1 ; fergusonite 3.

We do not pnrsue this further, as the ratios are readily dednci-

ble from the table.

IV. The view of Scheerer, that three of water may replace

one of magnesia, if true, is only true for a special case or set of

caseSj and is subordinate to the more general law of atomic vol-

ume. If true, we should expect, in dividing the aggregate atomic

volume by the number of atoms of the elements, that it would
be right to reckon three atoms of water as eqivalent to one of

magtiesia, instead of counting each element as equal to one ;
but

the facts observed are opposed to this course.

i
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The Gerhardtian principle that protoxyd bases replace per-
oxydsj is also, when true, only a special case. Tfie relations of
the feldspars do not appear to be explicable on Gerhardt's princi-
ple

;
nor the relations of the varieties of scapolite or hornblende.

V. Species of the same atomic volume may be wholly unlike
in crystallization, and hence volume alone does not seem to de-
termine the form. Q^uartz has the atomic volume (C) of the feld-
spars—an interesting fact in view of their frequent association
and the A relation between it and albite is l:G; yet there is no
isomorphism between them. The fact that the two forms of a
dimorphous substance differ but little in the calculated atomic vol-
ume, (often much less than one of the forms differs from another
isomorphous with it,) appears to be a case in point. Yet if in-

siances of dimorphism are also instances of isomerism, it is pos-
sible that the volume may actually be double that which is de-
duced. We have much therefore, to ascertain on this point,

before we can determine the true relation of form to volume.
VI. There are difficulties in the way of applying these princi-

ples to some compounds, arising from doubts with regard to the
atomic weights. But, as in the case of hydrogen, (which is

doubled by the Berzelian school,) these investigations seem to

afford data for arriving at the truth.

» 11. Since the relations of atotiiic volume are exhibited through
the volume of the elemental molecules of compoimds, it may be
inferred that the elemental molecules ai^e not combined together
or united with ojie another in a componnd ; but that, under their

mutual influence^ each is changed alike and becomes a mean tm-
snlt of the molecular forces in action.. If the elemental mole-
cules were actually combined, as is usually supposed, the atomic
volume of the a^^rfe^ate should be the atomic volume of the com-
poui}(l

; so that in all comparisons between different substances,
these aggregate results should present the true relation. But, it

appears that the true atomic volume relation is found in the ele-

niental molecules of compounds, and much less clearly or uni-

formly in the aggregate results. This inference is at variance with
received ideas on chemical combination

;
yet \f: our premises are

correct—we admit they need farther investigation—we see not

how to avoid it.

We add an additional word upon the T\ame applied to isomorph-

ism among unlike compounds. Heteromerism^ as stated, is un-

tneaning, this term being the correlative of isomerism, which has

^0 relation to isomorphism. Helero/nerous isomorphism is in

itself applicable; but the word isomerous is in use, and hctercme-
fous, if employed at all, should correspond in signification. As
the above terms are therefore objectionable, we suggest as appro-

priate and significant, the expressions isonomic and heteronomic

isomorphism; the isomorphism being m one case between homol-
ogous substancesj or those of like law or proportion in constitu-

tion,—and iu the other between substances unlike in constitution.
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Art. XXVI.-

—

Observations on the Size of the Brain in va-

rious Races and Families of Man; by Samuel George
MoRTONj M.D.*

I HAVE great pleasure in submitting to the Academy the results

of the internal measurements of six hundred and twenty-three

human crania^ made with a view to ascertain the relative size of

the brain in various races and families of man. <

These measurements have been made by the process invented

by my friend, Mr. J. S. Phillips, and described in my Crania

Americana, p. 253, merely substituting leaden shot, one-eighth of

an inch in diameter, in place of the white mustard-seed originally

used. ^f
1 n all

those instances in which I have had leisure to put this revised

mode of measurement in practice. I have restricted it, at least

for the purpose of my inferential conclusions, to the crania of

persons of sixteen years of age and upwards^ at which period the

brain is beheved to possess the adult size. Under this age, the

capacity-measurement has been resorted to only for the purpose

of collateral comparison ; nor can 1 avoid expressing my satisfac-

tion at the singular accuracy of this method, since a skull of a

hundred cubic inches, if measured any number of times with

reasonable care will not vary a single cubic inch.
All these measurements have been made with my own hands.

I at one time employed a person to assist me ; but having detect-

ed some errors in his measurements, I have been at the pains to

revise all that part of the series that had not been previously

measured by myself. I can now, therefore, vouch for the accu-

racy of these multitudinous data, which I cannot but regard as

a novel and important contribution to Ethnological science-

I am now engaged in a memoir which will embrace in detail

the conclusions that result from these data; and meanwhile 1 sub-

mit the following tabular view of the prominent facts. (See op-

posite page.)

The measurements of children, idiots and mixed races are omit-

ted from this table, excepting only in the instance oi the Fellahs

of Egypt, who, however, are a blended stock of two Caucasian
nations,—the true Egyptian and the intrusive Arab, in which the

t

characteristics of the former greatly predominate.
No mean has been taken of the Caucasian ra^>^, -

because of the very great preponderance of Hindu, Egyptian and

* From the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Oc-

tober, 1840,

f It is necessary to_ explain wliat i=: hero meant by the word race. Further re-

searches into Ethnograpliic affinities will probably demonstrate that what are no^
termed the /it races of men, would be more appropriately called groups; that each
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Table showing tlie Sizes of the Brain in cubic inches, as obtained from the internal

measurement of 623 Crania of various Races and Famihes of Man,

Races and Famihes.

MODERN" CAUCASIAN GROUP.

Teutonic Family.
G ernians,

English,

Anglo-Americans,
Pelasgic Family.

Persians,

Armenians,
Circassians,

Celtic Family.
Native Irish,

LxDosTAXio Family,
Bengalees, <fec.

Semitic Family.
Arabs,

Nilotic Family.
Pellahs,

ANCIENT CAUCASIAN GROUP.

^ J f Pelasgic Family.

a
oH

O

Graeco-Egyptians

N"ilotic Family.
Egyptians,

MONGOLIAN GROUP.

Chinese Family

MALAY GROUP.

Malayan Family. .

.

Polynesian Family. « V >

AMERICAN GROUP.

ToLTECAN Family.
Peruvians,

Mexicans,
Barbarous Tribes
L-oquois,

Lena|>4,

Cherokee,
Shoshon^, ttc.

NEGRO GROUP.

Native African Family
American BORN Negroes
Hottentot Family
Alforian Family. )

Australians,

18

6

10

6

32

3

17

18

55

6

20
8

155
22

161

62
12

3

8

114
105

97

94

97

91

98

9*>

97

96

91

97
84

101

92

104

99

89
83

83

70
91

82

75

78

67

84

66

74

68

70

68
67

70

65

78
68

68

68

82

90

96

90

84

87

80

89

80

88

80

86

86

83

75
79

84

83
82

76

75

Mean

92

85

r
79

83
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Fellah skulls over those of the GermaniCj Pelasgic and Celtic

families. Nor could any just co//<2c//ye comparison be instituted

between the Caucasian and Negro groups in such a table, unless

the small-brained people of the latter division (Hottentots, Bush-

men and Australians) were proportionate in ftumber to the Hin-

doos, Egyptians and Fellahs of the other group. Such a compu-

tation, were it juacticable, would probably reduce the Caucasian

average to about 87 cubic inches, and the Negro to 78 at most,

perhaps even to 75, and thus confirmatively establish the differ-

ence of at least nine cubic inches between the mean of the two

races.

Large as this collection already is, a glance at the Table will

show that it is very deficient in some divisions of the human
family. For example, it contains no. crania of the Eskimaux,

Fuegians, Californians or Brazilians. The skulls of the great

divisions of the Caucasian and Mongolian races are also too few

for satisfactory comparison, and the Sclavonic and Tchudic (Fin-

nish) nations, together with the Mongol tribes of Northern Asia

and China, are among the especial desiderata of this collection.

Amnng the facts elicited by this investigation are the following

:

1. The Teutonic or German race, embracing, as it does, the

Anglo-Saxons, Anglo-Americans, Anglo-Irish, &c., possesses the

largest brain of any other people.

2. The nations having the smallest heads, are the ancient Pe-

ruvians and Australians.
r

3. The Barbarous tribes of America possess a much larger

brain than the demi-civilized Peruvians or Mexicans.
4. The ancient E.^yptians, whose civilization ante-dates that

of all other people, and whose country has been justly called '' the

cradle of the arts and sciences," have the least-sized brain of any
Caucasian nation, excepting the Hindoos; for the very few Semi-

of these groups is again divisible into a greater or smaller number of primary races,

each of wliich lias expanded from an aboriginal nucleus or centre. Thus I conceive

that there were several centres for the American group of races, of ^hich the high-

est in the scale are the Toltecan nations, the lowest the Fuegians. Nor does this

view conflict witli the general principle, that all tliese nations and tribes have had,

as I have elsCAvhere expressed it, a common origin ; inasmueli as by this term is meant
only an indigenous relation to the country they inhabit, and that collective iden-

tity of pliysicnl traits, mental and moral emhnvnients, language, ttc, Avhich charac-

terizes all the American races. The same remarks are applicable; to all the other Im* *^

man races ; but in the present infant state of Ethnographic science, the designation of

these primitive centres is a ta^k of equal delicacy and difficulty. I may here observe.

. of climate and locality, which, while congenial

to one are destructive to the other; and subseqiicnt investigations have confirmed

me in these views. See Crania Americana, p. 3 ; Crania jEgjjptlaca, p. 37 ;
D^^'

ilndlve Characteristics of the Aboriginal Race of Atnerica^p.dG; American Jo^^^'

nal of Science and Art,% "l847 ; and my Letter to J. R. Barthit, Esq., in vol. ii. of the

Transactions of the Ethnological Society of New York.
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tic heads will hardly permit them to be admitted into the com-
parison.

5. The Negro brain is nine cubic inches less than the Teutonic,
and three cubic inches larger than the ancient Egyptian.

6. The largest brain in the series is that of a Dutch gentleman,
and gives 114 cubic inches ; the smallest head is an old Peruvian,
of 58 cubic inches ; the difference between these two extremes is

no less than 56 cubic inches.

7. The brain of the Australian and Hottentot falls far below
the NegrOj and measures precisely the same as the ancient Peru-
vian.

8. This extended series of measurements fully confirms the
fact stated by me in the Crania Americana, that the various arti-

ficial modes of distorting the cranium, occasion no diminution of
Its internal capacity^ and ^consequently do not affect the size of
the brain.

Art. XXVII.

—

Remarks on the Aneroid Barometer ; by Pro-

fessor J. LovERiNG of Harvard University,

Most
published descriptions of the new French barometer, as it is

called.
^
For the construction of the instrument and the history

of its invention I may refer to them, particularly to that con-
tained in this Journal, September, 1849.
The two ordinary statical ways of measuring forces are, 1st, by

means of gravity, and 2d, by elasticity. Our common balances
to measure weight employ either the gravity of a known coun-
terpoise or the elasticity of a spring. In like manner the weight
of a column o{ the atmosphere is determined when we know the

height of a similar column of some known fluid which it is able

fo support or the elasticity of some famih'ar substance with which
it is in equilibrium. The barometer with which all have long
b«en familiar employs the first method. The aneroid barometer,

which, as its name implies, excludes all h'quids from its construc-

tion, is based on the last principle, viz., that of measuring weight

^Y elasticity.

This m\Y instrument is already manufactured in large numbers
in France and Great Britain. Its adoption is recommended on
the ground of accuracy as well as its great strength and compact-
ness. Barorneters are now extensively used, not only for tracing

out the grand laws of meteorology, but also as a practical guide
to the mariner to forewarn him of approaching storms^ arjd au
indispensable instrument of research to the physical geographer
and geologist. It is highly important that the mineralogist, the

Second Series. Vol. IX, No. 26.—March, 1850. 32
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navigator and the student of general science should know what

degree of accuracy may be claimed for the new barometer and

how far they are allowed to trust themselves to its indications.

With the hope of assisting those who desire to form an opinion

on this subJGctj I present the following experiments and observa-

tionSj undertaken originally at the suggestion of Prof A. D. Bache,

Superintendent of the U. S. Coast Survey. The instrument em-

ployed in this research was furnished by Prof Bache, and bears

the mark 1265j Lerebours and SecretaUj Paris.

A series of experiments was first made with this aneroid ba-

rometer to determine the whole range of the instrument. For

this purpose, it was placed first under the receiver of an exhaust-

ing pump, and afterwards under the receiver of a condensing

engine. In this way, it was found capable of indicating a change

of atmospheric pressure which would move the column of mer-

cury in a common barometer from about twenty inches up to

thirty-one inches. From the nature of its construction, the index

cannot go beyond the point which corresponds to twenty inches

of the mercurial barometer on one side, or that which corresponds

to thirty-one inches of the same on the other. How accurately

its march between these limits agrees with that of the mercurial

barometer will appear from an examination of Table L The
pressure of the air in the receiver of the pump was obtained from

the mercurial pump-gauge, which was supplied with common
mercury and corrected for level and capillarity. This table shews
that, while the index of the aneroid barometer is able to move, it

moves farther than the column of mercury under the same change
of atmospheric pressure. As it approaches its lower limit, how-
ever, it will begin of course to be restrained in the amplitude of

its motion, until, at length, the difference between the two instru-

ments changes its sign. It is obvious that, in the particular in-

strument examined at least, and for long ranges, similar changes
of pressure are not marked by equal quantities of motion in the

index in all parts of the scale. This might be expected in an

instrument where no consideration is given to the distinction

between potential and apparent leverage. Besides this which
may be called the instrumental error, there is an irregularity in

the motion of the index, arising from friction, bending, or some
other cause, which would interfere seriously with the accuracy

of its indications even if the arc over which the index moves

were so graduated as to eliminate the instrumental error.

At the meeting, in 1848, of the British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, it was stated by Mr. IJoyd that one of

his friends had made a similar experiment to that I have described,

and that the indications of the aneroid barometer corresponded to

those of the pump-gauge to within -01 of an inch. Such is the

statement in the London Atheneum, although I find no mention

i

1.
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made of the subject in the Report of the .Association for that
year. As the reader is not informed to what amount of dimin-
ished pressure the aneroid barometer was subjected in this case,
and whether the difference above mentioned was the result oi a
single observation or the mean residuum of many, he is not able
to decide how far the experiments to which Mr. Lloyd refers are
at variance with those here published. I cannot say how much
of the error manifested in my comparison of the two barometers
is fairly to be charged to the general character of the new barom-
eter, and how much is peculiar to the single instrument with
which I experimented. As soon as an opportunity offers, I desire
to submit other specimens of the aneroid barometer of English
and French construction to the same trial.

My next series of experiments consisted in a comparison of
the aneroid barometer, day by day, unth the common barometer,
under the ordinary changes of atmospheric pressure, l^he mer-
curial barometer used for the purpose was made by W. & S,
Jones, London, and is the same as that employed by Prof. Farrar
i^^ his barometric observations published in Volume III. of the Me-
moirs of the American Academy, Boston. This instrument is

furnished with an adjustment for level, an attached thermometer
and a scale of corrections for temperature. This correction as
Well as that for capillarity has been applied to my observations.
In this series of experiments it was necessary to know how much
the aneroid barometer was affected by a change of temperature.
Only a partial comt)ensation is attempted in the construction of
the instrument. An increase of temperature tends to make the air

m the reservoir expand in the same way as diminished pressin*e.

But the same increase of temperature, by enlarging the metallic

surfaces of the reservoir and increasing its capacity, may some-
times ei^en over-compensate for the increased elasticity of the

contained gas. In the instrument which I used the compensation
fell short; and the amount of the deficiency was determined by
exposing the barometer side by side with a thermometer to a

temperature of 32^ Fah. and reading the index, and then exposing
it to a high temperature (in some instances as high as 140° Fah.)

^^d reading the index once more. The difference of the two
readings divided by the difference of the two temperatures was
adopted as the correction for a single degree and was applied to

each of the observations. The value of this correction as obtain-

ed from the mein of five experiments is -0021 of an inch, with
the same sign as in the mercurial barometer. The aneroid ba-

rometer in my possession was not provided (as is sometimes the

case) with an attached thermometer. A thermometer by the side

of it and not under the same case as the air-chest will not indi-

cate the exact temperature of the working parts of the instrument.

The slowness with which the index returned to its old mark, after
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the barometer had been subjected to excessive heat or cold and

was then restored to a medium temperature, manifests the impor-

tance of having the thermometer mclosed as the rest of the instru-

ment. The standard of temperature adopted was 55^ Fah. to ac-

commodate the scale of the mercurial barometer.

The result of this series of comparisons is contained in Table

11. Although the agreement is much closer than with the low

ranges, it falls far below the requirements of nice scientific inves-

tigations. Mr. David Purdie Thompson in his very recent "In-

troduction to Meteorology," has the following paragraph. " Upon
comparison of indications made with the aneroid barometer—not

corrected for the particular temperature—and a very perfect mer-

curial barometer, given by Mr. Dent, we find that from forty-nine

observ^ations made between the 6th of January and 23d of Feb-

ruary, 1848, the mean ditference was 0037 of an inch, the aneroid

being in excess; and from sixty similar observations made with

a standard barometer, during December, 1848, and between the

3d and 31st of January, 1849, the mean difference amounted to

0026 of an inch, the mercurial being, in this case, in excess over

the aneroid barometer. Combhiing these observations (109 in

number) a mean difference amounting to 00025 of an inch is

found to exist, the indications of the aneroid being in excess.

For general use the instrument is thus shown to be well suited;

for the measurement of heights it is peculiarly adapted, from iis

portability and comparative strength; and for nautical purposes

we know of iio better instrument."—p. 448.
Now it will be observed that the mean difference in the twenty-

eight comparisons of the two barometers which I have given
amounts to only -040 of an inch. So far as can be inferred

from the value of the mean differences, the comparisons were as

satisfactory as in the first set given by Mr. Thompson. Still the

single differences are large
; whether larger or smaller than in

Mr. Dent's observations fam not able to say, as Mr. Thompson
has not given the individual differences. 'Provision has been
made in the construction of the instrument for diminishing the

mean difference as we alter the general rate of a chronometer.
If the mean difference is eliminated from the comparisons and
the remaining differences are placed in a column as in Table II,

they manifest by the signs of plus and minus the irregularities of

the instrument in small ranges and the errors to be expected from

these irregularities in single observations. I have arranged the

same observations in Table HI, according to the sign and the

value of these remaining differences. From the sign of the dif-

ferences it appears that when the barometers fiill the aneroid falls

most, and when the barometers rise the aneroid rises most. In

other words, the aneroid index moving on either side of the point

where it agrees with the mercurial barometer moves too fast.
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The experiments with the air-pump indicate the same tendency
more uiiequi\rocally and to about the same proportional amount.
For in these experiments, where the barometer and the pump-
gauge were indicating the effect of diminished pressure, the ane-
roid stood at the lowest point; so that when the elevation of the
mercury ju a
tion of the index in the aneroid the sign is always phis: at least,

until the lower Hmit of range is approached. Although this is

I the general character of the differences, a nice examination of the

observations shows that here as well as in the experiments with
the air-pump there are errors and fluctuations which cannot be

traced to any law o( the instrument, and against which no pro-

vision can be made.
Table IV. contains a series of observations made with the view

of ascertaining the stability in the levers of the aneroid barome-
ter and the firmness of other parts of the instrument. The in-

strument was read off before being exposed to diminished pres-

sure: it was then noticed with what fidelity and dispatch the in-

dex returned to its original position when the original pressure

was restored.

In estimating the merits of the aneroid barometer, it must not

be forgotten that it is single observations, indicating momentary
changes of the atmospheric pressure, on which the navigator most
relies. la some of the hurricanes to which he is exposed, the

barometer occasionally sinks so low as to come within the range
of the experiments made with the air-pump. And yet here if

^y^Y wfiere the aneroid barometer finds its appropriate sphere. In

meteorology, the barometer is the most important instrument of

research. The barometer alone of all the instruments in the

hands of the meteorologist is independent o( merely local changes
and gauges the atmosphere to its upper limit. But the range
of atmospheric pressure is so limited, that laborious series of ob-

servations, with the nicest barometers that can be constructed, are

necessary in order to develop the harmonies of this strangely

agitated envelope of our planet. No observer would be willing

to risk the value of this long labor by trusting to the new barom-
eter until its peculiarities are better understood than at present.

It may possibly happen that a long series of observations which
eliminate irregularities of weather will eliminate instrumental

irregularities at the same time. The same objections apply with

greater force to the application of the aneroid barometer to the

measurement of heights above the level of the sea. An elevation

of eighty-seven feet depresses the mercury by about -1 of an inch

only; hence a small error in the barometer will entail a large

error on the estimated elevation. Moreover, a very long series of

observations will, in this case, be generally impracticable. I

would su^sest one farther consideration. The mercurial barom-
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eter is in danger of being broken when exposed to the perils of

mountain-traveL In this case, the damage, however great, is

known, and no error is introduced into science. Unless the tube

is broken, the instrument is so simple in its construction that it

is not liable to be injured at all. It is otherwise with the aneroid

barometer. To appearance it is stronger than the old barometer

and can bear a greater strain without being broken. On the

other hand, we can easily foresee that it may be materially injured

without attracting the notice of the observer at the time, and

in this way may conceal its own infirmities under its apparent

strength.

Table T.

1849.

Sept. 24,

1

o

Em

Sept. 26

4

E g

I

c o
z>

4.37

10.10

10.07

9-78

944
8.46

7.5^

5.48

4.45
3 38

2.32

jo.i3

10.11

10 II

10.07

9.75

9.36

8.71

7.67

667
5.53

4.67

3.34

2.3o

c - w .— -

^ .f* QJ O —

« 1- s o

4.258
"

7.673
j5.83o

i6.o3o

lO.iSo

9 268
8.216

7.264
6.a32

5.a4o

3.256

a.3i4

18.537

17.294
16.382

15.280

10.220

9.268

8.3j6

7.274
6.262

5.120

4.238

3.206

2.i54

o
a

Q

.012+

.107+
5.730-
5.060-

70-
.172+
.244+
.256+
.248+
.240+
.062+
.124+
.106+

8.407-
7.184-
6.272-
5.210-

.470-

.092+

.394+

.396+

.408+

.410+

.i34+

.i46+

Sept. 27.
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s
o

0^
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a
o

^1
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— .53*-
*«
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^

10.42

10.40

10.38

I0.38

10,36
10. 3o

1002
960

7.72

6.79
5.61

4.49
3.5o

2.36
—

Sept. 29.

iO o
CO

a> CO

a u
a*

4f I
OS

JO,63
10.5

J 0.3

9.75

9.02

7.95

6.93
5.80

4-63

2.45

a> 2 4)

£ 5 o
(D OJ
- q; »^ .

^ L- :=«* aw ^

20.721

19.338
18.236

17.294
16.282

i5.o3o

io.i4o

.268

.246

7.234
6.332

5.270

4.208
3 256
2.254

23.o35
16.262

30.220

9.328
8.426

7.294
6.332

5.270
4.238

2.224

c

.0

io.3oi-
8.938-
7.856-
6.914-
5.922-
4.730-
.120-

.332+

.496+

.458+

.340+

.282+

.106+

i2.4o5-
5.672+
.010+

.422+

.594+

.656+

.598+

.53o+

.392+

.226+

Dec. 4. The Aneroid barometer was placed under the receiver

of a condensing pump and it was observed that the index only

moved forward to 31, which corresponds to 31 of the mercurial

barometer.
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Table IL Table III.

J 849.

1^

Dec. 10

II

12

i3

j5

16

18

20

21

22

23

24
25

26

27
28

3i
i85o.

Jan. 2

3

4
5

6

7
M ean,

Diff nee.

o S .

« S ®

o > 5 ®
y O «

« ^ *-" d

S w = -2

29982
30.089

30.439
30.267
3o.l22

30.378
3o.i48

29.870
30.327
3o.5i

29.70
30.119
3o.O[2

29.353

29.595
29.488
3o.2I2

30.087
3o.4o7
3o.o25
3o.2oo
3o. 1 1

5

3o.36o
3o.i56

29.890
3u.ia5

30.464
3o.34o

30.098

3o.4o7

3o.207

29.937
3o.i37

3o.5i7

3o.367

3o.i38"
30.098

.040-

e

eg

Q

.045-

.018-

.068-

.o3o-f

.oo5+

.0J9-

•OOI-f

-o37-

.000

.018-

.084-

.008-

.o55-

.094-

.072-

.100-

,098-
.073-
,o4o-

.o65-

.oo3+

.o32-

.047-

.o5i-

.047-

.012.-

.o53-

.027-

«-

V

d c £

c IS

rt2 c

Observations in Table II, arranged
according to tbe amount and the

si^n ot' their dtiferonces.

•oo5-

.022+

.028-

.070+

.045+

.02 J+

.04 1

+

,oo3+

.o4o+

.0224-

.o44-

.o3 2 4-

,oi5-

.o54-

.o32-

.060-

.069-

.o33-

.000

.025-

,o43+
.008+

Mean,

29.597
3q.3jo

29.447

29.787
3o. 1 60

29.667
3o.5o7

30.090

3u.o67

3o.5i7

30.207

3o.4o7

29.937

29.977

.069-

.o5«-

.o54-

.044-

.o33-

.o32-

.028-

.025-

.01 5-

.01 3-

.011-

.007-

.007-

.oo5-

3o.o48

.07 -

.011-

.07 -

^28+
.oi3-

.013+

3o.237

3o. 1
1

7

30.J97
3o.i47

3o.327
3o.i27

3o.i37

30.537

3o.ro7

30.397

30.367

3o.i47

29.907

Mean,
i«

3o.2I2

3o.o48

Difference, I ,\6ii

.029-

.070+

.045+

.043+

.o4i-f

.o4o+

.o32+

.028+

.02 2 4-

.022+

.021 +

.oi3-h

.008+

.oo3-f-

.0294-

1849. Sept. 10. The Aneroid stood at 30-39. It was placed

under the receiver of an air pump and the atmospheric pressure

diminished by 5 inches. When the air was admitted, the index

moved forward to 30'35. It rose to 30*375 in two or three min-

utes. The following table embraces similar experiments with

their results.

Table IV.

Sept

<fl ? 53
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g £ 2
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o
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j 30.390
3o"48o|
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3o.36o
3o.48oi

3o.53o

30.375
3o.53o
3o.36o
3o'46o
3o.5oo
3o.53(>

o
o

s

.oi5-

.o5o-|-
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Art. XXVIII.

—

An account of some Fossil Bones found in Ver-

mont^ in making excavations for the Rutland and Burlmglon
Railroad ; by Zadock Thompsoj^t.

In addition to the benefits derived directly from railroads in

the business of travel and transportation, the cause of science

and particularly the science of geology is deriving indirectly no

small advantage from their construction. The deep cuttings

which these works often require, expose the various strata of

rocks where they have not been aifected by the weather for the

examination of the geologist, and the vast excavations in stratified

sand and clay, and in the confused beds of drift materials; exhibit

not only the relations of these to each other, but frequently dis-

close organic remains which shed new light upon the early his-

tory of our earth.

Only about four years have elapsed since the construction of

railroads was commenced in Vermont, and at this time, nearly

three hundred miles of railroad are so far completed as to be in

use within the state j
and, while the excavations for these roads

have conduced to a more accurate knowledge of the position, age

and lithological character of the rock formations, they have at

the same time very unexpectedly disclosed organic remains,

which are of much scientific interest and importance. In grading

the line of the Rutland and Burlington Raih'oad, portions of the

skeletons of two large animals, both belonging to the class mam-
tyialiaj and to families which no longer exist here in a living state,

were found deeply buried in the earth, and the bones were for

the most part in a very good state of preservation.

Fossil Elephant,—The Rutland and Burlington Railroad passes

over the range of Green Mountains in the township of Mount
Holly, at an elevation of 1360 feet above the level of the sea.

In the notch through which the railroad passes, and very near

the dividing point between the waters which flow westward into

Lake Champlain and those which run eastward into Connecticut

River, there is a deep deposit of vegetable muck. The cut for

the, railroad is through this muck-bed. In makinar it the work-

men, to their great astonishment, found an enormous tooth. It

was resting upon gravel at the bottom of the muck, which was

there about nine feet deep. It was in a very good state of pres-

ervation, weighed eight pounds, and measured about eight inches

transversely across the crown. It was pronounced by Professor

Agassiz to be a grinder of an extinct species of elephant. Sub-

sequently, as the excavation was continued, the two tusks and

several of the bones of this elephaht were found, and it is not

improbable that the remaining parts of the skeleton are still buried

beneath the same muck-bed.

.^.
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Fossil Cetacean.—The fossil bones^ which it is more particu-
larly the object of this paper to describe, were found on the line

of the Rutland and Burlington Railroad in the month of August,
1849) in the township of Charlotte, about twelve miles south of

t^ Burlington, and a little more than one mile eastward from the
shore of Lake Champlain. In widening a deep and extensive
cut through stratified sand and clay, the workmen there struck
upon a mass of bones. They were between eight and nine feet

below the natural surface of the ground, and were very compactly

» bedded in fine adhesive blue clay. Little notice was taken of
them at first, until some of the overseers, thinking that they
observed peculiarities in the form of several of the bones, were
induced to commence an examination. They soon found that

the bones discovered belonged to the anterior portion of the skele-

ton of some unknown animal, the head of which bad already
been broken into fragments by the workmen, and many of the

fragments carried away with the earth which had been removed.
On carefully removing more of the clay, the vertebrae were found
extending in a line obliquely into the bank, and apparently ar-

ranged in the order in which they existed in the living animal.

These vertebrae were, as was supposed, all taken out, and together

with the sternum, fragments of head, ribs, ^c, forwarded to

Burlington, and by the kindness of Messrs. Jackson and Board-
nian, engineers on the railroad, were placed in my hands.
Upon a careful examination of these bones, I ascertained that

the greater part of the head, all of the teeth, and several vertebrae,

ribs, and bones of the limbs, were wanting in order to complete

. the skeleton. To recover these if possible, I immediately visited

the locality ; and at this and a subsequent visit, I succeeded in

obtaining most of the anterior portion of the head, nine o( the
teeth, and thirteen additional vertebrae, together with the bones
of one forearm^ several chevron bones and portions of ribs. My
first object being to insure the preservation of the bones, I care-

fully cleansed them from the adhesiv^e clay, and then saturated

them with animal glue.

When I first looked at the bones, I was in doubt whether they
belonged to an animal of the cetaceous or saurian family, but

^y doubt was soon removed by a careful examination o( the cau-

dal vertebrse. These I found to have their articulating surfaces

convex and rounded in such a manner as to allow of very exten-

sive vertical motion of the tail, and but very little lateral motion.

This circumstance plainly indicated that the movements of the

animal ia the water were effected by means of a horizontal

caudal fin, and that it, therefore, belonged to the family of
Cefacea.

Pig. 1 represents the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth ver-

tebrae of the tail, showing the manner in which they move upon
SfiooxD Series, Vol IX, No. 26.—March, 1850. 33
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each other—a, as viewed from above—6, as seen latefally.

[The fraction after the No. of the figure, denotes the linear pro-

portion of the figure to the object which it represents.]

But, if there had still remained any doubt with regard to the

general character of the animal, it would have been entirely re-

moved, when 1 succeeded afterwards in reconstructing out of the

fragments of bones which I had procured, so much of the upper

anterior portion of the head, as to exhibit distinctly its spiracles^

or blow-holes, showing unequivocally that it belonged to the

Whale family- My next object was to ascertain, if possible,

whether it belonged to an extinct, or to a living species or genus

of this family. By a careful examination of Cuvier's great work

on Fossil Bones, I became satisfied that, in the osteology of the

head, it bore a strong resemblance to a small arctic cetacean,

called the Beluga, or white whale, [Delphinus leucas, Cuv. Oss.

Foss.^ V, p. 297, pi. xxii, fig. 5 and 6, Paris ed., 1825,) and that

it therefore belonged rather to the living than to the e'xtinct

types ; and this opinion was confirmed by Prof Agassiz, to whose

unrivaled skill and kind assistance ia the investigation of these

fossils I am deeply indebted.

The head of the skeleton, as already remarked, was broken

into a great number of pieces, but enough of these have been

recovered and matched to determine very nearly the form and

entire length of the head and of one side of the lower jaw, and

of its symphysis with the other side. The fragments of the an-

terior portion of the upper jaw were found and matched, with the

exception of so much of the maxillary bone as formed the alveo-

lar margin of the leftside. The alveolar margin on the right

side measures 6*85 inches in length and contains eight alveoli.

In the corresponding side of the lower jaw there are seven alveoli

in a length of 5-5 inches, the alveolar margin extending three

inches farther backward, but not perforated for teeth. Fig. 2 rep-

resents the head, viewed from above, so far as reconstructed,

and fig. 3, a side view with the lower jaw dropped a little below
its true place.

It appears, from what has been said above, that the animal had

seven teeth in the lower jaw and eight in the upper, on each side,

making thirty teeth in the whole. The teeth are all of one kind,

being conical with flat or rounded crowns, and their substance is

very dense and firm. They vary in length from one to nearly

two inches, with a diameter of about half an inch. Fig. 4 rep-

resents their different forms. Only nine of the teeth have been

recovered, and none of these were in their places in the jaws

when I obtained them ; hut that they were in their places up to

the time the bones were first discovered by the workmen, appears

evident from the fact, that, while every other cavity in the bones

was filled with clay, the alveoli were all empty.

$
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Of the vertebrae I have secured forty-onej of which four are

cervical, eleven dorsal, ten lumbar and sixteen caudal. Three of

the cervical vertebras, the first, fifth and sixth, are evidently miss-

ing, which, with those obtained, would make seven, the usual

number. These vertebrae are all free, not being soldered together §

as in the common dolphin and some other cetaceans. Fig. 5

represents the third cervical vertebra.

Of the dorsal vertebrae, the second and twelfth are missing,

making their whole number thirteen. Fig. 6 represents the sev-

enth dorsal vertebra—a, as seen from behind—6, as seen laterally.

Two of the lumbar vertebrae, the sixth and twelfth, are miss-

ing, making twelve in the whole. Fig. 7 represents the seventh

lumbar vertebra. They all have the same general form, but the

lateral winged processes are more decayed and broken in some of

them than in the one represented. The eleventh and seventeenth

caudal vertebrae are missing, and perhaps a nineteenth and twen-

tieth, making their probable whole number twenty. Fig. 8 rep-

resents the fourth caudal v^ertebra. The form of those towards

the extremity of the tail may be seen in fig. 1.

From these statements it appears, that the whole number of

vertebras in the skeleton was fifty-two. Eleven of these are

missing, two of whicb are known to have been taken away after

they were dug up, and may perhaps be recovered. Articulating

surfaces on the under sides of the caudal vertebrae^ indicate five

chevron bones, of which I have all but one, only the fourth being

gone. Fig. 9 represents the second chevron bone.
The total length of the vertebra! column, (due allowance being

made for the eleven missing vertebras, but none for intervertebral

cartilages,) is just ten feet, or one htmdred and twenty inches.

or this length the cervical vertebrae occupy eight inches, the

dorsal thirty-six, the lumbar forty-two, and the caudal thirty-four.

The lumbar vertebrae are largest, having an average length of

about four inches and a diameter of three inches. The total

length of the animal, including the head and caudal fin, must
have been at least thirteen feet. The hjoid bone, fig. 10, and
the sternum, fig. 11, are both very large and strong in proportion

to the size of the skeleton. The former measures eight and a

half inches in a straight line from point to point, and the latter is

fifteen inches long, from three to seven inches wide, and on an

average nearly one inch thick. There are four articulating cavi- I

ties for ribs on each side.

The ribs are considerably decayed and much broken. The
longest rib, in one piece, measures just twenty-four inches along

the curve. The ribs which form the anterior pair are very strong,

and unbroken, and consist, on each side, of two parts of solid bone

as represented in fig. 12.

y
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Of the limbSj the two scapulae, one humerus, and the two fore-

arm bones on one side, and the ulna of the other side, are secured

;

all the other bones of the fins are missing. Fig. 13 represents

the recovered bones of the left fin, in their places. The height

of the scapula is seven inches, the length of the humerus five, and

of the forearm four inches.

There are several of the recovered bones, whose places are not

yet ascertained. Some of these may be appendages to the hyoid

bone and others may belong to a rudimentary pelvis. Professor

Agassiz who has manifested, as already stated, a deep interest in

these fossils, has kindly consented to give them that further care-

ful investigation, and illustration, which their importance demandS;

and for which he is most ably qualified ; I have, therefore, placed

them in his hands for that purpose.

The following measurements of the head, are all that I have

been able to make, which admit of direct comparison with Cu-

vier's measurements of the head of the Beluga, D, leucas. (Oss.

Foss.j \r, p. 302.)
Fossil, D. leucas.

Length of the head from the occipital condyles J ^^ -. •
i co^ oc\ a \no*

. ,1 J i-xv \ "^ y 21 2 inches, "532 m.= -20 v inc.
to the end of the snout,

J
'

" of one fiide of the lower jaw, 16 5 « *408 " =16*5 "

" of the alveolar margin, " 8 2 " '198" = T'S "

" of the symphysis ** 31 " '080" = 31 "

D /

but, at the same time, so many points of disagreement have been
observed, as to render it highly probable that they are specifically

different. In the number of teeth, they differ, as expressed below.

Possil. D. leucas.

Dental Formulas J ?^30: --=36.
7 7 9 9

They also differ much in the relative width of the maxillary

and intermaxillary bones, as developed on the upper side of the

snout, the intermaxillary being wider than the maxillary in Cu-
vier's figure, while in the fossil, the latter is twice the width of the

former. The hnes of the face appear also to be straighter, and the

coronal process less elevated, making the upper portion of the^

fossil than in the D

L

r

he genus D
DelDhinavtc

of

little doubt; but, as already stated, it is highly probable that it

belongs to a different species from Gmelin^s leucas, I would,

therefore, propose Delphinns Vey^montamis for its provisional

•specific name, until Its identity with the D. leiicas^ or some other

known species, shall be established.

The locality, where these fossil bones were found, is situa-

ted a little more than one mile to the eastward of lake Champlain,
and 60 feet above the mean level of the lake, as ascertained by

#

J

}
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the railroad survey. The mean height of the lake is 90 feet
above the level of ihe sea, making the height of the point, where
the fossils were imbedded, 150 feet above the sea. The geolog-
ical formation, in which they were found, is very clearly character-
ized. It belongs to that portion of the Post-tertiary, which has
sometimes been denominated the Pleistocene formation. This
formation extends along the whole length of lake Champlain, and
throughout the valley of the St. Lawrence. On the east side of
the lake, in Vermont, it frequently attains a width of several miles,
and, in places, exceeds 100 feet in depth. It consists, for the
most part, of regularly stratified clay and sand, resting upon the

Champlain rocks, or upon unstratified drift, and portions of it a-

bound in marine bivalve fossil shells. These shells are of several

species, nearly, or quite all of which are now found in a living

state, on the Atlantic shores of New England: and it is common
to find them with their valves united, with their epidermis un-
disturbed, and buried in such a position as to show, unequivocally,
that they lived, propagated and died, in the places where they are

found. The most nhnnrlant. snp.rips is fhp Ssnncruinnlnrif

Myt
f^

common. Some other species are occasionally found.

The cut for the railroad, in which these fossil bones were ob-
tained, is nearly half a mile in length, extending from north to

south, and its greatest depth is about eighteen feet. The depth
of the cut, at the place where the skeleton was found, is ten feet.

About four feet of this depth, reckoning from the natural surface
of the ground, consists of sand, showing no signs of stratification.

Next below this is a mixture of sand and clay, which is regularly
and distinctly stratified, for a depth of two and a half feet, below
\yhich is a vast bed of fine blue clay, in which I observed no
signs of stratification, and which appears to have been, previous to

the deposit of the sand and clay above it, a kind of quagmire.
In the lower part of the stratified sand and clay, and nearly in

contact with the upper surface of the blue clay, the sliells of San-
gutiiolaria fiisca and Myt

>
The head of the skeleton was towards the northwest arid lay-

lowest, while the body and tail extended towards the southeast.

The highest part of the skeleton was about eighteen inches below
the upper surface of the blue clay, or eight feet below the natural

surface of the ground. In the clay, mingled with the bones, I

found a number oi specimens of Saxicava nigosa and two or

three of Nucula ; and I also found in it sucli indications of vegeta-

ble remains as to leave little doubt that this clay bed, once and
for a long time, constituted a salt marsh, with rushes and grasses

on the shore of the Pleistocene sea that then occupied the val-

ley of lake Champlain.
Burlington, Vt^ Jan. 1 , 1 850.
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Art. XXIX.

—

Abstract of a Meteorological Journal^ kept at Ma^
rietta, Ohio, for the year 1849, Lat. 39^ 25^ Long. 4^ 28Vwest

of Washington city; by S, P. Hildreth, M.D,

MONTHS.

THERMOMETER

S

d

January » -

February,
Marnh,
April,

May,
June,
July, .

Auj^ust, -

September,
October, -

November,
December,

Mean for year,

30-46

30-ai

45 04
50-57
61-40

72-20,

69-61

62-57
53- 1

5

47-25

31-33

a

a

59

72!

86
8!)

89
86
84

74
78

J

55

s

a

6
-2

21

21

38
50
48
52
4(!

30
20

•3

5209

9
12

14

20
20
21
25
22
27
19

25
12

BAROMETER.

22
16

17

10

II

9
6
9
3
12

19

S

B

4-Oi)

2-58

4-37

2-50

5-92

4-42

1-2L

3-50

2-631

3 -921

2-58

5-17

4318

W. & N. W.
W. S. W. & S. E.

S. S. W. & S. E.

s. vv. Al s. e.

S. & S. E.

s. «& s. w.
S. & S. £.

S., N. <fe E.

S., N, & S. E-

s. w. & w.
S. £. E. & W.
W., N. & S. E.

30-10

29-85|

29-60-

20-60;

29-70

29-65;

29-70]
29'50'

|29-75

.29-70,

s29-o8;
30-tH)l

•85

-65

'65

60
•45

•40

•:i5

'82

•48

105

The nnean temperature for the year 1849, is fifty-two degrees

and nine hundredths, (52'09). being somewhat below the average

temperature for this place, and was occasioned by the low grade

of the summer months. It goes^ however, to prove that the mean
heat for this locaHty lies between fifty-two and fifty-three degrees

of F^ahrenheit.

The amount of rain and melted snow for the year is forty-two

inches and eighty-nine hundredths, being over an inch less than

in 1848, and ten inches less than in 1847. The rain has been

very equally distributed through the year, affording an abundant

supply for the crops generally, although some locations suffered

from drought in July, injuring the corn crop considerably.

The past year has been marked by no great excesses in tem-

perature. The cold in January and February, for a portion of

the time, was quite severe ; sinking the mercury on the 19th of

the latter month, to two degrees below zero. It caused a great

deal of floatirjg ice in the Ohio river, so as to stop the progress

of steamboats for a short lime, hut did not at any period freeze

over the river so as to afford travellers a passage on the ice. The
Muskingum from the slack-water improvements was closed for

some weeks. The mean for the winter mouths is 34^ 25', being

about two degrees less than that of 1848. Of snow, there fell

about fourteen inches on six different periods; the largest amount

at one time being six inches.

v..
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The mean of the spring months is 52^ 33' ; being rather below
that of the previous year. Spring frosts continued to harass us
as late as May, #ki[e on the loth, 16th, and i7th of April, the frost

was severe, sinking the temperature to 23^. It happened after a

^ week of quite warm weather, and at a time when the pear, peach
and phim were in bloom

—

killing nearly all these fruits. The
apple did not bloom until the 27th of the month, but the germs
were so much injured that tlie crop was almost eiUirely destroyed^
One of the serious evils attached to our climate, is the frequent

occurrence of late spriiig frosts at a time when fruit trees are most
liable to injury. The beginning of May was marked by exces*
sive rains, there falling nearly six inches during that month.
The mean temperature of the summer months is seventy-one

degrees and five hundredths, which is about two degrees above
that of 1848, and exactly that of 1846.

At two o'clock, on the morning of the loth of June, a tre-

mendous storm of electric fluid passed over this region, continu
ing for nearly two hours to discharge a continual stream of light-

ning, accompanied by terrific peals of thunder ; several dwelling
houses were struck, and trees demolished in the town. It ran
along the telegraph wires into the office at jMarietta, and ruined
the magnetic machine. There fell two inches of rain, attended
with little or no wind. The latter part of June was quite wet,

rain falling almost daily, with a hot moist atmosphere, accompa*
nied near the riv'ers with fogs. This state of the weaiher has
been noticed by agriculturalists, as very injurious to the wheat
crops, falling as it does at a time when the grain is forming, about
the middle or last of June, producing a mildew or rust on the

head and straw, and thus blighting the berry. The rust or blight

this year prevailed throughout all the southern portions of Ohio,

extending into Indiana and Illinois; while the northern districts

of these states, being later in ripening, suffered but little. Tl>e

color of this parasite was that of a bright iron rust, and so abun-
dant that a cloud of dust arose from the straw as it fell before

the progress of the reapers, covering the garments of the \vork-

men with a red powder, as if colored by a dye. The same red

fimgus attacked the leaves of the common blackberry bu&hcs,

near the wheat, and was seen on fhc earth in divers places in tlje

fields and in some gardens. Its effects were ruinous to the wheat

crops, shrinking the grain in the most favored fields fifteen or

t\venty pounds in the bushel, destroying its farina so that mer-

chantable flour could not be made from it, and causing a loss to

the farming interest of several millions of dollars. Thousands of

acres were entirely ruined and not harvested at all. Rye suffered

more than wheat, being somewhat earlier in its growth. Grapes

Were attacked in the same manner, the mould on them being

white, attaching itself to the stems, causing the fruit to blight

Se<x)xd Series, VoL IX, Xo. 26.—March, 1850. 84
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and fall to the ground. Potatoes were generally good and free

fronn '4he rot." Indian corn was a fair yield, while the hav
crop was never better. Our soil and climate are so constituted

that if one of the staples fails, some other will supply its place

;

and it is not probable we shall suffer from famine, as they do in

many parts of the earth.

The mean of the autumnal months is fifty-four degrees and

thirty-two hundredthsj being nearly five degrees warmer than

that of 1848. Frost did not materially injure vegetation and

garden plants until the first of November, when the cold destroyed

the bloom of the Dahlia.

Floral Calendar.—March 7, White maple in bloom; 8thy

Robin appears
; 17, Hepatica triloba in bloom. Red elm, garden

crocus.

April 4th, Apricot, Sanguinaria canadensis; 7th, Peach; 8th,

Sugar tree quite green on side-hills : 1 1th, Green gage and cherry

in bloom; 12, Pear; loth, thermometer at 24° this morning,

froze hard ; IGth, thermometer 23^, some snow fell ;
the fruit

blossoms to a large extent killed, and early garden vegetables;

25th, Tulip in bloom; 27th, Apple; Late cherry; 29th, Jndas

tree and Service berry.

May 1st, Ranunculus; 2d, Quince tree ; 5th, Black haw; 7th,

Cornus florida; llth. Frost on fences back of town ;
19lh, frost

on boards; 24th, Locust tree; 29th, Hudson strawberry ripe.

June 3d, Early peas fit for table; 15th, Russian cucumber,
raised in open air; 19th, thermometer 12P in the sun's rays at

2 p. M. ; 22d, the Rust noticed on the wheat, but began as early

as the loth in some places.

July 2d, Wheat harvest begins
; 3d, Catalpa in bloom-

Maxietta, January 23, 1850,

Art. XXX.

—

Chemical Examinations of the Waters of

of the Mineral Springs of Canada : by T. S. Hunt, Ch
Mineralo &

In the course of my official duties it has devolved upon me
to examine the various mineral waters of the province and to

submit the more important of them to accurate analyses. The
first part of the results of these inquiries have already appeared

in the Report of Progress for 1847, 1818, which was submitted

to his excellency the Governor General on the 1st of May, 1849,

from which I extract the analyses that follow. Some remarks as

to the mode of collecting the waters may not be out of place here,

as showing the precautions taken to prevent errors and to trans-

port the waters unchanged to the place of analysis. Unless other-

;r
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wise stated, *hey were always collected by myself from the
spring, and put into large glass jars, holding about one hundred
pounds; these were nearly filled, and being carefully stopped,
the mouths were secured by a lute, which entirely excluded air
and prevented the escape of gases. For the determination of the
gaseS; the processes directed by Fresenius, in his admirable treat-
ise, were employed; they consist in directly fixing upon the spot
the carbonic acid gas by ammonio-chlorid of calcium, and the
sulphuretted hydrogen by a solution of chlorid of arsenic. Care-
fully measured portions of the wat-er being placed in bottles with
these substances, the bottles were tightly sealed, and could thus
be preserved until they were brought to the place o£ analysis.

In stating the composition of the waters, I shall first give the
quantity of bases, acids and radicals in a thousand parts^ and then
m accordance with the general custom, shew how these may be
united to form saline combinations; in following this course I
have conformed to the general practice of chemists, rather be-
cause the results are more intelligible to the unscientific, and at
the same time more readily compared with those of other analysts,

than because the compounds thus calculated can be supposed to

represent the real constitution of the water; for in the present
state of our knowledge, we must, I think, be led to adopt the
idea of a partition of bases among the different radicals, so that

the bromine in a saline water instead of being, as it is here repre-

sented, in conformity with general custom, combined asabromid
of magnesium, is divided between the four metals usually present,

m proportions which we have not yet the means of determining.
The analyses were performed upon weighed portions of water

m preference to using measures; and the weights, including the

specific gravities, were determined by a delicate balance made to

order by Deleuil of Paris, and sensible to the demi-milligramme;
when loaded with two hundred grammes.

The Caledonia Springs.—These springs which are well known
as a place of resort during the warm season, are situated a few
miles south of the Ottawa River, about forty miles from Montreal

;

the fountains which are four in number rise through strata of

post-pliocene clay which overlie a rock equii-alent to the Trenton

limestone. Three of them, known as the Gas Spring, the Saline

Spring, and the White Sulphur Spring, are situated within a dis-

tance of four or five rods, and the mouths of the latter two are

not more than four feet apart. The fourth, known as the Inter-

niitting Spring, is situated about two miles distant, and is much
more saline than the others. The first three are alkaline, the

sulphur spring strongly so, while the fourth contains in solution

a great quantity of earthy chlorids.

None of these waters are what are called "acidulous saline," a
character which is due to the presence of large quantities of car-
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tonic acid^ the quantity of this acid found, being in no case more
than is required to form bicarbonates with the bases present.

I. The Gas Spring".—'The waters of this spring were collect-

ed on the 27th of September. 1S47. The temperature of the

air being 617^ Fahrenheit, that of the spring was 44-4. The «.

discharge was ascertained by careful measurement to be four gal-

lons per minute, a quantity whidh is little subject to variation.

The water in the well is kept in constant agitation by the escape

of carburetted hydrogen gas, which is evolved in considerable

quantity. It was roughly estimated at the time, to be three hun-

dred cubic inches a minute, bat the discharge as I was informed,

is often much more abundant.

The specific gravity of the water was found to be 1006 -2. It

is pleasantly saline to tlie taste, but not at all bitter ; by exposure

to the air it gradually deposits a white sediment of earthy carbon-

ates. Its reaction is distinctly alkaline to test papers.

The examination of the unconcentrated water shewed the pres-

ence of chlorine, calcium and magnesium, but when the liquid is

concentrated by boiling, these bases are wholly precipitated as

carbonates, and the clear liquid is alkaline, yielding with a solu-

tion of chlorid of barium, a copious precipitate of carbonate which

is dissolved by hydrochloric acid, leaving only a small quantity

of sulphate of baryta. The alkaline liquid being evaporated to

dryness, and the residue digested with alcohol, the solution gave

evidence of the presence of both bromine and iodine; the saline

•residue was found to consist of salts of sodium with a small por-

tion of chlorid of potassium. The precipitate of earthy carbon-

ates contained traces of alumina^ iron and manganese. On evap-

orating to dryness a quantity of the water with an acid, and

treating the residue with water, a portion of silica was obtained.

The modes by which the quantities of chlorine, sulphuric acid,

calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium were obtained, need

no particular description. The sketch of the plan of analyses

here given, will be sufficient to show the processes adopted

throughout the research, except that where the waters contained

chlorids of calcium and magnesium, the amount of these bases

was determined first upon one thousand grammes of the water

evaporated with an acid, and then the same quantity having been

boiled with the addition of distilled water until all the earthy

"Baits were precipitated, the respective amounts of the calcium and

magnesium, both in the precipitate and filtrate, were determined,

and those in the latter, regarded as corresponding to the chlorids

and sulphates of those bases, in the recent water. The alkalies

^ere separated by successive treatment with baryta and carbonate

of ammonia, and the amount of potassium in the mixed chlorids

"Was then determined by converting them into the platino-chlorids,

and separating the sodium salt by alcohol.
^
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The bromine and iodine were determined by evaporating fifty

pounds of the water to a small bulk, separating the eartliy precip-
itate, and finally evaporatitig the residue to dryness. This was
treated with alcohol of sp. gr. -835 until all traces of iodids and
bromids were removed. The alcoholic sohition was tben evapo-
rated to dryness, and the treatment renewed with alcohol of -820;
this process was repeated a third time, having previously ignited
the residue to destroy any organic matters, and the solution being
again evaporated to dryness, was dissolved in water, and the

amount of iodme determined after the admirable method of Las-
saigne, which consists in precipitating it as an iodid of palladium.

The bromids and chlorids remaining in the solution, were de-

composed^ by a solution of nitrate of silver, and the mixed pre-

cipitate of chlorid and bromid of silver, after being fused and care-

fully weighed, was submitted in a state of fusion to the action of
a current of dry chlorine gas, until the whole was converted into

chlorid
; from the loss, the amount of bromine was deduced by

calculation.

The total amount of carbonic acid was determined by mixing
measured portions of the water at the source, with caustic am-
monia and a solution of chlorid of calcium; the proportion of

carbonic acid in the precipitate thus obtained, was determined in

the usual manner. The amount of carbonic acid required by
those bases which were known to exist as carbonates in the water,

was then deducted. The quantity of carbonate of soda was cal-

culated from the excess of sodium over that required for the sat-

uration of the chlorine, bromine, iodine and sulphuric acid, con-

trolled by the amount of carbonate of baryta obtained by treating

a solution of the solid residue of 1000 grammes of the water
with chlorid of barium; the two results closely agreeing.

1000 parts of the water of the Gas Spring gave

Chlorine,

Bromine,
Iodine,

4-242810
•011730
•000461

Sulphuric acid (SOM, . • . -002400

. . . . • 3-726400Soda,

Potash,

Lime,
Magnesia,

Alumina,
Silica,

022(00
0S2SS0
2o4600
004400
031000

Iron and manganese, . . • traces.

Carbonic acid, . . • - -705000

These may be combined to form the following compounds

Chlorid of sodium, . . . •
6-967500

" of potassium, . . . -030940

t
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Bromid of sodium,

lodid of sodium,

Sulphate of potash,

Carbonate of soda.

a

u
™

Alumina,

Silica,

Carbonic acid^

Water,

of lime,

of magnesia, .

of iron and manganese, traces.

015077
000530
•005280

'04S570
148000
•526200

L

004400
. -031000

•349000
991'873503

1000000000

Saline ingredients in 1000 parts, 7'7775.

Carbonic acid in 100 cubic inches, 17'5.

IL The Saline Spring,—The spring thus named, is very sim-

ilar to the last, but in reality less strongly saline. Its tempera-

ture was 45^ F., that of the air being at the same time 60^^ F.

The specific gravity 1005-824. Its reaction is more strongly

alkaline, but otherwise the results of its qualitative examination

are similar to those giv^en under the head of the *'Gas Spring."

It contains no sulphuretted hydrogen whatever; some few bub-

bles of carburetted hydrogen are evolved, but the quantity is very

small. The discharge from this spring is about ten gallons per

minute.

3

1000 parts of the water gave

Chlorine,

Bromine^ .

Iodine,

Sulphuric acid (SO^)
Soda, ,

Potash,

Lime, .

Magnesia, .

Silica, .

Alumina, iron and mang
Carbonic ac id

^

These may be combined in the following manner:

anese.

Chlorid of sodium,
it of potassium,

Bromid of sodium,

lodid of sodium,

Sulphate of potash,

Cabonate of soda,
" of lime,
" of magnesia^

3-93830
•01317

00123
•00220

3-52246
•04100

•06580

•25020

•04250

traces,

64800

6-44090
•02960
•01696

•00146

•00480

•17620
•11750

•51724
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Carbonate of iron and manganesej
Alumina, S

^^""^^^

Silica, . . . • .

Carbonic acid, ....
Water, ....

. -04250
•29200

992-36084

lOOO'OOOOO

The amount of solid matter in 1000 parts of the water is by
calculation 7*347; experiment gave 7-2S0j which is a close ap-

proximation. The carbonate of magnesia loses a part of its car-

bonic acid during the evaporation, and exists in the residue as a
basic carbonate; hence the slight deficiency in the result of ex-
periment.

The quantity of carbonic acid, above what is represented as

combined with the bases, equals 14*7 cubic inches in 100 cubic

inches of the water.

IIL The Sulphur Spring.—This spring is situated very near
to the last ; the openings of the two wells being not more than
four feet apart. Although it bears the name of a sulphur water,

its claim to that title is very small. It has a feebly sulphurous

taste and odor, and darkens slightly salts of lead and silver, but
the quantity of sulphur existing either as sulphuretted hydrogen
or as alkaline sulphuret is very inconsiderable, and cannot be
quantitatively estimated by the ordinary processes.

Several bottles of the water were mixed with a solution of

arsenic at the spring, but the precipitate of sulphuret of arsenic

was scarcely perceptible
;
the quantity of the sulphuretted hydro-

gen was not equal to a cubic inch to a gallon. It is still, how-
ever sufficient to impart medicinal powers to the water, for the

efficacy of this spring over all the others in rheumatic and cuta-

neous affections is well attested. According to Dr. Stirling, who
has been for many years a resident at the springs, and is a careful

observer, the water was formerly much more sulphurous than at

present; a thing not at all improbable, as it is well known that

springs often change their character materially in the course of a
few years.

The supply from this spring is apparently about the same as

that of the '^'Gas Spring;'^ its waters flow into the same reser-

voir as those of the saline springs, and the two are used for hot

baths. The mixture, after being heated for use, is without any
odor of sulphur.

The temperature of the spring was found to be 46*^ F., that of

the air being 60^ F. The specific gravity of the water at GO^ F.

is 1003 '7; its reaction is strongly alkaline, and the results of its

qualitative examination show that it closely resembled the two
preceding waterS; except that only traces of iodine were detected

in it.

*
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1000 parts of the water of the sulphur spring gave

:

. 2-12500Chlorine,

Bromine, . . . •

Iodine,

Sulphuric acid, •

Potash,

Soda, . • *, .

Lime, . ' . •

Magnesia,

Iron, . . . /

AUmiina, ....
Silica, . • . .

Carbonic acid, . .

These combined in the usual man
of 1000 parts of the water

:

Chlorid of sodium,
" of potassium,

Bromid of sodium,

lodid of sodium,

Sulphate of soda, .

Carbonate of soda,

of lime,u

ii

ii

Alumina,

of magnesia,

of iron,

Silica, .

Carbonic acid,

Water,

00781
traces,

01030
'01450

212370
'11760

•14230

traces,

00265
08400
59000

er, give as the composition

. 3-84300
'02300

. -01004

traces,

01833
•45580

21000
29400

traces,

00265
. -08400

•14100

994-91818

100000000

The amount of sohd matters in 1000 parts of the water is

4-9406.

The quantity of carbonic acid over that required to form neu-

tral carbonates, would in a gaseous state equal 7*2 cubic inclies

in 100 of the water. The amount required to form the above

carbonates is '449, and an equal quantity of carbonic acid would

be necessary to enable them to exist as bicarbonates, a condition

in which these earthy bases are generally regarded as being dis-

solved in mineral waters. The whole of these alkaline waters

have shown, it will be observed, a deficiency in the quantity of

carbonic acid, and this is particularly marked in this last and

most strongly alkaline of them all. This apparent difficulty is

at once explained by the fact that the whole, or a part of the

carbonate of magnesia, exists in the form of a double carbonate

of soda and magnesia, a compound which is readily soluble in

water and much more permanent than the bicarbonate

I
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The large amount of silica which it containSj is an interesting
pecuh'arity, and naturally connects itself with the strongly alkr^
line character of the water. As sih'ca is capable of decomposing
a solution of carbonate of soda, it is probable that a portion of the
soda must really exist in the condition of a silicate. From the
uncertainty which still remains as to the composition of these sol-

uble silicates, it is impossible to calculate the portion of tl>e soda
which should be deducted from thajt represented as existing as
carbonate^ but an indirect experiment throws some light upon the
question. 1000 grammes of the water were evaporated to perfect

dryness, to render all the magnesia insoluble. The residue being
then dissolved in distilled water, was mixed with a solution of
chlorid of barium, and yielded a precipitate of carbonate, with a
little sulphate, which contained an amount of carbonic acid cor-

responding to -2540 of carbonate of soda, while the excess of
soda above that required for saturating the chlorine, bromine and
sulphuric acid, equalled -4558 parts of carbonate. The difference

'2018 corresponds to '1179 of pure soda, which may be regarded
as forming a silicate with the -0840 of silica. With our imper-
fect knowledge of silicates, especially the soluble ones, it is obvi-
ously useless to speculate farther upon the mode of combination
in which these substances exist.*

IV. The Intermitting Spring.—This spring has been already

described as situated about two miles distaiit from the others.

It rises out of a bank of clay near the edge of a brook ; a well
has been sunk nearly thirty feet through the clay, and the water
rises near to the surface. It is kept in almost constant agitation
by the evolution of large quantities of carburetted hydrogen gas;
the water from this cause, is kept constantly turbid by the quan-
tity of clay diffused through it, ahd it is only after being allowed
to stand for several hours in a quiet place, that it becomes trans-

parent. The discharge of gas is not regular, some minutes often

elapsing, during which only a few bubbles escape from time to

time, after which a copious evolution occurs for a few moments,
followed by another period of quiescence ; from this pecuh'arity it

IS named the intermitting spring.

The temperature was found to be 50^ F. at the bottom of the

well ; that of the air being 6F. The amount of water furnished

hy the spring could not be easily determined, as part of it escapes

through the bank, but it is not large. At the time of my visit,

the recent rains had diluted the spring with a good deal of surface

* Since my report wiii publisliecl, I find that Mr. O. Henry in his fine reserirches

upon tlie sulphurous alkahne Wiiters of tlie Pyreueea, has already shoAvn that tlie

soila generally regarded u> exi.-ting in tliom as carbotiate, is really in a great part in

the form of a silicate, a similar conclusion to that which I have deduced froqi mjr

examination of the sources of Caledonia. (See Journal de Mmrni. et de Cliim., t. vii.,

P- 15.

Skcoxi> Smies, ToL IX, No. 2C.—Marcli, 1850. S5
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water, and I accordingly availed myself of the politeness of the

proprietor, Mr. Wilkinson, who allowed me to take as much as I

required, from a supply which had been brought from the spring

a month previous, and preserved in well covered puncheons.

This was sensibly stronger to the taste than the water at the

spring, and unlike the previously described waters, was disagreea-

bly bitter, as well as saline. Its specific gravity was 1010 939.

A qualitative examination shewed the presence of chlorine,

bromine and iodine, with pofassium, sodium, calcium, and mag-

nesium ; a large portion of the latter two exist in the condition of

chlorids. No sulphuric acid was detected ; but traces of iron and

alumina. Baryta, strontia, fluorine and phosphates were sought

for; but with the exception of slight traces of the latter, the re-

sults were altogether negative.

1000 parts of the water of the Intermitting Spring afforded,

Chlorine

Bromine .

Iodine .

Potash

Soda
Lime
Magnesia
Alumina and iron

Silica .

These may be so combined as

tion for 1000 parts of the water :-

Chlorid of sodium

. 8 36979
•02059

. -00187

•01930

. 6-49360
1-44930

. -55467

traces.

02250

ii

ii

a

Chlorid of sodium
" of potassium

of calcium
of magnesium

Bromid of magnesium
lodid of magnesium
Carbonate of lime

"
of magnesia
of iron,

Alumina .

Silica

Carbonic acid •

Water

it

to give the following composi-

12-250000
•030500

•287050
1-033840
023840
•00205T
'126460

•863230

races.

'022500
•501350

984859173

1000 000000

The solid matter in 1000 parts, as determined by calculation,

is 14-639 parts; the result obtained by directly evaporating a

weighed quantity, and drying the residue at 300^ F.* was 14*500,

the

I

magnesian chlorid during the evaporation
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The carbonic acid of this water was not determined, as the
fresh water, which was required for this purpose, was so much
dihued as to be unhke the specimen analysed.

In a subsequent paper I purpose to describe some of the saline
springs of the valley of the lower St. Lawrence, which are gener-
ally saline, and contain a greater or less proportion of earthy chlo-
rids- The history of the mineral springs of the province when
complete, will present some interesting relations to the geological
structure of the country and the nature of the strata from which
they rise.

ilontreal. May 15, 1849.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE

L Chemistry and Physics-

1. Researches tipon some derivatives of the Benzoic Series ; by G.
Chancel, (Comptes Rend, des Travaux de Chimie, Juin, 1849, p. 177.)

The auihor has prepared the nitrobenzoic ethers of alcohol and
wood-spirit, and confirmed iheir composiuon by analyses. He has
found ihat ihey crystallize in right rhombic prisms of about 120°, and
are conseqnenlly isomorplious. By the action of ammonia upon the

vinic ether he obtained the nitrobenzamid which Mr. Field had before

found by decomposing the nilrobenzoate of ammonia by heat. This
body is sparingly soluble in water, above all in the cold, but dissolves

readily in alcohol and ether, and crystallizes from ihem by slow evapo-
ration in tables like gypsum. By a solution of potash it is decomposed
with the evolution of ammonia, and yields nitrobenzoate of potash.

When nitrobenzamid is dissolved in boiling water and hydrosulphuret
of ammonia added in sufficient quantity, not the least trace of the amid
separates on cooling. The liquid deposits a large amount of sulphur
after standing a few hours, and by evaporation in a water bath to sepa-

rate the last traces, the residue dissolved in water and filtered, gives by
slow evaporation beautiful crystals which give on analysis the formula

Cy Hj^ N^ Og (notation of Gerhardt). It loses an equivalent of water

at 100" to ISO"" C, without undergoing any apparent alteration, so that

Its real formula, as is established by its compounds, is C^ Hg Nj O.

This new substance no longer belongs to the benzoin series (C^), but

has disceded into the formic (C) and phenic (Cg) series, as will be

seen by the results of its decomposition, h is a double carbonate of

ammonia and aniline, minus the elements of two equivalents of water.

C FT, O3, C, H, N, !l3 Nz:=C, H3 N^ O^-f^^II, O,

The author has therefore called it carlonilamid. When gently heated

with a mixture of lime and potash, it evolves in ihe form of ammonia
exactly one half its nitrogren : if now the heal be considerably raised,

pure aniline distils over and carbonate of potash remains. In the first

stage of the process there is evidently the formation of a salt which if
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not an anihranilate ^ is isomeric with it and the true carhonilale, which

is then by an elevation of temperature decomposed into a carbonate

and aniline. The action of sulphuric acid is equally characteriptic

;

sulphanilic acid and sulphate of ammonia are formed with the evolution

of carbonic acid 2;as.

C, H^ N^ 0+2SH20^=:CO^+Cg H, N S03+S(H, H^ N) O^

This body sustains a close relation to urea which is truly carbamid

;

carbonilamid is urea in which the residue of an equivalent of aniline

replaces that of one of ammonia. To represent this by the abbreviated

formulas of M. Laurent,

Am=(H3N4-H) Am-2=(H3N+H)-H2
An={C6 H^ N+H) An-2— (C^ H, N+H)-H,

Urea, (carbamid) C Am'^ A-^ 0=0^ H^ N.> O
Carbonilamid, C An-2 Am'S 0=0^ Hg N^

Lilvc urea the xaew substance is readily soluble in water, alcohol and

ether; the alcoholic solution decomposes spontaneously, but the watery

solution gives fine colorlesy prisms of a fresh taste like nitre. The
resemblance to urea is still farther shown by its action with acids, it is

a veritable alkaloid and forms well defined crystalline sails. The ni-

trate, hydrochlorate and oxalate iiave been examined ; the former is

4-

very sparingly soluble. It combines also with the nitrate of silver and

the bichlorid of mercury; the chloroplatinate crystallizes in beautiful

lOrange colored prisms. T. S. Hunt.
2. On the Products of the dry distiUation of Benzoofe of Lime;

ty G. Chancel, (Compt. Rend, des Trav. de Chim., March, 1849, p. 87.)

—According to the researches of M. Peligot, the result of this distilla-

tioD is a liquid, which 'he named benzone, and which corresponds to

aeelene, while carbonate of lime remains as a residue ; he also recog-

nized a portion of benzene and a hydr^^carbon which he regarded as

jnapthalene and which seemed to be secondary products of the decom-
position.

But according to M. Chancel^ I'hc process is less simple and is always
raccompanied with the evolution of gavseous hydro-carburets during the

whole process. When the dried salt is heated, the decomposition is

complete at a temperature near low redness ; along with the inflamma-
tle gases is obtained a brown liquid heavier than water. By distilla-

tion, a small quantity of benzene ig separated ; but the purification of

lhe residue by this process was found impracticable. When submitted
1o the action of strong nitric acid, it evolves red vapors and ignites; if

the action is now carried too far, a brown viscid mass results, insoluble

In water.; dissolved In a mixture of alcohol and ether and mixed with

1)ydro-sulphurct of ammonia, the vessel after two or three days is found
lillod with magnificent golden yellow crystals. The same compound is

obtained by dissolving the crude product of distillation in strong sulphuric

acid, and after some days adding a little water until it becomes milky ;

the mixture on standing yields an abundant crust of this crystalline

matter, which is even deposited in small quantities after a lapse of time

from the crude liquid, U is consequently an original product of the

decomposition of the benzoate ; and Its analysis, in whichever way ob-

iaiuedj^iKes .numbers corresponding exactly to lhe formula C13 Hi«>
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(notation of Gerhardt), which is exactly the composilion that theory
assigns to behzone :

—

2C7 H, Ca 02=C O2 Cog+C, 3 Hjo O.

Its claim to be considered as the acetonid of benzoic acid is shown
by the fact that under the influence of potash-lime, it discedes at about
260^ C. into benzoate of potash and pure benzene without evolving a
trace of hydrogen gas or any other foreign substance.

Ci3 H,o 0+KHOz=:C, H5 KOo+Cg H
t>*

M. Chancel has given it the name of henzophenone^ to show at once
Its rehition to the benzoic and phenic series, while the terminaiion re-

calls its place among the acetonids. It is insoluble in water but soluble

in alcohol and ether; from a mixture of the two it is obtained by spon-

taneous evaporation in large transparent monoclinic prisms, of a slight

amber tint. It fuses at 46^ and boils at SIS^'C, distilling without al-

teration ; lis odor is fragrant, somewhat resembling benzoic ether.

Neither nitric nor sulphuric acids affect it in the cold ; but fuming nitric

acid by heat converts it into an oily liquid, which is dissolved by etlier

and deposited again almost immediately as a ^eliosvish crystalline pow-
der. This is binilric benzophenone^ C

^ ^ Hs (N^ 0^)0 or Cjg Hg X20.
The product of the action of hydrosulphuret of ammonia upon this,

is an alkaloid which had been some time before described bv MM. Lau-
*'

rent and Chancel, under llie name of Jlarine, The crude product of
the distillation of the benzoate of lime, freed from benzene, was boiled

several hours with fuming nitric acid and then diluted with water. The
oily residue is mixed with ether, and after a time deposits a crystalline

matter which was washed with a mixture of alcohol and eiher. It is a

mixture of binitric benzophenone, with some foreign matters which are

very difiicultly separable. By digestion in the cold with a mixture of

hydrosulphuret of ammonia, alcohol and ether, the principal part is

dissolved, and after twenty-four hours the vessel is filled with needles
of the new alkaloid, which is purified by solution in hydrochloric acid,

precipitation by ammonia and crystallization from alcohol. It forms
fine needles, colorless or pale yellow, which are almost insoluble in

water but dissolve in alcohol and ether. Fused with potash it disen-

gfiges an oil possessing the properties of an alkaloid, lis formula is

C^gHjoN^O. Its salts are soluble and crystallizable ; the chloro-

plaiinate"is Cj3 Hj^Ns O, 2(CI HP and Ci^), a compound with two

equivalents of the platinic chlorid.

These details respecting flavine are given in the Comptes Rendus des

Trav. de Chimie for April, and the editors in a note announce that M.

Chance] has found it to be in reality carlanilid or ajiilic urea. The
details are promised in a following number. By referring to the ac-

count given above of carbanilamid by the same author, we shall see that

^vhile this is CAn-2Am"'20, flavine is CAn-^An-^2 0=C, 3 Hj^N^jO;
the former being the substance Intermediate between flavine and urea.

The alkaline product obtained by the action of potash upon this new
filkaloid will then be no other than aniline.

Among the products found in the crude liquid which yields the ben-

zophenone, are two solid carbonates of hydrogen isomeric with naptha-

lene, one fusing at 92"" and the other at 65° C; the latter is obtained
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with benzonitryl when the vapor of benzoate of ammonia is passed

over Ignited caustic baryta.

M, Chancel refers to the analogy pointed out by Gerhardl between

the ethers and the products of the action of the mineral acids upon

hydrocarbons;* as between nitrobenzene and nitromeihol, sulphoben-

zenic and sulphojnethylic acids. He has extended this view still far-

ther, and shows that as nitrobenzene contains the elemenis of nitric

acid and benzene, minus H^O, so benzophenone is derived from the

benzoic acid and benzene, minus the same elements. C^HgOa
+Cg Hg^C^^Hi^ O4-H2 O. As the name o? phene has already

been given to benzene, which in reality does not belong to the benzoic

series, M. Chancel observes that it will be well to apply to its deriva-

tives the names of nitrophenone and sulphophenone^ which will have

the advantage of recallinfr their relations to benzophenone. T. S. H.

3. On ike Action of Nitric Acid upon BiUyrone^ Laurent and

Chancel, (Compf. Rend, des Trav. de Chimie, 1848, p. 174,)—The
acid obtained some years since by M. Chancel, by the action of nitric

acid upon butyrone, and by him named butyronitric acid, has been sub-

mitred to a new examination, from which it results that its formula is

C3 H5 N0^=C3 H3XO2 ; it is consequently nilrometacetonic acid.

The normal acid being C3 Hg Og- It is insoluble in, and more heavy

than water; has a very sweet taste and an aromatic odor. Its salts are

crystallizable and explode by heat; that of potash forms yellow scales

like \o(\otovm. T. S. H.

4. On Sulphuretted Benzamid ; by A. Cahours, (Compt. Rend, des

Trav.de Chim., Avril, 1849, deComp. Rend, de rAcad.,t. xxvii, p.239.)

As the niiryls by fixing H^ ^ or 2^^ O yield amids or ammoniacal
salts, M, Cahours was desirous to determine whether from the analogy

between water and sulphurelted hydrogen, it might be possible to pro-

duce the corresponding sulphuretted compounds. On dissolving benzoni-

tryl in slightly ammoniacal alcohol and saturating with H^ S, the solution

became discolored, and after some lime on concenlraling by evaporation,

a substance separated in yellow flakes, which dissolved m boiling wa-

ter^and crystallized by slow cooling in long sulphur-yellow needles of a

satiny lustre. Analysis gave the formula^C^ H-, NS, which represents

fiulphuretted benzamid. It is decomposed by red oxyd of mercury
giving rise to water and sulphuret of mercury, and regenerating benzo-

nitryl. Potassium decomposes it with the formation of a sulphuret and

cyanid. M. Cahours proposes to pursue this interesting inquiry.

T, S. H.

5. On the Composifion of ChJoropicrine ; by A. Cahours, (Compt.

Rend, des Trav. de Chimie, May, 1849, p. 171.)—In this Journal for

May, 1849, p. 430, a new substance was described as discovered by Dr-

Sienhouse by acting upon nitroplcric acid by a solution of hypochlorite

of lime. To this the discoverer assigned the formula C^ CI7 N^ 0,o-
As this seemed quite anomalous, 1 proposed in its place, assuming the

quantities of carbon and chlorine found to be correct, C^ HCI7 Ng <^io?

and the more readily as his analysis actually gave a quantity of hydro-

gen amounting to one equivalent, M, Gerhardt remarking upon this

Precis de Chimie Organique, torn. ler. p, 154. See also this Journal for July,

1849, p, 90,
^ H

>
y
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substance (Compt. Rend. Hes Trav. de Chimie, Fevrier, p- 34), sugges-
ted that its real formula is CCI3 NO^, (corresponding lo C^ CI3 NO^ in
llie ordinary notation,) and that it is 7iitric chloroform CCI^ X; I'his
formula which requires carbon 7'2, chlorine 65, and azote b'4, has
been verified by analyses made by M. Cahours upon a pure specimen

^ of chloroplcrine, which has given him carbon 7'09-7'19; chlorine
64'59. M, Gerhardt calls attention lo the close resemblance between
the properties of this compound and that obirtlned by Marignac in action
"wiih niiric acid upon the cblorid of napihalene, which he has described
in his Precis, asformene., bicldoro-binilrique^ and which is represented

k

byCCl^N^O.rrzCCLX
2 -'''2' T. S, H,

6. Process for the use of Tin Plate Scrap in the Maimfaclure of
Malleable Iron; patented by En. Schunck, (Chem. Gaz., Aug., 1849.)
—Large quantities of tin plate scrap accumulate in the manufacture of
tmman^s ware ; these and worn out articles of the same material are
useless except for small articles which are sometimes made from ihem,

I
Their employment in the manufacture of wrought iron has been pre-
vented hitherto by the presence of the tin; the present process is pro-
posed for its rernoval.

A hot solution of alkaline persulphuret, for instance, persulphuret of
sodium, obtained by fusing sulphur with carbonate of soda, converts the-

tin into sulphuret which is retained in solution, leaving the iron per-
fectly free from tin.

The same end is attained, although in a less perfect manner, by a
solution of oxyd oi lead in caustic alkali, or by alkaline chromale in

the caustic alkali. The former, however, produced a deposit of me-
tallic lead, the latter of chromic oxyd, and the removal of either of
these is attended with inconvenience ; the first process is therefore

preferred.

The tin is removed from the solution by evaporation and crystalliza-

tion
; the mass when drained and pressed is dried and roasted in a re-

verberatory furnace ; carbonaceous matter wiih dry carbonate of soda
or quicklime is then added and the tin reduced- The slag resulting

from this process contains an alkaline sulphuret, to which more sulphur
niay be added to form again the solution for stripping ihe tin plate.

The iron scraps from which the tin has been removed are washed
^t^d packed into sheet iron cylinders, which are raised to a welding
heat and brought under the hammer, as in the manufacture of other

scrap iron, G. C. Schaeffer.
7. Anisole^ Salicylic Efher^ and substances derived from them; by

A, Cahoc/ks, (Comptes Rendus, Mar. and May, 1849.)—This investi-

gation is another result of the fine discovery of Zinin, that hydro-sul-

phale of ammonia is capable of transforming the niiric compounds into

true organic bases. This process was at first applied almost exclu-

sively to the nitric compounds of the hydrocarbons; but other facts

show its extension to compounds originally containing oxygen. This
remark applies to the researches before us. The value of this exten-

sion of the process of Zinin is not trifling when we consider that many
^^ the more important organic bases contain oxygen ; we are therefore

nearer than ever to the fulfilment of the promise long since made, of
the artificial formation of quinine, morphine, &c.
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From the distillation of balsam of Tolu, Deville obtained a hydro-

carbon C^^ Hg, which has been named a toluole; it is a homologue

of benzole. This substance furnished Drs, Muspratt and Hofmann by

the process of Zinin, a new organic base, toluidine, a homologue of

aniline. Their paper in the Lond. and Edin. Phil, Mag., Sept., 1845,

well deserves reading, and is particularly valuable for a tabular view

of the parallel anisic and phenic series. Most of the compounds in the

anisic series had been discovered or investigated by M. Cahours; the

present investigation fills many of the gaps by supplying homologues

of the phenic series, and in some cases, furnishes compounds without a

parallel in the latter series. Still more, in the paper above mentioned,

Drs. Muspratt and Hofmann announce a new base, nitraniline, being

aniline in which one equiv. of H^ is replaced by NO^—a most re-

arkable discovery, for the entrance of the elements of peroxyd of

nitrogen without effect upon the basic properties of the original sub-

stance. We shall presently see that three new bases of this singular

kind have been discovered, anisole, which bears the same relation to

toluole that phenole does to benzole, has already furnished bi- and tri-

nitric species, in which 2H and 3H are replaced by 2NO4 and SNO^-
By acting upon anisole with fuming nitric acid and keeping the mixture

cold, M. Cahours has succeeded in forming the mono-nitric anisole

an amber colored, aromatic, heavy fluid, boiling at about 505° F. This

substance is readily decomposed by an alcoholic solution of hydrosul-

phate of ammonia ; sulphur is deposited and a new base, a?iisidine^ is

formed, C^^ H^NOg.
By a similar process, bi-nitric anisole furnishes a new base, differing

from the last in having H replaced by NO^, and is, notwithstanding

the presence of the elements of a powerful acid, a true base capable

of forming well defined cryslalline salts with acids. JSitric anisidine^

it may be called, C,^ Hg Ng 0^, crystallizes in long reddish brown lus-

trous needles, insoluble in water, bu't readily soluble in boiling alcohoK
Some of its salts are colorless when quite pure.
Fuming nitric acid forms with toluole a liquid mono-nitric, and a

crystalline bi-nitric species. The former furnished with hydrosulphate
of ammonia, toluidine, to Drs. Muspratt and Hofmann. The latter by
the same reagent has given M. Cahours a new alkaloid, the nitric tola-

idine.C^^ Rg N^ O^, being toluidine with U replaced by NO^-
Anisic acid with fuming nitric acid is found to form among other

products, a oew acid isomeric with tri-nilric anisole, and a homologue
of picric acid. This substance, chrysanisic acid, Cj^H^NgO^^,
crystallizes from alcohol in beautiful golden yellow rhomboliedral plates

It is distinguished from similar acids by giving a very soluble salt with

potash.

The salycilic ether of wood-spirit (oil of wintergreen) forms a crys-

talline compound with bases, which furnishes on distillation, anisole.

In like manner, Cahours has found that the salycilic ether of alcohol,

forms crystalline compounds, and that of baryta on distillation gives a

new substance, phenetole, C^^ H^^ O2, a homologue of anisole. This,

when acted upon by strong nitric acid, forms a binitric species, resem-

bling binitric anisole, and probably also a trinltric species.

The alcoholic solution of the former with sulphuretted hydrogen ana

ammonia, forms nitric phenetidine^ the homologue of nitric anisidine.
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-^s the mono-nitric phenetole has not yet been obtained, we are with-
out ihe original alkafoid phenetidine, of which the above is a derivative.

io render the relation of these remarkable substances more clear,
we subjoin a table, containing also the previously known honiologues.

I- Phenole O^^U^O^
Nitroplienesic acid „
Bi-nitric phenole C.^

| g*^ JO
f Picric acid. „
\ Trinitric phenole C,2

| gp^Q | 0^

II. Anisole Ci^H^p^

Nitric anisole C^J
J^^

\o

(Chrysanisic ac.) ^
Tri-nitric anisole C,^

|
„ s

J
q

Anisidlne, CiiH9N02

Nitric anisidine Cj^
| ^«j J

NO

in. Phenetole C.^HioO2

Bi-nitric phenetole C^^l J^n } ^

Trl-nltric phenetole 0^^l 5jUq \

Phenetidine, (wanting.)

Nitric phenetidine C,^
| JJ^o \ NO

IV. Benzole Cj^Hg I V. Toiuole Cj^Hg
Aniline CigH^N | Toluidine Cj^HgN

Nitric aniline C^^
|

^e^
|
N Nitric toluidine C^A^lNO4

G. C S.

8. On the Compound Ammonias; by Adolphe Wurtz, (Comples
Kendus, Aug., 1849.)—In the last number of this Journal (Jan., 1850,

p-_65) Mr. Hunt has most clearly explained the mode of formaiion of
this new alkaloid, and also their relation to a very inieresling group of

compounds. Since that paper was written, M, VVurtz has more fully

described the properties of Methylamine and Ethylamine, and has also

added a new ammonia to the series Voleramine-

^ Methylamine^ as well as ihe other new alkaloid, may be obtained from
ijs hydrochlorate by the action of zinc, just as ammonia is obtained
from sal-ammoniac. Thus prepared, methylamine is a gas of ammo-
niacal odor, condensing into a liquid at about S^'' F. Its density is a
little greater than that of ammonia. It is the most soluble of all gases

;

at 53^ F., one vol, of water dissolves 1040 vols. ; al 77^, 959 vols.

Secx)nd Skktes, Vol. IX, Iso, 26.—March, 1860. 36
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In all its reactions, this substance can scarcely be distinguished from

ammonia—it precipitates the same base?, e. g., magnesia, alumma,

iron, lead, &;c., and redissolves the same—zinc, copper and silver.

The compound analogous to fulminating silver, however, does not de-

tonate. Methylamine may be distinguished from anmionia by its burn-

ing with a yellowish flame. Its salts are generally soluble in absolute

alcohol.

Efhylamine^ by a freezing mixture is obtained as a caustic fluid, of

ammoniacnl odor, and boiling at 62*^ F, Its reactions are very similar

to those of methylamine, but it does not form a precipitate with chlorid

of platinum, ll burns with a bluish flame.

Valeramine^ the new alkalc^d is obtained by the action of potash on

cyanale of amylene (cyanic ether of fousel oil), the latter being pre-

pared by distilling sulphamylate of potash in the cyanale of potash.

Valeramine Is a liquid with a burning bitter taste and ammoniacal odor

;

• • I'll
its solution in water produces the same reactions as above dcscnbecJ,

it redissolves the precipitate of salts of copper with more difficulty

than the other ammonias ; the same may be said of the solution of the

chlorid of silver. The formula is C^^ Hj3 N. .

The strong resemblance of these new alkaloids to ammonia has un-

doubiedly caused their presence to be overlooked in many decomposi-

tions of nitrogenous substances. In a recent paper on the decomposi-

tion of caffeine by chlorine, Rochleder describes under the name of

furmyline, a new base to which is assigned the impossible formula

C^ H^ N. This is undoubtedly methylamine, the analysis correspond-

ing beuer with the composition of the latter substance, than with the

above formula. Mr. Anderson has recently examined an alkaloid,

peiinine, Cg H^^ N, which in alt probability is butyramine. We have

then the following homoloj^ous series.

Ammonia, H3N
Methylamine, C,H,N
Ethylamine, C, H,N
Butyramine, Cg H

J J
N (Petinine, Anderson.)

Valeramine, C,,H,3N

9. On a Copper Amalgam; by Dr. Pettenkofer, (Ann. der

Chem. u. Pharm., June, 1849, in Chem. Gaz.)—This remarkable com-

.
pound, used by dentists for filling teeth, contains 30 parts copper and

70 parts mercury. As found in the shops, ii is so hard as 10 require a

powerful blow with a hammer to break it; the texture is crystalline.

When heated to near 600° F,, it swells slightly, and after trituration in a

mortar, it becomes so soft on cooling that it may be moulded in the

fingers like clay. In a few hours it again becomes hard enough to cut

bone. Its density in the two conditions is so nearly the same, that if

pressed into a glass tube wjjile in the soft state, it becomes an air-tight

stopper when hard. Mnny useful and less hazardous applications than

filling teeth may be made of this curious substance.
Or several modes of preparation, the following appears to be the

easiest and best. Finely divided copper obtained by precipitation by
iron, m triturated in a porcelain mortar with proloxyd of mercury, me-
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tallic mercury and boiling hot water. The mass from brittle becomes
soft and plastic when enough mercury is taken up. The excess of
mercury should be pressed out, and \he cake allowed to harden, which
takes more lime, than afier the second sofiening. G. C. S.

10. Benzole; by C. B. Mansfield, (Chem. Gaz., June, 1849.)—

A

useful ajjplication of coal naphtha, which is mainly benzole, was noliced
in this Journal for June, 1849, p. i06. The author proposes a process
for obtaining pure benzole in large quantities from coal iar. The light

coal naphtha from coal tar, is to be distilled in a melallic retort or still,

the head of which is surrounded by water

—

this rising to 212^ and no
higher, suffers the volatile substances of higher boiling point to fall

back into the vessel, while the more volatile benzole passes over and is

condensed as usual. By a second rectification, keeping the still head
at a temperature of 176°, the benzole is obtained still purer. It is next
agitated wiih one-ientb its bulk of strong nitric acid, poured off and
again agitated vvi(h sulphuric acid. When redisiilled, it may be funher
purified by cooh'ng to 4^ F, ; the crystals pressed and afterwards treated

with chlorid of calcium, furnish a pure article.

As benzole dissolves India rubber, gntta percha and most resins, it

tnay be valuable for these purposes, for which, however, the crude
coal naphtha is generally used, hs solvent power renders it, accord-
ing to the author, a cheap and less volatile substitute for etlier in the

laboralory.

A large wumhcr o^ most interesting compounds, aniline, nitraniline,

<fec., may be obtained from this substance in great quantity, at but

moderate cost. G. C, S.

11. On the Separation of Phosphoric Acid from Alumina; by H.
liosE, (Berichi der K. P. Xkad. Wissensch. zu Berlin, 1849, 220;
Chem. Gaz.,- No. 173.)—The author recently published a method* upon
Separating phosphoric acid from bases by nieans of mercury, which
admits of the phosphoric acid being separated from most of the bases

tn such a manner, that not only its quantity can be determined with

great accuracy, but that after its separafion the bases can be readily

examined and accurately estimated, without being contaminated by the

Substance used for separating the j)hosphoric acid. The proposed

method gave unsatisfactory results with the presence of peroxyd of

iron and alumina. When iron alone is present, il requires but a slight

modification
; but with the presence of alumina the dilBcuhies increase

to such an extent that the method becomes inapplicable.

It is however often of importance to be able to determine the phos-

phoric acid with accuracy in complex compounds which also contain

ajumina. In several rocks, especially in the basalts, salts of phospho-

ric acid occur, principally apatite; and undoubtedly the great ferulily

of a soil consisting of decomposed basalt is owing to the admixture of

apatite.

When basalt is treated in the pulverized slate with a dilute acid, this

dissolves the apatite, together with the constltuenis of the decomposed

zeolitic mineral soluble m acids, among which alumina is almost always

present. Now by means of the molybdate of ammonia, the acid solu-

* See this Journal, viii, 181, Sept. 1849.
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tion can easily be tested for a small quantity of phosphoric acid, in

order that when present, even in minute quantity, il may not be over-

looked in the analysis.

After numerous experiments, llie author has found the t'ollowing

method to be the most advantageous for analyzing quantitatively com-

plex phosphatic compounds containing alumina. The phosphate is

dissolved in an acid, nitric or hydrochloric acid ; and after dilution with

water, a sufficient quantily of carbonate of baryta added. After it has

stood for a couple of days in the cold, having been frequently agitated,

it is filtered and the insoluble residue washed with cold water. The
filtered solution contains the bases which were combined with the phos-

phoric acid, excepting alumina, pcroxyd of iron and other weak bases.

These, as well as the whole amount of phosphoric acid, are thus com-

pletely precipitated. The dissolved baryta is removed from the solu-

tion by sulphuric acid. This is somewhat difficult when much lime is

present. In the filtered solution the bases are determined according to

the usual methods.

The insoluble residue contains the whole amount of phosphoric acid

which was present in the compound, as well as the alumina and the

peroxyd of iron. It is dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid, and the

baryta removed by sulphuric acid. The filtered solution is saturated

with carbonate of soda, and evaporated to dryness ; the dry mass is

mixed with silica and carbonate of soda, and heated to redness. The
calcined mass is diojested in water, and carbonate of ammonia added

ID it, when a considerable amount of silica is precipitated ; it is filtered.

The filtered liquid contains the whole of the phosphoric acid ; it is su-

persaturated with hydrochloric acid, then with ammonia, and the phos-

phoric acid precipitated as ammonio-phospliate of magnesia.
The insoluble residue is digested with muriatic acid and the whole

evaporated to dryness. The dry mass is humected with hydrochloric

acid, and the silica separated in the usual manner, after which the alu-

mina and peroxyd of iron are determined.
12. On the Atomic Weight of Silica; by H. Kopp, (Liebi^'s Ann.,

Ixvii, p. 356; Chem. Gaz., July 16, 1849, p. 271.)—The do\ibts en-

tertained respecting the atomic weight of silicon and the composition
of silica according to one of the three formulae SiO, SiOa or SiOg,
have not been solved by the views which have hitherto prevailed on
this subject, where in general the decision has been made to depend on

the circumstance, that a particular series of compounds might be most

simply represented, sometimes according to one, someiimes according

to the other formula. A peculiar mode of conceiving this subject

shows thai, admitting the correctness of the analytical results of Pe-

louze, the atomic weight of silicon with Hi=l is 21'3, and the formula

of silicic acid SiO^.
Kopp has deduced this result from the difiercnce between the boil-

ing-points of the chlorid and bromid of silicon. The possibility is suf-

ficiently evident of deciding the question by this means from a number
of determinations of the differences between the boiling-points of sev-

eral chlorids and bromids, in which the chlorine, on the one hand, imj

may be regarded as a substitute for the bromine in the correspond-
ing bromid, thereby establishing how many degrees the boiling-point
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rises or falls when, in any compound, chlorine is replaced by bro-
mine, or vice versd^ bromine by chlorine. After delcrmining the num-
ber of degrees which express this difference for the substitution of each
atom of chlorine or bromine, it is possible, on the other hand, to con-
elude, froni the difference between the boiling-points of a chlorid and
the corresponding bromid, as to the number of atoms replaced. Now
It results, from the comparison of the boiling-points of several bromids
and chlorids, that the substitution of ICI by iBr raises ihe boilincr-

point32^Cent.; of 2CI by 2Br, 2X^2=64^; of3Ci by 3B,3x32r=96";
while the boiling-point falls in ihe satne proportion wlien, on tiie con-
trary, bromine is replaced by chlorine. Compare, for example, the
boiling point of the following substances :

—

... *

Boiling-point.

C. H.Cl Chlnmlhvlf*. .....4 ^^6 +
C^ H3 CI Chloracetyle, -18^ to 15^, Regnault.

"C'-'g Chlorid of phosphorus . . 78°, Dumas, Pierre.

Boiling-point found. Calculated.

C^H^Br Bromethyle 4i° Pierre. 43^
CiHgBr Bromacetylo Ord. temp. 14° to 17°.

PBrg Bromid of phosphorus . . . 175% Pierre. 174°.

Several other comparisons enumerated by Kopp lead to the law above
announced respecting the change In the boiling-point in substitutions of
bromine and chlorine. It consequently follows, as above stated, that

according as the boiling-point of a bromid, on comparison with that of
its corresponding chlorid, is situated at 32, 64 or 96 degrees higher
than in the chlorine comj)ound, this huter must be regarded as contain-

*^g li 2, 3 atoms of chlorine replaced by bromine. The boiling-points

of the chlorid of silicon and of the bromid of silicon have been deter-

mined by Pierre, a most accurate observer, the first to be 59"^, the lat-

ter to be 153"^; the dilFerence is 94^ ; whence it follows that in the

bromid of silicon 3 atoms of bromine are substituted for 3 atoms of
chlorine in the chlorid of silicon ; that the first is SIBr^, the latter

SiCljj, and that silica is therefore SiO^ ; and consequently we must ad-

mit the atomic weight of silicon to be 21-3, H being assumed =1.
13. On the Extraction of Mannitefrom the Dandelion; by Messrs.

Smith; with an Analysis of the Mannite, by Dr. Stenhouse. Com-
municated by Dr. George Wilson, (Proc. R. Soc. Edinb., ii, 223.)

Messrs. Smith stated that they had extracted from the dandelion, a large

amount of a crystalline sweet substance, having all the physical char-

acters of mannite. It was analysed by Dr. Stenhouse, and found to

Contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, in the proportions which char-

acterize the accepted formula for mannite ; viz., Cg H^ Og, so that it

certainly was the substance it was supposed to be.

iMcssrs. Widumann and Frickhinger, it is stated, had anticipated

Messrs, Smith in the separation of m^annile from the dandelion juice,

and were led to believe thai the mnnnite did not preexist ready formed

in the dandelion
; but was formed in the juice as the result of a pecu-

liar fermentation which it underwent. This result was confirmed by
Ihe Messrs, Smith, who experimented with large parcels of the plant.

Til
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and found ihat even from quanlities of ihe fresh root, so large as 40 lbs.,

no niannite could be extracted, if the expressed juice were prevented

from ferme/iting; whilst, if fermentation were permitted, the same
weight of roots yielded a large quantity of mannite, which appears to

be derived from the sugar, inulin, &c., of the dandehon, which was

converted into niannite, gum, and lactic acid.

The Messrs. Smith staled, in conclusion, that they had not been able

to confirm the sTatemenl of Polex, that the dandelion contains a biiter

crvstallizable substance, such as he had described under the name of

taraxacme.

11. Mineralogy akd Geology.

L On Danhurife ; by J. D. Dana.—The species Danburite, from

Danbury, Conn., has recently been found, through the explorations of

Mr. G. J. Brush, in crystallized specimens, which have afforded the

following crystallojrraphic and chemical characters

Triclinic; P:M=110^ and 70^; M:T=54^
and 126°; P:T=:93° nearly ; P :e= 135°. Cleav-

age distinct parallel to M and P, less so parallel

to T- Crystals imbedded in feldspar, associated

with dolomite, and often an inch across. Occurs
also disseminated massive without regular form.

H.=i7^7-5. G —2-95,SilIiman,Jr.; 2-97,Brush.
Color pale yellow or whitish. Lustre vitreous.

Translucent to subtranslucent. IExceedingly brittle. The minera
resembles chondrodile somewhat, but differs in form and in its distinct

cleavage, as well as chemical characters.

The chemical examinations of the species have been made by Mr.

H. Erni, in the Yale Laboratory, New Haven. Before the blowpipe
it fuses rather easily, and in the dark it is seen to give the flame a

green co!or, especially afler having heated the mineral with sulphuric
acid. With bisulphale of soda and fluor spar the green color (a color

due to boracic acid) is as disiinct and strong as with borax. With bo-

rax or soda, a transparent glassy globule is easily obtained. The
aniount of the mineral under examination was so small that the boracic

acid could be estimated only from the loss. Mr. Erni obtained

Silica,

Lim
Magnesia,

Soda,

Potash,

Perox.iron and
A!umma,

I.

49-74

22 80
198
982
431

211

II,

49 71
22-38

1*30

Oxygen ratio for I.

• «

25-84
6-48

0-78

2-51

0-73

12

1050 5

165

Boracic acid (loss), 9 24 6-35 3

100 00

The ratio gives the formula S]B+4jiSi. The atumina is probably due

to some feldspar, which is often detected penetrating the crystals.

1

1^

4.:

r I

u
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Prof. Shepard, who described the mineral In this Journal, vol.

p- 137, obtained for its composition,

Si 56-00, Ca 28-03. 3tl VlQ, Yi 0-85, E: (with ]?fa?) anJ loss 5-12, fi8-0=100,

making it essentially a hydrous silicate of lime, a composition incom-
pailble with tlie high degree of hardness. The presence of boracic
acid accounts for this peculiarity.

2. On the discovery of Snlphnret of Nickel in Northern Neio York ^,

by Dr. Franklin B- Hough, A.M., with additional observations by
S. W, Johnson, (communicated for this Journal.)—In January of the
present year, wliile visiting my friend Dr. Hough al his residence in

Somerville, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., he showed me specimens of a
mmeral which from its physical characters he had decided to be sul-

phuret of nickel. •

As its existence in the United States has not been heretofore report-
ed, I communicate the substance of a notice he furnished me, in his

own words—'*^This mineral has been found in limited quantities at the
Sterling iron mine, in Antwerp, Jefferson Co., N. Y. It was first no-
ticed by the writer about two years since, and attracted his attention

from its delicate capillary appearance, brilliant lustre, and the difference
of its cryslalline form from that of sulphuret of iron, which in color
and association it so nearly resembles,

*' It occurs mostly in radiating tufts of exceedingly minute and slender
crystals of a brass-yellow color, and very brilliant lustre, which when
highly magnified present the appearance of flattened hexagonal prisms
^ith striated faces, the siriiE being parallel with the principal faces of
Ihe prism.

^'^No cleavage was observed, nor could the terminal planes of the

prisms (if they possess any) be determined. When moderately mag-
nified, the minute acicular crystals appear to gradually narrow to a
point, but lenses of a higher power disclose the fact that these needles
are composed of several crystals of unequal length united by one or
more of iheir lateral faces,

** They occur in geode-like cavities of the iron ore, which are lined

^tth crystallizations of spathic iron, specular iron, quartz, calcite, ca-

coxene, and sulphuret of iron ; from among these crystals the tufts

proceed, attached generally to the spathic iron, more rarely to the crys-

tals of iron. It is not an abundant mineral 5 only perhaps one or two
dozen specimens have been procured since its discovery."

In one elegant specimen in Dr. Hough's cabinet, a cavity of more
than half an inch in diameter is traversed by six or eight somewhat
parallel crystals of larger size than any other yet procured. Their

diameter is about ^^ of an inch. These are attached, as are all the

few larger crystals, by both extremilies.
In a specimen which the writer procured of a miner, several crys-

tals J- inch in length and ^V of an inch in diameter, extended from side

to side of the cavity, being irregularly disposed, and firmly attached to

the spathic iron at each end. Inspection of the sectional surface formed
by the breaking of the geode, led to the observation of minute crys-

tals apparenily springing from the iron, and traversing the spathic iron.

spathic iron, and support i
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inner surface of the cavity. In one of these cases, from the rhomb
thus sustained, another needle of sulphuret of nickel projected up-

wards. These penetrating crystals are not in the least disiorted.

The larger ones of this specimen would admit of goniometrical meas-

urement.

Chemical Examination.—A small fragment of one of the larger

crystals healed in an open tube, evolved a strong odor of sulphurous

acid. The roasted mineral which was black, but unaltered in form,

was treated with hydrochloric acid, no action was manifest upon addi-

tion of nitric acid, and on application of heat, it quickly dissolved. The
solution was evaporated to dryness, the residue dissolved and a drop of

/
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ferrocyanid of potassium added. The transparency of the solution

was disturbed by a fine apparently white precipitate ; an exactly simi-

lar result followed a parallel experiment, made upon a like quantity of

a pure salt of nickel. This reaction is chiefly valuable as proving the

absence of iron and copper.

A hot borax bead was brought in contact with a tuft of crystals.

Some adhered. They melted in the oxydating flame, and dissolved in

the borax, tinging it while hot, of a yellowish color, and upon cooling

it appeared by reflected light, of a peculiar blackish shade, but col-

orless by transmitted light. In the reduction flame the glass after a

time became gray and opaque. The blowpipe behavior of oxyd of

nickel is differently stated in the books, but I have always observed the

above phenomena with a certain rather slight degree of saturation.

The small quantity of mineral has precluded a more extended ex-

amination. Hereafter the associated specular Iron, and spathic iron

will be examined for nickel.

3. Neid Mineral Localities in New York ; by Dr. F. B. Hougk,
(communicated for this Journal.)

—

Pearl Spar^ has been discovered of

a fine quality, in the town of Rossie, St. Lawrence county. It occurs

in seams and crevices of white limestone, in a precipitous bank on the

right side of the Oswegatchie river, and can be procured in considera-

ble quantities.

Associated with this is calcareous spar, crystallized in the forms

most common in the vicinity, viz., the scalene dodecahedron with the

summits of the pyramids replaced by three rhombic faces. Another
modification is common at this locality, in which the acute summit of

the pyramids is replaced by a single hexagonal plane, perpendicular to

the axis. The pearl spar is very white, and occurs crusting over the

crystals of calcareous spar.

Idocrase, of a dark reddish brown color, and crystallized in the usual

forms, occurs about a mile south of the village of Gouverneur, Su Lavv- ^
rence county, in white limestone and associated with scapolite. The
crystals attain a diameter of one or two inches, but the specimens

which are best characterized are much smaller. *

Sulphuret of copper^ in limited quantities, has lately been discov-

ered near Vrooman's Lake, in Antwerp, Jefferson county. Associated

with this was fluor spar, and beautifully crystallized calcareous spar.

Sulphate of barytes, on the farm of Judge E. Dodge, in Gouverneur,

St. Lawrence county, of a highly crystalline structure, and associated

with fluor and calcareous spars. This locality is in the northwest part
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of the town, about four miles from the village, and has been known
about two years, although no account of it has (to the writer's knowl-
edge) ever been published. It appears io exist in great abundance, in
veins in sandstone rock, and may hereafter become of economical im-
portance. It breaks readily in the direction of the cleavage, and spe-
cimens which have been exposed to decay, present an appearance not
unlike that of a mass of nails, which have been partially fused, and
melted together. Color when recently broken, pure white.

The same mineral has been discovered on the farm of Mr. R. Dean,
m Antwerp, Jefferson county, about one mile east of the village of
Ox-Bow. It occupies cavities in a coarse half decayed while limestone,
is of low specific gravity, in consequence of numerous vermicular cavi-

ties with which it abounds, and occasionally presents botryoidal sur-

faces, studded with crystalline faces. From the presence of iron pyrites

in small quantities, it becomes quickly stained with oxyd of iron, when
exposed to the weather.

, Slalaclilic quartz^ has been found in limited quantities at a newly
opened pit at the Parish iron mine, in the town of Rossie, St. Lawrence
county. The same has been found at the Sterling iron mine, in

Antwerp, Jeiferson county, with the surfaces beautifully encrusted with

cacoxenite.

4, A list of the Minerals associated with the Emery of Asia Minor ;

by J. Lawrence Smith, (in a letter to one of the editors.)—Dr. Smith
observes: I find associated with the emery,—calc spar; iron pyrites

5

octahedral and massive protoxyd of iron; magnetic iron ore; peroxyd
of iron ; hydrous peroxyd of iron ; emeryliie and other micas ; sismon*
dile or chloritoid (they evidently being the same mineral) ; diaspore

;

a mineral of waxy aspect having a similar composition to mica, being
probably a kind of amorphous mica ; a beautiful emerald green mineral,

unalterable by heat and of considerable hardness, quantity in my pos-

fiession too small lo determine its character or composition ; and black

tourmaline. I do not allude here to the prismatic crystals of corun-
dum, the massive blue corundum, as they properly constitute the emery.

5. On Uie Degradation of the Rocks of New South Wales and For*
mation of Valleys^ (from the Geol. Rep. Exp. Expcd., by J. D. D.ana.)

-The great depth, extent, and number of the valleys of New South
Wales are calculated to excite wonder, and perplex us much in the

study of their origin. In some of these sandstone regions, the gorges

intersect the country in endless succession, with usually inaccessi*

hie precipices of one, two, or three thousand feet. They are deep
gulfs, with walled sides composed of horizontal layers of sandstone.

These layers seem once to have been continuous: and what is the

force which has thus channelled the mountain structure? Are they

"stupendous rents in the bosom of the earth?''* Are they regions of

subsidence.^ Can it be that they were never filled, but were depres-

sions left between the heaps of accumulating sediment that constitute

the sandstone, which depressions were afterwards enlarged by the sea

during the elevations of the land ?t Or may we adopt the " preposter-

* Strzeleckrs New South Wales and Van Diemens Land, p. 57.

t Darvrin's Volcanic iKlaad^*, p. 137,

S£cx>ND Sifiizs, VoL IX, ^o. 26.—March, 1850, 37
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ous" idea, that simple running water haa been the agent ; and if so,

was it fresh water, or the, ocean ?

The forms of these valleys are as remarkable as their extent. Major

Mitchell slates that Cox's River rises in the Vale of Clywd, 2150 feet

above the sea, and leaves this expanded basin through a gorge 2200

yards wide, flanked on each side by rocks of horizontally stratified

sandstone eight hundred feet high: here it joins the Warragamba,

Some of its tributaries rise at a height of 3500 feet above the sea, and

the ravines they occupy cover an area of 1212 square miles. From
this he calculates that one hundred and. thirty-four cubic 7niles of stone

have been removed from the valley of the Cox.* The facts observed

by us are sufficient to substantiate the general result, although we can-

not add definite estimates of our own. The Kangaroo Valley is another

example of a valley, two to three miles in width, and a thousand feet

to eighteen hundred deep, opening outward through a comparatively

narrow gap: and by a rough calculation from our own examinations,

and the map of Major Mitchell, the amount of rock necessary to fill the

valley is equivalent to a rectangular ridge, twelve miles long, two miles

wide, and two thousand feet high. On the map of the Illawarra Dist-

rict, the form of this valley, (from the colonial surveys,) may be seen;

and it is interesting as an illustration of the general character of these

sandstone gorges, though wider than many of them in proportion to

its length. This is but a small example, however, compared with those

of the interior. Mr. Darwin remarks upon this peculiarity of form,-

Iheir extent and width and many branches, yet narrow openings at their

lower extremity ; and he observes that the same is the character of the

bays along the coast.

In studying the origin of these valleys, we have then to consider the

following particulars:

1. Their high, precipitous, or vertical walls of stratified sandstone,

and their flal areas at bottom—excepting where the descent of the

stream Is rapid.

2. Their frequent great breadth towards their head, while below, they

are often very narrow, like a large bay with a small entrance.
3. The absence of all traces of the fragmentary material which

could have filled these valleys.

The idea that running water was the agent in these operations ap-

pears not so '' preposterous" to us, as it is deemed by Mr. Darwin ;
and

we think it may be shown that Major Mitchell was right in attributing

the effects to this cause. The extent of the results is certainly no diffi-

culty with one who admits time to be an element which a geologist has

indefinitely at command. But the subject admits of full explanation,

as we believe, without making any Improbable supposition on this point.

We need but reft^r to a former page, in which we have discussed the

subject of valley-making by denudation among the Pacific islands,t to

show that New Holland, after all, is not the most remarkable land in

the world for valleys of denudation.
We should consider that the rock material is far more yielding than

ihat of basaltic Tahiti. Indeed the whole rock, from the uppermost

layer to the deposits below the coal, is remarkably fragile, considering

Expedition into Australia, il 352. f See tliia Tolume, p. 48,
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the age of the deposits,—crumbling readily, and often breaking without
difficulty in the fingers; and besides, it is much fissured. Even the
harder fossiliferous Wollongong rock has been described as sometimes
falling to pieces of itself when exposed to ihe air. Moreover there are
occasional clayey or argillaceous layers which are still softer; and
many of those of the coal formation are not firmer than the material
of a common clay bank. The denudation of such material requires
no preparatory decomposition, as with many igneous rocks, but takes

%

place from wear alone, and with but slight force in the agent.

It is obvious for the same reason that the material carried off by de-

nudation ought not to appear in fragments through the lower country.
A short journey alont^ a rapid stream would reduce even large masses
to powder. The plains of the Kangaroo Valley are covered in places
with basaltic pebbles or boulders; but the sandstone, which is the pre-
vailing rock along the bed of the stream and in the enclosing hills, has
scarcely a representative fragment among the debris. The sandstone
blocks are worn to sand or earth by the torrent, while the harder basalt

IS slowly rounded- On the plains of Puenbuen, similar facts were ap-

parent. The hills contain sandstone and basalt, but only the latter

appears as boulders or pebbles over the plains, or along the streams
below.

This Sydney sandstone does not even require running water to pro-

mote degradation. In many caverns along cliffs, the rock gradually
falls to powder by a species of efflorescence. There are numerous in-

stances of this along the coves of Port Jackson, where the crystalliza-

tion of the saline spray reduces the rock to its original sand; and in

the interior of the country there are large caves, formed apparently by
this same process, though probably from the crystallization of nitrates.

Near Puenbuen, these caves are from six to twenty feet deep, and
from four to forty long. The roof is arched, and appears to be con-
stantly crumbling, while the bottom is covered with a fine dry ash-like

sand, into which the feet sink several inches. The same operation is

going on along the summits of the lllawarra range ; and one huge block
was found so hollowed out in this way as to be a mere shell, which
sounded under the hammer like a metallic vessel.

These various facts bring before us some idea o( the yielding nature
of the rock which the waters have to contend with in the denudation of
this country, and they also illustrate the various processes at work.^ We
allude to a single other mode of degradation before passing: it is the

action of growing trees and their roots, both in opening fissures and I

tumbling blocks down the precipices. It is a cause influencing very

decidedly the characters of cliffs, and at the same time preparing the

rock for decomposition and wear.
The credibility of the view we favor is farther sustained by the char-

acter of the streams. We have alluded to the great extent of the Hoods,

and the rapid rise of the rivers attending them. The stream of the

Kangaroo Grounds, when visited by the writer, was a mere brook, ford-

able in any part, and it flowed along with quiet murmurings. How
different when the brook becomes a river thirty feet deep, driving on ia

a broad torment, and flooding the valley ; and this had been its condi-
tion but a few weeks before. Ifj as has been shown, the transporting
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power of running water increases as the sixth power of the velocity^

and a stream of fifteen miles an hour has more than ten limes the trans-

porting power of one moving ten miles an hour, and more than a million

that of a stream two miles an hour,* we can comprehend how very

inadequate must be the conceptions of this force which we derive from

viewing a stream at low water,

This rise in the Kangaroo Grounds is an index of what takes place

every few years over the whole country. Our surprise at the amount
of degradation subsides before such facts; and we rather wonder that

sandstones so soft and fragile, which have been exposed probably from

the Oolitic period, still cover the surface to so great an extent as they

do at the present time»

Mr. Darwin derives his principal argument against the hypothesis of

denudation from the forms of the valleys,—their width, extent and rami-

fications, and yet narrow embouchures. But we find on consideration

that this form is a necessary result of the mode of denudation under

the circumstances supposed.

In our account of the valleys of the Pacific islands,f it has been

shown that the gorges change their character where the slopes become
quite gradual, from a narrow defile with convergent sides, to a broad

channel with vertical walls and flat bottom: the cause of this change

has also been explained. The same cause should produce a like effect

in Australia. Tfiough it be a repetition, we add in this place a brief

explanation of the process. A stream, in making a descent of two or

three thousand feet from the higher summils to the level of the sea,

gradually deepens its bed by wear. Since the waters are increasing in

quantity from various sources as they flow onward, this deepening of

the gorge should be most rapid at its lower extremity ; and it would

continue in progress until the bed in that part became so low or gradual

in slope, that the waters had lost to a large degree their rending force,

and any excavation at bottom was made up by the material deposited

along its course. ' This fact determines a permanent height for the bot-

tom of the lower valley. As the slream continues its wearing action,

in the same manner, the lower valley is gradually prolonged upward,
retaining nearly the same slope at bottom (one or two feet to the mile)

;

consequently the steeper portion of the gorge is at the same rate be-

coming shorter and still steeper. Thus the head of the stream may
finally become a series of cascades, or, as it happens at times in the

Pacific, it may be reduced mostly to a single cascade of a thousand

feet or more.

D
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The progress of this change may be better understood from the

cut here given.

* Wm. Horiaxs, On the Transport of Erratic 5/(xl-«, Trans. Camb. Phil Soc, vm,

1844, p. 221.

f p. 379 of this Report ; also i\\ii> volume, p. 57.
'¥
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A B C D is the rock to be cut through by the stream. Suppose de-
nudation to produce first the course C n^ The stream is filled, as is

commonly the case, by lateral channels and rills down ihe sides of the
gorge, as well as by the main source ; and the amount or depth of water
is thus in constant increase, as it flows onward. Denudation is conse-
quently most rapid the farthest from ihe head, or towards n* ; ihe valley,

therefore, increases in depth in this part till ihe slope has become so
gentle here as to counterbalance the greater amount of water, at which
point the bottom of the valley ceases to deepen ; in this condition

n^ n^ becomes the bottom of the lower valley, and Cn^ the sleeper

portion above it. In the same manner the valley bottom continues to

prolong at nearly the same slope, and Cn^, Cn^, C n^ become suc-

cessively the course of the stream descending into it. And even
Cn*5, is no exaggeration of possibilities; for many examples of it are
met with.

But the results explained are but a part of the actual course of things

in these regions of horizontally stratified rock. As on Oahu and else-

where, when the denudation at bottom has reached its limit, the waters

exert but little degrading power except during floods, and this takes

place by the sides of the overflowing stream ; at the same time, depo-

sitions of detritus take place along its banks. The result is that the

rocks bounding the valley are worn away below, and are often under-

mined, as before explained ; the valley widens ai bottom to a flat plain,

while the enclosing wall by the process becomes nearly vertical. A
narrow riband of land between high precipices of rock is therefore a

necessary result of the action.

Degradation still continues along the upper or steep part of ihe main
stream, and also along the many streamlets and rills pouring down the

valley's sides ; and in eacl) of these streamlets there is a tendency to

produce below a flat-bottomed valley. The consequence is, that they

increase the width and extent of the main valley-plain ; for whenever
they become thus flat-boitomed, they contribute to its lateral enlarge-

Tnent. At the same lime, the bluffs at the lower extremity or embou-
chure of the main valley remain without much change, as the denuda-
tion is mostly confined to the vicinity of the streamlets alluded to, and
these streamlets are most abundant above, since they are produced

and fed chiefly by the rains in the higher part of the mountains. Ii is

natural enough, therefore, that the valleys should not only become flat

below and precipitous in their sides, but also that they should widen

leasi al their lower extremity. We see, therefore, no necessity of ap-

pealing to any olher cause than simply running water to account for

the most stupendous results in Australia.

It has been supposed that the sea has been largely concerned in the

denudation which has produced the Australian valleys. On this point

enough, perhaps, has already been said on a former page. We find

rio reason for attributing any of the valleys to this source, although it

is possible that some "^modifications may thus have resulted. The
facts at Port Jackson are a sufficient reply on this point. The cliffs of
the estuary actually undergo very little change from the action of its

waters, and are far more altered by the mode of efflorescence described,

and by rills of runaing water; and such action as is exerted, tends to
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remove the headlands instead of deepening the coves. There is, there-

fore, good reason for believing that such estuaries as Port Jackson and

Macquarie were dug out by fresh waters, and have since been sub-

merged. The fact that there is a correspondence in trend with the

fissures of the sandstones, sIjows that their direction was determined by

these fissures, or by fauhs which have the same origin. We have re-

marked that the rock has not the same dip in the two Heads of Port

Jackson, a fact indicating the existence of one or more intermediate

faults.

III. Zoology.

1. Report on Zoophytes ; by James D. Dana, Geologist of the Ex-

ploring Expedition under Captain Wilkes, U.S.N, 740 pp. 4lo, 1846;

with an Atlas of 61 plates in folio, mostly colored, 1849.—The pub-

lication of this work has been briefly announced in this Journal. The
number of species of corals collecled in the course of the voyage of

the expedition was quire large, and it consequently became necessary

to revise this department of science throughout; the volume there-

fore includes all known species of existing coral zoophytes, up to the

date of its publication. The species added by Mr. Dana, or described

anew from specimens examined, are in all cases indicated in connec-

tion with the mention of the locality; and moreover, in the catalogue

of species accompanying the remarks upon each genus, the new and

redescribed species are designated by an asterisk, in order that the ob-

servations for which the author is not personally responsible, may in all

instances be readily obvious. The references and synonymes have

been collected from a consultation and study of the original authors In

this department, and not simply from the systematic treatises. There
lias thus been a complete revision of the synonymy of the science,

besides a corrected identification of the species de"scribed or figured by

former writers.

Out of the 444 known species of coral zoophytes, (excluding the

AlcyonariaJ 233 are new species first described by the author ; and of

the remaining 211, 122 are redescribed from specimens. To the genus

Madrepora, previously numbering 20 species, 52 new species are

added, and 12 of the old species redescribed from specimens. The 30

known species of Asiraese were increased to 62 ; the four of Euphyl-

lise, D. (referred to Caryophyllia by Lamarck) to 15; the 17 of Fun-

gidae, to 60; the 57 of Madreporidac to 141, and 34 out of the 57 old

species were redescribed from specimens. This addition of species

rendered it necessary to describe the old genera in some instances with

more precision, and the examinations of the animals made it in general

possible to give these descriptions a zoological character, a course in

which Ehrenberg had led the way. Thus the science, like that of

mollusca, is at last rescued from being a mere systematical arrange-

ment of animal secretions. Species hardly distinguishable in the cor-

als were sometimes found very different in the animals. The Antipa-

thes, supposed hitherto to belong with the Gorgonia?, from a resem-

blance in mode of growth, (as the species of each group have a horny

axis,) were shown to be zoologically related to the Madrepore,—Ae

/
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naked character of the tentacles and iheir number, six^ being widely
different from the same in the Gorgonia? and other Alcyonaria, in

which the tentacles are fringed with papillse, and \he number is eight.
The Aciinias usually separated widely from coral zoophytes, have re-
ceived their true place, in close affiliation with the Astrseidae.

2, A new genus of Orchestidce ; by J. D. Dana.—In a synopsis of the
genera of Gammaracea, in this Journal, volume viii, p. 135, three gen-
era of OrchestidjE are mentioned, Talitrus, Orchestia and Allorchesfes.
We here add a fourih ; and for the purpose of giving a fuller compar-
ative view of the four, and correcting a misprinted word, we insert

the generic characters for the group.

1. Pedes priini nou chelifonues nee subcheliformes,
articulo styliformi confecti; secundi scepe subcheli-
formes, mauu sive parvula et debiii sive nulld. An-
tenna superiores busi inferiorum breviorea Talitnis (Latreille)<

2. TttZifro pedes primosantennasque similis. Pedes
arts secunai valde subclieliformes, manu grandi,

3. Pedes primi secundique plus minusve subcheli-

formes. Antenna? superiores basi inferiorum brevi-
ores. Maxillinede^4 anici^.ni obtusi.

in arts Talitronus (Dana),

Orchestia (Leach),

4. Pedes prbni secundique plus minusve subcheli-
formes. Antennae superioies breviores, basi inferiorum
longiores. Maxillipedea apiceni unguiculati. Allorchestes (Dana).

3. On the Genus Aslrcea; by James D. Dana.—^In the Report on
Zoophytes by the writer, the Genus Astr^ea has the same extent nearly

that was given it by Lamarck, but based on zoological evidence. It

includes all those species of Actinacea in which the budding is fron^

the summit and is a consequence of the gradual widening of the sum-
mit by growth : in some the budding resulting in a subdivision of the

disk of a polyp; and in others, in the development of a new polyp
from the widening parts just exterior to the disk, the widening not ex-

tending to the disk. The latter division had previously been separated
by Ehrenberg and united with some other species, including one or two
Gemmiporie, to form his genus Explanaria, a Lamarckian generic

name but with a wholly new application.

The author has shown that the budding and growth of the Gem-
miporse is essentially different from that of the Astrceoid species here

alluded to—in the former, the buds being lateral from towards the base

of the polyps, while in the latter (as in Astraeas) the summit of the

polyps gradually widens or extends and produces buds. The corals of

this species show this difference in a striking manner.* Kejecling,

therefore, the genus Explanaria, (a name objectionable on account of

its double use, as well as its etymological incorrectness,) the author re-

tained ihe Astrseoid species in the genus Astra?a and introduced the

subdivisions, corresponding, of Orbicellaf and Fissicella, the latter in-

cluding the species which increase by a subdivision or fission of disks,

and the former those whose buds were marginal or interstitiaL

* See ibis Journal [2], iii, 16, 18, , t. ,. -, . .

Corresponds to Blainviile's subdivision Tnbastrcea, a name of hybnd ongia
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Professor Agassiz has made some recent observations on the ova

and development of a species of Actinia, and has shown that the num-

ber of tentacles in the young anima! is at fkvsxfive; and he has conse-

quently inferred that this is a typical or normal number for the true

ActiniiX. The Actiniae, it should be observed, are identical with the

ordinary coral polyps in all points of structure^ and this number should

therefore be expected to occur among them.

But the author has elsewhere shown* that in the Orbicellse the num-

ber of tentacles is a multiple of 6 or 4. In the Orh. argus, glaucopis^

curta^ the number is forty-eight; in the coronala and roiulosa^ thirty-

six; in the pleiades^ hyades^ excdsa^ annularis^ stellulata^ microph'

thalma^ ocellina^ twenty-four ; in the slelligera^ eighteen- The number

SIX is likewise characteristic (perha[)s sometimesybur and not six) of

the species of the genus Caryophyllia and other Caryophyliidse ;
also

of the Madreporidfe in which the number is iwehe ; and of the Antipa-

thidaj, in which it is six.

From these different observations we therefore seem to have two

typical numbers in the same group of animals. Prof, Agassiz's observa-

tion is sustained by the fact that many Actiniae have a five-lobed sum-

mit, or a five-lobed mouth.
It is therefore a very probable inference that those Astrseidse which

bud by subdivision of the disk pertain to the five series, and owe to

this in part the indefinite growth of the disk and multiplication of ten-

tacles, and the consequent fission that takes place. While those of the

six series, as far as direct observation has gone, have a fixed limit to the

number of tentacles,—the even number six being a limit-number, while

Jive may or may not be so.. The multiplication of tentacles as growth

proceeds, has been shown by the writer to be quite analogous to the

spiral development of the leaves or petals of a plant; and it is there-

fore an interesting fact \\\^\Jive should be the number fov the unlimited

epiral, while six is a limited spiral. This is a point, however, which

direct observation on the young of the fissiparous zoophytes alone can

fully establish.

From this and other considerations, the author concludes that the

two subgenera of Aslrasse are much more widely separate than is ad-

mitted in his system, as published in his Report, The Actinaria ap-

pears to contain two grand groups, one characterized probably by the

number/i;e, and multiplication by fission, while the other is character-

ized by the number six^ and an absence of fission. The former in-

cludes the AclinidcB (excluding the Orbicelte, Echinoporae, and Phyl-

laslra^ce), with the Favgidce; while the latter embraces— 1. the Orbi-

cellida (the species of the three genera just mentioned) ; 2. the CyalhO"

phyllidce; 3. the CaryophylUdm ; 4. the Gemiinporidcc ; 5. the Zoan-

ihid(B; 6. the MadreporidcB ; 7. the Antipathidm.
The subgenus Orbicella should therefore take the rank of a genus.

We shall probably find that there are Actinioe of both kinds, although

hitherto not distinguished.

;Mri
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As far as the writer has observed, none of the Palreozoic corals, or
CyathophyMidge, bud by subdivision of disks. Some species have sum-
mit or disk buds; but these buds groia outfrom the disk, like those
which grow ^rom the sides; and are not a consequence of a gradual
and successive multiplication of the tentacles and widening of the orig-
inal disk, ending in a progressive subdivision. The nearest representa-
tives of the ancient Cyalhophyllidae are to be found in the Orbicellge
and Caryophylliie. But the transverse horizontal septa of many of ihe
ancient species have nothing corresponding in these groups though rep-
resented among the Pocilloporce and some other genera of recent Mad-
reporidae.

\

IV. Miscella:neous Intelligence.

1. On ihe Exfractioii of Gold from the Copper Ores of Chessy arid

Sain-Bd; by Messrs. Allain and Barteneach, (Comptes Rendus,
Nov. 19, J849; Chem. Gaz., Jan. 1, 1850, p. 17.)— It results from our
experiments, that at least two ten-thousandlhs of gold may be extracted
from the above copper ores, the working of which, as the mines in

question are of considerable extent, may become highly important.
The density of the ore being 4, 1 cubic metre represents 800 grms. of
gold. The operations are ea^y and rapid, and consist in first roasting
the ore, and then dissolving out the gold.

After the mineral has been roasted in small fragments in the air, with
a view lo render it more friable, it is pulverized, passed through a fine

brass sieve, and again roasted as much as possible, that is to say, until

the powder has acquired a homogeneous brownish-red color. It is then
formed into a paste with sulphuric acid of Q^"^ and roasted a last time
wntil there is no further disen<raf^ement of sulphurous or sulphuric add.
ine employment of sulphuric acid is most efficacious, as on the one
hand, the sulphur in the form of sulphuric acid serves to remove sul-

phur, and on the other, as this metalloid, on becoming oxydized either
by the air or at the expense of the o.xygen of its compound, furnishes
a greater amount of sulphuric acid than is wanted if the sulphurous
vapors of the different roastings are passed into leaden chambers,
"Again, sulphuric acid is preferable for removing the oxyds of zinc and
copper formed, as it readily converts the last traces of sulphurets which
may have escaped the roasting into sulphates.

The substance is then reduced (o as fine a powder as possible, and
boiled with weak sulphuric acid. The insoluble portion is washed, and
lastly heated with aqua regia diluted with water, but having been previ*

ously made in the proportion of 6 parts of hydrochloric acid of 2V
a^nd 1 part of nitric acid of 36^ This is an" important pomU The
liquid containing the chlorids of iron, gold (and even of copper, for it

IS difficult to remove this metal entirely by a single ebullition with sul-

phuric acid), is placed in contact with iron, which precipitates the gold

and copper; the precipitate is collected, washed, dried and calcined,

to oxydize the copper. The gold may be separated from the oxyd of
copper and oxyd of iron (for there is always a little of the latter pre-'

cipitaied in the cementation) by sulphuric or hydrochloric acid ; but
the separation, either by fusion or by chlorine or mercury, is prefera-

Second Series, Vol. IX. No. 26.—xMarch, 1850. 38
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b)e. W
mercury is volalilized. The process above described is applicable to

all pyrites which contain gold. The expenses attending the exlraction

of Z lbs. of gold from the Chessy ores, after deducting the value of the

In April last

copper obtained, do not exceed four hundred francs,

2. The Table Land of , ^_ _ ,_

we had occasion to speak of the first fruits of Dr. Hooker's mission to

explore the botanical and physical character of the Himalaya, He had

ascended the eastern extremity, within sight of the great snowy range,

of which the peak Kinchin-junga, altitude 28,172 feet, is the loftiest

yet known in the world,—^and was anxiously waiting in the environs of

Darjeeling, with the view of reaching the great table-land of Thibet,

and determining the questions submitted to him by Humboldt relative

to its elevation and snow lines.* Owing to the jealousy with which

the frontiers are guarded by the Chinese and Sikkim tribes, and the

difficuily of obtaining provisions and guides, it was some months before

Dr. Hooker could make the pass. This, however, has been effected :

as the following letter describes.

Tunirn, ^.K Sikkim, alt. 13,500 ft., July 25, 1849.

I have at length carried my point, and stood upon the table-land of

Thibet, beyond the Sikkim frontier, at an elevation of 15,500 ft., at the

back of the great range of snowy mountains. The pass is about ten

miles north of this. We have Thibetan ponies, mounted thereon a la

Tartare ; but I walked a considerable part of the way, collecting many
new plants. The Thibetans come over the frontier in summer to feed

their Yaks, and reside in horse-hair tents. I entered one and was
much amused with a fine Chinese-looking girl, a jolly laughing wench,
who presented me with a slice of curd. These people eat curd with

herbs, milk, and Fagopyrum bread—only the richer can afford to pur-

chase rice.^ They have two sons of churn : one is a goat-skin, in which
the cream is enclosed and beaten, stamped upon and rolled ; the other
is an oblong box, a yard In length, full of rhododendron twigs, frosted

with butter—and maggots. Some miles farther we reached the tents

of Peppin, the Lachen Soubah, and were most graciously received by
his squaw and family. The whole party squatted in a ring within the

tent, myself seated at the head on a beautiful Chinese mat. The lady

of the Soubah made tea, adding salt and butter, and each produced our
Bhotea cup, which was always kept full. Curd, parched rice, and
beaten maize were handed liberally round. Our fire was of juniper

wood, and the utensils of clay, moulded at Dijarchi, except the bamboo
churn, in which ihe tea, salt, and butter were churned previous to boil-

ing. * » Presently a tremendous peal, like thunder, echoed down the

glen. My companions started to their feet, and cried for me to be off,

* "Que je suisheureiix d'lipprehendre [says Humboldt] que vous alloz p^netrer

dans ces belles valines de rHIrnalayali, et nieme au-dela vers Ladak et luri plateaux
de Thibet
Tent dan

peleme de la hauteur des neiges perpet„^„.^ „ „. ^ ^ .„^. ^^„.^ ^„ ^-.-

tentrioziale de i'Hinialayah en vous rappellant les donn^es que j'ai r6unies dans le

tjToisi^me volume f'*^ mr^n Ac;« p*i»^ti*.^i^"
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for the mountains were falling and a violent storm was at hand. We
pursued our way for five ov six miles in a thick fog; the roar of the
falling masses from Kinchin-jow on the one hand and Chomolmo on the
other being truly awful.. Happily, no fragment can enter the valley,
by reason of the low hills which flank the river along whose bed we
were journeying. Violent rain ensued, and drenched us to the skin.
Gradually, as we ascended^ the valley widened ; and at the altitude of
about 15,000 feet we emerged into the broad, flat table-land, composed
of range after range of inosculating stony terraces, with a liitle herbage,
amongst which the Lachen river meanders. Five hundred feet farther
we found ourselves at tlie top of a long flat rid^e, connecting the north-
W'est extreme of Kinchin-jow with Chomoimo,—and here stood the

boundary mark. Happily, the weaiher cleared. Northward the pla-

teau dipped by successive very low ridges, overhung with a canopy of
the vapors that had deluged us. Easterly was the blue sky and low
ridges of* the lofty table-land, which here backs the great ran^e. To
the west the spurs of Chomoimo and much mist veiled the horizon.

Southeast Kinchin-jow, a flat-topped mass of snow, altitude 20,000 feet,

rose abruptly from rocky cliffs and piles of debris. Southwest was
Chomoimo, equally snow; while southward, between these mountains,
the plateau dipped into the funnel-mouth head of the Lachen valley.

Here I had an opportunity of solving the great problem—the Elevation
of the Snow Line, Stranfje to say, there was not a particle of snow to
1 O ' 1

^

ne seen anywhere en roule^ right or left, nor on the great mountains
for 1,500 feet above my position. The snow line in Sikkim lies on the

Indian face of the Himalayan range, at below 15,000 feet,—on the

Thibetan (northern) slope at above 16,000! I felt greatly delighted,

flnd made a hasty sketch o^ the surrounding scenery :—somewhat
rude, for at this great elevation my temples throb, and I retch with
sickness.

Just above 15,000 feet all the plants are new ; but the moment you
reach the table-land nine-tenths of them disappear- Plants that are
found at 12-13,000 feet on the Indian approaches to Thibet, did not

ascend to the top of the Pass ; still, as I always expected, at the turning

point where the alpine Himalayan vegetation is to he soon replaced by
'Ihiberan sterility, there is a sudden change in the Flora^ and a deveU
opment of species which are not found farther south, at equal altitudes

in the Himalaya. We made a fire of Yak dung dried, and blew \\ up
with bellows of goat skin, armed with a snout of Yak's horn. My poor

Lepchas were benumbed with cold. I stayed an hour and a half on the

Thibetan side of the frontier, and obtained good barometrical observa-

tions, and others with boiling water,—but the latter process is infinitely

the more troublesome. On our return the weather cleared magnificent-

ly, and the views of the great mountains already named rising perpendic-

ularly exceeded any that I ever beheld. For 6,000 feet they rise sheer

"P and loom through the mist overhead ; their black wall-like faces patch-

ed with ice, and their tabular tops capped with a bed of green snow, prob-

ably from 200 to 300 feet thick. Southerly down the glen the moun-
tains sunk to low hills, to rise again In the parallel of the great chain,

twenty miles south, to perpetual snow, in rugged peaks. We stopped

^galn'at Peppin's tent for refreshment, and 1 again took horse. My
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stubborn, intractable, unshod Tartar pony never missed a foot. Sharp

rocks, deep stony torrents, slippery paths, or pitch darkness, were all the

same to him. These ponies are sorry looking beasts ; but the Soubah,

who weighs sixteen stone, rode his down the whole thirty miles of rocks,

stones, streams, and mountains; and except to stop and shake them-

selves like a dog, with a violence that nearly unhorsed me, neither his

steed nor mine exhibited any symptoms of fatigue. Fever rages below

from Choontam to Darjeeling. My people behave admirably, and I

never hear a complaint; but I find it very hard to see a poor fellow

come in, his load left behind, staggering with fever, which he has caught

by sleeping in the valleys, eyes sunk, temples. throbbing, pulse at 120,

and utterly disabled from calling up the merry smile with which the

kind creatures always greet me. We have little rain, but much mist;

and I find great difficulty in keeping my plants in order. Do not be

alarmed for me about fever, for I shall not descend below 6,000 feet.

I have not been below 10,000 feet for the last two months. 1 lead a

hard, but healthy life ; and know not what it is to spend a lonely-feeling

hour, though without a soul to converse with. Arranging and labelling

plants, and writing up my journal, are no trifling occupation, and I am
incessantly at work. Joseph Dalton Hooker.

3. Oil the Classijication of Colors, Part II. By Professor J. D.

Forbes, (Proc. R; Soc. Edinb., ii, 214.)—The object of this paper is

chiefly one of nomenclature. Every one has felt the difficulty of de-

scribing with precision the innumerable hues which occur in nature

and in art ; and which it is equally desirable for the optical philosopher,

the artist, and the manufacturer, lo be able to refer to in a clear and

definite manner. But such a nomenclature or classification must pro-

ceed upon some admission as to the manner of compounding complex
hues out of simple ones; and, therefore, the author first treats of the

(so-called) Primary Colors. He admits it as^hi^rhly probable, that all

known colors may be formed out of red, yellow, and blue; although
when we aMempt lo compound pigments, we have a very notable loss

of light, and also an unavoidable impurity, which is most visible in the

compound tinls. The author, in passing, endeavors to explain clearly

why the union of pigments never can produce a perfect while, although

the colored light of the spectrum does so ; for, by adding blue light to

yellow light, we not only change the color, but we Increase the illu-

mination
; whereas, by adding a blue to a yellow pigment, whilst we

change the color, we at the same time reduce the luminousness of the

surface, the blue particles being far less reflective than the yellow ones.

Inferring from Newton's empirical rule, the quantities of red, yellosv,

and blue light, which should combine to make white light; and adopt-

ing Lambert's results as to the reflective powers of the brightest pig-

ments, the author concludes, that the mean illumination of a disk put

in rapid revolution, and containing colored sectors, will be 4*57 times

less than if it reflected the whole incident light, or it will reflect only

about half the light which white paper does under the same illumina-

tion, therefore it will appear relatively grey under any given external

illumination.

The author then states, that the triangular arrangement of colors first

proposed by Mayer, and farther carried out by Lambert, appears to

•i

.1

1
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afford the clearest and truest mode of displavincr at a silance the modi-
ticaiion of color due to the varying proporiion of ihe three jjrimary
elements. In this triangle, perfect red, yellow, and bhae, occupy the
three corners

; and these colors graduate into one another, according
to ihe simple law of the distance of any point In the triangle from the
three corners. The sides of the triangle are occupied by binary col-
ors or compounds, by two and two; the interior is occupied by triple

compounds; and the centre of gravity of ihe triangle ought to be a
neutral grey.

Hence it will appear, that any hue not purposely diluted with black
or while, is composed of a compound of a binary color with neutral
gray. Hence a convenient nomenclature suggests itself as follows ;

the first column containing the binary colors. .

[Greyish Red.
#

Red,

Orangish Red,
Red Orange,

j
Reddish Orange,
Oraxge. [Greyi:i.h Orange.
Yellowish Orange, *
Yellow Orange, *
Orangisli Yellow, *
Yellow.

(fee.

Grey Red.

*

Grey Orange

Red Grey. Reddtsh Grev.

Orange Grey.jOrangish Grey.

Greyish Yellow. Grey Yellow
&c. I Ac.

Yellow Grey,

<fea

Yellowish Grev

These colors are supposed to be of the standard or maximum attain-

able intensity.

They may be diluted with while on the one hand, forming tints; or
with black, forming shades.

Mayer's triangle may be repeated with these modifications; but as

Ae color tends to extinction, either in the direction of perfect blackness
or perfect whiteness, the number of compartments in tiie triangles may
be diminished as the dilution of the colors increases. Thus, the whole
niay be formed into a double pyramid of color, converging to white

above and to black below.
The author has been much indebted to Mr, D. R. Hay, the ingenious

author of the "Nomenclature of Colors,'' and other works, not only

for specimens of colored papers formed by the actual mixture of the

three primary colors, but also for many valuable suggestions, of which,

in the course of this paper, he has freely availed himself.

It is the author's wish to be able to obtain a series of colored enamels

complete, according to iMayer's and Lambert's classification. Some he

has already obiaine'd irom the Vatican Collection, (of which he gives a

short description,) and he liopes to render it more complete.

4. Neio Processfor extracting Sugar from ihe Sugar-cane; by !M.

Melsens, (Phil. Mag., xxxvi, 62, from Card. Chron., Dec. 15, 1819,)

^
-The following account of the new and important method of extract-

ing sugar from*^the sugar-cane, is abridged from the first of two long

articles recently published in the Courier dc VEurope.

The great difficulty which has been experienced up lo the present

time in the preparation of sugar, has been owing to the rapidity with

which, when dissolved in water, it alters by exposure to the air m hot

climates. It must, however, be obvious, since the cells of the sugar-cane
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are themselves full of sugar dissolved in water, and this solution can be

kepi for a long time in them, without undergoing any aheration at all,

that if the same conditions which exist in nalure could only be obtained

in practice, there is no reason why an artificial solution of sugar may
not be kept unaltered for a considerable space of time ; or in other

words, why water should not be used for the purpose of dissolving the

sugar out of the crude juice expressed from the cane.

The difficulties, indeed, are not owing to the sugar or to the water,

but to the air, and the ferments produced by its action on the crude sap

of the sugar-cane. The object of M, Melsens was then, to exclude the

air from the sap when extracted from the cane, and to prevent the forma-

tion of any ferments which nriight change the character of the saccha-

rine matter. This he has succeeded in domg by availing himself of

the well-known affinity of sulphurous acid for oxygen gas. Sulphurous

acid, however, alone was found not to answer the purpose ; the sulphu-

ric acid, produced by the absorption of oxygen by sulphurous acid,

acting on the sugar, converts it into grape-sugar. This difficulty has

been overcome by using sulphurous acid combined with a powerful

base, which, as the sulphurous acid is converted into sulphuric acid,

combines with the latter and forms an insoluble salt.

The acid sulphites, and more especially the bisulphite of lime, were

employed by IVt. Melsens for the double purpose of preventing ferment-

ation by the action of the sulphurous acid, and of neutralizing the sul-

phuric acid as fast as it formed by means of the lime.

Sugar-candy dissolved in cold water containing bisulphite of lime,

even in excess, crystallized entirely, and without undergoing any change,

by spontaneous evaporation, at a low temperature. Several other exper-

iments of the same nature, but diffi^ring in their details, always gave the

same result; in each the sugar crystallized out by spontaneous evapo-

ration, without any loss either in quantity or in quality, and without any
appearance of molasses. In these experiments, the sugar dissolved in

water, containing bisulphile of lime in excess, was boiled, and then left

to evaporate, sometimes after being filtered, sornetimes without any fil-

tration at all.

From the experiments which M. Melsens has made with bisulphite of

lime, it is probable that if a cold solution of this salt were to be poured

on the sugar-cane grinder, so as to mix with the juice the moment
it is expressed from the cane, the sugar might be kept for some time, and

might be exposed to the heat necessary for its clarification without any

sensible loss or deterioration.

But this same salt also possesses the property of coagulating, at a

temperature of 212^ milk, white of egg, blood, and yolk of egg mixed

with water. At a temperature of 212^ bisulphite of lime acts as a clar-

ifier. Il soparates the albumen, caseihe, and other similar azotlzed

matters which are found in the sugar-cane. This separation is effected

without appreciable loss in the quantity, or deterioration in the quality

of the sugar.

Bisulphite of lime, moreover, rapidly and tolerably effectually bleach-

es the colored substances found in the sugar-cane; it prevents the for-

mation of other colored matters produced by the action of air on the pulp

of the caue; it also stops the production of those which are formed
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during evaporation, and above all, of those which require for their de-
velopment the joint action of air and a Tree alkali.

It seems that colored substances which, under ordinary qlrcumvsfan-
ces, are formed spontaneously by the exposure of the pulp of the su^rar-

cane lo the air, never make their appearance when bisulphite of lime
IS employed. By evaporating at a low temperature, bisulphite of lime
mixed with— 1, a common solution of sugar; 2, the crude sap of the
sugar-cane

; 3, the juice of beet- root ; no coloration was produced. By
an evaporation of the same substances at a high temperature, the colora-
tion was scarcely visible ; indeed, with rod beet-rooi the color was com-
pletely destroyed, and the sugar obtained was perfectly wliite-

ll seems, then, thai bisulphite of lime can be em|)loyed in the extrac-

tion of sugar:— 1st, as an aniiseptic, preventing the production and ac-

tion of any ferment ; 2nd, as a substance greedy of oxygen, opposing
any alteration that might be caused by its action on the juice; 3rd, as
a clarifier, coagulating at a temperature of 212'' all albuminous and
other coagulable matiers; 4th, as a body bleaching all pre-existing col-

ored products; 5lh, as a body opposing itself in a very high degree to

the formation of colored substances; 6lh, as a base capable of neulral-

Jzing any hurtful acids which might exist or be formed in the juice,

and substituting in their place a weak inactive acid, namely, sulphur-
ous acid.

M. Melsens is of opinion that sugar can be obtained from the sugar-

cane with no other source of heat than a tropical sun, excepting only
for the purpose of clarification ; indeed, the bisulphite of lime prevents

the crude juice of the cane, or the syrup obtained therefrom, from un-

dergoing any changes; great rapidity in the process of crystallization,

mdispensable at present, becomes by using this salt unnecessary; and
more than this, the quantity of sugar which is now lost in the bagasse, in

consequence of the impossibility of washing it out unchanged, can be all

collected by being dissolved in water charged with bisulphite of lime.

The only objection that ciin be made to the above process is, that the

sugar obtained by means of bisulphite of lime has a sulphurous taste;

this is true, but the taste is completely lost— Ist, by crushing the sugar
and exposing it to the air, whereby the little sulj>hile of lime which
there may be is converted into a tasteless sulphate; 2nd, by exposing
the sugar \o an atmosphere containing ammonia; if this is done the

sugar acquires a very agreeable flavor of vanilla, but Is apt to become
a little discolored

; 3rd, by clarifying it until it loses ten percent, of its

weight; by this process a pure white sugar can be obtained, which will

bear comparison with any sample produced at present. The last is the

process recommended lo be used on a large scale. The quantity of

sugar fit for the market which can be obtained from the sugar-cane by
adopting bisulphite of lime, as above recommended, is at least double

that obtained by the usual processes.
Iti consequence of M. Melsens having made all his experiments on

the sugar-cane at Paris, and therefore on a small scale, he is not able

to state how bisulphite of lime can best be used in the large colonial-

sugar manufactories, but is compelled to leave the application of the

principles on which his method depends to the intelligence of the man-
ufacturers themselves.
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In the preparation of beet-root sugar bisulphite of lime is quite a»

useful as in the extraction of cane-sugar; the way in wl^ich it is to be

employed in the former is fully explained in the second article publish-

ed in the 507ih number of the Courier de V Europe, to which we must

refer those among our readers who desire any further information on

the subject.

5. Anniversary of the Royal Society of London,—On St, Andrew^s

Day, SOih of November, the anniversary of this Society was held at

Somerset Eiouse, the Earl of Rosse, President, in the chair. An able

review of the progress of astronomical and physical science was de-

livered by the President, the obituaries of deceased fellows read, and

the three honorary rewards in the gift of the Society were publicly be-

stowed. The Copley Medal to Sir Roderick Murchison for his masterly

works on the Silurian System and Geology of Russia; one of the

Royal Medals to Col. Sabine for his valuable magnetic observations;

and the oilier Royal Medal to Dr. Manlell, for the important services

rendered Xo geology by his various memoirs on ihe Iguanodon, &c.,

published in the Philosophical Transactions. We have great pleasure

in observing that the two Vice Presidents of the Geological Society of

London, received this most honorable reward the scientific Englishman

can attain, at the same time ; the one for his eminence as a Geologist,

and the other as a Paleontologist : both Sir G. Murchison and Dr. Man-
tel! were also elected into the new council of the Royal Society-

6. Ray Society, (Athen.,No. 1142.)—The Sixth Anniversary of the

Ray Society was held during the meeting of the British Association, at

Birmingham. From the Report of the Council it appears that the So-

ciety keeps up the number of its members. During the past year
this body published a fourth part of the great work of Alder and Han-
cock on the Nudibranchiate Mollasca,a volume of the Correspondence
of Ray, and the first volume of a complete Zoological Bibliography,
by Prof. Agassiz, assisted by Mr. H. E. Strickland? For the present

year a volume of Reports and Papers on Botany is already published ;

and two illustrated works are in a state of great forwardness : the first,

a Monograph on the British Entomostracous Crustacea, by Dr. Baird

of the British Museum; the second, a Memoir on the British Fresh-
water Zoophytes, by Prof. Allman, of Dublin.

7. Zoological Gardens, London, (Athen.)—The total numberof an-

imals in the Zoological Gardens is 1352, of which 354 are mammalia,
853 birds, 145 reptiles. Sixty-five species were added during the past

year. The total number of visitors for the year 1849 was 168,895,
which is 25,265 more than in 1848, and 75,349 above the number
in J 847.

8. Mastodon angustidens,—A nearly perfect specimen of this mas-

todon has been found about six leagues from Turin, in a bed of plastic

clay containing fresh water shells and covered with sand. The skele-

ton is preserved in the Royal Museum at Turin and is one of the most

perfect hitherto found in Europe.
9. Development of Electricity hy Muscular Contraction.—The ex-

periments of Du Bois Reymond have been repeated by Prof. Buff of

Giessen with apparent success. In one trial, sixteen persons held each

i
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other by moistened hands, and on all contracting simuUaneousIy by the
right, or the left arm, they formed as it were, a circuit of increased elec-
tromotive power. The effect on the needle was evident, and it was op-
posite according as the right or left arm was contracted : the direction
of the current was always from the hand to the shoulder. It is essential
that the muscular contraction should be increased or at least continued
Until the needle begins to return and then suddenly discontinued. The
greatest deflection amounted to ten or twelve degrees.

10. Injluence of boracic acid in Vitrification^ (Comptes Rend., Oct.

22, 1849 ; Phil. Mag., Dec, 1849.)—MM. Maes and Clemajndot have
studied the effect of boracic acid in the manufacture of glass, and con-
clude that before long this material will be considered essential to

the best glass for optical purposes. They have formed the glasses

consisting of the borosilicale of potash and lime—of potash and zinc

of potash and barytes—of soda and zinc. These borosilicaies are re-

markable for their transparency and hardness.

OBITUARY.

11. Dr. Martin Gay, (in a letter to the Senior editor from Dr. C. T.
Jackson, dated Boston, January 17th, 1850.)—It becomes my painful

duty to announce to you the death of our much beloved friend. Dr.

Martin Gay, who died of peritonitis on the 12lh inst., at IJ o'clock, p.m.

Dr. Gay was the eldest son of the late Hon. Ebenezer Gay, and was
born in Boston on the 16th February, 1803, and at the lime of his de-

cease his age was 46 years, 10 months and 26 days.

He was educated at Harvard University. On leaving that Institu-

tion, he prosecuted his professional studies under the instruction of Dr.

George C. Shattuck, an eminent practitioner in this city, and was grad-

uated Doctor in Medicine on the 25th of August, 1826.

He was elected a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences on the ]4th of November, 1838.

In August, 1841, he received the degree of Master of Arts from
Harvard tJniversity.

He was one of the original members of the Boston Society of Natural

History, and filled successively the offices of Curator in Mineralogy
and of Recording Secretary for several years.

In October, 1844, he was married to Miss Eleanor Allen, daughter

of Frederic Allen, Esq., of Gardiner, Maine.

Dr. Gay was a successful practitioner of medicine, and occupied his

leisure hours in chemical researches, and in the cultivation of the

science of mineralogy. In analytic chemistry, especially in the de-

partment of medico-legal enquiry, he was regarded as one of our most

faithful and accurate chemists.
His testimony in cases involving medico-chemical questions, was

J^ost implicitly relied upon in our courts of justice, and he was remark-

able for the perspicuity and fairness of his evidence.

Devoted to the cultivation of science, he lost no opportunity for im-

proving himself, and during his travels in Europe in 1842, he collected

inuch valuable information and made the acquaintance of many dis-

tinguished chemists, mineralogists and geologists in France, Germany
and Italy.

Secoxd Series. Vol IX. No. 26.—llarch, 1850. 39
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His moral character was held in the highest estimation by all who

knew him. It was marked by integrity, kindness, courtesy, and a high

sense of truth and honor.

His admiration of the true and beautiful in science, literalure and the

fine arts, was a distinguishing feature of his cultivated mind. Although

naturally very amiable and mild in his manners, he was remarkable

for his moral courage, and base or mean actions never failed to excite

his indignation. Independent in his character, and relying on his own

acute perceptions of truth, he cared little for the authority of others,

when he was satisfied that they were in error.

As a physician he was beloved and respected by all who knew him,

and his nice sense of professional honor, and his sincere regard for the

rights of others, was well known and appreciated among his medical

brethren. Our scientific friend is removed from among us, but he has

left us a bright example in his pure and unspotted life, and in his noble

devotion to ihe cause of science and of truth.

'«-

^
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1. Report of a Geological Reconnoissance of the Chippewa Land
District of Wisconsin^ and ^ incidentally^ of a portion of the Kickapoo

Country^ and of a part of Iowa and of the Minesoia Ttrrilory^ made
under instructions from the United States Treasury Department ; by

David Dale Owen, M.D., U. S. Geologist for Wisconsin. 134 pp.

8vo, with numerous lithographs and geological sections.—This valua-

ble document is occupied by the Reports of Dr. Owen, and his assistant,

Mr. J. G. Norwood. The two regions particularly examined were first,

along the Mississippi ; and second, the interior and Luke Superior dis-

tricts. The results, though only preliminary to a complete survey, are

of great interest, both geologically and economically, as is true of what-

ever comes from the distinguished geologist whose name appears at the

head of the survey. The illustrations of rock scenery, from Dr. Owen's
sketches, are full of life and character. We cite the following facts.

The Kickapoo mines are situated between the Mississippi and Kicka-

poo and are connected with a magnesian limestone of the same charac-

ter with that of the Mineral Point district. The ore is a peculiar one.

It is of a light green color, waxy lustre and fracture, and very brittle,

and is disseminated through ferruginous earthy matter composed chiefly

of brown oxyd of iron. An analysis afforded protoxyd of copper 250,
insoluble silicates with a trace of oxyd of iron 8*3, carbonic acid 5-0,

wafer 11*2, peroxyd of iron 48'7, protoxyd of manganese 2, alumina

0-6, carbonate of lime 0-8=99-8. The position of the ore and rock \

indicates that it was once enclosed in a fissure in the magnesian lime-

stone; but by decaying and denuding influences, ihe wall on one side

has been removed. The ore is easily reduced and yields about twenty

per cent, of copper.

Wiih regard to the physical features of the country of the Lower
Magnesian Limestone, Dr. Owen observes:—"The constant theme of

remark, whilst travelling in the region of the upper Mississippi occu-

pied by the lower magnesian limestone, was the picturesque character

of the landscape, and especiafly the striking similarity which the rock

exposure presents to that of ruined structures.

1
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" The scenery on the Rhine, with its castellated heights, has been
the frequent theme of remark and adniiration by European travellers.
Yet ii is doubtful whether it is not equalled in actual beauty of land-
scape, by that of some of the streams that water this region of the far
west. It is certain that ihough the rock formations essentially differ,

nature has here fasliioned, on an extensive scale, and in advance of all
V g ^ m ^

Civilization, remarkable and curious counterparts to the artificial land-
scape which has given celebrity to that part of the European continent.

" The features of the scenery are not, indeed, of the lufiiesi and most
impressive character. There are no elevated peaks, rising in majestic

grandeur; no mountain torrents, shrouded in foam and chafing in iheir

rocky channels ; no deep and narrow valleys hemmed in on every side

and forming, as it were, a little world of their own ; no narrow and pre-

cipitous passes, winding through circuitous defiles'; no cavernous gor-
ges giving exit to pent up waters ; no contorted and twisted strata,

affording evidence of gii^antic uplift and violent throes. But the fea-

tures of the scene, though less grand and bold than those of mountain-
ous regions, are yet impressive and strongly marked. We find the

luxuriant sward, clothing the hill slope even down to the water's edge.
We have the steep cliff shooting up through it, in mural escarpments.
We have the stream, clear as crystal, now quiet and smooth and glassy,

then ruffled by a temporary rapid, or when a terrace of rock abruptly

crosses it, broken up into a small romantic cascade. VVe have clumps
of trees, disposed with an effect that might baffle the landscape gard-

ener, now crowning the grassy height, now dolling the green slope with

partial and isolated shade- From the hill tops the intervening valleys

wear the aspect of cultivated meadows and rich pasture grounds, irri-

gated by frequent rivulets that wend their way through fields of wild

hay, fringed with flourishing willows. Here and there occupying its

pook, on the bank of the stream, at some favorable spot, occurs the sol-

itary wigwam, with its scanty appurtenances. On the summit levels

spreads the wide prairie, decked with flowers of the gayest hue; its

long undulating waves stretching away till sky and meadow mingle in

the distant horizon. The whole combination suggests the idea, not of
an aboriginal wilderness, inhabited by savage tribes, but of a country
lately under a high state of cultivation and suddenly deserted by its in-

habitants; their dwellinfTs indeed gone, but the castle-homes of their

chieftains only partially^destroyed, and showing, in ruins, on the rocky

summits around. This latter feature especially aids the delusion ; for

the peculiar aspect of the exposed limestone and its manner of weath-

ering cause it to assume a resemblance somewhat fantastic indeed, but

yet wonderfully close and faithful, to the dilapidated wall, with its crown-
ing parapet and its projecting butresses and its flanking towers, and

even the lesser details that mark the fortress of olden time.

''Bold exposures of rock, with a grassy bank beneath, such as are

represented by the sketches, are, for the most part, only on the south

and western sides of the hills; the northern and eastern declivities

are more rounded and most generally overgrown with trees and

shrubbery/'

2. The races of Man and their Geographical Disirilmfion; by
Charles Pickering, M.D., of the Scientific Corps of the Exploring
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Expedition under C. Wilkes, U.S.N., Commander ; forming volume IX,

of the Reports of the Expedition. 450 pp. 4to.—This volume is the

result of a vast amount of research by one peculiarly well fitted for

observation by his habitual accuracy and his experience as a Naturalist.

Dr. Pickering, after four years exploration in the Expedition around the

world, made a journey to Egypt, Persia and Hindoostan to complete

his observations. The range of the work will be gathered from the

subjects of the chapters which we here mention. 1. On the Races of

Man; 2. Explanation of the Map, illustrating their distribution ; 3. the

Races of America; 4. the Malayan Race, including the Polynesian;

5. the Australian Race; 6. the Papuan, including the Feejees ; 7. the

Negrillo Race of the East Indies, New Hebrides, <&c. ; 8. the Telingan

or Indian Race in Hindoostan, &c. ; 9. the Negro Race, Africa; 10.

the Ethiopian Race, Nubia, &c. ; 11. the Hottentot Race; 12. the

Abyssinian Race ; 13. the White or Arabian Race ; 14. the Associa-

tions of the Races and Numerical Proportions ; 15. Relations between
the Races; 16. The Geographical Progress of Knowledge; 17, 18.

Migrations by sea and by land ; 19. Origin of Agriculture ; 20. Zoolog-

ical deductions ; 21 to 24. Introduced Animals and Plants of America
of the Islands of the Pacific—of Equatorial Africa—of Southern Arabia

;

25. Antiquities and introduced Plants and Animals of Hindoostan ; 26.

Introduced Plants and Animals of Egypt, enumerated in chronological

order.—Dr. Pickering's extensive knowledge of botany and zoology
has enabled him to collect together a vast amount of information in

these closing chapters, and to correct or elucidate the meaning of many
of the names of plants and animals in Greek and Arabic, which are

ofien mistranslated in our Lexicons, and which in some cases were mis-

understood by the translators of the Bible.

3. Elements of Natural Philosophy^ designed as a Text-Book for

Academies, High Schools and Colleges ; by Alonzo Gray, A.M., Prof.

Chem, and Nat. Phil, in the Brooklyn Female Academy, and Author of

Elements of Chemistry, &c. . 406 pp. 12mo, with '360 wood-cuts.
New York. Harper & Brothers. 1850,—The author of the work be-

fore us has prepared a very convenient and well arranged work on the

different departments of Natural Philosophy. He has condensed a
widely extended subject into a small compass well fitted for the stu-

dent. The work commences with the general properties of matter,

and the forces which govern it, and then passes to the subject of motion,

the mechanical powers, hydrodynamics, pneumatics including meteor-
ology, sound, heat, steam, electricity, galvanism, magnetism and light

or optics. Galvanism is here in its right place with other branches of

physics.

4. .Sailing Directions; by Lieut. M. F. Maury, U.S.N., National

Observatory, Washington, published by authority of Commodore Lewis
Warrington, Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography. 20

pp. 4to.
^
Washington. 1850.—Lieut. Maury in this paper has made

otit a series of directions for navigating the different oceans, especially

with regard to selecting the route for sailing. There are several tables

containing specific information on this point for different latitudes and

longitudes. These tables relate particularly to the route from New
York to clear St. Roque, Brazil, and also to the routes to Europe and
the return.
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5. The Plough^ the Loom and the Anvil ; T. S. Skinner, Editor.
This monthly periodical of practical and econooiical science, comes to

us full of information and ably digested articles, original and selected.
The first article in the January number before ijs, treats of ihe Har-
mony of Interests, Agriculiural, Manufacturing and Commercial, in the
United States, and is by H. C. Carey, It surveys the products of the
country in these different departments with much valuable statistical

detail, stating in tables the productions for successive years, of iron, coal,

lead, woollens, &c,, &c,, and also illustrating the same by means of
diagrams; and exhibiting a wide comprehension of the interests of the
country in its various economical departments. Cotton Mills by Cotton
Growers, Irish Peat, Charcoal and Sanitary Reform, are the subjects

of other papers ; and besides these, there are many shorter articles of
practical value to the farmer and mechanic.

6. Iconographic Encyclopcedia of Science^ Literature and Art ; by
G. Heck, translated and edited by Prof. Spencer F. Baird,—Rudolph
Garrigue, New York.—The plates of Part V, of this Encyclopcedia,
the last which has reached us^, are devoted to illustrations of the de-

partments of Reptiles and Birds. The sketches are forcible and char-

acteristic, illustrating the habits and haunts of the animals as well as
their forms.

7. Fosler^s Geological Chart,—It has been represented to us that

the Geological Chart noticed in bur last number had not been finished,

IP»
•—although the copy received was varnished and mounted in the usual

finished style ; and that therefore it was not a fair subject for criticism.

A revised copy, as now ready for publication, having the signatures of
Professors E. Emmons and W. VV. Mather has been shown us by the

author. Jt has undergone important changes, though not all we should
wish to see made. Figures of American fossils have been substituted

to a considerable exlcul fur foreign ; misplaced fossils in the formations
and the succession of rocks have been set right, and the names of the
New York series of Rocks have been introduced,^—together with the

Tacoiiic formation of Professor Emmons.
8. The Annual of Scientific Discovery^ or Year Book of Facts in

Science and Art, edited by David A. Wells, of the Lawrence Scien-
tific School, Cambridge, and George Bliss, Jr.—We would call atten-

tion to the notice of this work on our advertising sheet. It is to be

issued in the month of March, in a duodecimo volume of 350 pages.

The Prospectus which has been sent us, bears high testimonials from

Professors Agassiz, Horsford, Wyman and Gould, of Cambridge.

Agassiz^s Lake Superior^ is also soon to be issued, from the same
house in Boston, and we doubt not it will be sought for with avidity.

The high importance of the work, the peculiar interest o^ the region,

and the eminent attainments of the author, must give these results of

Prof. Agassiz and his able coadjutors a wide distribution over both this

country and Europe.
9. The Astronomical Journal, Cambridge,—Nos. 3 and 4, for Janu-

ary 7, and Februarys, 1850, contain—Observations of Metis, by Mr.
James Ferguson.—Observations of Metis, made at the Hamburg Ob-
servatory, by Prof Charles Riimker.—On the Phenomena attending

the disappearance of the Rings of Saturn, by G. P. Bond.—On the



13. Thomas Nuttal. W
Gambel, M.D,, in the Rocky Mountains and Upper California-

Pan III. August, 1849. 14. Robert W. Gibbes.—Monograph of

Ihe Fossil Squalidae of the United States.

15. T. A, Conrad.—Descriptions of New Fossil and Recent Shells

of the United States.

16. T. A. Conrad.—Notes on Shells, with descriptions of new Gen-

era and Species.

17. William Gambel, M.D.—Remarks on the Birds of Upper Cali-

fornia, with descriptions of new species.

18. Samuel George Morton, M.D.—Additional Observations on a

new living species of Hippopotamus.
19. John Cassin.—Descriptions of new species of Birds of the

genera Vidua^ Cuvier, Enplectes^ Swainson, and Pyrenestes^ Swainson,
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Heliocentric place of Neptune, by George W. Coaklay.—Note on

the parallelogram of Forces, by Prof. Peirce,—On the orbit of the

Great Comet of 1843, by Prof, /. S. Hnhhard^ (continued).—Devel-

opment of the Perlurbative Function of Planetary Motion, by P'^of

B, Peirce,

10. Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia

Part IV, which is just issued, completes the 1st volume of the new
series in 4to, (pp. 356.) VVe give here the contents of the volume.

Part I. Dec. 1847.— I. Robert W. Gibbes, M.D., on the fossil ge-

nus Basilosaurus, Harlan, (Zeuglodon, Owen,) with a notice of speci-

mens from the Eocene Green Sand of South Carolina.

2. M. TuoMEY, Slate Geologist of Soulh Carolina.—Notice of the

discovery of a Cranium of the Zeuglodon, (Basilosaurus.)

3. Richard Owen, Esq,, F R.S.—Observations on certain fossil

bones from the collection of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Phihidelphia.

4. John Cassin.—Description of a new rapacious Bird in the Museum
of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

5. William Gambel.—Remarks on the Birds observed In Upper

California, with descripiions of New Species.

6. Joseph Leidv, M.D.

—

(1.) Hisiory and Anatomy of the Ilemipte-

rous Genus Belostoma. (2.) Miscellanea Zoologica.

7- J. L. Le Conte, M.D.—Fraumenta Enlomologica.

Part 11. August, 1848.—8. S, S. Haldeman.—Descriptions of North

American Coleopiera, chiefly in the Cabinet of J. L. Le Conie, M.D., ^

with reference to described species.

9. T. A. Conrad.—Observations on the Eocene formation, and de-

scriptions of one hundred and five new fossils of that period, from the

vicinity of Vicksburg, Mississippi; wiih an Appendix.
10. John Cassin.—Descripiion of a new Buceros, and a notice of

the Buceros elatus, (Temm.,) both of which are in the collection of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.
11. John Cassin.—Descriptions of three new species of the genus

Icterus, (Briss.,) specimens of which are in the Museum of the Acad-
emy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

12. Robert VV. Gibbes, M.D,—Monograph of the Fossil Squalidse

of the United States.

ff1
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specimens of which are in the collection of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia,

20. S. S. Haldeman.—Cryptocephalinarum Boreali-americse diag-
noses cum speciebiis novis musci lecontiani.

21. Charles D. Meigs, M.D.—Observations on the Reproductive
Organs, and on the Foetus of the Delphinus Nesarnak.
Pan IV, January, 1850. 22. T. A. Conhad.—Description of new

Fresh Water and Marine Shells.

23. Spencer F, Baird, Carlisle, Pa.—Revision of the North Ameri-
can Tailed-Batrachia, with descriptions of new genera and species.

24. John Cassin.—Descriptions of new species of the Genera Mu
crastur, G. R, Gray, Tanogra, Linn., and Sycobius, Y\e\\\.

25. Robert VV. Gibbes, M.D.—New species of Myliobates from the

Eocene of South Carolina, with other genera not heretofore observed
in the United States.

26. Joseph Leidy, M.D.—Descriptions of two species of Distoma,
with the partial history of one of them.

27. John L. Le Conte, M.D.—An attempt to classify the Longicorn
Coleoptera of the psfrt of America north of Mexico.

11. Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences^ New
Series, vol iv. Part I, 220 pp., 4io, with tweniy-six plates. Cambridge.
1849. The following are the titles of the papers herein contained.

1. Asa Gray, M.D.—Plantse Fendlerianse Novi-Mexicanre: An Ac-
count of a Collection of plants made chiefly in the Vicinity of Santa
Fe, New Mexico, by Augustus Fendler; with Descriptions of ihe

New Species, &c.
2. Charles Menry Davis, A.M., U.S.N.—Upon the Geological Ac-

tion of the Tidal and other Currents of the Ocean. (With three

Plates.)

3. S. S. Haldeman, A.m.—History and Transformations of Cory-
dalus cornutus. (With a Plate.)

4. Joseph Leidy, M.D.— Internal Anatomy of Corydalus cornutus,
m its three stages of existence. (With tsvo Plates.)

5. William S. Sullivant, A.M.—Contributions to the Bryology and
Hepaiiculogy of North America. Part 11. (With five Plates.)

6. William Cranch Bond, A.M.—Description of the Observatory

at Cambridge, Massachusetts. (With six Plates.)

7. George P. Bond.—On some Applications of the Method of Me-
chanical Quadratures.

8. James Deane, M.D.—Illustrations of Fossil Footprints of the

Valley of the Connecticut. (With nine Plates.)

The plates are of the first order of excellence. Those illustrating

the transformations and anatomy of the Corydalus cornutus are of un-

rivalled delicacy, and the dissections by Mr. Leidy, who is distinguished

for his skill in microscopic anatomy, are no where surpassed. The
plates of fossil footprints by Mr. Deane are in a good style of lithog-

raphy, and accurately represent the character of the impressions. The
author figures some new species but without giving names. The article

^'s an interesting sequel, if we may so consider it, to Pres. Hitchcock's

elaborate paper in the preceding volume.

t
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12. Boston Journal of Natural History^ Vol. VI, No. 1.—The fol*

lowing is a list of the memoirs in this number:
L E. Desor. Embryology of Nemertes and Embryonic Develop-

ment of Polynoe,

IL N. M. Hentz. Araneides of the United States, with figures.

III. J. D. WniTiSKy. Chemical Examination of some Minerals.

IV. J. D. Whitney. Examination of the Arkansite, Schorlomiie

and Ozarkite of Shepard.
' V, S, L. BiGELOW, M.D. Habits of Salmo fontinalls.

VL W. O. Aykes. Description of a new genus of Fishes, Mala-

costeus.

VII. J. L. Le Conte, M.D. On the Pselaphidse of the United States.

VIII. Samuel Kneeland, Jr. Dissection of Crocodilus lucius.

IX. T. S. Hunt. Chemical examination of the new mineral Alger-

ite, with a description by F. Alger,

X. F.Alger. Examination of a Sapphire from Cherokee Co., Georgia.

XL Jeffries Wyman, M.D. On the Cancellated Structure of the

Bones of the Human Body.
»

Smithsoman Contributions to Kxoavledge.—Occultations visible in the United

States during the year 1850. Computed by John Downes. 26 pp. 4to. Washing-

ton, 1849.

Prof. Bell : A History of British Reptiles, 2nd edition, with 50 WQod engrav-

ings. 8vo. London, 1849. 12s.

L. L. BoscAWEX Ibbetsox : Notes on the Geology and Cliemical Composition of

the various strata of the Isle of "Wight, with a map in relief colored geologically.

8vo. London, 1849. ^s. M.
Prof. Omen : On Parthenogenesis, or the Successive Production of Procreating In-

dividuals from a single Ovum. 8vo. London, 1849. 5,?.

A. E. Knox : Ornithological Rambles in Sussex, witli 4 lithographs. Post 8vo.

London, 1849. 7s. fi J.

E. Forbes and S. Hanley: A History of British MoUusca; parts 13 to 24. Svo.

London. 2^. (^d, plain ; royal 8vo, colored, a.s.

H, Doubleday: A Synonymic list of British Lepidoptera. Svo. ioTidow, 1849. 2s.

Quarterly Joukxal of the Geological Society.—IS^o. 19 of this Journal is occu-

pied witli a memoir by Mm-chisou on the Alps, Appenniues and Carpathians, 160

pages. No 20, contains a memoir on the Eocene of Hampshire by Mr. Moore ; on a

Siliceous^Zoophyte by Bowerbank; on Platysomus by P. Egerton; on Neritoma by
Mr. Mom's : on the Gypsum of Plaister Cove by Mr. Dawson; on Footprints in Sand
by Lyell; on the Crag at Chille?ford, by Mr. Prestwich; on Erect Sigilhirise, with

drawmgs of the roots by Mr. Brown ; on the Geology of Asia Minor by Mr. Hamil-

ton
; on Tylostoma by Mr. Sharpe ; on FossU Reptiles of New Jersey by Prof. Owen,

with a translation of Bronn s PaL^ioutological Statics.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xvi, Part V, 1848-1849-

Art. 34. Biographiral Notice of the late Thomas Chalmers ; E, B. Ramsay.—o^^

Theory of ntUing Curves; J.,C. Maxwell.—^G, An account of Carnot's Theory of

the Motive Power of Heat, with Numerical Results deduced from Regnault's Ex-

periments on Steam ; W. Thomson.—-31, On the Effects of Pressure in lowering the

freezing point of Water; J, Thomsion.—Z%, On the gradual production of Lmnmous
impressions on tlie Eye and other Phenomena of Vision; \V. Siran.

Makerstoun Magnetical and METEOKOLOtiicAL OusERVATioNS FOR 1845 and 1846.

420 and Ixxii pages, 4to, with numerous Charts ; forming volume xix, part 1, of the

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Edited by John Allan Brown,

Esq., director of the Observatory of Edinburgh. 1849.
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Art. XXXL—i brief Memoir of the late Walter Folger, of
Nantucket ; by William Mitchell*

Among men of genius, those who have shared largely of nati^re's

gifts, ^nd manifested a high order o{ intellect in reference to those
inquiries vA^hich are hidden from ordinary minds, the late Walter
Folger of Nantucket^ is entitled to a prominent rank. He was born
in the 6th month, (June,) 1765. His father, also named Walter,
^as among the wealthier class of that day, and one of the first

who engaged in the manufacture of sperm candles, since become
so extensively the business of the place. He was descended from
Peter Folger, one of the earlier settlers of ihe island, the maternal
grandfather of Fratiklin, and the poet whose memory the Doctor
so fondly cherished. WaUer, senior, was much distinguished in

Garly life for mechanical and mathematical (alent, and at a later

p^riiid when withdrawn fn^m business, though eclipsed in evexy

department by his son, he was sure to be found wherever any
mechanical operation was in progress, that involved novelty of

^ft or excellence of execution. On his mother's side the subject

^^ tliis memoir was descended directly from Mary Starbnck, a

niatron of great notoriety in the history of the island; the first

convert to the principles of the society of Friends, and the min-
ister by whose influence so large a portion of those isolated peo-

ple became members of that body of professing christians Of
this distinguished lady, we find an account in the journal of a
traveling minister of the society, who visited the island in the

farly part of the last century. ** There was," says he, *^on the

island, one Nathaniel Starbuck, whose wife was a wise discreet

Skcon-d Series, Vol. IX, No. 27.--:VIay, 1850. 40
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314 A brief Memoir of the late Walter Folger.

woman, well read in scripture and not attached to any sect; but

in great reputation throughout the island for knowledge in mat-

ters of religiottj and an oracle among them on that account, inso-

much that they would not do any thing without her advice and

consent therein."

Although his family were numerous, the means of the father

fR^ere quite adequate to furnish his son whh liberal instruction
;

but education in that day, was but lightly esteemed by the island-

ers, a state of thinss forming a striking contrast with the agree-

able circumstances of the present day, and his youth, wilh the

exception of a few weeks occasionally spent in very indifferent

schools, mostly taught by females, was suffered to pass away

without that instruction which, with such materials to work

upon, would have been of so much value to science.

In these schools he soon comprehended all that was taught,

and spent most of his time in alternately assisting the pupils arid

instructing the teachers. The first study, in those branches in

which he became distinguished, to which he directed his atten-

tion, was that of land surveying, in which, without the least per-

sonal assistance, he became exceedingly skillful. In the winter oi

1782-3, he attended an evening school, in which he studied nav-

igation and gauging, and readily acquainted himself with these

branches. Nothing of a mathematical character seemed ever to

present any difficulty to his mind. He mastered Algebra and

Fluxions, without assistance, and while in his teens he read Eu-

clid, as he would read a narrative, no problem arresting his pro-

gress; and yet so little did he know of language, or of any thing

appertaining to it, that he had reached the years of manhood, as

he often confessed, before he knew the definition of the word
grammar. He afterwards accidentally met with an old volume
of lia Lande's large astronomical work, in the hands of a cast-

away sailor and purchased it, and to enable him to read it, he stud-

ied the French language, and with it the English, and' was there-

fore able to read the French authors with ease. From this time

he applied himself with great assiduity to the principal depart-

ments of physical science. As a practical mechanic and optician,

he had few superiors, and in his own town certainly no equal.

Every species of machinery on which he placed his eye, he seem-

ed at once to comprehend". During most of the year 1783, he

was afflicted with ill health, and much of the time confined to

his bed begging constantly for books, which seemed the only

needful opiate. There were few books at hand adapted to his

taste ; but his father finally succeeded in obtaining for him a

work on Navigation, to which for the first liuje, was appended

Dr. Maskelyne's method of obtaining the longitude at sea by

means of lunar distances. This delighted him, and at the age of

eighteen, prostrated with sickness, he familiarized himself with

K-'
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the problem, and the engagement so diverted his mind from his
infirmities that he speedily regained his strength. He immedi-
ately applied ail his influence to the encouragement of the use of
this method among his fellow-townsmen, then universally en-
gaged in the prosecution of whaling voyages. To numbers he
gave personal instruction, and the first American ship-master who
determined his longitude by lunar observations, is said to hav^
been one of his pupils.

Soon after this period^ he busied his mind in designing a clock,

which, while answering the ordinary purposes of time-keeping,
should exhibit various phenomena connected with the solar and
hinar motions. Having completed the plan, he submitted it to

his father, for whose judgment in mechanics he had the highest
regard, and receiving his sanction, he commenced the work at the
age of twenty-two, and devoting only his leisure amid other en-

gagements, finished it in the course of the second year. This
clock now stands in the family parlor a monument of mechanical
ingenuity ;—brown with age and now somewhat antiquated in its

appearance, it is still a wonder. Nothing but the glass which
covers its face, owes its construction to another hand, and its me-
chanical execution would be creditable to a professed workman.
But its chief excellence is in the phenomena which it exhibits.

The diurnal motion of the sun is represented by a circular metallic

plate, so adjusted that it is seen through a slit in the dial plate,

at a greater or less meridian altitude, as the declination changes;
rising and setting as in nature, and changing the time in conform-
ity to the latitude, change of declination and equation on each
day, giving also through the entire day, the time of his rising

and setting and place in the ecliptic. The moon is represented

by a spherule exhibited to the eye in the same manner; but by
having one hemisphere colored, and by a process much more
complicated, shows with great faithfulness, not only the rising,

setting and southing of the moon, with the time of full sea at

Nantucket ; but also the chief phenomena dependent on the obli-

quity of the moon's path to the ecliptic, and the revolution of

her nodes, such as the hunter's and harvest moon, etc. Some of

these involve a motion of the works through a period of eighteen

years and two hundred and twenty-five days, and the wheel by

^vhich tlie date of the year is advertised is so constructed, that

its revolution is only completed in one hundred years, though

necessarily suspended ten years of that period.

For the year 1790, he made the necessary calculations and

published an almanac; he had prepared also the ephemeris of

1791, with some very curious calculations on the annular eclipse

of that year, the formation of the ring occurring precisely at sun-

rise
; but these he never published.
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In concert with sev^eral observ^ers on the continent, among
whom were Bovvditch and Jefferson, he made special preparation,

to observe the beginning and end of the solar eclipse of 1806,

total in Boston and nearly so at Nantucket, The day was cloud-

less and the results satisfactory.

Probably the most valuable observations that he ever made
were those on the comet of 1807—the first comet he had ever

seen. On the first appearance of this body, he commenced tak-

ing a series of angular distances to the various fixed stars near

which it passed. Then angles were taken with a sextant, in the

use of which he was very skillful. Having been in the habit for

many years of adjusting this instrument for the seamen of his na-

tive town, no one could use it more dexterously. His application

to this work, as to every undertaking, was unremitting; he fol-

lowed it through the whole period of its visibility, and in the lat-

ter part of autumn, while the comet was circumpolar, by obtain-

ing angles through the whole night above and below the pole, he

was able to detect its parallax, as well as its motion and position*

These observations were never published, and it now may be

well doubted whether a vestige of his notes remain, the labor

having been performed chiefly for his own gratification. The
great comet of ISll did not escape his attention, and his observa-

tions met with a better fate. He was induced to publish them
in detail, and they were so numerous that the angles alone, when
reduced, occupied an entire page of a Boston newspaper. With
his expertness in the use of the sextant, and the sharp nucleus of

that beautiful comet, his results were exceedingly acctu'ate, and
were so esteemed by Dr. Bovvditch who used them in calculating

its elements.

In earlier life he had constructed a number of small telescopes;

but at the age of fifty-four he undertook the construction of a re-

flector of considerable size, and finished it in the succeeding year.

This telescope is a Gregorian, the larger speculum is five inches,

and the smaller, one inch in diameter. Its focal length is five

feet, with one eye-piece magnifying not less than three hundred.

It is not mounted equatorially, nor has it any arrangement for

measures; but it is furnished with rack work for slow azimuth and

altitude movement. The stand is of oak and has four legs on the

plan recommended by the elder Tnlley, and it is exceedingly
steady—illustrating the advantage of this method for firmness tio

Jess than safety. The tube is of sheet iron and very neatly fin-

ished. The stand, which was made by his son, is the only prt

which was not formed by his own hands. In grinding the large

speculum he dispensed entirely with the bed of hones, using the

grinding powder after it was worn very fine on the pewter tool.

In reference to its figure, there is doubt whether its curve is par-

abolic. He objected to that form and demonstrated that it is not
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the best except for objects whose distance is infinite. When the
specula were finished/ they were placed for trial in a rude tube of
deal board mounted on a temporary support and directed to the
planet Jupiter; and whatever may have been its subsequent per-

formances, which were certainly no better than what might have
been anticipated,^—in this first trial its performance was astonish-

\
ing. For light, distinctness of vision, and clearness of ouiUne, it

IS scarcely surpassed by the larger and far more expensive instru-

ments of the present day. While in this tube and with this tem-
porary adjustment, he viewed the moon under favorable circum-
stances of weather, three days after the change, and detected that

delicate thread of corpuscular liglit which was seen by Schroter
]n the early part of the year 1792 with a reflector of nearly the

same size, and he described it almost in the words of the German
astronomer, though he had never seen the paper of Schroter and
'kw^w nothing of the discovery. When the telescope was com-
pleted and mounted, his neighbors thronged his house to obtain

^ sigfit of the moon or other celestial objects, and although a se-

vere tax upon him, he at all times gratified their wishes with the

% most enduring patience.

Oa the occasion of the return of the Encke comet in 1S29,

when the theory of Encke was so strikingly verified, he became
interested in the subject of a resisting medium, and for his own
satisfaction constructed a set of tables for the determination of the

place of the comet for any period past or future within the limit

of a thousand years. The labor in the construction of these ta-

bles was immense; btit with his usual untiring zeal and applica-

tion, he accomplished it, before the comet was beyond the reach
of the telesco|)e. The figures made in this work were so numer-
ous that he often exhibited the sheets containing the rou^h cotn-

pntations as a curiosity. These tables he always declined pub-
lishing though o/ten solicited to do so, and they remain to this

day among the fragments of his industry.

He kept for many years a meteorological journal, using a ba-

rometer and thermometer of his own construction, both of which
*were remarkable for their accuracy. Indeed he was never satis-

fied with the use of any instruments unless he was entirely confi-

dent of their utmost accuracy, and to be certain of this, he was

compelled to form them with his own hand. In the prosecution

of his meteorological inquiries he convinced himself of the truth

of the gyratory theory of Redfield and defended it with energy.

Iti the more vigorous period of his life, he was a contributor to iho

mathematical periodicals of the day, solving the more difficult

problems and proposing others. Among his correspondents in

science, were Doctors Bowditch, Prince and Oliver, and President

Jefferson.
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Having at different periods engaged in the study of the law

and acted some years as an attorney, he received the appointrnetit

of judge of the county court, and so far as a profound regard to

justice is concernedj no appointment could have been more judi-

cious. He knew nothing of dissimulation; nothing could influ-

ence him from the straightest hne of uprightness. In his morals

and in his dealings with men, he seemed to know nothing but

the exactness of his mathematics.

He interested himself also in the politics of the day; was a

member of the legislature of his native state several years during

the period of the most rabid party divisions. As in science so in

politics, he was a friend of Jefferson, and belonged to the old

democratic party, and was twice elected to Congress. While at

Washington he was not unmindful of his favorite themes, and it

was proverbial among his Colleagues, that in the recess of the sit-

tings or when his seat was vacant, he could always be found at

the Patent Office.

While his conscientiousness was a sufficient guaranty that no

item of duty would for a moment, under any circumstances, be

neglected, we are not among those who believe that the square

and dividers are adapted to political purposes, however desirable a

measure of the exact may be in the government of men and

policy of the state; and the history of La Place is not the only

comment upon this philosophy.

In the most laborious investigations, his patience was without

limit- Nothing seemed capable of diverting him from his pur-

pose, nor were the wants of his life deemed of any consequence
to him when engaged in the solution of a mechanical or mathe-
matical problem. Time was no object to him either in the pros-

ecution of his own inquiries, or in imparting knowledge to his

less learned neighbors and townsmen. But the object of this

B (J

Folger than to comment upon his moral qualities. In reference

to the latter, however, much might be said of his rigid virtues

and abstemious habits; and although like Count Rumford he

seemed at times soured and disappointed that men did not con-

duct themselves more in conformity with his own exact views,

yet it was easy amid all this to perceiv^e traces of good and be-

uevolent impulses. He died on the 8th of the 9th month, 1849,

at the age of 84.

*
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Art. XXXII.— On the Application of Photography to the Self-

if Magnetical and Meteoroh

and
M

3

The successful application of the principle of self-registration

by means of the action of light upon sensitive paper, or upon
silvered plates, to observations in magnetism and meteorology,
niay be instanced as one of the most important indirect results of
the great stimuhis given to such inquiries by the encouragement
and support extended to them for the last ten years by the gov-
ernments of Great Britain, of Russia, and of various other coun-
tries, by the augmented attention o^ scientific bodies, and in short,

by the more general recognition of their claim to an honora-
ble place among the pursuits of science. Nor is it easy to foresee

the full extent lo which this principle may be destined in the
end to supersede the tedious processes of personal observation, or

the imperfect ones of delineation and description. In terrestrial

magnetism, more particularly, it has been brought to perfection

at a pecuh'arly appropriate time. From eight lo ten years oi labo-

rious observations, have accumulated, probably, almost every
thing that is essential for determining the numerical elements of
Its different periodical laws, and for a comparison of their opera-

tion in distant parts of the globe ; but in spite of these observa-

tions, hourly, or two-hourly, by day and night, in spile of special

observations upon all maguetical disturbances detected, and of term
days designed to detect them but on which they seem to have
made it a point not to occur ; in spite of the extraordinary pa-

tience of Colonel Btuleau in observing at Simla, not every hour,

but every fifteen minutes, and of the perseverance with which
Dr. Bache, at Philadelphia, multiplied his observations at the crit-

ical hours of each of the elements, in spite, in short, of all the

efforts which have been made to obtain a full knowledge of the

fluctuations of these most inconstant objects, it cannot be doubt-

ed that by far the greater, and perhaps the more instructive por-

tion of all their changes, eluded the vigilance of the observers.

I" this state of things, therefore, a method which secures a minute

and continuous graphical record oi every change, and which
can be put in practice with comparatively little difficulty or ex-

pense, is an acquisition to the science, second perhaps only to

the invention by Gauss and Lloyd of the instrumental means
npon which its previous rapid progress has been so largely based.

The following description of the Photographical Instrument of

Mr. Brooke, is based principally upon that gentleman's communi-

-^v
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cation to the Royal Society in lS47j* and the advice and instruc-

tions with which the writer has been favored by him from

time to time, in the establishment of one at Toronto. The vari-

ous changes in detail which have been suggested by experience

since the date of the paper referred to, and the possibility that

the present communication may promote the esiabhshment of

other registers on this continent, will afford, it is hoped, a sufficient

apology for its want of originality.

" In order to render any method of photographic registration

practically useful, it is essential that the three following indica-

tions should be fulfilled.

^' First, to obtain an easily managed artificial light of sufficient

intensity to affect photographic paper, especially at those periods

when it is of most consequence to obtain a continuous register,

namely, when the position of the magnet is undergoing great and

rapid variations^

'' Secondly, to prepare by a ready process a photographic paper

sufficiently sensitive to receive the feeble impressions of artificial

light, and at the same time sufficiently durable to retain those

impressions during a period of at least twelve hours, as a more

frequent attention to the apparatus would probably interfere with

the ordinary arrangements of an observatory,
** Thirdly, to magnify the movements of the magnet by some

optical arrangement, so that the variations may be indicated with

sufficient minuteness and accuracy."

The union of the three conditions is represented by a suspended

magnet carrying a metallic reflector, by which a ray of light from

a fixed lam{) is thrown on the surface of a sheet of prepared paper,

rolled round a glass cylinder, and made to revolve by a time piece.

The first of them, namely, that which relates to the light, was
in the experiments of the first two or three years, attained by the

employment of a carnphine lamp. Mr. Brooke^has recently suc-

ceeded in producing traces by the light of an oil lamp, Avhich,

although somewhat more expensive, is free from the inconven-

iences apt to attend the use of carnphine. The carnphine lamps,

how^ever, being still in use at Toronto, I proceed to describe them.

The form of the lamp is square, two and a half inches on the

side, one and a half deep ; each contains about a quarter of a pint

of the fluid, and is calculated, with perfectly good carnphine, to

burn twelve hours without requiring attention—in general it will

be necessary to attend to it every six hours, by cnttitig off the

charred end of the wick and refilling. A circular opening about

1-2 inch in diameter is made at the top near the centre of the

side which is presented in front, this is stopped with a bone or

-^-
II

_ I _^^_ MAX. '

* "Description of an apparatu-t for the Automatic Registnitioix of Magnetotnetm
and other Meteorological Instruments by Photography.'' By Charles Brooke, M.B.,

F.R.S, ifec. Philos. Trans., 1847.
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ivory disk, and through (he latter passes, by a narrow cut, made
for the purpose, tlie burner or support for the wick, wliich is flat,

half an inch wide and one-eighlh of an inch in thickness. Com-
mon ball cotton may be used for the wick, by drawing as many
lengths through the burner as fill it closely, but not tightly. A
movable ring or collar with a set screw^ allows the burner to be
fixed at any required height, while, the stopper being movable,
U can also be turned to form any required angle with the face of
the lamp. Let us then suppose the lamp to be placed behind a
screen containing a
narrow vertical slit

through which the
h'ght is to pass, and
fo slide in a groove
so as to be always
presented in precise-

ly the

L

same posi-

l

tion
; let ns suppose

also the screen in

question to be fixed
to the stand which
supports the lamp.
To begin, then, with
thereg(iIationofthe

light, the burner is

first to be fixed at

such a height that
the top of the wick a. Lamps and cliimuey.—5. Ring placed under the chim-

shall be exactly leV-^^y^^^^^^^^^ff^t^'^^Dl^o^*-—^- Sectionof lamps, shewing the

el with th^ hr.tt^.-v. b^"^*i'(0^el \yith the bottom
aiid the di:q>liragm in the chimney.

of the slit; it is then to be turned in azimuth so as to be pre-

sented edgewise at an angle of about 8(F with the screen, or

at such an angle as to give a cone of rays very slightly wider
than the mirror. The support of the chimney of the lamp is

the dia-ils height regulated so thatthen to be applied, and
phragm by which the combustion is promoted, shall be about

010 inch below the top of the wick. Lastly, the chimney is

added to the support, and the adjustments of the lamp are com-
pleted by applying the short cylindrical shade which fits under

the legs of the chimney, and prevents all lateral diffusion of

the light. The employment of camphine, although desirable on

grounds of economy, as well as for the brilliancy and whiteness

of its light, is attended with serious inconveniences. The fluid

deteriorates very rapidly at summer temperatures *by the absorp-

tion of oxygen, which converts a portion of the camphine into

resin, which is held in solution in the remainder, and is deposited

on the wick,' in fact it becomes perfectly useless • unless, therefore,
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the position of the observer enables him to procnre constantly,

fresh supplies of newly distilled fluidj he must expect trouble

from this source. It has more than once happened that the resin

about the wick and surface of the lamp has conducted the flame

to the whole body of the camphine, which then burns with vio-

lence, but this ought not to occur if the lamp is kept dean; a

more common inconvenience is its smoking, which occurs when
the wick is too long, or the burner too high or too low relatively

to (he fixed diaphragm; great nicety is required in these points;

but with bad camphine the utmost care can scarcely give security

from the annoyance. Upon these grounds, Mr. Brooke, as already

remarked, has recently turned his attention to devising a substi-

tute, and by heightening the sensibility of the paper, has succeed-

ed in producing good resnlts with oil lamps. Gas, it is beheved,

has not been tried; where at command, it will probably prove

by far the most convenient and etfectual source of light.

The paper at present used for the register is prepared expressly

for the purpose, the pulp being carefully freed from acid, alkaline,

or saline substances. Where this cannot be procured, it should

be the best highly glazed paper, not recently made, of the ordinary

letter size before doubling, free from lime and other impurities, and

of fine fibre. A paper called Whatman's yellow wove folio post

procurable from importers in Canada, and bearing the date 1S42,

has been found to answer remarkably well. It is prepared as

follows.

(1.) Dissolve five grains of fine isinglass in one fluid ounce of

distilled water; the water should be poured boiling on the isin-

glass, and then set before the fire, and stirred occasionally until

the latter is dissolved
;
perhaps this will require ten or fifteen min-

utes. As a portion is lost by evaporation, and afterwards in filter-

ing, it is convenient to increase the quantity of both by one half,

that is, to take an ounce and a half of water, and seven or eight

grains of isinglass: while this is dissolving, weigh out twelve

grains of the bromid and eight of the iodid of potassium, put

both salts into a deep glass, such as a large wine glass. Extreme
nicety in the quantities is not required, the effects having been

produced with proportions varying from ten to sixteen grains of

the bromid, and from two to eight grains of the iodid. The
isinglass being sufllciently dissolved, filter one fluid ounce in

quantity on the salts, through white blotting paper or filtering

paper. . The salts may be stirred with a glass stick, and the solu-

tion then set aside until cold.

The paper for a register of one element is cut lengthwise into

slips of half the width of the sheet, each being about fifteen

inches long, by four and three-quarters wide : if two elements

are registered together, the undivided sheet is used. Having
marked one side, for distinction secure the paper, with the iiu-

marked side upwards, by a pin at each corner, to a clear pine

*

I
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board, rather larger than itself, and with a soft wide camel's hair
brush kept exclusively for this purpose, apply the above solution
uniformly and somewhat sparingly to its surface, taking care not
to leave on it enough to run when the board is held to the fire, in
which case yellow stains will be produced in consequence of a
determination of the sulphuret of silver to parts which were too
much wetted. Hold the paper on the board promptly to the
fire so as to dry the solution uniformly and rapidly, and leave
the salts very much on the surface ; care must be taken not to

scorch the paper. Jn brushing the paper, in this, as in all subse-
quent processes, it is well to take pains not to allow any of it to

run over the edge, to the reverse side, where it leaves unsightly
stains. Paper thus prepared, is not affected by light, and will

keep a considerable length of time, but as it performs best when
fresh, the inventor recommends the preparation of only a week's
supply at once. An ounce of solution is sufficient for twelve or

fifteen slips; on one occasion a paper of three months old at To-
ronto, yielded a good curve, but in general they present neutral

patches to a greater or less extent, if kept too long.

The next step is to render the paper sensitive. For this pur-

pose, prepare another slip of wood; secure a slip of the prepared

paper to this, in the same way as before ; exchide daylight, and
make use of a lantern glazed with red or yellow glass, then
pour into a capsule about a teaspoonfull of the following solution.

(2.) Dissolve fifty grains of nitrate of silver in one ounce of dis-

tilled water; apply it to the paper lightly and carefully, brushing
first longitudinally, then across ; it is scarcely necessary to say that

each solution must have its own brush, its own cup, and even its

own cloth for drying the cup and brush.* The paper being uni-

fornily wetted, roll it immediately round the glass cylinder, which
niust be previously wiped dry, and secure it, where the ends over-
lap, by a little gum dissolved in acetic acid. If but one lamp is

Used, it is necessary to make a couple of pencil marks across the

junction of the folds, to furnish a base line. The light being
then allowed to fall on the paper at any chosen moment of time,

the trace commences. The above directions apply to the ordi-

nary process when camphine is used; to give the paper the addi-

tional sensibility required with an oil lamp, Mr. Brooke directs to

rinse the paper in water after applying the nitrate of silver, hnld-

itig it by the iwo ends and shaking it a little, under the surface

of the water in the dish. It is then to be laid on a cloth, and the

Water pressed out of it, by passing a glass rod or piece of tube two
or three times over it, with gentle pressure. (To avoid the contact

of organic matter with the prepared surface.) About half a tea-

spoonful of the nitrate of silver solution is then poured on the j^aper,

A sniiill covered box Laving a place for each cup, each bottle, and each brush,
"Will be found convenient. The cups should be further distinguishable by some differ-

ence of shape or color, and the brushes marked.
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and the glass rod again passed lightly over it, which diffuses the

solution over it; after which it is applied to the cylinder as be-

fore; by this process the sensibility of the paper is said to bo much
increased, and it keeps a cleaner surface. To {)resent atone view

the different chemical processes, we will suppose the cyhnder to

be now left to complete one revolution (of twelve hours) or two,

as the case may be, the paper has then to be removed, the impres-

sion to be developed, and then fixed. For this purpose a common
large dish is required, which should be placed before a fire until

moderately warm. Excluding daylight as before, remove the

cylinder carefully from its supports, take off the paper with as

little fingering as possible, and lay it on the dish; no indication

of the trace will be perceived, unless the disk be more than duly

heated, in this case the lines sometimes appear faintly without

farther treatment, but the paper darkens too much afterwards. It

has to be now brushed with

(3.) Twenty grains of crystallized gallic acid, dissolved in

one ounce of distilled water^* when it appears in a minute or two.

When the impression is sufficiently distinct, which will generally

be in the space of five minutes, the gallic acid must be washed

off by repeated sluicings with soft water, assisted by a soft brush.

In a cold place, or with a cold dish, a longer time is required ;
in

short the whole process seems to succeed best, like most photo-

graphic processes, at a high temperature, although the trace has

been developed at a temperature low enough to convert the solu-

tion into a film of ice. When the uncombined nitrate of silver

and gallic acid are thoroughly washed off, the light may be ad-

mitted without danger; it then remains to fix the impression by
transferring the paper to a clean dish or board, and brushing it

with about one table spoonful of the usual solution, namely,

(4.) Twelve grains of hyposulphite of soda to one ounce of

distilled water. It will be observed that rather a larger quantity

of this solution is laid on the paper than of the previous ones-

If an insufficient quantity be applied, or it be not uniformly dis-

tributed, the paper is apt to acquire a dirty brown stain, in patches,

passing into black, which latter it ultimately becomes when no

hyposulphite is applied ; in this case, the margin of the previously

dark lines becomes the lightest portion
;

after allowing the hypo-

sulphite a few minutes to act, it must be thoroughly washed off,

by repeated sluicings of water, assisted as before, with a soft brush,

otherwise it enters into a new combination which spoils the spe-

cimen : the paper may then be placed between the folds of clean

white blotting paper until dry, when the process is completed-

We may now return to the mechanical details. The mag-

net employed is about two feet long, one inch and a quarter

^
* One ounce of water will not hold twenty grains of gallic aciJ in solution at or-

dinai-y temperatiires; it is necessary to dip the bottle in boiling water, or heat a

•mall portion of surchargred solution, in a test tube.

-Y_--
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wide, and a quarter of an inch in thickness: it is suspended with
the broad side vertical, in a brass stirrup carrying a divided circle
(a) by which the position of detorsion of the thread is made to
coincide with the meridiaUj arid two keepers (Z>, b) capable of

2.

i

sliding on the stem (d) for the purpose of holding a metallic re-

flector {m). This important part of the apparatus is a small spec-
ulum weighing about. one pound, four inches in diameter, and
of about sixteen inches focus; it can be set to any required height
on the stem (d) and be made to form any required angle with
the axis of the magnet. The whole suspended weight amounts
to about four and a quarter pounds, requiring a strong silk sus-

pension
; hence that the effect of torsion may be moderate it is

desirable to have it of considerable length.* At Toronto, three

Wooden pillars, firmly fixed in the ground, and passing through the

floor (without contact) carry a triangular frame on which is erect-

ed a light tripod stand, which passes through an upper floor, and

fi-ipports the reel to which the suspension silk is attached, allow-

ing a length of about ten feet. Stone pillars would be preferable,

and have indeed been prepared for another instrument, a bifilar, on
the same principle, which will, it is hoped, be brought into oj era-

fion in the course of the present spring; it is probable that many
interesting enquiries will arise out of oscillations so mimile, that

* A lotii^ silk suspension is» however, liable to the inconvenience of varying sensi-

bly in (hfft^rent hygrornetric states of the atmosphere, thereby disturbing the adjust-

ment of the light 'tiufficiently in some cases to make it ineffective. A fine metallic

suspen.*ion. as v^a^ originally used by M. Gauss, for liis declinometer, if very Ion

Would probably be preferable to silk.

rr
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nothing but extreme care, in cutting off every source of external

or mechanical agitation, will give security to them. Mr. Brooke

has given a curious Hthograph of a trace produced under extreme

"local disturbance," namely, a quadrille party in the house ad-

joining, which is sufficient to shew that if the tremor communi-
cated from such sources does not altogether annul the magnetical

movements, it materially modifies them. It will also be found

necessary to adopt some means of rapidly reducing the natural

movements of the magnet, of which by far the best, is the applica-

tion of a heavy copper ring or damper, as shown in the preceding

diagram (/); if the bar be very strongly magnetized, a fine wire

dipping into mercury may be attached to it, but where the mag-

netism of the bar is feeble, or the horizontal component of the

force has a low value, this method seems objectionable.

We have already described the lamp. It will be seen that when
placed before the mirror an image of the vertical slit through

which the light passes will be formed in the conjugate focus:

this image being condensed to a point, by the intervention of a

lens of any kind^ any angular movement of the magnet and mirror

will cause a movement of that point through a space equal to

twice the tangent of the angle, to radius the distance of the image

from the mirror ; the trace can therefore be made upon any requir-

ed scale, by varying that distance. At 7 ft. 2 in. it will be 20' to

1 inch, at 9 ft. 6^ in. it will be 15', and at 1 1 ft. llj in. it will be 12'

to 1 inch; the distance to be selected must be determined by the

probable range of the element in ordinary magnetic disturbances,

for since very great ranges are of rare occurrence and seldom

more than momentary, it does not seem expedient to reduce the

scale sufficient to include them, at the sacrifice of distinctness in

the more usual movements.* The scale at present in use at To-

Tlie width of the half sheet of paper is sufficient for a range of 40' of declina-

tion and '008 of horizontal force, upon the lar<^'est scales likely, under any circum-

stances, to be adopted, namely 10' of declination and '002 of horizontal force, to one

inch. It appears from observations at Toronso, from 1840 to 1849 inclusive, embrac-

ing altogether about 3050 days, and including 164 occasions of extra observations,

and 118 term days, that great ranges may be expected at that station in the follow-

ing proportion.

Range of Declination.
|

Range of Horizontal Force.

Less than -008 . . . 2974 days.

From -008 to -010 • • 1*?

-010 to -015 - . 19

015 to '020 . . 7

•020 to -025 . . 9

•025 to -030 . . 8
•030 to -036 . .

'^

•035 to -040 . • 3

'040 to '045 . 2

•045 to *050 . .
^

-050 to -055 . - 2

More than -055 . . -
H

Less than 40' . . . 29Y8 days.
FVom 0^40' to 0°50' . , 28

0°50'to 1^0'
. 12

1^0' to 1°10'
. . 4

1^10' to l'^20' . 7
1°20' to 1^30' . . 2
l°30'to 1°40^

. 2
P40'tolO50' . . 1
1^50' to 2*^0'

. 4
2^ to 3° . .6

More than 4^ . . .8

4

On 211 of the term days and disturbances, the ran^^e of declination fell within the

within
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\

3.

tion screw, m a groove.

ronto is 20' to an inch, the light being thrown in such a way as
to divide the space unequally, and allow the greatest range to the
east, the direction in which the principal movements occur.
The lamp is supported by a tripod stand about three feet high,

with an elevating lever for raising the top,

which consists of three distinct parts : the
lowest of these [a) turns in azimuth round
a pivotj the second (i) slides by a slow mo-

on the face of the
first, the tiiird (c) sh'des in like manner on
the secondj but transversely: by these ar-

rangements, first, the luminous slit can be
set at any required height, secondly, it can
be turned in azimuth until the brightest part
of the ray falls on the centre of the mirror,
thirdly, its distance from the mirror can be
adjusted until a sharp focal image is formed
on the cylinder, lastly, it can be moved lat-

erally, so as io carry the image to any part of
the paper required ; this effect can be pro-
duced also by turning the mirror itself a little,

but not with the same facility. The upper
plate is provided with a groove, into which
the lamp made^ is made to fit, thus securing its

heirjg replaced after each change in precisely
the same position; it also carries the screen.
The slit through which the light passes is

about 0-4 (four-tenths) inch high and from ^-'^"^P
^^^"^•

f>ne to two-hundredths of an inch wide; the width can be varied
at pleasure by a sliding piece and slow-motion screw.*
The stand for the support of the cylinder, requires, like that of

the lamp, some means of adjustment in height. If a baronieter
is connected with the apparatus, a ready means of attaching it so
that the index may pass through the table top near the cylinder,

^nst also be considered ; both objects may be obtained by adding
a solid table top about sixteen inches square to a tripod stand

similar to that of the lamp, the feet of which should rest on a

solid support-

limit allowed for that element. It is to be expected that many more disturbances in

process

of the more extreme degrees, "or such as to alter materially the above scale of relative

frequency.
* The position of the stand for the lamp must be such that the cone of rajrs re-

flected from the mirror shall not quite clear t!ie chimney, -which cuts off a portion of

ion of the other edge is cut off b^-a screen slipped a littleone edge of it, wliile a port
before the mii
Wde a small g

<be other.

igment ^g^ent
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4.

The cylinder consists of an ordinary French glass shade, black-

ened on the inside, about fourteen and a half inches in circumfer-

ence and ten inches high. One end is closed by a metal cap pro-

vided with a concentric axis, three inches long, a bent arm or

crank is attached to the axis

by a set screw, and engages

with a slit in the hour hand
of the time piece, by which
the whole is made to revolve.

The weight of the cylinder is

borne upon five friction rollers

set in a light frame; two of

them, which carry the axis,

are set vertically facing the

time piece, two more^ of small-

er size at the opposite end
of the frame, are snflicietjtly

separated for the body of the

cylinder to rest upon them,

near its hemispherical end;
the other is set horizontally,

and works against a small
Cylinder and Copper case

brass plate at the base of the axis; the whole should be carefully

turned and truly pivoted. In the arrangement of the inventor,

after placing the paper on the cylinder as here described, a second

cylinder very slightly larger is slipped over it, and retained in a

concentric position, by pressure upon a few coils of tape wound
round the capf>ed end of the inner cylinder and kept wet: the

obji*ct is to protect the paper and keep it damp, for which pur-

pose, also, a piece of wet lint is placed between the cylinders

at the point. An accident to the external cylinder led to the

adoption of a different plan at Toronto, which has been found so

convenient that the former one has not been reverted to. The
external cylinder is replaced by a case of copper, of about the

same size and shape, but divided along the axis into two halves,

one of which is fixed to the frame carryit)g the friction wheels,

(of which, the two carrying the axis, run altogether outside of it,

the others enter it through narrow cuts, sufficiently to carry the

cylinder clear); the other half forms a covering removable at

pleasure. The light is admitted through two narrow slits, which

may be glazed if desired. The advantages of the arrangement

are these. The time piece has but half the weight to turn;

the paper is immediately accessible; the loss of light in passmg

through the externa! cylinder is avoided, since it is found in prac-

tice unnecessary to glaze the opening, the impressions are there-

fore darker; the paper may be applied, and removed with great

expedition, and without exposure to stains from contact wuth the

I

1
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wet edges of the external glass cylinder; lastly, we are enabled,
by the employment of the sliding screens described below, to
make use of nearly the whole width of the paper for barometric
changes, instead of being restricted to about one-half of it. It
should be added that by making a shallow well in the fixed half
of the cylinder, a large surface of wet lint may be exposed imme-
diately under the paper, which is found to keep it damp enough
under all circumstanceSj even when the slits are open.
The barometer employed, is a syphon, '^constructed with a

column of mercury of a little more than one inch in diameter. As
the weight of an entire column of this size would be inconven-
ient, and as it wonid be difficult to obtain a tube more than
three feet long of so large a bore, both ends of which were of the
same internal area, two adjacent short pieces of a very nearly cyl-

indrical tube, have been united to the extremities of a tube of small

bore, and form the ends of the instrument which contain the sur-

faces of the mercury,'' thus shewing the variations of pressure by
an eqnal change of half the amount in either tube. These
changes are communicated to a long and slender index or lever

by means of a float, attached to a short arm at right angles to it,

both being centred on a light wheel of metal, carefully pivoted,

and both being counterpoised. The float actually employed is

the bulb of a mercury thermometer, the stem of which passes

through a cap adapted to the open end of the syphon, and is gnid-

ed by three small friction rollers.* A screen of card or very thiu

nietal, provided with a narrow slit exactly thirty inches frcra

the centre of motion, is attached to the upper end of the long

index, covering an opening in the copper case of the cylinder; a

lamp being then fixed behind the screen, the pencil of light which
falls on the paper through ihe slit left for the piirpcse, will, it is

evident, fallow every change in the position of the index, or of the

surface of merciiry in the syphon. A lens similar to that which
is used to bring the elongated image of the slit reflected from the

piirror of the magnet to a point, is also used here to brir)g the

image of a horizontal slit in a corresponding screen before this

lamp, to a focus on the paper. It forms a bright line across its

whole width, which is however intercepted by the barometer

screen on one side, and by an independent screen on the other,

allowing lo reach the paper, only the variable pencil passing

through the former and an invariable one, for the purpose of

tracing a base line through a fixed opening in the latter.

The tube of the barometer has a vertical movement, to allow

an adjuibtjnent of the level of the mercury at the foot of the sy-

phon, to the same horizontal plane, so that whatever be the pres-

* These have been frenenilly dispensed with, at Toronto, and the end of the

•yphon left open : unless very truly turned, and perfectly centred, they are apt to

inipede rather than a?^ist the motion of the stem of the float.
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sure at the time of commencing a trace, the long index is set ver-

tically. By varying the ratio of the lengths of the two levers we
may enlarge the scale of the trace to any extent ; for this purpose

there are distances marked on the short arm, corresponding to a

scale of three, four, and fiv^e times the actual change, and the axis

to which the arms are fixed can be moved nearer to, or further

from the float as required. The nature of the scale must in general

depend upon the probable extent of the barometric changes in

tvvelv^e or twenty-four hours; it may be greater in the sunjmer

than in the winter months, but there will always be some chan-

ges exceeding the range of the instrument, or rather, the width

of paper available for their registration. As, for instance, when
the barometer falls or rises an inch in twenty-four hours : in such

cases the index may be brought afresh to the vertical position

xluring the progress of the register. Not to interfere with the

magnet ical curve, the barometer should be so placed as to form

its trace rather on one side of the paper, thus reducing the space

available in that direction to about one-third of its width; but by
a particular contrivance connected with the copper case already

described; we are enabled, without liability to exposure, to com-

mand nearly the entire width in the other direction. This con-

trivance consists of a set of twelve narrow parallel

sliders, occupying in width about 1^ inch, moving ver-

tically in a frame attached to the upper half of the cyl-

inder, and capable of being raised or lowered at pleas-

ure. At the commencement of a trace, we may suppose half of-

them to be raised ; the remainder being down, the screen at the

top of the index completely excludes all other light from the pa-

per than the pencil passing through its own slit ; but if the barom-
eter falls beyond a certain amount, the edge of the screen will at

length pass beyond the last slider, leaving a portion of the paper

fully exposed ; in such a case, one or more sliders are put down :

if on tlie other hand the barometer rises to a certain amount, the

light will at length fall on the space covered by the sliders, and

it becomes necessary to raise some of them: in this way, the

black bands caused by the accidental exposure of the paper,

under extreme movements of the barometer, may be avoided.

The cylinder, with the two fixed lenses, the time piece, and

the upper end of the barometer index, are all included under a

second or external case, provided with apertures for the admission

of the rays of light, and with a lid at the top to allow access to the

sliding screens of the barometer. The apertures are of the same

widih as the fixed lenses, and each provided with double sliders

by which they can be cotitracied at pleasure ; that appropriated to

the magnet ical trace is proiecred by a long rectangular tube, the

effect of which is so com{)lele, that ^'uot the slightest difierence

can be perceived on the paper whether bright daylight is freely

admitted into the room or wholly excluded."

D D u D a
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Every part of the apparatus from which light can be reflected,

directly or indirectly, to the paper, is carefully blackened
I have described the apparatus at some length, because with

the exception of the specuhuHj the cylinder itself, the time piece,
and the tube of the barometer, all of which must, at present, prob-
ably, be procured from Europe, there is nothing which an ingen-
ious mechanic might not execute at a small cost ; the fixed lenses
should perhaps be added ; but a simple substitute for them may be
found in a well blown cylinder of thin glass filled with alcohol,

as was indeed employed by Mr. Brooke in his first instrument.
The more expensive lenses at present in use are manufactured by
Lerebours of Paris, and may be described a« lenticular prisms
having a double convex section, but forming a flat bar, which is

from seven to eight inches long and one inch and a quarter wide
for the magnet ical curve, and about five inches long for that of the

barometer and base line. Each lens is moinited on a light frame
which slides in a groove so as to adnnt of adjustment of focus.

The focus is rather improved by covering a portion of the margin
of the lens.

It is advisable on the first adjustment to bring the centre of the

mirror, of the cylinder, and of tlie slit before the lamp, into the

same horizontal plane, and to establish some marks for its recov-

ery in successive adjustments, as much of the perfection of the

focus depends upon this circumstance. If it is found that the

mirror when thus adjusted, throws the image of the slit too high,

or too low, its own inclination must be altered by introducing a
small wedge of cork behind it. Small derangements produced
by spontaneous alterations in the length of the suspension silk

may be corrected by raising or lowering the lamp, and must be

carefully attended to,

A perfectly good trace, according to the experience of the wri-

ter, presents a sharp edged dark line, of a purple tint, upon a yel-

lowish ground. The lineal vahie of one hour in time, is one inch

and two-tenths (nearly), the value of a full revolution appears to

differ in different traces (from unequal expansion and contraction

of the paper) to the amount in the most extreme cases of about

otie-tenth of an inch, upon a total length of nearly fourteen and

fonr-tenths ; but it will be evident that the precise equality of the

different hours will depend in some measure upon the n^gularity

of the cylinder's form, and the precision with which it is centered.

There appears to be considerable diversity in the character of the

traces produced by different observers, owing both to differences

of treatment, and to impurities in the chemical materials. The
yellow ground alluded to, is probably the effect of the large propor-

tion of iodid of potassium employed, the object of which is, to in-

sure the permanence of the effect for the long period of twenty-four

hourS; during which a part of it, at least, is to be maintained upon
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the surface of the paper; when a less quantity of iodid is used,

the paper appears to have a neutral tint: in this case, the beginning

of the trace can sometimes be with difficulty developed. The
greatest care must be taken not only to prevent the least uiter-

mixtnre of substancesj and to confine each vessel, and each cloth,

as well as each brush strictly to one use, but also to wash all the

brushes very carefully in pure water after use, not only for their

preservation, but because the presence of deposit from old soki-

tions, even of the same kind, has an injurious effect.

A room of 12 x 15 feet is all that is absolutely needed for a sin-

gle instrument. It will be found very desirable to have a small

cistern of soft water in it, provided with a stop cock, and with a

sink and waste water pipe attached ; the sink should have a lid

to allow the paper to be kept in darkness, when convenient, with-

out darkening the room: if to this we add two or three broad

shelves, or saiall tables and conveniences for washing the hands,

its equipment will be complete.

The future comparison of traces will be greatly facilitated if

they all include the same period of absolute time. Each register

at Toronto begins at 20' after 6"^ of Gottingen mean time, and

terminates at 6^^ 0^^ of the follovving day, being nearly at Toronto
noon,

'^ A continuous registration of the variations of the thermome-
ter has been obtained by intercepting the focal line of light formed

on the paper, by the stem of a thermometer having a wide flat

bore, a sufficient quantity of light passes through the empty por-

•

tion of the bore to darken the paper, but it is entirely excluded
from the portion occupied by the mercury. The register, there-

fore, consists of a light and dark space, separated by a well de-

fined boundary line the distance of which from the base line will

furnish the required indication. This particular application of the

apparatus, prefers no claim to novelty, as a very similar means of

registering the variations of the thermometer has been already

published, (Engineer's Magazine, Nov., 1845,) and is here intro-

duced merely as forming a necessary part of a complete automa-
tic meteorological registration."

Allusion has been made at the commencement of this article,

to the action of light upon silvered plates, as one of the modes of

effecting the self-registration of magnetical instruments. The
apparatus referred to is the invention of Mr. Ronalds, and al- *

though capable of employing either paper or metallic surfaces, is

properly designed for the latter, and is essentially a daguerreotype.

An instrument on this principle was sent from England for the

Magnetic Observatory in August last, but by accident to the ves-

sel, has not yet been received there, and cannot now be brought

into operation before June, 1850. It is intended to register the hor-

izontal force, and differs essentially in many respects from the ap-
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paratus of Mr. Brooke, A bifilar magnet adjusted in the ordinary
way, carries a ligfit movable screen, passing before the object glass
of a camera^ which faces a north window, at the distance of four
or five feet. It acts therefore by refraction, instead of reflection.
The ray which passes through the screen is received upon a sil-

vered plate prepared by the common daguerreotype process, some-
what modified to adapt it to a slow and long continued action.
The plate is made to travel slowly before the light in a vertical
plane, by the action of a time piece: ihe distance of its surface
from the centre of the magnet being about thirty-four inches, a
sufficiently large scale is allowed to render sensihie very sniall

niovements of the horizontal force, provided a due degree of sen-
sibility is given to the balance of forces by which the magnet it-

F
Self is held in ecjuilibrium. In other words, provided the ratio -q>

in the common notation, is made to approach nearly to unity. Mr.
Ronalds has succeeded, in the climate of London, in producing
effects by natural light so late as 8 p. m. in the s-;mmer. For the

nocturnal portion of the curve a powerful argand lampisemployed.
The relative merits, in practice, of the two valuable and ingen-

ious inventions now described, can scarcely be stated at present.

That of Mr. Brooke has probably the advantage in economy and
facility; that of Mr. Ronalds will, it is expected, prove capable of
a higher degree of precision, and it offers a convenience of which
the inventor has already availed himself. Any trace of unusual
interest can at once be engraved on the plate, thus giving the ut-

niost possible accuracy and facility to graphical comparisons. It

IS not intended however under ordinary circumstances to retain

the impressions, but after recording every particular of interest,

and tabulating the hom-Iy or other ordinates, or taking a copy of
the traces, to clean them off and make use of the plate again as
long as the silvering lasts.

In conclusion the writer begs leave to add that should the fore-

§oir]g account lead to the establishment of any instruments of the

kind, he will have pleasure in giving any further information in

his power in answer lo personal enquiry. Without presenting

facsimiles, it is difficult to convey an idea of the interest attaching

to many of the movements which have been registered, but the

iniportant information which such records are calculated to afford

ss to the periodicity of certaiii movements, the nature and degree

of local anomalies in disturbances of the magnetical elements,

the effect of Aurora, and many other enquiries, will occur imme-
diately to any one interested in terrestrial magnetism, and it is

hoped secure the adoption of a register upon one or the other

principle, by more than one of the numerous scientific establish-

ments in the United States.

Toronto, January 21, 1850.
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Postscript.—In the foregoing account of the instrument of Mr.

Brooke, it has been assumed that the arm of the cyhnder is con-

nected directly with the hour hand of the time piece, making it

therefore revolv^e once in twelve hours. The effect of this arrange-

ment is, that when the paper is left on for twenty-four hours, we
have two traces, which sometimes intersect in such a manner, as

to make it difficult to distinguish to which revolution portions of

them are due. The writer has recently succeeded, by a very

simple arrangement, in making the cylinder revolve but once in

twenty hours, and thus remedying this inconvenience. Two
small grooved wheels mounted on a light frame, one having a di-

ameter exactly double that of the other, are connected by a piece

of fine silk twist. The smaller one being then connected with

the hour hand, by a crank, and the larger one with the cylinder,

it is evident that the object is effected.

This reduces the time scale to six-tenlhs of an inch for one
h

hour, which is fully equal to the scale that has been generally

adopted in the engraved diagrams of term day and other move-
ments, and is considered large enough for almost every pnrpose

to which diagrams can be applied, while it gives great facility to

comparisons, and a much more distinct representation of the di-

urnal curves.

Art. XXXIII.

—

Tnjluence of the known Laws of Motion on the

Expansion of Elastic Fluids ; by Eli W. Blake.

That under the controlling influence of the known laws of

motion, elastic fluids must expand according to some definite and
invariable law, is an obvious truth and one which has often been

recognized by mathematicians. But the determination of that

law is a problem which hitherto, it is believed, has not been

solved. There are many interesting points in mechanics and
physics, in relation to which the present state of knowledge is

imperfect, which depend for their correct and complete develop-

ment, in part at least, on a solution of this problem. It is there-

fore a point of some interest to science. It is our purpose in this

article to solve this problem ; and we shall do so by employing a

method similar in part to that employed in solving the problem

of the propagation of pulses in elastic media, ii sen, vol. v, p. 372,

of this Journal.

Before entering upon the investigation we \\\\\ here state one

curious and remarkable fact which the investigation discloses.

We advert to it here because a fact so much at variance with

preconceived notions may be interesting to those readers who will

not care to follow out the mathematic5 details of this article.
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When a fluid passes by free expansion from one state of density
to another, we should naturally suppose that it nnnst pass through
all the intermediate states of density that can be assigned between
the two. Such appears to have been the notion of every writer
who has made reference to this point; and at first view it would
seem absurd to suppose that the fact could be otherwise. But
such is not the way in which elastic fluids expand. On the con-
trary the parts of the fluid successiv^elyaud instantaneously chsLUge
their density, to the extent of one half (when free to expand to

that extent) witliovt passing into the intermediate states. As
vapor is thrown off from the surface of water in a teuuious state

ah initio^ and without having first passed into those states of den-
sity which are intermediate between the density of the water
and that of the vapor, so a column of rarefied fluid is thrown off

from the front of a denser column ; each infinitesimal element of
the highest order of the denser column, being successively and
instantaneously transformed to the more rare state. And as the*
change of density is instantaneous, so likewise the entire velocity

due to that change is imparted instantaneously to each element

successively.

But to proceed with the investigation ;
suppose a straight tube

of uniform calibre extending indefinitely in both directions from
a given point. Suppose the tube on one side of this point to be

filled with acohunn of fluid of the detisity D, indefinitely expan-
sible, and always maintaining the same ratio between its density

and elastic force when it expands; and suppose the other portion

of the tube a perfect v^acuum. It is required to determine the

law accoidiiig to which the fluid expands into the vacuum; so

that we may be able to assign the precise state of the fluid, in

respect to density and velocity, at each arid every point of the

tube after the lapse of any given time from the commencement
of expansion.

Since the elastic force is always as the density, D may repre-

sent both the density arid the elastic force. The force D acts

during the first instant in every jart of the column, and in every

direction; and therefore dm'ing that instant every part of the

coUunn is kept in equilibrio except*the first element. Conse-

quently in the first instant expansion tal<es place in (he first ele-

nientonly; and as the whole force D acts during that instant,

the parts of this element must receive such velccities that the

sum of their momenta shall be equal to that due to the action of

the constant force I) during that time. It is obvious ihat the

termination of the first instant coincides with the commencement
of motion in the second element ; also that motion will not com-

nience in the second element until the density in front of it^ has

been to some extent reduced. Let the ratio in which it is re-

duced before motion begins in the second element be represented

J
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•

1
by -^' Then the density of the posterior part of the expanded

D
element at the end of the first instant is — • Now for reasons

X
which will soon be apparent, all the olher parts of the expanded

elementj whatever may be their present stale of density, may be

D .

considered as having passed first into the density ^ • But at the

D
same time that the o:rade — began to form in front of the coUimnj

that grade itself must have begun to expand again in the same

ratioj forming another grade -~* And at the same time that the
X

D
grade — began to form, that likewise must have begun to expand

in the same ratio forming a grade — , and so on ad infinitum-

The grades therefore will correspond to the terms of an infinite

series in decreasing geometrical progression. All of them origin-

ate sinmllaneonsly in the first element ; and yet every grade

respectively may be considered as having passed into and out of

all the grades which precede it ; inasmuch as each in its origin is

a constituent part of that which precedes it. The fluid which

passes into any one of these grades in the first instant does riot

all of it pass into the next in the same time; for equal quantities

by measure expand in equal ratios in equal times; and since a

given quantity by measure in any one grade becomes a larger

quantity by measure when expanded into the iiext grade, a por-

tion will have been left at the end of the first instant in each grade

which has not expanded into the next. Hence at the end of

the first instant the first element of the column will have been

distributed into portions or grades, having their respective den-

sities corresponding to the terms of the infinite series

D D D D
^'^^'-.'&c. (A)

If we extend this series backward one term we obtain the series

^ D D D D

Since equal quantities by measure pass out of each of these states

in a given time, if 5 be the space occupied by the original element,

and if we multiply each of the terms of the series (B) by 5; then

, ^ Bs Ds Tts Ds ^ rf.^
trie terms of the resulting series Ds, —j -.; —r^ "^' ouc. {^Jo ^ X X- x^ X*
will severally express the quantities of fluid that expand from
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each grade respectively into the next. Now since fluids expand-
ing in equal ratios acquire equal velocities, equal velocities are
acquired in each of these expansions. If then we find that ve*
locity and by it multiply the sum of the series (C)j the product
will be (he sum of the momenta generated in, or imparted to, the
parts of the first element in the time in which the point of expan-
sion recedes through 5.

If the quantity Y)s be expanded from the density D to the den-

sUy -7 the space it will occupy will be increased in the inverse

• D
ratio of these densities; and therefore ~ \\)\\s:sx. Hence 5 and

sx are respectively the spaces occupied by the element before and
after the first expansion. Now the velocity which the mass Ds
receives in this expansion, is obviously that which would carry it

over ihe difference between these spaces in the time in which f
the expansion takes place ; that is, the velocity imparted in the

first expansion is sx— s~s.x^l] and the same velocity is im-

parted in every other expansion. l( then we multiply the sum
_ , .^ .^ _ ^, the product will be equal to the sum

of all the momenta generated in the parts of the element. This
prodijct is Ds.i\ Therefore T>s-x is the entire amount of mo-
nientum which the force D is competent to generate in the time

m which the point of expansion recedes through s.

We will now proceed to find another expression for the mo-
mentum which the force D is competent to generate in the same
time, in order that by comparing it with that just found, we
niay ascertain the v^alne of :r.

, Let H be the height of a column of fluid of the density D,
whose weight is equal to the elastic force D; and let H - A be

the height of another column of the same density whose weight

is equal to the elastic force — Then D : ~::H : H-h. Let

mn be the space occupied by the first element m n m
t I

at the density D, and ms that which it occupies

D *
when expanded to the density — Since the spaces occupied

ty the element in these sX^Xe^ are inversely as the densities,

mn :ms::- : D; ;H-A ; H, and therefore

ms~sn : OTs: :H- A : H; whence we obtain H

In the time in which the point of expansion recedes through

»m, the element Us receives a velocity which will carry it over

sn in the same time. If then mn represent the velocity of the
r

Second Seeies, Vol. IX, No. 27.—May, 1850. 43
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F

point of expansion, sn will represent the velocity imparted to the

fluid by the first expansion. Consequently, the retrogressive ve-

locity of the point of expansion must be such that in the time in

— may give to all

\

"Which It passes over any space, the force D
the fluid in that space the velocity sn. Hence the point of ex-

pansion will run over h in the time in which the force D- —

will give to all the fluid in h the velocity sn. But the force

D
D — - is equal to the weight oi all the fluid in h. Therefore the

point of expansion runs over h in the time in which the mass h
would in falling by its own gravity acquire the velocity sn. The
time in which a falling body acquires the velocity sn is to that

in which it would acquire the velocity of the point of expansion,

or mn as sn to m?z ; and the spaces over which the point of ex-

pansion would run in these times are in the same ratio. There-

fore putting S for the space which the point of expansion would
run over while a falling body would acquire the velocity of the

point of expansion, we have sn : mn ; : A : S, or, sn : ms - sn ; : A : S
;

hxms
whence we obtain S = -h. But we have before found

S7l

hXmsH=
^^

- Therefore S =H - A ; that is, the point of expan-

sion will run over H -A in the time in which a falling body will

acquire the same velocity. Consequently the velocity of the

point of expansion is that which a body will acquire by falling

through —2

—

If the force D act on the mass H during the time that mass
would fall through H, it would give that mass a velocity which
would carry it over 2H in the same time, because the force D is

equal to the weight of the mass. The mean velocity of a body
falling through H is tha| which will be acquired by falling

TT

through -^' If then the point of expansion moved with the ve-

locity acquired by a body in falling through ^' in the time of

passing over H, the force D would be competent to give to all

the fluid in H a velocity wliich would carry it over 2H in the

same time; and consequently in the time of passing over s it

would give to the mass Ds a velocity which would in the same

time carry it over 2s. But the point of expansion as before

shown, moves with the velocity acquired by falling through

J
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H-A H K~h—2 Now the velocity due to j is to that due to —^ as

^/H /H-A
V 4" to \/ 2 ?

^"d the times in which the point of ex-

^ pansion would move over s with these velocities, are inversely as

J.
_l^

»», , . . * /H ^ /H - A D
these velocities, or as V -r to V —s— ButD:~: :H:H-A,

^ 6 X '

and therefore these times are as \/ 4 to s/q-% or as 2 to

A/2r. The velocity which the force D can impart in these times
is as the times respectively* And since it has been shown that

in the former of these times the velocity 2s will be imparted by

the force D, we have 2 : ^^IxW'is ; —5— = s>/2x. That is,

the velocity which the force D is competent to impart to the mass
D^ in the time in which the point of expansion recedes through

f)
is S\/2x. Consequently the momentum which the force D can

impart in the same time is Ds^\/2x. But we have before found

.
this momentum to be Ds-x. Therefore Ds-x ^Ds^^/2x ] whence
x^s/2x at)d x =%
Having thus found the absolute value of x^ if we substitute

this value for x in the series (A) we shall have, for the densities

of the several parts or grades into which the first element will

have been distributed at the end of the first instant, the respective

D D, D D D
terms of the following series, viz., o' 4 s' Tr' iu'

^^'

We found the v^elocity of the point o( expansion to be that

which a body will acquire by falling through ~2~' value

of h being dependent on the value of x. But when :r=^2,

H«A H
2—=7* Therefore the absolute velocity of the point of ex-

H
pans

or one fourth of the subtangent of the fluid.

Since the extent of the element is doubled by the first expan-

sion, the velocity of the first grade will be equal to the velocity

of the point of expansion, or that due to one fourth of the sub-

tangent; and an equal additional velocity is imparted in each

succeeding expansion. If then v represent the velocity due to
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of

the several grades respectively will be expressed by the respective

terms of the series v^ 2^, 3^, Av^ 5i?, &c.
Since one element — s by measure passes from each grade into

the next, and becomes -2^ in the next, the length of each grade

at the end of the first instant — 25 — s= s. That is, the length

of each grade is equal to that of the original element ; and the

place of the first grade is that which was occupied by the original

element ; the other grades succeeding it in continuous order-

Having now ascertained the state of things at the end of the

first instant, let us inquire what takes place in the second instant.

It is obvious that during the second instant the front of the

second element of the column, and also the front of each grade

respectiv^ely is a point of expansion from which one element =s
by measure passes into the next grade. Thus in the 'second

instant each grade receives an addition of 25 to its rear and loses

\s from its front. The same takes place in every succeeding

instant. Since the increment of the length of the grades for each

instant is 5, the velocity of the increase is v. The lengih of the

grades is therefore always equal to the space through which the

point of expansion has receded in the column. Thus while the

length of the grades increases with the uniform velocity v, their

number, velocity and density remain unchanged. Consequently

no other gradations of density can exist in front of a column ex-

panding into a vacuum, but those which correspond to the terms

r u /= . , .
D D D D . .

of the infinite geometrical series o' i ' o ? Tp' &c. ; and no other

gradations of velocity but those which correspond to the terms of

the infinite arithmetical series r, 2v, 3^;, \v, &c.
The point of expansion in the column recedes with the velo-

city V] and since the length of the first grade is always equal to

the space through which that point of expansion has moved, it

follows that the point of expansion from the first into the secoiid

grade is stationary. And since the second grade increases in

length with the velocity v, the third point of expansion moves
forward with the velocity v] and since all the other grades

increase in length with the same velocity v^ the velocities of the

several points of expansion will be expressed by the following

series -r, 0. v, 2v, 3v, 4v, &c.
In order to give a synopsis of the results to which we have

come, let AB be a column of fluid of the density D, expanding

into a vacuum toward C. Let the velocity due to a height equal

to one fourth of the subtangent of the fluid be v. Suppose ex-

pansion to have commenced at B, and the point of expansion to

have receded to any distance n. Set off from B an infinite num-

ber of spaces Ba, ab, be, cd, &c., each equal to Bn. Then the

points n, B, a, L c, d, &c., are the places of the points of expan-
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sion, and the boundaries of the several grades, or parts having
different degrees of density and velocityj into which the original
mass Bn has been distributed.

A ***** o »A « B a ft c d
&c.

c

Between these points respect-

D D D D D
ively the densities are * 2 * 4 ' 8 * 16

'

fi4
" ^^'

The velocities are . v . 2?; . 3y . \v . 5v . &c.
These points move toward C

with the velocities -v v 2v Sz? 4vifcc.

and relatively to each other, and
to the fluid, with the velocities v v v v v v

As corollaries from the preceding investigation we may state

the following propositions.

1. No other gradations of density can exist in front of a column
of fluid which is expanding towards a vacuum except those

"^hich are found by successive divisions of the original density
by 2.

2. The change of density in the fluid in passing from one of
these grades to the next is not gradual, but instmitaneous ; so

that the grades are constantly separated from each other by a
niere imaginary plane.

3. No other velocities can exist among the parts of a fluid

which is expanding toward a vacuum but such as are multiples
of the velocity which a body will acquire by falling through one
fourth of the subtangent of the fluid.

4. The velocity imparted to the particles of an expanding
fluid is not the result of a contintial a?id gradual acceleration,

but of successive instantaneous increments equal to that which
a body will acquire by falling through one fourth of the subtan-

gent of the fluid.

It now remains to consider the mode of expansion when the

fluid is not free to expand indefinitely, but has its expansion arrest-

ed at some given density <L

It is obvious that if d correspond in value to any of the terms

of the series, the manner of expansion up to that point will be

the same as if the expansion were continued indefinitely. There

will therefore be in the expanding fluid, in such case, so many
grades corresponding to the terms of the series, as there are of

complete terms intei^vening between D and d. But let ns inquire

what takes place when d does not correspond to any of the terms

of the series. First, suppose d to be greater than the first term.

Then from what has been before shown, the velocity of the point
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of expansion is that which a body will acquire by falling through

U-h
2

when H - A is the height of a column whose weight is

equal to the elastic force of the expanded fluid ; also that the

H
velocity of the point of expansion is that due to the height j

when the expansion is from D to p-* These velocities are as

/H /H^A
, _

V 4 ^^ ^ •"

2
^^d since H : H - A ; :D ; c?, those velocities

D /d D
are as V 7 to V 2 * ^^^ velocity due to j is v. Hence we

/D /d /2d
have V r i \/ ^llv : v\/ jy= velocity of the pomt of ex-

pansion in this case.

Let us next find the velocity of the fluid. The times of run-

D
ning over s by the point of expansion^ with the velocities v 4

/d
^

and X/q ^^'^ inversely as these velocities; and the velocities im-

parted to the mass Ds in these times are as the products of the times

by the respective forces. When the velocity of the point of ex-

pansion was S/ J the force was n and the velocity of the fluid

was V. The force in the present case is D -^. Hence we have

—g : —7^*'^''^v/2 • --^^= velocity of the fluidinthiscase.

V 4 V 2

Secondly, suppose the value of d to fall between any two con-

secutive terms of the series. It is obvious that we have now only

to suhstitute in the expression last found that term of the series

which is next greater than d for D, and it will then express the

acceleration due to expansion from the last complete term into the

fractional grade.

To find the retrogressive velocity of the point of expansion

relatively to the fluid, in the grade which precedes the fractional

grade, we must make the like substitution of the last complete

/2d
term for D in the quantity ^\/ n ^^""^ above. The retro-

gressive velocity of the point of expansion in the grade which

precedes the fractional grade is greater than in the other grades,

and of course that grade will be shorter than the others in the

J

^'.;

'
.
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mme ratio. This is the only modification which a fractional
grade produces in those that precede it. In all other respects the
ttiode of expansion, up to the fractional gradC; corresponds to the
view presented in the foregoing synopsis.

We are now prepared to construct a formula for the final ve-
locity of a fluid which expands from any density D to any other
density d.

Let V be the final velocity; v the velocity due to a height
equal to one fourth the subtangent of the fluid; n the number of

D D D D
. , ,

complete terms of the series o"^ T' "o ' T^' ^-c., which mtervene

between D and d.

Then vn is obviously the velocity of the grade which precedes
the fractional grude^ if there be a fractional grade. When the

nrst grade is fractional we found its velocity to be v\/2 • -yFCb ]

and we also found tfiat to suit this expression to the case of a
fractional grade occurring elsewhere in the range of the series,

"vve are to substitute for D that term of the series which is

D
next greater than c/. Now the value of that term will be ^'
Making the substitution accordingly, the expression for the addi-

tional velocity due to expansion into the fractional grade becomes,

after reducing, vy/'i •

/Ofif) /
' ^Y adding this quantity to vn we

obtain the final velocity of the fluid, resulting from its expansion
from any density D to any other density d. Hence the formula is

When there is no complete term of the series between D and d^

w^O and the above formula becomes Y — V\/2 "Tj)^'

When there is no fractional grade, that is, when d is equal to

some term of the series, that part of the formula beyond n equals

O5 and then the above formula becomes V = rrt-

From the general principles here developed it is obvious that,

^ in expansion, so likewise in condensation, the transition of an

elastic fluid from one density to another is not by gradations

which may be represented by a curve, but abrupt, instantaneous,

per saltum vel salCus. Pulses, therefore, which are propagated

in elastic fluids partake of the same character; that is, the con-

densation and subsequent reexpansion of the successive elements

through which the wave moves is instantaneous. This fact was
not known when the article on the propagation of pulses, referred

to at the commencement of this article, was \yritten. It however
does not afl^ect the validity of the reasoning in that article.
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XXXIV.—On the Rotation of the*"Plane of Polarization of
'^ Heat hy Magnetism ; by MM. *F. de la Provostaye and

P. Desains.*

Shortly after the brilliant discovery of Prof. Faraday of the

rotation of the plane of polarization of light by magnetisnij M.

Wartmann announcedf that he had tried the same experiment

with radiant heat. He employed the heat of a lamp, which he

partially polarized by making it pass through two piles of mica

crossed at right angles. The electro-magnets and a cylinder of

rock-salt were placed between these piles, and consequently very

near the thermo-electric apparatus. The galvanometer, on the

contrary, to be preserved from the action of the electro-magnets,

was removed to a great distance ; but the result was a considera-

ble increase iu the length of the circuitj and a diminution of sen-

sitiveness.

Notwithstanding all these inconveniences, which he clearly

pointed out, and which be was not able to overcome, M. Wart-

mann thought he observed that the needle of the galvanometer,

after having attained a fixed deviation under the influence of the

radiation not intercepted by the piles of mica, was again displaced

and took a fixed position different from the first when the current

was established, which seemed to indicate a rotation of the plane

of polarization of heat.

At Paris, some persons having vainly attempted to reproduce

these phenomena, we have considered that it would be useful to

revert to these experiments, and to point out a method which
permits of making them succeed with facility.

We have introduced into M, Wartmann's process three princi-

pal modifications:— 1st, we employ solar heat; 2ndly, we take

for polarizing apparatus two prisms of achromatic spar ; 3rdly, and
this appears to us indispensable, instead of placing the principal

sections at 90^, we arrange them so that they make an angle of

nearly 45^.

The employment of spars and solar light permits of removing
the electro-magnets to a great distance from the thermo-electric

pile. With respect to the arrangement of the prisms, the law of

Mains shows all the advantages which it presents. In fact, let

us take for unity the deviation which the solar ray transmitted

through the principal parallel sections would produce, '^i'he de-

viation, when the prisms form an angle of 45^, will be cos^ 45^

2* If the current is set in action, and it produces a rotation of

I,

;

* From the Aanules de Chimie et de Physique, October, 1849»—cited

Mag., XXXV, 481.

t Institut. Mav 6th. 1846. Xo. 644.
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the plane of polarization equal to 8^ the deviation will be, accord-
ing to the direction of the current, cos" (45^ -^)or cos=(45^+ <J),

aird we shall then have,, for the difference of the effects observed
when the current is niad6 to pass in a contrary direction^

cos^ (45°-5)-cos2 {Ao^+d)=s\n2d.

On placing the principal sections at 90^, the difference of the
deviations would be only

cos= (90^"(5)-cos^ 90^= sin2 5,

or

cos^ (90^4-'5)-cos2 90^=sin^ S.

Now sin^ J is considerably less than sin 2^^. If, for example, we
suppose <J=8^» sin =2 8 is equal to more than fourteen times sin 25.

The eye, it is true, appreciates readily the transition from dark-
ness to light, but not so the differeuce in brightness of two huni-
nous imaires. This is not the case with the thermoscopic appa-
ratus. There is therefore, when heat is concerned; a great ad-
vantage in proceeding as above directed.

The following are the details of Ihe experiment : the solar ray, .

reflected by a heliostat, traverses at first a doubly-refracting achro-

matic prism. The extraordinary butidle was intercepted : the or-

dinary bundle traverses the electro-magnet of M. Rulmikorff's ap-

paratus, and a fiint-glass of 38 millimetres in thickness between
the poles of the electro-magnet. It afterwards encounters, at

about S'n-SO, the second prism of spar, bifurcates again, and gives
tvvo images, one of which may be received on the thermo-electric
pile placed at four metres from the electro-magnet. The galvan-
ometer was still a liltle further removed from this disturbing force.

It was ascertained, by direct and repeated experiments, that on es-

tablishing the current there were no phenomena of induction, and
that the eiectro-niagnets had no appreciable action on the mag-
tietic needle which, under their influence, remained at zero in a
state of perfect rest. In order to understand this, it must he borne
in mind that the two opposite poles are very close together, and
that they act simultaneously upon a system already very distant

^od almost completely astatic. It might be feared that the efec-

trc-magnet, without action on the needle at zero, acted on tlie nee-

dle already displaced by the action of the calorific radiation. This
^vonld be possible in fact, if, in its first position, the needle had
the same direction as the line which joins its centre to the elec-

tro-magnet, and if, when it deviates, it made a notable angle in

that direction. In our experiments, precisely the inverse condi-

tion was realized; so that the component of the magnetic action

diminished more and more during the movement of the needle,

^nd became perfectly null when it attained its greatest deviation,

if therefore it had no action in the first case, such ought for a
stronger reason to be the case in the second,

SficoxD Sekies. Vol IX, No. 2'7.—May, 1850. 44
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By means of a commutator the electric current could be made
to pass, now in one directionj now in another, through the wires

of the electric magnet. We
the abridged expressions Current Aj Current B.

The following are the deviations observed :

—

Experiments of September 22.

(A Muncke's battery of 50 elements with large surfaces, but al-

ready worn, was employed.)
i-

FIRST SERIES

Cnrrent A, •

Without current,

Current A,

Without current,

Dovmlions.

210
190

214
186

SECOND SERIES.

(Acid was added,)

Without current,

Without current,

Current B,

Without current,

Current A,

Current B,

Current A,

Current B,

Without current,

Current B,

Current B,

Current A,

Without current,

THIRD SERIES.

20-5

20-6

18-6

209

23 6

IBS

220
180
19-9

ir-4

171

19-5

18-3

Experiments of September 29.

(A Bunsen's battery of 30 elements, well-cleaned and amalgama-

ted, was employed.)

)

FIRST SFUIES.

Without current,

Current A,

Current B,

Without current.

Current B,

Without current,

Dpv!:itrons,

12
14-9

8 6

iir
8-8

118

J
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SECOXD SERIES.
Deviations.

Without current, i^ . . . . 18-4

Current B,

Current A^ i

149
21-7

It is to be remarkedj that here^ if the principal sections of the

t .
prisms weve perpendicular, the deviation, at first null, would
scarcely attain one semi-division when one of the currents was
made to act.

Lastly, to obviate every objection, a third series of experiments
was made by taking away the prism of flint-glass, and observing
the deviations produced by the solar ray, when, as before, the

electric current was made to pass in the wires of the electro-mag-
net, now in one direction, now in another.

Deviations. .

Current A . . . 16-5
f

As should be the case, the deviations are

Current B . . . 16S r equal, which proves that the electric cur-

Current A . . . 16*8 ) rent and the magnet change the deviations
in acting on the tiint-glass and not in acting on the needle of the

alvanometer.

The above experiments establish, we believe, in an irrefragable

manner, the rotation of the plane of polarization of heat under the

influence of mj

Art. XXXy.

—

Historical account of the Eruptions on Hawaii ;

by James D. Dana,*

The island of Hawaii has a nearly triangular outline with the

three sides fronting severally, west, southeast, and norlheast.

The western side is about 85 geographical miles in length, the

southeast 65, and the northeast 75 miles. The whole surface

pertains to the slopes of three lofty volcanic summits, Mount (or

Maunaj Loaf constituting its southern portion, 13,760 feet in

height, Mount Kea, long extinct, covering the northern \>ovUonj

13,950 feet in height, and Haalalai towards the western shores,

estimated at 10,000.
The voyager approaching Hawaii, while admiring the sublim-

ity of its swelling heights, is struck with the unbroken siuface of

the island. Lofty peaks and alternating valleys and ridges are

so generally characteristic of mountain scenery, that he views tlie

even and gentle slope of the summits Loa and Kea with a degree

* Kxtracted ai\d condensed from the Author'^ Exp. Expd. Geological Report

f This name is often written Eoa, L and r are interchangeable \tiicv6 in the
Hawaiian dialect The I sound is most common^ and is adopted in the written lan-

guage of th# isLmds.
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of amazement. The former rises with a scarcely per-

ceptible inclination, (see annexed cnt,) without a break

in the surface apparent in the distant view ;
then grad-

ually rounds over, and dechnes on the opposite side

with the same gentle declivity. The eye following

aJong, up and down the sides of Mount Kea, meets

with the same slopes, and only few traces of indenta-

tions. Mount Loa is a flat dome. Mount Kea rises

to I he same altitude, and differs only in having the

summit somewhat pointed.

From these descriptions the statement will be ap-

preciated that the heights of Hawaii are not peaks in

a mountain range, but three isolated domes or low
cones, united by a confluence of lavas at base,

surface of the island is not a mass of broken moun-
tains, but the simple slopes of these elevations. Yet g

on an actual scramble over the sides, there are found
extensive ravines and ridges of lava which impede the g

progress: and numerous craters form large elevations

I'he

height. There are also nmnerous gorges on the eastern

J

*

will assist in conveying an idea of the form of Mount
Loa, the position of the crater at summit, and of Ki-
lauea on its east-southeastern flank, 3970 feet above
tlie sea.

We may hence assume 0^30' as the average incli-

nation of the great dome. This gives for the base
of the dome a breadth of forty-five and three-fourths

miles. This however is only the central portion of
the mountain ; for the slopes s^jread very much below,

a;

<

usually ranging between three and nine hundred feet in •»'

and northern foot of Kea, which extend from the sea

half-way up the moiujtain, and are from three hundred
to a thousand feet in depth. The Kohala range on
tlie north, which is the only part not conformable to

this system, faces the interior of the island with a
nearly vertical front, while northward the slopes are
less abrupt and are profoundly intersected by valleys.

Mount Kea has an average slope of 7^ 46^ The
slope of Mount Loa on the south averages 7° 33
on the west 5^ 28' ; on the east, to Kilauea, (a distance
of 19-8 miles from the axis,) 6^42'; making 6^30'
the average for the dome. From Kilauea to the sea,

the slope averages but P 28', equivalent to 135 feet

to the rnile* The following map of a part of Hawaii

O

H
X
w

>

I

*

3
CD

P

* This map is reduced from the chart published with the Narrative of the Expe-

dition.
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diminishing eastward to a single degree, so that the region of vol-
canic action subordinate to Mount Loa. is about seventy miles in
width; or inchides the entire breadth of tlie island, from east to
west. The main part of the mountainj if considered a portion of
a great sphere,* will correspond to a segment 13,700 feet deep,

cut from a globe four hundred miles in diameter: or in form, to

a segment about one-twelfth of an inch deep from a globe twelve
inches in diameter : and in such a segment as last referred to, the

terminal crater would be represented by an indentation one-fif-

teenth of an inch broad, and Kilauea by another one-tenth of an
inch broad; and both about a fifteenth of their breadth in depth.
The dome, consequently, instead of having slender walls at top,

has a horizontal thickness o( full twenty miles^ eighteen hundred
feet vertically below its summit.f

It varies a little from a se^Tnent of a sphere, the upper parts
prominent.

t For
other

height tu diameter being given as 1 to 9.

Etna, according to Elie de B 'aumont, has an average inclination of 8 degrees. M.
^on Buch makes the ratio of height to drcumfen-nce as 1 to 34, giving the angle lOJ
degrees The Chimbornzo dome, according to Humboldt, is only 673 toises through
at a level of: 153 toi^c., (or 978 foot) below the centre of top.

It is much to be regretted that artists, when sketching niountnin==. nre not content

'W'Jth giving them tliefr actual slopes instead of attempting iniprovfuients by straight-

ening up their sides and -^^-^T-TVi-iinKr tlu'ir summits. Even in Murks of science, the

^anie errors are comn»on-
the

Dr

give
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The two craters of Mount Loa are still active. The summit
crater, called Mokua-weo-weo, measuring 13,000 and SOOO feet

in its diameters, has a depth of 784 feet along its western

precipice, Kilanea, the crater of most renown, is marked by no

conical elevation ; and the declivities of the parent mountain

hardly vary in this part from a plain. Like Mokna-weo-weo it

is a pit-crater, with vertical sides of horizontally stratified basal-

tic rock or lava, • .

The traveller first perceives his approach to the crater in a few

small clouds of steam rising from fissures not fi^r from his

path. While gazing for a second indication he stands unexpect-

edly upon the brink of the pit. A vast amphitheatre seven miles

and a half in circuit has opened to view. Beneath a gray rocky

precipice of 650 feet, forming the bold contour, a narrow plain of

hardened lava, (the '4Mack ledge,") extends like a vast gallery

around the whole interior. Within this gallery, below another

similar precipice of 340 feet, lies the bottom, a wide plain of bare

rock more than two miles in length.

The eye naturally ranged over the whole area for something

like volcanic action^ as it is usually described. But all was sin-

gularly quiet. In the dark plain that forms the bottom, there

was little to attract attention beside the utter dreariness of the

place, excepting certain spots of a blood-red color which appeared

to be in constant yet gentle agitation. Instead of a sea of mohen
lava "rolling to and fro its fiery surge and flaming billows,'^ we
were surprised at the stillness of the scene. The incessant mo-
tion in the blood-red pools was like that of a cauldron in constant

•ebullition. The lava in each boiled with such activity as to cause

a rapid play of jets over its surface. One pool, the largest of the

^hree then in action, was afterwards ascertained by survey to

measure one thousand five hundred feet in one diameter, and a

thonsatid in the other: and this whole area, info which the Capi-

tol grounds at Washington might be sunk entire, was boiling, as

seemed from above, with nearly the mobility of water. Still all

went on quietly. Not a whisper was heard from the fires be-

low. White vapors rose in fleecy wreaths from the pools and

numerous fissures, and above the large lake they collected into a

broad canopy of clouds, not unlike the snowy heaps or cumuli

that lie near the horizon in a clear day, though changing more
rapidly their fanciful shapes. On descending aftervvards to the

black ledge, at the verge of the lower pit, a half-smothered gurg-

ling sound was all that could be heard from the pools oi lava.

Occasionally there was a report like musketry which died away,

and left the same murmuring sound, the stifled mutterings of a

boiling fluid.

Such was the general appearance of Pele's pit in a day view

at the time it was visited by the author,*

}

* In November, 1840.
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At night, though no less quiet, the scene was one of indescrib-
able sublimity. We were encamped on the edge of the crater, with
the fires full in view. The large cauldron^ in place of its bloody
glare, now glowed with intense brilliancyj and the surface spark-
led with shifting points of dazzling light, occasioned by the jets
in constant play. A row of small basins on the southeast side of
the lake were also jetting out their glowing lavas. Two other
pools in another part of the pit tossed up their molten rock much
hke the larger cauldroUj and occasionally burst out with jets ^oxxy
or fifty feet in height. The broad canopy of clouds above the
pit which seemed to rest on a column of wreaths and curling
heaps of lighted vapor, and the amphitheatre of rocks around the
lower depths, were brightly illumined from the boiling lavas;

while a lurid red tinged the distant parts of the inclosing walls
and threw itito deeper shades of darkness the many cavernous re-

cesses. And over this scene of restless fires and fiery vapors the

heavens by contrast seemed tmnaturally black, with only here
and there a star like a dim point of light.

The next night streams of lava boiled over from the lake,

and formed several glowing lines diverging over the bottom
of the crater. Towards morning, there was a dense mist, and
the whole atmosphere seemed on fire. The lakes were barely

distinguished through the haze, by the spangles on the sur-

face that were brightening and disappearing with incessant

chan%^-
We have endeavored to describe these views, with literal cor-

rectness. We are not responsible for any disappointment the ac-

count may create, as we could see only what wasaciually before us.

Pele was in one of her sober moods. Yet we have reason to believe

that this is her usual state, and assuredly there is a terrible grand-
eur even in her quiet. 7'he action when most roused has been
tniich exaggerated in its character; for boihng and overflowing,

with occasional detonating explosions, constitute in every condi-

tion the characteristic features: in its greatest violence, the caul-

drons are more numerous and extensive, the spouting cones mul-
tiply in number, the explosions are loud and frequent, and the

sheets of lava at each overflow spread through the whole crater.

Such a scene o\qv an area seven and a half miles i?i circuit, must
be terrific beyond description, although the ^'sea" be no sea; and
the '' waves" but the agitations oi violent ebullition and frequent

overflowings.

The accompanying bird's-eye view of Kilauea, reduced from
the surveys of the Expedition, shows its oblong-ovate form and

general features, though giving no adequate idea of its magnitude.

The longest diameter lies nearly northeast and southwest,' and is

sixteen thousand feet in length; the average breadth is seven

thousand five hundred feet. The pit includes, therefore, an area
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of nearly four square

miles,* thus exceeding in

extent many a city of

one hundred thousand in-

habitants. Yet on look-

ing into it from above, it

is difficult to realize its

size, as there is no object

within or about it which
can serve for comparison. -

No one would imasrine

that two hundred such
structures as St. Peter's at Rome could be accommodated within

its walls, or that the lofty dome of this cathedral would stand

with its pinnacle but little above the black ledge. The great lake

of boiUng lava (a), 1000 feet by 1500, as above mentionedj is a

small object in such an area,

A better idea o( the internal form o^ the pit will be obtained

from a transverse section here represented. It is taken in the

line of the shorter diameter; a section through the longer diame-

ter on the same scale (a third of an inch to a thousand feet) would
not have room on the page; miW is the whole breadth of the

crater; on^o'n\ the black ledge; pp^ the bottom of the lower

pit ; np^ n'p' the walls of the lower pit, 342 feet in height ; mo,
m^ o'^ the walls above the black ledge^ 650 feet in height.

n
"1

V

71
L r ~v-

VERTICAL SECTION OF KILAUEA.

The walls of the crater (mo) are vertical, or nearly so, through
the most of their circuit. There is a break with several fissures

in the northeast corner, (in the figure above, the vpper side is

north,) where is the usual place of descent ; and on the south-

east side (o) there are two or three sloping declivities, on which
one of the famous sulphur banks is situated.

Without continuing with these details relating to the crater of

Kilauea, we proceed to an account of the eruptions of which
we have knowledge.

l^he first eruption of this crater of which tradition gives any
definite knowledge, occurred about the year 1789, during the

wars and conquests of Ka-meha-meha. It took place between Ki-

lauea and the sea in a southeasterly direction. It is said to have

been accompanied by violent earthquakes and rendings oi the

earth: and an eruption of cinders and stones from the opened ns-

As nearly as can be ascertained from tlie map of the crater the area is three

two-thircb sauare miles, or 100.000.000 souare feet.

-^
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sures. It was so violent aud extensive that the heavens were
completely darkened; and one hundred hves are supposed to
have been lost. There are now, over a large area near Kilauea a
few rniles distant to the south and southeast great quantities of a
light puniice-like scoria^ with stoiies and sand, which are believed
to have heen'throwii out at this time.*
The famous outbreak of lavas, in 1823, and the features of the

crater after it, are described by Mr. Ellis in his Polynesian Re-
searches.! A large tract of country in Kau, the southern district
of Hawaii, was flooded, and the stream, where it reached the sea,
as I am informed by Rev. Mr. Coan, was five to eight miles wide.
The earth is said to have been rent in several places, and the
lavas were ejected through the fissures, commencing their course
above ground some miles south o^ Kilauea. There was no visible

commiuiication with the lavas of this crater at the time; but the
fact of their subsiding some hundred feet simultaneously with the
eruption is satisfactory evidence of a connection. The crater af-

ter the eruption, as described by Mr. Ellis,.t had the same general

* The following account of this eruption is from a '*Historv of the Sandwich Isl-

ands," by Kev. I. Dibble, pubMied at Lahainaluna (island of Maui) in 1843. It
was tiiken by the autlior from the lips of those who were part of the company,
and present m the scene. The army of Keoua, a Plawaiian chief, being pursued by
Kamehanieha, were at the time near Kilauea. For two preceding niglit^, there had
been eruption«t, with ejections of stones and cinders. *^The army of Keoua get out
on their way in tliree chiferent companies. The compan^^ in advance had not pro-

ceeded far before the ground began to sljake and rock beneath their feet, and it be-

came quite impossible to stand. Soon a dense cloud of darkness was seen to rise

out of the crater, and, ahaost at the same instant, the thunder began to roar in the
heavens, and the lightning to ilash* It continued to ascend aftd spread aroiuid until

the whole region was enveloped, and the light of day was c^fitirely excluded. Th«
darbies.s was tlie more terrific, being made visible by an awful glare from streams of
I'ed and blue light, variously combined through the action of the fires of the pit and
the flashes of hghtning above. Soon followed an inzmense volume of sand mid cin'-

ders, which were tiirowu to a great height, and came d<*wn in a deaitructive shower
for many miles around. A few of the forward company were burned to death by
the sand[, and all of them experienced a suffocating sensation. The rear company,
"Which wa=! nearest the volcano at the time, suffered little inj\iry, and after the earth-

quake and shower of sand had pas^sed over, hastened on, to greet their comrades
^ead, on their escape from so imminent peril. But what was their surprise and con-

sternation, to find the centre company a collection of corpses. Some were lyin^

down, and others were sitting uprii^ht, clas.ping with dying grasp their wives and

children, and joining noses (the mode of expressing afTection,) as m the act of taking

'«ave. So much Uke life they looked, that they at first supposed them merely at

'est, and it Wiis not until they had come up to them and handled them, that they

could detect their mistake." 'Mr. Dibble adds, " A blast of sul]»hurous gas a shower

of heated embers, or a volume of heated steum, would sufficiently account for this

sudden death. Some of the narratt>rs who saw the corpses affirm, that though hi no

place deeply burnt, yet they were thoroughly scorched.

f Polvnesian Researche-s vol. iv^ p. 211.

\ Mr/EUis, and many that have followed him in de=cribmg Kilauea, make much
use of the word " flames," as though fl«nnes were actually seen. It is an excusable

n^i^take, where the scenes are so stiU-tling and ^ far beyond description. An ac-

count appeared in a public print at Honolulu, about the time of the arrival of the

squadron, in which *' Ihimes** were called in to give vividness to the description. It is

needless to «av that none were seen there by the writer, aWiough the condition was
the same as for the month previous.

Second Sehies, YoL IX, No. 2t.—May, 1850- 46
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features as when visited by the Expedition. The black ledge

continued completely around the crater, and was *' three or four

hundred feet" above the bottom. The pit was, however, in a more

active state: for the southwest and northern parts are represented

as vast floods of lava, and there were fifty-one small cones wiih

craterSj twenty-two of which gave out vapors, and some ejected

lavas. Ellis remarks that the crater appeared as if, a short time

before, the lavas had been as high as the black ledge.

In June, 1832, an eruption took place both from Kilanea and

the summit crater of Mt. Loa. The only eruption, at this time,

of the lavas of Kilauea to the surface, of which vve have definite

account, occurred in the east wall of the crater. A deep fissure

was opened in the wall, (near jt), figure on page 352,) from which

streams flowed out, part back into Kilauea down the steep slope,

and part across into the ''Old Crater'' (r), which, at the time,

was overgrown with wood. It is important to trace out, as far

as we are able, the changes which preceded it.

«. The first published account of the crater subsequent to El-

lis's, is that of the Rev. C. S. Stewart, who visited it in July,

182o.* He states that it was nearly in the condition represented

by Ellis in 1823. The bottom was several hundred feet below

Fifty-six conical craters were coun-

ted, and the action was violent and noisy. A plan of the crater

at this time, by Lieutenant Maiden, is given by Byron; The
black ledge is represented as very much narrower than at present,

so that the lower pit occupied nearly the whole width of the cra-

ter: the height of the ledge is stated at four hundred feet. The
plan represents numerous cones over the bottom, and the two
largest occupy together the whole transverse diameter of the cra-

the level of the black ledge.

usand
or more at base.

I

Journal of a Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, and Residence at the Sa^d^vich Isl-

ands, in the years 1822-1825, by C. S. Stewart; 12rao, 1828. K'ew York. p. 355.

f A reduced copy of Lieutenant
Jlalden^s plan is annexeil, as it will
give increased interest to the facts

observed by the Expedition. A, Is

a cliar of eighty feet, B, a cliff of
one hundred and fifty feet; C, Lord
Byron's cncanipnient ; IC, the point
on the black ledge where they de-
scended to tlie bottom; 1, the cra-

ter in actit>n visited by Lord Byron

;

2, a sulphur cone; y, crater that
broke out at the time of the vidit,

29th of June ; 4, crater brilliantly

in action ; 5, the largest crater ; 6, a
deep fihsiire; 7, deepest and nio>;t precipitous part of crater. Tlie wlu'le crater is

Bot represented. The largest cone (5) is nearly hidf the diameter of the lower pit,

and must have been three or four tliousand feet b breadth.
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6. In December of the same year, Rev. A. Bishop observed that
the crater had filled up mnch since the visit he made with Mr*
ElliSj and he estimates the amount of change as fom- hundred (?)
feet. There were a large number of cones *' fifty to one hundred

' feet high/' besides lakes boiling with much agitation, "every now
and then sending forth a gust of vapor and smoke, with great
noise." He adds, ''the natives remarked that after rising a little

)
higher the lava will discharge itself, as formerly^ towards the sea
through some aperture under gromidy^

c. In October of 1829, Rev. C. S. Stewart made a second visit

to the crater, and found, as he states, that the lower pit, instead
o( being four or five hundred feet deep, as when he before saw it,

was bat two hundred feet. He remarked that it had filled up at

least two hundred feet. It was more quiet than in 1S25, but
there were still several boiling lakes of lava, and some cones in

great activity.f

d. In September of 1832, when the Rev. J. Goodrich visited

Kilauea, the eruption had taken placed He says that every thing
had changed: The lavas, which previously had increased so as

to fill up to the black ledge, andfifty feet above, about nine hund-
red [four hundred?] feet in all, had sunk down again nearly to

the same depth, leaving, as usual, a boiling cauldron at the south

end. The earthquake of January preceding had rent in twain
the walls of the crater, on the east side, from top to bottom, pro-

ducing seams from a ^e\v inches to several yards in width, from
^hich the region between the two craters was deluged with lava.

About half way up the precipice there was a rent a quarter of a

niile in length, from which immense quantities of lava boiled

out directly underneath the hut formerly occupied by the party of

Lord Byron. The position of Byron's hut is seen at C, on the

figure at the foot o( the preceding page, and near p^ow the figure

on page 352.

From these accounts, it is probable that in addition to the ejec-

tions from the east wall, which are insufficient to account for the

subsidence in the lower pit, there must also have been a subterra-

nean outlet beneath the sea, as the native with Mr. Bishop had

predicted. This elevation of the lava a thousand feet above the

lower pit, with its discharge from the very wall of the crater, is

Worthy of sj^ecial note.

The next eruption to that of 1832, was the one already refer-

red to, that commenced on the 30th of May, 1840, the lavas of

which, wliere they reached the sea, were in some places still hot

when visited by the author in the November following.

* Missionary Herald, xxiii, 53.

f Visit to the South Sea^, 2 vol
i * J* #*^ •

12rao. New Tork, 1B31.—ii, ^8.

American
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The only published accounts of the crater subsequent (o that

just mentioned by Mr. Goodrich, and previous to this eruption,

are those o^ Mr. Douglass,* Ca[jtain E. G. Kelley, (from slale-

^
)t Count StrzeleckijI

a, Mr. Douglass was at Kilauea in January, 1834. The pit,

by his measurementSj was one thousand feet deep, and the black

ledge and lower pit appear to have been in the same condition as

when seen by Mr. Bishop. There was a lake of boiling lava in

the north end, three hundred and nineteen yards in diameter, be-

sides the large one in the south end. The movement of the lavas

to the southward (a consequence of the ebullition) was estimated

to have a velocity of three and one-fourth miles per hour,

6. Captains Chase and Parker visited the crater in 1838, four

years after Mr. Douglas. At that time, as the sketch made by

them on the spot indicates, the lavas had so increased that the

lower pit was almost obliterated, the bottom having risen nearly

to a level with the black ledge. This will be understood from

the figure on page 352 : all the bottom pit between p n and p^ n'

had become filled up, by the successive overflowmgs, to within

forty feet of the top, and over the four square miles of area, the

fires were in great activity. There were six boiling lakes of lava,

and twenty-six cones from twenty to sixty feet high, eight of

which w^ere throwing out cinders and reJ hot lava. Standing

by the side of one of these lakes, they looked down more than

three hundred feet upon its agitated surface: *' after a few min-
utes the violent struggle ceased, and the whole surface o( the lake

was changed to a black mass of scoria; but the pause was only

to renew its exertions, for while they were gazing at the change,
suddenly the entire crust which had been formed commenced
cracking, aiid^he burning lava soon rolled across the lake, heaving
the coating on its surface like cakes of ice upon the ocean surge.

l^oi far from the centre o( the lake was an island which the lava

was never seen to overflow." These interesting facts illustrate

several points of special importance in volcanoes, viz. (1) The ra-

pidity with which lava cools; (2) The frequent rise of tempera-

ture that takes place even in boiling lakes, arising from a new
gushing from the source below; (3) the formation of clinkers,

well compared fo the breaking up of ice. From the account of

Captain Kelley, it apjiears that the whole bottom of the crater

was not in fusion- Oti the contrary, the greater part was black

lava, over which they travelled to the brink of some of the pools;

* Jour, of the Rt^y. Geog. Soc, vol. iv.

f Amurican Journal of Science, xl, 11*7; with a dra-^iui:: of the crater, ^rhich

show -I that the ob -iteration of the lower pit wits nearly complete.
^ Hawaiian Spectator, i, 436.

Athenjeum, Xov. 11. 1840; Roy. Geog. Soc. of London, 1840, Captain Shep-

herd evidently misunderstood the mode of action at the crater.
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yet at times floods of lava covered a large portion of the whole
area. The pools were in violent agitation, and "hissing, rnm-
bling, agonizing sounds, came from the depths of the dread ahyss."

c. VVhen seen by Count Strzelecki in the same year, it was
still in the condition above described. There were six lakes, one,
as he states, of 300,001) square yards area, and five of about 5,700
square yards each. The great lake was in violent action.

d. Captain Shepherd was at the crater, Sept, 16, lb39. There
i were •' numerous small cones, twenty to thirty feet high," " lakes

of molten matter in violent agitation," besides a "great lake,"
one mile long and half a mile broad. The party, (notwithstand-
ing the activity, be it observed,) desceudeditdo the crater^ and
visited several of the cones atid small lakes on their way to the
great lake. This lake was in '^violent ebullition," underwent
constant changes of brightness, and in some places flowed on,

^'leaving ridges of scoria on the northern shore."
e. We learn from the natives, that, for a week previous to the

outbreak, the whole interior was a fearful scene of fiery deluges
and ejections. There was no black ledge ; for the lavas, by their

overflowings, since 1832, had not only filled up the central pit,

btu accumulated over the ledge, and all was one vast theatre of
intense action. The mountain was thus charged. The pressure

V ^^^ ^he sides below from the lavas and confined vapors had be-
^ come immense. As a natural consequence fissures opened, and

the lavas were drawn off; the centre of the great pit consequent-
ly sunk down three hundred and fifty or four hundred feet, which
was its condition when visited by us.

There was no great earthtjuake, no shaking of Mount Loa. At
Hilo not the faintest rumbling was heard or felt; and only slight

qniverings to the south. It was a simple tapping of the great

cauldron, Kilauea; and after it, the crater became comparatively

inactive. Its black hardened surface, and the one or two boiling

pools which remained over the vast area, exhibited the subdued
quiet of exhaustion.

The first appearance of the lavas at the surface occurred in a

small crater called Arare, about six miles from Kilauea, A, (map
on p. 349,) as was ascertained soon after by the Rev. T. Coan.*

The light was seen at a distance; but there were no inhabitants

living in that vicinity, and it was set down for a jimgle on fire.

The next day another outbreak was distinguished farther towards

the coast; and eeneral alarm prevailed among the natives, now
aware of the catastrophe in progress. Other openings followed,

and by Monday, the first of June, the large fiovr had begun

* Missionary HeralJ, 1S4I, volume xxsviir. p. 288. The author was over the jx>r-

tion of the eruption towarJs the sea in Novejubt-T. Subsequently it was examined

by Captain Wilkes, Mr. J. Drayton, and Dr. C. Pickering ; and by means of their in-

vestigations a map of the regioa was made out.
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that formed a continuous stream to the sea, Avhich it reached on

the third of June, destroying the small village of Nanawale. This

flood issued from several fissures aL^ng its whole course", instead

of being an overflow of lavas from a single opening j it started

from an elevation of 1244 feet, as determined by Captain Wilkes,

at a point twenty-seven miles distant from Kilauea, twenty-two

miles from the first outbreak, and twelve from the shores. The
interval between the first appearance of the lavas and this flood

presents a iew patches of ejectionSj and some steam fissures.

The extent of these patches was not accurately ascertained.

Dr. Pickering mentions one small one, just before the last out-

break
; and another, much larger, (n) covering probably three or

four square miles, was observed by him a short distance above.

A still larger patch, (w) according to a native report, exists about

half way from the '' Big Crater" (C) and the last outbreak ;
while

still another, on the same authority, was seen just north of the

^*Big Crater." It is very remarkable, as stated by Dr. Pickering,

that the line of fracture and lava patches should have cut through

a high hill just north of the '' Deep Crater" (B), and thus avoided

this large pit where it might have been supposed there would

have been the least resistance to fracture. The natives state that

the lavas rose to a height of three hundred feet in the pit-crater

Arare, the first point of outbreak, and then sunk again when the

next outbreak took place; and the appearance of scoria within

the crater satisfied Dr. Pickering that the lavas had risen at the

time to the heistht mentioned.

The scene of the flowing lavas, as affirmed by those who ob-

served it, beggars description. As we learn from an eye-witness,

the lavas rolled on, sometimes sluggishly, and sometimes violent-

ly, receiving at times fresh force from new accessions to the fiery

stream, and then almost ceasing its motion. It swept away for-

ests in its course, at times parting and enclosing islets of earth

and shrubbery, and at other times underminitig and bearing along

masses of rock and vegetation on its surface. Finally it pkinged

into the sea with loud detonations. The burning lava, on meet-

ing the waters, as Mr. Coan states, was shivered, like melted glass,

into millions of particles, which were thrown up in clouds that

darkened the sky, and fell like a storm of hail over the siu-round-

ing country. " Vast columns of steam and vapors rolled off* be-

fore the wind, whirling in ceaseless agitation, and the reflected

glare of the lavas formed a fiery firmanent overhead. For three

weeks this terrific river disgorged itself into the sea with little

abatement. Night was converted into day on all eastern Hawan.

The light rose and spread like the morning upon the mountains,

and its glare was seen on the opposite side of the island. It was dis-

tinctly visible for more than one hundred miles at sea; and at

the distance of forty miles fine print could be read at midnight.
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At three spots on the coast, probably over three opened fissures

whence lavas issned, the sands contirined to be thrown up, until

as many rounded or nearly conical elevations were formed, the
largest of which was found to.be 250 feet in height, and the
smallest about 150 feet. They consist of a finely laminated tufa,

like tufa craters. The coast is said to have been extended nearly
a quarter of a mile beyond its former limits.

TUFA HILLS, NANAWALE.

In some portions they were in huge angular

T

The stream, as it appeared in November, consisted in its differ-

ent portions of all the kinds of lava tracts elsewhere observed. In

some portions, especially the upper, there were fields of the

smoother variety, (the pahoihoi,) with the usual ropings and
twistings of the surface; and there were some miniature cones,

a few yards in height, out of Avhich the lavas spouted for a while

after the rest had become quiet. Large tracts were covered with
sand; and walking over them, the feet often broke through into

steaming chambers, siiggesting caution to the traveller. Other

large portions consisted of clinkers, a fact which might have been

inferred from the description given of the varyitig rate of the

moving lavas,

blocks; in others in slabs laid with much regularity against one

another. There were nimierous caverns and fissures still sending

up clouds of steam ; ai^d in tnany, the rocks were yet glowing

within a few feet of the surface. A piece of paper was instantly

ignited. Small snlphur-banksy with deposits of alum and other

salts, were met with in several places-

The islets of forest trees in the midst of the stream of lava

Were from one to fifty acres in extent, and the trees still stood

and were sometimes living. Captain Wilkes describes a copse

of bamboo which the lava had divided and surrounded
;

yet

many of the stems were alivOj and a part of the foliage remained

uninjured.* Near the lower part of the flood, the forests were

destroyed for a breadth of half a mile either side, and were loaded

with the volcanic sand ; but in the upper part, Dr. Pickering found

the line of dead trees only twenty feet wide. The lavas some-

times flowed around stumps of treeg| and as the tree was grad-

ually consumed, it left a deep cylindrical hole, sometimes two

feet in rfinmRfer either empty or filled with charcoal.t Towards

* Narrative Exp. ExpA, iv, 184.
, t. -., t, , r, ,r.

f Similar facts to those here stated were observed by JVL Bory de St Vmccnt

e Isle of Bourhovu— Voyage aux Isles (TA/rique, 3 vok, 4to, Paris, 1804.

at
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the margin of the stream, these stump-holes were innumerable,

and in many instances the fallen top lay tjear by, dead but not

burnt. Dr. Pickering also states that some epiphytic plants upon

these fallen trees had begun again to sprout. The rapidity with

which lava cools is still more remarkably shown in the fact that

it was found sometimes hanging in stalactites from the branches

of trees; and although so fluid when thrown off from the stream

as to clasp the branch, the heat had barely sec relied the bark.

The waters oi the sea were s^o much heated that the shores for

twenty miles were strewed with dead fish.

From the period, thirty-six hours, which the lavas required to

reach the sea, an average velocity of four hundred feet an hour is

readily deduced, as stated by Captain Wilkes. Yet, as the lavas

issued from various fissures along the course,* the result cannot

be correctly compared to an overflow of fluid : it is rather the rate

of progress of the eruption than of the motion of a flowing liquid.

The thickness of the stream of lava here described was esti-

mated by Dr. Pickering as averaging ten or twelve feet. In some

places it was not over six feet. The whole area, judging from

the surveys, covers about fifteen square statute miles; and reduc-

ing to feet and multiplying by the depth, 12 feet, gives for the

amount of ejected lava 5,0 18,000,000 cubic feet; to which, if we
add for the previous ejections of the same eruption three more

square miles it gives 6,023,000,000 of cubic feet for the whole

We
t

of lavas which passed from Kilauea, in the actual cubic contents

of the emptied pit. The area of the lower pit. as determined by
the surveys of the Expedition, is equal to 3», 500,000 square feet.

Multiplying this by 400 feet, the depth of the pit after the erup-

tion.J we have 15,400,000,000 cubic feet for the solid contents of

the space occupied by lavas before the eruption, and therefore the

actual amount of the material which flowed from Kilauea. This

is two and a half times the amount obtained from the estimated

extent of the eruptions. The difference may be accounted for

partly on the ground that fissures were filled as well as surfaces

overflowed, and also that there may have been eruptions beneath

the sea not estimated. This amount is equivalent to a triangular

ridge eight hundred feet high, two miles long, and over a mile

wide at base.

* On this poiut "\*'e cito the fullowing passai^e from the Niirriitive by Cnptam

Wilkes, (iv, 181);—'^ There are ma#>- tipstirfs alon;^- the whole line, a^ will be per-

Ciiived by the dark places on the map. I feel cuullilcnt that from t-ach of tlies^e an

ejection had taken place, and that the lava had in some aises flowed in a contrary

direction to the general course of the stream."

t Allowing an average depth of but ten feet, the calculation would give for the

vhole amount 5,000,000,000 cubic feet.

\ As the measurements of the Expedition were made eight months att^r the

eruption, we have allowed somewhat for the increase during that time, and also for

cavities emptied beneath the ledge.

r
k

\
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The lava of the eruption is remarkable for the large proportion
of chrysolite, amonnti?)g in some parts to nearly one half, and oc-
curring in coarse grains often a fourth of an inch thick. It is

consequently very brittle, slabs being easily shattered to pieces
by a tap of the hammer. The sands of the seashore produced
by the eruption, consist largely of this mineral mixed with black
grains of the comminuted lavas. In the abundance of chrysolite
the lava is very unlike that formed in the crater either previous
or subsequent to the eruption.

The sand-hills are examples of elevations thrown up suddenly
over fissures of eruption. They consist of tufa of a rusty yellow
color, and are distinctly and finely laminated. The sea is already
encroaching on them, and has exposed the regular stratification

of the interior, showing a steep inclination of the layers outward.
Not a trace of tilting took place in the rocks beneath ; they are

simple cones of eruption, formed of ejected cinders. The sands
are said to have been thrown out from the centre of each hill,

while in progress; yet there is now no cavity at top. It appears
that the action of the moltefi lavas as they met the sea must
have been like the effect from a furnace of melted glass plung-
ed beneath water. There was a violent explosion and eruption
of fragments and steam, which fell around the centre of ac-

tion
; and owing to the water which ascended and descended

with them, the structure became laminated like the alluvium of a
river. Thus three ^^ Monte Nuovos" instead of one were thrown
tip at a single eruption. The yellow color of the tufa is owing
to the action of the steam and water on the ferruginous cinders,

reducing some part of the iron to a hydrate.

Since leaving the Sandwich Islands, I learn from the Rev. Mr.
Coan that the crater has again been gradually filling up. In No-
vember, 1841, there was little action except in the great lake. In

February, 1842, the same condition of things continued, with only

an increased state of activity. In July," 1844, Mr. Coan was
near when the large lake overflowed its margin on every side,

spreading out into a vast sea of fire, filling the whole southern

part of the crater as far as the black ledge on either side, and ob-

literating the outlines of the cauldron. Two deep fissures opened,

one on either side under the black ledge, and nearly encircled the

whole southern area. The precipitous sides of one were two

hundred feet in depth. These fissures soon became filled with

the flood that was pouring over from the lake; and in one place

"it fell in a cascade of fifty feet, producing a sceiic of terrific

sublimity." In a letter dated June 25, 1846, Mr. Coan states that

"the great lake is intensely active most of the time^ The re-

peated overflowii ^
400 or 500 feet since 1840, so that some points are now more ele-

Second Sehies, VoL IX, No. 27.—May, 1850. 46
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vated than the black ledge," In a letter written in the next

month to a friend from Rev. Mr. Lyman, the crater is described

as having the whole interior filled, with some parts of the centre

standing 100 to 150 feet above the black ledge. The large lake

was still the centre of greatest activity.

It appears then at the last mentioned date to have been nearly

in the condition sketched and described by Captain Kelley in

1839, previons to the eruption of 1840, except that the action had

not reached the same degree of intensity.

Through a letter from Lieut. Henry Eld, U.S.N., we learn that

in the spring of 1849, the bottom of the crater was still as last

reported, but more raised. Yet instead of an increase of action,

the crater was unusually quiet. The lavas had subsided in the

great lake and it seemed as if the fires were in process of extinc-

tion. The action was far less than in 1840, when Lieut. Eld was
at the crater with the officers of the Exploring Expedition.*

We conclude at this time with a mention of one or two deduc-

tions from the facts mentioned,
1. Frequency of Eruptions,—The last three eruptions of Ki-

lauea have taken place in a period of nineteen years, or with in-

tervals of eight or nine years. Between the years 1789 and 1823,

there may have been a season of comparative quiet, as we learn

from the natives of no great eruption. This evidence, however,

is by no means decisive. They say, in general terms, that erup-

tions have taken place during all their kings, and assert that the

crater has been in action from time immemorial. It is quite pos-

sible that in the above mentioned interval, there were submarine
eruptions, if not subaerial ; and very probably, the latter also may
have taken place. The statement of the native to Mr. Bishop
that the lavas, after reaching a certain height, would flow out as

they hadformerly done under the sea, is evidence that they were
aware of this mode of emptying Xilauea of its lavas. In six

years after 1840, the lower pit was again filled, and since then

an eruption has been looked for.

2. Phases of Volcanic Action.—There can be no truth, at least

as regards Mount Loa, in the principle reasoned out at length, in

an able article on volcanoes, by Bischof,t that the phases of vol-

canic action depend on water gaining access to the central fires of

the globe; for the evidence is certainly conclusive that the main
action of waters is comparatively near the surface.^

The phases of volcanic action at Kilauea are as follows:

^
The centres of action, when most quiet, are reduced to a

single one, which occasionally overflows. This overflowing

Tlie papers have since reported an eruption, but I have not seen the report con-

fimjed.

\ Natural History of Volcanoes, hj G. Bischof. Jamesons Edinburgh Journal,

xxvi, 1839; American Journal of Science, xxxvi, 249, 250.
t We omit here the arErumenta on this noint.
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raises the bottom of the crater; the lavas continue to boil over,
and go on accamulatingj and elevating the area of action ; the
pressure is consequently gradually increasing; the action becomes
after a while more intensCj perhaps in part from the increasing
pressure, and the increasing height to which vapors ascend be-
fore escaping

; new centres of ebullition add to the effect ; finally,
after the bottom is raised 400 or 500 feet above its lower level,
these centres are numerous, the ebullition is violent, the overflow-
ings almost incessant;—at last the increased pressure, in addition
to the force of rising vapors proceeding from the increased ac-
tion, cause a rupture through the mountain's sides and the lavas
flow out.

This is the history from a period of quiet to one of greatest

activity. If the larger pool, after an eruption, should become
crusted over, as happens with the smaller pools, the lava sinking
far below the surface^ there would seem to be a state of inactivity.

But the same process going on, the surface would be gradually
reached, and the work would be continued as above explained.

This is mainly a result of the passage of vapors from below,
inflating the lavas as they ascend, producing the appearance of

ebullition, and occasioning thus the rising of the molten ma-
terial, and the overflowings. The scoria is the froth of the

surface still more inflated, like the scum on the surface of a boil-

ing syrup. Lavas from fissures in Kilauea usually are notscoria-

ceous, while the overflowings of the lakes have a crust of scoria

4 to 10 inches thick.

To compare Kilauea with other craters, we must keep in mind
this important point, proved by the absence of cinders in the cra-

ter, and the free ebullition there, that the lavas are remarkably
liquid, while those of other craters are comparatively viscid. The
ejections of the great lake of Kilauea are 60 feet in height, while

those of Vesuvius during an eruption may be 10,000 feet; and
this, though not a direct measure of their relative liquidity, is a

consequence of it. With this principle in viexYy we may trans-

late the language of Kilauea into that of Vesuvius or Etna. The
phases of their craters may be of the same general nature, and

be due to a similar mode of action, varied only by the simple fact

of the greater or less viscidity of the lavas. There may be the

same succession of effects with the same results; and periods of

quiet and violent action may have the same mutual relations and

dependence. We need look to no extraordinary influx of waters

to occasion an eruption, as the eruption is a result of a progres-

sive state of things, perhaps long in action- I do not here deny

that such a paroxysmal influx of waters may at times take place,

and has produced results. I urge only that they are exceptions
;

and that phases of quiet and violent activity would necessarily

succeed one another without such intervention.
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The same gradually acting cause will also produce occasional

violent ruptures. For where the waters for a period find slow

access to any centre of heat within the volcanic mountain be-

neath 'its cover of rocks, the vapors will gradually accumulate till

the pressure breaks a way through the mountain^ to give exit to

the vapors together with the compressed lavas. The starting of

a cork from a bottle of soda water and the escape of the liquid

as well as carbonic acid gas, though a familiar incident, depends

on a general principle, with regard io pressure, to which even the

lavas of a volcano must be obedient. The sudden outburst of

lavas through fissures in the very summit of the walls about

Kilauea may be of this character. In many cases violent earth-

quakes should attend this mode of action.

Art. XXXVL—On the Chemical Equivalents and Notation of
Laurent and Gerhardt; by Charles Gerhardt.

r

(Tjanslated for tliis Journal, from the Comptes Rendus dea Travairx de Chimie,

Jan., 1849, by T. S. Hunt.)

In commencing the fifth year of these Comptes Rendus, in

which I shall have for the future^ the collaboration of M. Laurent,

I wish to recall the principal features of the notation which we
adopt in our system, and which appears to us at the same time

more simple and more precise than the dnalistic method. * *

The numerical value of our symbols is for the metalloids^ the

same as in the notation of Berzelius, but for the metals^^ it is only
one half- Thus we write, H-^0, S0% SO^ P^ O^, CO, COS
etc, ; HCl, HBr, NH35 have likewise the same significance^ as in

the ordinary notation : but in the metallic combinationSj the sym-
bol of the metal has but one half the value assigned to it in the

Berzelian formulas.f

* Except for arsenic, antimony, bismuth and uxanium, wHch have the same value

as in the Berzehan formulas.

f It will be recollected that the notation of Berzelius as followed by the Freuch
chemists, differs a httle from that generally employed by the EugUsh and German
"Writers. Berzelius, from a consideration of their combining volumes, was led to ad-

mit that oxygen and hydrogen unite to form water in tlie proportion of 1 : 2, and
consecjuently to write the formula of the compound, II2O. In accordance with this,

he divided also the equivalents of the so-called halogen elements, chlorine, bromine

and iodine, and designated the atom of hydrochloric acid, corresponding to water,

by H2 CI2
; his equivalents of nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, antimonj^, etc., are also

one half those of the EngUsh chemiata, but while admitting the atomic composition

of water to be H2O, he conceived the true equivalent of hydrogen to be a double

atom, and thus made H2 equivalent with K, Zn, etc. MM. Gerhardt and Laurent

have divided in the same way the equivalents of the metals proper, makiag H the

equivalent of K, Zn, etc.—Translator.
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Examples, Notation of Berzelius. Our notation.

Sulphuret of hydrogen, H^S S (H^)
Sulphuret of potassium, KS S(K^)
Chlorid of hydrogen, E^ O^ CI (H)
Chlorid of potassium, KCIg CI (K)
Sulphuric acid, SO3, H^O SO^ (H^)
Sulphate of potash, SO3, KO SO^ (K_)
Bisulphate of potash, SO3, K0+S03,H20 SO^ (HK)
Sulphate of zinc and potash, SO3, KO-f-SOg, ZnO SO^ (ZnK)
Nitric acid, N2O5, H2O NO3 (H)
Nitrate of potash, NoO^, KO NO3 (K)

The principal difference consists in the notation of sails, which
we regard as unital in their constitntion, as systems in which the
metal may be exchanged for another, without affecting the ar-

rangment of the molecular structure. (We write generally the
ttietal in parentheses.) According to this view, the acids, prop-
erly called, (the hydrated oxacids, and the hydracids,) are salts,

in which the metal is represented by hydrogen; the oxyds and
sulphurets have the same claim to the title of salts as the sul-

phates and nitrates. The so-called anhydrous acids we look
upon as a peculiar class of bodies, {anhydiHds,) which become
acids by the fixation of the elements of water.

We farther assume that one and the same body may have two
or several equivalents. According to us the idea of an equivalent

ittiplies that of a similarity of function, and it is known that one
and the same element is often capable of playing the part of two
or of several other very different elements; it may then happen
that each one of these different functions corresponds to different

proportions of the first element. On the other hand, we some-
times see different weights of the same rnetal, as, for example,
iron, copper or mercury, replace the hydrogen of acids to form
salts, which although containing the same metal, are different in

their properties. The metals have then different equivalents.

Some examples will make this important proposition more plain.

The ferrous and ferric sulphates are two salts which contain

for the same quantity of oxygen and sulphur, different quantities

of [iron. If we express by S==16, the quantity of sulphur, by
0-8 that of oxygen, and by Fe=2S the quantity of iron, we
shall have,

Ferrous sulphate, SO, Fe = SO3, FeO > Berzelian

Ferric sulphate, SO, Fef = SSO^jFe.O^y formulas.

Thus In the ferric sulphate there are but two-thirds the quantity of

iron which exists in the ferrous sulphate; but these two-thirds of

Fe are the equivalent of H, K, Na, Zn, etc., and also of the Fe
in the ferrous salts; but Mdien two-thirds of Fe replace H in

potash

possesses pro]

Iphate where
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entirej replaces H, K, Zn. The equivalent Fe§ then communi-
cates to the sulphatic system properties as different from those of

the ferrous sulphate, as would be those of a sulphate containin

any other metal. t

Again, in the mercurous and mercuric chlorids we have the

amount
metal.

Mercurous chlorid, Hg, CI, / g__i:_ fonnulas
Mercuric chlorid, Hg CI, ^ ^^^^^elian lormuias,

Hgg in the mercurous salts is the equivalent of H, K, Na, Pb, etc.,

and equally of Hg in the mercuric salts. Mercury has then ac-

cording to our view, two equivalents [mercuricum and Tiiercui^o-

sitm)^ as compared with other metals, which are to each other

£is 1 : 2, and each one of these has its peculiar properties.

To show in the formulas that Fe§; Hga, represent equivalents

of H, Kj Na, etc., we often replace the exponents by certain signs,

employing the Greek letters a 8

bers 2, §, ^, ^. The equivalents of H in the following salts

then thus represented.

2—cc
Cu in the cupric salts. CU3 or Cu« in the cuprous salts.

Hg " mercuric " Hg^ or Hga " mercurous "

Fe in the ferrous salts. Fe§ or Fe^ in the ferric salts.

All or Alt? " aluminic "

Cr " chromous salts. Cr| or Cri? " chromic "

Mn " manganous " Mn§ or Mui? " manganic "

Sn " stannous salts. SnJ or Sn/ in the stannic salts.

Pt " platinous " Pt^ or Pty " platinic "

Bi^ or Bid in the bismuthic salts.

Sb^orSb(J '' antimonic "

Au^ or Au5 " auric "

Upon this plan of notation we write the formulas of these salts

as follows;
Berzelian notation. Our notation.

Alum, SOj.KO + Al203,3S03+24 aq. SOilKl Alj3^)+6 aq.

Sulphate of potash, S03,KO S04(K2)
Phosphate of soda, PgO^, 2NaO, H20-f24 aq. POi(N& .U)-j-12 aq.

Biphosphate of soda, PaOajNaOjSHaO-j-aaq. P0^(NaH2)-|-aq.
Phosphate of lead, PaOjjSPbO P04(Pb3)
Phosphate ofalumina, PgOgjAlgOa . P04{Alj33)

The simplicity of the new notation is especially evident when
applied to those salts which contain several metals, as in the nat-

ural silicates. Take for an example the formula of the chlorite

of Slatoust, which in the notation of Berzelius is represented by
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3Mg O, Si O3 +A1, 0,, Si O, +2(Mg 0, 4H, O).

This we write,

Si03(Ali5|MgfHi),

and this formula reminds us at once that chlorite belongs to the
silicates of the form Si03 (MJ,* for |4-f+ |=4.
The advantage of our notation consists then principally in this,

that it expresses all the salts of the same genus in the same man-
ner; each symbol appears but once in a formula. Consequently
we denote similar compounds in a similar manner.

In the notation of organic substances, we take their volumes
mto consideration, when they are bodies which are volatile with-
out decomposition. We denote these always by the same num-
ber of volumes, and the non-volatile compounds derived from
them by similar formulas. Thus for the monobasic acids, we
take as an equivalent the quantity which contains (H) one equiv-

alent of basic hydrogen j this corresponds to two volumes of

Vapor. The derivatives {nan bifiomes^) which do not perform
the functions of salts, are represented by the same number of

volumes
; in case these derivatives are fixed, we take as an equiv-

alent the quantity produced by one equivalent or yielding one

equivalent, of the monobasic acid. For example,

Berzellan notation. Our nofafion.

Acetic acid, . . C,H,03,H,0 C,H,0,(H)
Acetate of potash, C,H,0„ KO C,H303(K)
Ferric acetate, . . SC.H.O,, Fe,0, ' C,H30,(Fe,^)

Chloracetic acid, . C,03,C,C'1«,H,0 C,Cl30,(H)
Chloracetate of

potash,
C,03,C,C1«,K0 C,Cl30,(K)

Ferric chloracetate, 3(0,03,C,C1 J,Fe,0, C,Cl30,CFe5)
Alcohol, . . . C.H.O C,H,0
Aldehyde, . . . C,H,0, C^H.O
Olefiaatgas, . .

' CH, t!,H,

The bibasic acids not being volatile without decomposition the

law of volumes cannot be applied to them directly, but these

acids give by decomposition, volatile anhydrids. We take then

as the formula the quantity which yields two volumes of an an-

hydrid. These acids are therefore represented with two equiva-

lents of basic hydrogen (HJ. Examples.

Berzelian nolaHon. Our notation.

Oxalic acid, . . C,03,H,0
c'o*^(^'\

Oxalate of potash, C,0„KO S^J^* „^\
Binoxalate of potash, C;03,KO+C,03,H,0 C,0,(HK)

Gluadroxalate of > (, q ,K0+3(C303,H,0) C,0,(H| K^)
potash, . . ^ ' '

• We ^te silica Si ;
(SiO,2M2 0,=Si03(M*).)
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I

In the same manner the tribasic acids are denoted with three

equivalents of basic hydrogen, (H3,) as in the following ex-

amples.

Citric acid, . .

Acid citrate ofpotash, 3C,H,0,,K0+H,0
Second citrate of

Berzetian nolaiion.

3C,H,0„2H,0

potash
J

^3C,H,0,,2KO

Out notation,

0,H,0,(HJ

C,H,0,(K,H)

Third

By analogy we represent the mineral acids also with H, H^ or

H3, according as they are monobasic, bibasic, or tribasic.

Most chemists denote organic substances by formulas which
are double those adopted by us, but all these formulas, \^hen they

are exact, maybe divided by two and represented in our notation.

I finish this introduction by a table of the proportional numbers
of the principal simple bodies, with the numerical value that is

ascribed to them in our notation.

H Hydrogen,
Li Lithium,

B Boron, .

Carbon, .

Mg Magnesium, 12

6-4

10-8

12-

0—100.

6-25 CI Chlorine,

40-16
j

K Potassium,
67-50

i

Sr Strontium,

75 00 Cd Cadmium,
7500 Sn Tin

H=l. 0=100.

35-5 221-S7

39
44
56
59

243-75

275-00
350-00

368-75

Al Aluminium^ 13-7 85-63 Sb Antimony, '. 64-5 403-25

N Nitrogen,

Si Silicon, .

O Oxygen,
Fl Fluorine,

Ca Calcium,

Na Sodium,

14
14-

16-

18-6

20-

23-

87-50
j

Ba Barium, .

87-50 As Arsenic,

100-00

116-85

12500 W
143-75 Pt

68
75

425-00

468-50

Se Selenium, . 78-5 490-90

Br Bromine,

Cr Chromium,. 26- 16250
Fe Iron, . . 28- 175-00

Mn Manganese,. 28- 175-00

Tungsten,

Platinum,

Ni Nickel,

Co Cobalt,

Cu Copper,

S
P

Sulphur,

29-6 185-00
29-6 185-00

31-8 19875
32- 200-00

Hg Mercury,

Phosphorus, 32- 200-00

Pb Lead,

Ag Silver, .

U Uranium,
J Iodine,

80
90
99
100
104
108
120
126

T Tellurium, 128

Zn Zinc, 33 206-25

All Gold,

Bi Bismuth,

196
210

500-00

60000
618-75

625-00

650-00

675-00

750-00

787-50

80000
122^-00

1312-50
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t

Art. XXXVIL— The Natural Relations
% the Elements in which then live :

'

* Among the early attempts to arrange animals in a systematic
b order, we find almost universally, that the natural elements in

which their different tribes live are introduced as the fundamen-
tal principle of their classification. During the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the great works published upon natural

history by Gesner, Rondelet, Belon, Aldrovandi and others ac-

knowledge this as the otjly basis of their arrangement of the animal

kingdom. Even at a later period, when characters derived from
the animals themselves, rather than from the external circum-

stances in which they dwell, had been introduced into our systems,

we still find a prevailing influence of such considerations upon
the circumstances of the natural subdivisions of animals. As
soon however as the study of comparative anatomy had shed its

brilliant light upon this question, those views were entirely aban-
doned, and the whole animal kingdom was finally arranged ac-

cording to its internal structure. The introduction of this prin-

ciple was hailed as a new era in the history of our science ; andy

after Cuvier had applied it to a general revision of the whole an-

imal kingdom, it was and has been universally acknowledged as

the only safe foundation of a natural classification of animals.

The recent progress in zoology, and of the various branches of
natural history connected with it, has however opened the pros-

pect of further improvements, even upon the basis on which our

classification at present rests. For embryology is already display-

ing its vast influence upon zoological questions, and the time is

^ot far distant, when its share in the natural arrangement of ani-

Hials will be as large as that of comparative anatomy itself, and
when information derived from all possible quarters shall have
equally its due influence upon our natural methods. A desire to

investigate the various questions bearing upon classification has

led nie to revise the subject of the natural relations which exist

between animals, and the elements in which they live. The
connection between animals and the surrounding media in which
they live has of late been so entirely disregarded, that it is time

to reconsider this question with all the attention its importance

demands, since we find in it a decided relation to the structure

and functions of all animals. For though it is plain that the mere
living in water or upon dry land is in itself of slight. importance,

^ there are so many animals which dwell in the two elements

although having the same identical structure, it should not be

overlooked that the greater number of aquatic animals have struc-

tural peculiarities common to all, and that the same is the case

StcoND Sekies, Vol. IX, Ifo. 27.—May, 1850. 47
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with the terrestrial or aerial animals. For instance, all those

which live upon dry land breathe directly the atmospheric air,

and have a respiratory apparatus adapted for direct introduction of

this element into their syistems, while aquatic animals breathe

through apparatus of a different structure adapted to a permanent

contact with aerated water. This circumstance alone would suf-

fice to show that the natural relations of animals with the ele-

ments in which they naturally dwell, is in direct connection with

at least some of their structural peculiarities. But there are other

circutnstances which may lead to the conviction that this connec-

tion has not merely reference to the structure of their respiratory

apparatus, but influences their whole organization. The greater

pressure under which aquatic animals are maintained throughout

their life modifiesj in many other respects, their organization. In

many of them the surrounding element has largely a direct access

into the cavities of the body or even into their tissues ; so that a

direct and universal influence of the surrounding media must be

acknowledged throughout the animal kingdom as soon as we take

into consideration all their jTeculiarities. This influence will be

appreciated more correctly, if we consider it separately in each

great group of the animal kingdom as established upon anatomical

evidence.

the Whales from the Fishes, it will be plain

that the Cetacea must be considered simply as an aquatic type of

the class of Mammalia, and that the connection which exists be-

tween them and the element in which they live will not affect at

all the views which we shall entertain about that class, and only
allow us to consider within more natural limits, the true relation

which exists between fishes and the natural element in which
they are found. The circumstance that so many birds are aquatic
in their habits will no longer prevent us from considering the

class of Birds as a most natural group in the animal kingdom, the

litnifs of which are well defined by anatomical evidence ;
and the

relations of aquatic birds to the waters upon which they alight

or in which they dive, will only be considered within the limits

of a well circumscribed natural group. The same may be said

of Reptiles; and the circmnstance that so many of their types

are almost entirely aquatic, while others are terrestrial, will by no
means prevent us from viewing them as a natural class, in which
the connection with either main land or the water shall appear as

a subordinate feature.

Again the class of Insects, which is so thoroughly aerial through-
out almost all its types, at least in their perfect state of develop-

ment, circumscribed as it is within natural limits upon anatomical

evidence, will appear to us as a type which shall bear no relation

in our mind to the class of Birds, although their movement through
the atmosphere be apparently so similar.

a
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^
But, although we remove in this manner almost completely the

circumstance of animals dwelling either in water or upon main
land as influencing in any way our general classification of the
animal kingdom, it were a great mistake to lose sight entirely of
this most intimate relation among the natural secondary groups

fr of animals under their different types.

The value of these considerations has become more apparent,
since the outlines of the leading divisions m the animal kingdom
have been made in detail by allowing the results of embryology
to have their due share of influence npon our classification; and
the object of these remarks is chiefly to show that there is a
universal relation throughout the animal kingdom between their

structure and gradation and the elements in which they live ; that,

in all the four great types of the animal kingdom, the aquatic

groups stand, in natural classification, lower than the terrestrial,

and that this connection, is so intimate as to extend even to the

subdivisions, and so much so^ that I have arrived at the conviction

that in an otherwise well defined natnral division, the aquatic

tribes should be placed below the terrestrial ones; that even in

narrowly circumscribed families the aquatic genera rank below
the terrestrial, and that even in natnral genera the aqnatic species

are inferior to the terrestrial ones. But before considering those

minor divisions let us take a general glance at the four great types

of the animal kingdom beginning with the Radiata.

If we consider the type of Radiata as it is still circumscribed in

some of our most recent works upon the animal kingdom in gen-

eral, we may fail to discover this intimate connection between
their natural types and the media in which they live. But if we
reduce the type of Radiata to those classes which I consider as

alone truly representing that type, we shall be at once struck with
the remarkable result, that all these animals are aquatic, nay, that,

with one single exception, they are all marine. But before this

can be acknowledged, it must be shown that the type of Radiata

should be reduced to the three classes of Polypi, Jelly-fishes and

Echinoderras; and that, among Polypi, there are large numbers
of animals now united which do not all belong to that class.

The most extensive range acknowledged by some zoologists in

the type of Radiata includes Infusoria with the Rotifera and also

intestinal worms. Without entering for the present into a full

discussion of the natural character of all the animals which have

been included in the class of Infusoria, I may limit my remarks

to a few critical points, in order to show that the Polygastrica,

and even the Rotifera cannot be ranked among Radiata.

In the first place Rotifera constitute a particular group among
Infusoria as Ehrenberg himself has acknowledged. They differ

so completely from the Pol3'gastrica as to forbid entirely their

^nion in a natural classification. The only question is whether

\
4

hW
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they can remain among Radiata, and, if not, where they should

be placed. There is so little analogy between the structure of

Rotifera and the structure of true Radiata, that ever since the

beautiful ilhistration of their forms and structure as given by
Ehrenberg, most naturalists and anatomists have felt inclined to

remove them to another type of the animal kingdom. Their re-

semblance to Articulata has appeared to some so striking as to

warrant, in their opinion, their removal to the class of Crustacea,

among Entoraostracaj while others have considered them as more

closely allied to worms. But I may say that all. or almost all,

naturalists at present understand the necessity of removing them
from among Radiata into the great type of Articulata,

This point is no longer in question ; the only remaining doubt

respecting them is whether they should rank among the lower

Crustacea, or among the worms in the wider sense. As for the Pol-

ygastrica, we meet with greater difficulties in attempting to classify

them; for this group, as understood by Ehrenberg, consists still

of most heterogeneous beings which do not even all belong to the

animal kingdom. Recent investigations upon the so-called An-
entera, including the families of Baccillaria and Volvocine Infu-

soria, have satisfactorily shown, in my opinion, and in that of most

competent observers, that this type of Ehrenberg's Polygastrica

without gastric cavities, and without an alimentary tube, are really

plants belonging to the order of Algae in the widest extension of

this group; while most of the Monas tribe are merely movable
germs of various kinds of other Alga3. As for the other Polygas-

trica which Ehrenberg combines in this division of Enterodela, I

am satisfied that they also constitute still a heterogeneous group
belonging to different types of the animal kingdom; and that

most of them, far from being perfect animals, are only germs in

an early state of development. The family of Vorticellae exhibits

so close a relation with the Bryozoa, and especially with the genus
Pedicelhna, that I have no doubt that wherever Bryozoa should
be placed, Vorticella should follow, and be ranked in the same
division with them.

The last group of Infusoria, Bursaria, Paramecium and the like,

are, as I have satisfied myself by direct investigation, germs of

fresh water worms, some of which I have seen hatched from eggs

of Planaria laid under my eyes. This being the case, we see that,

without exception, the whole class of so-called Infusoria must be

dissolved into its various elements and divided partly among the

Articulata, and partly among MoUusca in the widest extension of

those groups, (if it can be shown that Bryozoa belongs also to the

type of Mollnsca,) that large numbers of them belong to the veg-

etable kingdom, and others are simply germs of other types, and

that no single one of them belongs to the type of Radiata,
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If we next consider the Polypi we find them constituting an-
other main group and most iiatural class, to which indeed some
heterogeneous types have been annexed: upon the removal of
these however that class constitutes a very natural division of
the type of Radiata among which they form the lowest class.

The natural groups which require to be removed from Polypi are,

first, the so-called Hydroid Polypi, which, though truly radiated

animals, do not belong to this class, but are, as I have shown from
their structure, and as might long ago have been inferred from
their development, true members of the class of Medusas, among
which they constitute a type of stalk animals, as crinoids among
star-fishes.*

The Bryozoa also are not constructed upon the plan of Radiata,
as has long been shown by Milnc Edwards and others. Their
true position is among Mollusca, and embryonic investigations

upon Ascidia have satisfied me that Bryozoa, compound, and sim-
ple Ascidia, form a natural series of well connected types leading .

to the true Acephala among ordinary Mollusca, among which Bry-
ozoa will form a natural group of compound animals, bearing the

same relation to the ordinary bivalve shells, that common corals

bear to the simple Actinias and Fungiag.

tertained about the Foraminifera among Bryozoa, would not affect

at all the points under discussion, I may as well state at once,

that 1 have arrived at the conclusion that Foraminifera constitute

the lowest type of Gasteropoda, and exemplify under permanent
forms the state of division of their germs in their embryonic de-

velopment. Thus circumscribed, the class of Polypi constitutes

a very natural group containing only animals of an identical radi-

ated structure, the organization of which is at present very satis-

factorily known.
The class of Medusns has been from the beginning so well

characterized, and circumscribed within so natural limits, that it

has undergone since its establishment only slight modifications by
the removal of some few genera: and after the position of the

so-called Hydroid Polypi among them shall have been generally

acknowledged, I believe it will undergo scarcely any new changes
in its extension, though we may still expect extensive improve-

ments, which are indeed very much heeded, in the characteristics

and internal arrangement of their natural families- Considering

their structure, the Medusae rank immediately above Polypi.

The Intestinal Worms have long been placed among Radiata,

and considered as a natural class in this great type of the animal

Though the doubts en-

* See m\ paper upon the homologies of nvliated animals with reference to the

classification of the ;=o-calletl hydroid polypi, read before the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, hekl in Cambrid^^e, August, 1849 ; also my lectures
lipon comparative embryology, dehvered before the Lo-vrell Institute, Dec, 1848, and

'1
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]imgdom^ notwithstanding so many striking differences in the plan

of their structure. This position was assigned to them upon the

ground of the radiated arrangement of parts around the head, and
the vascular form of some of their genera, and also upon the sup-

posed want of a nervous system in all of them. But since the

discovery of nerves in all of their types, and since the most inti-

mate relations have been discovered between them and so many
other external worms, their complete separation from Annelides as

a distinct class is hardly recognized now by any modern investi-

gator. And the necessity of combining the intestinal parasitic

worms into one great natural group with the other external free

worms is becoming daily more evident to all, so that whatever po-

sition be assigned to Annelides in the great type of Articulata,

Helminths have to follow them, and must therefore be removed
from the type of Radiata. This point is undisputed now, though
there may be a difference of opinion as to the propriety of admit-

ting, to one great class, all Worms, or of subdividing them into

minor natural groups.

The third class among Radiata is that of Echinoderms, which
has been circumscribed within most natural limits since the re-

union of Hololhurise and Crinoids, with the common star-fishes

and true Echini. Whoever is familiar with the embryonic devel-

opment of Echinodernis, which has been extensively investiga-

ted of late, will acknowledge an intimate relation between them
and the other two classes of Radiata, and not be wilHng to assent

to the proposed separation of Echinoderms as one great type fn

the animal kingdom, placed upon an equal footing with Mollusca,
and will consider their separation from Polypi and Medusae, as

proposed by Dr. Leuckardt, rather as a retrograde step, than as an
improvement upon the general classification of animals. To me
the type of Radiata, embracing the three classes of Echinoderms,
Medusae and Polypi, constitutes, in its circumscription illustrated

abov^e, a most natural group of the animal kingdom, all the mem-
bers of which are intimately connected by a close uniformity in

the plan of their structure, but present a remarkable gradation

of their types in the manner in which this structure is developed
in each of their classes. And the circumstance that even in the

higher ones, which contain chiefly free movable animals, we have
some few representatives attached j)ermanently to the soil upon a

Polyp-like stalk bearing the radiated animal crown, shows further

the intimate connection which exists between them all. Radiata

consist therefore of three classes only, which in their natural gra-

dation rank as follows: Polypi, lowest, next, Medusae, and high-

est, Echinoderms.
As soon as we have removed in this way all the classes or fam-

ilies which do not strictly belong to the type of Radiata, we can-

iiot fail to perceive at once that all the remaining animals which
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must be considered as truly radiate are not only all aquatic, but,

with a single exception of the genus Hydra, all strictly marine
;

from which we are allowed to infer that, in the plan of the crea-
tion, the radiated structure is incompatible with a terrestrial mode
of life. We see that the lowest degree of development of the

W whole animal kingdom is entirely marine ; and that it has been so
throughout all ages in the history of our globe, is shown by the
large numbers of Radiata found from the earh'est periods through
all geological epochs up to the most recent, and the entire absence
of radiated animals in any of the fresh water deposits. The cir-

cumstance that no single genus among Radiata contains fresh wa-
ter animals, further shows that this type in its main features is not
better adapted for a fluviatile existence ; or, w^e may say in other

Words, that the plan involved in the structure of radiated animals
is chiefly adapted to the sea. We might perhaps even say, if, in

this stage of the investigation, it would not seem premature to

go so far, that the lower types of animals are not only entirely

aquatic, but exclusively marine. The fact of so large a number
of aquatic animals as Radiata being so exclusively marine, un-

doubtedly shows that the connection of organic structure with the

ocean, involves peculiar circumstances, which fresh waters by
no means afford to a similar extent. Whether this is especially

connected with the greater density of the medium or not, I am
not fully prepared to say, though I am inclined to believe that it

is so, from the circumstance that Radiata are so constantly killed

by the contact of fresh water, as I have ascertained by direct ex-

periment upon Polypi, Medusae and Echinoderms, some of which
are struck with almost instantaneous death, when brought into

fresh water, and decompose with astonishing rapidity. I have
seen on dropping an Ophiura into fresh vyater, all the articulations

dismembered and entirely separated within a few minutes.

No one of the three other great types of the animal kingdom
is either so exclusively marine, or even so exclusiA^ely aquatic as

that of Radiata. For among MoUusca we have quite a number of

terrestrial genera, and even a large number o{ fresh water genera

and families.

Among Articulata we notice also large numbers of fresh water

species, and a still larger number of terrestrial forms. Finally,

among Vertebrata we find the most promiscuous occurrence of
*

marine, fresh water and terrestrial forms. It is now import-

ant to ascertain whether we may trace, beyond Radiata, a direct

relation between structure and the element in which animals

^ivcj and whether the gradation of this structure has any refer-

« ence to the surrounding media as it unquestionably has among
Radiata.

Let us first consider MoUusca, and perhaps revise their classes

in a zoological point of view before undertaking the investigation
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of their relations to the media in which they dwell, allowing in

this revision^ a due influence to embryology as far as it can influ-

ence this question at present.

The number of classes which should be admitted among Mol-

lusca, is the first point of importance we have to consider. Since

the Barnacles or Cirripedia which Cuvier still considered as a

class among MoUusca, are now known to belong to the type of

Articulata^ and to be most conveniently combined with Crusta-

cea, we have five classes of Mollusca left, if we follow Cuvier*s

arrangement of these animals, as he distinguishes Cephalopoda,

Pteropoda, Gasteropoda, Acephala and Brachiopoda, as so many
distinct classes of the type of Mollusca in the order of gradation

just mentioned. It will hardly be necessary at present to insist

upon the close relation which exists between Brachiopoda and the

other bivalve shells. Indeed, anatomical investigations of these

animals have shown that they are not only constructed upon the

same plan, but that the differences between Brachiopoda and or-

dinary Acephala, are scarcely as great as the differences which ex-

ist between Ascidia and Lamellibranchiate Acephala, which Cu-
vier nevertheless placed in one and the same class. We shall

therefore consider Tunicata, Brachiopoda and Diphyra, as one

great natural class under the name of Acephala, to which we also

refer, as mentioned above, the type of Bryozoa, which has been

so long combined with Polypi, As to Pteropoda and Gasteropoda,

though they are still generally considered as two classes, we shall,

for reasons explained elsewhere,* and from embryological evi-

dence, place Pteropoda below Gasteropoda proper, not as an inter-

mediate type between Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda : for, Pterop-
oda are rather an embryonic type exemplifying, in a permanent
form, that stage of development of common Gasteropoda, when
they are provided with large vibracula, and a thin symmetrical
shell deciduous in so many of them ; bearing to that state of de-

velopment of the common Gasteropoda the same relation which
Foraminifera bear to a still earlier period of their embryonic
growth, when the yolk is undergoing its process of gradual succes-

sive division, which seems to me to be exemplified in a perma-
nent form in the numerous cells into which the body of Polythal-

amia or Foraminifera is naturally divided. If this view be cor-

rect, the class of Gasteropoda would therefore consist of the three

types of Foraminifera, Pteropoda and true Gasteropoda, among
which we would place the Heteropoda, lowest, and the Pulinonata

highest, both on account of their structure, and on the ground of

the peculiar mode of development of Pulmonata,

* See a paper upou the homologios of Gasteropoda aiul Accpliulu witli reference

to the systematic position of Pteropoda, Foraminifera, Brachiopoda and Bryozoa,

read before the American Association. &.c.
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The third class is that of Cephalopoda, which has always been
circumscribed within natural limits, since Foraminifera have been
removed from it. The position which I ascribe here to Foram-
inifera will appear very natural to those who are equally conver-
sant with the succession of fossil types in geological periods, and
with embryology, and who know, as we have seen it to be the

case also among Radiata, that the higher classes reproduce in their '

lower formS; types analogous to the lower ones. For the great

number of fossil chambered shells, existing in earlier geological

periods, is very striking when we compare those old representa-

[ tives of the class of Cephalopoda with their condition in the pres-

ent period of the creation, and the natural gradation and analogy
between Bryozoa as the lowest type of Acephala, with the For-
aminifera as the lowest type of Gasteropoda, and the chambered
shells of old ages as lower types of Cephalopoda will remind us
of similar relations between Polypi as the lowest type of the ani-

mal kingdom, the so-called Hydroid Polypi as the lowest type of

AcalephsB, and Crinoids as the lowest type of Echinoderms, which
are strictly parallel cases in two of the great types of the animal
kingdom.

If we now start from these modifications in the classification of

Mollusca which rest entirely upon anatomical and embryological

considerations, to appreciate the relations between the three classes

of this type, and the media in which they naturally live, we can-

not fail to be struck with the circumstance, that all Acephala, with
one single exception, are aquatic, as are also Cephalopoda ; and that

we have only terrestrial representatives among Gasteropoda. Next
it must be obvious, that among Acephala we have fewer fresh

water representatives, than among Gasteropoda, as the fresh water
types of Acephala belong truly to two groups one of which has
very few fresh water families, whilst among Gasteropoda we have
quite a variety of fluviatile and terrestrial types.

The first thing which must strike us in this type, when con-
trasting it with the Radiata, is the circumstance of a far larger

proportion of fresh water forms and of the introduction of a num-
ber of terrestrial ones. This simple fact in itself would go to sus-

tain the hint thrown out above, that a higher organization in

the animal kingdom is better adapted to the fluviatile and terres-

trial life, than a lower structure ; as among Radiata we have not

one single terrestrial type, and only a single fluviatile one ;
whilst

the Mollusca, the structure of which is formed upon a plan deci-

dedly higher than that of Radiata, present already a large increase

of fluviatile types, with the addition of very many terrestrial

ones. But this view will at once be sustained to a most unex-

pected extent if we consider which of the Mollusca are aqnatic,

and marine, which are fluviatile, and which are terrestrial Be-

ginning with the Acephala, we have then, in the first placC; all the

Seookd Series, Vol IX, No. 27.—May, 1850, 48
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Polyp-like Bryozoa, and Tunicata, and the compound Tunicata,

entirely marine, with the exception of a iev^ genera of fresh water

Bryozoa. And it is very interesting to notice that fresh water ani-

mals among Mollusca are of the lowest type of their class, as also

was the first and only fresh-water Radiate,—showing thus that the

types to which they belong are not adapted to rise into any of their

higher developments into the forms best fitted for other elements.

Next we notice the Brachiopoda which are all, without excep-

tion^ marine. Next LamelUbranchiata, mostly marine, though

some of their types are fluviatile. So the entire class of Acephala

is aquatic and chiefly marine, and its fluviatile types belong to its

lowest group, and to its highest. This circumstance has raised

the question with me^ what is the proper position to assign to the

Naiades among the Lamellibranchiataj and upon due consideration

of their peculiar characters, and especially of the circumstance

that their mantle is entirely open, that they have no prolonged

syphons whilst there are such even among Ascidia, I am inclined

to suppose that they rank highest among Lamellibranchiata and

that Monomyarians should rank between Brachiopoda and Dimya-
rians. The reason for assigning to Naiades this higher rank rests

upon the homology traced between the foot of Gasteropoda and

that of Acephala, and between the reduction of the mantle upon
the sides of the foot which it no longer encloses in Gasteropoda,

and also the higher position of the gills under the margins of the

mantle, all peculiarities in which Naiades bear closer resemblance

to common Gasteropoda, than any other of the Acephala. Thus
this class of Acephala, though chiefly marine, with a few repre-

sentatives of its lowest types in fresh water, would reach its

highest degree of development in one family, which is entirely

fluviatile.

Among Gasteropoda we have again Foraminifera as the lowest

type entirely and without exception marine; Pteropoda, which
rank next, entirely and without exception marine; Heteropoda
which follow, equally marine ; and among true Gasteropoda, which
in their class are decidedly the highest, we find first, fluviatile and
then terrestrial families. And now the question is, among these,

what is the respective position of the marine families, of the flu-

^viatile families, and of the terrestrial families. There are among
them such structural peculiarities as will decidedly settle ihe ques-

tion. If we set aside for a moment the few branchiate fresh

water Gasteropoda, we have a large number left which are pul-

monale, and which live in fresh water and upon land, and which
as a whole we may contrast with the branchiate true Gasteropoda,

which are almost all marine, with the few exceptions of Valvata

and Paludina and Ampullaria. Now which of these two types

rank highest will not be a matter of doubt as soon as it is remem-
bered that Phlebenterata are among branchiate Gasteropoda, and
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by their general structure, rank below the others. So that we
shall have the marine branchiate Gasteropoda follow immediately
the Heteropoda to which they are more or less closely allied
through the Phlebenterata, and, above all, the Pulmonata. But
here arises a new question. This family of Gasteropoda is partly
fluviatile and partly terrestrial, and we may further ask, which
should rank higher? No one familiar with the forms of these
animals will hesitate in answering this question. We need only
compare the development oi their tentacles, their forms and posi-
tion, and the development of their organs of sense, to be satisfied

that Helices and lamax rank above Planorbis and Limnsea. So
that the iiatural gradation established by their structure among
the upper groups in the class of Gasteropoda, agrees with their

natural connection with the elements in which they live in the
order which I have assigned to these, the types oi Gasteropoda
which are lowest being exclusively marine; the highest, equally
fluviatile and terrestrial , and among these the fluviatile ranking
immediately above the marine, and the terrestrial ranking highest,
and the proportion of the fluviatile in the whole class being still

larger than in the class of Acephala, inasmuch as the structure
of Gasteropoda is also a higher degree of development oi MolJusca
than that of Acephala, and the first terrestrial type in the animal
kingdom in the gradation of its structure making its appearance
JH the class of Gasteropoda.
The Cephalopoda are highest among Mollusca as a class. They

rank so high as to rival in the complication and development
of their structure even some of the Vertebrata, and strange to

say, we have among them only marine types, not a single flu-

viatile representative, nor a single terrestrial one. This fact

^ould at first seem to be \\\ direct contradiction with the state-

nients made before; if it were not for the circumstance that this

class in itself as represented in our days does not seem altogether

reduced in comparison with the other two, if we could not be

satisfied that its perfect period of development were the former

geological ages when its numbers were far greater than at present,

a circumstance which places the whole class in peculiar iddXxous

to its type, which must be rather appreciated under the point of

view of the conditions which prevailed in former ages, when
the ocean covered more extensively the whole surface of the

globe than at present ; so that the type with its high organization

^^ust be considered more with reference to its development in

former ages, than to what it is now, as at present the class is pro-

portionally reduced, and it is well known, and it will be further

n^entioned with reference to other types, that in earlier periods

however high animals might have ranked by their structure, they

^ere all marine, as we know fishes to have been the only repre-

sentatives of Vertebrata in earlier periods.
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At this stage of the investigation, a comparison between Mol-

lusca and Radiata shows that, though the former advance farther

in their fluviatile development, and even reach with some few of

their types a terrestrial mode of existence, there is not yet a single

family among them vvhich is entirely terrestrial, nor a single class

which is either entirely fluviatile or terrestrial, this connection

with the higher conditions of existence being only introduced

among some few of their representatives, which we are allowed

from other data to consider as the highest in their respective

groups.

If we now pass to the great group of Articulata and begin as

before by revising their zoological arrangements as based upon
anatomical and embryonic data, we shall have at the outset to

settle the limits of their classes, and their relative positions.

The first point which we have here to investigate is the ques-

tion whether Articulata in the widest extension of this group con-

stitute one single natural type, or whether they should be subdi-

vided into two equivalent groups, as has been proposed by those

who would restore the division of worms, in its widest sense, as a

great division equal in zoological importance to the type of Mol-
iusca, and unite the Arthropoda, Crustacea, and Insects to form

another group of equal value.

The great diversity among worms, seems at first to warrant in

some degree, such an arrangement. But as soon as we consider

the metamorphosis which insects undergo, and compare their

earliest stages of growth with the structure and forms of worms,
we cannot fail to perceive, that notwithstanding the many pecu-
liarities which characterize worms, they are, after all, only one of

the permanent modifications of the same type as Crustacea and
insects, among which last the characters and forms of a large num-
ber of worms are reproduced as transient states of growth ; so

that upon the most natural view, and especially if we allow embry-
ology to have its due weight in fixing our opinion, we must con-
sider woims with all their diversified forms, Crustacea in all their

diversity, and Lepades, Arachnidai and Insects, to constitute one
single undivided natural type in the animal kingdom. Assuming
upon the foundation alluded to, and without entering into a de-

tailed argument upon this question, that this is the right view of

this subject, the next question is about the number of classes into

be subdivided. Taking here again

anatomical and embryological evidence as our guide, and remem-
bering what was said above of intestinal worms we shall find that

the most natural combination of the difibrent groups of Articulata

will bring them all into three classes, one containing those in

which the body is either more or less distinctly articulated, or in

which indications of transverse wrinkles in the skin are scarcely

marked, or wholly wanting, but in which, however developed these

\
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joints may be, they never combine in such a manner as to divide
the body into distinct ridges, in which the form is always elonga-
ted and vermiform, never provided with articulated rings, however
numerous and diversified the locomotive appendages may bOj and
m which the foremost joints hardly ever assume a peculiar struc-
ture with the appearance of a head. This class for which the
name of Worms is best retained, will contain the Helminths and
Annelides exclusive howex^er of the vermiform parasitic Crusta-
cea, which embryology has taught us to refer unhesitatingly, to

the class of Crustacea. The extraordinary diversity which exists

among these animals renders it rather difficult to subdivide them
into natural groups, and to assign to these groups a natural suc-

cession agreeing with the gradation of their structure, as there
are so many the development of which is as yet very imperfectly
known, and others which undergo so complicated metamorphoses
as to leave great doubt respecting their natural relations to each
other. However, there can be no doubt that Helminths rank
lower than Annelides, for their structure indicates plainly their

mferiority, and their mode of existence within other animals
shows that they do not even reach that degree of independence
which might allow them a free existence.

Among Annelides again there will arise similar difficulties re-

specting the relative position of the branchiate types of that group
which are provided with external appendages performing simul-

taneously the functions of respiratory and locomotive organs, and
those families which are deprived of external appendages, or

which have stiff bristles upon their joints, independent of their

aerial respiratory organs. Indeed at present the position of earth
Worms and leeches among Annelides, has not been the subject of
any direct investigation as regards their relative position and rank.
But if I were allowed to be guided by the impressions I have re-

ceived from the study and comparison of the larvae of insects, I

should be inclined to consider the annelides with external gills as

inferior to those which have no such appendages, and place the

lumbricine Annelides highest in the class. So that Helminths
should be placed lowest in the class of worms ; next the Branchi-
ate Annelides with external branchiae ; next those having internal

branchiae, and highest those with aerial respiratory sacks.

The second class in the type of Articulata is that of Crustacea,

the natural circumscription of which can hardly be in any degree
a matter of doubt, for these animals, with their distinct articula-

tionsj and aquatic mode of respiration, external appendages and
particular mode of combination of the rings of their body, where-
ever they are combined to subdivide the body into distinct regions,

are so peculiar as to determine well the natural limits of this class,

to which we refer also the Cirripeda notwithstanding their trans-

formations, also the Lernsean parasites, though they may assume
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in their parasitic mode of existence so extravagant forms, and an

appearance so entirely different from that of common Crustacea.

In this clasSj again, the parasitic vermiform types rank lowest;

next follow the Entomostraca, and highest the Malacostracaj in

most of which the anterior rings are combined into a distinct re-

gion, assuming a peculiar appearance differing widely from the

posterior free movable rings. The circumstance that among Crus-

tacea the organization reaches a point where the anterior part of

the body assumes so peculiar an appearance, leaves no doubt as

to the relative position of Crustacea among Articulata ; they rank

higher than worms ; though they must be placed beloW the in-

sects notwithstanding their perfect circulation and their otherwise

highly developed structure ; for, in every respect, insects consid-

ered as a whole class, are more highly organized, their higher

types assuming a division of the body into three distinct regions

;

undergoing also far more extensive metamorphosis, and assum-

ing finally an aerial mode of respiration, to which the Crustacea

do not reach. For these reasons, which I have illustrated more

fully on another occasion, I have no hesitation in placing the

class of insects highest among Articulata, and in comprising in one

class the true insects with Arachnida and Myriopoda, which are

only lower degrees of development of the more special types of

true insects ; the Myriopoda representing in a permanent state of

development, and with the structure of true insects, the form of

their caterpillars ; the spiders with their cephalic and thoracic rings

united into a cephalo-thorax representing their chrysalis in a

permanent state of development ; and the true insects with their

three distinct regions, the so-called head, thorax and abdomen,
ranking highest among them, as well for their more extensive

metamorphosis as for the characteristic division of the body, the

reduction of their locomotive appendages to a peculiar region, the

complication of their chewing apparatus, and the development of

their wings. The true arrangement of the different members of

this class however is readily indicated by the remarks already

made upon this class, a'hd we shall not hesitate to consider Myri-

opoda as their lowest type, and to place Arachnida next above

them, and then true Insects, among which the sucking tribes

rank highest.

If we now consider the cSnnection of these three classes with

the elements in which they are developed, and in which they

permanently live, we cannot fail to be struck with the fact that

two of their classes are either parasites or entirely aquatic, for

even the terrestrial worms live in moist ground or on the bark

where moisture is constantly acciftnulating ; and these two classes

we have seen to be the lowest of the type, while the class of

insects, which, in their perfect development, are all terrestrial or

aerial, constitute the highest type.

I

4
"*
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Reviewing the secondary groups of all these classes also in the
same connection, we find that the lowest of all not only live in
a fluid medium^ but require the existence of other animals in

I "whose cavities they find shelter and means of subsistence
; and

among those which have an independent mode of life we find
that the iij^rine worms are probably lower than the fluviatile, and
terrestrial,—at least, if the view expressed above respecting the
relative position of Lumbrici and branchiate Annelidas be correct.

In the class of Crustacea we have exclusively aquatic animals,
and we find that among them those which live as parasites upon
other animals rank lowest. The distinction however between
fluviatile and marine types in this class does not seem to be in

strict accordance with their gradatioUj for we have fluviatile De-

/

capods which cannot be considered as higher than the crabs, un-
less it were shown that the shortened body of the Brachyural

Decapods is the result of a retrograde metamorphosis, which I

am however not inclined to suppose, as we have some crabs

which are in the habit of leaving the water to dwell upon the
main land. The occurrence of parasitic Crustacea upon fresh-

water fishes, again, seems to indicate that here the parasitism pre-

vails over the influence of the surrounding media j
and we should

not wonder at this circumstance, as a parasitic mode of develop-

ment dependent upon the prior existence of organized beings, is

not only a prominent feature in the mode of existence of so many
Worms and Crustacea, but also even of many of the Insects, espe-

cially of the tribe of Arachnida and Diptera, at least in some
earlier periods of their existence. In this connection it is an in-

teresting fact to notice that the American fresh water Crustacea,

the craw fishes^ have fewer pairs of gills than the other represen-

tatives of the class.

Again, it may be, that to appreciate truly natural relations of
this type of animals, it will be necessary to consider separately

each of their minor divisions rather than the whole class as a

nnit
J

as we shall have to do also among the reptiles where the

peculiarities of the primary divisions overrule tfie influence of the

media in which they are developed.

However obscure these relations may be among Crustacea owing
to the parasitism of some of their types, or the peculiar meta-

morphosis of others, if we now consider the insects proper we
shall find here again a strict accordance with the results we have

already derived from the investigation of the lower classes- Hav-
ing acknowledged the superiority of the sucking insects over ihe

chewing tribes, we cannot fail to perceive that Neuroptera, which
witist be considered as the lowflst, inasmuch as their body still

preserves the elongated form of worms, are aquatic in their larval

condition and haVe even external gills, as their respiratory organs

<^tiring that period. Next, Coleoptera among which also we find
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aquatic larvas, and a number of terrestrial types, and highest the

Orthoptera which undergo a less extensive, but entirely terrestrial,

development, whilst Hymenoptera have a more diversified meta-

morphosiSj and assume even in their larval condition in some of %
their types, the higher forms which characterize the larves of

Lepidoptera. .
-

. ,

Among the sucking insects we begin again with various aquatic

types, or aquatic larval forms,—next rise to Diptera with other'

aquatic larval conditions but a constant aerial mode gf. life in the

perfect state, and finally to the type Lepidoptera in which S.11 farva^

are terrestrial; and even highly organized in their earliest stftte in

the higher groups ; so that the class as a Avhole does not only

rank above Crustacea for its structure, 15ut consists chiefly of

aerial types in their perfect state of development, a large number
of which are aquatic but fluviatile in their larval condition, and
comparatively exceedingly few ^-marine. So that if we compare
the whole type of Articulata^^with either Molhisca or Radiata, we
see that in accordance with the highec development of its struc-

ture it has not only proportionally a larger number of terrestrial

and aerial types, but an entire class is thi-oughout aerial in its per-

fect state of development,' and, though aquatic in the stages of

growth, these larvae are chiefly fluviatile and not marine, so that

we may conclude from zoological evidence that the more inti-

mate connection with the main land and aerial mode of existence

indicate a higher degree of development than an aquatic mode
of life ; and between the animals living in water, that fluviatile

types must rank higher than the marine.
These views are fully sustained by tlie order of succession of

these great types of the animal kiijgdom throughout the earlier

geological periods ; for as it is already ascertained from zoological

comparisons, that the earlier types in each class rank lower than

their present hvin^jeprgsentatives, we have further evidence from
the circumstances under which they live that they were all aquatic

and marine in the earliest periods, and that fluviatile and terres-

trial types have followed only at later periods. Without alluding

to those classes in which the gradation of fossil types is less

distinctly shown, let me only recall th^Crinoids among Echin-
oderms, which for so long time prevailed to the almost en-

tire exclusion of all other families among Acephala; the great

prevalence of Brachiopoda in the oldest deposits and the first ap-

pearance of Naiades in tertiary beds ; the large number of bran-

chiate Gasteropoda up to the time of the tertiary period, when
Limna5?B and Helices made their first appearance ; the earlier de-

velopment of Crustacea with mor^nmiform joints, and the a{)pear-

ance of insects of the tribe of Sqprpioiie anterior to that of the

winged families, among which thdiNeuroptera seem to be the first

to increase in number, and the late occurrence of the sucking
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tribes in tertiary beds, and there will be no doubt left that the
gradation of structure is intimately connected with the extension
of continental lands, and that the present connection of animals
with the surrounding media in which they live agrees also with
their natural gradation. If we would study the natural relations

^between animals and the media in which they live, we could not
begin with better prospect of success than by investigating mi-
"nutely the different families of Vertebrata separately, rather than
the whole classes of this great type. For though it is at once
apparent that the class of Fishes as a whole is entirely aquatic, and
stands at the same time lowest among Yertebrata, as soon as we
pass to the investigation of the Reptiles we find aquatic and even
marine types among Turtles, which rank much higher than the
whole order of Batrachians, which are almost entirely fluviatile;

and we find again marine and fluviatile types among Birds and
Mammalia, the highest of all Vertebrata. These facts show most
conclusively that an organization as Ijigh as that of the Vertebrata

introducing a mode of existence so'independent of the changes of
the seasons throughout the year, so durable as to last for numbers
of years, (whilst among In vertebrata, and especially among Insects,

but also among many other animals of lower type, there exists

the most intimate connection between their development and the

course of the seasons) ; we say these facts show that with such ani-

(
mals which are placed so far above the influence of physical con-

ditions, their connection with the circumstances vmder which they
live is much weaker, so much so that internal* structure overrules

greatly the foundation of those connections which are so intimate

in lower animals, and reduces heir limits 'to subordinate connec-

tions between members of the minor groups ; while in the class

of Fishes—the lowest—the \**iole type is orgaiiized in such a
manner as to make it uniformly dependent upon one of the

natural elements in which animals live^^lhe three other classes

present most diversified combination?, -there being ^arine, flu-

viatile, and terrestrial or aerial types in these classes, under the

development of as many structural types, dilTering almost in the

same degree when contrasted with each other and so much
that the aquatic Mammalia even in their marine types, or the ma-

nne Turtles, differ as miich from each other or from Birds as they

agree with their respective fresh water or terrestrial types. These

discrepancies between the great types may be owiiig to other

ntotives in the plan of creatiorf than those to which they are

here ascribed. The apparent anomalies between some of the

articulated types may also be tb? results of combinations different

from those with which they ari,Connected above. But whether

these views are correct of not, it have no doubt that the study of

the phenomena which I am ncfw contrasting, cannot fail to lead

filially to a more correct appreciation of the natural relations

Second Series, VoL IX, ITo. 27,—May, 1850. 49
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which exist between animals and the media in which they hve^

than the vague views which have prevailed lately from want of

investigation of the subject rather than from an especial view

taken of it ; I am far from supposing that in every instance I

have hit at the outset the true view. I shall be satisfied to have

called forth direct investigation upon this que'stioUj and led the

way in a field which promises so ample reward.

Before entering into a special investigation of the natural rela-

tions of Vertebrata and the surrounding media, it may not be out

of place to call attention to some collateral facts which will appear

particularly prominent in the type of Yertebrata, but which have

already their value in the study of the lower types, I allude to

the relative bulk of animals of the same type living in different

media. We can derive no impression upon this point from the

investigation of Radiata, as they are all aquatic, and almost en-

tirely marine. But the ditference is already marked between

MoUusca if we contrast their marine' and their fluviatile and ter-

restrial types within the limits of their natural secondary groups.

Among Acephala, if we consider the Lamellibranchiata, we can

not fail to observe that the marine representatives are as a whole

and taking into consideration the proportional number of their

genera and species, of larger size and greater weight than the

fluviatile. We have nowhere such gigantic, bulky and heavy
fresh water Bivalves, as are many of the marine shells, and we
need only compare the large Chamas or Tridacnas and Hippopus,

the gigantia Pinna, even with the largest of Anadonts ;
and again

the numerous species of Cyclas, &c,, with the smaller marine
Bivalves, among which we find but few species of so minute
types. Again, among Gasteropoda how much larger are most of

the Univalve marine shells, such as Dolium, Strombus, Yoluta,

and others, than even the largest fresh water Ampullarise and the

whole lot of fresh water and terrestrial Pulmonata, among which
latter we have absolutely the smallest of all MoUusca in the innu-

merable varieties of Pupa, and other genera. We reckon in this

type of Gasteropoda, the minute species by Ijundreds, while there

are exceedingly few of really small size among the marine ones,

and the greater number are even universally above the medium
size of the larger fluviatile and terrestrial types.

Among Articulata the same rule obtains, and here we may
compare classes with classes, even in their different stages of

growth. Are not the Worms, taken as a whole, larger animals than

the Caterpillars? Do we not find among marine Worms by far

the largest types? We need only remember the gigantic Eunice,

or even the parasitic Tape Worms to be satisfied of the fact. Are

not the Crustacea as a class composed of types exceeding far the

largest of Insects even with their wings spread ? Are not the

marine Lobsters many times larger than the fresh water Craw
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Fishes ? A minute investigation of the details of this numerous
class might lead to very interesting comparisons which however
would be out of the way in this general sketch.

I shall mention only a fe^ facts to show that these comparisons
might even be traced between the different stages of growth of
these animals. It must be, for instance, a matter of surprise to
see that the body of so many Insects is smaller in their perfect
state of development than as a pupa ; and that again this is

smaller than that of the larva, though the larva be after all only
the younger state of the pupa, and the pupa the younger state of
the perfect Insect. But in the same ratio as we find so frequently
throughout the animal kingdom that the lower condition of struc-

ture and development of a type is manifested in a more bulky
body, so we find among Insects, that their earlier state of met-
amorphosis which is developed under inferior circumstances,
reaches its final growth in a more bulky body than that of follow-
ing periods dnring which their successive moultings and the trans-

formations of the substance of the body takes place ; the greatest

size which the larva acquires is first reduced in its transition into

a chrysalis, and this again is reduced in its transition into a per-

fect Insect,—the development of wings only leaving them seem-
ingly of greater size when their surface is extended, though
the bulk as a whole be reduced. Weighing these animals in

these different states of development will satisfy the most incred-

ulous of the reality of what is here stated, should the appearance
have deceived him before. A Silk Worm when it begins to spin is

Tanoh heavier than the chrysalis, and this heavier than the perfect

Moth. Without directly weighing these animals, we might be
satisfied about this fact if we should consider the amount of silk

which is thrown out by the latter, and the amount of fluid which
is discharged by the Moth even before it rids itself of its load

<^f eggs and sperm to enjoy the last moments of its complete

^laturity. \
'

If we now allude to the Vertebrata we shall find very similar

facts, and perhaps in the animals to be mentioned, inducements
for the discovery or curious unnoticed connections. And here

again we should be cautious for reasons alluded to already above,

iiot to take the classes as such, but rather to consider their differ-

ent types separately ; for the class of Fishes as a whole cannot be

said to contain the largest Vertebrates, nor even to afford any

support to the view that aquatic animals hi general are larger than

terrestrial, for we find proportionably a much greater number of

'arge species among Mammalia than among Fishes; we find a

greater number of large terrestrial Reptiles than of aquatic ones.

But if we review the classes se])arately, and consider their second-

ary groups by themselves, we find that the rule holds good, but

bears, at the same time, most interesting reference to the order of

^
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succession

given group are the larger in the present period, whether terres-

trial or aquatic, for being representatives of families which had

numerous representatives in older periods. Among Fishes, we
find the largest in the family of Sharks and Skates, Sturgeons

and Garpikes, the first of which are exclusively marine, the sec-

ond marine and fluviatile, the third entirely fluviatile ; but the

three types are either exclusively representatives of families largely

developed in former geological periods, or so connected with ex-

tinct types as to show that this connection has influenced Iheir

development.

Among Reptiles we find the largest in the family of Turtles

among their marine representatives; among the Lizard-like, in

the fluviatile Crocodiles; among Batrachians, in their aquatic

families.

In Birds, the aquatic families. Pelicans, Geese, Ducks, &c., bear

a much larger proportion of heavy bulky forms than any terres-

trial families ; and if the Ostrich should at once occur as a striking

exception, let us not forget that the giants of this family are known
in a fossil state, exceeding far their living representatives.

Among Mammalia, we have the Whales as the largest class,

and if we should be reminded of the great size of terrestrial

Pachyderms, let us not forget that Pachyderms were the promi-^

nent type of Mammalia during the tertiary period. In connection

with these facts it might be shown that natural families through-

out the animal kingdom, are constructed within limits of size,

which do not admit of great differences. A comparison of Ceta-

ceans with Rodents, of Ruminants with Bats, of Passerine with
Gallinaceous Birds, of Sharks with Herrings, of Cod-fishes with
Blennoid?, of Cuttle-fishes with Pteropods, of Crabs with Entomos-
traca, &c., might easily satisfy the most skeptical, that there are

natural limits assigned to certain combinations of structure and
the material bulk of the animals in which they are manifested.

After this digression let us return to our consideration of the

natural connection of the secondary groups of Vertebrata, with
the elements in which they live.

Though the class of Fishes is entirely aquatic, we have among
these animals a greater number of marine types, and some which
are partly marine and partly fluviatile, or, at periods, marine, or,

at periods, fluviatile ; and others which are entirely fluviatile or

almost so. And though, at present, it is not plain that fluviatile

types on the whole are superior to the marine types, we should
not lose sight of the circumstance that the only living Sauroids,

which have so many characters by which they may be connected
with the class of Reptiles, and considered as the highest among
Fishes, are entirely fluviatile ; both Lepidosteus and Palypterus

occur only in fresh waters; some of the Lepidostei only are
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known to reach the mouths of rivers emptying into the sea. And
thongh the families of Sharks and Skates are chiefly marine, num-
bers of them, especially of those types of Skates which have
numerous fossil representatives during the tertiary period, such as
Myliobatis, are known to ascend freely the riverg in tropical re-

gions. Among Cyciostomes, the lowest type Branchiostoma is ma-
rine, Petrostoma proper being both marine and fluviatile, the higher
type of Ammocostes (for we must consider Ammocoetes as higher,

inasmuch as the division of the lips indicates a tendency towards
a formation of a distinct upper and lower jaw), is exclusively flu-

viatile. The Goniodonts which from their affinities to Stur-

geons rank higher than the SiluridEe, are exclusively fluviatile,

"whilst there are some marine types among the latter. Among
Percoids we find in fresh water a larger number of those in which
the two dorsals are distinct, a character making them eminently
superior to the forms with undivided fins. For the same rea-

son we should consider the Sparoids inferior to the Percoids,

their dorsals being not only generally undivided, but even cov-
ered with scales. Among the Eels, those destitute of all flfis

are exclusively marine, those without pectorals also exclusively

niarine, and we may fairly consider the fresh water Eels as the

higher type oi the family on this ground. If there is any natural

connection, as I have attempted elsewhere to show that there

IS, between Scombroids and Scomberesoces, and Esoces proper,

it becomes plain at once that the latter are the higher from the

abdominal position of their vcntrals, and they are a fluviatile fam-
ily- Even taking the Cycloids as a whole, we find among them
the lower families of Thoracici and Jugulares, as the families of
Cod and Scombrides, chiefly marine^ whilst the family of Salmo-
nidas, and Cyprinidse are chiefly fluviatile. Among the Gadoids
We have those with many vertical fins, as the true Cod, marine,

^hile those in which the dorsals and anals are reduced such as

the genus Lota are fluviatile. Even among the Salmonidce in the

widest extension which this family had formerly, we find the

Scopelido3 with the inferior structure of their jaws chiefly marine,

while the Coracini and true Salmonidae are chiefly fluviatile.

Everywhere, in fact, in each minor group, the fluviatile represen-

tatives show characters indicating their superiority over their ma-
rine representatives. Whatever exceptions might be found to

this law, which in the outset appears so general, I have no doubt

^ill lead at some future time to the discovery of some other prin-

ciple as yet unknown.
The class of Reptiles is one of the most interesting in the point

of view under consideration, and each of their types exemplifies

in itself the law of the intimate connection between animal types

and the media in which they live in the most striking manner,

inasmuch as here the gradation^ which might be inferred from
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structural and embryological evidence, agrees most fully with the

gradation of the eleinents in which they live. Among Batrachi-

ans we hav^e chiefly fluviatile and terrestrial families. The Ich-

thyodeSj or Batrachians with permanent branchiae, are all aquatic,

and acknowledged the lowest in the class. Some of their lowest

representatives occur even in brackish swamps, and, as soon as

attention is called to this subject, it cannot fail to be perceived

that the Frogs with their more or less palmate fingers, and their

more aquatic habits, rank lower than the Toads with their divided

fingers and terrestrial mode of life. Among Ophidians we have

chiefly terrestrial families, and only a few marine and aquatic

ones; but who can fail to perceive that the marine serpents with

their flattened tail, are inferior to the terrestrial genera, and that

among these it is a well known fact there are some with rudi-

mentary posterior extremities which assigns them a superior rank.

Some objections might be drawn from the consideration of the

Saurians, among which, the highest type, the Crocodiles, are chief-

ly fluviatile ; but it has elsewhere been shown that Crocodiles are

ndPt truly Saurians of the same type with our Lizards, but modern
representatives of a large family which was very numerous in

former geological periods, when their first representatives were

marine types provided with fins instead of distinct fingers; so

that, far from being an exception, the Crocodiles of our days which
are either fluviatile or terrestrial, must be considered as the high-

est representatives of that almost extinct type of Reptiles, the

earliest forms of which were marine, followed by fresh water.

Finally, among Chelonians the gradation in connection with the

natural elements in which they live is most striking, for the infe-

riority of marine Turtles is as plain as it can be, not only in the

form of their organs of locomotion, but even in the peculiarity of

many of their internal organs especially of their ovaries, which
contain eggs almost as numerous as those of Fishes. ' Next we
place the fresh water Turtles with palmate fingers, and highest,

terrestrial Testudines with their short undivided fingers. So that

we have in this class with its various marine and fresh water and

terrestrial types, not only a full illustration of these laws, but so

intimate a connection between gradation of structure and mode of

living in various elements, as to lead to the conviction that the

mere mode of living might in many instances be almost as safe a

guide to ascertain the natural gradation of types, as the study of

their internal structure.

Ever since the class of Birds has been the object of regular

investigation, their aquatic types have been considered as inferior

to the terrestrial ones, and among the former, those which live

entirely an aquatic life are decidedly the lowest. They are sOy

not only on account of the more imperfect development of their

legs, which preserve throughout their embryonic form, but also
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in the less extensive development of their wings, in the more
scale-like form of their feathers, and the greater number of e^o-s
they lay, and the less care they take of their young, which are
hatched in a state o( development in which they are already
prepared to provide for their own food. The same is the case
with the Gallinaceous and the Wading Birds, which, though more
advanced in many respects, are still inferior to the climbing and
Passerine Birds in this respect, having a heavier flight, if they fly
at all, and living a more terrestrial, and even aquatic life; the
Wading Birds coming nearer in this respect, to those with palmate
fingers, and the Gallinaceous Birds, as well as the Ostriches hav-
ing a more terrestrial mode of life, whilst the Passerine Birds rani

higher in all these respects, feed their young, and take care of
them for a longer time, and live almost exclusively an aerial life,

few of them havmg aquatic habits, and those being in their

respective families by their form as well as by their mode of life,

decidedly inferior to their loftier relations.

The classification of Birds as a whole is still so imperfect,
though their minor groups are w^ell understood, that many impor-
tant relations in these respects must necessarily be more or less

concealed as long as their primary divisions are not better known
;

so that we may expect many interesting hints from further inves-

tigations in this view.
The class of Mammalia is not only the most diversified in

the forms of its members, but also in the diversity of their mode
of life ; nevertheless this diversity is connected by the most in-

timate relations of structure. The Whales are as much Mam-
nialian by their internal organization as the most exclusively ter-

restrial quadrupeds. True Cetaceans constitute a natural family,

^11 the members of which are exclusively marine, and no one
of them even fluviatile—for the Sirenida? must be considered as

entirely distinct from true Cetaceai)s ; and these Cetaceans, at the

same time that they are so exclusively marine, are also the low-
est type of Mammalia, not only from the imperfection of their

extremities, of which there is only one anterior pair, and from the

Want of hind-legs, but also from the extraordinary development
^nd bulk of their muscular tail, and the development of a caudal

f^n, and sometimes even a fin-like fold of the skin upon the back.

If it can be shown that the Sirenidas are an aquatic type of a
larger group embracing Pachyderms, the direct relation of their

structure and mode of life will be at once obvious, since Sirenidse

^e either marine or fluviatile, while true Pachyderms are terres-

trial; and should we not be justified in considering the subaquatic

Hippopotamus as inferior to its more terrestrial relatives of the

genera Rhinoceros, Elephant, and Horse ? Are we not to consider

the Ornithorhynchus, with its palmaie hind-legs and spur, as infe-

rior to Echidna? Are not the palmate Rodentia inferior to the ter-

f
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restrial and arboreal types ? Are not the aquatic Shrews inferior

to the arboreal Insectivora? All these secondary questions will

receive, in future^ due attention and will no doubt be satisfacto-

rily settled. But there are families in which we can already see

our way and arrive at precise conchisions. Among Carnivorous

Mammalia we have three very distinct types, the Pinnipoda or

Seals; the Plantigrada or Bears, and the Digitigradaj Dogs and

Cats- Now even if objections were raised against the association

of the Walrus with the common SealSj there can be no doubt of

the inferiority of the latter when contrasted with Plantigrada and

Digitigrada. Their short fin-like legSj their clumsy body in con-

nection with their aquatic marine life, assign them a lower position,

and the Plantigrada must be considered as intermediate between

them and the Digitigrada. Now among Digitigrades, even if we
take isolated genera, we are led to assign to the species with

aquatic habits, an inferior position among their nearest relatives.

The polar Bear comes decidedly nearer the Seals in all its habits,

than any other species of that genus, and on that ground should

b6 considered as inferior to the terrestrial species. Again, the

others, with their palmate fingers, rank lower than their terrestrial

relatives: and we may even find that such considerations will

hold good among the varieties of one and the same species; for

we have varieties among the Digitigrade Dogs in which the fin-

gers are palmate^ a character which is derived from the imperfect

development of their legs, preserving throughout life their em-
bryonic form ; and these varieties among Dogs are the most play-

ful and at the same time, most aquatic in their habits, preserving

in their adult state eharacters of the young and habits of the

lower types,—this playful disposition being universal even among
the most ferocious of the Cat tribW I shall abstain purposely

from tracing these compariSons higher up among Monkeys, and

in the human families, from fear of alluding to exciting topics;

but leave it to the philosophic observer to consider how far the

idea of an aquatic Monkey is compatible with the high position

which these animals hold in |he class of Mammalia; and how
curious it is that in the human family there are races which differ

so much in their natural dispositions, mode of life, habits and

adaptation to higher civilization ; and how closely these natural

dispositions are connected with apparently insignificant peculiar-

ities of structure.

Upon reviewing the facts mentioned above, and the inferences

derived from the facts, no impartial observer can in future deny

the importance of the study of the natural relations between ani-

mals and the media in which they live ; and the close connection

which exists between them and the gradation of their structure.

But this being the case, it must be a matter of surprise that the

views so long entertained of the importance of this connectioUj

4 ^
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which led earlier naturalists, generallv, to the classification of
animals according to the media in which they live, should have
been so completely abandoned, and even considered of no value
at all in systematic classification. For my own part I have no
doubt that this negative result has arisen from the circumstance
that all aquatic animals were brought togethefj in these earlier

attempts, without reference to their structure or organic develop-
ment, while we have found that structure is the ruling principle,

and that natural connection with the elementj is the secondary
motive by which these connections are influenced. Indeed,
aquatic animals, though agreeing in many respects, and though
provided with analogous apparatus to perform the same functions,

havQ, in different types of the animal kingdom, a very different

plan of structure, and very different organs to perform the same
functions, I^shall not enter into a detailed illustration of these

differences, as I have alluded to these facts in other papers^ but
only recall here, the great difference which exists in these connec-
tions between the different types.

Among Radiata, which are all aquatic, we find even that the

adaptation to the liquid element is introduced in a plan of struc-

ture which is widely different from the plan of structure pre-

vailing in Mollusca, though they also are chiefly aquatic ; and
that even the terrestrial types of Mollusca present, for adaptation
to an aerial mode of life, only a modification of their aquatic

types. The same may be said of Insects, in which the structure is

mainly that of the Crustacea and Worms, which are permanently
aquatic types, presenting simply a transformation of those peculi-

arities of structure which efiable the lowef classes to live under
Water, such as will enable them to fise in their adult state into an
aerial conditTon of existeQ^jOi Among Vertebrata the case is very
different. The type is constructe(4 for a terrestrial and aerial

mode of life; even their aquatic representatives have rudiments
of the apparatus, which acquire the highest development in the

complete terrestrial types, and most of their aquatic types are truly

aerial animals living in water, j(!st as Insects are aquatic types

adapted to the air. Let us only contrast in this respect, Cetacea

with common Articulata, They have a pulmonary mode of life

as much as man ; they have the same mode of reproduction ; only

their form enables them to dive under water and to dwell perma-

nently in the Sea ; but, for all their structure, they are truly aerial

animals. And this is equally the case with Birds and Reptiles;

and with the Fishes I am prepared to show that there is no differ-

ence in this resi>ect. For, though in their perfect state, Fishes are

exclusively aquatic, they are completely built upon the same plan

^ith those aerial classes o( Yertebrata. The difference here is

<^nly this that the branchial apparatus, which exists simultane-

ously in Reptiles, Birds, and Mammalia, in their imperfect condi-

Second Series, Vol. IX, No. 21.—May, 1850. 50
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tioHj is developed to be a permanent organ of respiration, while

it is reduced and disappears in the higher classes in proportion as

the lungs acquire a greater development. In Fishes, on the con-

trary, the homologue of the lung remains functionally and organ-

ically in a rudimentary state, as an air bladder* But all classes

have both apparatuses in an inverse state of development, and thus

Fishes are as fully constructed on the plan of the higher Verte-

brata as the aerial Invertebrata are on the plan of their aquatic

types. But the circumstances that Fishes have the double type

of respiratory organs, and that the pulmonary one which by no

means exists in any Invertebrates as I have shown elsewhere, but

throughout the Vertebrata including Fishes, show that the whole

type of the Fishes, ha^ve to be viewed in the same light as Rep-

tiles, Birds and Mammalia, and must therefore be only considered

as a lower condition of these aerial types, and not the latter as a

higher degree of the former. For trachete of Insects, and lungs

of Spiders, are only modified branchise of the type of Articulata,

just as much as lungs of Pulmonata are modified branchias of the

type of MoUusca, while gills and lungs in Vertebrata are paral-

lel systems both coexisting in all of them and only acquiring re-

spectively a different degree of development in each of their

classes. These facts which I have traced in other papers through

a special comparison of all the homologies of the different types

of respiratory organs in Vertebrata, Articulata, Mollusca, and Radi-

ata, show plainly, that the aquatic, marine, or fluviatile, and ter-

restrial mode of life are introduced throughout the animal king-

dom by special adaptations of peculiar different systems of organs

performing atialogous fitnctions; and that the faikire of intro-

ducing the consideration t)f the adaptation pf animals to the

media in which they live, in the nlan of their classification, must
be ascribed to the fact that the^e analogous structures were in

the beginning considered as identical features in the organiza-

tion. But taking in future into consideration all these peculiari-

ties, we shall rapidly proceed towards the full understanding of

all the relations between the gradation of animals, and the media
in which they live, as far as they are not yet fully understood.

An extensive review of the Vertebrata might long ago have led

to such conclusions, but before they could be considered as a gen-

eral law ruling the whole animal kingdom, it was necessary that

they should be treated in a special manner through the innumer-
able types of Ini^ertcbratcd animals; and we have seen that this

agreement is as close and as complete throughout the types of

Radiata, Mollusca and Articulata, as it is plain among Vertebrata,

and the slight difficulties to which we have alluded, must proba-

bly be referred to the present state of our knowledge respecting

some of them, rather than to a departure from this law in any of

their types.
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Art. XXXVIII. Analogy in the Periods of Rota
f the Primary Planets, discovered hy Daniel Kirkwood

of Pottsville, Pennsylvania.
t

(From i\iQ Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
encfe, 2ud meeting, held ut Cambridge, 1849. p. 20T.)

Mr. Sears C. Walker addressed the Association on the sub-
ject of a new analogy in the periods of rotation of the primary
planets, discovered by Daniel Kirkwood, Esq,, of Pottsville, Penn-
sylvania.

The subject o( my present communication is contained in a
letter of Mn Daniel Kirkwood, of Pottsville, Pennsylvania, dated
July 4th, of this year.

The Secretary then read Mr. Kirkwood's letter, as follows:

Pottsville, Pa., July -itli, 1819,

Sears C, Walker, Esq.,

Dear Sir^—Knowing the great interest you feel in astronomi-
cal inquiries, I take the liberty of submitting the following pa-
per to your consideration, and respectfully soliciting your opinion
as to the problem which I have been attempting to solve. Is it,

or is it not, deserving of further investigation? Whatever may
be your decision, as I have the fullest confidence in your judg-
ment, I shall at once aquiesce. Wishing to be as brief as possi-

ble, I. will not trouble you at present with any statement of the

considerations which suggested my hypothesis.

While we have, in the law of Kepjcl", a bond of mutual rela-

tionship between the planets, as regards their revolutions round
the sun, it is remarkable that i:^ law regulating their rotations on
their axes has ever been discovered. For several years, I have
bad little doubt of the existence of such a law in nature, and
have been engaged, as circumstances would permit, in attempting
its dev^elopment. I have arrived at results, which, if they do
pot justify me in announcing the solution of this important and

interesting problem, must at least be regarded as astonishing co-

incidences.

Let P be the point of equal attraction between any planet and
the one next interior, the two being in conjunction: P', that be-

tween the same and the one next exterior.

Let also D^the sum of the distances of the points P, P', from

the orbit of the planet; which I shall call the diameter of the

sphere of the planet's attraction
;

D'= the diameter of any other planet's sphere of attraction

found in like manner;
n:=:the number of sidereal rotations performed by the former

during one sidereal revolution round the sun

;
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n' pe

that n n^^wTi^ : D'^ ; or n=n'
3
"2

Forthe sake of convenient reference, I subjoin the following

tables. Mars
urn, are taken from your edition (1845) of Sir John Herschel's

Treatise on Astronomy. Those of Mercury and Uranus corres-

pond with my hypothesis, and are nearly identical with the most

recent and reliable determinations of astronomers. In other

wordsj the mass of Mercury is very nearly a medium between

the two estimates of Encke,* while that of Uranus is more than

||ths of Struve^s mass, gglg « found by observations on the sat-

ellites.! The mean distances not being given in miles in Hers-

chePs Treatise^ I have used the table of distances in the Astron-

omy of Professor Norton. For Mars's period of rotation (24^ 37"™

20^ 6,) I have adopted the recent determination of Prof. O. M-

Mitchel, (Sid. Mess., vol. i, a 521

TABLE I.

Planet's
name.

Mercury,

Venus,
Earth,

Mars,

Jupiter,

Saturn,

Mean Distance from
ihe Sun in miles.

Mass,
Square root

of Mass.

No. rotations

in one Sid.

Period.

3(^814,000 277,000 526-3

6S;7S7,000| 2,463,836 1569-6

1678-5

626-7

30879-8

Ot)0

95,103,000 2,817,409

392,735
494,797,000 953,570,222

000284

87-63

230-9

366-25

669-6

Log.

10471
1687'4- 1 24620

I

Urannsjl,824,290;000! 35,186',000! 5931-5

1-942653

2-363424
2-563777
2-825815
4-019988
4-391288

The points of equal attraction between the planets severally

(\vhen in conjunction) are situated as follows

:

TABLE IJ.

Between Mercury and Venus,
Venus and Earth,

Earth and Mars,

Jupiter and Saturn,

Saturn and Uranus,

Miles from tbe
former.

U

it

U

ii

8,029,600

Miles from the
latter.

23,943,400

12,716,600 13,599,400

36,264,600 13,540,400

266,655,000' 145,710,000

678,590,000' 238,538,000

It will be seen from above, that the diameter of the earth's

sphere of attraction is 49,864,000 miles. Hence the diameters of

the respective spheres of attraction of the other planets, accord-

ing to my empirical law, will be found to be as follows

:

See Prof. Encke's letter to Mr,

X Edinburgh PhiL JoumaL for Ji
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Diam. of Sphere of Attr. Lo^.

Mercury, . . , 19,238,000 1-283704
Venus, , . . 36,660,000 1-564218
Mars, .... 74,560.000 1-872479
Jupiter, . . . 466,200,000 2-668594
Saturn, . . . 824,300,000 2-916127

Remarks,—The volumes of the sphere of attraction of Yenus,
Mars, and Saturn, in this table, correspond with those obtained
from Table II; that of Mars extending sixty-one million miles
beyond his orbit, or to the distance of two hundred and six mil-
lion miles from the sun. This is about two or three milHon miles
less than the mean distance of Flora, the nearest discovered aste-

roid. That of Mercury extends about eleven million miles wifh-
m the orbit ; consequently, i( there be an undiscovered planet in-

terior to Mercury, its distance from the sun, according to my hy-
pothesis, must be less than twenty-six milhon miles. Jupiter^s

sphere of attraction extends only about two hundred million miles
Withm Its orbit, leaving eighty-nine million miles for the asteroids.

It is only in the most distant portion of this space, \vhere small
bodies would be less likely to be detected, that none have yet
been discovered.*

The foregoing is submitted to your inspection with much diffi-

dence. An author, you know, can hardly be exj^cted to form a
proj)er estimate o( his own. performance. When it is considered,

however, that my formula involves the distances, masses, annual
revolutions, and axial rotations, of all the primary planets in the

system, I must confess, I find it difficult to resist the conclusion
that the law is founded in nature.

Very respectfully

Daniel Kirkwood.

[The reading of Mr. Kirkwood's letter was followed by re-

Mr. Walker
portant
ler. Mr. Walker also read a paper prepared at the instance of

Mr, Kirkwood, containing a mathematical examination of the

law, in its application to the whole Solar System, using the most
decent values for the elements of the planets. Another paper on
the same subject was read by Prof. B. A. Gould. These we
defer to our next number.]

Letter

Mr
important discovery.

—

Eds.

* It may be proper to remark that one planet between Mars and Jupiter, with a
ISR nn^ Tv»^...r. .i:^i. « «f rtl^^Tit ^rk.iWft *hnaf> nf tliA former, would nerfectlv satis-mass

fyth conditions of my theory.
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The following is a very brief history of the astronomical dis-

covery commLinicated to the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, at its session in Cambridge, Mass., in Au-
gust, 1849, by Sears C. Walker, Esq.

My^rst notions in regard to the existence of an unknown law

regulating the revolutions of the planets on their axes, date some
time previous to the commencement of 1839. No investigation

of the subject, however, was undertaken until the spring or sum-

mer of that year, when, in reading Young's Mechanics, I was
struck by the remarks at the 204th page in support of the con-

jecture that both the progressive and rotary motions of the heav-

enly bodies were originally communicated by the same impulse-

While reflecting upon the subject it occurred to my mind that an

examination of this theory, in case it were founded in truth, might

possibly develop that harmony, of which I had for some time en-

tertained a vague conception. Having determined to give the

subject my earnest attention, I commenced by calculating the

distance from the centre of each planet to the point at which, ac-

cording to the known laws of dynamics, the projectile force must

have been impressed.* These distances I compared with each

other in a great variety of ways. Failing thus, however, to de-

tect any relationship between the different members of the sys-

tem, I abandoned this hypothesis as hopeless.

After this, my leisure hours were spent for several years, with,

no better success, in comparing the masses, volumes, densities, dis-

tances; &c. At length, as the only remaining source of hope, I

took up the nebular hypothesis of Laplace. This was in 1846.

Here I soon found that a proper discussion of the questions which
presented themselves required an analysis beyond my reach, and

that consequently there was little prospect of attaining my object

by any direct process of mathematical reasoning. Still, however,

though hitherto unavailing pursuit.

I had not been long engaged in my researches on the nebular

hypothesis when the diameter of the sphere of attraction present-

ed itself to my mind as a probable element of the law sought.

Further consideration of the subject led to the conjecture that

could not persuade myself utterly to abandon my laborious

the ratio of the angular velocity of translation to that of rotation

or, which is the same thing, the number of a planet's days in its

year, might be another element. Finally, on the 12th of August,

1848, I obtained the simple analogy announced a few months

since in my letter to Mr. S. C. Walker. My delight as I applied

it to the diflferent planets in succession and found its wonderful

agreement with the known elements of the system, may well be

imagined.

I

density

ma'iring certain
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Some time previous to the date of my discovery, I learned that
the nebular hypothesis had been abandoned by some of its most
distinguished advocates in consequence of the revelations of Lord
Rosse's telescope. This fact, together with several other conside-
rations, prevented me from at once making the result of my in-

vestigations public. Having, however, again and again revised
my calculationSj and having found that according to the theory
of probabilities there are many millions of chances to one against
the accidental coincidence of so many independent variable quan-
tities, I ventured to submit the subject to the inspection of as-

tronomers. The interest it appears to have excited, and the favor
with which it has been received, have exceeded my most enthu-
siastic anticipations. If it be indeed the expression of a physical
law and not a mere harmony, it undoubtedly opens to men of
science a vast field for cultivation.

Art. XXXIX.—On the so-called Biogen Liquid ; by Charles
GiRARD, Member of the Boston Natural History Society.

The following pages are devoted to an examination of a letter

?/

f an exnose of

History

ory, viz.

:

First fact. The formation of the egg in the ovary, as observed
in a soft-shelled moflusk (Ascidia) and in a worm {Sigalioi}),

Second fact. The germinative vesicle does not always and
necessarily disappear before the division of the yolk.

Third fad. There exists in the centre of the germinative
spot, a transparent vesicle.

Theory. What embryologists have called albumen in the e^2,

of invertebrated animals, has nothing in common with the albu-

nien of the egg of Vertebrata. This liquid is the mother liquid

of the yolk, that is to say, of the elements from which a new
individual originates; therefore it is called Bioge?i.

These facts which have been added to science were not first

i^ade known by Mr. Desor. The theory is really his own. We
shall presently see on what it rests.

In the communication read before the Boston Natural History

Society, besides a brief account of the letter just mentioned, we
find introduced some comparisons between certain pretended phe-

nomena which are said to take place in the earlier age of the egg
^nd the merely conjectural phenomena of tlie nebular hypothesis.

* Second Series, vol. vi, No. 21, (May, 1849,) p. 395.

t See Journal of that Society, vol iii, p. 86.
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Without further prefatory remarksj I proceed directly to take

up one by one the facts, the theory, and the speculations.

I. The primitive egg has been made the subject of much re-

search by Prof Agassiz, es|iecially in the department of Mollusca.

Ascending even beyond th^e first existence of the egg, he has

shown us the ovary itself in the process of development. This is

composed of sacks or pouches varying in form and size, in which
the eggs are formed. The sacks are filled with an homogeneous
and transparent liquid. Soon this liquid becomes granular, that

isj consists of cells, and the cells becoming more and more nu-

merous, give birth to a little opaque sphere, which is the vitellus.

The germinativc vesicle and the germinativc spot have appeared

during the formation of the yolk, and sometimes even prior to

this period ; but at the moment when the phase of division com-
mences, both the spot and the vesicle generally disappear, and in

the interior of each of the spheres produced by the division, is

seen a clear space.

A Resume of these observations has been published.* Since

then, Mr. Desor has observed analogous phases in other animals.

He published them, as he had a right to do, but he should have at

least declared at the outset, that he was doing nothing more than

repeating the observations w^hich another had made before him.
r

IL When an egg has reached that point of its history which
is called its maturity, it is distinguished by the following charac-

ters:—a spherical mass, more or less opaque, which is the yolk

;

in the center of this is found a much smaller sphere, the germina-

tivc vesicle, containing another substance, usually transparent

;

then in the interior of this last, a sphere or spheres still smaller,

the germinative spot or spots.

The epoch of the appearance of the

it would seem within very considerable limits. This is not the

place to discuss this question. Let it be observed, however, that

they exist in every egg when it is mature, and that they disappear

from every egg when it enters upon the period of division.

But among the Nemertes a curious phenomenon is observed.

Generally as we have just said, the vesicle and spot disappear be-

fore the division of the yolk, or, at least, at the moment when it

divides in halves. The secondary spheres resulting from the sub-

divisions of the vitelline mass, have then, each one in its interior

a clear space. The question has been raised, what part the ger-

minative vesicle plays in the history of the eggs ? Is the division

the consequence of its disappearance? in other words, is its con-

tent necessary to effect the division. The germinative vesicle

has been considered as containing the primitive elements of the

Comparative Embryology, by Louis Agassiz, Boston

J
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I

ISpen Now-
here, among the Nemertes we meet with a case where the yolk
is already divided into four parts, while the germinative vesicle
still exists. The division of the yolk, then^ can take place with-
out the previous bursting of the germinative vesicle.

This fact is set forth and ilhistrated fully in the Lectures on
Comprehensive Embryology,* and what appeai-s strange to us, is,

that Mr. D. now takes for his own, an observation to which he
strongly objected vvhen it was first communicated to him. Hav-
mg made his observations upon a species different from that in

which the fact was originally T)bserved, there was, it seems to me,
sufficient merit in pointing it out in another species, without
claiming for himself the absolute priority,

in. In I840j Mr. Martin Barry and Prof. Valentinj simultaneous-
ly observed, the one in England in the egg of the Rabbit ; the other
upon the shores of the Mediterranean, in the egg of a sea Urchin,
[Echinus lividiis,) that the germinative spot is not so simple as

had been previously supposed. The observations of Mr. Barry
were published during the same year ;t those of Prof. Valentin,

written in 1840, did not appear till 1842, and at this time he was
still unacquainted with those of the English micrographer, for he
would not have failed to mention observations so curious and a
coincidence so remarkable. Prof. Valentin merely says that a
round opaque body is often discerned in the center of the germi-

native spot.J 111 1841, Van Beneden^ observed a granule in the

germinative spot of the Hydractinia rosea, and in 1844,11 when
reconsidering the same species, he detected an opaque corpuscle

within the germinative spot. This fact I have verified in 1848,
m the case of the common sea Urchin (or sea egg) of Massachu-
setts Bay.

More recently Mr. D. says, that he has observed in a worm
[Sigalion), and a sea anemone {Actinia), that the germinative

• spot contains a clear transparent vesicle. Comparing then this

clear vesicle with the opaque nucleus observed by Prof. Valentin,

he calls it Vesicnla Valentini^

We honor the homage rendered to Prof, Valentin :—but Mr. D.
has failed to explain how it happens that a transparent vesicle in

the worms and sea anemone, is the same thing with the opaque

nucleus of the sea Urchins; and moreover he ought not to have

overlooked two points of its history, those which belong to Mr.

* Pac^os 70,71. f Researches in Embryology: Tliml Series.

Anatomie dii genre Echinu.^, p. 105, PL viii, %. 167.

Bulletin de rAcademie de Bruxelles.

„ Rccherdies sur rembrvosr^nie des Tubulaires.—Mem, Acad. Bnix., vol xvii, p. 62,

SscoMD Series, Vol. IX, ^o. 27.—May, 18o0, 51
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Barry and Van Beneden. By examining more closely, and study-

ing more intimately the contents of the germinative vesicle and
of the germinative spot, he might have satisfied himself that the

presence of a clear vesicle, or of an opaque nucleus, indicates only

two states of one and the same phenomenon, since they are ol>

served alternately in the same species. This is the case with the

eggs of Ascidiae, of Medusae, of Echini, and probably the eggs of

many others.

By merely reading the paper of Mr. Barry, he might have been

convinced that this observer had seen much deeper than any of

his predecessors. Mr. Barry has pointed out a cellular content in

the germinative vesicle, a thing then new to science ; he believes

this substance to be produced by changes which take place in the

germinative spot. I do not enter into more full details upon the

researches of Mr. Barry, for in that case I should be obHged to

make some objections of secondary importance, which is not here

my object- I had only to point out a fact, to correct an oversight.

1 now return to my subject.

IV. The researches of Mr. D. upon the dev^elopnient of the eggs

of Ascidiee, have led him to imagine a theory. This theory rests

upon a false fact. According to this theory, the primitive state

of the egg is a little sphere containing a transparent homogeneous
liquid, in the midst of which sphere, may be already seen the

outline of the germinative vesicle and spot. By degrees this

liquid becomes turbid^ and the germinative vesicle appears sur-

rounded by a slight cloud which increases in extent until it fills

the sphere of the egg. Then finally there is a retreat of the mat-
ter from the circumference towards the centre of the egg where
it is condensed and forms the yolk. A free space remains between
this last and the external membrane. This space is filled by a
liquid

; this liquid is the Biogen.
Having examined during many weeks and continuously each

day the eggs of the same Ascidia which was the subject of his -

observation, I have never witnessed this phenomenon. And yet

I examined them in individuals of very different sizes, and in

most diverse conditions, taking care always that the egg should
remain in its natural state ; never, I repeat it, did I see this phe-

nomenon of gradual condensation and of the retreat of the vitel-

lus. Having tried all the good methods of which we can avail

ourselves in the use of the microscope, the idea occurred to me
to compress strongly a fragment of ovary. What was my surprise,

at seeing living copies of the figures published upon this subject.

It could even have been easy to make a more complete series

of them. The eggs were no longer in their natural state; they
were pressed down or crushed, their natural state destroyed,
and this was the foundation upon which was built the theory

•^
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of Biogen liquid, which was to apply to the whole animal king-
dom.*

w

What then is the liquid, and what part does it play in the his-
tory of the egg? This liquid is albumen, the albumen which is

4brmed in the ovary, and to judge rightly of the part which it

takes in the formation of the eg^^ some general considerations
upon the primitive state of eggs are here necessary.

Prof. Agassizf has already reminded us that the point of depart-
ure of the egg is the same as that of the cells of the organic tis-

sues. There is a period when the ovule is only a minute cell.

More recent observations confirm these first results. To know
the origin of the egg, we must then ascend to the origin of cells.

There are primordial cells, and derived cells. The experiments
of Dr. Ascherson,! have taught us that primordial cells are formed
of two substances; of an oily substance and of albumen. Cells

perfectly like primordial organic cells can be made artificially by
bringing an oily liquid into contact with albumen, although the

albumen and the oil or oily matter show a perfect continuity of

substance when we examine them separately. But bring them
in contact, and cells are formed immediately. Every physiologist

can repeat these experiments, and ought to do it.

I Primordial cells once formed in the manner above indicated,

another phenomenon presents itself. They become nucleated,

and these nuclei enlarging, give birth to derived cells.

Thus derived cells are multiplied by the growth of the nuclei,

according to the researches of Mr, Martin Barry3'§> of Prof. Agas-
siz and my own, and whenever the third generation appears, the

parent cell bursts and allows its contents to escape; it is in this

Way that they increase in number.

;
* Now the only difference there is between the cells of the tis-

sues and eggs, is that in these last the parent cell never bursts,]]

the primordial cell preserves within itself all the subsequent gen-

erations of derived cells; which by their accumulation, form the

substance out of which the new individual is produced.

Applying now this knowledge in a more special manner to the

development of eggs, we can reply to the question asked above,

viz.. what part does the albumen play ?

I

If the Biogen is so general, I wouM ask why it \ras not ^.hown in the Sigalion

and the SabcUa of which Mr. Desor also speaks ^

t Lectures on Comparative Embryologv, 1819, p 81.

t Ueber den phvbioIo'nscht'U mitzm der FetUtu&o unci iiber eme neue auf Uereu

^itvrirkuug bei^^riindete "imd durcli niehrcre neue Th-it-^achen unterstiitzte Thcone
der Zellenbildunrr.-^rn Miiller's Arehiv. fur Anafcumie Phy^iolt/gie, <ta 18-10, p. 44.

Comptes Reud'^us de Tlnstitut, vol. vii. 1838, p. 837. {Sur Camgr pfnjsiologique des

corps ffras.)

Researches m Einbryoloi:^y : Third Series.

I mean, at least, as long as the ue^v iudiridual is not ready to escape out of
the' egg.
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At a determinate epoch, for each species, the ovarian sacks are

filled with primordial cells. It wonld be premature to raise the

question whether they are formed in the ov^ary itself^ or are

brought there already formed. Let us take them, as they exist

in the ovary. There under the influence of the organism, they
pass through that course of development which we have pointed

out as proper to cells destined to become eggs. They contain at

first oil. By endosmosis albumen passes through the envelop or

membrane, and coming in contact with the oil, cells are formed,

the constituent cells of the vitellus (the granules of the yolk).

When the oil is exhausted, no more cells are formed. The mass
of the vitellus then increases^ after the ordinary method of mul-
tiplication by the growth of nuclei. The albumen hself contin-

ues to penetrate through the membrane of the cell, which has

now become an egg. It remains under the form of albumen, and
surrounds the vitelline globe with a concentric zone more or less

thick which increases as the egg grows larger. The intermedi-

ate space between the yolk and the external envelop {chorion)

being increased, one would be tempted to acknowledge a with-

drawing of the vitellus from the circumference towards the cen-

tre, if it were not known that all parts of the egg enlarge in the

same proportions. Besides, a yolk which retreats, which is con-

densed, ought to occupy a less space, while the contrary is the

fact, even as shown by the drawings made by Mr. Desor himself
The conclusion is doubtless, already anticipated, that the pre-

tended biogen liquid is found to be nothing more than an accu-

mulation of albumen, the albumen formed iu the ovary. An em-
bryologist would have known that the yolk of the egg of all an-

imals is composed of albumen and of an oily substance, aiid that

no one has ever supposed the first of these two substances to be

formed in the oviduct. When the albumen deposited in the ovi-

duct is spoken of, it is the white which surrounds the yolk of the

egg of certain animals that is referred to, and it is altogether gra-

tuitous to attribute to embryologists doubts on this subject. I

think Mr. Desor is the only person who has ever confounded the

albumen of the vitellus, with the albumen which surrounds the

essential parts of the eggs common to all animals.
When mature eggs are to be referred to a uniform type, it is

necessary to distinguish between the essential parts (the vitellus

or yolk, the germinative vesicle and the germinative spot), and
the accessory and protective parts (the external albumen or white,

the shell-membrane and the shell itself). The former are identi-

cal throughout the animal kingdom, they are never wanting;
they are therefore necessary. The latter are not absolutely neces-

sary, and as a proof of this, they are modified according to cir-

cumstances, andj in an infinite number of cases, are entirely

wanting.

'B
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Starting now from the structure of the egg and knowing it to
be identical in its constituent elements throughout the whole ani-
mal khigdom, the doctrine of its crystallization from a another-
liquid refutes itself. The idea that the vitehus is precipitated, or
is crystallized, is indeed very strange. Is not this the distinction
which we make between the inorganic kingdom and the organic
kingdom, that the former is crystallized^ while the latter

ganized.

And then as to the physical characters of this biogen liquid,

and the method of distinguishing it from albumen, not a word is

said. All that has been done is the substitution of a name, the
thing newly named is hidden from the eyes of physiologists. To
explain the formation of eggs in the animal kingdom, Mr. D.
thus finds himself obliged to procure the intervention of a liquid

of which he knows nothina:,—a liquid which would make the
Junction 01 the ovary oi secondary importance,-—a liquid which
would substitute itself for the vital action of the organism, an ac-
tion which physiology explains,—in fine, an occult liquid^ which
sound philosophy disowns.
To oppose such a liquid to the vital action of the organism in

the procreation of the substance, from which new individuals

arise, is to go out of the domain of science. Mr, D. moreover
has found that his biogen liquid runs through various modifi-

cations. This liquid then has no permanent character, it is under
the influence of something beyond it, which produces it in its turn.

Anatomy and physiology are our guides in our embryoiogical

researches ;—one confirms the other. Remaining w^ithin these

limits, it was not necessary to go beyond the bounds of sound phi-

losophy^ and to fancy a theory which rests upon nothing, which
teaches nothing new, which explains nothing, and which stands

apart, isolated from physiology.

Thus the theory of biogen, applied to the egg of Ascidia, is not
even probable; applied to the animal kingdom it is absurd.

V. <§. 1. Prepossessed by the false notion that the vitelhis is

formed by condensation, Mr. D. compares the formation of eggs to

that of the celestial bodies, according to the nebular hypothesis.

Bat in order that a comparison of one phenomenon with some
other phenomenon may be established; it is necessary that th6 one

'With which the comparison is made, should be perfectly demon-
strated,—it mast be a law or a principle.

Now the author forgets that the question of the condensation^

<^f the heavenly bodies according to the nebular hypothesis, is

one of the most cotitroverted questions. The fact is that we
know nothing positively respecting the origin of the stars. Has
the matter of which they are composed, been diffused through-
out space under the form of what has been called nebulae, and
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has it been gradually condensed around a nucleus to acquire its

sphericity under the power of universal attraction, and to assume
then a given movement and a determined direction?

There is no astronomer who can answer this question in the

affirmative. From the study of our globe we arrive at the idea

that it has had a beginning, and that it was originally in a fluid

state. Beyond this, all is conjecture. Reasoning from the earth

to the stars, we acknowledge, for all, a beginning of which we
are ignorant.

It is then a false generalization to compare the phenomena of ovu-

lation with the theory of the condensation of the sidereal bodies.

But let it be for a moment granted that the stars have been

formed by the condensation of matter at first diffused. Where is

the analogy between what ought then to take place, and what
we witness in the formation of the egg ?

The point of departure of organized beings is a sphere—the

sphere is the figure of the celestial bodies ; this is the whole of the

analogy! In that sphere which constitutes the egg, two liquids

are brought in contact and having an affinity for each other,

they combine and form the vitellus which, from the first, is dis-

tributed equally throughout the whole sphere, less dense, it is

true, at the beginning; but never showing the least tendency to

centripetal motion, the least disposition to be precipitated around

the germinative vesicle. There is never any retreat of the vitel-

lus from the periphery towards the centre; there is no gravitation
;

there is a molecular attraction in the interior of a sphere, there

are two liquids which are associated together, and not one liquid

creating another out of itself.

Thus then should the theory of the condensation of the heav-

enly bodies be true, that of the eggs arising from hiogen would
not even be its analogue. Where is the biogen of the stars? No
astronomer has had the hardihood to imagine a mother liquid, a

gas, or any substance whatever preexisting in space to create mat-

ter, and to disappear after having undergone various modifications,

*§» 2. But Mr. D. stops not here. After having found the great

lata of attraction at the bottom of theformation of organic lod-

ieSj he comes to the question of mov^ement. "As soon," he says,

"as the egg enters upon its organic life, it begins to revolve." i

There are, indeed, a few invertebrated animals in which the em-

bryo is subjected to a rotatory movement within the envelop of

the egg. When one witnesses this for the first time, his thoughts

naturally revert to the rotatory movement of the celestial bodies.

But on looking deeper into the subject, he soon perceives the dif-

ference. I have described the movements which take place in

the embryo of a marine Planaria.* I have shown that there is

* Proc, of the Amer. Assoc, for the Adv. of Sciences. Second meeting, held at

Cambridge, August, 1849, Cambridge, 1850. 8vo, p. 400.

,«
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nothing regular about thenij no subjection to law. The young
animal itself regulates and controls them. There are vibratory
cilias, that is to say, organs of locomotion, and where the^e do
not exist, vibratory cells. There is not an external force under
the dominion of which it is caused to move.
The egg possesses organic life from the moment when it ap-

pears under any form whatever, therefore it cannot be said to ac-
quire^it when it begins to move. Besides eggs, as eggs, move not

;

when they move they are no longer eggs; they are e^nhnjos.

For when movement occurs it does not take place till after (he
division of the yolk ; and after that division, the embryo exists.

So that in this view also, the comparison is false.

f
Art. XL.

—

Note on Heteronomic Isomorphism ; by J. D. Dana.

In the table on page 241, of this volume, the mineral Petalite

is placed with the triclinic feldspars. The cleavages appear to

correspond more correctly to a monoclinic form, although as far
'

as now understood, not wholly analogous to the ordinary feldspars

in direction. In the C atomic volume, as determined, it is iden-

tical with the monoclinic feldspars. The atomic volumes of the

feldspars will then stand as follows

:

I; MONOCLINIC.
• A. ' B. C.

Oitlioclase, .... 1388 2.313 60-1

Ryixcolitc, . . . . . 867 21tV7 57-8

Loxocliise, .... 1063 IJl'ie 66-0

Baulite, 21781 217-81 55-85

Petalite, . . . . . 6071 '8 224-^ 57-3

n. TRICLIMO.

Albite, 1280'4 213-4 55-67

Lubi-adorito, .... 795-5 198-9 53-03

Olig-i.clase 1038-8 207-66 54-fi47

Andesiue, 2912-4 208 55-0

Anortl.ite, . .... 1959 195-9 52-94

Vosgite, 2266-5 107 52-84

Top The an-

gle of the vertical prism of Andalusite is 91° 20', and in Topaz

there is the corresponding angle 93° 7' (form oc P2, as usn;

taken ). In the former, P ; a, (a brachydiagonal prism,) = 144°

Teschemacher, 140^ Phillips, while topaz has the corresponding

angle 138^ 3'. Rammelsberg has recently suggested that in topaz

the fluorine replaces oxygen, and that the formula is essentially

*l3 §12^ vvith one-seventh of the oxygen replaced by fluorine, oi

as written out in full,

6[3A12 03-f-2Si03] + [3A12 F3-|-2Si Fsj.

As this, excluding the fluorine, is the formula of Andalusite, the iso-

morphism here pointed out may be a case of ordinary isomorphism.

Man^anocaldte.—This species is a trimetric carbonate of man-

ganese, illustrating the remark on page 239.

^
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Art. XLI.—On some Minerals recently investigated by

M. Hermann ;* bv Jajmes D. Dana.

1. GlBBSITE.

The analyses of Gibbsite by Hermanrij according to which

Gibbsite is a phosphate instead of a hydrate of ahimina * are al-

luded to by Prof. Silliman, Jr., in his memoirj in volume yii, of

this Journal, page 411, where this chemist, by several analyses,

sustains the original view with regard to this species^ his results

giving much less than one per cent, of phosphoric acid. Her-

mann in a late niemoirf publishes the following as his recent

conclusions upon the Richmond mineral.

Phosplioric acid,

Alumina, .

Water,

la. lb. 2. 3.

87-62 26-30 15-30 11-90

26-66 38-29 50-20 53-92

3o-72 3541 34-50 34-18

Nos. la and 16 were two specimens somewhat fohated on limo-

nitej G.=2-2L No.2 was a stalactitic mass; G.= 2-44. No. 3
was porous with an earthy fracture ; G. = 2'20. The phosphoric

acid is here made a very varying constituent.

This species, from Richmondj has recently been analyzed by
Mr. Crossley in the Laboratory of Dr. C. T. Jackson, with direct

reference to the occurrence of phosphoric acid (as in Prof. Silli-

man's investigations), and he has found that his specimens con-

iained no phosphoric acid^ and were a true hydrate. The mineral

is therefore identical with Rose's hydrargillite and includes that

specieS; as has been before suggested.

2. WiLLEMITE, OR AnHYDROUS SiLICATE OF ZlNC

The anhydrous silicate of zinc was first recognized as a species

by Vanuxem and Keating, who published a full and accurate de-

scription both physical and chemical, in 1824, in the Journal of

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, volume iv,

page 8. They describe the form of the crystals, as occurring at

Stirling, New Jersey, and give the angle R : R, 118^, which was
offered as only an approximation, the faces being irregular and
rough.

Subsequently, Dr. Thomson of Glasgow received specimens.

He described the mineral physically nearly as done by Yanuxem
and Keating,! mentioning the hexagonally prismatic form with

trihedral summits, though giving the angle 124^ instead of 118^,

observing however that it was ^'impossible to measure the an-

gles," as the planes were so very uneven. He states that the

Jour, fur Prakt. Cbem., xl, 32. f Ibid, xlvii, 1.

% Ann. Lycema Nat Hkt., N. Y^ iii, 1828, and Mineralogy, 1836, i
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» abore-mentioned authors had made it out a silicate of zinc. His
investigations transformed it into a silicate of man2:anese with
the composition

Si 30-650 iSln 46-215 3Pe 15"450 moisture and carbonic acid 'I"300=99-615.

Dr. Thomson's reputation at that time served to put the bhui-
der on Vanuxem and Keating. The mineral was named Troos-
tite, and Thomson's analysis assumed as the correct one. Re-
cently the so-called Troostite has been examined by Hermann,*
who has confirmed the original analyses, both results giving the
formula Zn^ Si = Silica 72'47, oxyd of zinc 27-53, or the consti-

tution of Willemite, The analyses hitherto made of the Ameri-
can and foreign Willemite are as follows

;

• 1, 2, Vanuxem and Keating (loc. cit.) ; 3, Hermann (loc. cit.)

;

4, Thomson (Min. i, 545); 5, Levy (Ann. des Mines, [4],iv, 515);
6, Rosengarten (Rammelsberg's 3d Supplement to hisHandwor-
terbuch, 65) ; 7, 8, Monheim (Yerh. Nat. Vereins. Rheinl., 1848,
and Rammelsberg^s 4th Supplement, 114); 9, 10, Delesse (Ann.
des Mines, [4], x, 211).

Si Zil
1, Stirling, 25*44 68'06 3Pe, Mn 6-50 =3 100*00, Vamaxem and Keating.

2, " 25-00 71-83 ?^e 0-67, Stn 2-66 =99-66 "

3, " 26-80 60-07 Ma 9*22, lifg 291, Fe trace, loss by igiution 1-0=:100 Herm.

4,Moresnet, 26-97 68*77 Fe l*48,atl0'66,ib.i:trace2n,3Pe0*78,ltl*25=:99-91,Thoin.

fi, " 27'05 '6S-40 Pe 0*75, loss by ignition 0*30 = 96*50, Levy.

6, Silesia, 27-34 70*82 Fe 1;81 =99*97, Eosengarten. ^

7,Stolberg, 26*90 72-91 3Pe 0-35= 1,00-16, Monheim.

8, " 26-53 69-06 ^ 4*36, Oa 041, Mg 0*13, 6 0-04 = 100*53, Monheim*

9. « 27-28 72-37 f'e 0*35 = 100, Ddesse.

10, Stirling, 27-40 68*83 087, Mn 2*90= 100, Delesse.

Hermann gives the specific gravity of the Stirling ore 4*02

;

Vanuxem and Keating 3-89-4; Thomson for the Willemite

3-935, and Levy 4-1 6-4-18. No. 7 (from Stolberg near Aix la

Chapelle) was crystallized; G, = 4-18, No. 8 massive; G-

4-02-4-16. No. 10, the Stirling mineral, according to Delesse,

hasG. =4154,
The crystals of Troostite have besides the primary rhombohe-

dron(115^) another truncating its terminal edges, (-^ R) with

R : R= 142^ 52'. The crystals of Willemite are quite small, be^

ing but 2 or 3 millimeters long and 1 thick. They are hexa-

gonal prisms, but the prism is intermediate to that of Troostite

;

and the trihedral summit has according to Levy the angle of

128^ 30^ nearly, the planes not admitting of very accurate

measurement,—corresponding possibly to the rhombohedron |R,

^vhich has this angle 127^ 33^

niann

IX, No. 27.—May, 1860. 62
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3. Rhodonite, ok Manganese Spar,

Rhodonite was long since shown to be a manganese augite,

and the Fowlerite of Shepard is recognized by Hermann as giv-

ing the angle of augite ; M : M= 87^ 6^ Hermann has analyzed

the Stirling, N. J., mineral with the following result,

i fe Mn 2.n Ca ]&g
46-4:8 7-23 31-52 6-86 4-50 3'09 loss by ignition, l-00=99-67

Oxygen, 24-13 1*60 '7*06 I'lo 1-28 1-22
^

giving for the oxygen ratio for protoxyds and silica 12'31j

24-13, or very nearly 1:2, as in the received formula 3Jln 3 si^.

He obtained the specific gravity 3'63,

Hermann has also analysed the manganese spar of Cumming-
ton^ Massachusetts, and has concluded that the mineral instead of

being a manganese augite is a manganese hornblende, that is,

has the oxygen ratio 4 : 9 and formula ]Sin4 Sis.

His analysis gave

Si ]Sln, trace of Fe Ca Slg
48-91 46-'74 2-00 2-35=100-00

Oxygen, 25-38 10-37 0*57 0*91

The result affords the oxygen ratio for protoxyds and silica

11-85 : 25-38 or very closely 4 : 8J, which is as near augite as the

hornblende ratio. He unites with his mangan-awphibolj Thorn-
son's sesquisilicate of manganese from Stirling, which according

to Thomson has the angle 123^^30^, which is nearly that of horn-

blende. But Thomson's analysis proves the crystallographic

measurement of little value, since it makes the species a man-
gan-augite—it giving

Si 42-40 Mn 50-72 Fe 6-76

or even less silica than required for an augite, instead of the ex-
cess which would make it a hornblende.
The mineral of Cummington often contains disseminated

through it visible points or grains of silica, and if in visible grains,

there will be also invisible silica, and enough to account probably
for the hornblende composition, M, Adolph Schlieper, now of

Lowell, Mass., has examined and analyzed the Cummington min-
eral, from specimens placed in his hands by the writer, and he at-

tributes the excess of silica to this source. His analysis gives the

oxygen proportion 11-36 to 26-6, or quite closely 4:9. He found
the mineral to be partly soluble in acids and by this means sep-

arated it into an insoluble portion 90*15 per cent., a soluble 9'85.

The insoluble part afforded

Si Itfn Ca Jiig fo
51-21 42-65 2-93 trace 4-34=101-lS

Oxygen, 26.6 9-56 0-84 0-96

The soluble part consisted of carbonates as follows,

Sin teQ C'a C '^g ^ fl and loss.

6052 8-60 37-17 2-44 1-27—100

I
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The presence of carbonic acid in this mineral was long since
announced by Hitchcock; who found ten per cent, in one speci-
men. If the uncombined siUca bears any proportion to the in-
visible carbonates, the excess of this ingredient is sufficiently ex-
plained. We believe therefore with M. Schlieper^ the mineral to
be essentially identical with the mangan-augite.

4. Lepolite and Lindsayite,

The Lepolite of Hermann* is a feldspathic mineral from Fin-
land, identical in chemical formula with anorthite, but differing
in having its crystals oblique or inchned to the left, (when the
edge T : T' is in front) instead of to the right. He gives for

T
: T' 120^30', P : M 93^, which is the angle between two

cleavage planes. H= 6. G = 275-2-77. Vitreous and transpa-
rent

; colorless, grayish, greenish, often brownish externally.

Crystals often large, and sometimes two inches long. Composition

Si S:l 3Pe Ca Mg Jfa loss by ignition.

1. From Lojo, 42-80 35'12 1-50 14-U 2-27 I'oO l-5C=99-69
2. From Orrijervi, 42*50 33-11 4*00 4*00 5*87 1-69 1-50—99-54

It fuses with difficulty on the edges before the blowpipe, and
is decomposed by concentrated acids.

Hermann has also published a description of a new feldspar

which he calls Lindsayite\ in the same memoir with the Lep-
olite. The following are its characters:

120°, P on the axis 65°. Crys-MonocI
tals often of large size. R =4. G. = 283. Color, black ex-

ternally, internally gray, bluish-gray, dull reddish. Subtranski-

cent. In a matrass yields water. Before the blowpipe fuses with
difficulty on the edges. With the fluxes^ the reaction of iron and
silica. Analysis afforded,

Si SI Fe te ilg £ Xa ll

42-22 27-55 6-98 2*00 8-85 8-00 2-53 7*00 F frace—lOO'lS

Oxygen ratio 21-90 12-84 2-09 0-44 3-49 0-50 0*64 622

whence he deduces for the oxygen of the water, protoxyds, per-

formulat

S3Si+3*lSi4-3fi,

which, excluding the water, represents the composition of anor-

thite and also Hermann's lepolite.

Breithaupt, in volume xlvii, p. 236, of the Journal fur praktische

Chemie, stated that the Lindsayite was properly a pseudomorph,

after lepolite. To this view Hermann objects in volume xlviii,

254, (Nov. IS 19,) mentioning that lepolite contains 10 to 15 per

cent, of lime and lindsayite none.

* Jour. f. prakt. Chem., xlvi, 387. \ Jour. f. prakt. Chem., xlvi, 396.

X This is only an approximation ; for the oxygen of tiie peroxyds and silica has

3re nearly the ratio 2 : 8 than 3:4.
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The constitution of the mineral, so different from all known
feldspars—its 8 per cent, of magnesiaj 7 per cent, of oxyd of iron,

and 7 per cent, of water—entirely favor the opinion that the crys-

tals are actually pseudomorphs of some feldspar mineral as Brei-

thaupt suggested. Changes through pseudomorphism of the ex-

tent this would imply, and even far greater, are abundantly exem-
plified.

Art. XLIL

—

On the Interpretation of Mariotte^s Law; by
Lieut, E. B. Hunt, U. S. Corps of Engineers.

It is readily demonstrated that in any entirely homogeneous
medium, the component parts of which act on each other by
forces varying as any function of the distance, Mariotte's law
must prevail. Both elastic tension and cohesive force will neces-

sarily vary as the density, in a medium assumed as homogeneous,
quite irrespective of the law of force, the variation being expressed

in terms of distance between the component parts of the me-
dium. Whether the force be attractive or repulsive, varying in-

versely with the first or hundredth power of the distance, the

result is the same ; that entire homogeneousness makes Marioite^s

law necessary.

To prove this : assume a perfectly homogeneous medium whose
parts exert forces varying as any function of the distance. As-
sume in this an origin of coordinates, three coordinate axes, X, Y
and Z, and three constant elementary distances, dx^ dy, dz. Con-
ceive each axis graduated by laying off its element successively
from the origin outward. Through each point of graduation on
either axis pass a plane parallel to the other axes : do this for each
axis. The space around the origin is thus divided into element-
ary parallelopipeds, each of which contains a like portion of the

homogeneous medium.
The force of elastic tension or of cohesion is measured by the

resultant action on a unit of surface of the plane X, Y, by all the

forces acting in the positive direction of the axis Z, between the

parts on opposite sides of the plane X, Y. This resultant is bal-

anced by an equal one acting in the negative direction of the

axis Z. To make up this resultant, a certain number of the ele-

mentary portions of the medium conspire. It may therefore be

equated with a series, each term of which expresses the positive

component along the axis Z, of the force exerted between two
elementary portions of the medium on opposite sides of the

plane X, Y.
If now the density of the medium be varied, each term of this

series will vary in the same ratio, since the quantity of matter in

1
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each dementary volume varies as the density. The density thus
governs each term of the series, by fixing the quantity of matter
in each elementary volume. If we call the ratio of the varying
density to a standard density A^, each terra of the series contains
iVas a simple factor : or the whole series varies as N. Hence the
'resultant or entire elastic tension or cohesion varies as iV, or as the
density. This result is entirely independent of any particular law
of relation between the forces and distances: and will always be
true so long as the elementary volumes can be assumed as homo-
geneous. As dx^ dy^ dz, can always be taken indefinitely less

than the radius of sensible activity of any assumed force, the dem-
onstration can only fail by the parts failing to be homogeneous.

It will be seen by the above that any inference of the law of
repulsive force between ultimate atoms or molecules, cannot be
correctly drawn from Mariotte's law, for this leaves the primary
forces involved, wholly indeterminate. We are by no means au-
thorized to conclude that in elastic fluids where the pressure varies

as the density; the molecules repel each other directly as the dis-

tance.

The demonstration now given, has a singular bearing on the

atomic theory of material constitution. We
tally that Mariotte's law does not prevail u
media, while in liquids and solids it has no show of application.

Hence we are bound to infer non-hoviogeiieousness. Now how
can homogeneousness be interrupted, except through something
like an atomic constitution of media ? A laminated, filamcntal, or

tnolecular structure alone can produce heterogeneousness. The
two first would confer special properties in certain directions,

which are not found in fact. Hence a molecular constitution of

niatler seems entailed as an inferencCj from the bare fact that Mari-

otte's law is not universal. According to the view now presented,

the elasticity of gases varies as the density, because the quantity

of matter within the sphere of sensible activity varies in that ratio.

As they approach the point of liquefaction, other considerations

derived from the special atomic constitutions of the media must
be introduced. The entire absence of a limit to the division of

parts would produce that homogeneousness from which Mariotte^s

law becomes an inevitable inference. Such an inference, as ap-

plied to media in general, being contrary to the fact, a limit to

actual division of parts must be admitted. Any other theory

than one of

elastic

7m-

iferences coiifliding loith facts, throiotn

Boston

if true molecular
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SCIEXTinC INTELLIGENCE.

L Chemistry and Physics.

n.

1. On the Deportment of Crystalline Bodies between the poles of a
Magnet ; by John Tyndall and Hermann Knoblauch; (Phil. Mag.,

xxxvi, 178, March, 1850.)—The results obtained by Professor Pliicker of

Bonn, in his investigations upon crystals, induced us early in the month

of November last to commence a series of researches in connection

with this subject. Our inquiries, so far as they at present reach, form

the subject of this paper.

After a long series of trials, not necessary to be recapitulated here,

we arrived at the persuasion that no safe inference could be drawn from

experiments made with full crystals. It appeared necessary lo examine

the I'orces attributed to crystalline bodies in detail, one at a time, re-

moving as far as possible all influences likely to interfere with the sim-

ple action of this one.

To attain this object we experimented with cubes: we had one cut

from tourmaline, in such a manner that the optical axis of the crystal

ran parallel to four sides of the cube ; on suspending it between the

poles and closing the circuit, the optical axis set itself strongly equato-

rial; thus corroborating the law of Plucker, which affirms that the op-

tical axes of negative crystals are repelled. When, however, the same
cube was hung with the optical axis vertical, the influence of that axis

being thus destroyed, a preference was shown to one of the diagonals

of the horizontal face of the cube, not to be explained by the law^ men-
tioned : this preference was more strikingly exhibited in the case of the

following two crystals.

A cube of beryl, cut similarly to the tourmaline, being hung with its

optical axis vertical, one diagonal of its horizontal face set itself axial

;

only one diagonal could maintain this position, the other was repelled.

In dichroite this nhpnnmpnnn vvna ctrilrinn-N; /^vhlKiiorl • whpn ViiinP" with

the m
ichroite this phenomenon was strikingly exhibited ; when hung wit

middle line of the optical axes vertical, one diagonal assumed the

axial position ; if, however, the circuit was closed when the other diag-

onal chanced to lie from pole to pole, the latter seemed to experience

a repulsive shock, sufficient to make the cube spin several limes round

upon its axis.

We do not see any possibility of referring this election of a partic-

ular diagonal to the influence exerted by the optical axis, at least in the

case of beryl.

To ascertain the exact nature of this influence, we had recourse to

discs, cut so that the optical axis of the crystal lay as a diameter in the

plane of each. In this way the influence of mere form was totally an-

nulled, and the pure action of the optical axis, if such existed, might

be observed.

Our first discs, five !n number, were taken from a semi-transparent

crystal of Iceland spar, and lay at various angles to the sides thereof.

In alt these cases the law of Plucker was strictly verified, the optical

axis being always repelled.
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Four discs and one square were next taken from two transparent
crystals of the spar, and suspended successively between the poles.
We were by no means prepared for the reply given to these experi-
ments

; in each of the five cases the optical axis set itself distinctly
axial.

The balance sheet of our inquiries up to the present time is this ; out
of eleven crystals of Iceland spar examined as above, five have obeyed
the law of Pliicker, while six have contradicted that law.

In determining whether the optical axis will be repelled or not, it is

I
not necessary io cut the crystals in the manner described. A thin

rhomb cloven from the crystal and ground into the shape of a disc, will

decide the question. If it belong to the class whose optical axis is re-

pelled, the line bisecting the acute angles of the rhomb will set itself

axial
; if to the other class, the same line will set ilself equatorial.

Discs thus prepared form undoubtedly the purest means of investiga-

ting this question. The rhomb itself, however, without being ground
into a disc, affords us sufficient intelligence as to the class of the crys-
tal to which it belongs. Is its optical axis repelled, then the long diag-

onal of the rhomb will incline to the axial position ; is the optical

attracted, the long diagonal w^itl stand nearly equatorial.

The same adherence of the diagonal to the axial or equatorial posi-

tion continues after a thin bar containing the diagonal has been severed
from the rhomb. For example, a bar containing the short diagonal of
that class whose optical axis is attracted, will stand nearly axial. This
fact is perhaps worthy of notice: if Iceland spar be diamagnetic, as

Prof. Pliicker asserts, and if the optical axis be repelled, what is it that

overcomes the united action of both in the case of this diagonal? The
projection of the optical axis lies in the same direction as the bar ; both

therefore work together, and both strive, in virtue of the two properties

nienlioned, to attain the equatorial position ; they do not attain it, how-
ever; the bar stands almost axial.

The question, '^ Is the substance magnetic or diamagnetic.^^' neces-

sarily lay at the threshold of all attempts to explain these phenomena.
To answer this question by experimenting with the full crystal was im-

possible, as a diamagnetic crystal, it is well known, can set itself axially.

This being evidently owing to some hidden property of the crystalline

structure, w^e thought it might be destroyed by reducing the mass to

powder. Portions of crystals of each class were finely pounded in an

agate mortar; by the addition of a little distilled water the powder was

f^ade into a paste, from which small bars were constructed and careful-

'y dried. On being hung between the excited poles, those whose op-

tical axes were repelled stood equatorial, the others axial.

Adopting the plan already followed by Faraday, we next brought the

two classes of crystals to the test of a single pole. At first, little bits

of crystal were attached to the cocoon thread by means of a soft sticky

kind of wax; the presence of this, however, was found to interfere

^vith the purity of the experiment, and it was therefore abandoned ;

fine silver wire was next tried and also found ineligible ;
we next hung

a straw horizontally, into each end of which a bit of crystal was thrust

;

but the straw^ was diamagnetic, and permitted no safe conclusion. Com-
mon white taper-wax was at length found exactly suited to our purpose

\

A
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it must, however, be handled with clean fingers, and even thus very

little ; after two or three suspensions it invariably showed signs of mag-

netism. We chose long thin bars of crystal and hung ihem vertically

thus bringing the wax so far above the poles, that, on examination, it

showed not the sli^^htest trace of magnetism or diamaenetism. A for-D D D
mer remark explains why this vertical hanging is to be preferred to

horizontal ; in the latter case, a rotation towards the pole, easily mista-

ken for an attraction, and difficult to distinguish from it, might occur

with a diamagnetic body ; hung vertically, however, it could be dis-

tinctly seen whether the mass of the crystal was attracted or repelled.

The results here delivered were in harmony with those already men-

tioned : those whose optical axes were attracted, were attracted ; those

whose optical axes w^cre repelled, were repelled.

Anxious to investigate this difference of action to the bottom, we
chose two perfectly pure and transparent crystals from each class, and

submitted them to chemical analysis. An experienced mineralogist

was unable to detect the slightest visible difference between these crys-

tals; the analysis, however, showed that those whose optical axes were

attracted contained protoxyd of iron in considerable quantity, while

those whose optical axes were repelled contained no trace of this metal.

Here, then, we have two crystals perfectly alike in optical respects,

but chemically different; the change in the position of the optical axis

between the poles being doubtless due to this difference. This seems

to reduce that position to a mere function, so to speak, of the chemical

nature of the substance. Could a salt of iron be introduced as an iso-

morphic substitute for some other constituent in the whole class of dia-

magnetic crystals, it is exceedingly probable that the position of the

optical axis between the poles would in most of these cases be reversed,

and this without in the slightest degree interfering with the optical prop-

erties of the crystal. It is even likely that Nature, as in the case be-

fore us, furnishes many examples of this isomorphic substitution. If

this be true, then the position of the optical axis between the poles is a

mere accident, and the introduction of it can only serve to render this

already difficult subject unnecessarily complex.
On bringing a circular disc of gutta pcrcha, which, in its manufac-

ture, appeared to have a fibrous structure imparted to it, between the

excited poles, the direction of these fibres set itself strongly axial-

This action was so decided, that a parallelogram, three-quarters of an

inch long and half as wide, with the fibres crossing it transversely, set

itself stiffly equatorial. This can by no means be referred to the distance

of the parallelogram from the poles, or to any other of those circum-

stances by which diamagnetic action is said to be exhibited ; our volta-

ic power varied from one to twenty cells of Bunsen's battery, but the

result remained specifically constant ; further, on being hung edgeways,

the parallelogram stood strongly magnetic; and when one pole was re-

moved, the whole mass was attracted by the other.

Whence, then, this apparent diamagnetism of the gutta percha ? The

answer to this question will perhaps throw a light upon the complicated

phenomena exhibited by crystals generally. The equatorial position of

the gutta percha is manifestly due to the comparative facility with

which the magnetic force can act in the direction of the fibre. Let us
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suppose the parallelogram suspended, and the circuit closed ; every
point of its substance is now affected, but not with equal force in all di-

rections
; in the direction of the fibre the action is strongest, and may

be represented by the longer diameter of an egg, in the centre of which
the point may be imagined. All lines drawn from the centre to the
shell will represent the amount of the magnetic force in their various
directions. On this assumption the equatorial position is readily explain-
ed

; and the necessity of the parallelogram, when liung edgeways, to
SQi itself axial, is also manifest.

As may be expected, when the parallelogram is made very long in

comparison to its width, the long diameter of our hypothetical egg, is

overpowered by the united action of a jumber of short ones, and the
oblong stands axial.

VVe have succeeded in obtaining analogous results with ivory, which,
though diamagnetic, can be so cut that it stands almost axial. The
angmaly is explained by reference to the structure of the tooth, which
fnodifies, in certain directions, the diamagnetic power. By attending

to these circumstances, we have been able, with these two substances,

gutta percha and ivory, to imitate almost all the experiments which we
have made with both classes of crystals.

If we suppose the shorter diameter of an ellipse to coincide with the

straight line formed by the intersection of any two surfaces of cleavage,

and ihe ellipse to rotate around this diameter, an oblate spheroid will

be the result. Conceive lines drawn through the centre of this figure

and terminated by the surface, to represent the amount of magnetic or

diamagnetic force in the direction of these lines, and we have an hy-

pothesis of magnetic or diamagnetic action within the crystal, sufficient,

f
not only to account for every fact noticed in this paper, but for numer-

ous others, the discussion of which we refer to a future occasion.

Extending this principle to the intersections of the three surfaces of

cleavage, we obtain a resultant which falls in the direction of the prin-

cipal axis of the crystal, or of the optical axis. The position of that

resultant between the poles will depend solely upon the magnetism or

diamagnetism of the crystal, and in nowise upon the fact of its being

negative or positive, as asserted by Professor Fliicker.

It is highly improbable that our representative spheroid will be of a

constant shape in all crystals: in the case of gutta percha we assumed

it formed by the rotation of a semi-ellipse round its longer axis, or what

is commonly called prolate ; in the case of Iceland spar it is oblate
;
m

common iron it would be a sphere, as here the magnetic force appears to

act equally in all directions. Every crystal will doubtless modify it m
a manner peculiar to its own substance and structure- Future experi-

ments will perhaps enable us, in many cases, to determine the numer-

ical values of the long and short diameters of these spheroids.
^

From these considerations it would follow, that M. Pluckcr, in at-

tempting to refer the facts observed by Mr. Faraday* to the optical axis,

inverts the right course of proceeding; the attraction or repulsion of

this axis being a secondary result, depending first of all upon the mag-

Phil Mag., Jan., 1849, p, 75.

Second Series, VoL IX, No. 27.—May, 1850. 53
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netism or diamagnetism of the substance, and secondly upon the manner

in which either force is modified by the peculiar structure of the crystal.

* The conducting power, so to speak, of Iceland spar for both magnet-

ism and diamagnetism appears to be in directions perpendicular to the

lines of cleavage. If these views be correct, the optical axis can no

longer be regarded as the prime agent in the production of the phe-

nomena which we have been considering ; we shall no longer seek the

explanation of new facts in the hypotheses of new forces, but rather

in modifications of the old.

Marburg, January, 1850.

2. Arsenic in the deposit from Mineral Waters ; by M. J. L. Las-

SAIONE, (Journ. de Chem. Med., Sept., 1849; Phil. Mag., Dec, 1849.)

The large quantities of arsenic recently discovered in certain chalyb-

eate waters, have made it a matter of much interest to determine the

state in which the arsenic exists, and its effects upon the animal

economy.
The deposit from the waters of Wattvillier (Haut Rhine) yielded 4'42

per cent, of arsenic acid, equivalent to 2'8 per cent, metallic arsenic.

Forty grammes (about 600 grains) of this deposit were administered to

a dog in two doses, the animal showed not the slightest uneasiness, ate

as usual, and, in short, was uninjured by a dose equivalent to 26'52

grains arsenic acid or 16"8 grains metallic arsenic.

From this and another experiment of similar character, the author

infers, that the poisonous property of the arsenic is destroyed in these

deposits by the combination with peroxyd of iron—confirming the value

of peroxyd of iron as an antidote to arsenious and arsenic acids.

[It is worthy of remark, however, that the recent deposit from cha-

lybeate water is not without serious effect upon the human system, as is

shown by the following case which was brought to our notice. Two
gentlemen while drinking the water of a celebrated chalybeate spring

thought to add to its strength by mixing with it several teaspoons full of

the fresh deposit. In a very short time such alarming symptoms mani-

fested themselves as to require medical aid. These symptoms were
violent headache, throbbing in the temples, &c., and were evidently

due to an over dose of iron. The parties soon recovered, but in the

more plethoric of the two the effects were sensible for several days.

The same quantity of dry peroxyd of iron—such as is erroneously

called carbonate of iron, might have been taken with impunity. No
more striking instance of the difference in effect between the moist

freshly precipitated oxyd and the dry could be given.]

G. C. SCHAEFFER.
3. On the reduction of Chlorid of Silver ; by M. VVittstein, (Buch.

Rep., vol. ii, in Chem. Gaz., Sept., 1849.}—The author prefers the

reduction by charcoal. Two parts of chlorid of silver are well mixed

with one part moist charcoal powder and poured into a black leader

other crucible with a smooth surface. The crucible is loosely covered

and ignited until a quarter or half hour after the muriatic acid has ceased

to appear. The outside of the crucible being cleaned it is to be in-

verted over a sheet of paper, and if any of the contents adhere they

may be removed with a feather. The carbonaceous mass is then grad-

ually added to 3 parts nitric acid, sp. gr. 1'20, in a convenient flask,

and the solution is completed by a gentle heat.
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As it is not easy to extract the whole of the silver, the mass need
not be washed very Jong and the residuum may again be employed in
another process to avoid loss. The impurities derived from the char-
coal are trifling in amount; lampblack of course answers still better.
The author considers that the reduction is effected in reality by

hydrogen, as only muriatic acid and no chlorine is given off.

4.

G. C. S,
On the Chemical Composition of Ihe Fluid in the Ascidia of Ne-

penihes; by Dr. A. Voelcker, (Phil. Mag., Sept., 1849.)—The fluid
of this, a2)d similar secretions as in Sarracenia, &c., is commonly said
to be pure water. Dr. Turner found on evaporating, a minute quantity
of crystals supposed to be binoxalate of potash, while the odor of boiled
apples giv^en out indicated the presence of organic matter. The author
examined eight different samples from various gardens and in most
cases from unopened pitcher plants. In all the cases litmus paper gave
an acid reaction. The same odor as that mentioned by Dr. Turner
^as observed during evaporation. The quantity of solid matter, as

might be expected, varied considerably—from '27 to 1 per cent. No
volatile acids were present and no oxalic acid.

The dry residue from several samples united, contained about 38 per
cent, of malic and a little citric acid, 50 p. c. chlorid of potassium ; the

remainder consisted of soda, lime and magnesia.
These experiments show this to be, as botanists have already demon-

strated, a true secretion, containing some of the inorganic materials of

1^ the plant; but it is remarkable that not a trace of sulphuric acid could

be detected, and yet it is hardly possible that sulphates are entirely

G. G. S.Wanting in the plant.

5. Chlorine and Oxygen from Chlorate of Potash; by Dr. Vogel,
(Buch. Rep., vol. iii, in Chem. Gaz.)-—The author stales that chlorate

of potash repeatedly crystallized furnishes a pure gas, and ascribes the

impurity to the presence of some perchlorate (hyperchlorile .^).

[It is generally understood that oxygen from the mixture of peroxyd
of manganese and chlorate of potash, is always contaminated with more
or less chlorine, in which case the above precaution would be of no use.

The supposed easy preparation of pure chlorate is at the foundation

of numerous determinations of chemical equivalents, and in particular

that of chlorine.] G. C. S.

6. Aclion of Potash upon Caffeine; by A. Wuktz, (Comptes Ren-

dus, Jan., 1850.)—A boiling concentrated solution of potash dissolves

caffeine and disengages a considerable quantity of melbylamme.

This confirms the supposition made in the last No. of this Journal, p.

282, that the base formed by RochJeder in the decomposition of caffeine

by chlorine was methylamine. M. VVurtz also notices that the com-

position of the platinum salt is identical with that of the corresponding

platinum salt of methylamine. G. C. S.

7. Separation of Butyric^ Valerianic and Acetic Acids; by J.

LiEEiG, (Liebig^s Annalen, Sept., 1849; Chem. Gaz., Jan., 1850.)

The simuhaneous occurrence of these acids renders an easy and eco-

nomical process for their separation exceedingly desirable. This desid-

eratum is fully answered by the plan proposed by Prof. Licbig. A part

of the mixture of acids is saturated with potash and soda, or the re-
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mainder added to it and distilled. If butyric and valerianic acids only

are present, a portion of one or the other is at once obtained pure. If

the alkali added is not sufficient to neutralize the whole of the valeri-

anic acid, the distillate is a mixture, and the residue is a pure valeria-

nate. If the alkali is more than sufficient to neutralize the valerianic

acid, the residue is a mixture of valerianic and butyrate, but the distillate

is pure butyric acid.

The mixtures remaining may be treated in the same way, and a new
portion obtained pure.

Acetic acid, although more volatile than the other two, is not expelled

by them from a partially saturated solution, owing to the formation of

an acid acetate. Either valerianic or butyric acid may be distilled from

this sail without intermixture with acetic acid. Where all these acids

are present, the partially saturated mixture is to be distilled, and if any
acetic acid is found in the distillate the process is to be repeated. Ace-
tic acid is thus removed and the other two may be separated as above.

(jr. U. fe.

8, On the Production of Organic basesfrom Vegetable suhslances

containing Nitrogen ; by Dr. J. Stenhouse, (Liebig's Ann., May, 1849
;

Chem. Gaz., Oct. and Nov., 1849.)—Reasoning upon the fact that fossil

coal has yielded four bases besides ammonia—the author proposed to

examine the products of the dry distillation of nitrogenous vegetable

matter, and as these substances could not easily be obtained pure in

large quantity, he operated directly upon seeds, &c., which are known
to contain most of the nitrogen of plants. A large quantity of common
beans was distilled in an iron retort. The product resembled that from
animal matters, containing acetone, acetic acid, &;c., with tarry matter
and a large quantity of ammonia and oily bases. These latter were,
with some difficulty, obtained in a state of purity, but the result was an
evident mixture, the boiling point rising from 226° F. to 428°. The
larger portion passing over between 302*^ and 311^, a tolerable quantity
of an oil of constant boiling point was obtained.

Notwithstanding the difference in the bases indicated above—their

properties are otherwise quite similar. They are colorless and transpa-

rent, of high refractive power, with pungent aromatic taste and odor.

The more volatile are also more soluble in water, but all of them dissolve

readily in alcohol and ether. The alkaline reaction upon test paper is

very strong, and a rod moistened with hydrochloric acid held over them
produces white fumes. The salts are generally crystalline ; the double

platinum, gold and mercury chlorids are readily obtained ; not a trace

of aniline could be detected.

The analysis of the oil boiling between 302^ and 3 IF, gave the for-

mula C^Q Hg N, but this must be considered only as an approximation.

The formula is nearest to that of nicotine ; but the properties are rather

those of picollne, discovered by Dr. Anderson.
An examination of oils boiling at very different temperatures, gave

almost the same per-centage of carbon and hydrogen. May not some
of these be merely polymeric modifications of the less volatile bases?

Oil cake required a higher heat for its distillation than the bean,

and a smaller quantity of bases was obtained; wheat furnished a still

smaller quantity, but the product was more volatile. Peat gave a larger
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quantity, but the products of the distillation of solid wood furnished
hardly any.

To avoid the high heat necessary in distillation, by which the bases
are decomposed, and the quantity of ammonia increased—cxperimenfs
were made by boiling the substances with alkaline solutions; the pro-
ducts were nearly the same but more free from impurity. Flesh and
guano were also tried, and the action of sulphuric acid upon beans,
with like results.

The author proposes putrefaction as a silll more eligible process for

the alkaloids, as the action is less energetic. The fact that beans and
bones do not yield the same products by distillation, is adduced as ev-
idence that the vegetable and animal substances having the same com-
position are yet not identical. G. C. S.

9- Preparation of Hydrobromic and Hydriodic Acids; by E. H.
Mkne, (Comples Rendus, April, 1849; Chem. Gaz., July, 1849).—The
process now proposed for these two acids is free from objection, being

neither cosily, difficult nor dangerous, as are the usual modes.
In this proceig, crystallized hypophosphite of lime, obtained in prepar-

ing phosphuretted hydrogen from phosphuret of calcium, may be used,

but from its being more readily obtained, sulphite of soda is to be pre-

ferred. The crystallized sulphite is to be first dipped in water and the

iodine or bromine added to it in a suitable vessel. The reaction is aid-

ed by heat, and the gases are obtained pure, if a cotton or asbestus

plug is placed in the neck of the vessel to intercept vapors of bromine
or iodine.

The sulphite aids the decomposition of water by the iodine or bro-

mine, the latter taking the hydrogen, the former the oxygen.

The proportions for the above process are 1 water, 3 iodine or bro-

mine, 6 crystallized sulphite of soda. G. C. S.

10. Passage of Hydrogen Gas through solid bodies ; by M. Louyet,
(Ann, de Chim. et de Phys., Sept., 1849.)—M. Louyet, finds that a hor-

izontal current o^ hydrogen from a capillary jet under a pressure of 40
to 45 inches of water, will pass through a sheet of paper, continuing as

a current on the other side, inflaming or igniting spongy platinum, as if

no obstacle existed.

Gold, tin and silver leaf, even when double, exhibit the same prop-

erty, as also a thin film of gutta percha ; but the thinnest glass which

could be blown was found impermeable. G, C. S.

11. On the presence of Silver^ Lead and Copper in Sea-water, and in

Plants and Animals; by MM. Malaguti, Dueochek and S.insEAr,

(Comptes Rendus, Dec, 1849 ; Phil. Mag., Feb., 1850.)—MM. Malaguli

and Durocher having proved the wide diffusion of silver in metallic

minerals, particularly in the sulphurels, which are converted by salt

water into chlorids, the present research was undertaken with a view to

ascertain the extent of the distribution.

Sea-water taken at a distance of some leagues from St. Malo, was

found to contain "000,000,001 of silver; (be ash of Fucus serratus and

ceramoides contained '000,001. Rock salt of Lorraine was found to

contain silver, indicating its presence in the ancient ocean.

This wide distribution of the metal induced a search for U in the

ashes of terrestrial plants and in animals, the blood of them being satu-
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rated for the experiment. In both cases silver was found. Its presence

could not be distinctly proved in the ashes of coal.

Lead and copper could not be detected in sea-water, but the ashes of

several species of Fucus contained '000,018. G. C. S.

12. Rulhenium,—The atomic volume of Ruthenium lias been found

by Claus to be identical, or nearly so, with that of Rhodium, or 651-96,

see table, page 220,

II. MiNEKALOGY AND GeOLOGY.

1. Description of the VermicnUie of Milburi/j Mass. ; by Dr. G. T.

Jackson, with an analysis by Mr. Richard Crossley, (communicated

by Dr. Jackson.)—This mineral was first noticed in Milbury by Dr.

Thomas H. Webb of Providence, R. L, and was described by him in

the American Journal of Science in 1824, vol. vii, p. 55. Dr. Webb
gave it the name it bears, which is very descriptive of its remarkable

action under the influence of heat. It occurs in small scales resembling

green talc disseminated throughout a mealy magnesian mineral of an

ash grey color, and resembling a decomposed talcose rock. The ver-

jniculite occurs in small scales, rarely more than one-sixth of an inch

in diameter, and having no well defined lateral crystalline edges ;
but

still they are obviously imperfect crystals and probably hexagonal

prisms. They split readily into thin laminse, like talc, and are flexible,

but not elastic. Hardness T ; sp. gr. according to Mr. R. Crossley, 2-756,

the mineral having been rendered dry previous to being weighed. Color

dark olive green by reflected light, with a pearly and greasy lustre ; by

Iransmitled light, color apple green. Translucent, and sub-transparent

in thin scales. Before the blowpipe a thin scale of the mineral sud-

denly exfoliates and swells into a cylinder or prism nearly one hundred

times its oriiJinai length ! Tliis exfoliation takes place at a temperature

between 500'' and eOO"" F., and not at a temperature of 300° F,, hence

il is not wholly due to interposition of water between the laminse of the

crystals.

In a glass tube closed at one end, on heating until exfoliation takes

^lace, a certain portion of water is given off, but on raising the heat to

redness a still larger quantity is obtained. This water restores the

blue color to litmus paper, that had been reddened by acids, and is

therefore slightly alkaline. The expansion of vermiculite by heat is

so sudden and powerful as to burst a glass tube filled with it, producing

an audible explosion and scattering the glass to a distance.

In the platina forceps a scale of the vermiculite melts readily mto a

yellowish green glass. With carbonate of soda it fuses to an opaque

brown bead. With borax it dissolves readily, giving a yellow glass

while hot, which becomes colorless when cold.

With salt of phosphorus, it dissolves giving a transparent glass, which

is yellow while hot, and colorless when cold, and becomes somewhat

milky white. It is decomposed by chlorohydric and sulphuric acids

Mr. Crossley used a mixture of these two acids in decomposing the

mineral for separation of its ingredients ; having previously ascertained

that its decomposition by acids was complete.
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Clean scales of the mineral were selected with great care by Mr-
Crossley, who obtained the following results

^''^^^;
• . - 35'74 containing oxygen m 18*56 ratios =:6

Alumina, . , 16'42 766 2
Protoxyd of iron, . 10'02 2"28 ,

Magnesia, . . 27-44 10-62 /
"^^

Water, . . . 10-30 915 3-

99-92

Which gives approximately the following formula,

which is the formula given by von Kobell for Pyroschriie,
Vermiculite therefore does not approach Pyrophyllite, which, accord-

ing to the analysis of Hermann, gives the fora^ula,

Mr. Crossley has devoted much time and attention to this analysis, and
lam satisfied that it has been correctly made. The only subject for

farther research is the cause of the very remarkable exfoliaiion of this

mineral when exposed to heat, I ascertained the temperature at which
the exfoliation takes place by heating the mineral on paper and on lead.

It fully exfoliates below the fusing point of sheet lead, but not on a
paper card, until it takes fire.

2. On the Bloicpipe characters of the Mineralfrom the Azores idcn*

iified with Pyrrhite by J". E, Teschemacher ; by A. A. Hayxs, (com-
niunlcated.)—I received enough of the Pyrrhite from Mr. Teschemacher
for the following trials. It proves to be a (columbate) niobale of zir-

conia, colored apparently by oxyds of iron, uranium and manganese.
The following are its characters in the blowpipe flame. On the first

,
impulse of heat, the assay becomes darker colored, its fine red color

returning as the mineral cools; and this character may be observed,

even after it has been highly heated for a long time. At the melting

point of cast iron in the reductnij flame, it becomes permanently darker

and brown ; on platinum wire, the assay dissolves in six bulks of fused

borax and affords a clear colorless glass, which barely retains Its trans-

parency on cooling; becoming Instantly opaline, or opaque by flaming.

The oxydating flame causes opacity in a hot clear globule removed
from the reducing flame. Phosphoric salt in the reducing flame affords

a clear glass with one sixth its bulk, and when reduced, the glass is

green. The oxydating flame colors the glass yellow. With one-fourth

its bulk the fused salt dissolves the assay slowly, and the glass remains

clear. Tn the reducing flame with twelve times its bulk of soda, the

assay dissolves; some clear portions are seen while the globule is hot,

b'U on cooling, opacity precedes the crystallization of the globule.

When by continued reduction, the soda is partly evaporated, a gray

f>rown slag remains, which cooled from the oxydating flame gives tho

green color, indicating oxyd of manganese.

* Considering 3tl and Si as replacing one another, the analysis gives very exactly

the formula 4:Sg3 (Si, Xl)2+9fl.—J. D. D,
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Decomposed by much soda and the resulting mass treated vvitti nitric

acid, a heavy while insoluble powder remains. Boiling water causes

the heavy powder to take a flocculent form, which is retained. This

powder exhibits with tests, all the characters of (columbic) niobic acid-

The acid solution when mixed wnth carbonate of ammonia remains

clear; heated, some iron oxyd falls, while a light'yeilow tint is retained

by the fluid ; oxalic acid causes the separation of a white earth, which^

heated with sulphuric acid to destroy oxalic acid, dissolved, giving a

fluid, forming with potash before complete neutralization, a white double

sail, which has the characters of that from zirconia, but may contain oxyd

of cerium also. The oxalate as first formed does not afford, when heat-

ed, the cinnamon brown color, characteristic of deutoxyd of cerium.

The extremely small portion of the mineral operated on forbids the

expression of certainly respecting the bases, and although inclining to

the opinion of the existence of cerium from the red color of the crys-

tals, I am not in possession of any facts proving this point,

3. On the Red Zinc Ore of Neio Jersey; by A. A. Hayes, (com-
municated to one of the Editors.)—Some recent trials on the red oxyd
of zinc, confirm my earlier statement that the manganese is in a pro-

toxyd state, mixed with the oxyd of zinc. The object was however to

separate the peroxyd of iron, so as to show that its power of coloring

confers on the oxyd of zinc the blood red color seen in fine specimens.

In the trials, that variety of scaly peroxyd of iron, which is produced

when chlorid of iron is decomposed by vapor of water^ was obtained,

and this oxyd, being transparent and blood-red^ gives, by being inter-

leaved with the crusts of zinc sublimate, the red color: the evidence

was conclusive, r
'

4. On the existing Mineral Localities of Leicis^ Jefferson^ and St.

Lawrence counties^ Nete York; by Dr. F. B. Hough.—From the great

number and variety of mineral species, which were discovered during

the course of the State Geological Survey, in the northern part of New
York, in addition to those that were known before, and have been dis-

covered since, the mineral localities of that section have attained a mer-

ited notoriety, among amateur collectors, and scientific mineralogists.

Many of the localities have become exhausted, and others have been

discovered, while there are yet others which have been attributed to

these counties through mistake. A concise account of existing locali-

ties seems to be especially desirable,

Lewis County.—Magnetic iron ore^ associated with sulphuret of

iron, occurs in Greig; bog iron ore^ in Watson, Diana, and New Bre-

men ; specular iron ore in Diana, and iron sand on the sandy margins

of most of the streams and lakes, throughout the primary regions in

the county. Calcareous iufa^ abounds in many of the springs that issue

from the limestone formation
; particularly in Lowville. Tremolile oc-

curs frequently in boulders but not in situ^ in the county. A mass

ireighing about a ton occurs a mile southeast of the village of Collins-

ville, in West Turin.

Wad occurs in the southwestern part of the town of Martinsburg,

in nodules disseminated through the soil of a swamp. The masses are

from one to three inches in diameter; pulverulent externally, but ex-

hibiting a glossy fracture when broken. It soon crumbles on exposure.
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In the town of Diana, the following minerals occur abundantly. Tah*
ular spar^ with green coccolUe^ nuttallite, variegated serpentine^ reus-
selaerite^^ Hack pyroxene^ feldspar^ in crystals variously modified, and
a singular mixture, apparently of graphite, chlorite, and specular Iron
ore, which has been strangely considered an "ore of silver." Asso-
ciated with the foregoing, but in less quantities, are sphene^ crystals of
sulphuret of iron^ and very rarely zircon.

The vicinity also affords surfaces spangled with minute crystals of
quartz, upon a coarse variety of agaie^ and calcedony : and a crystal-

line limestone of a crumbling texture, and a sky-blue color.

Upake crystals of quartz^ of large size, are frequent near the ser«

pentine locality. Most of the localities in Diana, occur along the line

of transition between the primary, and the sedimentary formations, and
within two miles of the little village of Natural Bridge*
The following localities attributed \o Lewis county are exhausted, or

the mining operations which produced them have been discontinued, so
that specimens can be no longer procured. None of these mines will

ever in any probability be reopened.
Galena^ occurred in the lead mines three-fourths of a mile N.W, of

Martinsburgh village. It exhibited various forms, intermediate be-

tween the cube and octahedron. It occurred also arborescent, pseudo-

morphous, fibrous and massive. With it were associated carbonate of
lead^ blende^ sulphuret ofiron^ calcareous spar^ in the forms represented
in the Mineralogical Report of the Geological Survey of New York,

I
figures 60, 62, 71, 73, 74, 75, and 76, in which last form the sides of

I
the prism were nearly obliterated by the approximation of the terminal

planes;—also very rarely small cubes oi jluor spar.

Near Lovvville village, there formerly occurred galena^ in minute
crystals, associated with sulphuret of iron^ calcareous spar^ often beau-
tifully crystallized, and magnificent specimens of green fluor spar^

crystallized in small cubes of nearly uniform size, which were never
nnodified by replacements upon their edges or solid angles.

Unfortunately this mineral was usually so penetrated by sulphuret of

j iron, as to be rapidly destroyed by the efflorescence of the latter. It

rnay be possible to procure more of this mineral, but the expense would
be great, and success very uncertain.

With the exception of an occasional boulder, containing epidote^ co-

lophonite^ tourmaline^ garnet^ &c., the foregoing is a complete list of the

niinerals found in Lewis county. For a more particular account of the

geological relations of these minerals, reference may be made to the

"Am. Jour, of Agriculture and Science," Nos. xiii and xlv, pp. 267-314.

Jefferson County.—Agaric mineral abounds in the caverns of

Watertown, and Pamelia.

Cacoxenite. Sterling iron mine, Antwerp.

Calcareous spar appears in numerous and peculiar forms of crystal-

lization in the town of Antwerp, particularly in the vicinity of Oxbow
village, and on the shores of Vroman and other lakes.

^ Xear the Natural Uridine, a fevr years ago, was opened a mine of coppn- pt/rites,

ich occurred thinly dispcminatod tlirough gneiss. It "was unpromL^iug, and after

*

&ome outky, operations were suspended. In one of the excavations were found
traces of coal, ranch resembling anthracite.—S. W. J,

Second Series, Vol IX, No. 2Y.—May, 1860. 54

r
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Saccharine limestone forms immense ledges m Antwerp, &:c.

Theresa affords several localities of calcareous span
Calcareous ixifa. Pamelia, Adams, &c., along the range of transi*

tion limestones.

Carhonate of iron crystallized at the Sterling iron mine, Antwerp-

Feldspar. In Alexandria, in great abundance. Antwerp, &c.
Fluor spar, Theresa, in several localities. The celebrated locality

at Muscolongiie lake, in this town, is nearly or quite exhausted. In

Adams, associated with sulphate of barytcs. It occurs l^re indelicate

shades of pink and green.

Hornblende. Theresa- Alexandria.

Idocrase^ In minute crystals, on the banks of Vroman's lake, in

Antwerp near the village of Oxbow, It occurs in an impure lime*

stone, with sphene, &c-
Iron^ {bog ore.) Wilna, Antwerp, &c. In the latter town, it occurs

in a deposit in which an immense variety of organic substances are

mineralized by it. It is near the village of Oxbow.
Iron^ {specular ore.) Theresa, Antwerp, and Philadelphia, It fnr-

nishes a vast amount of iron annually.

Mica^ in Antwerp, near Vroman's lake crystallized in hexagonal

prisms, often six inches in length.

Most '* mineralogists" refer to Henderson, in this county, as a fine

locality. After many inquiries I am forced to believe that none occurs

in the town. This town as well as most of the adjoining ones, is un-

derlaid by transition limestone^ and no primary rock can occur in it,

larger than common bowlders,

Pargasite. Antwerp, near Muscolongue lake.

Pyroxene^ of a light color, near Vroman's lake, in Antwerp, asso-

ciated with crystals of mica, and sphene.
Quartz. Antwerp and Theresa, associated with specular iron. Near

Vroman, and other lakes, in the northern part of the county.
ScapoUle. Rarely in slender crystals in Antwerp, on the farm of

David Eggleson.

Serpentine. Theresa, Antwerp, of various shade of white and black.

(Rensselaeriie ?)

The breccialed or porpliyritic variety, is a constant associate of

specular iron, in Antwerp, Theresa, &c.
Sphene. In Antwerp near Vroman's lake.

Sulphate of larytes. Pillar Point, in BrownvIIle, near Sackett's

Harbor, near North Adams, in a vein which has been traced nearly a

mile, A porous coralloid variety, occurs in Antwerp near the village of

Oxbow. It is filled with vermicular cavities, and stained with Iron-

Sulphate of stronlia. Theresa, or Alexandria, in beautiful crystal-

line masses; of a snow-white color,

Sulphuret of copper and iron. In Antwerp, on banks of Vroman's

lake.

Sulphuret of iron, Antwerp, associated with specular ores of iron,

Sulphuret of nickel Sterling mine, Antwerp, in brilliant capillary

crystals.

Tourmaline. In large crystals. Alexandria.

Tourmaline, (yellow.) Antwerp, in limited quantites.
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Terenite, has been attributed to this county, (Antwerp,) but its lo-
cality is lost,

TremoUte, occurs in minute quantities, occasionally in cavities of
Black river and Trenton limestone.

In addition to the foregoing the usual variety of minerals, occur scat-
tered in detached bowlders, over the country.

St. Lawrence County.—The uncommon splendor and variety of
minerals brought to tight by the mania for mining speculations, which
J)revailed throughout the county about ten or twelve years since, has
rendered St, i^awrence county proverbial for its mineral localities.

Most of these enterprises having proved unproiitable, and often ruin-
ous, to those engaged in them, have been abandoned, and the iron mines
are the only ones that are now wrought. No probability exists of any
of them being ever resumed, and consequently many minerals formerly
found here can be no longer procured at their localities. This applies

especially to the lead mines of Rossie, which were discontinued about
ten years since.

A vein of spar was often the only inducement to engaging in a min-
ing operation, and many elegant specimens were obtained in these en-

terprises, which can no longer be procured. The following minerals
occur at present in the county, being all of them more or less accessi-

ble, and abundant, with the exceptions specified.

Agaric mineral^ in a calcareous spring, Governeur.
Apatite. Rossie, Hammond, &c» Good specimens readily procured

With little labor and expense. A new locality was accidentally discov-

ered in Rossie, about two miles from the village of Oxbow, in the fall

of 1849.

Albite. Governeur, Fowler, &Cm in granite.

Agate. A coarse variety in Fowler.

Arragonite. Iron mines, near Somerville.

Aulomolite has been attributed to Rossie. Its existence there is very

aoubtfuL Locality unknown.
Bahingtonile. Locality unknown. Said to occur in Governeur.

After much search in the spot where it was said to occur, lam inclined

to believe that if it was ever found there, it has become exhausted.

Blende. Morristown, DeKalb, Fowler, Macomb. Several of its lo-

calities are now inaccessible.

^
Calcareous spar. Governeur, Rossie, Russel, &c. The large lim-

pid crystals from Rossie, are no longer procurable.

Calcareous tufa^ frequently met with in calcareous springs.

Calcedony. Fowler.
Carhonate of iron. Iron mines, Rossie, magnificent specimens occa-

sionally found ; those of ordinary quality frequent.

Chondrodite. "Governeur near Somerville." This locality was a

ioulder, and has been carried off. Frequent in Rossie, near Yellow

lake, in detached masses.

Dolornile. Hammond.
Feldspar. Rossie, Governeur, Hammond, &;c.

Feldspar. Labradorite occurs near Ogdensburgh.

Fluor spar, Morristown, Governeur, associated with heavy spar.

Qalena. No longer procurable at the localities without mining.
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Graphite. Rossie, Governeur, Dekalb, &c.
Hematite. Iron mines, Rossie, Governeur, &c.

Hornblende. Dekalb, Rossie, Governeur, Potsdann, Pierrepont, &c.

Hyalite. Quartz, with the appearance of hyalite, is associated with

apatite and zircon, in Hammond and Rossie.

Idocrase. Governeur,

7ro7^, {bog ore.) Hermon, Brasher, Fowler, Governeur, Canton, &c.

Iron^ {magiietic.) Edwards, Russel, Pierrepont.

Iron^ {specular.) Hermon, Rossie, Governeur, Edwa<;ds, Canton,

Pierrepont and Fowler- Often beautifully crystallized and associated

with interesting minerals. It is the most important iron ore in the county.

Miea. Governeur, near Sornerville, in serpentine. Edwards, Ma-

comb, Potsdam, Rossie, &c.
Pargasite. Rossie, Hammond, Russel, Hermon, &c.

Pearl spar. Banks of Oswegatchie in Rossie.

Pyroxene. Governeur, Rossie, Hermon, DeKalb, &c.
Quartz. Usually associated with specular iron ore. Rossie, Russel,

Governeur ; in Governeur the smoky variety occurs. In Russel the do-

decahedron with triangular faces. Spongy quartz occurs in DeKalb.

Rutile^ attributed to Governeur. No locality known in that town,

or ia the county.

Scapolite. Governeur, in great abundance, in primary limestone, as-

sociated with quartz, pargasite, vend formerly with apatite. The latter

mineral has become exhausted.

Satin spar. Rossie, Fowler, Pitcairn. In each of its localities it is

associated with serpentine.

Serpentine. Governeur, near the tremolite locality. Edwards,

Pitcairn, Rossie, DeKalb, Hermon, Fowler, Russel, Canton, Fine, Col-

ton. In most of the above towns, serpentine occurs in ledges, and is

associated with primitive limestone.

Rensselaer ite^ occurs In nearly all the above mentioned towns, it is of

every shade of white, black, green, &c., and occurs crystallized, ra-

diated, fibrous, laminated, and cleavable. The Irecciated variety, is a

constant associate of the specular iron ore, and in some localities, as

at Kearney mine, near Sornerville, it is beautifully variegated. The
texture of this variety is so fragile, as to fall to pieces upon receiving

a slight blow from a hammer. Varieties which have received the name
of soapslone^ and have been wrought into various ornamental articles,

occur in Fowler, Edwards and Russel. It is often of a snowy white-

ness, and passes by insensible gradations into talc, and tremolite.

Sphene. Rossie, in pale red and brown crystals, with apatite, parga-

site and crystallized feldspar. Governeur, in black crystals, in granite.

Spinelle. Associated with mica, in serpentine, in the town of Gov-

erneur, near the village of Sornerville. Crystals of a large size, (one

and two inches on a side,) have been found here, but they are rare.

Small brilliant crystals are common. The small crystals are very

perfect, but the larger ones are much blended with the matrix. Color

pink and reddish brown.
Sulphate of barytes. Governeur, in highly crystalline and fibrous

varieties. Fowler, Rossie, DeKalb.
Sulphate of strontia formerly found ia lead mines, Rossie. Local-

ity inaccessible-
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Sulphuret of iron. Rossie and Governeur, in iron mines. Fowler,
Canton, &c.

Sulphuret of copper and iron. Canton, Fowler, Macomb, &:c.

Tourmaline. Rossie, Governeur, Hermon, &c. Often of a brown
and yellow color.

Tremolite. Governeur, in splendid crystalline and fibrous masses,
associated with primary limestone, DeKalb. In Fowler, a purple varie-
ty occurs. Rossie, Hermon, Edwards, &c.

Zircon. Hammond and Rossie. Coarse opake specimens may be
obtained with facility. Beautifully crystallized and very perfect speci-

mens often procured. It occurs in primary limestone, associated with

apatite, feldspar, loxocIase(?) hyalite, graphite, &c. The principal

locality is on the farm of Mr. Hardy. It has been improperly attribu-

*

ted to the farm of Mr. Robinson.

Miargyrile crystallizes
. ^ _* ^ QJ -^ C7 CJ*/ wf

in monoclinic forms, and the angles as given by Haidinger are M:M
86M', P:M=10r6'. Augite has M : M^87^ 6^ P: Mz=100° 25'.

The augite group of isomorphs with this addition includes, augite,

pyroxene, glauber salt, acmite, hornblende and miargyrite.* Calcula-

ting the atomic volume of miargyrite we have

A— 3762-8 -!- 5*234 (sp. gr.) =tl8-9 C= Y18-9 -r 6 =: 119'8 .

The result 119'8 divided by 2J, gives 47'92, which is very near the

atomic volume of the augite series. If antimony is taken as a double

,- atom, it gives 718-9-^7rr: 102*7, which is a little more than double the

number for the augite series. Moreover, the whole number 718*9 is

not much above the number for Iludsonite. We repeat the numbers

A. B. C.

here for comparison.

Pyroxene, 1st var., (6a, iVTg) 3 gl2 637' 127-4 45*5

2nd var., (6a,Mg, fe)^ Si^ 645-2 129' 46-1

8d var., Hedenbergite, ' 673*4 134-7 48-1

4th Tar.^i'es'Sis 674-7 135* 48-2

6th var., Ma3 Si2 684-8 136'9 48-9

6th van, Huclsonite, 706'0 141-2 48*9

Miargyrite, - - - - 718-9 1198 (or 102-7)

Acmite, - - - - 918*5 183*7 48*34

Hornblende, 1st var. - - 971-6 138-8 48*58

2nd var., aluminous, .- 155*95 47*25

3d var. « " 138-4 48*43

4th var. - 14^0 48-24

Borax, - - - - 1391*6 107-0 46-38

Glauber salt, - - - 1290-5 107*54 49*6 /. u a

1 6. Analysis of the Schorhmite of Shepard ; by C. Rammelsberg,

(Poggendorfs Annalen, Ixxvii, 123, 1849),

mineral from Arkansas to consist of

Silicn. Titanic acid. Liine. F^^^^o^yd of iron. Map^nosta-

1. 26-09 17-36 31-12 22-83
J*f^
=

,^^^^
2. 27*85 15-32 32-01 23*75 1*52= 100*45

The results give the formula
2^3 812+3^2 Ti

In the 2nd analysis some titanic acid still remained with the silica.

ff c^^ ^^frac 993 928. 520. of this volume.
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7. ^/ The accompanying figures of sphene
are by VVm. S. Vuux of Philadelphia, from specimens in his cabinet,
obtained at Diana, near Natural Bridge, Lewis Co., N. Y. The color
is dark brown. The form is that of the so-called Lederite, which
comes from the same locality ; the narrow plane is the plane w, and
the large one below to the right y.

i

8. / The Ozarkite

(this Journal [2], ii, p. 251), after an imperfect examination was pro-

nounced by Prof. Shepard, as probably a silicious hydrate of lime and

yttria, with possibly traces of thorina- It has since been examined by

J. D. Whitney, who obtained the blowpipe reactions of scolecite. Sev-

eral specimens from Arkansas have been examined by Mr. G. J. Brush

in the Yale Laboratory, New Haven, and found to consist largely of

phosphate of lime. They have often the radiated appearance of a zeolite
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with acicular cryslallizalions ; but after Mr. Brush's discovery of phos-
phoric acid, the writer found by means of a glass that the acicular prisms

.

were in fact hexagonal prisms of apatite. Other large prisms were also
A found in some specimens. The acicular mesotype-like mineral is asso-

ciated with another of a mealy character and in part sub-lamellar, which
may be a zeolite as observed by Whitney,

9. The Lagoons of Tuscany, (Bull. Soc. GeoL de France, Dec, 1848,
\47.)—The Tuscan Lagoons are, properly speaking, natural depres-
sions of the soil ordinarily filled with water from which hot vapors are
ejected. They are situated within a space of ten or twelve miles, lying
between 28^ ST and 28^40^ of longitude, and between 43^ 10^ and
43° 15^ o^ latitude. The principal lagoons are those of Monte Cerboli,
of Castel Nuovo in the valley of Cecina, those of Sasso, of Monle Ro-
tondo, of the Lago del Edifizio, of Lustignano and of Serrazzano in

the valley of Cornia. The ancients were acquainted with the Tuscan
lagoons, and the name of Mount Cerberus accords well with the poetical
and mythological ideas of the early people of Italy,

Even as late as the 18th century the lagoons were regarded only as

p supernatural wonder which excited astonij^hment rather than courled

iiivestigation. Under the Grand Duke Leopold 1st, the chemist Hcefer
discovered by analysis, that they contained boracic acid. This dis-

covery, followed by farther explorations, has bestowed upon the !a-

\
goons an unrivalled industrial importance, and has brought into the

% countries possessing them an activity contrasting strikingly with the mis-

erable Slate in which they before languished. It is a curious fact in their

history that before the discovery of this acid, the fetid odor developed
by the sulphuretted hydrogen gas,—the certain death which met the man

I
^ho fell into the scalding baths,—the disruptions of the ground occasion-

ed by the appearance of new Soffioni^—and above all the superstitious

terror with regard to them, had made the people consider the lagoons

^s a scourge from which they sought deliverance by public prayers;

but now if by any cause the Fumacchi^ the source of common prosper-

ity, should become extinguished, they would not fail to seek from heav-

en a rCvSloration of this scourge, which in the skillful hands of M. Lar-

<Jerel, has become, to quote M. Bowring, a sourco perhaps of greater

riches than the mines of Peru, or of Mexico, and certainly more relia-

ble. After the discovery of Hcefer, Paul Mascagni, a noted chemist,

bad the first idea of procuring from the lagoons boracic acid like that

of China, and of thus restoring to Europe the tribute that she had paid

\

I

to Asia. But the attempt w^as not atfirst profitable, as the waters con-

fain in solution at the moment of their escape from the earth, only an

insignificant quantity of boracic acid. Another chemist having observ-

ed that a part of the acid was thrown beyond the lagoon, by the vio-

lence of the vapors, and that it was scattered on the margins of the

craters, and moreover being confident that the waters were capable of

dissolving a greater quantity of acid, endeavored to find means of sat-

^mwg them by constructing upon the declivities of the country artU

ficial lakes fed by the streams from the mountain. The vapors which

issue from these lakes keep their waters constantly at a boiling tempe-

rature. After impregnation for twenty or thirty hours by the vapors

Qf the highest lake, ihey draw off the waters into the second lake to
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submit them to a new impregnation. From llience they are drawn
into a third, and so on till they reach the receptacle at the lowest point.

In their passage across six or eight lakes, they are charged with half

per cent, of boracic acid. They are then led into the reservoir from

which they are conducted into lead reservoirs for evaporation, to pro-

duce concentration; and to hasten that operation, the happy idea was

proposed of substituting for the combustibles sometimes used, and

which were enormously expensive, the direct application of the heat of

the Soffioni, This improvement decided the success of the enterprise.

It is surprising that it was introduced al so late a day, since this method

was not new and had been long practiced at the solfatara of Pozzuoll

in extracting alum from the earth that contains it. In the lagoons, the

hot vapors for carrying on the evaporation are taken at their origin and

carried across by lead pipes or by subterranean conduits below the

boilers. Thus the fabrication is exceedingly simple, the locality itself

furnishing the means of carrying it on. A single discharge of the va-

pors is suflfiicient to throw into ebullition, almost immediately, 20 or 30

cauldrons of a capacity of 20 barrels, which may be estimated at 84,000

pounds of liquid impregnated with boracic acid. Before allowing the

vapors to escape, they direct them under the ovens in order to free the

acid from its hygrometric moisture. Of late the somewhat complex

system of boilers and coolers has been simplified by substituting rect*

angular tables of lead of 20 or 30 metres, divided at small intervals by

transverse parallel divisions, but whose height is never raised above that

of the edges. These tables have an inclination of two to three degrees.

The water of the last lagoon is introduced upon the upper side, in small

quantities. The hot vapors for evaporating are cotiducted in such a

manner that they act upon the lower surface. The liquid after having

filled the first compartment is diffused very gradually into the second,

then into the third, and so successively to the last, where it reaches such

a state of concentration that it deposits the crystallized acid ; the work-

men remove it immediately by means of wooden scrapers. This mode
of gradual concentration is very ingenious, and requires so few hands

that it may almost be said that the acid is obtained without expense*

From 1818 to 1845 the quantity of acid manufactured was 33,349,097

Tuscan pounds. From 1839 to 1845 the mean quantity has been two

millions and a half of pounds.

Thus in estimating the product at 7,500 pounds per day ; the quan-

tity of saturated water upon which they operate daily is 1,500,000 lbs,

daily, and annually 547,500,000 lbs.

This labor brings to Tuscany 12 millions of pounds (10 millions of

francs), and it is surprising that it should have remained unproductive

during so many ages, and that it should have been reserved for the skill

of M. Lardcrel, now Count of Monte Cerboli, and before 1818 a simple

wandering merchant, entirely unacquainted with scientific researches, to

discover the fugitive vapors and render them a source of inexhaustible

wealth.

The violence with which the burning vapors escape gives rise to

muddy explosions, when a lake has been drained by turning its waters

into another lake. The mud is then thrown out, as solid matters are

ejected from volcanos, and there forms in the bottom of the lake a crowd

^f
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of those little cones of eruption whose activity and play recall exactly
under another form the horniios of Malpays. Their temperature va-
nes from 120^ to 145^ centigrade, and the clouds which they form
above the lagoons constitute true natural barometers, whose greater or

' less density rarely disappoints the predictions that they announce.

^ ^
While in an industrial point of view, the lagoons occupy the first rank

among the natural products of Tuscany, ihey^place new resources at the
disposition of science, permitting the investigation of various geological
phenomena, even under the direction of the will of the experimenter.
The metamorphic gypsum which we have seen produced at Pereta un-
der the influence of sulphuretted hydrogen vapors, is formed at the
lagoons which, like those of Moiile Cerholi and of Castel JSuovo, are
made to cross argillaceous limestone beds; and with such abundance
that their formation may be fully tested. Action also takes place
at the same time upon the walls of fractures and the fissures of the
soil which open a passage to the subterranean vapors. Thence it

extends gradually into the interior of the masses, and it ends by gyp-
sifying whole circles whose radius is generally that of the lagoons
themselves. Pure limestones are convened into a lamellar sulphate oi
lime, but of a loose texture and free of cellules. This structure is

probably due to the expansion they undergo from the addition of new
materials, and perhaps also by the passage of the gas at the moment of
the crystallization of the salt. The calcareous formations below the ar-

gillaceous, preserve after their transformation their primitive position,

and they present an alternation of gypseous beds, and of argillaceous

beds which the acid has freed from the soluble bases. When this in-

fluence is exerted in the direction of the thickness of the strata, it is

very common to see towards the limits w,here the metamorphic influ-

ence ceases, a mass of rock strikingly calcareous at one of its extrem-

ities, terminating at the other extremity in a gypsum which the inhabi-

tants use for buildings. The resemblance to the gypsum beds, occur-

i^ing in the midst of the secondary formations, is exhibited even in the

teddish lint with which oxydation marks the associate clays of the al-

berese. But a peculiarity which has given me the solution of a prob-

lem which had embarrassed me thus far, deserves mention ; for we have

Reproduced here certain phenomena of which the enormous deposits of

the Provencal Alps present many examples. I had noticed at Roque-
vaire and at Digne, irregular argillaceous incrustations in which are

found entangled without order, angular fragments of sulphate of lime of

Various sizes. In admitting the transformation of the Jurassic limestone

of these countries posterior to Its consolidation under the influence of

the acid vapors, it was difficult to explain the mode 0^ formation of

these breccias and the manner in which these fragments were introduced.

In all these cases, they seemed to indicate an overflow of waters, but

the theory opposes the intervention of waters for the accomplishment

of the facts relative to the conversion of the limestone, or it leaves in

doubt the part which they must have acted. But, observe what is ap-

parent at the lagoons of Monte Cerboli and of Castel Nuovo. At the

same time tl)at the limestone is changed into gypsum, by the con-

tact of sulphurous agents, the fragments of alberese which waters^had

brought down from heights above to the midst of the miry and boiling

Second Series, VoL IX. No. 2Y.—May, 1850. 56
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lakes, are thus changed into sulphate of lime and constitute, with the

clays in which they sink, brecciated argillo-gypseous beds without strat-

ification. That this fact should be equally apparent in the ancient beds

under analogous circumstances, is at least what might be inferred from

the examination of that which passes in the lagoons. We should also

observe the analogous positions of the horacite of Luneburg, which is

found in crystals disseminated in gypsum intercalated in the midst of a

cretaceous bed, and the boracic acid and borates of the Tuscan lagoons.

These different facts well confirmed, establish in my view an intimate

resemblance between the gypsum of the lagoons and the abnormal

gypsum beds of secondary regions.

If the silicification of the Macigno which we have noticed in the

neighborhood of the solfatara of Pereta should appear an exaggerated

application of the theory brought forward, the verification of it may be

traced in the lagoons of Sasso where the solution of the silex of the

freestone and its redeposition are manifest in all places where circum-

stances allow of this double transformation. The Fumacchi of Sasso

rise, to the south of the establishments, from beneath a vast mantle of

fine grained freestone, over which passes the mountain road connect-

ing the valley of the Cornia with the Province of Sienna. At intervals

the road is interrupted by isolated boiling pools or shallow cavities,

which exert a metamorphic action upon the region which they trav-

erse. The first evidence of alteration is apparent in the color of the

rock which from blackish gray becomes white. It is cracked in all di-

rections. The vapors follow quickly these lines of separation, attack

the silica of the macigno, dissolving it out, and immediately depositing

it under a gelatinous form. The gelatinous mass becomes opaque in

the air and assumes the resin-like appearance peculiar to hydrated silica.

In connection with this we observe imbedded in a silicious cement, nu-

clei of a white micaceous sandstone unaltered at centre, causing a

breccia appearance. This kind of breccia is finally, by the complete
solution of the nuclei, converted into a grayish rock entirely silicious,

which resounds under the hammer like clink-stone, and resembles ex-

actly by its aspect and its roughness of touch, porcelain biscuit. Some-
times the solution is more rapid, and then the rock is formed of an ag-

glutination of little grains analogous to those of an ancient quartz rock

and possessing its tenacity and hardness. Examined with a glass, each

grain is composed of an independent particle or driblet of hydrated silica,

and they seem to have collected as viscous tears, such as would have ad-

hered together in hardening. Breislak observed at the solfatara of Poz-

zuoli fragments of decomposed lava bound together by a silicious sub-

stance almost vitreous; but in the lagoon of Sasso the solution and per-

manent regeneration of silica effecied at the expense of the macigno,

are carried on upon a vast scale and over a space of great extent.

10, 0/1 ihe Great Diamond in the jjossession of (he Nizam ; by Henry
PiDDiNUTON, Curator, Museum Economic Geology.—At the November
meeting of the Asiatic Society, Captain Fitzgerald, B.A., presented for

the inspection of the Society a model in lead of this remarkable stone,

and gave a brief note of its history, which will be found in my report

for that month. lie has since favored me with a more detailed one,

which is as follows

:
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Note by Captain fitzgerald, Bengal Artillery^ attached to the

I

<t

I

\

Nizani's Service^ on the Ni 1st December^ 1847.
*' About twelve or fourteen years ago a large diamond was found in the
Nizam's country under circumstances of rather a curious nature. The
model now shown is the model of a part only, a piece having been
chipped off, which, after passing through many hands, was purchased
by a native banker for 70,000 rupees.

The larger piece, as represented by the model, is in the possession
of his highness the Nizam, and at the time of discovery was exhibited to

many European gentlemen.
The manner in which this diamond was originally found, may be

considered interesting. It was first seen in the hands of a native child,

who was pfaying with it, of course ignorant of its value. On eight annas
being offered for what the poor people considered as a mere stone, their

suspicion was excited, which led ultimately to the discovery of the bright

stone bejng a real diamond.
Its form and size is shown below. This stone, hitherto unknown,

may now be classed among the larger description of diamonds which
we read of, but seldom see.

Base. Side view.

The size of the stone exactly taken by callipers, from the leaden

model, is as follows :

Length,

Greatest breadth,

Average thickness,

Inches

2-48

1-35

0-93

I have had now exact models cast in glass from the leaden one ex-

hibited at the meeting, and I find that

Their absolute weight is,

Their specific gravity, •

Graina

1164-50
3-70
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Now according to various authorities we have for the specific gravity

of the diamond*

Ure, 3-53

Brewster, colorless, ..... 3-52

• •••. O'DD

Jameson, twelve authorities, mean, . . 3-52

orange,

Mean, 3-52

And hence assuming our model to be exact, (and it is very nearly

so,) we have by a simple proportion not quite 1108 grains for the ac-

tual weight of the Nizam'*s diamond.

This is equal to 277 carats of weight of the rough diamond, and as

ihe rough stones are usually taken lo give but one half of ihoir weight

when cut and polished, it would allow 138^- carats, or a weight be-

tween the Pitt (or Eegent) diamond (136^ carats), and that of the

Grand Duke of Tuscany (139 carats), for it in its present condition;

and if we take it that one-eighth of what it would be when polished

was taken off with the splinter sold to the native, as related by Captain

Fitzgerald, we shall then have 155^ carats for the possible weight of

it, if it had been cut and polished entire ; which would then place it as

to weight between the Tuscan and the great Russian diamond of 195

carats, which last is well known to be an Indian stone.

We are not informed if this stone is considered likely to be one

of pure water, which can. only be ascertained by polishing it, though

we know that the natives of India, and particularly of the Deccan, are

too good judges of diamonds to mistake a topaz for one, and it is stated

that 70,000 rupees have been paid for the fragment. It therefore cer-

tainly adds one extraordinary fact more to the history of this most won-

derful of the gems." , "

11. An account of the Strata and Organic Remains exposed in the

Cuttings of the Railway from the Great Western line near Corsham^
through Troivbridge lo Westbitry in Wiltshire ; by Reginald Neville
Mantell, Esq., Civil Engineer, (Proceedings of the Geological Society

of London, Feb. 27, Sir C. Lyell, President, in the Chair.)—This line

in the distance of fifteen miles passes through the usual series of the

subdivisions of the oolite formation of that part of England. Numerous
displacements of the strata occur, and in some parts thick beds of allu-

vial drift are superimposed on the regular deposits, and contain water-

worn fragments of rocks and fossils from various formations. Near
Westbury an extensive accumulation of bones of elephants and other

large herbivorous mammalia was cut through; the quantity of these

remains being so great, that they were employed to form an embank-

ment. The immense number of fossil shells exposed in some of the

areas, laid bare by the works, was surprising; the whole surface being

thickly spread with Ammonites and other Cephalopoda, and osselets

, of Belemnoteuthis and Belemnites, mixed with shells of Rostellaria,

Murex, Terebratula, Turritella, tS^c, deep sea and littoral mollusca be-

ing promiscuously intermingled. Some of the finest examples of

Belemnites and Belemnoteuthis hitherto known, were found in these de-

posits, and have been described by Dr. G. A. Mantell [the author's
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father] in the Philosophical Transactions. With these remains, were
found leeth and bones of fishes and of four or five genera of reptiles. In
the strata of Oxford clay lignite occurs abundantly, and in some places
\QTy large trunks and branches of coniferous trees, the wood retaining
its structure and tenacity. The whole deposit resembled a mud- bank of
a deep sea to which trees and other terrestrial plants, and littoral shells,
had been drifted and mixed up with the relics of the rnollusca of the
profound depths of the ocean; constituling an interesting example of
what M, Constant Prevost haf^ aptly termed a fluvio-oceanic formation.
The paper was illustrated by drawings and sections, and a splendid
series of the fossils collected and arranged by the auihor: a table of
all the genera and species by John Morris, Esq., was appended.

12. Notice of the Remains of the Dinoi'nis and other Blrds^ and of
Fossil and Rock specimens recently collected by Waller Mantell^ Esq,,

from tlie Middle Island of New Zealand ; by G. A. Mantell, Esq.,
LL.D., F.R.S., (fee, (Ibid.)—This memoir consisted, 1st, of a descrip-

tive account of the country explored by Mr, Walter Manlell as Govern-
ment Commissioner for the settlement of native claims on the east coast

of the Middle Island, extending from northwest of Bank's Peninsula
to Otago, a distance of about two hundred and sixty miles. 2dly, a
general notice of the rocks, minerals and fossils; and 3dly,a summary
of the facts brouorht to lii^ht in the course of the survey: formins: the

most interesting sketch hitherto made of the geology of that part of
the colony. The rock specimens consisted of between 200 and 300
examples; principally ol plutonic, metamorphic, and igneous sub-

stances. The foundation rocks of the country appear to be metamor-
phic schists, these are traversed by dykes of basalt, amygdaloids, &c-
Obsidian, vesicular lava, and volcanic grits, in many places flank the

sides of the great mountain chains which reach above the line of per-

petual snow ; and along the base of the range and over the adjacent

plains are thick deposits of conglomerates and rich alluvial loam.

Along the coast towards the south unaltered sedimentary strata appear.

These belong to three distinct groups. The most ancient is the Olotara

limestone which abounds in Terebratula, Echini, shark's teeth, &c., like

certain European cretaceous beds ; and the chief mass is composed

of microscopic foraminiferous shells precisely similar to the white

chalk of England ; even the soft parts of the bodies of these minute

animals are in many instances preserved. The deposit next in age is

blue upper tertiary clay full of marine shells of species still existing

in the South Pacific Ocean.

a

Lastly, a ferruginous sandy grit with shells of recent marine species

superimposed on the blue clay. Over the whole are spread, uncon-

formably, layers of gravel and loam. Low hills of marly sand occur

along the shores of the North Island, apparently a modern drift; this

sand is wholly made up of the frustrules of Diatomacea. Of the fossil

remains of birds the present collection contains above five hundred

specimens referable to various species of Dinornis and allied genera;

and to species of albatross, penguin, rcatcr-hen, nestor, aptcnjx; with

portions of egg-shells of three different types. With the above were

associated bones of a species of dog, and of two species of seal. The

bones from the North Island, like those previously collected by Mr,
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W. Mantellj and now in the British Museum, were from the titaniferous

iron-sand near the mouth of the river Waingongoro. Those from

Waikouaili in the Middle Island, were imbedded in a morass of small

extent, and which is exposed only at low water. This swamp is com-

posed of vegetable fibres, sand and animal matter ; it seems to have-*

been originally a morass in which the Phormium tenax^ or New Zea-

land flax, grew luxuriantly. The bones are literally tanned ; and so

well preserved as to appear as fresh as if recent. Among the speci-

mens are crania and mandibles, and bones of the most colossal size.

The most extraordinary relics are the entire series of bones (twenty-

six in number) of the feet and shanks of the same individual Dinornis

robustus, found standing erect, the one about a yard in advance of the

other, as if the bird had been mired, and unable to extricate itself had

perished on the spot. They were dug up and carefully numbered
seriatim, and are now articulated like a recent skeleton. This is the

only known instance of the bones of the foot and tarsus in natural con-

nection, and consequently the first certain example of the structure of

the feet of the colossal birds of New Zealand. There are no clear in-

dications of this bird having had a hinder toe, as in the smaller species

of Palapteryx in which the articulation for a posterior toe is strongly

marked. The foot when recent must have been sixteen inches long

and eighteen inches wide ; the height of the bird to which they be- *f

longed, was about ten feet. The author in a highly interesting sum-

mary, suggests that these bone deposits, though geologically modern,

are of high antiquity in relation to the human inhabitants of New Zea-

land ; and considers it probable that these stupendous birds formerly

ranged over a vast continent, now submerged, and of which the islands

of the Pacific are the culminating points. Although there seems little

doubt that like the Dodo and Solitaire of the Mauritius, and tiie gigantic

elk of Ireland, the last of tlie Moas was exterminated by human agency,

yet it is probable that a change in physical conditions, had prepared for

their final annihilation. Of the organic law which determines the

extinction of a race of highly organized beings, and whose effects

through innumerable ages palaeontology has in part disclosed, we are

as utterly Ignorant as of that which governs the first appearance of the

minutest living organisms the powers of the microscope enable us to

descry: both are veiled in inscrutable mystery; the results only are

within the scope of our finite comprehension.

III. Zoology.

/
Belemnoteuthis; by Gideon Algernon Mantell, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S.,

Vice President of the Geological Society, &c.—(Proc. Royal Society

February 14, 1850.)—In this communication the author describes his

recent investigations on the structure of the two genera of fossil Ceph
alopoda, whose remains occur so abundantly in the Oxford clay of Wilt-

shire, namely, the Belemnite and Belemnoteuthis, as supplementary to

his memoir on the same subject, published in the Phil. Trans., 1848.

In that paper evidence was adduced to show the correctness of the

opinion of the late Mr. Channing Pierce, as to the generic distinction of

these two extinct forms of Cephalopoda.
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As however several eminent naturalists have expressed doubts as to
some of the opinions advanced by the author in his former memoir, fiir-

ures and descriptions are given in the present notice, of beautiful and
instructive specimens lately discovered in Wilishire, and which he con-
ceives establish his previous conclusions. Dr. Mantel! states as the re-
sult of his examination of several hundred examples, that our actual
knowledge of the organization of the animal of the Belemnite is at
present limited to the following parts, viz.

(1.)^ An external Capsule or periosiricimi which invested the osselet
or seplosiaire, and extending upwards, constituted the external sheath
of the receptacle.

(2.) The Osselet^ characterized by its fibrous radiated structure, ter-

minating distally In a solid rostrum or guard, having an alveolus, or
conical hollow, to receive the apical portion of the chambered phrag-
mocone

; and expanding proximally, into a thin cup, which became
confluent with the capsule, and formed the receptacle for the viscera.

(3.) The Phragmocone^ or chambered, siphunculated, internal shell

;

the apex of which occupied the alveolus of the guard, and the upper
part constituted a capacious chamber, from the basilar margin of which
proceeded two long, flat, testaceous processes. These structures com-
prise all that are at present known of the animal to which the fossil'

commonly called '' The Bdeinnile^'' belonged.
Of the Belejnno feuthis (the fossil cephalopod which Prof. Owen re-

gards as identical with the Belemnile) many Examples of the body with
eight uncinated arms, and a pair of long tentacula, having an ink-bag
and pallial fins, have been discovered. The osselet of this animal, like

that of the Belemnite, has afihro-radiated structure^ investing a coni-

cal chambered shell ; this organ, for reasons fully detailed in the me-
tnoir, the author affirms could never have been contained within the al-

veolus of a Belemnite ; the soft parts of the animal of ihc Belemnite are

therefore wholly unknown.
Many beautiful sp'ecimens of Belemnites and Belemnoteuihis were

exhibited by Dr. Mantell to the Society, in proof of the statements con-

tained in the memoir.
2- Ofi the Pelorosaums ; an iindescriled gigantic terrestrial replile^

whose remains are associated with those of the Iguanoddn and other

Saurians^ in the Strata of TiJgaie Forest; by Gideon Algernon
Ma^^T£i.l, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S., Vice President of the Geological So-

ciety, &c. (lb.)—The author had for a long while entertained the idea,

that among the remains of colossal reptiles obtained from the Wealden
strata, there were indications of several genera of terrestrial saurians, be-

sides those established by himself and other geologists. The recent dis-

covery of an enormous arm-bone, or humerus, of an undescribed reptile

of the crocodilian type, in a quarry o^ l^ilgale Forest in Sussex, where
t)r. Mantell had many years since collected numerous teeth and bones

of the Iguanodon, Hyiteosaurus, d:c., and some remarkable vertebra

not referable to known genera, induced him \o embody in the present

communication the Hicts which his late researches have brought to light.

The humerus above mentioned was found imbedded in sandstone,

ty Mr. Peter Fuller of Lewes, at about twenty feet below the surface

;

it presents the usual mineralized condition of the fossil bones from the
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arenaceous strata of the VVealden. It is four and a half feel in

length, and the circumference of its distal extremity is thirty-two inches !

It has a medullary cavity three inches in diameter, which at once sepa-

rates it from the Cetiosaurus and other supposed marine saurians, while

its form, and proportions distinguish it from the humerus of the Igua-

nodon, Hylasosaurus, Megalosaurus^ It approaches most nearly to the

Crocodilians, but possesses characters distinct from any known fossil

genus; Its internal structure is beautifully preserved, the Haversian

canals and bone-cells being as distinct as in recent bones. * Its size is

stupendous, far exceeding that of the corresponding bone even of the

gigantic Iguanodon ; the name of Pelorosaitrus (from ttc^ojo, mon-
ster) is therefore proposed for the genus, with the specific term Cony*

heari^ in honor of the palseontological labors of the present Dean of

Llandaff, the Rev. W. D. Conybeare.
''

No bones have been found in such contiguity with this humerus, as

to render it certain that they belonged to the same gigantic reptile ; but

several very large caudal verterbree of peculiar characters, collected

from the same quarry, are probably referable to the Pelorosaurus ; these,

together with some distal caudals of the same type, are figured and

described by the author.

Certain femora and other bones from the oolite of Oxfordshire, in

the collection of the Dean of Westminster at Oxford, are mentioned as

possessing characters rnore allied to those of the Pelorosaurus, or to

some unknovt^ terrestrial saurian, than to the Cetiosaurus, with which

they have been confounded. * ' *

As to the magnitude of the anitrfal to trhicb the humerus belonged,

Dr. Mantell, while disclaiming the tdea of arriv^g at any certain con-

clusions from a single bone, stated that in a Gavial eighteen feet long,

the humerus is one foot in length; i. e, one-eighteenth part of the

length of the animal, from the end of the muzzle to the tip of the tail-

According to these «dmeasufements the Pelorosaurus would be eighty-

one feet long, and its body twenty feet in clrcufnfer^nce. Even if we
assumed the length and probable number of the vertebrsG as the scale,

although we should have a reptile of relatively abbreviated proportions,

yet in this case, the original creature would surpass in magnitude the

most collossal of reptilian forms.

In conclusion, Dr. Mantell comments on the probable physical condi-

tions of the countries inhabited by the terrestrial reptiles of the secon-

dary ages of geology. The highly organized land saurians appear to

have occupied the same position in those ancient faunas, as the large

mammalia in those of modern times. The trees and plants whose re-

mains are associated with the fossil bones, manifest, by their close affin-

ity to living types, that the islands or continents on which they grew,

possessed as pure an atmosphere, as high a temperature, and as un-

clouded skies, as those of our tropical clTmes. There are therefore no

leglilmate grounds for the hypothesis in which some physiologists have

indulged, that during the '''Age of RepHks''' the earih was in the state

of a half-finished planet, and its atmosphere too heavy, from an excess

of carbon, for the respiration of warm-blooded animals. Such an opin-

ion can only have originated from a partial view of all the phenomena
%vhich these problems embrace ; for there is as great a discrepancy be-

u-
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tween the existing faunas of different readings, as in the extinct groups
of animals and plants which geological researches have revealed. The
memoir was illustrated by numerous drawings, and the gigantic hume-
rus of the Pelorosaurus and other bones were placed before the Society.

3. On Eniopliylcs; by Dr. Leidy, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad.,
reb., 1850, v, p. 8.)—Dr Leidy presented to the examination of the
Society a colored and several other drawings of what he termed an en-
tophytic forest, taken from a portion o^ the mucous membrane of the
ventriculus of Passalus cornutus. He remarked that at least six spe-
cies of entophyta were found growing upon the mucous membrane o^
the ventricuhis of P, cornutus, which were often present in great quan-
tity, frequently some thousands, and which from their number, poly-
morphous appearance of several species, and attachment to various ap-
pendages of the mucous membrane, resembled very strikingly a mini-
ature Brazilian forest, which was heightened in some degree by (he ex-
istence of a nematoid worm, which recalled to mind the idea of one of
the serpents of such a forest.

A somewhat similar drawing he exhibited, taken from the small in-

testine of Julus marginatus.
Other drawings were also presented. Dr. L. stated that among his

collection of Julides, li^ had a number of times observed individuals

to become dull in color, and almost motionless, which phenomena
Were followed by the death of the animal. It occurred to him that, in

such a state, there might be exhibited some change in the character of
Us entophyta, as usually found in the active condition of the animal,

I Upon removing the intestine of an individual which had just died, he

! noticed that the entozoa which usually occupied the small intestine, had
passed into the rectum, and upon the surface of the mucous membrane
of the former, was developed a new plant. This is an oblate sphe-

roidal body, whhe in color, translucent, embossed upon the surface, and
presenting, when viewed by transmitted Ijght, sonoe resemblance to a

minute bleached shell of an Echinus; by reflected light, it resembled
a minute, white Lycoperdon. This plant wa$ strewed all over the mu-
cous membrane, but grew in greatest quantity along the course of fila-

ments of Enterobrus, which appeared attached to the mucous mem-
brane throughout their length by it. When compressed it opened, and

spread into several leaf-like segments, and exuded a clear fluid with

faint granules. He thought that probably this plant might be another

stage in the existence of Enterobrus, for in the large number of indi-

viduals of Julus which he had examined, upward of 130, although he

had observed the development of Enterobrus from spore-like bodies,

^ven to the formation of what he supposed to be the sporangia, yet he

had never been able to detect the formation of spores, and when he

saw this new plant enveloping the Enterobrus filaments, he suspected

that there might be a phenomenon here presented analogous to the al-

ternation of generation in certain animals, but had not yet satified him-

self that such was the case.

He also stated that he had discovered a fourth species of Enterobrus

in Polydesmus virijiniensis, and another entophyie analogous to Entero-

brus growing in Polydesmus granulatus. The latter differs from Ente-

robrus in having numerous globular cells at the free extremity of the

Second SEniEs, YoL IX, No. 27.—May, 1850. 66
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principal cell. He adverted to the several theories of cell formalion,

and said that in the last mentioned plant, in the development of the

globular terminal cells, the division of the permanent cell wall followed

the division of the cell contents. In conclusion, he observed, that these

matters would be more fully treated of hereafter, in a memoir which

he was preparing on the subject.

4. On Infusoria on the Teeth ; by Dr. H. I. Bowditch, (Proc Amer.
Acad, of Arts and Sciences, Boston, Dec, 1849, p. 183.)—Dr. H. I.

Bowditch gave the result of the microscopic examination of the accu-

mulations on the teeth of healthy persons, near the gums, in foriy-nine

individuals, most of whom were very particular in their care of the

teeih. Animalcules and vegetable products were found in every in-

stance except two. In those cases the brush was used three times a

day, and a thread was passed between the teeth daily. Windsor soap

was also used by one of these two persons, with the brush. Dr. Bow-
ditch had tried the effects of various substances in destroying the ani-

malcules, and especially of tobacco, by which they seemed to be in no
wise incommoded. Soap-suds and the chlorine tooth-wash invariably

destroy them.

lY. Astronomy.

1. New Comet.—(Jour.of Com.)—Eev. Mr. Jenkins, of Georgetown
College, writes that on his way to Rio* Janeiro, Nov. 28, 1849, he saw
distinctly a ^omet to westward, pearly in the track of the sun, and
about 14 degrees above th^ horiion (hour no't mentioned) ; the nucleus

being very distinct, and about as large in appearance as Mars, the tail

curved and pointing soulh\vKVdj quite trtght and nearly a degree in

length, as seen by the naked eye.
^

2. Expected return of the great Comet of 1556.—This comet is gen-
erally supposed to be identical with that of 1264, and if so, its period

must be about 292 years. Leaving out of view any consideration of

the effect of planetary action^ the return of this comet nnight have been
expected at any time since February, 1848. Although watch has been
constantly kept since that period, ihe comet has not been detected. But
its return is not yet to be despaired of., Mr. J. R. Hind, of London, stales

in a lelter to the Editor of the London Times, dated March 7, 1850,

that Mr. J. T. Barber of Etwelt, has computed the effect of the pertur-

bations due chiefly to Jupiter's attraction during the last revolution.

Mr. B. finds that ^* between the years 1556 and 1592, the united atlrac-

tion of Jupiter and Saturn would diminish the period 263 days, but that

between 1592 and 1806, it would be increased by the action of Jupiter

alone no less than 751 days, so that a retardation of 488 days must take

place. How much longer Saturn, Uranus and Neptune may deUiin it

beyond this time, we do not at present know." Mr. Hind considers it

important that search for the comet should be continued until the close

of 1851, and that on ihe supposition that it is within fouror five months

of its return to perihelion, the region of the heavens about the constel-

lation Hydra should at this time be particularly examined.
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V» Miscellaneous Intelligence.
A

1. On the Gradual Production of Luminous Impressions on the Eye^
and other phenomena of Vision; by William Swan, F.R.S.E, (Proc.
Roy. Soc. Edinb., 1849, ii, 230.)—The object o^ ihis communication
was to ascertain the relation between the apparent brightness of a h'ght,

and the time during which it acts on the eye. In order to examine the
iniensily of luminous impressions of short duration, the author made use
of discs, having sectors of known angles cut out of tlieir circumferences,
which were made to revolve at known velocities between the eye and
a luminous object. In this manner, the object is seen at each revolu-
tion of the disc for a short interval of time, of which the duration is ea-
sily ascertained. An instrument termed a Selaometer (from (relag^

brightness)^ to indicate its use as a measure of the intensity of lumin-
ous impressions, was devised for the purpose of comparing the bright-

ness of the flashes caused by the revolution of the disc, with a light of
known intensity. This instrument consists of two screens, placed so as

to face each other, having each a circular aperture of the same diame-
ter, to which is fitted a piece of obscured glass. A disc, having a sec-

tor of II known angle, revolves in fornt of one of these screens, so that

the aperture in it is visible at each revolution of the dis.c throughout the

sector. The apertures are illuminated by gas flames behind them,
which admit of having their distances from the screens varied, so as to

mcrease or diminish the illumination of the apertures. A rectangular

prism of glass is placed half way between ihe apertures, with its faces

inclined at angles of 45^ to the line joini|ig their centres; so (hat they

are seen in apparent contact by reflection from the faces of the prism,

and their relative brightness can thus be compared with great nicety.

The light behind the revolving disc is kept at a constant distance from
the screen durir)g an experiment; and, before causing the disc io re-

volve, the apertures arc made equally bright by varying the distance of

the other h'ght from its screen. When the disc is put in motion, the

apparent brightness of the aperture behind it is instantly diminished;

and the equality of the apparent brightness of the apertures in the

screens is restored, by increasing the distance of the light from the

other screen. The ratio of the brightness of the impression produced

by the light during the revolution of the disc, to the brightness of ha

impression, when seen by uninterrupted vision, is that of the squares of

the distances of the other light from the aperture in its screen.

The following are the principal results obtained by means of this

I
apparatus

:

I (1.) When the eye receives, from a light of common intensity, a

succession of flashes of equal duration, which succeed each other so
7 m ..^&*«4«*B

I

r

rapidly as to produce a uniform impression, this impression will also

have a constant intensity, provided the number of flashes in a given

time varies inversely vvith the duration of each flash.

(2.) The brightness of the impression produced by flashes of light of

a given intensity, which succeed each other so rapidly as to produce a

uniform impression on the eye, is proportional to the number of flashes

in a given time.

\

^
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(3,) When light of a given intensity acts on the eye for a short space

of time, the brightness of the hjminous impression on the retina is ex-

actly proportional to the time during which the light continues to act.

This law has been proved to be true for impressions lasting from xB^i y^"

to r^^ of a second. The intensity of the impression produced by light

which acts on the eye for y^^ of a second, is almost exactly yV ^f the

brightness of the light when seen by uninterrupted vision; and it is

also ascertained that light requires about the tenth part of a second to

produce its full effect on the eye,

(4.) It is found that lights of different intensity act on the eye with

equal rapidity, so that even "the light of the sun produces an impression

with no greater rapidity than that of a common gas flame.

(5.) Rays of different refrangibilily act on the eye with equal rapidity.

(6.) Since Professor Wheatstone's expcrimertfs have proved that the

light of the electric spark of high tension continues for less than the

millionth part of a second, and it has been shewn that the brightness of

the impression, produced by light on the eye, increases in the arithmet-

ical proportion of the time during which it continues to act on the reti-

na, it follows that the apparent brightness of the electric spark is only

TT7oVoo- of what it wogld become if the duration of the spark could be

prolonged to yVh of a second. From the great' apparent brilliancy of

the nearly instantaneous electric spark of hi^h tension, when compared

with the sensibly continuous light of Voltaic electricity, it is inferred

that the brightness of electrical .light increases with the tension of the

electricity. ^

2. Foster^s Geological Chart.—The following announcement has

been received for publication in this Journal. It affords us pleasure to

know that the Chart alluded to has not t]ie sanction of Prof. Mather's

name.
' Ja^csox C. H., Ohio, March 2Sth, 1850.

To the Editors of the American Journal of Science,

Gentlemen,—I received a few days since the March No- of the

Am. Jour, of Science, in which is a notice of Foster's Geological Chart,

(vide p. 309, vol ix, new series,) saying '' A revised copy, as now ready

for publication, having the signatures of Professors E. Emmons and
W. W. Mather, has been showikus by the author."
My name on that Chart is a forgery, I have never seen the Chart,

have never authorized my name to be put on it, and pronounce the at-

tempt to palm off that production under my sijjnature or recommenda-
tion, a base imposition on the public, and a stilf baserimposition on me.

[Signed] W. W. Mather.
3. Lefroyon the Application of Photography to the Self'registration

of Magnetical arid Meteorological Instruments^ (see page 319.)—Mr.

Lefroy has sent us the following account of his method of treating his

mirrors when tarnished.—The mirror will probably be found in course

of time, to get tarnished and to require cleaning, this may be done with

soft leather, from which all the dust has been beaten out, and which has

been well washed in soap and water, and dried before use. If a turning

lathe is at hand, a convex buff, fitting the mirror, and well covered with

two or three thicknesses of leather, may be centered on it, and the mirror

f

1
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the least application of polishing powders, however fine, will endanger
an alteration in the form of the mirror, and destroy the sharpness of
the focus capable of being produced by it. The greatest care must be
taken fo keep the leather clean and dry.

4. On the Cause of the Diurnal Variations of the Magnetic Needle

;

by W. H. Baelow, Esq., M.I.C.E,—(Phil. Mag., [3], xxxiv, 344, from
a letter addressed by Mr, Barlow to the Editors of the Phil. Mag.)—In
the number of your Journal for April, an extract from a letter from M.
de la Rive to M. Arago is published, in which the author attributes the

diurnal variations of the magnetic needle and the aurorse boreales to

the effect of electric currents tit the surface'of the earth and in the at-

mosphere^ •

In the confirmation of this theory mention is made of a remarkable
effect observed by M. Matteucci in the apparatus of the electric tele-

graph between Ravenna Yind Pisa during the magnificent aurora on the

17th of last November; and the author concludes by observing that
** it would be highly interesting and important to profit by those tele-

graph wires, which are found to have a direction more or less approach-
ing to that of the declination needle, in order to make with ihem, when
they are not in use fbr ordinary purposes, some observations which
would enable us to demonstrate and to measure the electric currents

which probably traverse them'."
.

"*

My object in addressing you is to state, thai in the early part of 1847,

I was led to undertake extensive observations on this subject, in Conse-

quence of the peculiar disturbances occasionally visible on the tele-

graph instruments of the Midland liailway (on which line the telegraph

was erected under my superintendence as jLhe comf^any's engineer).

These disturbances were at first attributed to atmospheric electricity

passing to the earth by means of the wires ; but from certain effects

observed, I was led to infer that tl^ey were due to other causes ; and in

order lo explain these effects, it is necessary to state that the Midland

system of telegraphs consists of four principal lines centering in Derby,
as follows :

1st, From Derby northwards lo Leeds. - * -

2nd. From Derby northeast to Lincoln.

3rd. From Derby southwards to Rugl^.
4th. From Derby southwest to Birmingham.

The disturbances on these four telegraphs w^ere observed to occur

simultaneously, with rare exceptions ; and the direction of the current

in the two telegraphs proceeding northerly and northeasterly was al-

ways contrary to those proceeding southerly and southwesterly ;
that

is to say, when the deflection was such as lo indicate that the current

was towards Derby on the first two, it was from Derby on the last two
;

and when it changed in one, it changed in all. It was also observed

that on the 19ih ol* March 1847, there was an unusual degree of dis-

turbance durin<^ the presence of aurorse boreales.

As these effects could not be attributed to the transit of ordinary at-

mospheric electricity along the wires to the earth, I determined to make

^ set of experiments on the subject.

Having obtained delicate galvanometers, I first ascertained that cur-

tents are at all times perceptible in the telegraph wires to a greater or
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less extent when the galvanometer is applied on a sufficient length of

wire, and between two earth connections; but that wires having no

earth connection, or only one, exhibited no currents.

I also found by simultaneous observations on two galvanometers, ap-

plied one at each extremity of a wire forty-one miles long, that the

changes of force and direction of the currents were simultaneous at both

ends ; the current passing direct from one earth connection to the other.

. But the most interesting fact which appeared during- these observations,

and that which bears immediately on the remarks contained in the let-

ter of M. de la Rive, is that there is a daily movement of the galvanom-

eter needle, similar to that of the horizontal magnetic needle, produced

by the electric currents travelling in one direction from about 8 a. m. to

8 p. iM., and returning in the opposite direction during the remainder of

the twenty-four hours. The times of zero are not regularly maintained

and vary from 7 to 10 o'clock both in the morning and evening; but

the greatest regularity is observable in the morning, and the mean re-

sult of numerous observations is as above stated.

This regular diurnal movement of the galvanometer needle is sub-

ject to disturbances of greater Sr less force and duration, which are

found to be of greatest energy during magnetic storms, and when an au-

rora is visible ; and in these cases the currents are so strong as to affect

the ordinary telegraph instruments, and sometimes prevent altogether

the transmission of messages.

The next experiments were ^ade with a view to ascertam the direc-

tion in which these currents alternate; and the result, as determined

from numerous gBservations, denotes it to be from northeast to south-

west. The nearer this line is appfoaehed, the more decided is the ef-

fect on the galvanometer; but between feast and south, and between

north and west, the effect is smaller; and in approaching northwest and

southeast, it becomes indefinite and irregular, but never ceases entirely.

It also appeared that the effect depended, not on the direction of the

wire itself, but on the relative directions of the two earth connections ;

that is, the points where the wire was connected with the earth. I next

made simultaneous observations with the galvanometers and a declinom-

eter needle ; from which it appeared, taking the mean of numerous

observations, that that part of the day in which the currents flow south-

wards (that is, from 8 or 9 a. m. until the evening), the variation of the

declinometer needle is westerly ; and that during the night and early

part of the morning (at which time the currents travel northwards) the

variation is easterly ; also, that the large disturbances called magnetic

storms are simultaneous on both instruments.

But although there is this resemblance in the general features of the

movements of both needles, the paths described are not similar. The

movements of the galvanometer needle are more frequent and rapid

than the declinometer, and the deflection frequently changes over from

right to left without a corresponding movement of the declinometer.

The observations thus briefly recorded formed the subject of a P^Pf^
which was read at the Hoyal Society on the 17ih of Juno, 1847 ;

and I

have thought it desirable to make this communication to your Journal

on reading M. de la Rive's letter, because it rather curiously happens,

that the unusual delay which has arisen in the publication of my paper
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by the Royal Society is attributable to the fact, that I arrived {rom these
experiments at the same conclusion as M. de la Rive, as to ihe electric

origin of the diurnal variation of the magnetic needle, which I consid-
ered tp be the effect of the alternating electric currents exhibited by
the teleg:raph wires.

The Royal Society were unwilling (o give (heir sanction (o this view
of the case, and only consented to the publication of the observations
above described on my omitting that portion of the paper.
The paper is, however, now in the hands of the printers, and will I

hope, be shortly before The public.

1 ought to state in conclusion, that my idea of the origin of the cur-
rents differs in one respect from the theory of M. de la Rive ; inasmuch
as he considers them to rise in the atmosphere, whereas 1 have attribu-

ted them to thermo-electric action in the crust of the earth. I speak of
course with great deference on a subject of this kind ; but there is an
iniportant fact tending to this conclusion which is now well ascertained,

namely, that in the telegraphs which are laid entirely under ground,
deflections occur similar to those before^ described ; while wires sus-

pended in the air exhibit no deflections, unless they are connected with
the earth in two places, and .then the direction in which the current
travels depends on the relative positions of the earth connections, how-
ever circuitous may be the route of the wire itselC

. .

Derby, April 12, 1849.

5. The Ruins of Nineveh^ (London Lit. Gaz., March 9, 1850, from
* The Times).—A correspandcnl has favored us with the subjoined ex-

tracts from the letter of Mr, Stewart Er^kine Rolland, late of the 69lh

Regiment, who is now at Nimroud with Captain Layard, assisting him
in his endeavors to bring to light the hidden antiquarian treasures of
Nineveh. The difliculties which the gallant and enterprising discoverer

bas to contend with, owjng to the limited pecuniary resources at his dis-

i ^B posal, are dwelt on by our correspondent^ who fefirs that the French
' ^" antiquarian agent recently despatched will, wilji his much larger funds

(30,000/. it is stated), materially encroach on the harvest of antiquities

which would fall to the lot of the English nation, were Capt, Layard's
exertions backed by more ample means

:

" The first two or three days at Mossul I spent in examining the ex-

cavations of Koyunjik, where fresh slabs are being every day brought

to light. Two new colossal bulls and two colossal figures were discov-

ered while I was there, at the entrance of the city gates ; and the pave-

nient at the gateway, marked with ruts by the chariot wheels, was also

uncovered. I left my wife under Mrs, Rassam's care, and accompa-

t

nied Layard a day's journey to the villages of Baarshckah and Bam-
yaneh, and to the mound of Khorsabad. We took greyhounds with us

and had a day's hunting, catching seven antelopes. After our return,

Mr. Layard, Charlotte, and I, and our servants, embarked on a raft,

and floated down the Tigris in seven hours to this little village of Nim-
J^oud, close to a large mound, which was the first excavated, sending

our baggage and horses by land» We have since been residing in his

bouse here ; it is, in fact, little more than a mud hut ; but he has put in

glass windows, a table, and some sofas, and made it as comfortable as

circumstances will admit. Layard has placed a party of the workmen
lender my control, and allowed me to dig where I please. I am sinking
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wells in all directions, and am not without hopes of discovering subter-

ranean chambers, which I am convinced must exist. In one place con-

siderably below the level of any of the hiiherto discovered monuments,
a brick arch between two walls of brick has been uncovered : it is a

puzzle to us all. Another great discovery is an immense stonewall of

nriost solid masonry inside the brick pyramid. ThQ workmen are la-

boring to force an entrance into it ; but their progress is necessarily very

slow, not exceeding a foot or two in a day. But the greatest discovery

yet made since the earth was first turned remains to be told. I will give

it you in due order.
'''' January 3, 1850.—On the 28lh of December, Layard and I, with

our attendants and two or three Arab Sheikhs, started off to pay a visit

to the ^Tai,' on the other side of the 'Zab.' We were the first Euro-

peans who had ever visited that country. Three hours' galloping from

Nimroud brought us to the banks of the stream, which is as rapid and

broad as the Tigris, and nearly as deep, but here, being divided into

four branches, is fordable. With some difficulty we swam our horses

across it, getting of course very wet in the operation. Our visit here

has a threefold object—first, to ^ explore the mound of Abou Sheeta,

which appears to contain a buried city; secondly, to make friends be-

tween two rival chiefs of the Tai ; and, thirdly, to promote a reconcili-

ation between them and their implacable enemies, the Jibours, which

will much facilitate Layard^'s future operations. Our first visit was to

the camp of the Havvar, who is considered by alt the Arabs, even by

those of the great African desert, to be the highest born and noblest

among them. He is probably the man of most ancient descent in the

world, reckoning his genealogy far above the time of Abraham. He is

supported in his pretensions to the chieftainship by the noblest of the

tribe, while his rival, Feras, is supported by the Turks and the greater

number of the Tai. His brother, the handsomest man I have ever

seen, came out to meet us with 100 horsemen, most of whom had come
to our village to plunder the other day. They galloped madly about

the plain, brandishing their long spears, shouting their war cry, and es-

corted us in great slate to the camp of the Sheilh, where he stood to

receive us. 1 never saw so noble or dignified a figure ; he is eminently

handsome, though advanced in years and suffering from ill-health. In

stature he is gigantic—six feet four or five at least, and erect as a pine

tree. His tent was a spacious one, a load for three camels, with the

women's tents on one side and that of the horses on the other, all under

the same covering. Mats and cushions were spread on the floor of the

tent, on which the Hawar, Layard and I sat, as did his brother, his

uncle, and others of the magnates of the tribe, while the rest stood in

a semicircle at the door. A noble bunting hawk stood on his perch m
the centre. We partook of spiced coffee, discussed the business on

which we came, and dined in the tent on a capital stew of mutton,

pumpkins, rice, and sour milk. After we had partaken, the rest of the

tribe made their repast, a certain number sitting down together, each

man rising when he was satisfied, and a sort of master of the ceremo-

nies calling out the name of the man who was to succeed him. There

was no bustle or indecorum. After dinner they all said their prayers.

We had set on our tents, which, by the way, got very wet in crossmg

the river, and we pitched them close to that of the Sheikh. The oext

#
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day the encampment changed its quarters. I have seldom seen a more
picturesque sight. The Sheikh's tent was struck first, and the long
procession of laden camels, horsemen, donkeys, and cattle, stretched
as far as the eye could reach. I calculated that there were about 2,000
persons with their camels, horses, and cattle. We paid our visit to

Feras, the rival Sheikh, taking with us the brolher of Hawar. We
were well received, though not with the same dignified courtesy. While
we were away the workmen had opened a trench, by Layard's direc-
tion, to show my wife a certain slab which he had buried ; in doing so
they uncovered three copper cauldrons of immense size, and some
huge dishes of metai. Layard carefully removed the earth from one
cauldron, which was partially filled with it, and discovered an immense
variety of ivory ornaments, an iron axe-head, and innumerable other

articles, which for the present I must forbear \o mention, having prom-
ised secrecy. Layard removed tls many as he could, and covered the

rest with earth. It is by far the most important discovery that has yet
beeu made. He has placed them under my charge, and given me the

direction of the workmen, as he is obliged to go to Mossul to make
preparations for the removal of the two finest colossal lions that have
yet been discovered, which will, I trust, be on their way to England in

a month or two- After that we shall cross the Zab with our tents, en-
camp there, and pass our lime alternately in hunting and digging in ihe

mound. You can have no idea of the difficulties Layard has had to

p^ contend with, or the energyj tafent, perseverance, and shrewdness with

which he surmounts them, or the exquisite tact and good humor with

which he manages the different people he has to deal with. In the

first place he has nothing but conjecture to guide him in his researches
;

tt is literally groping in the dark, and all sorts of buried treasures may
he wlil)in his reach, while from the very small amount of funds pla-

ced at his disposal, he is unable to make anything like a proper search,

and contents himself with sinking trenches almost at hazard as it w^ere.

" Jan. 6.—Yesterday we removed more than thirty metal vases, bowls
and saucers, most beautifully embossed and engraved, some shields

and swords, of which the handles alone remain, the iron blades being

decomposed, and a small marble vase. The cups and bowls and other

ornaments are of some unknown alloy of metals, but they are all so

encrusted w^ith decomposed and crystallized copper, and so fragile,

that they cannot be handled without great danger, and Mr. Layard is

sending them home in the state in which he found them, without at-

tempting to remove the rust. I spent eight hours yesterday in scratch-

ing them out of the clay with my hands, as the operation was too deli-

( ^ cate to aUow even a knife to be used. My wife was employed the

whole night in packing them. We may now congratulate the British

riation in being possessed of an entirely unique collection, the value of

which is inestimable. The ornaments and sculptures on the vases de-

note a very advanced stage o^ civilization. Not the least^ curious of

the discoveries are several hundred mother-o'-pearl studs, in form ex-

actly resembling our shirt buttons.

6. Oak Orchard Acid Spring Water, Alabama, Genesee Co., K Y.

;

by H. Erivi, Assistant Chemist of the Yale Laboratory ; and by Wjvi.

J- Craw, of the same Laboratory.^—This water is clear and transpa-
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rent and without smell. It contained always a small sediment of or-

ganic matter, and tasted strongly acid, affecting the teeth ; spec

as found by Mr. Erni, 1-00482 at 15° C. 1000 pts. of the

yielded

grav.

waler

S

Si

Ca

Mg

Na
Na
CI

Si

Erni.

3-5706

0-2065

0-1111

0-4557

0-1562

0-0571

0-0522

0-0656

Chlorine and organic matters, traces

4-6750

8

Craw.
532

2258

0966

4596

1805

0444

0412

0143

0220

0684

» »

4-684:8

Representing the bases as combined with SOs, we have for the com-

position of 1000 pts. of water

S

FeS
XlSs
CaS

NaS
NaCl
Si

Erni.

2-0122

0-4356

0-3702

ri065
0-4592

t)'1061

0-1196

0-0656

Chlorine, organic matter, trace

Craw.
2-0070

•4266

3232

1-1161

•5305

'0822

'0945

'0363

-0684

» 4

4-6750 4-6848

Laboratory

^f
being an extract from a letter to M. Regnault, (Comptes Rendus, Oct. 15,

1849 ; Phil. Mag., xxxv, Dec, 1849.)— I have just read, in a memoir by
M. Morlet on the Aurorse Boreales, inserted in the Annales de Chimie

el de Physique^ 3d series, vol xxvii, the following passage

:

" With regard to the origin of this luminous matter (that of the

aurora borealis), it seems natural to attribute it to the electric fluid con-

tained in the atmosphere, and which at great heights where the air is

rarefied, must become luminous as under the receiver of the air-pump

and in the barometric vacuum : this hypothesis would acquire a great

probability if we succeeded in proving by direct experiments, that mag-

netism exerts an influence on electric light."

This last expression induces me to request you to have the goodness

to communicate to the Academy of Sciences an experiment which I

mentioned to you on my passage through Paris last June, and which

you may perhaps remember; its object was to show, in support of the

theory which I had advanced of the aurora borealis, the influence ex-

erted by magnetism upon the light which is produced in ordinary elec-

m

s*

\

#
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trie discharges. Hitherto this influence has only been shown in the
case of the luminous arc which escapes between two conducting points,

I each communicating with one of the poles of a vohaic battery; which
is very different, boih as concerns the phenomenon i(self, and in what
concerns its application to the theory of the aurora borcalis. The fol-

lowing is my experiment.
I introduce into a glass globe about thirty centimetres in diameter,

by one of the two tubuhires with which it was furnished, a cylindrical
iron bar, of such length that one of its extremities reaches nearly to

the centre of the globe, whilst ihq other extends from three to four
centimetres out of the tubulure. The bar is hermetically sealed in

the tubulure, and covered throughout its length, except at its two
ends, with an isolating and thick layer of wax. A copper ring sur-

rounds the bar above the isolating layer in its internal part the nearest
to the side of the globe; from this ring proceeds a conducting rod,

which, carefully isolated, traverses the same tubulure as the iron bar,

but without communicating with it, and terminates externally in a knob
or hook. When by means of a stop-cock adjusted to the second tubu-

lure of the globe, the air in it is rarefied up to three to five millimetres,

the hook is made to communicate with one of the conductors of an
electric machine, and the external extremity of the iron bar with the

other, so that the two electricities unite in the interior of the globe,

forming between the internal extremity of the iron bar and the copper
ring which is at its base, a more or less regular fascicle of light. But if

the external extremity of the iron bar is placed in contact with one of

the poles of a strong electro-magnet, taking good care to preserve the

isolation, the electric light takes a very different aspect. Instead of issu-

ing, as before, from the different points of the surface of the terminal

part of the iron bar, it is emitted only from the points which form the

contour of this part, so as to constitute, a continuous luminous ring.

This is not all : this ring, and the luminous jets which emanate from it,

have a continuous movement of rotation around the magnetized bar;

one while in one direction, at other limes in another, according to the

electric discharges and the direction of the magnetization. Lastly,

more brilliant jets appear to issue from this luminous circumference

without being confounded with those which terminate on the ring, and

form the fascicle. As soon as the magnetization ceases, the luminous

phenomenon becomes again what it was previously, and what it is gen-

erally in the experiment known by the name of the electrical egg.

Not having any powerful machine at my disposal, I used for my exper-

iment an Armstrong's hydro-electric machine, the boiler of which I

Jnade to communicate with the copper ring, and the isolated conductor

which receives the vapor with the iron bar, orvke versa when I wished

to change the direction of the discharges. The experiment succeeded

very well in this manner.
The experiment which I have just described appears to me to account

very satisfactorily for what passes in the phenomenon of the aurora

borealis ; in fact, the light which results from the union of the two elec-

tricities in the part of the atmosphere which covers the polar regions,

instead of remaining vaguely distributed, is carried by the action of the

terrestrial magnetism round the magnetic pole of the globe, whence

«
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it seems to rise in a revolving column, of which it is the base. We
thus understand why the magnetic pole is always the apparent centre

whence issues the light constituting the aurora borealis, or toward which

it appears to converge. I shall not recur to the other circumstances

which accompany this meteorological phenomenon, the agreement of

which I have shown with the explanation I have given in a" letter ad-

dressed to M. Arago, which was communicated to the Academy, and

inserted in the Philosophical Magazine fur April, 1849, p. 286.

But, having referred to this letter, in which the question was also

raised respecting the explanation of the diurnal variations of the mag-

netic needle, permit me to add, that I have had occasion to prove, in

England, both by my own observations, and still better by the more

extensive ones of several physicists,* the existence of electric currents

having a direction from the northwest to ihe southeast on the surface of

the earth. The presence of these currents can be easily proved by

means of the metallic wires which serve as telegraphic communications :

wires which are placed underground and at the same lime well isolated,

except at their two extremities which dip into the ground, are best suit-

ed for this kind of observations. It is very curious to follow the agree-

ment which exists between the variations of intensity of these currents

and the variations of magnitude of the deviation of the magnetic needle

of declination ; a new proof to add to that drawn from their direction,

that they are the cause of the diurnal variations.

Colonel Sabine has stated, in opposition to my explanation of the

diurnal variations, an objection drawn from the observation on these

variations at the Island of St. Helena and at the Cape of Good Hope.t
I do not think it well founded, and, without entering into the details

which will better find a place elsewhere, I shall limit myself to one

single remark. I attribute the origin of the currents which give rise

to the aurora borealis and to the diurnal variations, to the rupture of

the electric equilibrium occasioned, in each atmospheric column, by
the difference of temperature which exists between its base which re-

poses on the surface of the globe and its upper part which is at the limit

of the atmosphere. Each column thus forms a kind of pile charged
at its two extremities with contrary electricities, which unite in part by

the pile itself, in part by a circuit formed of the upper regions of the

atmosphere, of the atmospheric polar regions, and of the surface of

the earth. Meteorological circumstances determine the greater or less

proportion of the two electricities which unite by one or the other of

these ways,

Now, the temperature of the base of the column must vary not only

with the season, with the time of the day, and with the latitude of the

place where it is observed, but also with the nature of the surface of

the globe on which it reposes. When, therefore, this surface is the

sea, the hours of maxima and minima of temperature are not the same
as when it is terraJirma^ all other circumstances being the same

;_
it

results necessarily that the hours of maxima and minima of intensity

of the electric currents, and consequently of the diurnal variations to

* See the observations of W. H. Barlow on tliis subject, Pliil. Mag., vol xxxiv,

P- 344. 4 phU, Masr., voL xxxiv. p. 466.
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which they give rise, must be equally different. Now, St. Helena and
the Cape o? Good Hope may be considered as places enveloped in at-

mospheric columns, which have almost iheir eniire base resiin^i^ on the
sea and not on the land ; thence the anomalies pointed oul by Colonel
Sabine are very easily explained, and, in particular, it is easily under-
stood how there is no agreement, in direction, which must in every case
be different, between the diurnal variations observed at the Cape of
Good Hope and those observed at Algiers, which is equally distant from
the equator, but to the north. An excellent paper by M. Aime on ter-

restrial magnetism, inserted in the Annales de Cfiimie el de Physique^
3d series, vol. xvii, in which he discusses comparatively the observa-
tions made at St. Helena, the Cape, and Algiers, has singularly facilitated

the explanation of the anomalies presented as objections by Mr. Sabine.
I, however, do not pretend that there does not exist any anomaly;

my explanation is not a^ore free than others from those which result

from certain local and exceptional causes. I am not further from ad-

milting that the currents of induction determined on the surface itself

of the globe, by its rotation under the influence of its magnetic poles,

cannot have any part in the phenomenon of the diurnal variations and
aurora borealis, and account for the connection which these variations

appear to have with the absolute direction both in declination, and in

mclination of the magnetic needle, and with the absolute intensity of
the terrestrial magnetism. But this subject would require, for elucida-

tion, to be treated more at length than can be done in a letter; I shall

therefore stop, and beg to refer those persons who may be interested in

this question to a memoir which I am on the point of completing, and
which will be published forthwith.

8. Cliarleston Meeting of the American Association for the Advance-
fnenl of Science,—The semi-annual session of the American Association

was held by appointment in Charleston, South Carolina, in the early

part o[' March, and was attended quite as numerously as could have
been expected. The season of the year, and the distance of a major-
ity of members, made it impossible for a large concourse to be gath-

ered. We have failed to procure a full list of the papers read at this

meeting, no complete list having at a late date been received from the

Secretaries. That the papers were numerous and of importance, we
know from the testimony of those who were at the mceling. Dr. A.
15' Bache presided at this meeting, and the greatest hospitality, public

and private, was enjoyed both from the city and inhabitants. With a

niost commendable liberality, the City Council assumed all the expenses

of the Association in publishing the volume of Reports of proceedings

and papers at this meeting. This example so worthy of imitation, wili

We trust, be a precedent for the future reception of the Association.

Such contributions are honorable to those who proffer them, just to the

cause of science, and truly encouraging to the working men who sac-

rifice the hopes of accumulation to the sacred cause of truth for the

general good.
The next annual meeting of the Association will be held at New

Haven on the 19th of August next. The Local Committee will soon

issue their circulars of invitation.
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1. Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science^ second meeting. Held at Cambridge, August, 1849. Boston,

1850. H, Flanders & Co. 8vo, pp. 459.—This volume is composed

mainly from the reports made at the time and printed in the Boston

Traveler, which have since been corrected by the several authors and

are now issued under the sanction of the publishing committee. It is

a volume of abstracts rather than one of full papers, although many of

the shorter papers are given in full detail. The volume covers a wide

range of subjects' in all departments of science and evinces a high de-

gree of activity in physical investigation, much greater probably than

has existed at any former period of American history. Many of ihe

most important articles it contains have already appeared in this Jour-

nal, and others will find their way into it.

2. The Annual of Scientific Discovery^ or Year Book of Facts in Sci-

ence and Arts^ (f-c. ; edited by David A. Wells (of the Lawrence Sci-

entific School, Cambridge,) and George Bliss, Jr. Boston: Gould,

Kendall and Lincoln. 1850, 12mo, pp. 392, with a portrait of Prof.

Agassiz.—This annual is projected upon a comprehensive plan includ-

ing the most important discoveries and improvements "in mechanics,

useful arts, natural philosophy, chemistry, astronomy, meteorology,

zoology, botany, mineralogy, geology, geography, antiquities, together

with a list of recent scientific publications, a classified list of patents,

obituaries of eminent scientific men, and an index of important papers in

scientific journals and reports.'* This volume is properly a book of

selections from the various scientific discoveries of the year past rather

than a complete registry of them, and as such it is a work of great

merit, and highly useful to the scientific as well as general reader. In

a cursory examination of the volume we observe, however, errors and

omissions in some departments which more care w^ill in future avoid;

and we would especially suggest more attention to American facts and

researches, and the propriety of giving a fuller index of the articles in

scientific journals and reports. There are numerous original and im-

portant memoirs published in the past year, in American publications,

to which no allusion is made either in the index of articles or in the

body of the work, a deficiency to w^hich we should not allude were not

the title so comprehensive as to be calculated to mislead scientific men
abroad. We notice also several incorrect statements copied from the

daily newspapers, e. g., those regarding the copper mines at Bristol

and in Litchfield, in Connecticut. It is our wish to encourage a work

in the main so excellent, by suggesting imperfections that may hereafter

be avoided. We are glad to learn that a large edition of the book has

already been exhausted.

3. The Physical Atlas of Natural Phenomena ; for the use of Col-

leges, Academies and Families; by Alexandek Keith Johnston,

F.R.G.S., RG.S., American edition, Lea & Blancbard, Philadelphia,

containing 26 maps in 4to, with interleaved text.—This atlas is an en-

cycloppedia of knowledge relating to the physical character and phe-

nomena of our globe, presented in a series of maps, with full descrip-
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tions and a vast amount of added detail in the accompanying pages of
letter press. The maps have been prepared with the skill and knowl-
edge which none but the most extensive learning could command, and
are so displayed by the use of colors and various designs as to speak de-
cisively and intelligibly to the eye. The subject of geology is first pre-
sented, and the distribution over the earth of rock formations, including
volcanoes, is seen in a general manner on PI. 1. An elegant geological
map of the British Isles is added. Another map or plate shows the dis-

tribution of mountain ranges, their exact courses and relations. The ac-
companying text treats of the mean heights and features of continents,

highest peaks and general characters of chains. Anot!)er map is devo-
ted to the Andes and Rocky Mountains with the ranges of America.
Plate 4, illustrates in a very perfect manner the glacier system of the
Alps; plate 5, very minutely and elegantly the distribution of volca-

noes of the globe, and volcanoes and earthquakes are the subject of
much important information iu the text. In the same manner, there

are several maps representing the distribution of the, waters of the

globe, their currents, temperature, tides, usual tracks of vessels, con-
tinental waters, river basins; others exhibiting the regions of rains,

of deserts, the courses of winds and prevalent hurricanes; others, the

"Vegetation, forest regions, distribution of plants and animals, and of
races of men.

4. Lake Superior^ its Physical Character^ Vegetation and Animals,
compared with those of other and similar Regions ; by Louis Ag-Assiz,

with a narrative of the Tour, by J. Elliot Cabot, and contributions

by other scientific gentlemen, with appropriate illustrations; pp.428,
8vo. Boston: Gould, Kendall & Lincoln. 1850,

The narrative occupies 133 pages, and is drawn up with perspicuity,

condensation and elegance ; interspersed among the pages of the text

are scientific remarks by Prof. Agassiz, on the various objects which
presented themselves in the progress of the tour which was included

between the 15th of June, and the 25th of August, 1848. Railroads

and steamboats brought them speedily to and from the scene of action,

and the seventy-one days were most industriously and successfully em-
ployed by the naturalists and pupils and amateurs in a party of sixteen,

acting intelligently and vigorously under their distinguished and accom-
plished leader.

The most important scientific observations are given separately in an

appendix to the narrative, and are included under the following heads.

Lake Superior—Physical character, Vegetation and Animals, com-

pared with those of other and similar regions.

L The northern vegetation compared with that of the Jura and the Alps.

II. Observations on the vegetation of the northern shores of Lake

Superior.

HI. Classifications of animals from Embryonic and PaK-eozoic data.

IV. General remarks upon the Coleoptera of Lake Superior, by Dr.

John L, LeConte.
V. Catalogue of Shells, with descriptions of new species, by Dn A.

A. Gould.

VL Fishes of Lake Superior compared with those of the other great

Canadian Lakes.
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VIL Description of some new species of Reptiles from the region of

Lake Superior.

VIII. Report on the Birds collected and observed at Lake Superior,

by J. E. Cabot.

IX. Description of some species of Lepidoptera from the northern

shores of Lake Superior, by Dr. Th'addeus William Harris.

X. The Erratic Phenomena about Lake Superior.

XL The outlines of Lake Superior.

Xll. Geological relations of the various Copper deposits of Lake Su-

perior.

5. A natural Scale of Heights ly the application of which the Meas-

ures of differcMt countries are reduced to a common measure hioian to

all Geographers^ constructed by Miss Colthukst.—Presented to the

Royal Geographical Society, by G. B. Greenough, V. P., [and by him

forwarded to us.]—The standard is an equatorial, geographical mile, a

fixed quantity universally known and derived from the figure of the

earth ^6086-78 English feet. Five of these miles being divided each

into 100 parts or degrees, give a scale of 500 degrees each of which

is equal to 60^ English feet.

The measures of different countries are arranged separately in par*

allel vertical columns, each with its own caption ; and adjoining each

on the left, is the scale derived from the centesimal division of the geo-

graphical miles, and the corresponding numbers or lines denote the

values of the different measures.

6. The East ; Sketches of Travel in Egypt and the Holy Land ; by

the Rev, J. A, Spencer, M.A. With iUuslrationsfrom original draW'

ings. G. P. Puinam, New York. pp. 503, Svo, in cloth, gilt. 1850.

As the physical features of these countries form a prominent topic in

this agreeable and instructive volume of travels, it may be properly

mentioned in this Journal. It follows with advanta^ie after the more
elaborate works from which it quotes and sometimes dissents. Its

moral tendency is excellent, although its amiable author in his winding

up has often viewed objects through a colored medium, and his nu-

merous apologies seem to us uncalled for. We have derived both

pleasure and useful information from the perusal, and can cordially

commend it.

7. Man Primeval^ or the Constitution and Primitive condition of the

human lei^ig^ S^-c. ; by John Harris, D.D,, President of Cheshunt Col-

lege, England. Reprint by Gould, Kendall and Lincoln, Boston, pp.

480, cloth. 1850.—Although this new work of Dr. Harris is a contribu-

tion to theological science, it has like its predecessor, " The Pre-ad-

amite Earth," by the same author, such intimate relations to geology,

and like that work, it presents such enlarged and just views of science,

that it is entitled to respectful mention in this Journal.

8. A Systematic Treatise^ Historical, Etiological and Practical^ on

the Principal diseases of the Interior valley of North America ; as they

appear in the Caucasian^ African^ Indian and Esquimaux varieties of

its Population; by Daniel Drake, M.D. 878 pp. Svo: Cincinnati,

Ohio, 1850. Winthrop B. Smith & Co., Publishers, Philadelphia.—This

very elaborate work treats first, of General Etiology, pp. "701
;
and

secondly, of the Febrile diseases of the region, pp. 70^863. In Book I,

r

1
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there are chapters on the topography, hydrography^ and geological out-
line of the great western valley ; on the hydrographical basin of ihe Gulf
of Mexico, its currents, tides, temperature, &c. ; on the special medi-
cal topograpliy of places along the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico; the
delta of^the Mississippi, and river above, with the regions east and west
of the river, and the basin of the Ohio, Alleghany and other tributary
streams, the basins of the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes, and the Hud-
son and Arciic hydrographical basins. Next the author treats at length
of the temperature of the different basins, barometrical character, winds,
rain, eieclrical phenomena, and whatever can have a bearing upon
health. He then passes to the subject of population, its distribution and
character, modes of life, diet, use of alcohol and tobacco, clothing, oc-
cupations or pursuits. Book second contains full descriptions of the
various diseases, as to their many forms and symptoms and modes of
treatment.

Dr, Drake is undoubtedly the most able man in America for so

difficult a task. It is well known, he has for many years investigated

the subject with characteristic ardor, and in the research has personally

visited all parts o^ the West and South, making at many places anxious
and laborious observations—medical, statistical and physical.

9. Transactions of the Society of Arts for 1846-7 and 1847-8.

1847, 1849.—The Society of Arts commenced in 1847, a new series

of their publications, and have issued Parts 1 and 2 of the first volume.
These transactions are elegant in style of typography and illustration,

abounding in colored plates of great interest and beauty, and the me-
moirs are valuable contributions Xo the Arts. They treat of carving,

cameo making, steam boilers and locomotives, atmospheric electricity,

of beauty, artificial lava for ornaments, ancient Greek vases, steam

navigation, lighthouses and beacons, lithography, ancient and modern
bookbinding, photography, cotton of Hondurasj and various other sub-

jects of general interest.

#
fpr^

sicians and Pharmaceutists ; by R. Egglesfeld Griffith, M.D.,

568 pp.,8vo, Philadelphia, Lea cfe Blanchard.—The Universal Formu-
lary of Prof. Griffith has the completeness which its title implies, and

is exceedingly convenient in arrangement. The body of the work is pre-

ceded by a long introduction containing comparative tables of weights

and measures, United Stales and foreign, explanations of abbreviations

and terms in use, with observations on the management of the sick

room, and rtiles for the administration of medicines. The formulary

is arranged alphabetically, according to the pharmaceutic names adopt-

ed in the United States pharmacopeia; the English appellations of ar-

ticles are used, and the quantities are expressed in words instead of

pharmaceutical signs. Copious indexes are added not only of the for-

mulas, but of the diseases for which they are advised.

T. A. Conrad : Descriptions of one new Cretaceous an^ seven ucw Eocene Fos^sijs

from Geor<na —By T A Conrad, frora the Journal of tlie Acad. Nat. Sci., 1 hilad.,

[2], ii, part 1, p. 39. March, 1850. T species aie Ecbinoderms and the rest

MoUusca.

Secoxd Seeies, Yol. IX, No. 27.—May, 1850. B8
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^
C, B. Adams : Monograph of Vitrinella, a new genus of Turbiuidffi, vnih new spe-

cies; by C. B. Adams. 10 pp. 8vo. Amherst, Mass. [Generic description, "Testa,
turbiniformi, minima^ vitred; apertura maxima, orbiculari, subtus valde indcntatii vel

umbihcata."—Distinguished by the vitreous texture of tlie shell, and the /apid en-

largement of the whorls, producing a large aperture. Species from Jamaica.]
C. B. Adams: Contributions to Conchology, ]S"os. 5 and 6. 32 pp. 8vo. Amherst.

—Ifo. 5 contains new m^Lrine and terrestrial shells from Jamaica. No. 6, a memoir
on the origin of the terrestrial molluscs of Jamaica; together with a description of

a new genus of Helicida^, Splraxis ; and notes on certain species gf the land shells

of Jamaica and descriptions of supposed new species.—[Genus Spiraxis is described

as follows: "G. t. parva, turrita; columella medio in laminam spiralem product^:
apertura ovali, medio partmi divisa : labro simphce." The Achatina aberrans of

Pfeififer is supposed to be identical with the author's Spiraxis aberrans.]
John W. Herschel : A Manual of Scientific Enquiry, prepared for the use of her

Majesty's Navy, and adapted for travelers in general
;
published by the Lords Com-

missionera of the Admiralty; 488 pp. 12mo, London, 1840.
W. BAinD, M.D., F.L.S.: The Natural History of British Entomostraca. 364 pp.

8vo, with 36 hthogrnphed plates; published by the Ray Society.
A Sketch of the Medical Botany of South Carolina; beina: a Report made to the

American Medical Association at its Sessions in Baltimore and Boston; by Fran.

Peyre Porcher, M.D. (From the Trans, of the Amer. Med. Assoc, vol. II) Phila-

delphia, 1849.

S. Chase, Prof Math. Dart. Coll.: A Treatise on Algebra, 336 pp. 12mo. New
Tork, 1849 ; D. Appieton & Co.
The Astronomical Journal. Nos. 5. 6. March.—These numbers contain—Devel-

opment of the Perturbative Function of Planetary Motion, by B. Peirce, continued.
—Observations of Astraea for 1847, by Prof S. Hubbard.—On unlimited Spherical
Triangles and their solution, by Wni. Chauvenet.—Ephemeris of Neptune ; S. C.

"Walker.—Observations of Astreae, by Mr. James Ferguson.
Proceedings of the Boston Soc. Nat. Hjst. MAY, 1849.—p. 150. On Algerite,

a new mineral; Br. Bacon.—p. 151. New shells of the U. S. Exploring Expedition
(genera Buccinum and Nassa); A, A. Gould. JUNE.—p. 158. On the embryonic de-
velopment of Campanularia ; DesoK JULY.—p. 1 63. Dcj^cription of Percopsis pellu-

cida, a new fish ; Z, Thompson. AUGUST.—p. 166. On the epithelial tissues ; IV, J.

Burnett.—ip.lQS. Animalcules in blood ; Btmictt.—^ew shells of the Exploring Expe-
dition (genera Columbella, Mitra, Conus); A. A, Gmild. SEPTEMBER.—p. 172. On
the Esoxlucius of Richardson; Ayres.—^. 175. A new species of Helix, (Rexigua),
found near Boston; Stimpson. OCTOBER.—p. 178. On two malformed skulls of
the Cod; I.Wpnan.—pAld. On tlie Cranium of the Troglodytes gorilla ; J.Wi/man.
—p. 181. New species of fish of the genus Polypterus, from West Africa; A^/res.—
p. 182. Tooth of Troglodytes gorilla; /. Wi/nian.—r>. 182. Scratched rocks of the
coast of Labrador

; /. Wyman.—y. IS3, On the genus Cottus ; Girard. NOVEM-
BER.—p. 190. On some pecuhanties of Annelids; Agassiz,—p, 191. On four new
species of Doris; A(^asslz.—p. 192. Skulls of female Eel; Ayres.—Cranium of a
Manatee; /. Wpnan,

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, y. No. 44. Oct., March,
1850.—p. 108. Observations on the radiation of heat by air; Ilcurt/.—p- 117. On
the alleged influence of tie moon on the weather; T. Gilpin.—ip. 125. Remarks on
a memoir by Delgado on the disc of the Emperor Theodosius, presented to the So-
ciety by the Royal Academy of Madrid; 2Vc^o.—p. 127. On the original purchase
of land in Pennsylvania and the celebrated " Indiim Walk;" Trego.—]). 139. Obser-
vations on the occultatlon of Jupiter and his Satellites, Feb. 26, 1850; Kendxll.
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xii, vol. iv.—n. 14f). Letter on the "Snow-bug."^p. 247. An article on two species

of Distonia, by J. Loidy, read and to appear in the Jounial.—p. 248. An article bv
Le Conte, on the Longicom Coleoptcra of the part of America north of Mexico, read,

and to appear in the Journal.—p. 249. On new Entophyta ; J. Leldy,—Tlie number
closes with different Reports relating to the Academy. January, February, \%^0y

Vol. V, No. I.—p. 5. Report on the Progress of Eniomologv in the dnited States

during the year 1849; S. S. IIalde7nan.—j). T, 8. On Entophytes; J. Leidy.—f^lO,
New fresh-water Shells (received in exchange from the Australian Museum); T. A.
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Hay, analysis of the ash, 20.

Haines, A. A,, blowpipe characters of Pyr-
rhite, 423.

, on red zinc ore of New Jersey, 424.

Heat, rotation of plane of polarization by
magnetism, 344.

Heck, G., Iconographic Encyclopedia, notice

of, 141,309,
Heights, Miss ColihursVs scale of, 456.

Hemipiera, new species of, 108.

Hermann, on Penniie, a new mineral, 217.

, noiice of minerals, 408.

Hildreih, meteorological journal kept at Ma-
rietta, 264.

Hooker, J. D., description of the table land
of Thibet, 298,

Horsford, E. N., on the relations of Barium,
&c,, 176.

Hough, F, B , mineral localities in northern
N. v., 288, 424.

, on sulphnret o^ nickel, 287.

HiMard, O. P., on erosion in New Hamp-
shire, 153.

Hiulsonite, analysis of, 228.

HuiiU E 5., on the interpretation of Mari-
otte's law, 412.

HunU T. S., chemical examination of min-
eral waters from Canada, 266.

, constitution of leucine, 63.

, on the Geology of Canada, 12.

, notice of Chancel's researcliea, 276.

Hydrogen gas, passage of, through solid bod-

ies, 421.

Hymenoptera, new species of, 103.

L

Iconographic Encyclopedia by G. Heck, 151,

309.

Infusorial deposits in Oregon, 140.

Infusoria on the teeth, 442.

Instruments, self-regi>tration of magnetical

and meteorological, 319.

Intonation, perfect musical, ^S^ 199.

Iodine, new mode of delecting, 114.

Iron, nitrates of, 30.

Isomorphism of miargyrite and augite, 429,

of minerals, J. D. Dana, 220, 407.

J.

Jackson, C. T., description of Vermiculite,
4"^2

Johnson, Saml W., observations on sulphu-

ret of nickel. 287.

Johnstons^ A. K,, Physical Atlas, 454.

Keller, ir?a., analysis of a calculus from the

bladder of a wluile, 113.

Kirkwood, D., on a new analogy in the peri-

ods of planets, 395.

Knoblauch, H, on the deportment of crys-

talline bodies between tbe poles of a mag-
net, 414.

Kopp, H., on the atomic weightof silicu,284.
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Lagoons of Tuscany, 431,

Lake Superior, Agassiz^s^ noticed, 309, 455.
LancasTerite, a new mineral, 216.

Lassaigne, J. L.^ on arsenic in mineral wa-
ters, 418.

Laurent and Chancel^ action of nitric acid on
butyrone, 278.

, chemical equivalents and notation of,

354.

Laws of Mariotte, E. B. Hunt on, 412.
-^— of motion in elastic fluids, 343.

Jjte, /, on reptilian footmarks, 124.

Z*e/foy, Cdpt.J. H"., on self-registration of in-

struments by pholograpliy, 319, 444.

Leidy^J^ on entophytes, 441.

, on fossil Tapir, 140.

Lepoliie, 411.

Lcuf'ine, constitution of, 63.
Lithig, J., on the preparation of succinic acid

from malale of limo, 1 17.

separation of butyric, valerianic, and
acetic acid, 419.

Lindsayiie, 411.

ZjOcke^John^ on the phantascope, 153.

Logan, W. £., reports on the geology of
Canada, 12.

Loomis, E^ on the electricilj' of a plate of
zinc buried in the earth, L

Lovering, on Melloni's researches, 152.

, on the American prime meridian, 184,

on the aneroid barometer, 249.
Louyet, M , passage of hydrogen gas through

S(»lid bodies, 421.

Lyman, C. S., on the gold of California, 120.

Maes and Clernandot, on the influence of bo-
racicacid in vitrificaiion, 3J5.

Magnetic needle, cause of diurnal variations
of, 445.

Ma^neiical instruments, self-redstration of,

319, 444
Magnetism, causing rotation of the plane ofj

polarization of heat, -'^44.

Malaguti, Durochtr, and Sarscau, on silver,
&c., in sea-water, 421.

Malate of lime, preparation of succinic acid
from, 117.

Mansfield, C. B,on benzole, 2S3.
Man iViraeval, work on, noticed, 456.

, races of, 307.
-—, size of brain in, 246.
Manaius nasutus, (Ne-hoo-le,) 45.

I , scnegalensis, 47,
31anganese spar, 410.
JVIannite, extraction of, by Smith, analysis by

Mantell, G.A., on Dinornis, 437.
, on structure of the belemnile and be-

lemnoteuthis, 43S.

, on peU)rosaurns, 147, 439.

Mastodon angustidens, 304.

MeUens, M., new process for extracting sugar
from the sugar-cane, 301.

Memoir of Walter Folger, 313,

Memorials of Bartram and Marshall, 85.

Metals, silver, lead and copper in sea-water,

421.

Meteorite in North Carolina, 143.

Meteorological instruments, self-registration

of, 319, 444.

jotirnal kept at Marietta, 264.

Mcve, E. Jf., on preparation of hydrobromic
and hydriodic acids, 421.

MialM, on varieties of chloroform, 115.

Miargyrite, isomorphous with augite, 429.

Micromelric measurements by the micro-

scope, 27,

Minerals, artificial production of, 120.

associated with emery, Smifh, 289.

invesiigaied by Hermann, 408.

, isomorphism and atomic volume of, 220.

, loralillesof, in N. Y.,288,424
, Cliondrodite, 85 ; Danburite, 286 ; Gar-

net, 84 ; Gibbsite, 408 ; Greensand, 83

Iludsoniie, analysis of, 228 ; Lancasterite

a new species, 216
i
Lepoliie, 411; Lind

sayite, 411 ; Manganese spar, 410 ; Ozark
ile, 430 ; Pyrrhite, 423 ; Red zinc ore, 424

Rhodonite, 410 ; Schorlomitc, 429 ; Sphene
430; Trooslite, 409

i
Vivianite, 84; VVdl

emite, 408.

MitchdU HV/i., memoir of Walter Folger, of

Nantucket, 313
Moon's surface, model of, 113.

Morton, S. G., measurements of human cra-

nia, 40.
-— , size of the human brain, 246.

Motion, jaws of, influencing the expansion of

elastic fluids, 334.

Muscular contraction, development of elec-

Iricity by, 304,

.Musical intonation, perfect, 63, 199.

Mycology of N. America, Berkley and CuT'

tii>', 171.

N.

of the fluid in the

ManteU, R. N., on the strata and organic re-
mains in the Great Western railway cut-
ting, 436.

*

Mantdl, W, B. D., fossil birds of New Zea-
land, 147.——, on remains of the Dinornis, 437,

Manolte's law, interpretation of^ 412.
Marshall, memorials of, 85.

Natural Philosophy, Gray's elements of, 398.

Navicula Spencerii, 23.

Nebulae observed with Rosse's telescope,

140.

Nepenthes, composition
ascidia of, 419.

New Hampshire, trap dikes in, evidence of

erosion, 153.

New Holland, on denudation in, 239.

Ne-hoo-Ie or Manatus nasutus, 45.

Nickel, sulphuretof, in Northern New York,

287.

Nineveh, ruins of, 447.

Nitrates of iron, Szc, 30.

, basic of iron, 32.

Nitrogen, new mode of preparing, 114.

N'oberts' micrometer, 27.

Norwood, reports on the geology of Wiscon-

sin, 306.

Notation, chemical, Gerhardt and Lauren^
364.

Nut, fossil, in the 127.

O

;

Oak Orchard spring water, analysis of, 449

Oata, analysis of the ash, 20.
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Obituary of Martin Gay^ 305,

Orchestidse, 295.

Ordway, John JV/., on nitrates of iron, d:c.,

30.

Organ, for perfect intonation, 68, 199.

Organic bases, production of, 420,

On^eii, D. £>., Geological report of Wisconsin,

306.
I

Owen^ Richard^ British fossil mammals, 149.

Oxygen from chlorate of potassium, 419.

Ozarkite, 430.

P.

Pacific, dentulation in, 48.

Pa^e, Chas. G , on Trevelyan's bars vibra-

ting by galvanism, 105.

Pelorosaurus, 439.

Penniie, a new mineral, 217.

Perkins, G.i/., on Enge-ena, 45.

PeUenhqfer^ on a copper amalgam, 232.

Phnntascope, Locke s, 153.

FhiUipSj on anemometry, 146.

Phosphoric acid, separation of, from alumi-

na, 283,

Phosphoric ethers, VogelVs^ 113.

Photography, Lefrofs application of, to self-

registration of instruments, 319, 444.

Pickmng^ Chas., on races of man, 3^7.

Piddington, H., on a large diamond, 434.

Pinus, 149.

Planets, analogy of the periods of, 365.

Plestiodon anthracinus, 139.

Ploiaria maculata, 108.

Poole, H. W., on perfect musical intonation,

63, 199.

Porter, John A., action of rutric acid on
woody fibre* 20.

, ash analysis by, 20.

Potatoes, analysis of tlie ash, 20.

Prime meridian, 184.

Provosfaye, De La^ on rotation of the plane
of polarization of heat by magnetism, 314.

Pseudotriion mtmtanus, 139.

Pyrrhite, blowpipe characters of, 423.

R.

RammeLsherg , analysis of schorlomite, 429,
iiay Society, anniversary of, noticed, 304.

Registration of instruments by photography,

Lefroy, 319. 444.

Relations between animals and the elements
in which they live, 309.

Report^ geological, of Wisconsin, by D. D.
Owen, 306.

American Association, proceedings of,

453.— of the United States Exploring Expedi-

tion on Races of man, 307.

on Zoophytes, 294.

Royal Society, anniversary of, 304.

Ruffin, Edward, fossil nut in the eocene, 127.

Ruins of Nineveh, 447.

Ruthenium, atomic volume of, 422.

S.

acid,Sncc, Prof., on the functions of pectic

20.

Salamanders, four new species of, 137.

Salicylic ether, 279.

Sapinus, new genus of pines, 148.

Sapphirina, eyes of, 133.

Schizopod Crustacea, J. D,Dana, 129.

Schliejter, Adol^ihe, analysis of manganese
spnr, 410.

Schorlomite, analysis of, 429.

Schmich, Edward^ use of tin plate scrap in

the manufacture of iron, 279.

Schwarz, H., estimation of nitrous acid, 114.

Scink, new species of, 137.

Shea butter, composition of, 116.

Silica, atomic weiglu of, 284.

Silhman, B., Jr., analysis of Schuylkill wa-
ter, 123.

description of Lancasteriie, 216.

I

Reptile, discovery of a large fossil, 147, 439.

, new species of, 6\ F. Band, 137, 309.

Rcyiiose, M. A., new mode of detecting bro-

mine and iodine, 114.

Rhodonite, 410.

Rocks, degradation of, 289.

lioirerSf IVm. B.f on acid and alkaline springs,

123.

Rose, JF/., on the separation of phosphoric

acid from alumina, 283.

Rotation, Kirkwood's analogy of^ in the peri-

ods of planets, 365,

.Silver, reduction of the chlorid of, 418.

Skinner, F. S., the plougii, the loom, and the

anvil, noliced, 309.
^ ,

Smith, J. L., minerals associated with em-
ery, 289.

Smith, I\lessrs., extraction of mannite from

the dandelion, 285.

Smithsonian contributions, 312.

Soap tree, butyric acid in fruits of, 116.

Society of Arts, transactions of, 457.

, Ray, anniversary of, noticed, 304.

, Royal, of London, anniversary of, no-

ticed, 3J4.

Soubeiran, on varieties of chloroform, 115.

Spencer, J, A., travels in Holy Land, no-

ticed, 456.

Sphene, large crystals of, by Vaux, 430.

Stejihouse, J., analysis of maniiiie, 285.

, production ol organic bases from veg-

etable substances, 420.

Sloasloma, genus of shells, Adams, 133.

Sugar, new mode of extracting from sugar

cane, 301,

Swan, Wm , on gradual production of lumin-

ous impressions on the eye, 443.

Synopsis Coniferarum, 148.

T.

Table of atomic weights, J. D, Dana^ 217.

Tallow, Chinese vegetable, 116.

Tapir, fossil, American, Ltidy, 140. %
Thibet, description of the table land of, 298.

Thommn^ R I)., on Shea butler and vegeta-

ble tallow, 116.

Thompson^ Zadock, fossil hones in Vermont,

25G.

Tindall, John, on the deportment of crystal-

line bodies between the poles of a mag-
net, 414.

Tin plate scrap, use of, in the manufacture

of malleable iron, 279.

jTitaniferous veins of the Alps, origin of, 122.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, 312.

Trevelyan's bars vibrating by galvanism, 105.

[Troglooytes gorilla, crania of, 34.

#
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Troostite, 409.

Tuscany, boracic acid, lagoons of, 431.

Valleys, formation of, 289.
Vamixerfi's cabinet for bale, 147.
Vaux, Wm. S., large crystals of sphene, 430.
Veins, titaniferous, in the Alps, 1:^2.

Vermiculite, analysis of, 422.
Vibration oi" Treveiyan's bars, 105.
Viirification, influence of boracic acid in,

305.

Vivianite, composition of, 84.
Vodchtr, M., on the chemical composition of
the fluid in ihe ascidia of Nepenthes, 419.

VoseU, F., on phospiioric eihers, 113.
Volcanoes, historical account of the erup-

tions of Hawaii, 347.
Voltaic arrangements, cost of, 111.

Wales, New South, rocks and valleys of,
289. ^

'

Ward, on the cost of voltaic arrangements,

Water, analysis of mineral sprint water from
Canada, 266.

of Oak Orchard spring, 449.
-, alkattne springs, 123.

, containing boracic acid, 431.

Water, analysis of Schuylkill, 123.
of Firth of Forth, fluorine in, 118.

Wax, researches on, by B. C. Brndie, 111.
Welles:, David A., annual of scientific discov-

ery, 309,454.
Whale, analysis of a calculus from the blad-
der of, 118.

VVilIemite,408.

Wihon, G., on fluorine in sea-water, 118.

Wisconsin, geological report of, 306.

Wiilsfein^ A/., on the reduction of chlorid of
- silver, 418.

Wood, E, T, on Shea butter and vegetable
tallow, 116.

Woody fibre, action of nitric acid on, 20.

Wurtz, A., action of potash on caffeine, 419.

, on compound ammonias, 281.
•

, researches on leucine, criticised, 63.

Wyman, J,, on Enge-ena or Troglodytes go-

filla, 34.

, on Ne-hoo-le,oriVIanatusnasutus, 45.

, notice of Owen's contributions, 149.

Z,

Zinc, electricity of, when buried in the

earth, 1.

Zinc, red ore of, 424.

Zoological Gardens, London, noticed, 304,

Zoophytes, Dana's Report on, 294.
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JAMES GREEN,
MANUFACTURER AND IxMPORTER OF

PhilosopJiical and Chemical Apparatus^ Optical and
Mathematical Instruments^

\ No. 4S2 Broadwa-y, New York,

J. G. desires to inform the public that he has removed his es-

tabh"shment from Baltimore to New York, where he believes that

the ereater facilities afforded for manufacturing apparatus, will
^-^ _ .A-^-M^^ Asm & ^

reased

faction and greater promptness.

In addition to the articles of his own make, his personal ac-

quaintance with the principal makers of Europe, enables him to

supply every description of apparatus, for demonstration or re-

search, on very favorable terms.

Special attention v/ill still be given to making Standard Ba-

lasfon's Barometric Thermometers for measuring heights.

Wol

Green's Barometers and Thermometers, as adapted for the sys-

tem of meteorological observations conducted by the Smithsonian

Institution, put tip in spring boxes for safe transportation through-

out the United States and foreign parts.

Apparatus proper for experimental lectures on Natural Philoso-

phy and Chemistry may be found on hand, together with School

Apparatus, and a general assortment of Telescopes, Microscopes,

Magic Lanterns with Astronomical and other slides, Theodolites,

Levels, Surveying Compasses, Drawing Instruments, &c.

4
Catalogues sent to address.

May 1850. 3t

To Collectors of British Shells and Fossils.

ROBERT DAMON of Weymouth, Dorset, England,

follow

ing terms

:

100 species averaging two or three of each, £2 12 6
- * -660

12 12
200
300
400

R. D. has also an extensive collection of British Fossils on

equally reasonable terms.

Reference in the United States permitted to Mr. Henry Wheat-

land, Salem, Mass.

Weymouth, April, 1850. [3teon]
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SCHOOL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
p

[Attached to the " Sepattmcut of ^PMIo^opSS antr tie ^Erts/' in Yale College.}

B- SILLIMAN, Jr.

Professor of Chemistry and ike kindred Sciences applied to ike ArU.

J. p. NORTON,
Professor of Scientific Agriculture.

' 7 .-i

The course of instruction in this Laboratory is now fu?ly orgranized

and all practicable facilities are afforded to the students. The Sessions

correspond with those of the College, commencing in January, May and

October, and continuing about three months each. Instruction given in

various departments of appliecJ Chemistry as above, also in general ana-

alytical Chemistry, organic and inorganic.

Students allowed to work during the whole day with use of balances,

reagents, glass, porcelain, alcohol, fires, &c., platinum only excepted.

The only extra charge is for breakage. Terms $5 per week or $60 to

$70 per term of twelve or fourteen weeks.

No previous study required of those who enter this department.

Lectures on Scientific Agriculture, by Prof. NouxOxV, during winter

term, commencing soon after the middle of January.

Lectures on Mineralogy and applied Chemistry, during summer term,

by Prof. SiLLTMAN, Junr. and Dr. Ernt, first assistant. Lectures on Ge-

ology, Elementary Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, also accessible.

Analyses and investigations of all kinds promptly attended to on rea-

sonable terms.

Analytical Laboratory, Yah College, New Haven, February, 1850.

FUNGI AMERICANI EXSICCATI/
Botanists wishing specimens of American Fungi, can obtain

packages (of not less than ten Decades each) on application to

the subscriber; at Society Hillj South Carolina.

March, 1848.
m

M. A. CURTIS.
[tf]

TELESCOPES.
AMASA HOLCOMB, Soulhicick, Massachusells,

Continues to manufacture reflecting telescopes of sizes from

5 feet long and 4 inches aperture, to 14 feet long and 10 inches

aperture; with prices from 100 to 600 dollars.

Also, ACHROMATIC TELESCOPES from 2 to 4 iuchcs aperture,

with prices from 50 to 400 dollars, all conveniently and substan-

tially mounted.
May, 1850. [lyl
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The Publishei would respectfully call attention to the Allowing announce-
ment of the most complete and beautiful work on American Trees now
published. It is of great value to Libraries, residents in the country, bota-

nists, nurserymen, and those who take an interest in the cultivation of trees.

Subscribers will please designate whether they wish the whole work, or

Nuttall's Supplement separately.

Subscriptions received by the Publisher, and the principal Booksellers

of the United States.

THE

NORTH AMERICAN SYLVA

;

OR

DESCEIPTION OF THE FOREST TREES
OF THE

UNITED STATES, CANADA, AND NOVA SCOTIA,

CONSIDERED PARTICULARLY WITH RESPECT TO THEIR USE IN THE ARTS

AND THEIR INTRODUCTION INTO COMMERCE
;

t

With
A DESCRIPTION OF THE MOST USEFUL OF

THE EUROPEAN FOREST TREES.

ILLUSTRATED BY 156 FINELY COLOURED COPPERPLATE ENGRAVINGS,

By REDOUTE, &c.

Jn tJiree Volumes.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF

. ANDREW MICHAUX,
MEMBER OF THE AWERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, ETC. ETC.,

With Notes by J, JAY SMITH, Member of the Academy of Natural Sciences, ii-c.

# #^* This Work is of the kigliesl standard value^ tvith or without the Supplemen-

Uiry Volumes by NuttaH.

A new and splendid edition of this work of the trees most commonly
tnown is being issued in Rojal 8vo., colored in a style equal to the best

French editions. It will be completed in Six Numbers, half-cloth bound,
at four dollars for each number to Subscribers, or complete for twenty-four

dollars. Uncoloured copies sixteen dollars,

ROBERT P. SMITH, Publisher,

15 Minor St,, Philadelphia.

# Specimens will beforwarded on application Post paid.
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THE

NORTH AMERICAN SYLVA.
OR

A DESCRIPTION OF THE FOREST TREES OF THE UNITED
STATES, CANADA AND NOVA SCOTIA.

NOT DESCRIBED IN THE WOEK
OF

F. ANDREW MICHAUX,
CONTAINING ALL THE FOREST THEES DISCOVERED TN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS,

THE TERRITORY OF OREGON, DOWN TO THE SHORES OF#THE PACIFIC,

AND INTO THE CONFINES OF CALIFORNIA, AS WELL AS IN

VARIOUS PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES.

ILLUSTRATED BY 121 FINELY COLOURED PLATES,

In three Volumes, Royal Octavo.

BY THOMAS NUTTALL, F, L. S.,

Member of the American Philosophical Society, and of the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia^ ^c. cj-c.

[The whole completed in Six Volumes, Royal Octavo, with 278 Plates.]

The figures in these three additional volumes comprise one hundred and twerdy-one plates^

finely coloured, mostly of new subjects, or such as have not been before publislied in the Sylva,

executed with the strictest fidelity to nature, under the eye of the Author. Additional remarks
on the uses and economy of the Forest Trees of the United States will also be given, so as to

complete as far as possible the requfsite information on this important subject.

It is quite unnecessary to say anything in praise of Mjciuux's magnificent work on the Forest

Trees of our country—the well establislied reputation of Nuttall, the Author of the addiiionul

art of the work, is a sufficient guarantee for its accuracy and the style of its execution. The
lates are finely arvd carefully coloured; and the two works form the most splendid series ever

publifihed in America,

Nuttall's coNTiNL'ATio.\% HOW Completed, with 121 finely coloured plates, in 3 vols. Royal 8vOn
is Iwenty-onc Dollars.

With U7?ro7o«re{Z plates, - - $15.

The persons who possess the former edition of Michaux's work can procure the three addi-
tional volumes by T, Nuttall separately, and thus complete their copies.

LATELY PUBLISHED.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF MEDICAL BOTANY,
CONSISTING OF COLOURED FIGITRES OF THE PLANTS AFFORDING THE l.UrORTANT

ARTICLES OF MATERIA MEDICA, AND
/

DESCRIPTIVE TEXT,

BY JOSEPH CARSON, M. D.

Professor of Materia Medica.

This work consists of one hundred plates large quarto, very finely coloured ; with accompany-
ing descriptions. In 2 Vols, cloth gilt. Price $25.00. It ranks as the best standard work of

ii» kind in this country.
" We cannot too highly recommend this work to the attention of the Profession, and leel con-.

vinccd that it only requires to be known to be appreciated- It is *got up* in a very superior

style, and at a much more moderate price, than books of a similar character from the European
press."

—

Hays'^s Ainerican Journal of the Medical Sciencet.

ROBERT P. SMITH, Publisher,

15 Minor St., Philada.

\
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son, and St. Lawrence counties, New York, by Dr. F. B. Hot;gh, 424.—Iso-

>^
morphism of Miargyrite and Angite: Analysis of ihe Schorlomite of Sbepard,
by C. Kammelsberg, 429.—Large crystals of Sphene : On the Ozarkite of
Shepard, by J. D. Dana, 430.—The Lagoons of Tuscany, 431.—On the Great
Diamond in the possession of the Nizam, by Hknry Piddington, 434.—An
account of the Strata and Organic Remains exposed in the Cuttings of ifie Rail-

way from >he Great Western line near Corsham, through Trowbridge to West-
bury in Wiltshire, by Reginald Neville Mantell, Esq., 436 —Notice of

the Remains of tlie Dinornis and other Birds, and of Fossil and Rock specimens

recently collected by Walter Mantell, Esq., from liio Middle Island of New
Zealand, by G. A. Mantell, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S., &c., 437.

Zoology,—Supplementary Observations on the Structure of the Belomnitc and
Belemnoieulhis, by Gideon Algernon Mantell, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S., &c.,
438.—On the^elorusaurus; an undescrlbed gigantic terrestrial reptile, whose
remains are associated with those of the Iguanodon and other Saurians, in the

Strata of Tilgale Forest, by Gideon Algernon Mantell, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S.,

&c., 439.—On EntophytGs, by Dr. Leidv, 44L—On Infiisoria on the Teeth, by
H. I. BowDiTcii, 443.

Jistronowy.—New Comet : Expected return of the great Comet of 15C6, 442.

Miscellaneous Intelligence,—On the Gradual Production of Luminous Impressions

on the Eye, and other phenomena of Vision, by William Swan, F.R.S.E.,

443.— Foster's Geological Chan: Lefroy on the Application of Photography to

the Self-registration of Magnctif-a! and Meteorological Instruments, 444.—On
the Cause of the Diurnal Variations of the Magnetic Needle, by W. H. Bar-
low, Esq., M.I.C.E., 445—The Ruins of Nineveh, 447.—Oak Orchard Acid
Spring Water, by 11. Erni, and Wm. I. Craw, 441).—On the Cause of Au-
rorae Boreales, by Aigcste de la Rive, 450.—Charleston Meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, 453.

Bibliography,—Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science : The Annual of Scientific Discovery, or Year Book of Facts in Science

and Arts, &c. ; edited by David A. Wells and George Bliss, Jr. : The
Physical Atlas of Natural Phenomena, by Alexander Keith Johnston, 454.

Lake Superior, its Physical Character, Vegetation and Animals, compared
with those of other and similar Regions, by Louis Agassiz, with a njirrativeof

Ihe Tour, by J. Elliot Cabot, 455.—A Natural Scale of Heiglits, &c.^ con-

structed by Miss Colthurst : The East; Skeiche:? of Travel in Egypt and the
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